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DURHAM
NORTH CAROLINA

27706

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY TELEPHONE 919-684-2915

July 20, 1986

David de Ferranti
N-852
Policy and Operation Research
Water Supply and Urban
Development Department

Dear Mr. de Ferranti:

My name is Xiangming Chen. I am a Ph.D candidate in

Sociology at Duke University currently working as a summer

intern in Division 2 of PHN. I'm doing (with another
Chinese intern) demographic and epidemiological projections
and analyzing the relationships between projected patterns
of major chronic diseases and their changing demand for
health care in China. With a general interest in population
studies, I have done some research on urbanization and urban
development (see enclosed three papers). I have talked to

Ms. Christine Allison in the East Asia Education Department.
She recommended you as a resourceful and knowledgelable person
whom I may talk to for advice and suggestions. I hope that
we have an opportunity to meet sometime in a couple of weeks.
I have read your staff working paper "Paying for Health
Services in Developing Countries". I am presently using

somebody's office (N-310A) and my extension is 61606. I will

also try to call you soon. Thank you.

Enclosures. Sincerely yours

Xiangmin Chen



ABSTRACT

International urbanization characterized by rapid growth of large cities

poses serious questions of population distribution and economic development to

GIANT CITIS OF THE URBAN IERARCHY II CHINA: many national governments, especially to those of the Third World countries.

This chapter examines various characteristics of a set of very large cities in

A PERSISTING DILMMA WITH A PROM~ISING SOLUTION
China. Serious problems facing the rapid growth of these cities are identi-

fied. Further discussions focus on China's recent policies for coping with the

existing problems by containing growth of the very large cities and achieving a

more integrated urban system.

Tianainr Chlan

Duke University

Portions of this research were presented at the Annual Meeting of the Southern
Sociological Society, Charlotte, N.C., April 11-14, 1985. I am indebted to
Professor Joel Smith whose comments and criticisms, both substantive and sty-
listic, have considerably facilitated the completion of this work. Marcia
Spray's kind and competent assistance in preparing the tables and references
for the final draft is gratefully acknowledged. I also would like to express
my thanks to the two editors for their useful suggestions on the final
revision.

[Forthcoming in The Metropolis Era, Volume 1, Mattei Dogan and John D. Kasarda
(ods.), Sage Publications, 19861?



Egypt. By 1900 the number had increased to 339. In 1500
GIANT CITIES OF THE URBAN HIERARCHY IN CHINA:

the top 20 cities, all of which were located in what are now

A PERSISTING DILEMMA WITH A PROMISING SOLUTION
considered less developed regions, had a total population of'

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 4,832,000. In contrast, the 20 largest cities with suburbs

China has the largest population in the world, but only (almost all of which were in Western Europe and North Ameri-

about 20% of its people live in cities. However, 50% of ca) at the turn of 20th century contained 41,235,000 resi-

China's total urban population reside in 38 cities of one dents (Chandler and Fox, 1974). Relative to the long span

million people or more. What problems are associated with a of history, only a short time elapsed between the first ur-

relatively low level of urbanization and concentrations of ban revolution which brought peorle togeber -n Wild es;

people in a large number of very large cities? In this rh- -ities and the second urban re-1l oaced

pthis t1. cities in response to the factory system and its tech-
per we 'JCI -~~L ti ,tter by: (1) examirlinq the

of the Chinese urban system, (2) nological transformations (Kearley, 1984).

In the 20thes century theem moetm(fubaiaio)a

identifying some major problems associated with the growth In the 20th century, the momentum of urbanization has

of very large cities that analysis reveals lack integrated accelerated; the number of million-population cities has in-

creased from 16 in 1900' to 234 in 1980 (United Nations,
urban development, (3) assessing the cross-national poten-

tial of China's policy responses to these problems by exam- 1981). Contemporary urbanization is chiefly characterized

ining their experiences thus far, and (4) presenting a pro- by the fact that growth in the number and size of large cit-

spective view of the very large Chinese cities in the ies in the developing countries has been rapidly surpassing

future. that in the developed nations. In 1970, 77 (48%) of the 160

Urbanization, urban places, and urban life began 5,500 million-population cities were located in LDCs. Only ten

years ago in the ancient Near East (Golden, 1981). However, years later, 124 (53%) of the 234 such cities were in LDCs.

only with the onset of the Industrial Revolution in the West The total population was distributed between 354,758,000 in

did areal and demographic concentration accelerate. In 1500 LDCs as against 298,882,000 in MDCs. The United Nations now

there were only 24 cities in the world with more than predicts that by the year 2000 the number of cities with one

100,000 populatiop. Most were in China and such other long million or more residents in the developing world will ap-

established Asian and African civilizations as India and proach 300 and have a combined population of almost one bil-
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lion (Hamer, 1985:39). This concentrated urban growth in dressing the issues of size and function, we will examine

very large cities of the less developed regions signals the the theoretical rationales for and structural components of

inception and continuation of a third urban revolution Chinese urbanization policy and consider its implications.

(Kearley, 1984). for population distribution and economic development in oth-

Serious problems have been associated with what has be- er developing countries.

come an overconcentration of population in very large cities
URBANIZATION RESE~ARCH ON CHINA

in developing countries. They include crowded living condi-

Due to a lack of statistical information on Chinese
tions, traffic snarls, overloaded transportation, severe

pollution, serious unemployment caused by the large influx population in the last thirty years, little has been known

of rural migrants, and unequal distribution of income and about population distribution and urban growth in the

services both within large cities and between them and rural world's largest nation. Limited descriptive and historical

studies (Murphey, 1974; Kapp, 1974; Gernet, 1977; Chan,
areas. These problems, in conjunction with the rapid pace

and staggering magnitude of urbanization, constitute major 1981) have provided detailed chronological accounts of indi-

challenges to policymakers. The close and multiple interre- vidual Chinese cities with special features, such as the

lationships among urbanization, demographic dynamics, and "treaty port" of Shanghai or the former largest city of

socioeconomic development make urban system planning one of Hangzhou (around the 13th century). These studies tend to

the top priorities on the agendas of almost all countries, emphasize unique sociopolitical antecedents as influences on

especially the developing ones. Despite the fact that the the growth of large Chinese cities. Although they provide a

historical context that helps place the post-revolutionary
process of urbanization is now universal and rapid, its re-

phase of urbanization in perspective, they offer little gui-lation to Other socioeconomic factors and policy responses
dance for a structural analysis of either very large Chinese

to it vary tremendously among the countries of the world.

In this article we examine the size, characteristics cities as a set or the urban system as a whole.

and functions of a group of very large Chinese cities. Another major body of research focussed on changes in

policies toward urban system planning in post-revolutionaryFirst, we (1) review mome relevant literature on Chinese ur-

banization, and (2) identify some definitional problems in China (Buck, 1981; Kwok, 1981; Murphey, 1980). These poli-

discussing the siii of urban places in China. After ad- cy-oriented studies reveal how the post-1949 Chinese govern-

ment, driven by a Marxian view that such cities as pre-1949
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Shanghai represent decadence, power, corruption, and lust Urban places were then defined as settlements with 2,000 in-

for capital, adopted a counterurbanization policy. Buck habitants or more, at least half of whom were engaged in no-

(1981), tracing the evolution of China's urban policy from nagricultural pursuits. Places of 1,000 to 2,000 population

1949 to 1979, presented a detailed discussion of China's ef- might also be classified as urban if 75% or more of the pop-

forts, especially after 1958, to produce spatially balanced ulation was nonagricultural (Ullman, 1969:89). Since 1964

and decentralized development. Kwok (1981) suggested that (the second census), urban places were defined as towns with

there have been four periods in the transformation in Chi- 3,000 inhabitants, 70% or more of whom were nonagricultural.

na's urban development and identified the rationales for Places of 2,500-3,000, 85% or more of whom were nonagricul-

spatial considerations and locational emphases for each. tural also are urban. Settlement centers of more than

Although such analyses are largely descriptive, they catch a 20,000 people were defined as cities. More recently, cities

thematic thread that runs through these urban planning have been grouped into three categories based on size: (1)

strategies. One of the major goals of this discussion is to large (500,000 and over); (2) medium-sized (200,000 to

decide whether there is a Chinese model of urban development 500,000); and (3) small (below 200,000). A recent study

by dissecting and elaborating the underlying rationales and (Ding, 1984) defined a new category of very large cities

structural components of recent responses to urbanization, which includes those with 1,000,000 people and more.

Table 1 describes the urban population in China in
DEFINITION ANDl STRUCTURE OF URBAN CHINA

terms of locality categories and several measures of concen-
We begin with some definitions and classifications of

tration and distribution.
the Chinese urban system and review some statistics on the

distribution of cities in China. "Table I about here"

Urbanization can be defined as a differentiation pro-
It shows very high level of population concentration at the

cess in which spatial and demographic processes interact to

produce a concentration of people; specific urban units are top of the urban hierarchy is observed, but this is not pri-

manily accounted for by one or two primate cities (Chen,
compact, permanent settlements of population within a geo-

1985a). Although the proportion of the total population in
graphic boundary (Golden, 1981). Urban places in China are

urban areas of 1,000,000 and over (these include the rural
defined in terms of population size. However, there have

.nh.icounties) is only 20% (column 2), 52% of the urban popula-
been changes in the definitions used since the early 1950s.
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tion is located, in such places (columns 3 and 4). Concen- Although the level of urbanization in China only in-

tration in very large cities also is indicated by the con- creased by about 5% from 1950 to 1980, the number of mil-

siderable gap between the largest and next largest places on lion-plus cities grew from six in 1949 to 44 in 1983, an as-

two other measures (columns 5 and 6). The proportion of the tronomical rate of 633%. Against this backdrop, we now con-

urban population in the second category (500,000-999,999) is sider the group of cities with populations of 2,000,000 or

less than half that in the largest category, while the pro- more.' They consti$na '.2% 5,f all 1_- of such size in

portion of the total population in the same cateanor- ,DCs. The 16 cit- >' 0 et cunstitute 13% of

twice (41%) t),f in places cti ,uU,O0u and ove'. Me is the 124 cities of over one million in the less developed

mhe presence of a sizeable rural population world; however, their combined population is 25% of the 330

in the smaller size group. Thus, the high concentration in million people in such cities.

very large cities is exemplified by the fact the urban/rural Because of the lack of information in the past, little

ratio for the top category (.339) is six times that of the has been known about population concentration, industrial

second largest category (column 6). Still another indica- complexity, and the municipal infrastructure of very large

tion of the same phenomenon is the fact that although the cities in China. The availability of recent information on

number of million-plus-population cities (38) constitutes these 16 cities, however, provides an opportunity to examine

16% of the 2391 cities, their combined population accounts some heretofore unexplored issues: (1) relationships between

for more than half of the total urban population, showing population size, density and municipal functions, (2) varia-

the top-heavy concentration in the urban system. Neverthe- tions in the association between central cities and their

less, concentration of total population in China of 1982 suburban areas, and (3) differences between the socioeco-

(1.05) (see Table 1) was much less than similar levels for nomic status of populations of Shanghai and Beijing and

1960 in Brazil (2.92), Denmark (4.25), Ghana (2.03), the those of other very large cities. Moreover, these data also

United States (4.06), United Kingdom (4.97), and Yugoslavia permit comparisons between the ecological patterns and and

(2.36) (Gibbs, 1966:173). This suggests that population processes of industrial, highly suburbanized western cities

growth at the top will increase the structural imbalance in and of those in China.

the urban hierarchy. The information for our study has been taken from the

1982 Statistical Yearbook of China (State Statistical Bu-
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reau, 1983). All 16 cities for which information is provid- Shanghai has 12 urban districts, there are nine in Tianjin.

ed have populations of more than 2,000,000. If we follow Qingdao's urban districts cover only 118 square kilometers,

the definition that very large cities are those with more the smallest of the 16, whereas Shanghai's urban district's

than 1,000,000 people (Ding, 1984), these 16 cities deserve amount to an area of 627 square kilometers, about five times

to be called giant cities, standing on the top layer of the as large as that of Qingdao. The city district is a much

urban hierarchy. They do not constitute either a random or larger area than the Central Business District (CBD) of

representative sample of the Chinese city population; they large western cities and approximates the central city of

have been designated by the State as nationally important the United States. The urban district usually includes the

"key" cities on the basis of their size and/or political and city's outskirts and is an appendage to the city district.

administrative positions as national or provincial capitals, It is structurally similar to the urban fringe: the subzone

strategic locations, or industrial centers. Their histori- of the rural-urban fringe that is contiguous with the cen-

cal experiences and geographical distributions make compari- tral city (Pryor, 1968:206). In reality, it is analogous to

sons among them and between them and other cities meaning- the urbanized area including the central city in the United

ful. States. These urban districts vary a lot in their degree of

We have information both on each city and its two com- urbanism, since they cut across the city edge, with portions

ponents: (1) the urban district and (2) suburban (rural) of them located within the city limit and parts of them

counties under municipal jurisdiction. This distinction is stretching into the adjacent rural areas.

best understood in relation to conventional spatial ecologi- Suburban (rural) counties are included in these cities'

cal concepts. There is no isomorphism between the Chinese boundaries for administrative reasons. There also is con-

definitions and concepts and those for western metropolises siderable variation in the number of rural counties adminis-

because urban growth patterns and municipal administrative tered by the municipal governments of the 16 cities. For

systems differ greatly in the two parts of the world. How- example, Nanjing has five such counties, while there are

ever, we may draw some parallels for the sake of subsequent nine under Beijing's jurisdiction. Shanghai, the largest of

analysis. The urban district in Chinese usage is a broad the 16 cities, embraces 10 surrounding counties. These

concept that includes city districts. The number and size counties bear some resemblance to the rural fringe--tbat

of urban districts in very large cities vary greatly. While subzone of the rural-urban fringe contiguous with the urban

-9- - 10 -



fringe--and have a lower density of occupied dwellings than Measures of a variety of characteristics of these 16

the median density of the total rural-urban fringe, a higher cities and their respective urban districts and suburban

proportion of farm than nonfarm and vacant land, and a lower (rural) counties are available. There is demographic infor,

rate of increase in population density, land use conversion, mation on population size, density per square kilometer, and

and commuting (Pryor, 1968:206). To a certain extent, these the rate of natural increase. Municipal infrastructure and

suburban (rural) counties are comparable to portions of industrial complexity are indicated by the number of indus-

SMSAs outside urbanized areas. While possessing predomi- trial enterprises, heavy and light industrial output values,

nantly rural characteristics, these counties are diverse in and numbers of units providing retail and food services. We

their level of development. Some, bordering on the urban have standardized these measures into rates and per capita

districts of Shanghai and Beijing, contain a considerable values, thereby reducing the skewness of frequency distribu-

number of industries and have been selected as sites for tions that are affected by the considerable size variation

satellite towns to absorb industry and population from the among the cities.

central cities. Others, located mostly on the edges of mu- Indicators of industrial capacity and economic concen-

nicipal boundaries, are completely agricultural and reflect tration are standardized as production enterprises per

little urban influence because only weak transportation and 10,000 population and industrial output value per capita.

communications links are available. Municipal infrastructure is expressed by food services, col-

The information on the two urban sections allows us to leges and high schools, hospitals beds, and so forth, per

examine both their differences and the functional relation- 10,000 persons. Indicators of the standard of living in

ships between urban districts and their affiliated counties, these very large cities include consumption sales per cap-

This will help provide a more specific and realistic assess- ita, housing space per capita, etc. These measures are cal-

ment of the population size and industrial capacity of cit- culated separately for cities as a whole, urban districts,

ies, which despite the fact that they are very large, have and attached counties, and are comparable across units of

very diverse functional and spatial segments within their place.

administrative boundaries. Therefore, regardless of their

inherent limitations , this material should reveal much more POPULATION GROWTH AND MUNICIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

Patterns of difference in urban structure will be exam-
than previously has been known about the general profiles

and structural attributes of very large Chinese cities. ined in the context of the dynamics of change in size of
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these cities during the last 150 years. Table 2 summarizes Growth patterns took a different turn after the Revolu-

this information. tion of 1949. Some of these 16 r

only have been small towns )fn U'-s ne
"Table 2 about here"

million mark after 1949 and have grown rapidly as a result

DuP to Is special status as the imperial capital rom of governmental policy to build them into major industrial

the mid-1660s to 1911, Beijing was the largest city in China centers. This policy not only produced substantial control-

and one of the largest in the world around 1825. The im- led migration of technical personnel and workers from large

pressive growth of Shanghai from the late 1900s to 1949 re- coastal cities to interior cities, but also speeded up natu-

flected its role as the country's leading port and the rapid ral increase of their populations, particularly in the 1950s

development of its commercial and transportation facilities. when there was little in the way of effective population

Shanghai's average annual growth rate of 3.5%' from 1900 to control policies. Lanzhou's population soared from approxi-

1949 surpassed that of almost all other cities. Increasing- mately 100,000 in 1949 to 2,400,000 in 1982 (10.1% per an-

ly, extensive overseas trade in the first half of the 20th num) due, in a certain degree, to the stimulus of a booming

century contributed to the continued high growth of the old oil refining industry. Both Chengdu and Chongqin grew at

port cities of Tianjin and Guangzhou (Canton). The Manchu- 5.8% annually for the last 33 years, as both received a num-

rian cities of Shenyang (Mukden) and Changchun grew rapidly ber of military-related industries and other organizations

in the 20th century in response to the development of heavy from northern and eastern provinces during the Cultural Rev-

industry under the Japaness rule in the 1930s and concen- olution. On the east coast, as a result of efforts to con-

trated Soviet aid after 1949. Favored by transportation ad- trol population growth in very large cities since the 1960s,

vantages, cities along the Yangtze River in Central China, smaller port cities like Dalian (6.5%) and Qingdao (5.4%)

such as Wuhan and Nanjing, experienced rapid population grew faster than the older and larger port cities of Guang-

growth. Nanjing also benefited from being the wartime capi- zhou (4.3%), Tianjin (4.7%), and Wuhan (4.2%). This policy

tal for the Nationalists during the 1940s. As the largest had a particularly strong effect on China's largest city,

military and financial center for the Nationalists in South- Shanghai, which at 3.0% per annum had the slowest average

west China, Chongqin added 753,000 pecple to its population growth rate from 1949 to 1982. In general, these very large

up until 1949. cities have grown very rapidly both absolutely and propor-
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tionally in comparison with small cities; 115 cities of Table 4 contains descriptive statistics for selected

200,000 or less in 1953 dropped to only 65 in 1982 (Ding, major demographic and socioeconomic attributes of these 16

1984). However, it should be noted that the high growth cities. The mean values for almost all the indicators are

rates of these very large cities also include changes re- higher for the urban districts than for the suburban rural

sulting from the annexation of surrounding rural counties. counties. This suggests a higher concentration of popula-

tion, industrial capacity, and municipal functions (includ-
"Table 3 about here"

ing recreational facilities and social services) in the ur-

Table 3 contains basic population statistics for the ban districts. Compared with the national averages, the 16

urban districts and suburban (rural) counties of the 16 cit- cities are already more developed than the country as a

ies. The two differ substantially in population density and whole in terms of industrialization, educational opportunity

size. The three largest cities (Shanghai, Beijing, and Ti- and the standard of living. Their higher standards of liv-

anjin) all have larger urban district populations, while the ing and better municipal infrastructure are reflected in per

other cities vary considerably in the distribution of popu- capita measures of educational, recreational, medical and

lation between the two sections. Rather than reflecting food service facilities. For example, the number of college

widely varied settlement patterns, however, this reflects students per 10,000 population (71) in these cities is about

both the absence of uniform standards for dividing urban seven times the national average (11). While 10,000 people

districts and suburban (rural) counties and original differ- share accessibility to only 13 doctors as a national aver-

ences in the size and system of municipal administrations. age, there are 30 doctors available for 10,000 residents in

That the urban district populations grow faster is the oppo- these cities, on average.

site of the national population growth pattern, which is However, the development of municipal utilities and ec-

1.3% per annum for cities and 1.5% per annum for counties. onomic functions in these cities is shown to be uneven. De-

This unusual demographic characteristic of very large cities mographically, the 16 cities have very high residential den-

in China will be considered in more detail later. sity, especially in the urban districts. This great density

"Table 4 about here" is also displayed by their poor public housing conditions.

Although their gross industrial output per capita is three

times the national average, these 16 cities possess less ag-
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ricultural capacity, on average, notwithstanding that their remain constant in non-western cities with less expansion at

rural counties are more productive than the national average the urban periphery (Berry and Kasarda, 1977), though limit-

in grain output. On another score, 5.8% of the total labor ed decentralization of industries and services has occurred

force in these cities is engaged in retail services, which in some more developed and better-planned urban centers in

is only half that of the nation as a whole. In comparison Third World countries. In contrast to the centrifugal forc-

with large urban centers in developed socities and even some es in the large metropolises of western industrial socie-

metropolises in developing countries, several public servi- ties, a centripetal drift still operates in large urban cen-

ces in these 16 cities are worse in per capita terms. For ters of developing countries generally,

example, while there are an average of 3.87 public busses The data show that very large Chinese cities share the

for 10,000 residents, 500 inhabitants have access to one bus growth pattern of large cities in other non-western socie-

on average in Bogota of Columbia (World Bank, 1984). The ties. The faster population growth in the urban districts

mean statistics in Table 4 reveal the general characteris- (see Table 3) suggests that they draw people from suburban

tics of the 16 cities. However, they do not capture the ex- (rural) counties, rather than having necessarily high rates

treme discrepancies in the distributions of some of the of natural increase. This internal demographic growth of

measures.' urban districts is matched with little external infrastruc-

Within these municipalities, there is a considerable ture and socioeconomic development in the farther outskirts

gap between the urban districts and the rural counties. and rural counties. It is until the materialization of this

That the urban districts are much more crowded, industrial- development that residents in surrounding rural counties are

ized, and functionally integrated has two implications. The likely to be halted from drifting into the urban districts

first is that there is a major difference between patterns of these cities.

of city structure in developed and developing societies. In Second, these intra-city discrepancies evidence a lack

western societies, population density in central cities ris- of functional integration and coordination in the adminis-

es, then falls with distance from the center; in non-western trative boundaries of the 16 cities. They also suggest un-

societies it remains high throughout the city's area. Com- even socioeconomic development across the two sections.

pactness and crowding diminish over time in western cities However, it is possible that there is within the two sec-

as populations ditperse into surrounding areas; they tend to tions some degree of functional interdependence which cannot
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be integrated due to highly limited city-suburban interac- these theoretical models, see Chen, 1985b). Correlations of

tion. This structural segmentation largely results from (1) three demographic measures (size, density and the rate of

an overconcentration of resources in the urban districts and natural increase) with various indicators of industrial com'-

(2) underdeveloped transportation links between the two sec- plexity and service functions reveal that population size

tions. Inadequate municipal planning has stalled more bal- (natural log') is strongly related to light industrial out-

anced isocioeconomic development. Just as the continued put per capita (.64'), industrial profit and tax revenue per

sprawl of western metropolises is stimulated by rapid chang- capita (.56). and production investment per capita (.48).

es in land use promoted by widespread mass transportation Population density (natural log) is positively associated

and communications, the absence of dynamic suburbanization with industrial enterprises per 10,000 people (.58) and

in China is attributable to weak intra- and inter-city light industrial output per capita (.66).

transportation and communications systems that hamper at- The relationships within the two sections are more in-

tempts to redistribute resources of urban districts to rural teresting: (1) the magnitudes of the coefficients are gen-

hinterlands and maintain a smooth information flow between erally larger for each of the two sections than for the city

the two sections. as a whole, (e.g., the correlation between density and heavy

The distribution of population and industrial strength industrial output per capita is .24 (city) in contrast to

of cities depends on (1) how each one's size and functions .55 (suburban county) and .71 (urban district), and the cor-

fit into the whole demographic and economic system and (2) relation between density and industrial profit and tax rev-

how each layer of the urban system is internally structured. enue per capita is .43 for the city and .91 for the urban

Focusing on the latter, we have done some correlational district. The relationship is less strong for the rural

analyses on the 16 cities to explore the relationships among counties, though size and density are correlated with indus-

population concentration, industrial capacity and municipal trial output per capita at .61 and .69, respectively. These

development in the top rung of China's urban system. The positive coefficients indicate that the larger and more

ecological and industrialization models postulate positive densely populated the urban districts and suburban are, the

relationships between city size, industrial capacity and mu- higher is their level of industrialization, especially light

nicipal functions (Bean et al, 1972; Berry and Kasarda, industry.

1977; Eberstein and Frisbie, 1982) (For a brief review of
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The associations between population and nonproduction that population grows faster than the availability of grain

investment are in opposite directions for the two sections in these cities. In fact, much of the food supply for these

of the 16 cities. While size and density are weakly associ- very large cities must come from other provinces.

ated with nonproduction investment per capita at .24 and .30 The relationship between consumption sales per capita

(urban district), the comparable coefficients are -.84 and and population size and density is positive, as expected.

-.64 for the rural counties. This indicates that larger and However, it is positive (.57) only in the urban districts,

more crowded rural counties generally have less nonproduc- being -.59 for the rural counties. On average, larger

tion investment. On the other hand, size and density are crowded counties have fewer high and vocational schools, al-

associated weakly (.33 and .35) with housing investment per though population growth and establishment of more secondary

capita, whereas the same coefficients are .49 and .67 for educational institutions tend to be associated in the urban

the rural counties. This reflects the less strong relation- districts. The differences in the magnitudes of the coeffi-

ship between population size and density and housing im- cients indicate a closer association between urbanization

provement in the urban districts of these 16 cities. The and such service facilities as hospitals and cinemas per

negative relationship (-.47) between population size and the capita in urban districts than in rural counties. These

number of food services per 10,000 people suggests that the analyses provide only limited support for the proposition

larger and more crammed the cities are, the fewer are the that city size and density are positively related to indus-

food services as restaurants and snack bars on a per capita trial capacity and municipal infrastructure development.

basis. From the perspective of economies of scale, this may They alert us to useful directions for further lines of in-

be a lack of indication that there has been much increase in quiry as information for more units in the city system be-

the size of these food service establishments to compensate come available. Improvements in conceptualization and meas-

for the small number of them. However, this situation may urement of various indicators will permit more rigorous

be improved quickly since an increasing number of restau- tests of more stringent hypotheses with better data.

rants and eateries, many privately-owned, have been appear- A major premise of ecological theory is that high lev-

ing in these very large cities in response to the new eco- els of industrialization and economic growth in large urban

nomic reforms. Rate of natural increase has a negative centers tend to be accompanied by more efficient municipal

relationship with grain output per capita (-.68), implying infrastructure. Correlations between indicators of indus-
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trial capacity and municipal functions and standards of liv- sumption level and bad housing conditions. The negative and

ing show that five of six industrialization characteristics weak positive relationships between levels of industrializa-

have strong positive correlations (.70 and over) with con- tion and the development of cultural and educational facilk-

sumption sales per capita and hospitals per 10,000 people. ties become strongly positive when Shanghai is deleted.

Their positive relationships with housing opportunity meas- This suggests that Shanghai's overwhelming industrial capac-

ures and development of higher education (college students ity is not being translated into recreational and education-

per 10,000 people) are much more moderate. The same five al services per capita possibly because of the overcrowding

indicators of industrial capacity (i.e., heavy and light in- of its population. The two employment characteristics (% of

dustrial output per capita) have weak negative associations labor force employed in state and collective enterprises)

with retail services per 10,000 population, suggesting that whose associations with urban conditions are in opposite di-

business and commercial networks in these very large cities rections must be interpreted carefully. The size of the

grow behind the pace of industrialization. This contradicts proportion of labor force in state enterprises (most of

suggestions that large cities with high levels of industri- which is in large organizations and government agencies) has

alization have extensive trade linkages (Berry and Kasarda, close positive relationships with indexes of the standard of

1977). living (i.e., .47 with housing space and .51 with availabil-

To check the possibility that these associations are ity of hospital service). On the other hand, higher propor-

unduly influenced by extreme values for Shanghai, the analy- tions of employees in collective enterprises are associated

sis was repeated excluding that city. A comparison of coef- with lower levels of recreational and service functions, the

ficients is revealing: for example, the correlation between correlations with housing space and hospitals per 10,000

consumption sales per capita and gross industrial output per people being -. 50 and -.47, respectively. Nevertheless, re-

capita only drops from .74 to .68, while the correlation of tail services, many of which are collectively-owned, have

gross industrial output with completed living space per cap- only a small positive relationship with percent of employees

ita increases sharply from .33 to .75. Other industrializa- in such enterprises.

tion indicators behave similarly in relation to consumption The hypothesis that industrial growth and municipal

sales and housing. These comparisons indicate the tremen- service functions are associated is largely validated in

dous influence on"overall patterns of Shanghai's high con- very large Chinese cities: the more industrialized the cit-
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ies, the more- developed their municipal service functions Consistent with the generally known demographic domi-

and the standard of living. Higher agricultural activities, nance and high socioeconomic status of Beijing and Shanghai

in contrast, are associated with lower levels of municipal in the urban hierarchy, the two cities rank over all other

functions and lower standards of living. Moreover, the re- cities. That Beijing ranks the higher of the two reflects

sults indicate an unbalanced and less systematic integration its more balanced development as the nation's capital. The

between industrial growth and the development of municipal older ports like Tainjin and Guangzhou (Canton) and newer

service at present (e.g., consistently weak relationships ports along the Yangtze (e.g., Wuhan and Nanjing) have

between indicators of industrial capacity and such municipal achieved more balanced development than inland cities,

functions as retail trade and cinemas). The strong impact (e.g., Lanzhou and Taiyuan), except for Xi'an and smaller

of Shanghai on stability of the coefficients also attests to port cities (e.g., Dalian and Qingdao). The old industrial

this fact. city of Changchun, which ranks the lowest on industrial ca-

"Table 5 about here" pacity (col. 2), housing indicator (col.7), medical facili-

ties (col. 9), but the highest on grain output (col. 3), ex-

Having examined the general pattern of relationships emplifies a lack of integrated development. The big gap in

among various structural dimensions of these cities, we now standard scores between Shanghai and Beijing and some other

consider how each city stands in relation to the others on a cities reflects the difficulties of creating a more balanced

set of representative characteristics. Standard scores for and homogeneous top layer of the urban structure in China.

nine indicators are used in order to summarize divergences

from the average free of the underlying metrics. Table 5 EXISTING PROBLEMS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

presents the ranks and these scores. Rank is scored in the In this initial attempt to evaluate the various dimen-

same order as the standard score, i.e., that is, the city sions and features of a set of very large Chinese cities,

ranking highest receives a score of 16 and the lowest a their structure is clarified by marshalling and juxtaposing

rankogngphighend receieeonamicoredocatorandotheheoreutba

score of one. The numbers in parentheses in column 10 are demographic and socioeconomic indicators for their urban

the total of each city's standard scores (i.e., treating districts and suburban (rural) counties. The analysis sug-

each characteristic as equal in weight). The bold numbers gests that these very large cities in China exhibit some of

the characteristics of large metropolises in western socie-
are the ranks based upon all the indicators.

ties. Population size, level of industrialization, and mu-
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nicipal service, functions are positively related, as they the central area of Shanghai which covered only 141.7 square

tend to be in most western cities. These observations, how- kilometers. Of the 121 community blocks in the urban dis-

ever, have to be interpreted carefully, for limitations of trict, 20 had registered residents of over 100,000 per

the data do not permit systematic and rigorous statistical square kilometer. Five of these had residential densities

analyses. More important, even the descriptive measures of over 150,000 per square kilometer (Gu and Zhu, 1984).

clearly indicate uneven development between urban districts The high density means extremely crowded housing, with

and rural counties with a concentration of population and a number of households in Shanghai still sheltering under

resources in the former. The urban districts are function- one roof three generations, which are separated only by

ally more integrated; their demographic measures are more hanging curtains. The living space per head is estimated to

strongly related to economic and service function indicators be less than two square meters. While defying the imagina-

than are those for the rural counties. This suggests that tion of westerners used to spacious and private living, this

very large Chinese cities have the features of large western shortage of housing space has been a chronic problem, as the

urban centers at earlier stages of urbanization of the lat- growth of population has outpaced the rate of housing con-

ter. All of this has implications for the design and imple- struction (also see Chen, 1985 for the case of Beijing).

mentation of urban policies. Public transportation is becoming increasingly clogged.

The primary implication concerns policy responses to a With about two million people in Beijing going to work every

persisting dilemma associated with the growth processes and day by public transport, the busses and trolley-busses have

functional roles of these very large cities. On the one turned into boxes choked with passengers. From 1982 to

hand, these cities have higher standards of living and more 1983, people who took the bus increased by 4.5% and the vol-

urban amenities than the rest of the nation (see Table 4), ume of subway transportation by 9.0%, though the capital

although they still lag behind large western cities on a per city's population only showed a 1.7% growth. During peak

capita basis. However, they also share many of the serious rush hours in some of these cities, passengers per square

problems of very large or primate cities in the Third World. meter on public busses get to as many as 10 to 13 people,

Shanghai's population density in the urban district is high- which exceeds the maxmimum limit of nine persons per square

er than that of Tokyo, Mexico City, New York, and Sao Paulo. meter set by the state. Being late for work is not uncommon

In 1982 populatiod' per square kilometer measured 43,000 in for many because overcrowded busses moving very slowly in
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the narrow streets. In the urban districts of these cities, Unemployment has risen in many cities as a result of

motor vehicles now average 12 kilometers per hour, dropping the joint impact of youths returning from the countryside

by 40.4% from 20 kilometers per hour before 1966. A recent and large increases in the labor force from the second baby

survey showed that the average speed of motor vehicles on boom (1962-1970). However, the early introduction of suc-

Shanghai's main streets does not exceed five kilometers per cessful family planning in some cities has kept their unem-

hour. Torrents of bicycles (estimated one per three persons ployment from rising unmanageably. In Shanghai, for exam-

in some of these cities) rush for space with and even out- ple, the rapid fertility decline of the mid-1960s reduced

running motor vehicles in the streets, causing nightmarish labor force entry (at age 16) in 1982 to 61% of its 1979

rush hour traffic. An increasing number of mopeds, driven level for the whole city and 41% of the 1979 level for the

mostly by fashion-oriented youths, has added additional haz- urban district (Gui and Zhu, 1984). At the same time, those

ards and is in part responsible for the recent rapid in- urban youths whom state enterprises are unable to absorb

crease in road accidents. through planned employment procedures have been hired by the

Industrial pollution is a constant menace, especially growing tertiary sector of collectively- and individually-

in cities of North China.' Water shortage also has become a owned enterprises on either a tenure-track or contractual

threat to daily life in these very large cities. The two basis.

reservoirs providing Beijing's water supply have recently Despite these problems, these giant cities have always

fallen below their water margins. To insure industries' ac- played critical roles in the national and international

cess to water, the municipal government designed a plan of economies for China. Together they account for 28.0% of the

conservation that would supply water during limited hours of annual national gross industrial output, although they con-

the day and rotate the supply across different sections of tain only 8.2% of the total population and occupy only 1.5%

the city. Quite a few enterprises in Tianjin once had to of the total land area. Their industrial dominance and lo-

shut down temporarily because of a water shortage. Tele- cational advantages are fully recognized by the Chinese gov-

phone and telegraph systems in some of these cities are dat- ernment. In 1984 five of the 16 (Tianjin, Shanghai, Qing-

ed and overloaded, with a very low telephones per capita and dao, Dalian, and Guangzhou, all located on the coast),

scarce telegraph services. In consequence, lines frequently together with nine other smaller coastal cities, were opened

are tied up and customers queue up to send telegrams, re- to direct foreign investment (Chen, 1985c). They also have

sulting in delayed communications.
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been encouraged' to create within their administrative bound- strong technological base may offset the efficient accommo-

aries Special Economic and Technology Development Districts dation of more demographic growth and needed infrastructure

which offer a low tax environments and special institutional improvements. For example, under the new agricultural poli-

facilities to attract capital by setting up joint ventures cy and government effort to promote consumption, a large

with overseas companies. Chongqin, Wuhan, Shenyang, and Gu- number of peasants come into these cities either on bicycle

angzhou have been selected as pioneering cities in urban ec- or by their own trucks or tractors to sell privately-grown

onomic reforms and given provincial autonomy in economic foodstuffs or self-made handicrafts on the free market. The

planning and business management. All sixteen have been initial trickle of peasants has turned into a constant flow,

designated as national or regional urban centers to coordi- thus creating more pressure on the overburdened roads, ho-

nate economic growth in surrounding areas that have been ex- tels and other services. The freer commercial exchanges

panded to cross provincial boundaries.' Collectively, these brought about by the economic reforms have attracted more

cities will remain the backbone of China's future economic business people from other provinces to these cities, espe-

growth. cially Beijing and Shanghai. More and more peasants who

Government favors for these cities will stimulate their have become prosperous are now eager and able to afford to

further industrial growth but also may worsen some of their visit and experience the "bright lights" of Beijing and

problems. More investments in these cities from the state Shanghai. At the same time, the limited childcare in cities

and abroad could induce an acceleration of their decreased like Beijing has attracted rural women from the South, young

population growth, as the demand for manpower would attract or middle-aged, to come as babysitters (in some cases also

more migrants. As a result, residential housing could become housekeepers) for double-career families. Although each

more crowded. Creating more industries could lead to heavi- stimulus for temporary migration may not be significant in

er pollution of the urban environment. A larger proportion and of itself, collectively they contribute a lot to the

of investment going into industrial expansion could reduce floating population (unregistered) in these cities. The

nonproduction investment and increase strain on municipal combined floating population in 10 of these 16 cities is es-

infrastructure. In other words, increasing such advantages timated to have recently reached a record of 4,833,000,

as market access, better-developed educational systems, which make up as high as 14% of their total legal resi-

skilled labor forces, rich commercial information, and a dents.°
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These dilemas, some of which are unintended conse- The demographic explosion of primate cities in the develop-

quences of policy clashes, may be avoided if China is suc- ing countries is a common problem resulting from joint pres-

cessful in pursuing its broad and integrated urban planning sures of high natural increase and in-migration. This

strategy. In 1980, the Chinese state instituted a compre- threat is less severe in China where rural migration into

hensive urban planning policy. It is officially codified as the very large cities has been regulated relatively effi-

"controlling the expansion of big cities, rationally devel- ciently because success of family planning in Shanghai and

oping medium-sized ones, and rigorously building up the Beijing has greatly reduced their fertility levels (Chen,

small cities." (Li, 1983:7). What led to the formulation of 1985a).

this policy was Chinese government's rising concern about Simultaneously, suburban growth of very large cities is

various problems associated with increased urbanization oc- being facilitated through recent efforts of the government

curring hand in hand with rapid modernization. About four to overcome the urban-rural barrier by building satellite

or five years ago, the state established the Ministry of Ur- towns.' The objective is gradually to make the city proper

ban Planning and Environmental Protection which has been in the administrative, financial and information center; the

charge of designing and coordinating urban development ac- satellite towns and rural counties the industrial, science

tivities. National conferences of mayors have been held to and education, and tourist centers. Rural residents are al-

discuss what strategies should be employed to deal with the lowed to run various service businesses in these satellite

problems facing their cities. The overarching national pol- towns. Export-oriented factories in Shanghai's vicinity

icy mentioned above is based upon theoretical principles have grown from 47 in 1978 to 130 in 1984, generating $65

that hold promise of a unique model of urban development. million yuan in profits. The very large cities also have

By disaggregating the abstract and general principles that begun to channel and disperse some population and industry

underlie these policies, we may clarify the rationales that to the new satellite towns in their suburbs and governed ru-

are designed to guide urban growth in China. ral counties, which, in comparison to the suburban areas in

First, the policy instrument aims to forestall the western metropolises, are presently underdeveloped and have

emergence of primate cities at the top level of the urban great potential for growth. It is probable that these very

hierarchy, for Shanghai and Beijing are very likely to at- large cities will become more metropolitanized by building

tain such dominailce without rigorous population control. and absorbing satellite towns in much the same fashion that
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large urban centers in the West have engulfed incorporated overall development of the regional economy. They also have

cities in their suburban areas. This suburbanization will been encouraged to compete with Shanghai and Beijing at the

connect cities proper more closely to the rural counties be- national level by expanding their economic and commerciad

yond. exchanges across administrative boundaries. It is the po-

Second, with respect to the middle level of the urban larization of primate cities at one end of the urban system

system, the Chinese strategy can be thought of as regionali- and small towns at the other that has created and sustained

zation of central (secondary) cities for the purpose of fa- uneven development in Third World nations. China's vast ru-

cilitating integration across geographically-bounded areas. ral areas and varied geographic conditions imply that the

The historical experience of urban development along region- coordinating and stimulating functions of secondary central

al lines in China (Skinner, 1977) has provided structural cities are crucial for achieving an integrated and balanced

conditions for this pattern to occur. The sizeable number development.

of secondary cities with disproportionally small populations Third, this policy package proposes what can be concep-

(the middle two categories in Table 1) indicates that there tualized as the citifying of rural towns. Several purposes

is a potential pool of candidates to play out that function. and functions of this citification process can be identi-

The absence of such a middle tier in the urban systems of fied: (1) connecting secondary and small cities with the

many Third World countries lends support to the dependency villages; (2) absorbing unemployed rural labor by providing

perspective of urbanization: one or two primate cities, cre- local industrial and service jobs; (3) diversifying and im-

ated and perpetuated through and after colonialism (Chen, proving the infrastructure (e.g., residential housing, edu-

1985b), have become dominant over small cities and rural cational institutions, service and recreational facilities)

areas. and thereby increasing rural access to urban life. This

The underlying strategy of strengthening secondary cit- policy is expected to have two consequences: 1) peasants'

ies on a regional basis can be thought of as a synthesis of departure from the land without leaving their home township,

central place theory and the countermagnet approach (Rich- (Xiang), and 2) peasants' entrance into local factories

ardson, 1984). These cities have been allowed to extend without entering the big cities. If the projection holds

their influence into surrounding areas and beyond via tech- true that China's urban population will grow 31.0% from 1980

nical assistance and commodity export and by coordinating to 2000 (versus Latin America's 17.3%, North America's 5.7%,
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Asia's 34.2%, br Africa's 47%)", the large number of rural the country. In 1983 its industrial output accounted for

residents who will become urbanized can only be absorbed by one-ninth, its foreign trade one-sixth, and its port capaci-

these citified towns. If this policy is smoothly implement- ty one-third of the national total (Li, 1985). Its recorded

ed, we will witness an unprecedented major population redis- annual industrial productivity per worker (28,684 Yuan or

tribution in China that will involve total redefinitions of about $11,474) was approximately 46% higher than the second

both urbanization and urban places. most productive city of Tianjin (19,608 Yuan or about

The second wave of economic reforms, which aim at more $7,843).

autonomous and decentralized decision-making for administra- Second, the labor demand generated by new industrial

tive authorities in urban areas and individual cities, tends enterprises in favored cities may become a strong pull for

to reinforce uneven growth of cities of varying sizes and rural population depending upon the structural changes that

locations. For example, the 14 well-endowed coastal cities will take place in their labor markets. Thus, the strategy

which recently have been opened to encourage direct foreign of selecting some cities for faster development may produce

investment and joint ventures will develop more rapidly, size-class-jumping", i.e., some secondary cities may move

thereby widening the long-standing gap between coastal and into the top category of large cities. On the other hand,

the inland cities (Pannell, 1981). Shanghai is also likely the low aggregate population growth in urban areas and con-

to experience more rapid growth on the basis of its unique tinued control on rural-urban migration tend to forestall

economic conditions, although it is not now demographically upward shifts by larger cities.

primate (Ginsburg, 1980; Pannell, 1984; Chen, 1985a). De- We have noted a continued commitment of the Chinese

spite the fact that they are distributed in a uneven manner government to intervene to modify and redirect the dynamics

geographically with the very large and more industrialized of urban growth under intensive industrialization. Although

cities located on or near the east coast, large Chinese cit- the data presented earlier (Table 1) indicate that it is

ies conform more to the rank-size distribution than do those probably too late to avoid concentration at the top level of

in many developing countries. Because of its slower growth, the urban structure, current policies are preventing over-

the gap between Shanghai's population and those of other concentration of population and resources in very large cit-

very large cities has narrowed over the last 30 years. How- ies. They offer a potentially promising solution to the di-

ever, Shanghai has remained the largest economic center in lemma presented by the structure and functions of these
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cities, i.e., - tradeoffs between allowing their continued been rearranged to reduce the amount of traffic during rush

growth at the risk of primacy problems and stopping their hours. The second line of the existing subway in Beijing

growth at the cost of suppressing their economic functions. (which first opened in 1969) went into operation in 1984. 'A

At the core of these urban system planning strategies is the planned five-year construction project will add a new subway

desire to avoid the path of urbanization experienced by most line and extend its service into the city's outskirts. A

developing countries by pioneering a new pattern of urban rigid licencing system has been introduced to reduce the

growth. Although the outcome of these policies remains to number of mopeds on the road. Tractors are not allowed to

be seen, their general implications may be assessed and more cruise into the central city any more. A ceiling has been

recent measures to remedy, if not to cure, the existing ur- imposed to limit the number of trucks entering the city dur-

ban malaise should be highlighted. ing daylight and driving on the major and busy roads. More

This comprehensive picture of very large cities in the circumferential bus routes have been created to avoid

context of China's urban policies suggests that an effective through-city traffic. More efficient arrangements have re-

Chinese model of urban development has yet to crystalize. placed some of the older two-way street intersections. Some

As a late-comer to urbanization and economic development, pedestrian bridges and tunnels have been constructed to al-

China may have the advantage of observing and learning from leviate traffic tie-ups. Tianjin has constructed an

the experiences of other developed and developing countries. 18-kilometer beltway around the city to ease traffic con-

It will continue to face the crucial question of vertical gestion. A short highway is to be built around Shanghai,

and horizontal functional integration within its very large linking the central city with Baoshan and Jinshan, its two

cities and between them and lower strata of the urban sys- booming industrial satellite towns.

tem. The key to integration is to improve the transporta- Digital-controlled exchange telephone systems purchased

tion and communications systems. from abroad are to be installed in several cities, e.g.,

A host of developments in this respect has occurred re- Shanghai, Nanjing, Guangzhou, Dalian and Wuhan. Ongoing

cently. Some of these cities have begun operating mini-bus prioritized projects include (1) a coaxial 1800-line carrier

services as an alternative mode of transportation to lessen communication trunk which will link up Beijing, Wuhan and

the pressure on existing public bus systems. Working sched- Guangzhou, and (2) multiple-microwave communication cables

ules of some factories and government organizations have which will connect Nanjing with Shanghai, Shenyang with Da-
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lian, and Jinanwith Qingdao. Expressways are planned to be can be perceived as functioning like a "New York in China"

built between Shenyang and Dalian, Beijing and Tianjin, in a broad sense by offering both financial and industrial

Shanghai and Nanjing and Guangzhou and Shenzhen (the largest assistance to inland areas, the horizontal transmission of

of the four Special Economic Zones on China's southern resources and technology from east to west across the wide

coast) (Chen, 1985c). The last is scheduled to begin in national urban landscape is predicated on building an exten-

1985 and to be completed in 1986. The city of Wuhan has sive network of transportation and communication. Realisti-

founded the country's first regional airline--Wuhan Airline cally, China has a long way to go to succeed.

Company. Shanghai is building a new container dock, which, The urban system planning strategies essentially are

when completed, will handle 200,000 standard containers a conditioned by China's sociocultural past and unique struc-

year, the largest facility of this kind in the country.' tural characteristics, including geographic diversity, a

These measures should help improve the limited transporta- large number of port cities on a long shore, a massive rural

tion and communication within and among these very large population, and incomplete colonial penetration. Further-

cities, as well as between them and the outside world. more, the critical role of a strong state in shaping and

Although these planned and implemented solutions are pushing these policies is peculiar to China's political sys-

unlikely to overcome these problems overnight, each'of them tem. For all these reasons, these policies are not automat-

can function as a quick pay-off intervention and will have a ically transferable to other developing countries.

remedial effect on this complex gamut of urban pathologies. Nevertheless, some components of the Chinese model may

However, it is more difficult for China to foster the trans- be applicable cross-nationally. Regionalizing the structur-

fer and flow of resources from coastal to inland cities. In al and functional status of secondary cities as economic co-

a sense, China is trying to follow the model of the United ordinating centers is a promising move for balancing the

States, which successfully developed westward from the in- whole urban structure. Increasing the influence of these

dustrial and financial centers on or near its East coast. cities across their tributary areas helps strengthen their

Nevertheless, in the United States there was a second coast positions vis-a-vis primate cities. This is a strategy that

in the West that, with its rich natural resources and con- may retrieve the missing middle link in many rapidly urban-

venient access to maritime transportation, stood not only as izing countries whose provincial and regional centers often

a target but as a magnet for development. Although Shanghai are bypassed or serve only as stepping-stones for migrants
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to the capital or other primate cities. The comprehensive resources. The Chinese experience is a typical mixed bag of

citification of rural towns also may be appropriate for some both continued problems besetting the nation's giant cities

developing countries, especially those in Asia and Africa and constantly emerging measures for dealing with them. I't

which are still largely rural. It is conducive to breaking is clear that China's modernization relies to a large extent

down the isolation of very large rural sections by generat- on the industrial capacity and economic functions of these

ing local economic dynamism and transmitting it to cities. very large cities; on the other hand, it is imperative for

More important, the emergence of a network of rural towns, China to minimize the price that has to be paid for favoring

which have efficient agricultural marketing and flourishing these cities through trial-and-error urban planning poli-

local industries and services, helps retain many potential cies.

peasant migrants at the lower levels of the urban system. Given that varied political, cultural and economic fac-

Otherwise the very limited opportunities provided by under- tors have shaped the courses and patterns of urban growth

developed towns and small cities make them only transitional and large cities in developing countries, it seems more de-

stops for the migrants on their way to larger and primate sirable for each of them to adopt selective urban planning

cities. China's strategy of strengthening and building ru- programs which target at its own problems. The potential

ral towns and expanding some into full-fledged small cities diversity of governmental and private responses to the

is part and parcel of the more general and multi-dimensional pressing problems associated with rapid growth of large cit-

rural economic reforms, which predated the current urban re- ies in Third World countries cannot be covered in a single

forms in cities. This experience could become a crucial in- case-oriented analysis of China. However, the implications

gredient in an integrated urban planning policy for some de- of Chinese policies for some general and theoretically rele-

veloping countries. vant issues in comparative urbanization research can and

Balanced patterns of urban growth approximating the should be seriously considered.

rank-size pattern are difficult to achieve in many Third
A FINAL LOOK DOWN THE ROAD

World countries where urbanization has already evolved into

entrenched primacy. Partial strategies only have a minimal Returning to the basic concern implied by the title of

this study, we are pressed to raise a seemingly obvious yet
impact and a complete restructuring of the urban system re-

difficult question when we attempt to project the demograph-quires centralizeY governmental effort and huge unavailable

ic and socioeconomic images of the giant cities in China
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into the future: Are China's comprehensive urban planning A few other factors also could contribute to a faster

strategy, coupled with its piecemeal and ad hoc approaches, growth of very large cities in China: (1) The reformed rural

sufficient for monitoring the pulse of these very large cit- economy, which has moved away from the traditional mode of

ies and ensuring their healthy development? Will the strict labor-intensive and low-yielding grain production, will con-

population control in the past be effective enough from now tinue to drive peasants off the land, thereby amassing the

on in light of socioeconomic changes so that urban primacy pool of potential rural-urban migrants; (2) Recently loo-

in a demographic sense and its accompanying problems can be sened control on both between-city and rural-urban migra-

avoided? Available demographic projections have presented a tions may thicken and channel the volume of migrants in the

rather pessimistic scenario: Shanghai and Beijing's popula- direction of very large cities, especially Shanghai and

tion are predicted to swell to 23.7 and 20.9 millions (in- Beijing, which remain by far the most alluring urban centers

cluding population in their metropolitan areas), respective- in China. Given the retrospective evidence that rigorous

ly, by the year 2000. This will rank them third and sixth population control policies have reduced the growth rates of

then on the list of the 35 largest cities in the world Shanghai and Beijing to almost the lowest in comparison with

(United Nations, 1981a). To achieve these gigantic sizes, cities of similar sizes in the developing world today, we

both cities will have to grow at 4.0% and 4.7% per annum, are devoid of a firm ground to take blind faith in the rapid

far exceeding their current growth rates (see Table 3). Re- prospective growth rates suggested by pure demographic pro-

alization of this scenario may bring a high degree of urban jections. On the other hand, any major policy shifts con-

primacy, if cities right below Shanghai and Beijing and cerning population control could add considerable force to

those lower on the urban hierarchy grow at a slower pace in the inherent demographic momentum and the large base of gi-

the comparable span of time. Although the ongoing tendency ant cities in China. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to

is that these other cities have been growing faster than assume that a close interaction between the two aforesaid

Shanghai and Beijing (Chen, 1985a), continued control of the determinants could reverse the growth trend of Shanghai,

latter two is highly necessary, particularly in most of the Beijing and other giant cities in the years ahead.

1980s when rapid increase in marriages of the baby boomers Aside from speculating about the counterfactual condi-

from the early 1960s has begun generating an upswing in the tionals due to the unpredictability of policy swings in Chi-

birth rates of thee two largest Chinese cities. na, the actual conditions very large cities in China face
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today present problems that are unlikely to be solved simul- The Chinese government has pronounced time and again

taneously. The fundamental one seems to be a lack of paral- that the years between now and 2000 constitute a crucial leg

lel development of a largely labor-use urban economy and of the country's intensive modernization journey. The eco-

these cities' ability to absorb more labor force and provide nomic weight carried by and recently attached to the very

them with adequate service facilities. For example, al- large cities may exceed the heavy load of their own popula-

though Shanghai will probably never repeat the tragic situ- tion size. However, faster population growth in these cit-

ation of Mexico City, with massive in-migrants jamming in ies could consume an increasing share of the high productiv-

the shanty towns that encircle Mexico's overcrowded capital, ity they will have obtained for redistribution through

it has not been very successful in dispersing some of its national mechanisms. Since some basic conditions in very

population from the overcrowded central city to surrounding large Chinese cities are intractable and alternative solu-

suburban areas because of the latter's inferior and unat- tions to their problems limited, the most promising approach

tractive infrastructure. People who have taken up jobs in to minimize the dilemma confronting giant cities in China

Shanghai's satellite towns cling to their residence in the lies with constant adjustments and fine-tuning of specific

central city at the cost of commuting for two hours every urban problems in conjunction with implementing an overall

day by congested public transportation. So long as infras- and orcliestrated urban planning policy.

tructure development in satellite towns of very large cities

and cities smaller than them continues to falter, there will

be little attraction for industrial firms and service estab-

lishments to decentralize and relocate in these areas from

the central cities of Shanghai, Beijing and other giant cit-

ies. Therefore, the latter group of cities will continue to

bear the pressure of concentrated industry and population on

their existing municipal functions. This continued pressure

will in turn offset efforts for bettering the urban environ-

ment and living conditions in these cities.
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Table 1

Distribution of Urban Localities in China, 1982

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
% of Total Cumulated % % of Total % of Urban Ratio of Urban

Population of Urban Urban to Total Population to

Number of in Each Size Population to Population in Population Rural Population

Locality Size Cities Class and Over Size Class Size Class in Size Class in Size Class

>1,000,000 38 .197 .518 .518 .230 .339

500,000-999,999 47 .409 .749 .231 .050 .052

300,000-499,999 46 .226 .872 .123 .054 .085

<299,999 125 .219 1.000 .128 .133 .153

Total 239 1.051* xxxxx 1.000 xxxxx xxxxx

Source: Com#6ted from Statistical Yearbook of China 1982, State Statistical Bureau of China, 1983, p. 107.

*Scale of population concentration = EX, where X is the proportion of the total population in each size category

and over. For interpretation and explanation of this measure, see J. Gibbs, "Measures of urbanization," Social

Forces 45 (December) 1966, pp. 172-173.



Table 2

Population of Large Chinese Cities, Selected Years, 1825-1982
(in thousands)

City, Province 1 8 2 5 a 1900a 1 9 3 7 b 1 9 4 9 b b95yb 197 198 2 d

Shanghai -- 837 3,480 4,447 6,204 7,000 10,810 11,810
Beijing 1,350 1,100 1,565 1,672 2,768 5,000 8,500 9,190
Tianjin 175 700 1,067 1,708 2,694 3,600 6,280('75) 7,780
Chongqing, Sichuan -- 250 281 1,003 1,773 2,400 -- 6,510
Changchun, Jilin -- -- 205 605 855 1,200 1,050('78) 5,750
Guangzhou, Guangdong 900 670 1,157 1,413 1,599 2,500 4,970 5,610
Shenyang, Liaoning 180 -- 527 1,121 2,300 2,800 4,200('75) 5,140
Dalian, Shenyang -- -- -- -- 766 1,650 -- 4,720
Qingdao, Shandong -- -- 527 759 917 1,300 -- 4,260
Wuhan, Hubei -- 450 1,353 1,062 1,427 2,560 3,670 4,180
Chengdu, Sichuan 175 475 481 620 857 1,250 -- 4,020
Nanjing, Jiangsu 200 -- 1,013 1,137 1,092 1,750 3,200 3,740
Jinan, Shandong -- -- 437 591 680 1,100 1,100+('74) 3,350
Xi'an, Shaanxi 259 -- -- 400 787 1,600 1,300('74) 2,940
Lanzhou, Gansu -- -- - 100 397 1,450 2,000+ 2,400
Taiyuan, Shanxi -- -- -- -- 721 1,350 -- 2,200

Sources: a) Tertius T. Chandler and Gerald G. Fox, 3000 Years of Urban Growth, 1974, p.372.

b) Clifton W. Pannell, "Recent Growth and Change in China's Urban System," in Laurence J.C. Ma and Edward
W. Hanten (eds.), Urban Development in Modern China, 1981, pp. 99-103.

c) Laurence J.C. Ma, "Urban Housing Supply in the People's Republic of China," in L.J.C. Ma and E.W. Hanten
(eds.), Urban Development in Modern China, 1981, p. 224.

d) Statistical Yearbook of China 1982, State Statistical Bureau of China, Beijing, 1983, pp. 35-102.



Table 3

Population, Density and Rate of Natural Change of Large Chinese Cities
for Urban Districts and Suburban (Rural) Counties, 1981-1982

Urban Districts Suburban (Rural) Counties

City Population Density* % Change Population Density* % Change
(in thousands) (in thousands)

Shanghai 6,270 27,261 2.2 5,540 930 0.8
Beijing 5,550 2,055 2.2 3,640 258 1.4
Tianjin 5,130 1,200 2.1 2,650 377 1.7
Chongqing 2,650 1,742 2.0 3,860 464 0.6
Changchun 1,740 1,559 2.5 4,010 226 0.4
Guangzhou 3,120 2,320 1.3 2,490 239 1.2
Shenyang 4,020 1,476 2.6 1,120 223 0.8
Dalian 1,480 1,150 1.9 3,240 280 1.4
Qingdao 1,180 4,836 1.9 3,080 538 1.0
Wuhan 3,220 2,075 1.9 950 325 0.6
Chengdu 2,470 1,707 1.7 1,550 642 1.5
Nanjing 2,130 2,457 2.0 1,610 418 1.0
Jinan 1,320 2,733 1.9 2,030 462 1.0
Xi'an 2,180 2,532 1.6 760 481 2.3
Lanzhou 1,430 674 3.5 970 79 2.2
Taiyuan 1,750 516 2.8 450 114 0.7

*Measured in number of persons per square kilometer.

Source: Statistical Yearbook of China 1982, State Statistical Bureau of China, Beijing, 1983, pp. 35-102.



Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations (S.D.) of Selected Demographic and
Socioeconomic Characteristics of Large Chinese Cities, 1982

Urban Suburban
National City District (Rural) Couties

Characteristics Average Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Population (in thousands) 1,015,410 5,225 2,575 2,853 1,600 2,372 1,440

Population Density (per sq. km.) 106.00 714.00 422.00 3,518.00* 6,410.00 379.00 213.00

Natural Increase Rate (%) 1.40 1.72 0.49 2.13 0.52 1.15 0.55
(1981-1982)

Industrial Enterprises per 10,000 Pop. 3.83 5.57 1.43 7.18 1.44 3.58 1.30

Gross Industrial Output per Capita (in 542.24 1,579.58 881.91 2,735.79 1,301.68 224.41* 434.89
Chinese Yuan, 1 Yuan = 0.4 U.S. Dollar)

Farmland per Capita (acres) 0.25 0.16 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.30 0.16

Grain Output per Capita (pounds) 626.52 518.23 229.19 157.51 121.60 979.70 350.51

Nonproduction Investment per 24.77 107.08 45.62 176.86 53.33 15.32* 24.06
Capita (Chinese Yuan)

Completed Living Space per Capita 5.60# 0.36 0.11 3.47 0.78 0.07 0.06
(year-end in square meters)

Food Services per 12,000 Population 6.18 8.57 4.51 11.17 6.10 4.51 1.57

Public Busses per 10,000 Population __+ _+ -- 3.87 1.27 -- + __

Percent of Employed Labor Force 11.06 5.82 0.75 4.94 0.62 14.63 5.18
in Retail Service



Table 4, continued

Urban Suburban
National City District (Rural) Counties

Characteristics Average Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Consumption Sale per Capita 214.84 473.58 142.34 706.67 171.38 193.15 77.06
(in Chinese Yuan)

Cinemas per 100,000 Population 14.15 15.39 7.50 14.30 5.69 17.68 12.98

Public Libraries per 1,000,000 Pop. 1.90 1.89 0.89 2.30 1.25 2.02 0.89

College Students per 10,000 Population 11.36 71.00 35.00 122.64 44.64 -_+

Vocational Schools per 100,000 Pop. 0.03 8.97 3.75 14.39 5.70 4.05 4.04

High Schools per 100,000 Population 0.21 9.49 3.63 7.65 2.33 12.62 9.48

Hospitals per 10,000 Population 0.65 3.30 1.01 5.20 1.62 1.00 0.32

Hospital Beds per 10,000 Population 20.30 35.40 10.11 52.42 9.99 14.48 6.34

Doctors per 10,000 Population 12.90 29.34 9.36 46.21 9.82 8.39 3.51

Number of Cases N=16 N=16 N=16

Notes: *That the standard deviation is larger than the mean of these indicators is due to the skewedness of the underlying distributions of
the cases.

#This measure is called Urban Housing Space per Capita. It is calculated on the basis of the existing housing space per urbanite,
instead of the annually completed living space used to compute the indicator of housing conditions for the cities as a whole
and their suburb and rural county sections.

+Can't be computed for absence of information.

Source: Computed from Statistical Yearbook of China 1982, State Statistical Bureau of China, pp. 35-102.



Table 5

Ranks of Chinese Cities of Over 2,000,000 on Selected Socioeconomic Characteristics,* 1982

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Popu- Cross % Labor Force Sales Completed

lati. Industrial Grain Food in State for Living Colleges Hospitals Overall
Cities Si Output Output Services Enterprises Consumption Space & Universities & Clinica Rank+

Shanghai 1 (4.56) 1 (5.25) 11 (1.49) 10 (1.42) 4 (2.62) 1 (3.92) 10 (1.79) 5 (2.07) 1 (3.88) 2 (109)
Beijing 2 (3.54) 4 (2.42) 10 (1.67) 15 (1.02) 2 (3.17) 2 (3.83) 3 (3.06) 1 (4.26) 2 (3.22) 1 (112)
Tianjin 3 (2.99) 2 (2.63) 14 (1.25) 14 (1.09) 7 (2.33) 6 (2.20) 2 (3.15) 10 (1.67) 3 (3.10) 3 (92)
Chongqing 4 (2.50) 14 (1.25) 5 (2.99) 9 (1.50) 9 (2.01) 16 (0.69) 4 (3.00) 15 (0.92) 15 (0.82) 12 (62)
Changchun 5 (2.20) 16 (0.82) 1 (4.81) 13 (1.22) 15 (0.85) 15 (0.81) 16 (0.13) 13 (1.35) 16 (0.10) 15 (43)
Guangzhou 6 (2.15) 10 (1.70) 6 (2.98) 2 (3.25) 8 (2.04) 3 (3.34) 13 (1.20) 12 (1.55) 8 (2.21) 6 (85)
Shenyang 7 (1.97) 8 (1.83) 2 (2.96) 4 (2.99) 16 (0.48) 5 (2.30) 11 (1.65) 7 (1.78) 13 (1.92) 9 (80)
Dalian 8 (1.80) 11 (1.56) 7 (2.08) 16 (0.84) 14 (1.05) 11 (1.39) 15 (0.74) 14 (1.14) 14 (0.83) 15 (43)
Qingdao 9 (1.63) 12 (1.45) 8 (2.00) 12 (1.22) 11 (1.32) 14 (1.00) 14 (1.08) 16 (0.71) 12 (1.59) 14 (45)
Wuhan 10 (1.59) 3 (2.53) 13 (1.28) 7 (2.29) 10 (1.74) 4 (2.62) 1 (3.47) 3 (2.95) 10 (1.87) 4 (92)
Chengdu 11 (1.53) 13 (1.42) 3 (2.60) 5 (2.41) 3 (2.90) 13 (1.27) 6 (2.60) 9 (1.68) 6 (2.41) 7 (84)
Nanjing 12 (1.42) 7 (1.89) 4 (2.58) 8 (1.96) 13 (1.06) 7 (1.92) 8 (2.22) 4 (2.92) 7 (2.27) 8 (83)
Jinan 13 (1.27) 15 (1.24) 9 (1.76) 6 (2.35) 12 (1.31) 12 (1.32) 12 (1.40) 11 (1.59) 11 (1.59) 13 (52)
Xi'an 14 (1.11) 9 (1.76) 12 (1.29) 1 (4.56) 5 (2.41) 8 (1.89) 7 (2.46) 2 (3.85) 4 (2.95) 5 (91)
Lanzhou 15 (0.90) 5 (2.21) 16 (0.44) 3 (2.98) 1 (4.37) 10 (1.66) 9 (2.18) 6 (1.80) 9 (2.08) 10 (79)
Taiyuan 16 (0.83) 6 (2.04) 15 (1.12) 11 (1.39) 6 (2.34) 9 (1.84) 5 (2.97) 8 (1.75) 5 (2.63) 11 (72)

Notes: *Figures are per capita unless otherwise indicated.

*The first number in columns 1-9 is the rank of that city on one particular characteristic. The number in the parenthesis is the standard
score plus two.

+The number in the parenthesis of column 10 is the total score through reverse addition.

Source: Computed from Statistical Yearbook of China 1982, State Statistical Bureau of China, pp. 35-102.
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ABSTRACT

in 1980 the government of the People's Republic of China

established one of the four Special Economic Zones (SEZs) for

attracting foreign capital and technology in Shenzhen and three

other locations. Shenzhen's population grew from about 30,000

before 1979 to a fledgling modern city of close to 350,000 in

1985 at an explosive rate of 42.0% per annum. A large number

of professionals (cadres, technicians, and intellectuals) has

migrated to the city via various channels. An influx of manual

workers from distant provinces as well as surrounding counties

has moved into Shenzhen to fill the jobs in the new factories

and service establishments. Using data gathered from a field

trip to Shenzhen SEZ, this paper (1) presents empirical

information on the rapid economic and demographic growth of

Shenzhen, (2) examines the origins, processes and

characteristics of various groups of migrants to Shenzhen, and

(3) identifies the problems associated with and the

implications of migration to Shenzhen for the city's future.



"A CHINESE CITY BUILT IN ONE NIGHT":

THE MAG:C AND MYTH OF MIGRATION

"Imagine a city being built from scratch. Imagine a

marshy coastal strip filled with paddy fields and fishing

villages transformed into a megalopolis within a few short

years" (Time, 6 January 1986:47).

This image was borne out by reality when explosive

economic and demographic growth propelled the tiny coastal town

of Shenzhen across from Hong Kong into probably the most

dynamic and modern-looking city in China today. Given that

population movement in China has been heavily regulated, one

may be puzzled by the question of how migration could play any

major role in fostering Shenzhen's boom.

The migratory process contributing to Shenzhen's rapid

development may be unique; its uniqueness, however, can only be

understood by analyzing it in the context of migration and

economic development. The analysis of migration tends to

emphasize economic factors motivating individuals to move from

one place to another (Spengler and Myers, 1977). The dynamic

and multifaceted interaction between population movement and

economic development has been documented by many studies.
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However, the variation of this interactive process across time,

location, and context requires the continued examinations of

additional cases.

Although examination of a specific case may not make a

major contribution to the development and reformulation of

theories of migration, it often carries some practical

implications for interested policymakers, urban planners,

development specialists, and others. Moreover, a well-executed

case study enriches the loosely defined field of comparative

urban research (Walton, 1976). This paper is a small

contribution to that goal. First, it reviews an overall

picture of the rapid economic and demographic growth in

Shenzhen. Second, it examines the sources and mechanisms of

migration, and characteristics of migrants to Shenzhen in order

to clarify the relationship between rapid economic growth and

its demographic consequences in China. The paper closes by

briefly assessing the problems associated with migration to

Shenzhen and how they may affect the city's future.

I. A GROWTH EXPLOSION AT CHINA'S FRONTIER

The history of population movement toward frontier

settlements has varied considerably in terms of goals,

processes and outcomes among nations and regions. Economic and

political considerations for both individuals and governments

have played different roles in the settlement of the West by

the United States, Siberia by the Soviet Union, and the West

Bank by Israel. Following a change in national leadership in
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the late 1970s, China moved to rediscover its frontier with a

set of new economic ideologies. To attract overseas capital

and technology for internal economic growth, the Chinese

government in 1980 set up Special Economic Zones (Shenzhen,

Zhuhai, and Shantou in Guangdong and Xiamen in Fujian) in four

border cities along its south coast (see Map 1).

"Map 1 about here"

The Shenzhen special zone is the largest of the four

Special Economic Zones (hereafter SEZ) and has experienced the

most rapid economic and demographic growth. its gross

industrial output rose from 4 million Chinese Yuan in 1979, the

year before the SEZs were formally established, to 30 million

in 1985. Revenue income for Shenzhen SEZ reached 8.6 million

Yuan in 1985, a 14-fold increase over 1979 (Huang, 1986).

Shenzhen's population rose from about 30,000 in 1978 to nearly

350,000 in 1984 (Shenzhen SEZ Yearbook, 1985).

Although the policy of designating a special zone for

growth has resulted in the intensive fusion of economic and

demographic forces, the original rationale for setting up the

SEZs was primarily economic. According to Deng Xiaoping's

definition, the SEZs should play four "window" functions: (1)

bringing in foreign capital and advanced technology, (2)

absorbing scientific knowledge, (3) introducing modern

management expertise, and (4) articulating China's foreign

economic policy (see Chen, 1986). There was no clear evidence
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at the outset that Shenzhen would become a major national

industrial growth pole, despite the fact that subsequent events

demonstrate that it had the potential to become one. Shenzhen

was too small to grow into a city of the industrial and

economic magnitude and complexity that would enable it to

compete with cities like Shanghai and Tianjin. :n fact, China

decided in 1984 to establish Economic Development Zones (EDZ)

in 14 cities along the coast (see Map 1). The initially

greater size and stronger industrial capacity of these cities

as compared with Shenzhen qualify them to be real growth

centers (Chen, forthcoming) as instruments of national spatial

policy.

it has turned out that Shenzhen represented an

unconventional urbanization strategy. On the one hand, it did

not have the basic economic and demographic structure to become

a metropolis, even with special assistance from the state. On

the other hand, Shenzhen's favorable location directly across

Hong Kong (see Map 2) and population characteristics (e.g., it

was the hometown of 120,000 overseas residents in 54 countries

and regions and of 230,000 others currently living in Hong

Kong) (X. Liang, 1984) are conducive to its growth into a

sizeable border city.

"Map 2 about here"

The favorable characteristics of Shenzhen won the attention and

support of China's central and provincial governments in the
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form of flexible trade activities and tax benefits. The

combination of institutional and monetary support from the

state in turn has increased the attractiveness of Shenzhen's

investment environment for foreign capital. The various

sources of capital investment in Shenzhen SEZ are shown in

Table 1.

"Table 1 about here"

These data are revealing. The state invested most of the

capital to get development in Shenzhen off the ground, as shown

by the combined 72.3% of the first two categories (Rows 2 and

3). The proportion of state investment declined to 10.4% in

1984. Local investment from Shenzhen itself grew rapidly from

16.7% (Rows 4, 5, and 6) in 1979 to 70.4% in 1984, though most

of the money came from bank credits essentially controlled by

the central government. The proportion of foreign capital

investment reached its peak in 1981 when state investment

started to decrease sharply. This statistic may be misleading,

however, for the absolute amount of capital investment in 1984

was almost double that in 1983. The rapid growth in bank loans

accounted for a large share of this increase.

Heavy investment in basic construction and development,

coupled with government publicity about the rising importance

of the SEZs, have created a new image of Shenzhen as a

"promising land". The demographic dimension of the general SEZ

strategy began to be revealed. People living elsewhere were
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attracted to new job opportunities occurring in an environment

consisting of favorable conditions: emerging economic

prosperity, freer political atmosphere, warm climate, and

proximity to glamorous Hong Kong, just to mention a few.

Thousands of people began to show interest in seeking new

career and living opportunities in Shenzhen in response to some

mechanisms used by the Government for facilitating population

movement to the city. This resulted in a unprecedented form of

migration of people from different parts of China to this

southern border city. Table 2 presents data on rapid

population growth of Shenzhen over a six-year span.

"Table 2 about here"

As Table 2 indicates, population in Shenzhen SEZ rose

sharply from 1979 through 1984, with a net increase of 120,500

(170.0%) in six years. Shenzhen's small population base led to

a limited number of births each year. Consequently, new

population growth due to the rate of natural increase was less

than 10.0% annually averaging across the period covered by the

data (Row 9). In contrast, migration to Shenzhen SEZ accounted

for more than 90.0% of the population growth except for 1981

(Row 10). These percentages reflected the influx of about

20,000 new inhabitants on average each year into an area of

327.5 square kilometers. This rate was considerably higher

than rates of rural migration to large cities (30-60%) in

several developing nations where migration flows largely have
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been unchecked (Yap, 1977:241).

Another feature of Table 2 is the increasing proportion of -

the population in the labor force from 1981 onward. The

proportion of the population working (Panel B, Table 2)

increased rapidly from 32.9% in 1979 to 80.7% in 1984. The

largest net increase of working population relative to

increases in the total population occurred in 1983 and 1984

(Rows 12 and 14). Two parallel processes seemed to have been

operating. First, the data indicate that an increasing

proportion of the migrants were job holders. Second, the data

suggest a growing number of available employment opportunities

for the population as a whole. The nature of the jobs for

migrants and local residents may be seen from the differences

in the increases in the numbers of males and females, with the

former increasingly outnumbering the latter (Rows 2 and 3 in

Table 2) . Differences in the distributions of men and women

across industrial sectors will be elaborated later in the

paper.

Data in Table 2 concern only Shenzhen's permanent

population, residents who are formally registered with the

Security Bureau of Shenzhen SEZ's municipal government.

Shenzhen's temporary population (those holding a "temporary

residence card") has also grown rapidly. These include (I)

mobile construction workers from other provinces and regions,

(2) employees from the interior holding a rotational :ob in

their work units' new office or factory in Shenzhen, and (3)

peasants from neighbouring counties and regions within
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Guangdong Province coming in to sell fresh produce on the local

free farm markets. Although data on the distributions of these

subgroups in the temporary population are not available,

scattered statistics show that the first group (construction

workers) makes up the largest share because of the sustained

tempo and increasing scale of land development and building

construction in the last few years. In 1979 Shenzhen only had

one construction company and it employed only 500 workers. The

number of such workers grew rapidly to 30,000 in 1981, 70,000

in 1982, 94,000 in 1983, and 104,330 in 1984. Coming from 40

counties and 21 cities in 9 provinces, these workers, signed

construction contracts with the zone government and came to

work and stay for the period needed to complete the project.

Of the 146,100 temporary residents in Shenzhen in 1984, these

mobile construction workers constituted 71.4% (Shenzhen SEZ

Yearbook, 1985:320).

II. SHENZHEN: AN ATTRACTIVE YET UNCERTAIN DESTINATION

The data have indicated that more than 90.0% of Shenzhen's

net population growth was due to migration, and the critical

auestion concerns the factors that motivated over 100,000

people, many of whom were established professionals in big

cities, to move to a small, unfamiliar and still largely

underdeveloped border town? The auestion is even more

intriquing for China, because, other things being equal, there

is a lower propensity to migrate in a socialist than in a

capitalist society, due to a greater degree of equality of
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incomes, the maintenance of full emoployment and extensive

social services, and relatively more equal distribution of

social infrastructure and facilities throughout the country

(Fallenbuchl, 1977:305).

A long-standing anti-urban tradition rooted in

predominantly agricultural China, reinforced by the state's

rigid registration system, tend to strengthen the idea that

migration of massive scale is rarely likely [excepting the

rustication movement in the Cultural Revolution (Simmons, 1981;

Goldstein, 1985)]. This study of population movement to

Shenzhen provides some illuminating evidence, as we shall see,

for countering the hypothesis that migration tendency is low in

socialist countries by applying a modified push-pull approach

to the situation.

What Does Shenzhen Offer?

Most studies of migrant behavior in market economies are

concerned primarily with the 'pull' factors at the destination

and 'push' forces at the origin (Bogue, 1977). Experts tend to

focus on how sensitive and reactive migrants are to economic

opportunities (e.g., higher wages, better Jobs) which affect

individual decisions to move. (Todaro, 1969; Yap, 1977). in

essence, most discussions of migration, especially internal

migration, suggest an explicit or implicit rationality

underlying decisions to move. Insufficient attention has been

paid to non-economic, state-mediated, and

environmentally-unique factors that are not of central
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importance in push-pull terms but that may operate under

nonmarket or quasi-market conditions.

The analysis of Shenzhen's experience calls for a

sensitive treatment of these variables, within the basic

push-pull framework. As a general background, Table 3 shows

the socioeconomic characteristics of Shenzhen SEZ in contrast

to both the country as a whole and sixteen large cities.

"Table 3 about here"

Table 3 contains information of several measures of industrial

capacity and the standard of living in Shenzhen. The

information for 1980 (the first year of Shenzhen's status as

SEZ), 1982 and 1984, and both the national average and urban

districts of 16 very large Chinese cities (with 2,000,000

people or more) in 1982, the only year for which those data are

available. (For an analysis of China's very large cities, see

Chen, in press).

The data suggest several general features of Shenzhen.

Although a new city, Shenzhen already was more crowded than the

nation as a whole, though it compared favorably with the much

larger established cities (Row 1). Shenzhen had an

increasingly stronger industrial capacity on a per capita

basis, exceeding that of the 16 large cities (Rows 3 and 4).

On the other hand, Shenzhen's agricultural component became

less and less significant (Rows 5 and 6). This is due to a

combination of rapid population growth in Shenzhen and its
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priority on industrial development.

Shenzhen seemed to offer more amenities and social

infrastructure than the 16 cities, which, in turn, were better

than the national average, with few exceptions. Particularly

noteworthy are housing, transportation, retail service and

purchasing capacity. Shenzhen's residents enjoyed much more

living space (Row 8), almost approaching the spacious living of

the countryside [13.4 sp. m per person in 1982 according to a

national sample survey (China Statistical Yearbook, 1983:499).

Per capita access to public busses in Shenzhen was double that

for the 16 cities (Row 7). The considerably higher proportion

of people in retail service (Row 10) suggests that Shenzhen may

have developed wider and more available commodity services.

The largest gap between Shenzhen and the 16 cities and the rest

of the nation was in consumption sales per capita (Row 9).

This is largely accounted for by the facts that the average

wage in Shenzhen was about 2.5 times higher than elsewhere and

that Shenzhen's prices were largely market-driven rather than

state-regulated. Nevertheless, this suggests that Shenzhen is

becoming a highly consumer-oriented city.

With respect to the availability of recreational,

educational and medical facilities, the data suggest that

Shenzhen generally has lagged behind the 16 cities, though it

was more developed in these respects than the was the nation as

a whole, on average. Despite its brief existence, Shenzhen has

closed the gap between it and the 16-city average considerably

since 1982, especially with respect to cultural and health
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services. For example, Shenzhen's residents' access to

hospital beds and doctors in 1984 surpassed that of the 16

cities (Rows 17 and 18), despite its rapid population growth

between 1982 and 1984. For a young city, its ecucational

system grew rapidly. In 1980 there was only 7 high schools and

1 vocational school in Shenzhen SEZ; by 1984 there were 14 and

7 respectively. There was no institution of higher education

prior to 1983. In that year it took only seven months to

complete a campus of 58,000 sq. m. for the new Shenzhen

University, and its enrollment exceeded 1,000 in less than a

year (Shenzhen SEZ Yearbook, 1985:492-8).

Despite this phenomenal growth, Shenzhen has yet to become

"a Chinese land of milk and honey." Yet it has developed a

variety of strong pull characteristics in its appealing image,

new environment, relative prosperity, and unique position in

the Chinese system of cities. The appealing image has

develoDed directly as a consequence of Shenzhen's having been

designated as a SEZ. More than an eye-catching label, Shenzhen

SEZ has been granted greater autonomy than has ever been given

to any other area in China, having been allowed to engage in

various forms of direct cooperation with advanced caoitalist

countries, to rely primarily on market mechanisms, and to

experiment with new ways of organizing economic and social

activities with limited interference from higher authorities.

To potential migrants, this created an atmosphere that is less

politicized, freer of bureaucratic constraints, and replete

with more varied economic ooortunities. Shenzhen offers a
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more appealing prospect to outsiders, particularly when

contrasted to-the constraints that exist in other Chinese urban

places.

Among the benefits of Shenzhen's location are (1) its

proximity to Hong Kong, (2) its abundant entrepot trade, and

(3) its more direct contact with Western cultural and economic

influence. Specifically, Hong Kong TV programs, heavily

Americanized, are readily available in both English and

Mandarin and Cantonese Chinese in the average home in

Shenzhen. Although "Miami Vice", "Magnum, P.I.", "T.J.

Hooker"2, live coverage of Miss Asia-Pacific Pageant, and

free-wheeling talk shows are not necessarily better than

mainland Chinese programs, the variety of less politicized and

entertainment programs coming from across the border have been

far more popular than Chinese TV programming. This nexus

between ecological environment and cultural context (Castell,

1977) has created an attractive social environment. Direct

trade with Hong Kong has enriched and diversified Shenzhen's

supply of consumer goods as a port of entry (Molotch and Logan,

1985). Although some of these goods are expensive and can only

be bought cheaper with Hong Kong dollars, they are at least

accessible to its residents in contrast to Chinese cities in

the interior.

Since Shenzhen is almost entirely a new town, it has

benefited from some degree of overall planning for use of

space, housing and a range of social and economic activities

(Campbell, 1976). In response to the strip shape of the zone
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(see Map 2), planners designed and implemented a blueprint that

divided Shenzhen SEZ into multiple modules. Each module is an

integrated district, containing a rational allocation of

different functional zones, industrial and residential alike,

and is separated from its neighbours by rivers, orchards, or

green belts to enhance environmental quality (Shenzhen SEZ

Yearbook, 1985:305). The availability of open land has allowed

for the construction of spacious housing blocks of various

designs and heights. In 1979 there was only one building as

high as five stories. By 1986, in addition to hundreds of

smaller buildings, 129 highrises of 18 stories or more either

were in use or under construction. Plentiful space and

pleasant external environment have made Shenzhen one of the

most livable cities on China's southern coast. This is

particularly attractive to people who are tired of crowded

living quarters, polluted air, and the inefficient services of

the large cities in the interior (Chen, in Dress).

While the benefits are alluring attractions, there are

potential costs involved in moving to Shenzhen that can be

grouped into three general categories. First, Shenzhen is a

new and unpredictable place to many potential migrants. Since

people in China traditionally are very immobile and rely

heavily on long-term relationships, and established personal

and community networks, Shenzhen's fluid structure and rapid

growth require difficult adaptations for newcomers. The loss

of close contacts with old friends and colleagues is likely ,to

generate feelings of lack of status and being lost among
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migrants in Shenzhen. Knowing that Shenzhen SEZ is

experimental and subject to policy ajustments that can easily

reduce or remove its current benefits, potential migrants are

concerned about the possibility of getting stuck in a strange

place that ultimately can turn out to be worse their places of

origin.

Closely related to these potential costs are what may be

called "counter-pull factors" in the hometowns of potential

migrants, especially those living in big cities. Places like

Beijing or Shanghai, politically bureaucratized as they are,

offer an established pattern of life, closeness to family and

friends and a sufficient diversity of recreational facilities

and consumer goods. Due to such factors as inefficient

transportation and absence of extended annual holidays (except

for those whose relocations separate them from spouses or

parents), relocation to this city on China's southern border

can create several inconveniences for those who wish to visit

their places of origin. Moreover, a household registration

with a big city (especially Beijing and Shanghai) is a major

privilege, people are very reluctant to move to a smaller

place. These counter-pull factors are strong enough to offset

the attractions of Shenzhen and lead many people to find ways

of keeping their registrations behind and moving to Shenzhen on

"temporary residence cards".

The third type of costs arises from the fact that

Shenzhen's benefits are uneven due to its newness. t is- a

place where you may have to give up something in order to gain
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something. For example, some of those already in Shenzhen feel

that they have lost continuity in their professional

development due to the lack of research facilities, though they

are satisfied with a higher salary. Some are worried about the

highly limited college education for their children available

locally, though they may be happy with their new careers in

Shenzhen. Some have chosen to move to Shenzhen for its

benefits only as a second choice because they could not secure

a job in places like Beijing and Shanghai which offer them more

comprehensive packages of benefits.

Volume, Sources, and Processes of Migration to Shenzhen

In view of the fact that there are both costs and benefits

associated with moving to Shenzhen, the next set of logical

questions is (1) how many migrants reside in Shenzhen?

(2) Where have they come from? (3) What are the mechanisms

through which have they moved to Shenzhen? 'Unfortunately, data

on the volume of migration are scant even though we know that

over 90.0% of the net population increase has been accounted

for by migration. Scattered statistics, however, can help us

piece together the approximate numbers of different types of

migrants and the means by which they have entered Shenzhen.

Because the SEZs were set up primarily for agencies involved in

foreign trade and factories with overseas capital and

eauipment, there was an overriding need for two broad

categories of work force from outside the SEZs--professionals

(cadres, technicians, etc) and manual workers--which had to be
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supplied from outside.

Several :channels through which professionals may move to

Shenzhen can be identified. These, in a sense, are innovations

in China's traditional personnel system, which transfers

professionals from one place to another primarily by

assignment. The first of these new mechanisms is called

"transfer through consultation and selection". From 1981 on,

personnel officials of the Shenzhen municipal government

developed a list of positions to be filled every year. Then a

crew of recruiters would travel to different parts of the

interior to identify appropriate candidates through

recommendations by connections. The candidates were approached

about transfering to a new job in Shenzhen. Once the

candidates agreed to move, Shenzhen SEZ's personnel agency

would work out the transfering procedures with the candidates'

work unit. The number of people who were recruited to Shenzhen

SEZ this way has been relatively small (S. Fang, 1984).

In 1982 a more innovative and effective method, which was

termed "recruitment through examinations and invitations", was

introduced. Recruiting teams from Shenzhen were sent to large

cities like Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Wuhan, Nanjing, Xi'an,

and to other places in Guangdong Province. Job positions were

advertised openly in these cities' newspapers. The applicants

were given tests on their field of specialization by qualified

professionals. Those who passed were made offers which

included promises of spacious housing and, sometimes, - a

position for a spouse. Those who accepted these offers were
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assisted in moving to Shenzhen without any interference from

the recruit's prior work unit (Shenzhen Personnel Bureau,

1984). A greater number of professionals was brought in

Shenzhen in this fashion, while a few eminent scholars and

movie stars came to Shenzhen at special invitations and for

1ucrative offers.

Still another way of bringing needed professionals to

Shenzhen is "borrowing and offering joint appointment." Hiring

firms in Shenzhen sign contracts with counterparts in the

interior to bring some people to work for a specified period of

time. Joint appointments have been commonly utilized by

academic institutions in Shenzhen. The professionals who have

moved to Shenzhen in this way live there on "temporary

residence cards". Thus, they belong to the city's nonpermanent

population.

These state-mediated inducements have been used to sustain

an open door for in-migration of professionals for the last few

years. In 1978 (before the SEZ was set up), there were only

6,466 professionals in Shenzhen. In 1984 the number reached

26,767, a net increase of 20,301. These who have moved in are

younger and better educated than the indigenous professionals.

The average age of the professional group was 35.0 in 1984 in

comparison with 43.4 in 1978, while those with a junior college

degree and above made up 27.1% of the total group, compared

with 8.8% in 1978 (Shenzhen SEZ Yearbook, 1985:545).

Sources and processes for recruiting manual workers to

Shenzhen differ from those developed for professionals.
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Moreover, a considerably larger number of manual laborers was.

needed to staff the newly established industrial plants and

service organizations.. While there is no comprehensive

information on the places of origin of professionals, a recent

sample survey by Guangdong Social and Economic Development

Studies Center (hereafter abbreviated to GSEDSC) provided those

data for recruited workers (see Table 4).

"Table 4 about here"

As can be seen, in contrast to the professionals most of

whom came from big cities in the interior, the majority of

manual workers came from smaller places within Guangdong

Province (84.95%). Although this reinforces the provincial

favor of the SEZs, the primary reasons for recruiting from

these areas were- to save the costs of long-distance moving and

to avoid problems in migrants' adaptation to the local

culture. All the places of origin listed under Guangdong are

not far from Shenzhen. It should also be noted that Baoan, of

which Shenzhen was the county seat before the SEZ was set up,

supDlied the second largest proportion of workers (13.16%).

Workers entered Shenzhen in three ways and, thus,

contributed differently to the city's overall population. The

first category includes permanent employees who have been

transfered from a state-owned enterprise outside Shenzhen to a

receiving unit in the city. Workers coming through this more

traditional channel tend to have their home residence in big
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cities and distant provinces, and end up in state-owned

enterprises in Shenzhen SEZ.

A second category encompasses "contractual workers" who

have been recruited through an innovative employment mechanism

introduced by Shenzhen in 1983. An employer in Shenzhen

wanting to hire contractual workers submits a plan to the

zone's labor department for approval, which then allows the

employer to recruit in designated areas outside Shenzhen.

These workers have to apply and pass tests on basic reading

ability and technical skills before they are hired on probation

for six months. They are not permitted to move their formal

registrations from their places of origin. Those who have met

the qualifications at the end of the trial period are given a

contract, which usually lasts from

three to five years, while those who have not qualified or are

unwilling to sign a contract must return home.

The third group includes temporary and seasonal workers

who are hired to work and live in Shenzhen on "temporary

residence cards". Although the need for such workers varies

from firm to firm and time to time in Shenzhen, their

employment is subject to the approval by the zone's labor

department. Almost all construction workers fall into this

category. The combination of second and third groups already

includes half of the work force in Shenzhen (50.5%).

Manual workers have entered Shenzhen in the following

proportions: (1) transfer and assignment (49.1%), (2) direct

recruitment by factories (21.1%), (3) introduction by friends
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and relatives (20.8%), (4) private consulting (1.7%), newspaper

advertisement (0.3%), and others (7.0%) (GSEDSC, 1985). The

migration of permanent workers in state-owned enterprises has

speeded the net increase of permanent population in Shenzhen.

So did the majority of contractual workers who are usually

emnloyed by Sino-foreign joint ventures, though a certain

percentage of them is counted with the temporary population

while on probation. The rapid growth of temporary population

in Shenzhen has been fueled primarily by the influx of

temporary and seasonal workers.

After Migration to Shenzhen

Since workers in Shenzhen primarily are settled and

temporary migrants, we also wish to know how the

labor force is distributed now and, more interestingly, how

incoming migrants have fared. Table 5 presents a general

profile of a number of characteristics of workers in a variety

of industries.

"Table 5 about here"

First of all, the data show that workers in electronics (48.7%)

constituted almost half of the total labor force, with the

garment industry being a distant second. This clearly reflects

Shenzhen SEZ's stated priorities in developing electronics and

textile industries to compete in the international market. in

fact, close to 70% of the zone's total industrial output in
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934 was contributed by the electronics industry.

Second, Shenzhen's labor force was young, especially those

workers in such new industries as electronics, textiles and

pre :ision instruments, while the average age of workers in

o der and traditional industries (e.g., chemicals, construction

me terials) was higher. The young working population reflects

Sin i zhen's entire population. The 1982 census showed that the

melian age of Shenzhen's population (22.1) was lower than the

na icnal average of 22.9, while its percent of population

woring (80.7%) was higher than the nation's 57.5%. The young

age dependency ratio of Shenzhen's population (0-14/15-64) was

35. %, compared with 54.3% of the nation as a whole. The

hig or proportion of people in the work force in Shenzhen also

was rirrored in the lower old age dependency ratio (65+/15-64)

of f-s population (6.3%), relative to the nation's 7.9% (J.

Lian, .t al., forthcoming; Shenzhen SEZ Yearbook, 1985).

A: Table 5 reveals, female workers in Shenzhen tended to

concentrate in the electronics and garment industries, whereas

male workers far outnumbered females in industries such as

chemicals and construction materials, reflecting the

differ intial physical demands of these industries. Due to the

heavy vcncentration of female workers in electronics, the total

sex ra i> (M/F) is 0.78:1.

Tctal income of Shenzhen workers varies a great deal

across -ndustries and is 2.0 to 2.5 times higher on average

than that outside the zone. The educational level of the labor

force, hc.aever, is quite low, as the average score of workers
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in all the industries (4.7) falls below finishing senior high

school. Workers in rubber and plastics only have an average

level of education just over senior high school (5.9), while,

on average, construction workers have less than junior high

school education (3.3).

The higher wages and lack of constraints in Shenzhen's

dynamic environment has attracted many younger people. Given

the suggestion that rural migrants are better off economically

in cities of destinations than in the country and tend to stay

in the urban setting (Yap, 1977; Simmons, 1981), it might be

assumed that workers who migrated to Shenzhen are highly

contented with or at least happy about the working and living

conditions in a place that is too small to accommdate everyone

who might want to be there. The available data tell a

different story (see Table 6).

"Table 6 about here"

Unexpectedly, the mean scores (Col. 8) of the sampled

respondents (see Footnote 1) were lowest on economic and career

opportunity items. For example, 63.1% of the respondents

didn't care about promotional opportunities. A higher

proportion of worker respondents were either unsatisfied with

or didn't care about economic conditions measured in benefit

services, salaries, and bonuses (Rows 9, 10, and 11), while an

insignificant proportion said they were very satisfied. On the

other hand, respondents' scores on relationships with peers,
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personnel departments, and bosses (Rows 1, 2, and 3) were the

highest. For example, 73.6% and 52.4% of the respondents were

satisfied with their relationships with peers and bosses,

respectively. These data indicate that a new environment may

not make it difficult for people to get along with one another

and with their superiors.

Whether workers in Shenzhen are happy with their present

working conditions also can be examined with information on

people's future plans. When the same sample of workers was

asked what they would plan to do in the future, 10.6% answered

that they would like to continue the present job; 26.1% was

interested in getting jobs requiring more technical skills in

Shenzhen SEZ; those intending to switch to other jobs but stay

in Shenzhen SEZ constituted 25.8%; a small proportion (2.7%)

wanted to seek the same job outside Shenzhen SEZ; 2.0% aspired

to find more technical jobs outside the zone; 4.6% hoped to

secure different jobs outside the zone; while the remaining

28.2% had either no response or didn't know for other reasons

(GSEDSC, 1985:24). As a whole, 62.5% planned at least to stay

in Shenzhen, while only 9.4% thought of leaving.

Attractive as Shenzhen may be due to its privll eged

status, it has yet to become a "perfect" home for those who

have settled there. Moreover, there seems to be a sense of

uncertainty among Shenzhen residents, for any policy shift

regarding the SEZs could take away the benefits they have been

enjoying. To a great many outside, however, Shenzhen SEZ is

still perceived and pursued as a "treasure island", which
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offers a number of things for daily living that now are missing

elsewherE Ji China.

III. PROB..EMAS AND PROSPECTS

Thank,3 to heavy investment from the state and the

encouragemi t of migration, Shenzhen may indeed be hailed as "a

city built ii one night". Such explosive demographic growth in

one restri ted area has no parallel in China's recent history.

However, it has been substantially initiated and regulated by

the Chinesc government at both national and provincial levels.

This intent onal external facilitation has complicated in many

ways the lationship between voluntary individual migration

based on r ional calculation and the strong draw of economic

forces. Th ,aper has revealed some of the complexities and

myths conce n-ng migration, to Shenzhen. The lack of more

specific dat , however, has limited the analysis.

The large volume of migrant population to Shenzhen has

provided a badly needed labor force for industrial development

in Shenzhen. To summarize, 97% of all the Drofessionals in

Shenzhen toda, came from the interior, while 92% of the manual

work force ent fred Shenzhen from the same source (S. Fang,

1985). Has the experience of Shenzhen suggested that China

should remove -r at least considerably loosen its control over

population mo erent and let people move where they are most

needed (M. Fanc 1986)? The answer may be a "No", as there

have alreadj been serious concerns about the problems

associated with z strong demographic response to a booming city
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based-economy. Population growth in Shenzhen tends to run

ahead of the new and fledgling infrastructure in the city.

Recently, the shortage of public toilets has caused a series of

complaints which made the headline of the local newspaper. The

living conditions of a growing temporary population in Shenzhen

are another concern. For example, many construction workers

live in wooden shacks that lack convenient facilities.

Shenzhen's rising trade and consumption fervor also has

attracted a large number of businessmen, some of whom have

taken advantage of the SEZs' flexible policies to engage in

smuggling and illegal trading practices (Shenzhen Tecu Bao, 29

December, 1985: 1).

A major effort to impose population regulation and control

began early in 1986, aiming to disperse and keep away illegal

residents in Shenzhen without "temporary residence cards". A

"control" line (a wire fence stretching 84.0 kilometers and an

86.2-kilometer patrol road) was put into use on April 1, 1986.

Although the state intended the 135-million-Yuan line to

prevent smuggling and illegal economic activities, it serves to

check and stop people trying to come in without visas and

identification cards (Zhu, 1986). Shenzhen SEZ's long-term

plan allows its population to grow only to 450,000 by 1990 and

to 800,000 by 2000 (Shenzhen SEZ Yearbook, 1985:306). This

implies an annual growth rate of 15.3% to 1990 and 5.9% to 2000

(calculating on the basis of 450,000 in 1990) . Although

somewhat lower that the average growth rate of 18.0% for the

last six years, these projected rates are considerably higher
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than growth rates anywhere else in China or in any country.

The rationale behind this planned population growth,

similar to the conception of optimal city size (Richardson,

1981), is that Shenzhen's economic system, dynamic as it is, is

only capable of supporting a finite population. It is

understandable that critics are concerned about Shenzhen

degenerating from a "gold town" to a "ghost town" (Chang, 1985)

if unchecked population inflow and an overheated economy

eventually exhaust all the gold. However, Shenzhen's

attractive image has been created and will persist for some

time. Its relatively higher wages are perhaps the biggest

magnet, in contrast -to the enterprise zones in many developed

and developing countries where concessive wages are prevalent

(Goldsmith, 1984). For example, joint venture companies and

wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries in Shenzhen SEZ offer higher

pay to young female workers on their assembly lines than they

can possibly get at home. Yet the contractual employment

structure which is becoming prevalent in Shenzhen offers only

limited security. More importantly, both Shenzhen residents

and those who may be thinking of moving to Shenzhen are

concerned about the long-term security and stability of the SEZ

policy itself. This cloud of concern and doubt may well dim

the promise that Shenzhen SEZ has shown thus far.

The creation of the SEZs in China has attracted a lot of

international attention. Japanese businessesmen who nave

visited the SEZs suggested that they could become key

connecting points along the Western Pacific rim which is
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emerging as the e tral focus of world economic growth in the

1980s. Hong Ko._g industrialists now regard Shenzhen as a

barometer of ti eir confidence in China's open-door economic

policy. Therefore, the migrated residents in Shenzhen are

joined by those b y>nd China's borderline in hoping that "the

city built in one n ght" will last for a long time.
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NOTES

1. The sample was targeted at three subpopulations in Shenzhen
SEZ, Zhuhai and Shekou (a small industrial district located
within Shenzhen Municipality). Since the much smaller SEZ of
Zhuhai only make up 7.0% of the total sample size, the sample
should be seen as representative of Shenzhen. The sampling
strategy of probablity proportionate to size (PPS) was
employed. First, all the industries in the SEZ economy were
grouped into 13 sectors. The total number of workers in each
was obtained, and the proportion of workers in each industrial
sector to the total was calcualted. The 1,100 subjects to be
drawn were assigned proportinally to each industrial sector and
subsample size for each was computed.. Then the sample size was
divided into clusters with 10 subjects in each being numbered.
Finally, the subjects were drawn according to random number
table. Each draw of a number determined a sampling unit. All
the drawn numbers constituted the total N (GSEDSC, 1985).

2. The colorful translations of the titles of these action
shows appealed to the taste of residents in Shenzhen. For
example, a particular episode of "Magnum, P.I." was titled "A
Miraculous Detective Storms a Den of Evils". Listings of such
Hong Kong TV programs in Shenzhen's daily newspaper has helped
maintain their level of popularity.
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Map 1 Locations of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and

Economic Development Zones (EDZs) in the P.R.C.
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Table 1

Sources of Capital Investment in Basic Construction and Development in

Shenzhen, 1979-84

Sources 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Total Investment 4,988 12,487 27,037 63,265 88,593 163,670
(in 1000 US$)

State Revenue 47.8% 26.4% 8.4% 7.4% 4.9% 1.2%

Allocation

State Ministries 24.5 10.5 9.0 9.2 7.8 9.2

& Provinces

Zone Government 12.5 7.8 12.3 10.1 8.8 13.0

Investment

Bank Loans NA 5.6 11.7 32.3 37.9 44.1

Local Enterprise 4.2 6.5 7.4 7.9 11.3 13.3
Investment

Interior-.Enterprise NA NA 1.1 3.1 4.3 3.0
Investment

Foreign Capital 11.0 43.2 50.1 30.0 24.9 16.2
Investment

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Sources: a. Yang (1984), Table 1, p. 38.
b. Shenzhen Special Zone Yearbook (19 85),pp.592-3.



Table 2

Total and Working Population Growth in Shenzhen Special

Economic Zone, 1979-84

Demographic Features 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

A. Total population

(1) Population (permanent) 70,900 84,100 98,300 128,600 165,000 191,400

(2) Male ponulation 34,500 42,000 49,100 65,000 95,500 108,300

(3) remale nopulation 36,400 42,100 49,200 63,600 69,500 83,100

(4) Sex ratio (2)/(3) 0.95:1 1.00:1 1.00:1 1.02:1 1.37:1 1.30:1

(') Births ner annum 1,524 1,561 2,186 2,460 1,872 1,937

(6) Deaths ner annum 360 338 412 412 414 414

(7) Net natural increase (5)-(6) 1,164 1,223 1,774 2,048 1,458 1,523

(8) Total net increase -- 13,200 14,200 30,300 36,400 26,400

(9) % net growth due to 7)/(S)- 9.3% 12.5% 6.8% 4.0% 5.8%
natural increase

(10) % net growth due to migration -- 90.7% 87.5% 93.2% 96.0% 94.2%

B. Working population

(11) Total working population 23,300 26,500 38,500 66,800 107,600 154,500

(12) Net increase -- 3,200 12,000 28,300 40,800 46,900

(11) 7 population working (11)/(1) 32.9% 31.5% 39.2% 51.9% 65.2% 80.7%

(14) (12)/(P) -- 24.2% 84.5% 93.4% 112.1% 177.7%

Source: Calculated from Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook (1985), D. 581.



Table 3

Socioeconomic Characteristics of Shenzhen in Comparison with the National Average and Sixteen Large Cities (Urban District),
1980-84

Characteristics National Average 16 Large Cities Shenzhen Special Zone

(1 98 2 )a (1982)a ( 1 9 8 0 )b (198 2 )b (1984) b

(1) Population density 106.00 3,518.00 256.79 392.67 584.43
(per sq. km.)

(2) Natural increase rate (%) 1.40 2.13 1.58 1.80 0.85

(3) Industrial enterprises per 3.83 7.18 28.66 25.27 31.82
10,000 population

(4) Total industrial output per 542.24 2,735.79 1004.04 2815.86 9480.25
canita (in Chinese Yuan)

(5) Parmland per capita (acres) 0.25 0.05 0.12 0.05 P.0

(6) rramn Output per capita (pounds) 626.52 157.51 ,. 175,6 .

(7) Public bus- pr In ono NA NA 6.84 ('83) 7.42

(f,. M.) 5.60 3.47 NA 10.80 ('83) 11.80

(9) Consumption sales per capita
(in Chinese Yuan) 214.84 706.67 1359.69 3430.33 9139.39

(10) % labor force employed in
retail service 11.06 4.94 12.25 20.20 22.70

(11) Cinemas per 100,000 population 14.15 14.30 13.08 29.55 34.48

(12) Public libraries per 100,000 pop. 0.19 0.23 1.19 0.78 0.52

(13) College students per 10,000 pop. 11.36 122.64 NA 13.09 ('83) 36.00

(14) Vocational schools per 100,000 pop. 0.03 14.39 1.19 3.89 3.66

(15) High schools per 100,000 pop. 0.21 7.65 8.32 7.78 7.31

(16) Hospithls per 10,000 population 0.65 5.20 0.95 0.70 0.57

(17) Hospital beds per 10,000 pop. 20.30 52.42 30.20 28.54 59.72

(18) Doctors per 10,000 pooulation 12.90 46.21 29.49 38.26 61.65

Note: This measure is living space per capita completed by the year-end, rather than the living space in use.

Sources; a. Adapted from Chen (in press, table 3).

b. Calculated from Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook (1985), pp. 581, 58-2, 583, 585, 587, 601, 606, 611, 612, 613, and 614.



Table 4

Places of Origin of Manual Workers in Shenzhen Special Zone, 1985

Place of Origin
(Province, regiodi, city Percentage

or county)

Guangdong

Guangzhou (Canton) 7.15

Shenzhen 5.14

Baoan 13.16

Shaoguan City (including suburban counties) 3.57

Zhuhai City (") 2.32

Shantou City (") 10.81

Fuoshan City (") 3.14

Jiangmen City (") 3.83

Zhaniiang City (") 1.92

Maoming City (") 2.53

Hainan Island 1.48

Neixian Region 8.28

Huiyang Region 18.83

Zhaoqing Region 2.79

Beijing 2.40

Sichuan 2.20

Henan 1.70

Other places 7.53

No response 1.22

Total 100.00%

Source: Adapted from "A report on the preliminary analyses of the questionnaires

distributed among the SEZ workers." Guangdong Social and Economic Development

Studies Center. August 1985, p. 19.



Table 5

Industrial Distribution (%), Income, Education, Age, Sex Ratio of Workers in Shenzhen Special Zone, 1985

Industry (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

% Distribution Age Sex Ratio (M/F) Monthly Income Education Standard Deviation

Electronics 48.7 25.0 0.63:1 194.4 5.4 8.3

Garment 11.7 24.6 0.40:1 164.0 4.2 6.9

Chemical 0.9 34.0 9.00:1 187.3 5.2 11.1

Furniture & Cosmetics 2.7 33.4 5.50:1 258.5 4.4 8.1

Construction materials 5.4 36.2 4.40:1 260.5 3.3 11.0

Transportation equipment 5.4 31.6 3.40:1 198.1 5.1 9.5

Machinerv 1.8 30.3 2.30:1 142.8 4.8 6.9

Rubber and Plastics 0.9 27.3 2.30:1 224.6 5.9 7.4

Food processing 6.3 29.3 1.00:1 237.9 4.0 8.9

Paper makine 1.8 33.5 0.90:1 147.2 3.5 9.7

Scientific & orecision instrument 1.8 21.6 0.67:1 183.0 5.4 3.4

Multiple-producing industry 3.6 27.3 0.97:1 163.2 5.0 9.4

Others 8.1 21.3 0.19:1 184.4 5.1 3.3

Average 100.0% 28.9 0.78:1 195.8 4.7 8.0

Source; Same as Table 4 in the present paper.

Note: The education score was computed by assigning 0 to no education, 1 to not completing grade school, 2 to completing grade school,
3 to not completing middle (junior) school, 4 to completing junior middle school, 5 to not completing senior middle school, 6 to
completing senior high, 7 to finishing vocational high school, 8 to graduating from junior vocational college, 9 to college graduation,
and 10 to post-graduate education.



Table 6

Workers' Satisfaction with Social Environment, Working and Living 
Conditions in Shenzhen Special Zone, 1985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Very Unsatis- Don't Satisfied Very No Total Average

Unsatisfied fied Care Satisfied Response Score

Variables 2 4 5 X

(1) RelationshiD W/peers 0.7% 2.1 16.8 73.6 6.2 0.6% 100.0 3.8

(2) Relationship W/person- 2.2 6.5 26.9 44.7 1.4 18.4 100.0 3.5

nel department

(3) Relationship W/bosses 3.0 9.9 32.2 52.4 1.7 0.4 100.0 3.4

(4) WorkinR conditions 3.2 18.5 22.6 34.2 0.9 20.7 100.0 3.1

(5) Work intensity 6.0 23.8 30.1 38.0 0.9 1.2 100.0 3.1

(6) Materialistic condi- 3.3 28.3 27.6 38.3 1.1 1.4 100.0 3.1

tions

(7) Non-materialistic 4.8 25.0 34.8 32.8 0.9 1.7 100.0 3.0

conditions

(R) Opoortunity for 4.5 15.4 63.1 13.1 0.4 3.6 100.0 2.9

promotion

(0) Benefit services 6.5 36.3 28.0 27.2 0.5 1.5 100.0 2.8

(10) Salaries 11.3 37.7 21.2 29.1 0.5 0.2 100.0 2.7

(11) Bonuses & other 10.6% 35.8 24.9 25.5 0.4 2.6% 100.0 2.7

fringe benefits

Note: This is a standard five-ooint Likert scale. Column 8 contains the mean score of responses to a particular item.

Sourcei Sime as Table 4 in the present paper.



ABSTRACT

This paper reports a comparative analysis of primacy in the broader

context of urbanization in less developed countries (LDCs). Three rank-size

models are constructed to estimate the population distribution of large

Chinese cities and those in several other developing countries with dis-

tinctive patterns of urban hierarchy. Recent data on large cities in China

are further presented. Some general explanations of the historical develop-

ment, recent growth tendencies, and the largely neglected issue of migration

related to very large Chinese cities are provided in light of the historical

processes of comparative urbanization in other LDCs.



A COMPARISON OF URBAN PRIMACY:

THE SPECIAL CASE OF CHINA

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary urban growth has been sweeping the international land-

scape, with large cities, especially those in less developed countries

(LDCs), continually exploding into metropolises of apocalyptic magnitude

(Fox, 1984). Projections indicate that twenty to forty years from now

there will be 93 cities of over five million people, almost three times

the 34 such cities of 1984. Twenty of them will have populations of more

than 15 million, with Mexico City topping the list with 30 million resi-

dents. It is projected that 25 mega-cities (with 10 million people and

over) will have emerged by 2000 (United Nations, 1981).

Will we be able and prepared to handle the great challenge posed by

a host of vexing political and socioeconomic problems that will arise in

step with many urban centers of such magnitude? The rapid approach of

this bleak and intimidating urban horizon is of great concern and inter-

est to scholars, government policymakers, and urban planners (see Dogan

and Kasarda, forthcoming for a major intellectual undertaking to assess

the multiple dimensions of an unfolding metropolis era). In practical

terms, meeting the challenge of rapidly expanding giant cities requires

short-term expedient response and long-run strategic planning; however,

both predicated on comparative research to clarify the nature and scope

of this continuing trend toward human concentration in urban areas. Al-

though this urbanization process is worldwide, there is considerable var-

iation among individual countries, a fact that makes it necessary to ex-

amine these existing giant cities in the context of each nation's urban
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system and its historical, geographic, political, and socioeconomic de-

velopment. Urban primacy and its related issues, although having been

scrutinized by many studies and even labelled value-laden, remain a key

area of inquiry that could lead to a better understanding of the underly-

ing process and latent dimensions of giant cities today across national

and spatial boundaries.

Despite the fact that Berry (1961) has documented the absence of ur-

ban primacy in China, recent projections show that Shanghai will grow

from 16.3 million in 1985 to 23.7 million in 2000 and Beijing from 13.7

to 20.4 million. This will rank them third and sixth on the list of the

first 20 mega-cities in the world at the turn of the coming century. To

land on the top rung of the global urban hierarchy, however, requires

both cities to grow at over 4.0% per annum until 2000. Not only does

this expected growth rate much exceed the pace at which Shanghai and

Beijing have been growing in the recent past (Chen, forthcoming), neither

city's population (Shanghai with 11.8 million in 1982 and Beijing with

9.2 million in 1982) has reached its population in 1980 (Shanghai's 14.3

million and Beijing's 11.4 million) projected by the United Nations. Al-

though the baseline figures used for projection may have been overesti-

mated, the past growth rates and current sizes of China's number-one and

number-two cities demonstrate a unique process of growth up to the pres-

ent, which will definitely affect their future course and prospective po-

sitions in the national urban and economic systems. Thus, the question

of primate city dominance in China and its implications remains open.

In what ways is the growth pattern of Shanghai and Beijing unique?

How does this process and the future of these two cities compare with
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such cities in developing countries that are predicted as being among the

top 20 mega-cities by 2300 (e.g., Mexico City, Sio Paulo, Cairo, and Bom-

bay)? This paper addresses these questions by conducting a rank-size

comparison of city distributions in China with Mexico, Brazil, Egypt and

India, as well as the United States (for a special reason). Recent data

on a class of large Chinese cities will be presented in conjunction with

historical-comparative interpretations of the urbanization processes in

China and those LDCs. The analysis is intended to suggest a less dramat-

ic (and perhaps less gloomy) scenario of the growth tendencies of Shang-

hai and Beijing and other very large Chinese cities. This focused case

investigation in a comparative framework should cast fresh light on some

theoretical and policy issues regarding urban primacy and urbanization in

LDCs.

SOME THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL CONCERNS

Even since Zipf's (1941) pioneering work on the inherent structural

integration and hierarchical ordering of cities, rank-size analysis has

been a standard approach to the study of intra- and international urban

systems. The narrow and abstract concept of a lognormal relationship be-

tween rank and size of cities also has taken on wider and specific dimen-

sions in its empirical application to correlations between city size and

political and control and economic development (Davis and Golden, 1954;

Berry, 1961, 1971; Cola, 1984). The rank-size rule also has been related

to theories of social change and economic growth. For example, urban

primacy in developing countries, dependency theory argues, is a histori-

cal outcome of earlier colonialism and has been hindering the development

process in LDCs: one or two primate cities exert political control and
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enjoy an economically exploitative relationship with smaller cities and

rural areas (Frank, 1969; Morse, 1971; Portes, 1977). At the general

theoretical level, the diffusion and generative functions of primate cit-

ies postulated by modernization perspectives contrast with the dependency

argument (see Chen, 1985k for a brief review of this literature). Such

subjective and even ideologized positions are suggested by the general

association between the rank-size city distribution and the development

process in western societies, on the one hand, and primacy and the urban-

ization experience in the Third World, on the other.

Although studies have revealed the variation and specificity of

rank-size and primacy both within and across national boundaries of in-

dustrialized and developing countries (Davis and Golden, 1954; Berry,

1961; Berry and Horton, 1970), these system-inclined analyses tend to

deal with a large number of both LDCs and developed nations. Thus, they

are constrained from delving into a more in-depth and case-oriented dis-

cussion of the historical and contemporary forces that account for either

the expected or unexpected primacy in the urban system of a certain coun-

try. There also has been a limited effort to compare an illuminating

case of urban growth to a typical pattern of urbanization hypothesized to

have been experienced by several developing countries. This has the po-

tential to lead to more revealing and interesting explanation of why ur-

ban primacy occurs in some LDCs but not in others and to identify factors

that have contributed to this divergent phenomenon.

In this study we examine the case of China against a number of de-

veloping countries that are assumed to possess urban system characteris-

tics of such countries. This approach should permit a more rigorous and
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focused discussion of both intra- and international variation in urban

primacy and thus bridge macro cross-national analysis of urbanization and

historical-descriptive studies of large individual Chinese cities and

those in other LDCs (Kapp, 1974; Gernet, 1977; Conniff et al., 1971; Wi-

bel and de la Cruz, 1971).

COMPARATIVE MODELING OF RANK-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

To match China's huge population size and extremely large cities of

Shanghai and Beijing requires a careful selection of comparable cases.

Brazil, Egypt, India, and Mexico are chosen for (1) their large popula-

tions by either global or regional standard, and (2) their huge capitals

and other large national urban centers. The United States is included to

provide a case of more integrated urbanization (associated with most de-

veloped countries) for reference. About 40 largest cities (except Egypt

which has data on only its top 20 cities) in each of these countries are

used for estimating the expected rank-size distributions of their cities.

Rather than following the conventional rank-size method of drawing just

one 45-degree downward line across the observed cases, we construct three

mathematically derived rank-size models for each country to increase the

scope of comparative explanatory power. From a methodological viewpoint,

a comparison of the three models may reveal their differential efficiency

and functions in predicting the varied patterns of rank-size distribu-

tions of large cities.

"Figure 1 about here"

Figure 1 graphically presents the plots of three predictive models

against the actual city distributions of each of the six countries. Each
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of the three negative slopes is based on a mathematical model written

from the theoretical assumptions of the rank-size relationships' (see

note 1 for description of the mathematical reasoning and formulas under-A
lying these three models). Model 1 takes the largest city as the start-

ing-point for prediction, which is illustrated by the fact that the first

data point (largest city) sits on the upper tail of the solid line (Model

1). Model 2 takes into account the reciprocal rank intervals and the

differences between the expected and actual population across all cases

(Appendix A-Table 1 illustrates the application of this method and the

calculations behind it to the top 16 Chinese cities of over 2,000,000

people). Model 3 derives from an empirical test of the negative rank-

size slope and involves (1) finding the slope via a lognormal bivariate

regression and (2) exponentiation of the resultant log values.

These graphic representations of rank-size suggest that the distri-

bution of Chinese cities is more smooth and flat than those of the other

countries. Differing degrees of primacy are noted for Mexico and Egypt,

as their first and second largest cities depart more sharply from other

cities with respect to a straight line than do the first two largest cit-

ies in the rest of the case countries. This is consistent with the orig-

inal city distributions of these two countries (in unlogged values): Mex-

ico City is shown to be much larger than the other cities. Both Brazil

and India resemble the United States, with their cities falling along a

gentle slope and clustering around the predictive lines. This pattern is

similar to that observed by Berry (1961) twenty years ago.

Table 1 contains a statistical summary of this graphic analysis.

"Table 1 about here"
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The figures in the Table (columns 3, 4 and 5) show the degree of devia-

tion from the rank-size distribution in percentage terms. The larger the

figures, the more the predictive lines of the models deviate from the ac-

tual observations. It is clear that the three models predict differently

for different countries, with Model 3 predicting better for all countries

but Brazil. This is reflected in the smaller values, which indicate less

deviation. The very high R2  for the bivariate regression underlying

Model 3 also suggests a close association between the predictive slopes

and observed distributions. Model 2 has a better prediction than Model

1, with the exception that the slight reverse between the two models is

true for Brazil and the United States whose city distributions fit Model

1 more closely. Model 1 is far off in estimating the Chinese and Mexican

distributions, although the observed cases fall along the opposite sides

of the predictive lines of the model (see Figure 1). The identical high

values associated with Model 1 and 2 for China, Egypt, and Mexico are

misleading without a clarification. The 32.6% of Model 1 (col. 3) and

21.1% of Model 2 (col. 4) reflect the fact that Shanghai is not a primate

city, with its actual (unlogged) population being 34.8% of the expected

size in Model 2. Cola (1984) provides a confirmation for this result by

using a different procedure. Beijing is 177.0% more of its expected size

in Model 1. In contrast, these figures reflect extreme urban primacy for

Egypt and Mexico: the second largest cities in these two countries are

91.4% and 50.7% smaller than their expected size in Model 1, while Mexico

City and Cairo, their largest cities, are 137.9% and 160.7% more of their

expected sizes in Model 2. The graphic illustration of this point is

more striking, as we see in Figure 1 that Chinese cities fall flatly
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above Model 1 and part of Model 2, whereas Egyptian and Mexican cities

from the second case on drop sharply below Model I and only overlap witb

portions of Model 2 and 3's predictive lines.

Is urban primacy in Mexico and Egypt an isolated phenomenon? How is

related to the general level of urbanization in these two countries

across time? Figure 2 plots the relationship between Primacy Index
2 and

the level of urbanization in the six countries at two points in time.

"Figure 2 about here"

The six countries can be grouped roughly into three patterns. India

and China are very similar with low levels of urbanizations and absence

of primacy. Both show a slow process of increased urbanization, while

India's Primacy Index (PI) remain the same (.35) for ten years, China's

PI declines a little from .22 in 1977 to .19 in 1982. Contrary to expec-

tation, Brazil's PI show almost perfect rank-size as the United States up

to 1980, an indication that Sio Paulo is not predominant in the Brazilian

urban system, though the United States is more urbanized, as expected.

While there was no temporal change in the PI for Brazil, the PI for U.S.

experienced a slight dip (to be treated in more detail in conjunction

with Table 2). Both Egypt and Mexico exhibit differing degree of urban

primacy, with their PIs far exceeding .50. Mexico is shown to be a more

extreme case and its high primacy is accompanied by a fairly high level

of urbanization. While demonstrating a level of urbanization that lies

halfway between China and India and the other three countries, Egypt's PI

is quite high. PIs for Egypt and Mexico show greater changes than other

countries, but in opposite directions.
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These empirical results are unexpected in some ways and not in oth-

ers. First, they confirm in a degree the findings of earlier investiga-

tions (Berry, 1961; Berry and Horton, 1970), indicating that China, In-

dia, and Brazil have more lognormal city distributions not too different

from that of the United States. Mexico was and remains a typical case of

primacy, and the primacy observed in Egypt is consistent with Davis and

Golden's (1954) earlier description of that country as overurbanized. A

surprising aspect of our study is that China not only fails to demon-

strate primacy, but tends toward under rank-size, with its PI staying

considerably below .50 (see Figure 2). This prompts questions as the un-

derlying forces that have shaped this growth pattern of large cities in

China.

Before examining the Chinese case in more detail, we will set up a

comparative framework by briefly considering the reasons for the absence

and presence of primacy in the other countries. Berry (1961) has sug-

gested that the long history of urban growth in China and India accounted

for their rank-size. India has urbanized slowly over this century until

the 19 7 0s. The percent of Indian population living in urban areas only

grew by 37% from 1951 to 1981 (Jones, 1983), which is considerably slower

than China's 71% increase for the same period of time. At the same time,

rural-urban migration toward any one single city in India has been moder-

ate and less concentrated; Slow industrialization and steady improvement

in agricultural production have helped maintain the tenacious character

of the occupational structures of the country's urban and rural econo-

mies. The combination of these factors has contributed to the dampening

of primacy.
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Berry and Horton (1970) have attributed Mexico's primacy to its dual

economy shaped by colonialism. The colonial influence reflected in po-

litical control, commercial concentration, and consumer marker structures

have boosted Mexico City to its dominant status. Its overwhelming influ-

ence also has been facilitated by the relative isolation and underdevel-

opment of the second largest city--Guadalajra (Wibel and de la Cruz,

1971). With its extreme concentration of government and manufacturing

activities and location in an area where rural population density is

high, Mexico City holds out a pull factor of both attractiveness and

nearness to migrants (Greenwood et al., 1981). Massive migration toward

Cairo has fuelled the capital city's primacy directly and indirectly be-

cause of a large proportion of women of childbearing age in the migrant

stream (Davis and Golden, 1954). The large influx of refugees into Cairo

during the wars with Israel was another factor contributing to the city's

primacy (Abu-Lughod, 1976). A more basic cause for the steady and thick

rural-urban migration is that, as Egypt has been passing through the

transitional stage from agriculture and livestock production to medium

and small-scale industrialization, diminishing returns on agricultural

production, declining income in the countryside and other factors have

constituted continually increasing "push" forces behind the rural exodus

(Al-Qutub, 1984).

A host of factors, including Brazil's vast size, its shifting cash

economic base from sugar to mining and finally to coffee in the Rio de

"Janerio and then in the Sa'o Paulo area, have forestalled Sao Paulo's pri-

macy. More important, extreme mobility in the Brazilian labor force

hindered a stable urban growth pattern (Conniff et al., 1971). Migration
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into Sao Paul'o has been slowing down for the last few years Kannappan,

1985). Recent research also shows that Sao Paulo's prominent position

has been weakened by decentralization of resources into its hinterland.

Across Southeast Brazil where Sao Paulo is located, free standing cities

have emerged to compete with Sao Paulo for labor and capital by exploit-

ing growing local opportunities (Hamer, 1985). Relocation of industries

from the Southeast to Northeast also has chipped away some weight and

prowness of Sio Paulo (World Bank, 1984). Berry (1961) has attributed

the rank-size city distribution in the United States to its integrated

urban system and highly developed economy. It also is important that the

continued shift of population and industry movement from the Northeast to

the "Sun-Belt" regions has deterred New York's primacy.

Table 2 summarizes some of the demographic dynamics behind urban

growth and primacy change in these six countries.

"Table 2 about here"

It reveals at the aggregate level a pattern that lends support to the

discussions just presented. Specifically, several pieces of information

are worth attention with regard to how urban primacy evolves in the con-

texts of the general urbanization process and the structure and growth of

national population. First, in Brazil, the United States, India, and

China, the largest cities have a slower growth rate than the secondest

largest cities, with Sao Paulo and New York experiencing negative growth

in a comparable period of time through 1980. Consistent with the past

trend, a recent forecast projects respective negative gains of 5.9% in

population and 5.2% in employment for the New York-New Jersey SMSA be-
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tween 1980 and 2000 (Holdrich, 1984). Second, although their largest

cities constitute the sam3 proportion (1.2%) of their total popu'.ations,

India and China diverge in having drastically different growth rates for

first, second and the next 15 largest cities. However, the proportional

differentials are similar, as their second and next 15 cities grow faster

than or at least as fast as the first cities (col. 3, 4, and 5). Brazil

and the United States show very similar patterns of growth for their

first, second, and the next 15 cities and thus a counter-primacy tenden-

cy, even though they have dissimilar actual growth rates. Third, Mexico

and Egypt, the two countries with severe primacy, show a descending order

of growth rates from their first to second and next 15 cities. Another

indication of their primacy is that Mexico City and Cairo make up a much

higher proportion (13.6% and 13.9%) of Mexcio and Egypt's national popu-

lation (col. 6). These specific growth rates correspond largely to the

three patterns identified in Figure 2: China and India fall into one cat-

egory; the United States and Brazil are paired in another; and Mexico and

Egypt form the third.

WHY IS URBAN PRIMACY ABSENT IN CHINA?

Following the previous comparative analysis of primacy, the remain-

der of this paper is devoted primarily to providing some explanation for

the absence of primacy in China. By situating the Chinese case in com-

parative-historical perspective's, we ±-l1 not onlybe able tt examine the

cultural, political and economic distinctiveness and specificity of ur-

banization in China, but also duly emphasize more generalizable politi-

cal, economic and geographic constraints that may bear on the urbaniza-

tion processes in other LDCs.
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Diachronically-grounded explanations of China's urban growth have

been given mostly by Sinologists of a historical and anthropological.

bent. The most convincing and generally accepted ones are (1) a robust

regional integration around several urban centers, which prevented any

one from becoming nationally predominant (Skinner, 1977); (2) a late,

limited and incomplete colonial penetration, which failed to gain compre-

hensive control over the city-ports until the end of the 19th century

(Murphey, 1974); and (3) a lack of transportation network across varied

geographic areas, which handicapped communications flow and commercial

transfers on a national scale. Instead of adding more items to this

list, we will consider some explicit or implicit parallels between the

Chinese case and the other countries under study.

Although China has had a long history of urban culture, it did not

experience an integrated development of one consistently dominant nation-

al center. This is primarily due to the temporal and temporary shifts of

imperial capitals and the coordinating administrative functions and com-

mercial activities that accompany them and a number of large citie, which

grew rapidly and almost simultaneously. Hangzhou and Kaifeng had over

one million people and well-developed political and infrastructure insti-

tutions by the 13th century (Gernet, 1977), while none of the cities in

Western Europe even came close to them at that time. Guangzhou (Can-

ton)'s flourishing overseas trade in silk, tea and cloth helped support a

population close to one million by the early 1800s. Later it was sur-

passed by Shanghai, which had developed the largest trade and commercial

base in China in the late 19th century by attracting foreign businesses.

Shanghai's population, however, did not pass that of Beiing and become
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the largest in the nation until 1937. Beijing was the largest city in

the world until 1750 and only dropped to twelfth )lace in 1900 because of

its unique status as the imperial capital for two dynasties from the

mid-1600s to the early 20th century. Both Nanjing and Xi'an grew more

rapidly than Shanghai in earlier historical periods because they were

once centers of imperial administration and culture.

These periodic switches of major national centers created several

large cities rather than fostering the continued growth of one dominant

center. None of them monopolized the overall administrative and commer-

cial functions, and this is probably the reason none of them achieved the

primacy of Mexico City. The earlier urbanization in China is historical-

ly analogous to the shift of Brazilian dominance from Rio de Janerio to

Sao Paulo, though the immigration that also was a factor in Brazil was

not a factor for China.

Late and limited colonial influence in China did not reach much be-

yond the port-cities of Shanghai, Tianjin and Guangzhou, thus stimulating

their rapid growth at a moderate cost of smaller cities and rural areas

beyond. This contrasted markedly with Mexico where Mexico City's favored

position permitted it to grow at the expense of the rest of the urban and

rural places. The urban structure in china, shaped by its unique histor-

ical forces, was further molded by strong government policies after the

Revolution of 1949. The status of Beijing (Peking at the time) as the

capital of the People's Republic helped it grow faster (5.3%) per annum

than Shanghai (3.0%) most of the last 30 some years. The government's

policy of creating and promoting new, strategic industrial sites led to

rapid growth of some provincial capitals and major inland cities. For
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example, the oil refining industry established in Lanzhou (the capital of

the Northwest Province of Gansu) was an important determinant for its

growth from a city of 100,000 in 1949 to a large regional urban center of

24,000,000 people in 1982 (Chen, forthcoming). More rigorous population

control since 1970 has generated a new growth pattern of large Chinese

cities. This is partially illustrated by recently released data.

"Figure 3 about here"

All 44 cities plotted in Figure 3 have populations of over 1,000,000

million (28 of them with less than 2,000,000 and 16 with more than

2,000,000). A general growth pattern is clearly noticeable from two an-

gles: (1) cities with 1,000,000--2,000,000 people tend to grow faster as

a group than those of more than 2,000,000, with most of the former group

stacking above the mean (2.10%); (2) Shanghai, and Beijing to a lesser

degree, grow slower than most of the smaller cities, dropping considera-

bly below the average. This provides evidence for a declining Primacy

Index for China discussed earlier in the paper. To provide a more de-

tailed statistical picture, we have calculated means and correlational

coefficients for two subgroups of these cities. Cities of

1,000,000--2,000,000 people show an average growth rate of 2.3% and a

correlation of .03 between size and growth rate, whereas those

2,000,000-and-plus cities have a much lower mean of 1.8% and a negative

correlation of -. 34, suggesting that the larger they are, the slower they

grow. The inclusion of Shanghai, Beijing and Tianjin into the first set

of cities (28 cases) turns the correlation around to -.26. These data

suggest that the recent growth of 43 cities (excluding Shanghai) is like-
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ly to narrow the demographic gap between China's largest city and the

class of cities below it. Moreover, that these cities include all the

provincial capitals (except Tibet) and major regional centers means that

a more even distribution of large cities across the national landscape is

possible.

These facts suggest that the introduction of certain interventionist

policies can modify an inherited pattern of urban growth shaped by colo-

nial history, even though the latter's impact is a limited factor in the

Chinese case. The lack of strong urban planning policies and strict

ZnAPiIIAton control in some LDCs, such as Mexico and Egypt, has strength-

ened the dominant positions of primate cities established during the co-

lonial period. This observation leads to the role of rural-urban migra-

tion, the other key element in the urbanization process in LDCs. Coupled

with natural increase, internal migration to large, primate cities has

been a powerful force driving their rapid growth.

The role of migration in population change in large Chinese cities

is difficult to specify, as there is almost no data on the migratory

movement of China's population compared with some scattered information

on the country's general urban structure. Although it is probably safe

to assume that there was no free, voluntary migration in and out of very

large Chinese cities due to tight population control via permanent house-

hold registration, we had no firm ground to rule out the possibility that

the growth rates of very large cities in China has not been affected in

any way by certain population movements. Fortunately, we have recently

obtained some information on migration in Beijing for the last 25 years.

This information, in conjunction with some growth statistics of Beijing
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and Shanghai recently used by Chinese demographers, will permit us to

lift up a mysterious corner of a hitherto concealed issue--the role of

migration in determining population growth of Beijing relative to natural

increase across time. A clearer picture thus obtained of the complete

demographic dynamics in the second largest city--Beijing--will assist us

in better addressing particularities of the primacy issue in China.

"Figure 4 about here"

Looking at the Figure, we are struck by how strong an effect migra-

tion has had on the fluctuations in population growth of Beijing. Al-

though our migration data only start from 1959, we may be led to believe

that the very high growth rate of Beijing in the late 1950s had a lot do

with large numbers of people migrating into the city. In contrast to the

rate of natural increase, which has been declining gradually except a

sharp upturn in 1963, the city of Beijing experiences three brief periods

of negative growth due to large-scale net out-migration. Although it is

not quite clear that what factors caused the first emigration, the years

in which it occurred (1960-1962) lead us suspect that it might have been

tangled up with two historical events. First, the nation-wide famine re-

sulted in a phenomenal reduction in birth rate and an increase in death

rate (see Ashton et al., 1984), as shown by the drop in natural in-

crease. This external shock onto the normal demographic process could

have generated a lot of fluidity in the population. Second, at that time

a large number of state cadres was dispatched to the countryside to "pu-

rify" the contaminated class composition and erroneous trends alleged to

exist in rural areas.
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The Cultural Revolution, which started in 1966 and peaked around

1969, was chiefly responsible for the two net losses of Beijing's popula-

tion in less than five years. The initial phase of the movement of send-

ing urban youths down to villages and remote provinces led to the first

wave of out-migration in 1966. That the larger number of Red Guard mem-

bers left Beijing to make political contacts in other provinces might

also have played a part then. The movement of sending youths and cadres

to rural areas reached its zenith in 1969 and thereby produced a -13w4. - 3.2

change via out-migration, the highest of all years. Since then popula-

tion growth by migration has been slightly positive until 1979 when it

turned into a big jump, as a large number of urban youths returned to the

capital city.

The direct impact of migration on population growth in Beijing

aside, the age of these migrants has had a strong indirect effect. Due

the nature and target of the forced, collective migratory movement, Beij-

ing lost 236,353 of its registered residents of 15-39 years old in 1969,

which caused a drastic change in the composition of the chil bearing

population. In 1979 when the largest volume of immigration (l6rd4%) took

place, 83,252 people of the same age range returned to the city. The

tremendous loss and gain of population of childbearing age 10 years apart

contributed to an increase in fertility rate from 2.1% in 1969 to the

lowest level of 0.9% in 1976, as indicated by the change in natural in-

crease. This fertility decline could have been an outcome of the linger-

ing effect of the 1969 out-migration. On the other hand, that fertility

rate in Beijing rose from 1.4% in 1979 to 1.9% in 1982 is partially at-

tributable to returned migrants giving birth to children, although an in-
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creasing number of marriages between childbearing people from the baby-

boom generation of the early 1960s might have had a stronger effect (Wei.

1984).

Compared with other developing countries, such as Egypt where city-

ward migration, especially to capitals, continues to raise the rate of

natural increase directly and indirectly by modifying the age structure

of the childbearing population. In the Chinese case, the rare, sporadic

and historically accidental migration of an involuntary and collective

nature in and out of very large cities, exemplified by Beijing, has pro-

duced only a limited and largely noncumulative effect. More important,

this effect produced by migration has been efficiently offset by rigorous

family planning, a topic to which we now turn.

Population control in Beijing and Shanghai formally began as early

as the late 1950s and has since then had an increasingly stronger impact

on the growth rates of these cities. In the 1950s, Beijing's population

grew at an unusually high rate of ] per year, with a peak of

584.26%.in 1958. It started to decline from the early 1960s and regis-

tered an average growth of 19.0% per year for the 1960-1970 decade, de-

spite a sharp rise to 35.9%Lin 1963. For Shanghai, the 1950s was the the

record decade of opulation growth: rate of natu 1 increa~1 from 1950 to

1957 averaged 33.7%, with two peak years of 45.5%-and 39.6%. for 1954 and

1957, respectively. Total fertility rate (TFR) for the 150s was 4.75.

The 1960s saw a rapid decrease of natural increase to 14.0% and TFR to

2.83 (Shen et al. 1984). In contrast, Mexico City h6 a rate of natural

increase of 32.0%- and an in-mi ration growth of 18.0%- in the 1960-197

period and ended up with a 50.0%, annual growth rate. Sao Paulo's 55.0*
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annual growth rate was partitioned into 2b.0%.(due to natural increase)

and- (via in-migration) (Unite. Nations, 1985). In the same decade,

Be''ing's low growth rate of L4-a2%.per annum was only matched with a

-8.1%.net out-migration. In 1970s both Shanghai and Beijing experienced

their lowest population growth as a consequence of intensifi family

planning. Natural increase in Shanghai decreased further to 5.2%.and TFR

to 1.44, while Beijing's rate of natural increase averaged 7 .5% per

year, regardless of increased in-migration at the tail end of the decade.

Natural increase in the urban district of Shanghai (shown in Figure 4)

came do even more dramatically and stayed at an extremely low level of

about 3.0.from 1964 on.

Slow population growth of China's first and second largest cities

has essentially resulted from an earlier introduction and sustained im-

plementation of family planning. In very large or primate cities of

LDCs, massive in-migration and high fertility tend to move in the same

direction and reinforce each other. In China, these two processes hap-

pened to have counterbalanced each other, as indicated by the case of

Beijing. From 1961 to 1970, Beijing experienced mostly net out-migration

when the rate of natural increase was still relatively high. Thus, the

city did not lose as much population as it would have with three streams

of out-migration. Opposite to the situation in the 1960s, when growth

rate via migration shifted to the positive, natural increase stayed low

with the exception of 1979. As a result, overall growth rate of Beijing

did not bounce back to a very high level.
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DISCUSSION

What has this comparative empirical inquiry told us in addition to

pointing out the absence of primacy in China? Has China learned or is

learning a useful lesson from the negative experiences of urban primacy

in other LDCs? After 1949 the Chinese government adopted an anti-urban

policy, which was largely motivated by its discontent with the political

corruption, moral degradation, and rampant commercialism typified by

Shanghai before 1949 (Chen, 19851). The policies favoring small cities

and rural development, on the oth r hand, were not very successful in fa-

cilitating an alternative 4ype et- n r NBy comparison, more

rapid industrialization has been achieved in some Third World countries,

although they have paid the price of uneven progress between "booming"

primate cities and declining small towns and rural areas.

Viewing China's post-1949 course of urban growth from a comparativZ.L\'

historical angle, we note that a complex interaction among traditional

cultural factors, contemporary policy impact, and modified demographic

forces has created and maintained a distinctive top echelon of the urban

structure. Regionally-based urban growth facilitated an emergence of a

dozen of sizeable cities at an earlier time. Semi-colonialization did

not permanently settle down in and consolidate one major port-city into

the central base for inward expansion.

Earlier government-initiated population programs have been continu-

ally successful in containing the internal fertility of very large cit-

ies, although the latter did register high growth rates in the 1950s by

absorbing a large number of people from outside. Since the 1960s the ab-

solute size of these giant cities, especially Shanghai and Beijing, has
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been steadily increasing due to their incorporation of surrounding rural

counties. Nevertheless, the impact of family planning in these cities

has been so powerful that their relative growth has been much slower in

comparison with cities of similar size in other LDCs and smaller cities

in China. Migration control has been another factor in slowing popula-

tion growth of these cities in two ways: (1) It not only prevented many

people from moving into Shanghai and Beijing; and (2) It drove some peo-

ple out through politically-motivated mechanisms.

By comparison, the colonial pattern of city growth in some LDCs

(e.g., Mexico and Egypt) was only reinforced by the independent govern-

ments' lack of appropriate urban planning policies. They were later than

China in introducing population control programs. Although Mexico, for

example, has experienced a fertility decline since the early 1970s when

it began encouraging small familie (E. Murphey, 1985), the rate of natu-

ral increase in the country's primate and very large cities has been con-

tinually pushed up by the considerable pressure from in-migration.

What has happened in China after 1980 indicates that it is not ade-

quate to take an either/or, clear-cut perspective on the ongoing and pro-

spective courses of urbanization. The policymakers have adopted a more

hybrid approach to urban planning (Chen, 1985t). On the one hand, they

continue to follow the strategy of decentralizing the pattern of urban

growth by placing heavy emphasis on developing medium-sized and small

cities. This reflects a lingering affection for the traditional view: it

costs less for infrastructure development and tapping resources in small

cities and therefore giant cities are avoided (Berry, 1971). On the oth-

er hand, current policymakers and urban planners in China have begun to
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turn to some of the theoretical premises of modernization theory concern-

ing urbanization by trying to pursue a cost-efficient and expedient

strategy.

Two major steps have been taken in this direction: (1) creating al-

ternative regional growth centers as central places to trickle down their

capital and technology and (2) placing a priority on developing 14 coast-

al cities to attract direct foreign capital and joint ventures (Ghen,

94 , forthcoming). This selective development strategy risks creating

conditions that may engender a much faster growth of a small number of

cities, especially the very large ones that are endowed with rich re-

sources, favorable geographic locations, educated labor force and strong

technological bases. Shanghai, as one of the 14 cities on the coast,

will certainly take the lead in pursuing the export-oriented internation-

al trade. This may further widen the gap between Shanghai's mighty in-

dustrial capacity and the rest of the nation on average, which is cur-

rently indicated by the lopsided ratio of Shanghai's gross industrial

output to the national average (8.19:100).

Whether the resources and technology of these large cities and those

enjoying the coastal trade advantage can filter down to small cities and

towns or flow horizontally to inland areas depends on strengthening one

of the weakest links in China's national economy--building an extensive

network of communications and transportation (Chen, forthcoming). In the

meantime, however, these giant cities like Shanghai and Beijing have al-

ready begun facing immediate and long-term problems.

First, both Shanghai and Beijing, which we have examined closely,

have entered a period of increased fertility. The internal demographic
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momentum is the principal determinant, as the growing segment of the

childbearing population getting married is giving rise to higher birth

rates at the aggregate level. In Shanghai the most reproductive age group

of women (20-34) is estimated at 1,870,000 in 1982, constituting 56.1% of

the total number of women of childbearing age. This proportion is 19.2%

higher than childbearing women of this age range (36.9%) in 1972 and

nearly 10.0% higher than the national average of 46.6% in 1982. There-

fore, birth rate of Shanghai will probably rise faster compared with the

rest of the nation (Shen et al., 1984). In Beijing the picture is n

more comforting. Natural increase has already climbed back up to ba--

in 1982 (see Figure 4). A r municipal plan beorrg designed ir. to

keep Beijing's population at around 10 million by 20U which implies

that the city will have to grow at a rate as low as 4-T7. per annum. The

recent rise of natural increase and its continued tendency renders this

long-term goal unrealistic.

Second, as Simmons (1983:30) has argued, the goals of development

strategy in a country ultimately determine the spatial distribution of

the population and changes in that distribution. The policy of favoring

a small number of well-endowed cities will exert pressure to loosen the

safety valves on population migration and labor force mobility, as demand

for labor, especially the skilled, will become much more uneven across

different geographic locales over time. The cities in the coastal areas

carry strong "pull" factors that allure labor force f om elsewhere In

I/
fact, the post-Mao rural economic reform, successful as they may be in

boosting the agricultural economy, has already created problems for popu-

lation distribution. Diversification of agricultural production and es-
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tablishment of free farm markets in large cities have led to an increas-

\ ingly large and continued influx of peasants who-+r" come from nearby

and distant rural areas to sell their products (Chen, forthcoming). On

average, the number of such "semi-and-temporary" migrants amount to near-

ly one million in certain very large cities annually. Beijing, for exam-

ple, contains about 900,000 floating population on a daily basis.

Given this unfolding trend driven by social and economic changes,

the Chinese government has recently re-employed the strategy of develop-

ing and building up small cities and rural towns. The rationale is to

use them as a widespread net to catch peasants who have left the land and

are potential migrants to large cities. A recent policy regarding popu-

lation redistribution has allowed about 60 million rural residents (7.5%

of the 800 million agricultural population) to move their village regis-

tration to small cities and towns. The successful implementation of this

policy will considerably thin out the stream of rural migrants who may

eventually reach very large cities such as Shanghai and Beijing. Com-

pared with most developing countries where migrants tend to cross or by-

pass small cities as stepping stones toward primate or capital cities,

the Chinese strategy aims at fostering a faster process of urbanization

at the lower levels of the urban hierarchy.

CONCLUSION

This study has documented the absence of urban primacy in China and

offered some explanations for this phenomenon. Recasting the comparison

of these six countries into the dependency framework of urbanization

identified earlier in the paper, China stands out as a deviant case. If

we accept the historical correlation between colonialism and urban prima-
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cy, as the theory suggests, we note an abnormal association between his-

torical conditions and urban growth in the Chinese context forged and

compounded by a variety of interactive forces. This type of deviation

raises the serious question of how to supply meaningful links between

general theories and specific cases in comparative urbanization research.

Even countries on the same continent and with similar historical dynamics

of political economy have developed different urban hierarchies: while

urban primacy exists in extreme form in Mexico, Columbia has an integrat-

ed urban system confroming largely to the rank-size rule. Although Bogo-

ta is a metropolis of six million people with many administrative and in-

dustrial activities, there are several secondary cities with more than

two million people that carry different major influences (e.g., Medel-

lin's textiles, coffee growth and manufacturing near Cali). The diverse

realities of urban growth and city distribution in Third World countries

prompt for continued concrete case studies that examine in a comparative

context a complicated interplay among demographic, historical, economic

and geographic factors responsile for how urbanization 4e-.een proceed-

The Chinese case demonstrates an urbanization process with multiple

and peculiar features. This requires us to move beyond a restricted

analysis of urban primacy. As McGee (1971) has pointed out, in the ma-

jority of Asian nations the cities are only part of a much larger nation

and in many cases represent only a small portion of a country in demo-

graphic and territorial terms. China's more rationalized and responsive

strategies have replaced the formerly ideologized and rigid urban poli-

cies by paying attention to factors other than mere control of demograph-
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ic growth in very large cities. This directs our research orientation to

the roles of economic and geographic factors in shaping the future urban

development in China.

New problems have already emerged as research agendas: (1) The rela-

tionship between the absence of Shanghai's demographic primacy and its

economic centeredness and dominance in the context of increased urbaniza-

tion; (2) the degree to which secondary urban centers (many of which are

included in our 44 cases) will function as competitors and countermagnets

to Shanghai and Beijing in the national economy; and (3) the highly pos-

sible pattern of a more regionally-oriented urban growth around cities or

clusters of cities in varied geographic areas. The increasing availabil-

ity of demographic and urban data on China since its 1982 national census

should make these new questions about China's urban growth answerable in

the future.
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NOTES

1. Based on the theory of rank-size rule (Zipf, 1941) and(Browning and Gibbs,

1961), we constructed three different mathematical models to predict the city

distributions in these six countries.
PA o A

Model 1: P. = .P = P (1.1)
I .0 1

1

where P. represents the expected populations, P is the population of the
1 1

largest city, while R. denotes the ranks of the individual cities.

Model 2 can be written mathematically from Table 1 in the Appendix:

C = 1
o I i. (2.1)

( P)

where P = P = (2.2)

1/R,)

To get the average expected populations, we divide Ecuation (2.2) over the

individual ranks one by one across the cases:

( P.)

A ( 1/R.)
P. =i

R. (2.3)

Model 3 is built by first using a log-linear bivariate regression to

empirically test the theoretical assumption of the rank-size rule:

In P. = a + beln R. (3.1)

where a (intercept) is expected to approximate in P (P 1) and b (slope)

should be equal to -1. The actual regression coefficients for the six

respective countries confirm this theoretical proposition, as the esti-

mated slopes for China (-0.6420), Brazil (-0.9265), Egypt (-1.2367),

India (-0.8355), Mexico (-0.9633) and the United States (-0.7285) are

very close to -1 in varying degrees. The log-linear regression equation

is then transformed to a predictive model for the expected population via

exponentiation:



exp (in P.) = exp (B 0 + B.•ln R.) (3.2)

where B= a; B b;

A
P. = exp (B0).exp (B 1 ln R.) (3.3)

A B
P = exp (B )•R.1

2. This procedure is used because it includes more cities, 
although the method

can be employed to calculate the ratio of the largest city to a smaller

number of cities next to it in size. Under the assumption of rank-size

rule that the size of any city is equal to the largest city divided by its

rank, the quotient of the first city's population (in our case Shanghai)

divided by the sum of the populations living in cities ranked two through

eleven should be close to .50 (1/2 + 1/3 + ..... + 1/11 = 2) (A rriaga ,

1975:64). The standard interpretation of this statistical measure is that the

higher the Index of Primacy, the greater the concentration of the population

in the first city in relation to the other cities.



Figure 1

Plots for Predictive Rank-Size Models for City Population Distributions, China

Compared with Five Other Countries
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Table 1

Predictive Rank-size Models of Population Distribution of Large Cities in China,

Compared with Five Other, Countries

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Total

Country, Year N Population* Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 R

China 1982 48 80,348,800 32.60 21.08 4.28 .98

b
Brazil, 1980 39 31,029,687 6.47 6.65 7.14 .98

b
Egypt, 1976 20 11,967,431 26.27 21.09 13.65 .94

b
India, 1981 48 51,997,879 14.60 9.56 3.68 .99

C
Mexico, 1979 48 25,510,074 30.33 13.64 12.85 .97

U.S.A., 1980 48 38,382,250 10.81 11.57 6.37 .97

Sources: a. 1982 Statistical Yearbook of China, State Statistical Bureau of China, Beijing, 1983, p. 108.

b. The Europa Yearbook 1984, Volumes 1 and 2, Europa Publications LTD, England, pp. 1212, 1515, 1680,

and 2569.

c. The Statesman's Yearbook 1984-1985, 121 edition, John Paxton (ed.), ST. Martin's Press, p. 847.

Note: *The figures in this column do not include populations in the greater metropolitan areas. For

example, the figure for China is the sum of the populations in the urban districts (see Chen,

forthcoming for definition) of the 48 cities. The total population of the 16 cities in Appendix-

Table 1 includes people living in the surrounding rural counties under the cities' jurisdiction.



Figure 2

Primacy Index by Level of Urbanization for Six Countries
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Table 2

Comparative Statistics on the National, Urban and Large-city Populations

of Six Countries

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Growth of Growth of Growth of Growth of Growth of Percent of

National Urban Largest Second Next 15 Largest City

Population Population City Largest City Cities of Total

Country, Time Period Per Annum Per Annum Per Annum Per Annum Per Annum Population

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

China, 1977-1982 1.9 2.4 1.8 2.1 1.8 1.2

Brazil, 1975-1980 2.3 4.3 -0.5 1.0 2.0 5.9

Egypt, 1970-1976 2.3 2.9 6.4 2.2 1.8 13.9

India, 1971-1981 2.3 4.0 3.3 4.6 4.2 1.2

Mexico, 1977-1979 3.1 4.4 2.3 13.2* 5.0 13.6

U.S.A., 1977-1980 1.1 1.1 -1.1 -0.6 0.4 3.1

Sources: Same as (a), (b) and (c) in Table 1 of the present paper.

Note: *Although being listed as the second largest city, Netzahuacoyotl is in fact the suburb of Mexico

City. Therefore, the annual growth rate of the largest Mexican city is much higher than the way

of presenting it here should we use the metropolitan area as the unit of calculation and observation.



Figure 3

ANNUAL PERCENT CHANGE OF LARGE CHINESE CITIES 1981-1982
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Figure 4

POPULATION GROWTH OF BEIJING AND SHANGHAI 1951-1983
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APPENDIX B

for

A COMPARISON OF URBAN PRIMACY:

THE SPECIAL CASE OF CHINA

Xiangming Chen

Department of Sociology
Duke University

Durham, North Carolina 27706

The attached are the six respective plots in Figure 1 of this paper in

their original size. They are included for their better readability as

s.eparate figures to facilitate convenience for readers and the prospective

review process when the paper is submitted for publication. Due to their

length, they are not included as part of the text.
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ESTIMATED POPULATION OF BRAZILIAN CITIES
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ESTIMATED POPULATION OF EGYPTIAN CITIES
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ESTIMATED POPULATION OF INDIAN CITIES
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ESTIMATED POPULATION OF MEXICAN CITIES
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ESTIMATED POPULATION OF AMERICAN CITIES
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Appendix A-Table 1

Application of the Rank-Size Rule Method to Very Large Chinese Cities (population over 2,000,000), 1982

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Rank of Actual Expected Difference Difference Difference

Population Reciprocal Population Population Between Expected as % of as % of

Cities Size of Rank Size Size and Actual Size Actual Size Expected Size

Shanghai 1 1.00000 11,810,000 24,728,381 12,918,387 109.4 52.2

Sijing 2 .50000 9,190,000 12,364,194 3,174,194 34.5 25.7

Tianjin 3 .33333 7,780,000 8,242,796 462,796 5.9 5.6

Chongqing 4 .25000 6,510,000 6,182,097 327,903 5.0 5.3

Changchun 5 .20000 5,750,000 4,945,677 804,323 14.0 16.3

Guangzhou 6 .16667 5,610,000 4,121,398 1,488,602 26.5 36.1

Shenyang 7 .14286 5,140,000 3,532,627 1,607,373 31.3 45.5

Dalian 8 .12500 4,720,000 3,091,048 1,628,952 34.5 52.7

Qingdao 9 .11111 4,260,000 2,747,599 1,512,401 35.5 55.0

Wuhan 10 .10000 4,180,000 2,472,839 1,707,161 40.8 69.0

Chengdu 11 .09091 4,020,000 2,248,035 1,771,965 44.1 78.8

Nanjing 12 .08333 3,740,000 2,060,699 1,679,301 44.9 81.5

Jinan 13 .07692 3,350,000 1,902,184 1,447,816 43.2 76.1

Xi'an 14 .07143 2,940,000 1,766,313 1,173,687 39.9 66.4

Lanzhou 15 .06667 2,400,000 1,648,55$ 751,441 31.3 45.6

Taiyuan 16 .06250 2,200,000 1,545,524 654,476 29.7 42.3

EX-- 3.38073 83,600,000 83,599,976 33,110,778 570.5 754.1

XX/N (16) -- -- 5,225,000 5,224,999 2,069,424 35.7 47.1

Note: The Index of Redistribution is calculated by divding this sum into the total population and then by two. This

represents the per cent of city dwellers who would have to move from one city to another one to bring about a

perfect correspondence between the urban hierarchy and the rank-size rule. The per cent for China is 19.8.

SoUgXeg Computed from Statistical Yearbook of China 1982, State Statistical Bureau, China, 1983, pp. 35-102.
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The W!rld Bank

1813-T Street N.W.

Washington D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

June 15,1986

Dear Mr. Cukok:

May I give you a great greetings I trust that all is
well with your work. I am sure that you are quite busy
after your visiting in China.

-Herewitn i enclose five pho)togra-phs wi:h yu ha :an
at Hangzhou. Please deliver tnree of them to
Mr.Bertancl and Mr.Deferranti. These photographs should

symbilize the good coorperation and friendship between

us. Of course, our coorperation is only the beginning,

I belive that we will achieve more and more successes

on our coorperation and great levels of understanding

day by day. With reference to information requested, we

would be collecting them and making them avilable as

far as possible. It would be mailed out to The World

Bank prior to the visiting of the main World Bank mis-,

sion in late August or early September. But, a longer

period of time will be required in collecting some of

these informations which should collected by both of
The Vorld Bank and china, durng i ie wint

to study and investigate 7some Pr- , -

Survey, Origin-destination Survey -f TaCfLz and zo-

lars Reports. I consider it is difficult that all infor-

mations which will be done in both of urban sector study

and project.study should be.providedLperfectly 
in a snort

time. '.e would ask you to accept our apolgies.

In order to 'carry out our study :;ork as soon as possible,

we hope that The World Bank would rrovide a proposal



working plan for us, including study program, schedule,
the responsibilities of botti sides and some relative
aspects. No doubt, it will make us to do well in prepara-
tion and the study work will be more efficient.

Thank you very much.

,-,a .c-f
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of income equality in rural China, such as made for example by AzizurIncome Differentials in Rural China Khan."' No doubt each writer likes to distinguish his contribution from
that of others, but the cause of understanding is not advanced by
exaggeration.

Khan's intention was to reach a conclusion that was generally correct,Everyone interested in the distribution of income in rural China will be not to produce a specific figure that would measure accurately the degreegrateful to f. B. Vermeer for his recent article.' He has assembled for us of inequality. Yet his numerical analysis did yield a statistic that wasa great deal of useful data from the 1930s to the present and spiced his indicative of the range of incomes in rural areas. Khan concluded thatcommentary with trenchant criticism and shrewd observation. There are " the per capita income (excluding collective consumption) of the topa few points I should like to raise, however, lest the unwary reader quintile is only about 3-6 times higher than that of the bottom quintile."'should interpret the vigour with which statements are made as evidence Presumably it is this that Vermeer regards as a " wishful construction offor their reliability. 
a very high degree of income equality." Vermeer himself, however,
combines a few reasonable assumptions with official Chinese data to
conclude that " the richest quarter would receive 47 per cent of the total

Vermeer is correct when he says that " data published . . . since 1979 distributed collective income, as against only 12-2 per cent for thefor the first time make it possible to describe and analyse the influence of poorest quarter of farmers."' This implies that the per capita income ofinstitutional change and economic development." 2 Until very recently the top quartile would be about 3 -9 times higher than that of the bottom
descriptive statistics on the distribution of income in rural China were quartile, a ratio not so different from Khan's.
scarce and even now the available data do not permit an accurate
description of the distribution of income for China as a whole. Prior to 11
1979 statements about the degree of inequality in the Chinese countryside Khan conjectured that" there are strong reasons to believe that withinhad to rest on fragmentary evidence reinforced by careful analysis based the commune system the distribution of income from private plots is less
on a judicious selection of assumptions, unequal than the distribution of collective income." Vermeer asserts, in

In my opinion the best study in the 1970s was undertaken by Azizur contrast, that " Azizur Khan's opinion that the income from private
Rahman Khan.3 This study was prepared in 1975 and 1976 and was undertakings would be a corrective factor on inequalities is not
published in 1977. The purpose of Khan's research was to show that correct."" Vermeer, however, presents almost no data and even less
China was the great exception to the generalizations that were emerging analysis to support his assertion.
from our research on the rest of Asia.4 In most countries of Asia the Fortunately considerable information does exist which sheds some
degree of inequality in the rural areas was high, income distribution was light on this important topic. On the whole the available evidence is more
becoming worse and in many instances the poorest groups were consistent with Khan's inspired guess than with Vermeer's
becoming further impoverished. None of these things seemed to be undocumented assertion. The reasons adduced by Khan for the
happening in China. Indeed Khan concluded that, " In comparison to its equalizing role of the private sector and its household economy appear
own past and to the contemporary developing countries in Asia the not to be entirely correct, however. Research by myself and colleagues
degree of income inequality in rural China is remarkably low."' At the suggests that the relative importance of the private sector varies over the
same time " it must be conceded that a fairly high degree of inequality life cycle, being greatest in those households with a large number of
still exists in rural China." 6  

infants or elderly persons. The private plot is usually less important
Nothing that has been published since by reputable scholars refutes than other private sector activities, notably, pig-raising, poultry and

these judgments and one wonders why Vermeer attempts to dismiss the handicrafts; the collective sector appears not to be competitive with the
work of his predecessors as " wishful constructions of a very high degree household economy for labour but instead appears to be complementary

1. E. B. Vermeer, " Income differentials in rural China," The China Quarterly (March to it. This, at least, seems to have been the case in 1978 to 1980; it is
1982). possible, of course, that the recent changes in policy as regards the2. Ibid. p. 1. private sector have altered the validity of these conclusions.3. Azizur Rahman Khan, " The distribution of income in rural China," in ILO, Poverty 7. E. B. Vermeer, op. cit. p.11.and Landlessness in Rural Asia (Geneva, 1977). 7. Azizur Rahman Khan, op. cit. pp. 274-75.4. Perhaps at this point I should declare an interest. The research programme on rural 9. E. B. Vermeer, op. cit. p. 13.
poverty at the ILO was conceived by me and when the programme was completed Khan and 10. Azizur Rahman Khan, op. cit. p. 272.I edited the papers for publication. 10. E. B. Vermeer, op. cit. p. 17.

6. Azizur Rahman Khan, op. cit. p. 274. 12. See Keith Griffin and Ashwani Saith, " The pattern of income inequality in rural6. Ibid. p. 276. 
China," Oxford Economic Papers (March 1982), p. 173.
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A study of 27 households at the level of the production team of Tang dependency ratio of 2-0) fall below the median collective income. This isTang Commune in Guangdong shows that " other income " (which not very surprising. More noteworthy is the finding that households withpossibly includes private sector income) is Positively related to the a high dependency ratio tend to obtain a higher proportion of theirdependency ratio and inversely related to the number of workpoints income from the private sector. Compare, for example, the sixearned in the collective economy. This " other income " clearly helps to households with a dependency ratio of 2-0 with the six households with areduce inequality among households. 3 dependency ratio of I -25 or less. In the former, private sector income isA second study of 23 households of a production team in Shujing 20-4 per cent as large as collective income while for the latter it isCommune, Shanghai Municipality indicates clearly that collective noticeably lower at 15-6 per cent. Finally, there is just a hint in the dataincome per head is higher the lower is the dependency ratio, i.e. the size from Shujing Commune of an inverse relationship between collectiveof household divided by the number of wage earners. (See Table 1.) income per capita and the ratio of private to collective income.Households in which three-quarters or more of the members are wage Correlation analysis, however, showed that while the regressionearners (and hence have a dependency ratio of wh33 or less) enjoy a coefficient was negative it was not statistically significant. Hence thehigher than average per capita collective income whereas households in equalizing effects of the private sector, if any, would appear to be ratherwhich only half the members are wage earners (and hence have a weak, but there certainly is no support from this sample for the contrary
view that the presence of a private sector tends to accentuate inequalityTable : 23 Households from a Production Team of Shujing Commune, arising from differences in dependency ratios.Shanghai Municipality, 1980 

Let us turn now to a third study in another commune in a different
region of the country, the Suzhou Municipality. This, too, is aHousehold Collective Income Dependency Private Income as prosperous region thanks to the presence of an important city, but theNumber per head (yuan) Ratio percentage of degree of prosperity in the rural areas is not as great as in the ShanghaiCollective Income Municipality. A fairly large survey was conducted in Zhang Qing20 745-7 1.00 170 Commune, Suzhou Municipality and the results of this survey shed more23 468 133 19-2 light on the role of the private sector in the Chinese countryside. 4 Eleven3 465 1-20 22-9 of the 163 teams in the commune were sampled, as well as 96 households6 460 1-50 0-07 452-2 1-25 19-7 Table 2: Collective and Private Income in Zhang Qing Commune,16 421 1-33 24.0 Suzhou Municipality, 1980

13 403 1-50 19-310 3788 1- 25 22 - Team Mean Collective Mean Private Private Income as a2 376 7 100 12. 1 Income per capita Income per capita percentage of8 372 1.33 30-2 (yuan) (yuan) Collective Income17 351 2-00 35-8341 1-33 20-5 1 337-4 55-1 16-314 323 1-67 38-3 2 283-5 53-2 18-818 322 2.00 15-5 3 255-1 26-2 10-34 319 2-00 11.6 4 248-1 35-4 14-319 313 2-67 221 5 223-5 28-4 12-712 311 1.50 82 6 221-9 45-3 20-45 310 2.00 8-2 7 216-0 16-5 7-621 300 -0 13-9 8 207-2 35.8 17.321 275 2-00 33-9 9 205-3 61-7 30-19 272 2-00 37-5 10 166-6 53-6 32-2
11 148-1 25-6 17-3

Source:,
Elisabeth J . Croll Th HChinese Household and Its Economy: Urban and Rural Survey Source:

Data, Queen Elizabeth House, Contemporary China Centre, Resource Paper, Oxford, Alison Ansell, Roger W. Hay and Keith Griffin, Private Production and IncomeDistribution in a Chinese Commune," Food Policy (February 1982).
13. Keith Griffin and Ashwani Saith, Growth and Equality in Rural China (published 14. Alison Ansell, Roger Hay and Keith Griffin, " Private production and incomefor the ILO by Maruzen, 1981), pp. 47-51. 

distribution in a Chinese commune," Food Policy (February 19. '1, p. I1.
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from the sampled teams. It was possible to obtain from the survey a commune to improve over time.'s Moreover, we have tried to showinformation on collective income and on private income from crop and with the aid of a simulation model that this tendency toward reducedlivestock production (but not private income from handicrafts, etc.) (See inequality is endogenous, that is, that it arises because of the structure ofTable 2.) 
the commune system.' 9 In addition, there are of course numerous policyAnalysis at the team level indicates that when private income is added interventions which by design or by accident reduce inequality further.2to collective income, inequality diminishes. For instance, the Gini Our conclusion is that a combination of endogenous forces and well-coefficient of collective income is 0-12, whereas the coefficient of designed policies has ensured that inequality at the local level does notcollective plus private income is 0 . Similarly, the coefficient of rise significantly and more often than not it falls.variation declines from 022 to 020 when private income is combined These conclusions were obtained before the introduction of newwith collective income. These are not dramatic changes, perhaps, but policies in rural areas in 1981 and 1982. It is possible that these newthey point in the expected direction. policies will alter fundamentally the way the rural economy functionsFurther support is provided by an analysis at the household level of the and lead to widening differentials of income, but this is a topic for future92 households fiom which reliable data were obtained. (Three research. The evidence up to the beginning of the current decade suggestshouseholds were excluded because of allegedly negative private income that incomes at the local level gradually were becoming more equal.and one because the information was incomplete.) The test consisted of a This leaves us with the question of regional inequality. The dataregression equation in which private income as a percentage of collective Vermeer has collected for us are extremely valuablei although they doincome (PY/CY) was regressed on collective income per head (CY/N). not enable us to discuss past trends or future prospects. After review-The regression coefficient turned out to be negative, as anticipated, ing a number of policies that are likely to affect the interregionalindicating that the lower the level of collective income per head the distribution of income we conclude that " on balance, it is likely thatgreater the relative importance of the private sector. regional inequalities will increase somewhat, especially in the short runFinally, there are hints in the scattered regional data that the private when supply elasticities are low, but it is unlikely, say, by the beginningsector may help to reduce inequalities not just at the local level but of the next decade regional differentials will be noticeably different frominterregionally as well.1 This is a highly speculative proposition at the what they are today." 2 Time will tell whether Vermeer's pessimism ormoment, but there is enough evidence to suggest that the topic merits our qualified optimism is more nearly correct.

further investigation. It would be a pity if Vermeer's strongly expressed KEITH GRIFFIN
opinions were to dissuade other scholars from following a possibly
fruitful line of research.

Reply by E. B. Vermeer
III

Vermeer ends his article with a reference to " growing differentials ', Keith Griffin's comments fall into three parts: (a) A defence of recent
in rural areas." It is not difficult to think of several reasons why studies of rural income distribution prepared by A. R. Khan and himselfinequality in the distribution of income might have increased in recent or still to be published; (b) criticism of some of my comments in Theyears or why it might be expected to increase in future. Vermeer China Quarterly, March 1982; and (c) a presentation of 1980 income
however, makes no attempt to develop a coherent argument on this data of 27 households in a Guangdong team, of 23 households in a
subject, nor does he present the data to substantiate his claim of growing Shanghai team, and of II teams in a commune near Suzhou, withdifferentials. The latter is not surprising since the required data simply conclusions.
do not exist. To start with the last item, I fail to see why by 1982 we should confine

Research by Ashwani Saith and myself at three communes - Wu Gong our research to, or draw any wider conclusions from, such small and
and Qie Ma in Hebei and Evergreen in the Beijing Municipality - has unrepresentative samples. Average per capita collective income in these
shown that there is a clear tendency for the distribution of income within three samples is very high indeed. Suppose one of the criteria used in the

selection of these particular teams was a high degree of socialist
consciousness and collective economic success, and suppose an

-. TheSequation is the following: 18. Keith Griffin and Ashwani Saith, Growth and Equality in Rural China, loc. cit.PY/CY 35-8S-0-07 (CY/N); R2 
=0.14 pp. 29-36.

N =92 19. Ibid. Chaps 4-6.
significant a. % level 20. See ibid. Chap. 7 for a discussion of some of these policies.16. Keith Griffin, " Economic organization and performance in rural China," in 21. E. B. Vermeer, op. cit. TableS, p. 20 .preparation. 

22. Keith Griffin and Ashwani Saith, Growth and Equality in Rural China, loc. cit.17. E. B. Vermeer, op. cit. p. 33. 
p. 144.
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imprtant coaretik pursts.enha would be tin ofprivate activities at the household level tend to widen regional differentials." Ininterests to collective pursuits. Then what would be the significance of the present Comment, Griffin sees " hints in the scattered regional datathese biased data for our study of the relationship between collective and that the private sector may help to reduce inequalities not just at the localprivate income in China? 
level but interregionally as well." I am afraid he will have to choose.

My objection to the " wishful construction of a high degree of incomeequality " made by Khan was spelled out in a footnote. I did not object
to any outcome, but to the way it was reached. There is such a difference
in scope of basic data (and a time difference of some f years) that a
comparison with the 1979 data presented by the Ministry of Agriculture
is pointless. Khan and Griffin in their conclusions often fail to
distinguish between income inequality within a collective unit and withinChina as a whole.

Griffin misreads me, therefore, on the question of whetherdistribution of private income corrects differentials in collective income.I wrote that " Khan's arguments may be valid within a village unit, butare certainly outweighed by other elements when applied to China as awhole - (p. 17). I mentioned a few such elements and might add somemore, such as different economic possibilities arising from proximity tolarge cities or to transportation routes, linkages with local industries, allof which help to boost both collective and private local economies.Information on this important topic is, in my view, scarce, and oneshould define what one is talking about: net collective income versuswhich categories of gross or net private income, absolute or relativedifferentials, within a collective unit (team, brigade or commune) orbetween larger areas, in what period, etc. The percentage of incomegenerated by the private sector may well be and have been larger in poorareas than in rich areas, and smaller in absolute terms at the same time.Apart from economic organization (such as the present dabaogansystem) natural resources such as timber or medicinal herbs might favourthe inhabitants of poor mountain areas in Yunnan over poor plain areasin Hebei. So there is no obvious relation between poverty and highprivate income. Other factors may be at work in the model villagesstudied by Griffin: rich communes often have collectively organizedactivities which are private elsewhere, send their children to schoolinstead of letting them contribute to private household income, and maybe less motivated to supplement their income by extra individual work(which might bring political trouble as well). For a valid picture for thewhole of China, however, we should be concerned about not only therichest S per cent or poorest 20 per cent of the rural population. Thenational, provincial and district data for recent years supplied by the SSBand Ministry of Agriculture (such as can be found in Chinese economicjournals, or in the World Bank document China: Socialist Economic
Development) do point to growing differentials in income. Griffin'sveement denials of " undocumented assertions," " not surprising sincethe required data simply do not exist " indicate that I have upset firm
convictions - which is what science and scholarship are all about.Griffin and Saith, in Growth and Equality in Rural China, ILO1981, p. 142, offer the hypothesis that " private sector economic
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10 million or more of the past few years, as the flood of youth returning a of Life: Living Standards in China,
from rural districts diminishes and employment is found for them.

To sum up, in urban areas of China today, school-leavers make up the W. Klan
largest group of jobless persons looking for work, as they did 25 years
ago. Most of them are looking for their first jobs, which school-leavers
have found difficult to obtain throughout these years because of rigid
bureaucratic control of job assignments. In addition, starting in 1978
and continuing to the present, millions of so-called educated (i.e. literate)youth " sent down " years ago to rural communes and state farms have Living standards have improved, but levels are low and not eve n"returned to the cities and have been looking for work. They have more These words are contained in an appraisal by two senior member o then.than doubled the number of jobless young people. Although the number State Statistical Bureau of the People's Republic of Chinaemb seems
of jobless youth looking for work can be expected to decline somewhat to be the first detailed account in years, written for the benefit ofby 1985, it will remain far above the 1957 level. foreigners who are interested in the well-being of the people of China.Other, briefer statements have been available lately, but none of suchauthenticity. In this respect, December 1978 can be taken as the point of

departure: since then, not only have major Political and economicchanges occurred, but the non-Chinese world has been allowed to
participate in these changes and to take account of their successes andfailures. Even the language in which official reports are madeastonishes.2 Admittedly, reforms had preceded the third plenary session
of the I 1th Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party held in
December 1978. The plenum was the occasion when China's Policiesunderwent a dramatic shift from Hua Guofeng's doctrinal concept to amore " pragmatic " approach, with problems being tackled as theyarose. Strategy and tactics were revised, following a re-evaluation ofmajor Political events, organizational change at the highest politicallevel, a reassessment of Mao's role in the history of the People's

Republic and the revision of economic targets. A stable future seemed tobe guaranteed by the election of Hu Yaobang to the Politbureau and - alittle later - the appointment of Zhao Ziyang as premier in overall charge
of modernization, as Deng Xiaoping interpreted this concept. Within afew months Hua Guofeng's modernization projects suffered somedrastic amendments and his 10-year Plan in particular was abandoned.In its place, the plenum considered the " eight-character charter " ofreadjustment, reform, consolidation and improvement. In thecountryside, which still provides work and a home for the largest numberOf men and women, agriculture was given the highest priority - but thistime in earnest and not, as during the previous two decades, merely asi aslogan.

When splendid isolation had befallen China after 1957, analysts were

This is an abridged version of a Paper written following research on wages, prices,
incomes and living standards in China between 1977 and 1981. l am indebted for invaluable
help received from Professor Kenneth Walker and Dr Roderick macFarquhar; fromcolleagues and former colleagues in three continents, some of whom prefer not to besingled out for special mention; and from Mr A. S. B. Olver and Brigadier G. B. Hickey ofthe Universities China Committee, whose financial assistance made possible a trip to
China in SePteinber/october 198 1.

IB Li Chengrui and Zhang Zhanji, " Remarkable improvement in living standards,"Bei.in NReview, 26 April 1982.2. Xinhua News Agency, 29 April 1982.
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reduced to what the late Professor Eckstein once called " economic an inflexible regime working under conditions of stress. It was governed
archaeology." 3 We now have it on the authority of Premier Zhao Ziyang by the preferences of politicians at the expense of the choice ofthat " in the years after 1958 and during the ' great cultural revolution,' consumers: it aimed at high growth rates in defiance of the need forthe output figures were considerably inflated and the problem of waste balanced development; and it caused increasingly the familiar distortionswas quite serious" ... " this problem continued after the smashing of of planned economies, which tend to use, as regulators, administrative
the gang of four "; " last year 119811 the figures were less inflated than tools rather than economic yardsticks and to disregard, in particular, thein the past." 4 By now, data released officially are as good as Chinese values of scarce and ample goods and services in an ever-changing
statisticians can provide. Official sources cannot yet provide, however, society. The tendency to cling tenaciously to the outdated, 19th-century
the numbers of draught animals, the output of oilseeds or the degree of views of Marx and his disciples did not help in a period of transitionfarm mechanization in 1966-69.5 Meanwhile, new analytical problems from agrarian to industrial society. Great talents were wasted in thehave arisen. When, as first Party secretary of the province of Sichuan, process during the debate of the mid 1950s, when men like Chen Yun,Hu Yaobang began to experiment with the introduction of " market Sun Yefang, Xu Dixin and Xue Muqiao argued about issues' which in thesocialism," it became clear that new aspects would have to be considered Soviet Union agitated, at about the same time, men like Strumilin or
in any analysis of China's economic - and indeed political - Liberman. The Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution were
performance. Living standards were given a higher priority than the manifestations of political expediency, winning the argument every
economic growth. Therefore, urban wages, rural incomes and prices at time over economic rationality. Only after the death of the " greatfarm- and factory-gates and at retail and free market levels became helmsman " and the removal of the " gang of four " did it become
determining factors, and so objects of any investigation into China's possible to reopen a political and economic debate which had been
present performance and its prospects in the future. These then will be unwise, if not downright dangerous, for almost two decades.
the subject of the following examination of facts and figures as they have In spite of significant changes, the essential ingredients of the systememerged from Chinese official sources in the years from 1977 to 1982. which was created in the 1950s are still in evidence, even if some of thecentral controls have been relaxed or delegated by the Centre to regional
Rationing and Other Central Controls and local authorities. Although Xue Muqiao has argued that " in some

When in October 1949 Mao Zedong proclaimed victory, the Chinese socialist countries no such measures have ever been adopted," 7 a system
Communist Party devoted its energies first and foremost to the of strict rationing of such key consumer goods as cereals, vegetable oils
stabilization of the economy and the political neutralization of the and cotton goods is being retained, even if the allocation of other items is
countryside. The two went hand in hand. Observers later often marvelled now the exception rather than the rule. Rationing of grains and vegetable
at the degree of equality which was achieved in a country which had oils was introduced locally in late 1953 and applied nationwide in the
seemed ungovernable until the creation of the People's Republic. It is summer of 1955. It has been in operation ever since. Sugar and cottongoods were rationed in 1954 and the controlled allocation was eventuallyrarely recognized to what extent a complex system of central controls extended to include pork and household coal. Other items were rationedcontributed to this achievement. In spite of many vacillations the system for limited periods and in certain localities rather than permanently and
which was then introduced is still in operation today. This applies in nationwide, but these as well as sugar and pork were dentiond
particular to food controls. No other country in the modem world has ntly, ut they ay aga r indpork were de-rationed

had wihou inerrptin, syte ofratonig o th man iemsof recently, though they may again be incorporated in the system ofhad, without interruption, a system of rationing of the main items of controlled allocation if and where demand exceeds supply.
daily consumption for three decades. Added to this, the mobility of land Originally, for the purposes of rationing of basic daily necessities, the
was frozen, following a confiscatory land reform and the re- urban Population was grouped in nine categories, butaijygngcessiiet
amalgamation of individual holdings in mutual-aid teams, collectives vrapoutinwsguednnneceoisbt- judging by recentamalamaionof idivdua holing inmutul-ad tamscolectves verbal accounts in some of China's major cities - the system seems to
and finally communes. The mobility of labour is controlled by work have been somewhat simplified lately. So as to make state controls
permits, residence passes and ration cards, valid only at the place of workable, consumer goods were classified originally in three different
issue. Last but not least, financial transactions by all individuals and categories. Among them, foodstuffs were - and still are - the most
institutions are strictly supervised by way of fiscal and monetary checks tightly controlled commodities in an all-embracing Minitry of
which leave little to chance. Ministry of

The system introduced in China in the early 1950s and in operation, Commerce, which will continue to have important supervisory and
with few changes, until Mao's death and beyond, showed all the signs of of 1981,ing functions. According to information available in the autumn

3. Alexander Eckstein, The National Income of Communist China (New York: Free , urban gram rations range from 15 catties a month for children
Press of Glencoe, 1961), p. i1. 6. Jingji yanjiu (Economic Research), 1955; also: Cyril Lin, " The reinstatement of

4. Hongqi (Red Flag), I April 1982. economics in China today," The China Quarterly, No. 85 (March 1981), pp. t-48.
5. Zhongguo nongye nianjian (Agricultural Yearbook), 1980 (Beijing, 1980). 7 Xue Muqiao, " China's socialist economy " (Beijing, 1981), p. 168
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under five years to 50 catties a month (300 kilos a year) for heavy that meant female labour in the main - could living standards be
industrial workers and military personnel, whilst cooking oil seems to be modestly improved. Thus almost a whole generation of urban workers
uniformly rationed in urban areas at I catty per head per month (6 kilos a failed to participate in any of the benefits which industrialization was
year). The ration of cotton cloth has lost much of its significance since supposed to bring. Not all was negative, though. Certain social services,
artificial fibres have become available in steadily increasing quantities. such as universal primary education, free health care for the workers
The purchase and sale of foodstuffs are closely integrated. The so-called (though not for their dependants) and modest old-age pensions, based on
personal responsibility system represents an attempt to carry out what seniority and the final year's earnings, were introduced. These were no
Xue Muqiao preached when he wrote: " We must change the practice of mean achievements in a country which had known none of these services
basing the purchase plan on the production plan and the marketing plan in the pre-revolutionary past.
on the purchase plan. The purchase plan should be based on the market The institutional side of the wage system need not detain us here.
needs and the production plan should be based on the purchase plan." Whilst actual data of wage payments, family incomes and their use was

limited,9 fortunately, this situation - like so much else - has changed in
Urban Wages recent years. We now have official information on the size of the labour

The urban industrial working class and its cadres had provided most force, its composition, its total wage bill, and its average income.
of the activists and many of the victims of the Cultural Revolution. In Household surveys provide some additional information on such
the circumstances, it was only natural that the post-Mao leadership important aspects as work participation and dependency rates. These
should try, as one of its first measures, to give some inducement to these and other data allow an overall estimate of the present urban wage
citizens to accept the new order rather than follow the old ways. Thus, as structure, its main components and their orders of magnitude. The
a first step, in 1977 workers earning the lowest wages were upgraded, officially-released statistics make possible an assessment of the degree of
reducing the wage disparity to 1:2-5. Approximately half the urban change which has taken place. After the wage reform of 1979 the urban
working population benefited from this measure which reduced the wage pattern was still basically what it had been in 1977, but its aim in
disparity between low- and high-income earners. Other adjustments were this case was differentiation rather than equalization. Again, almost half
to follow, including a wage increase in 1978 for a selected few highly the urban work-force was affected. Some were the same people who had
skilled workers, foremen and managers, and another one in 1979. benefited in 1977, but the emphasis was on higher pay for more and

China's wage structure was framed in 1956 when the Soviet system was better work. Piece-rates and premium payment for overtime work, which
adopted. The majority of workers and employees were grouped in eight had been unacceptable to the leaders of the Cultural Revolution, were
wage categories with a disparity range between minimum and maximum favoured once more. However, as group solidarity continued to operate,
pay of approximately 1:3. Skill was thus underpaid and initiative it proved difficult to introduce new disparities only two years after the
discouraged. In certain trades a larger number of ranks (up to 30) and a increments to the low-income groups had reduced the gap between
wider spread (up to 1:18) were introduced, but the basic principle of minimum and maximum pay. The wage reform measures were, like
optimum equality remained unaffected. However, so as to improve the previous ones, directed chiefly at the workers in the public sector, but the
performance of industrial and office workers, piece-rates and bonus urban collectives followed suit, though with some delay and at a
payments were introduced, but these tended to induce greater quantity of generally lower level.

output rather than high quality standards. Thus the familiar Not only for financial reasons are jobs in state enterprises most sought
shortcomings of the Soviet wage system showed themselves in Chinese after. They carry a certain status and give employees advantages in
industry, commerce and the bureaucracy. This was particularly the case placing their children in similar jobs and in educational institutions not

in periods such as the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, readily open to the less privileged. Employment remains firmly in the

when the concept of equality overruled all other considerations. hands of job centres, without whose consent - rarely granted - a change

During the period of the first Five-year Plan, nominal and real wages 9. Christopher Howe, China's Economy (London: Paul Elek, 1978); also, Wage
improved slightly, but after 1957 wages were held practically stable for Patterns and wage Policy in Modern China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
two decades. In view of mild increases in the cost of goods and services, 1973). Charles Hoffmann, The Chinese Worker (Albany: State University of New Yorktwo ecaes.In iewof ildinceass inthecos ofgoos ad srvies, Press, 1974). Susan L. Shirk, " Recent Chinese labour Policies and the transformation of
this meant a slight decline in terms of real incomes. Labour productivity industrial organization in China," CQ. December 1981. an S. Prybyla," Key issues in the
improved, at a rate of about 3 per cent a year, but the gains which Chinese economy," Asian Survey, September 1981. Larry M. Wortzel, " incentive
accrued from this development were almost wholly reaped by the state. mechanisms and remuneration in China," Asian Survey, September 1981. Michel Korzecaccred romthi deelomen wee amos whllyreaed y te sate and Martin King White, " The Chinese wage system," CQ, June 1981. Eduard B.
Only by increasing the numbers of those working in each family - and Vermeer, " social welfare provisions and the limits of inequality in contemporary China,"Asian Survey, September 1979. Carl Riskin, Workers' Incentives in Chinese Industry: A8. Xue Muqiao, " How can we affect planned management of the national economy? Reassessment of the Economy, Washington, 1975. Chen Ting-chung, " An analysis of
Renmin ribao, 15 June 1979. wage adjustment, Studies on Chinese Communism," December 1971.
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of position is still practically impossible. The unemployed are not given a small group of cadres, bureaucrats, managers and professionals are
public financial support. In fact, they are officially regarded as merely fairly well-off.
waiting for a job. Women (36 per cent of the urban work-force) are also
discriminated against, in that they get the less well-paid jobs. The same Retail Prices and Urban Living Standards
applies to temporary workers who, moreover, do not qualify for social
security benefits or pensions. Regional cost-of-living allowances Wages are worth as much as they buy. Thus retail prices are an integral
continue to be in operation. They amount at most to 30 per cent. part of any assessment of living standards and any changes which they
Sickness, injury, disability and maternity benefits remained unaffected undergo in the course of time. Here the evidence is fairly ample, though

by the wage reform of 1979; neither did pensioners benefit, though official organs of state are still not very forthcoming with authentic

the pension ceiling was raised to a maximum of 85 per cent of final information. However, any observant traveller can obtain all he needs in

pay in exceptional circumstances. There are not many to whom this order to relate prices to wages. There are also a good many publications

applies. on the subject which deserve to be consulted. 0 In terms of purchasing
It is not intended to burden the reader here with any but the absolutely power, Chinese wages - in spite of marked improvements in recent years

essential numerical information. However, a few orders of magnitude - still allow only modest living standards. Where 1 kilo (2 catties) of rice

would seem to be called for so as to place the urban labour force, its or wheat flour costs the equivalent of more than one hour's wage and a

income and expenditure and its overall living standard in proper working family of four consumes at least 2 kilos of cereals a day, and
perspective. Considering the rapid increase since 1952 in China's where a kilo of sugar, vegetable oil, chicken or pork costs the equivalent

industrialization, the urban labour force would seem relatively small at of between four and eight hours of a worker's wage, the bulk of the

little more than 100 million workers and employees in 1980-81 compared working family's income is spent on foodstuffs and other essentials.

with a total labour force of approximately 425 million. These figures Little is left over for such " luxuries " as wristwatches, bicycles, sewing
exclude some 4.5 to 5 million members of the armed forces, many of machines or radio sets. Many members of urban working-class families

whom fulfil tasks which are normally carried out by civilian engineers or are still without a bicycle and without a wristwatch. In this context,
rural reclamation workers. In towns and cities the work participation international comparisons of worktime required for basic commodities

rate is higher and the family dependency rate is lower than in the are telling. Even in areas as different as the island of Taiwan or, say, the

countryside, where family planning has never been as effective as it has Soviet Union, the average industrial wage allows purchases, apart from

been in urban areas. daily necessities, which for the time being remain beyond the reach of

Of the total urban labour force some four-fifths are employed in most urban dwellers in the People's Republic of China. Within the food

enterprises of " the people," i.e. in the public sector proper, whilst the basket this applies in particular to protein foods which are still

remainder are engaged in so-called collective enterprises of various exorbitantly expensive by international standards. Whereas in China a

kinds. In the period between 1977 and 1981 the numbers thus employed family food basket absorbs about three-fifths of the average urban wage
increased disproportionately, due to their ability to absorb a substantial packet, in Russia the proportion is one-half, in Japan about one third

portion of the urban unemployed. The average increase of their income and in the United States less than one-fifth. Thus China has still a long
kept slightly ahead of that in the public sector, thus reducing the income way to go before a moderately adequate and well-balanced living
gap somewhat between those engaged in the public sector and the standard can be guaranteed.

members of urban collectives who, however, remain barred from public In this connection, the construction of a national food balance and a

sector benefits. Thus employment in people's enterprises remains a food basket, based thereupon, can be of use. This technique should not

privilege. As time goes on the service sector is likely to gain in size and be presented as if it were as reliable in the case of China as it is in

status. As a result, income disparities may well shrink in this area, countries in which planners and nutritionists can base their calculations

though they will hardly disappear altogether. on firm data. In the circumstances, it is advisable to disregard both

Information on workers' employment in different industries is scarce. excessively modest and optimistic estimates." In 1982 official estimates

Thus, no more than orders of magnitude can be presented, which are 10. Tong-eng Wang, Economic Policies and Price Stability in China (Berkeley:
derived from widely scattered sources. Estimates of the distribution of University of California Press, 1980). Isabelle Tsakok, Inflation Control in the People's

Republic of China (unpublished thesis), Harvard, 1976. Ta-chung Liu and Kung-chia Yeh,the urban work force and wage bill are therefore tentative and open to 7 Economy of the Chinese Mainland (Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 1%3-64).
revision. The bulk of the work force and its earnings are bunched Dennis L, Chinn, " Basic commodity distribution in the People's Republic of China," CQ,
together within a narrow range of income disparities. Even so, there is a December 1980. Isabelle Tsakok, " Inflation control in the People's Republic of China,"

urthe lower end of the income scale who old Development, 1979. Jan S. Prybyla " A note on incomes and prices in China,"
substantial number of workers at Asian Survey, March 1975. Nai-Ruenn Chen, " The theory of price formation in
still do rather badly for themselves unless they are members of families Communist China," CQ, July-September 1966.
with a high work-participation rate. At the other end of the income scale I1. Vaclav Smil, " Communist China's food," Issues and Studies, April 1980; also,

Mods*
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of the nutrient value of the Chinese diet were released by the State fixing. These were meant to be eliminated by the price increases
Statistical Bureau in Beijing, 2 but unfortunately these are not of much introduced in November 1979, but other anomalies remained. Thus the
use. In the light of what is known from official sources about the state authorities were obliged to issue decree after decree in 1980 and
consumption of important foodstuffs, such as grains, sugar, meat and 1981, trying to reintroduce some measure of control without wholly
eggs, it would appear that the Chinese statisticians apply nutrient strangling the initiative which the limited opening of the markets had
conversion factors which substantially exceed those used by national and created.
international statisticians and nutritionists elsewhere in the world. Whilst The rate of inflation between 1979 and 1981 has been given officially
evidence of malnutrition is rare in China nowadays, the stunted build of at approximately 15 per cent. Foreign observers, who tend to watch the
a good many bodies suggests that the composition of the urban diet extra-mural activities of the natives rather than their day-to-day affairs,
leaves something to be desired. have given much higher estimates, and the prices of non-staple foods

Following the increase of farm prices in April 1979 (dealt with in a have indeed been excessive at times. The real price trend can best be
later section), the Chinese authorities found that a full subsidy from checked when prices and wages are correlated. When this is done, it
public funds would exceed their financial capacity. Thus, instead of emerges that the cost of staple foodstuffs has declined, in terms of
overburdening the exchequer, the prices of eight non-staple foodstuffs purchasing power, by about 20 per cent during the years from 1977-78 to
were fixed at higher levels from November 1979. Against this, grains, 1980-81. Against this, the cost of protein foods has declined little, if at
cereal products and vegetable oils continued to be sold at previous prices. all. In sum, there has been some improvement in the purchasing power of
In these cases, the difference between farm-gate prices and retail prices urban wages, and this is demonstrated by the increased meat
was met by the state. This additional expenditure contributed consumption and the possession of wristwatches, bicycles, sewing
substantially to the budget deficit of the last few years. The prices of machines, radios and television sets. Some of the improvements in living
milk, poultry and vegetables were not fixed centrally, but they were to be standards are unquestionably due to a further increase in the rate of
readjusted " in line with local circumstances." 3 In practice, this meant work participation. This is borne out by the results of urban family
increases in the state retail shops by about one-fifth, though prices budget surveys which were suspended for 14 years but have been carried
increased considerably more in the open markets, particularly in the case out again since 1978.
of vegetables which, even in conditions of strict control, fluctuate a great Though the sample is small and manifestly not wholly representative,
deal according to season. So as to make up to some extent for the price the results are telling just the same. The employment rate increased
increases, all urban workers were granted a food subsidy of 5 yuan a between 1978 and 1981 from 46 per cent to more than 56 per cent. The
month. This concession, though welcome, was not sufficient to meet the wage inducement encourages even more women to take on jobs than in
increased food bill of non-working family members. the past. Hand in hand with the higher employment in working-class

As the newly fixed prices did not reflect market conditions any more families, the dependency rate of non-working members of families
than in the past and controls were no longer enforceable as rigidly as declined, during the period under review, from 2 -16 to 1.77. This means
before, supply and demand became factors to be reckoned with in the that nowadays each worker supports, apart from himself/herself, less
nation's markets. Hoarding and speculation drove prices up for some than one other member of the family. This has led to greater savings and
time, and it took more than a year before a reasonable degree of price larger purchases of both essentials and " luxuries." Incomes below 25
stability was restored. By then commodities in ample supply, such as yuan per capita account now for a much smaller proportion of the total
pork and chicken, were in fact sold in some places below officially fixed sample than in 1979. One-fifth of it now has more than 50 yuan per
levels. Against this, vegetables tended to exceed price levels which capita. Even so, slightly more than three-fifths of the income is still spent
government and consumers considered as reasonable. A great deal of on foodstuffs. Whilst workers' incomes differ little, there is a substantial
public effort was therefore directed at bringing prices under control and disparity within the incomes of whole families and thus of each family
restoring price ratios to something resembling former conditions. In the member. In other words, families with high work-participation rates do
meantime, particularly during the seven months' interval between the particularly well, whilst families with high dependency rates are among
changes of farm-gate prices and those charged in retail shops, anomalies the most disadvantaged.
occurred which are all too familiar to the connoisseur of official price-

China's food," Food Policy, May 1981. FA O, Food Balance Sheets, Rome 1980; also: Agricultural Characteristics
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, November 1979. W. Klatt, " China: food balance
(projection) 1977/78," in " Economic survey of the PRC," The Far East and Australasia Satisfaction with the amount and type of information available
1978-79, London, 1979; also, Table 7, " Food balance 1980-8," in the Appendix at the nowadays about the urban work force, its wages and its living standardsend of this paper, is marred by the recognition that the same cannot yet be said about the12. Beijing Review, 1 ot e 198 rural scene. The data given in official statements and in professional

13. Xinhua News Agency, 31 October 1979. rrlsee h aagvni fiilsaeet n npoesoa
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journals are often vague, inconsistent and at times even misleading. between crops and animal farming was broken, would never have takenThese are severe allegations, but anybody who has tried to unscramble place. Fifty years of Soviet farming have proved the fallacy of thisconflicting statements is bound to come to the same conclusion misunderstanding about the role of size in farming. The scaling down in
Moreover, regional and local information is not presented in the uniform China of production and market organizations from commune tomanner which is a precondition of comparison in a country the size of a brigade and production team is a belated recognition of this error.
sub-continent, where four-fifths of the population are still " peasants." Furthermore, in agriculture - unlike industry - the producer, besidesIf there are differences in the manner in which factual information is being a consumer of his own product, can also be the processor ofmade available on rural affairs, as against that concerning urban intermediate and finished products which, again, he may either consumedwellers, there are good reasons for this even today, when agriculture is or sell. There is practically no limit to the alternatives in production,genuinely treated as a matter of high priority in China." utilization and marketing open to the cultivator. If the state tries toIn principle, agriculture does not differ from other occupations, but it interfere unduly with his options, the cultivator - or the chairman of thehas certain characteristics which are relevant to any assessment of the commune on his behalf - will go to any length to, say, trade surplus pig
rural scene. Farming has to take account of space and weather as limiting manure for badly needed cement over distances which in a market
factors. For these reasons alone agriculture rarely gives as high a return economy would be financially ruinous. In short, agriculture is far lessper unit of labour as do those activities which take place in confined controllable by central and regional authority than are industry andspace and which are unimpeded by the hazards of nature. Public funds commerce. In fact farming resists planning to the extent of being almostoften have to make up for these disadvantages. Another significant unplannable. The commune seemed to be the only effectivefeature of the rural scene is seasonal fluctuations. They are the administrative structure with which to keep a certain degree ofcultivator's greatest curse. They also affect the processor and trader of supervision over the activities of the individual producer or thefarm products. For the consumer, they can mean both variety and " extended family " of the production team. In spite of many
scarcity of food supplies. With the best will in the world, supply and manifestations to the contrary, nowhere else in the nation is thedemand are not easily brought into line. Price flexibility is thus a major relationship between the public and private domain as precarious as it isingredient of any meaningful market control. The fluctuations in in the countryside. As for the cadre, who is the representative of centraltemperature and precipitation cause irregularities not only in output, but or local authority, he acts either as the enemy or the " pal " of thealso in the requirements of labour and material inputs and thus, community. In either case he is unlikely to be the best guardian of theultimately, in farm income and expenditure. Under-utilized or over- politician's or planner's intentions. One-third of rural productionextended human and material capacities are the rule. Scarcity and brigades have no electricity yet, and about one-quarter of them have nosurplus of resources exist side by side - often even within one and the access to an all-weather road. This leaves local cadres very much on theirsame community. As the Great Leap Forward showed, unplanned own.
transfer of labour can do harm beyond expectation. When the first relaxations were introduced in the countryside in 1979The art of farming lies in overcoming the most serious of these and the size of the private plot was allowed to be extended from 5 perimpediments. Modern technologies can extend the frontiers of the rural cent to a maximum of 15 per cent of the communally farmed area, some
realm provided they are applied as a well-balanced " package." In commentators thought this to mean a re-privatization of the land. ThisChina, the rules of balanced development have not always been was a misreading of the intentions of China's communist leadershipobserved. The excessive emphasis on grain as " the key link " at the which, in the meantime, has made it clear beyond any possible
expense of alternative crops in a system of arable rotation or the misunderstanding that " the land belongs to the state and the collective;
predominance given to the use of nitrogen to the almost total exclusion a unit or individual cannot seize, buy, sell or lease land; only the state can
of potash fertilizers are only two of many examples which could be requisition land so as to meet public needs." 5 The ownership of land is
given. However, the most elementary error lies in the misinterpretation certainly an important issue. However, experience throughout the world
of the role of size in farming operations. Owing to the constraints caused has shown that land ownership is not the main precondition of successful
by distance and space, economies of scale are less significant within farming, provided that those who own the land, whether landlords or theagriculture than outside it. Marx and Engels did a disservice to their state, lease it out to the " tillers " under satisfactory conditions andfollowers by not sifting the evidence available in their day. Lenin and his interfere as little as possible with their decisions as to the use of the landfollowers never understood this special circumstance either. Otherwise and its product. It is on this issue that the agricultural policies of China
the creation of mammoth farms, in which the all-important nexus are ultimately judged.

14. W. Klatt, " Agrarian issues in Asia," The Far East and A ustralasia (London, 1982).
William L. Parish and Martin King White, Village and Family in Contemporary China
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978). 15- Xinhua News Agency, 21 May 1982.
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RuralIncomes trust between authority and " peasant " and of equity between earn-
The features listed in the previous section apply to the members of ings in town and country. This was indeed the subject which was given

some fifty-odd thousand communes. When institutional changes were immediate attention early in 1979 when the foundations were laid for
considered in December 1978 in two discussion papers on " questions higher incomes and living standards in the rural areas. In the past the
concerning the acceleration of agricultural development " and on the cultivator's remuneration consisted in the main of work-points earned in
" work of the rural people's communes," 6 the existing arrangements the course of the year. The rate for the job usually ranged from nine to
affected some 175 million families in the countryside which embraced a 10 work-points a day for able-bodied men working some 250 days a year.
total population of about 800 million, and provided a labour force of Those doing more or better work were entitled to a larger number of
about 300 million. There was thus no other equally important section of work-points and thus to higher pay settlements at the end of the season;
the Chinese pthese are now made quarterly. The fixing, in public, of incometeCieepeople. Organizationally the rural population was grouped dfentasoencudfrtinipootoaetothe differences inin three layers, of which the communes provided the civil and para- differentials often caused friction disproportionate to
military administration. They also organized large-sized non-agricultural work performance. Moreover, payment in kind, i.e. in the form of grain
enterprises, employing some 30 million rural workers. At the middle and cooking oil, accounted for anything up to two-thirds of total
layer, i.e. the production brigades - some 700,000 all told - education income. Thus here - as in urban labour markets - a strong element of
and health as well as small work-shops and accounting units were equalization in fact worked against individual initiative and effort.
located. The five million production teams, which formed the third These were largely reserved for the private plot.
layer, each embraced some 35 families consisting of some 150 souls and Before, during and even after the Cultural Revolution, the information

on rural incomes was scant. It was also uninformative, since it coveredproviding some 60 workers. These were the loci operandi of the country's orrl incoe s scant. I t infomative sinc icoed
traditionalmerely the collectively distributed net income, derived from basic

The whole organization was top-heavy, with a bureaucracy of well accounting units. This meant that it excluded payments to the exchequer,
over 10 million cadres (functionaries). 7 Some of those at commune and into welfare and reserve (investment) funds and the like, as well as
brigade headquarters were paid-up members of the Party. Many were income earned from selling produce from the private plot, such as pork
insufficiently educated to keep the books and to implement complicated and pig manure, and from sideline production, such as basket work, and
modernization programmes, such as reclamation projects, irrigation and from labour engaged in outside the collective sector. As a result, by
drainage schemes, hybrid seed and fertilizer applications and pest and comparison with urban earnings, rural incomes looked even more
disease controls. Yet all this was urgently necessary. There are, of course, meagre than they were anyway. Moreover, provincial data were hardly
immense regional differences in climate, soil condition, crop rotation, available, and where they were published, they were at times
livestock farming and environmental requirements in a country of incomprehensible. It did not always seem that incomes in cash and kind
coietkfarimein, and nonblnkt n i n ram cauny hoe were treated in the same manner by different authorities, or indeed bycontinental dimensions, and no blanket nationwide programme can hope the same authorities at different times. Even the State Statistical Bureauto cover widely varying contingencies; and yet this was what was usually was not consistent in its reporting about the rural scene. Thus, in itspractised in the absence of trained personnel. In this respect, as in others, communiqu6 on China's economic performance in 1980 it gave perstate farms never played a role in China comparable to the one they have capita income " derived from the basic accounting units of the collectivein the Soviet Union. There are a mere 2,000 of them in the People's economy,"Ia but in its communique on China's 1981 economic plan itRepublic with a labour force and an arabo area amounting to no more quoted average annual income " including income from farming andthan 4 and 3 per cent respectively of the total rural working population sideline production and from redistribution."" The two sets of data wereand the arable land. not only of different orders of magnitude, but they tended to go theirIt was one of the chief purposes of the December 1978 plenum to do independent ways as policies towards the public and private sectorsaway with unrealistic projects, such as premature large-scale farm changed. Thus the difference in reporting was hardly designed to assistmechanization or the adoption of the Dazhai model. Experiments had any consistent analysis of the situation.meanwhile been going on, under such names as " market socialism a I n the past few years information has become available not only aboutand " responsibility (contract) system," in provinces as far apart as. cultivators' net income from the collective - in cash and in kind, but also
Sichuan and Anhui. They had been fostered by Zhao Ziyang and Wan from sideline production and other activities, and from employment on
Li, the two provinces' respective first Party secretaries. Both these men are public works or in commune enterprises. This material is derived from
now among Deng's closest advisers at the centre of government and sample surveys which cover about one-quarter of rural counties in all
Party in Beijing. In 1978 the most pressing task was the restoration of rovine s wich over ot onequarter of amilies taeprovinces except Tibet. However, only one in every 10,000 families takes

16. Issues and Studies, August 1979. I9. Xinhua News Agency, 30 April 1981.
17. Xinhua News Agency, 28 April 1979. - Xinhua News Agency, 29 April 1982.
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part in these surveys. In the circumstances, a substantial margin of error be reduced in the poor areas by earnings from private plots or public
cannot be ruled out, particularly since individual provinces, in which the works. The really rich are the market gardeners and pig breeders among
surveys take place, do not always present their findings in the same the communes and the private entrepreneurs. They benefit from their
manner. Nevertheless, in the absence of any better data, these surveys location on the outskirts of large towns and cities. There is no shortage
must be taken as the basis of any rural incomes, their trends and their of industrial consumer goods in these places. Those having per capita
disparities - both within the countryside and in any comparison with incomes from all sources of less than 150 yuan accounted in 1981 for
urban incomes. The results leave no doubt about the massive one-fifth of the national sample, compared with almost two-thirds three
improvement which rural incomes have experienced since the change of years earlier. Against this, more than one-fifth had at their disposal more
policy was decided upon at the end of December 1978. In the subsequent than 500 yuan per capita, or well over twice the national average. As long
three years they increased by more than two-thirds. Since savings, as " growing rich " meets with public approval, this trend is likely to
repayments of debts and remittances to relatives almost doubled, continue.
expenditure increased by slightly less. As income in kind is apparently
still calculated at 1978 prices, the improvement might have been even Income Disparities
greater than the data suggest. On the other hand, since some retail
prices of commodities purchased in the rural areas increased and the The question of income disparities within rural communities and

prices of most farm requisites and implements did not decline by 10-15 between them and the urban areas has been the subject of a large,number

per cent, as was originally intended, in constant prices the improvement of investigations. 2' Some of these were based on observations made in

in incomes and living standards was slightly smaller than the presentation the rural areas of China by foreign scholars and visitors, whose samples
in icoean rivin implistended to be small and not necessarily representative. As Professorin current prices implies. Domes once calculated, " during the eight years from 1%9 to 1976,During the period in question (1979-81), the composition of income travel reports covered at best 0-26 per cent " of the communes whichand expenditure underwent some substantial changes. All of these were were in operation at the time.22 Normally, the traveller does not see thefor the better. The income share derived from the allocation of farm out-of-the-way commune or brigade which can only be reached at
produce, i.e. payment in kind, whilst increasing in absolute quantities, considerable expense. Nowadays large numbers of foreigners and
declined from more than one-half to less than one-third of total income. onseab exense Noadas Re uberoforinersyand

Thus in198 comunememers oul diposeof lmot tw-an-a-overseas Chinese visit the People's Republic; yet proportionately fewer
Thus, in 1981 commune members could dispose of almost two-and-a- and fewer of them manage to see much of the rural scene. As a rule,
half times as much cash as three years earlier. At the same time, the share town-dwellers - being in part young persons who have returned with

of income earned during work in the communes or brigades declined unpleasant memories from the countryside - act as guides. Thus,
from over two-thirds of total income to a little over one-half. Chinese town-dwellers show foreign town-dwellers what they consider to
Simultaneously, the composition of commune members' expenditure be town-dweler s h fign townelr w h they onside
changed. Whereas they spent less than two-thirds on foodstuffs beimportant urban sites. The visits to one or two communes or brigades
altogether, their outlay on non-staple foods increased by more than two- are often as representative as what Potemkin showed Catherine the Great
thirds. This indicated an improvement of their diet. The cultivators during her inspection tour in the southern parts of Tsarist Russia. Thistspend moreio indstrian hmpoeod gods, sheir aseThes sewings does not make the question of income disparities any less relevant.spend more on industrial household goods, such as watches, sewing Within rural production teams they are of no great significance, since themachines and bicycles, which Zhao Ziyang had once found to be the uniform allocation of grain and cooking oil and the predominance ofcultivator's most desired goods. As a sample survey carried out in Payment at time-rates eliminate much of the differential. In so far asShaanxi province in 1980 revealed, the possession of wristwatches (i.e. 39 disparities do exist, they are - as in the case of urban workers - dueper 100 households) is still something of a novelty in the villages around mainly to differences in work participation and family dependency rates.Xian.1

The rather patchy information from the provinces, which is still given, 21. Eduard B. Vermeer, " Income differentials in rural China," CQ, March 1982.
more often than not, in the incomplete form of net income froni lliam L. Parish, " Egalitarianism in Chinese society," Problems of Communism,
collective work, exclusive of non-collective activities, suggests that there Policy," Problus ifi mDmaui n Laptron, meNew revou u n Cina's so ial

are significant differences in income levels between rich provinces, such Of income between town and countryside in the People's Republic of China in the mid-
a950s," World Development, 1979. Azizur Rahman Khan, " The distribution of income inas Heilongjiang or Liaoning, and poor provinces, such as Gansu or rual China," in Poverty and Landlessness in Rural Asia, 1LO, Geneva, 1977. Nicholas R.

Guizhou, the poorest of them all. In the agriculturally favoured areas, Lardy, " Economic planning and income distribution in China," Current Scene,
income from collective work can be two to three times as high as in the November 1976. Marc Blecher, " Income distribution in small rural Chinese
poorer parts of the country, and the differential can by no means always communities," CQ, December 1976. Martin King White, " Inequality and stratification inChina,- CQ, December 1975. Charles Robert Roll, The Distribution of Rural Income inChina (unpublished thesis), Harvard, 1974.

20. Shaanxi ribao, Xian, 6 July 1981. 22. Jurgen Domes, Sozialismus in Chinos Doerfern (Hanover, 1977), p. 134.
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The picture changes greatly when the incomes of various brigades or their accounts, there is the not insignificant difference in living space.
communes are compared. Here the distance from " the market " and Urban dwellers are nowadays said to have at their disposal 5 square
the uncertainties of nature become determining factors. Since rents were metres each. That is only half as much as in the case of people in the
abolished as soon as the distribution of the land had been completed and country. Even if it is little more than a mud hut without plumbing, the
as taxes have become an unimportant part of the cost structure, regional cultivator can regard it as his own. Unlike the town-dweller, he is likely
differences tend to make themselves felt almost to the full, even if their to have space for his tools, his stores and his livestock. This is no trifling
impact is alleviated by the allocation of funds for public services, such as matter, even if the difference cannot be quantified.
health and education. .There is one other aspect worth taking into account: the employedDifferent authors have come to different conclusions on this subject. urban worker can call hardly more than 60 days in the year his own. InLately, Griffin and Saith concluded on the basis of a rather small the countryside, there has always been more leisure-time even if, due to

sample 3 that " inequality in rural China is remarkably small "; that lack of work, some of it may well be involuntary. Since the increase in
inter-commune inequality is rather low; and that it tends to diminish in ulti-cro som the reat rur dustrinc th cre
the course of time. Against this, E. R. Lim, in his monograph on the mut-rpigadteceto frrlidsra okhps,thsae ousecftireorded sstathial E.inom inquaites, dueh mn toe average number of days worked in the countryside has grown to, say, 250
same subject, recorded substantial income inequalities, due mainly to days a year. If incomes are related to working days, the urban/rural
regional differences4 He did not adhere to the view that resource income disparity is close to 1 -5:1 - not an unreasonable ratio, which maytransfer from rich to poor regions had any major effect on income get even closer as time goes on. Rural people have lately sunk their
disparities. As he saw it, the absence of migration from rural to urban savings into putting up new buildings - often on communal land - or
areas aggravated the situation. Basing himself on the restricted concept renovating old ones. Thus in any comparison between rural and urbanof distributed collective income, he recorded a ratio of about 2:1 between living standards these intangible assets - time and homestead - deserve tothe richest and the poorest provinces. As for smaller areas such as be taken into account. Admittedly, social services, such as pension rightscounties, he found that in the triple-cropping areas on the outskirts of and health care, are underdeveloped or non-existent for some members
large cities per capita incomes of 200-300 yuan were earned, whilst some of the village communities, but in principle rural households can rely on
counties in poorer areas, such as Ningxia province, might have had the " five guarantees," though the family is still expected ultimately to
incomes of about 30 yuan. These might be seen as exceptional cases, were step in, if necessary. Even so, however modest the public provisions are,it not for the fact that regional data, which have become available since they provide a greater degree of security than was available in pre-
the increases in farm-gate prices, confirm these disparities. Although revolutionary China.
some provinces publish data derived from their contributions to the
national income surveys, they are not always presented in a consistent Farm-Gate Prices
manner, and comparability is thus impeded. There does, therefore, seem During the past few years, the relaxation of controls, the extension of
to be a case for tidying-up the presentation of factual information in this the private plots and the stabilization of taxes and obligatory deliveries

all-important sector. have substantially improved farm output and commune members'

In mid 1981 the worker/peasant income disparity was quoted at incomes. These changes of policy were discussed and agreed upon during

1-74:1 in 1980, as against 1-98:1 in 1977.25 These figures tallied with the Party plenum in December 1978. For the first time in two decades
what had been conventional wisdom in former years. As these ratios effective steps were taken to better the staff of life." At the highest

clearly referred to the area around Beijing, the question must be asked level, Zhao Ziyang and Wan Li actively associated themselves with the
how in these conditions urban migration could have been held at new Policies. Leading members of the Academy of Social Sciences, of the
relatively low levels. This is, of course, a matter which has wider Planning Commission, of economic departments at the universities and

implications. We are looking here at a potentially volatile political of other institutions reviewed critically the record of the past, 26 without

situation. If the comparison is repeated nationwide on the basis of recent necessarily coming to definitive or agreed conclusions. The most decisive
family income surveys, the results resemble those in Beijing. Tht change came with the increase, after the spring harvest of 1979, of farm-

question still remains unanswered as to whether like is compared with gate, i.e. obligatory delivery prices, most of which had not been altered

like. Leaving aside some products, such as herbs, mushrooms, fodder for a dozen years. The effects were almost immediate in practically every

and firewood, which cultivators can collect without ever showing them illarea of farming. However, whilst the new rules were made public,
essential information on the absolute levels of obligatory delivery prices

23. Keith Griffin and Ashwani Saith, The Pattern of Income Inequality in Rural Chini before and after the reform was withheld.
(mimeogr.), oxford, May 1980. ew

24. E. R. Lim, Income Distribution, Poverty and Human Resource Development: T 2 Yang Jianbai and Li X
Chinese Experience (mimeogr.), Washington, February 1980. -and heavy industry in China," Soa 'TSciences, Beijing, June 1980.

25. Beijing (City) Radio, 21 May 1981. 27. Renmin ribao, 24 December 1978.
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The Chinese authorities have never been 
t a ceoy Products, such as fruit and

procurement and abovequot prices On this occasion, the State Bureau discretion of local price bureaus. vegetables, were left to the

of Commodity Prices Made known the relative (percentage) increases It was, of course,in 
Piticians and planners to break the

which came into effect as from I April 1979.11 In the absence of unit supremacy Of grain as " the key link." However, the reaction of

Prices, any quantitati e analysis is dependent upon sifting through communes, brigades and cultivators could hardly be anticipated with any
thousands Of Pages of general as well as specialized publications. The degree of accuracy. In the circumstances, it would have seemed prudent

Outcome of searches of this kind - even when they are supportedJ by to make known publicly whatfamaepishdbeneorte
friends at universities, libraries and United Nations agenci s oud reform anowt th e theruafer. utd hnis ated wt be.
toive weighy and far from satisfactory, sincesosaece - is bound reomand what tuhiy whaet fatr-atepricest hi av eem e ruea ch ar weisto ce specifications such as, say, Instead, Price cono diret be t ad been wensugav we oars oriht unhuske r . ,,prccotol dircie . wereatenrpi But csin th.n te
ine wigh or carcassliht , huskedor unhusked grain, raw or refined became clear that producers and consumers had taken asnt o be

sugar, as well as quality grades are often lacking in the Original sources. new price ratios. In addition to stricter price controls, cesta on he

In the circumstances the results of any such analysis must be regarded as were offered for goodtare prie wereniad o those

tentative and open to correction. 

th aviour and penalties we ,fcertain bose
who contravened the regulatios However, the temptation to benefit

Preceded in the course of the previous 30 years by no less than seven farm instance, the feeding of 4 to 5 Units of grain to Pigs or Poultry yielded a

price increases, whilst the prices Of farm requisites had been reduced io net return at least twice as great as that earned by* delivern h ri

times. As a result the price index of farm products had increased by 130 directly. It was hardly surprising that there was an immediaterspiee
per cent, whereas that of farm requisites had decline by almost 50 per revealed in increased livestock numbers and meat Supplies The costs

cent, causing - so it was claimed - a great improvement in the " terms of incurred, in terms of budget subsidies and foreign exchange were
trade in agricultue This argument is somewhat spurious since goods substantial. Interdepartmental consultations with the Ministries of

traded in the open markets were ignored whi st most of the industrial Finance and Foreign Trade had clearly not been as thoroughg, we
commodities needed in farming were available in small quantities only. A situation demanded. Ta hs 

of
properly " weighted statistical index would show a rather modest Little has been published over the Years about farmagate prices, thei

improvement 
in the terms of trade. 

nrltosteahohrtodmsirtilPcsadtowld 

akr

The official procurement prices were raised for 18 relations to each other toverthe yea au faem
products In the case Of grains, vegetable oils and cotton - the " first significanc were made for the time of the rPces and te
category "agricultur products - the Procurement prices were increased years prior to the Cultural Revolutionf t As t Fivehassesm tsa a the

by 20 per cent, 25 per cent and os per cent respectively, in so far as Place in 1979, the full implications will only become known in a few

deliveries did not exceed fixed quotas. Above-quota deliveries were years' time when the areas under different b the
rewarded by bonuses which ranged from 30 per cent for cotton to 50 per livestock and the quantities of r ifferent Come n ate wholfo

arm inp t th e henanguse whchy to

cent for grains and vegetable oils. However, these quantities formed part the new situation. For the moment it seems clear that the relatively
of the overall planned delivery Programie and were thus not available modest improvements in farmgate prices achiv ed whl
to communes and their membe mn n t open markets do, but price ratios caused quite pres achieed wiloa renTvely

on keot oiasm en r me beSupplement, not to supplant, economic no longer " the key link," grain continues to be the mainstay of humans

planning. At a meeting of the State Planning Commission Chen Yun, and animals, and competition between the two has become keen. There

one of the most senior members of the Party's Central Committee and are, of course, other areas where rivalry for the allocation of scarce

the grey eminence Of Chinese economic planning, made it crystal clear resources exists. At present, Oilseeds sugar crops and cotton are doing

that the market had a merely auxiliary function as against the supreme rather well financially. This is largelydue to the relative price advantages
Position of the plan.29 Price changes continued to be made by gained in spite of unchanged prices for inputs. When these decline the

administrative iat and not as a result of any substantive knowledge o Position should improve further. By comparison, vegetables seemtob

supply and demand. Farm Price changes therefore entailed political at a disadvantage, and this is reflected in hig anbtogyelcutn

risks, particularly because of the involvement of the livestock sector retail prices. Recently it was revealed that formerly' thy(tePasns

whose products fell into the second Category Of commoditiest Pric could echne n o reet a s 
e

increases of 26 per cent for Pigs and of 20-50 per cent for other anim 30 Nai.Ruenn Chen, chie Com r's g.Uies

protein products amounted to an open invitation to change the pattern o 19ht .e For"aion mta usfor 20ekisogamme oproduction in line with the new price ratios. Price fixing for " thir -a s. Market Control %
thir 4rvrd Uivesit pres a Planin nCommnis Chia (amivgerso

, 196).Thoms B Wies " griultual Pretstis,,367

28. Xinhua News Agency, 24 Ocoe 199.ksten 
fulie Measures of/China,,' 

innoi (An

29 Xinhua News Agency, 25 January 1982. 
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marginal changes can thus upset the balance of advantage. At current China, is bound to compare its price structure with that in the worl
price ratios, milk, wool and tobacco also seem to lose out. Further state markets. If a comparison of this kind is made, China's rice price looks
intervention at farm-gate level can therefore be expected in the future, unduly cheap, whilst oilseed, sugar, meat and eggs appear relativelyThis may affect, inter alia, the price of paddy, which is unduly low by expensive at official exchange rates. In the circumstances food graincomparison with other grains. imports must seem attractive to Chinese trading organizations As forIn spite of recent price changes, the " terms of trade " remain Chinese manufactured goods, at official exchange rates they look likeunfavourable for the farm sector as a whole. Farm requisites and other losing the country money in foreign markets. Much will thus have to bemanufactured goods carry a heavy mark-up between factory-gate and done in the years to come if producer and consumer prices are tofarm-gate. Since this is one of the main contributors to the exchequer's correspond approximately to domestic factor costs and scarcity valuesrevenue, it cannot easily be reduced unless other sources of revenue can and, where relevant, to world market quotations. It would be frivolous,
be tapped. As long as present taxation policies are preferred to a though, to suggest that the correction of irrational prices and price ratios
rational, progressive form of taxation in industry, commerce and will be an easy operation.
agriculture, farming will remain a relatively expensive - and in certain
circumstances unprofitable - undertaking which needs to be
underpinned by obligatory delivery and above-quota prices. One or two TheFuture
examples may illustrate the irrational nature of the existing system. Only The changes instigated in December 1978 have had far-reaching effectssince the price reform of 1979 can one unit of paddy be exchanged for throughout the People's Republic. Leaving aside the traumatic memories
approximately one unit of nitrogen fertilizer. This ratio was in operation of the recent past which have yet to be absorbed by the body politic, inin Taiwan some 20 years ago, when the Joint Commission on Rural the economic and social sphere the reforms which have been carried out
Reconstruction began to use price ratios so as to influence the direction look like showing signs of permanency. Rates of economic growth have
of farming. Nowadays, at least twice as much fertilizer can be bought for been brought down to realistic levels; consumer goods are contributing a
each unit of grain, and three times as much in the case of more valuable larger share than producer goods to e g oes rdcnthugh
arable crops. Another example, from the Chinese professional press, artificial prices still tend to distort the true situation); accumulation
may be quoted: some 5 -5 tons of rice can buy a 20 hp tractor in Japan, funds are being reduced to manageable proportions; and the capital
whilst in China the ratio is 35-5 tons of rice against a 28 hp " East is' investment allocated to the rural areas has been increased substantially.
Red " tractor." Thus, in comparison with manufactured goods, the In agriculture, where in 1978 crop production accounted for more than
mark-up of farm products is modest in the extreme and needs urgent two-thirds and animal husbandry for hardly one-eighth of total output,
reconsideration. This would, of course, have to be done in the light of a shift towards industrial crops and animal protein is clearly discernible.the political implications which any such changes are bound to have. The communes are changing their character in the course of the

At the retail level, grains and vegetable oils are sold at a loss. The state separation of administrative functions from those of management.
subsidy, which makes up for this, has been calculated to amount to 150 The responsibility (contract) system, though covering by now most
yuan for every urban dweller during the years 1979-81.31 Or, to put it in a of the countryside, is still on trial, but for all practical purposes it is
different way, during this period some 44,000 million yuan were spent on taking the place of the former labour-da d prk- poin t s
subsidizing the purchase prices of farm products. 4 Countries as widely " iron rice bowl," i.e. security of employment for life, is slowly being
different in their policies as Japan and Sri Lanka experienced withdrawn from some of those the nation can do without. Thus
considerable difficulties when they tried to reduce or abolish rice encouraging changes have been made in many areas, but much remains
subsidies. Chinese planners must be aware of the fact that problems of to be done, and there is by no means full agreement among those inthis nature still lie ahead of them. International comparisons of farm authority about how far to go. This applies, inter alia, to the one-child
prices - unlike those at retail level - are notoriously complicated since family programme which is known to be unpopular with commune
almost all countries subsidize their rural communities in one form or members whose private plots need plenty of manual labour. As the
another. Moreover, official foreign exchange rates rarely reflect the villagers say, " the more labour force you have, the more income you
purchasing power of farm products in different countries. Even so, a can gain."" There is also bound to be disagreement over the amount ofPreferential treatment which cultivators should be given in comparison31. Zhang Jinfu, " Upholding planned economy in agriculture," Beijing Review, 22 with urban workers.

32. Yang Jianbai and Li Xuezeng, " The relations between agriculture," p. 207, also, It would be Presumptuous to suggest that we, who have failed in soJingjiyanjiu, pp. 20, 21. December 1978.33. Xinhua News Agency, 12 March 1982. 3520 June 1982, also, Ashwan Saith" Economic incentives for the one-34. Xinhua News Agency, 12 December 1981. child famiyQn u Chne , September 1981.
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many of our own endeavours, would have the right answers to China's if this was thought necessary. As a result, public corporations andopen questions. Even so, a glance at comparative international data private enterprises have learned to accept a precarious co-existence
tends to reveal certain opportunities which have not so far been taken. within the framework of various forms of the mixed economy. There is
Here are a few selected comparisons: whilst the People's Republic hardly no reason why a similar arrangement should not be possible where
lags behind Japan and the United States in the yield of paddy rice, there " market socialism " is adopted by central planners. It has to be
are great differences in the yields of other grains, industrial crops and admitted, though, that an experiment of this kind does not yet appear to
animal products and in the productivity of farm labour, whether have succeeded anywhere else in the communist world. If in the People's
measured in relation to arable crops or livestock products. The fattening Republic Politicians and planners managed to merge two systems as
of pigs takes twice as long in China as in western countries, whilst the inherently antagonistic as central planning and market socialism, it
slaughter rate is half as high; yet, with the aid of artificial insemination, would indeed be a unique success.
the existing pig breeds could be changed within a decade so as to do away
with these impediments. China's nutrient ratio of chemical fertilizers is N
(nitrogen): P 20, (phosphates): K2 0 (potash) equal 1:0-20:0-05,
compared with about 1: 1:1 in the case of Japan and I :0-5:0-5 in the
United States; yet at least one-sixth of China's arable land is in need of
potash. Its almost total absence from the plant nutrient composition has
detrimental effects on leafy crops such as cotton, sugar cane, potatoes,
pulses and grass. (Natural manure, which has a favourable nutrient
ratio of about 1:0-8:1, is primarily used on private vegetable plots,
though commune members are obliged to hand some over to the public
sector.) As for another sphere of chemical opportunity, any visit to a few
communes or production brigades reveals an astonishingly large presence
of pests and diseases, such as white aphids, leaf hoppers, weevils, stem-
borers, viruses and other enemies of arable crops, which are often neither
identified nor controlled. Lack of know-how is aggravated by the
absence of suitable counter-measures. Other examples could be added;
suffice it to say that there are opportunities galore to improve China's
farm output and farm labour productivity.

Ultimately, solutions will have to be sought by a combination of
technological advances and the removal of present anomalies in the
pattern of prices and price ratios for all factors of production. In the
absence of a land rent, abolished some 30 years ago, of realistic rates of
interest and capital depreciation, and of true transport and energy
charges, this will be far from easy, particularly since every adjustment in
the cost of factors of production carries the danger of causing
dislocations elsewhere. Even so, it might be worth experimenting, for
instance, with a two-price system in which differences in quality are the
determining factor, instead of the present system, which is designed to
differentiate primarily between the prices paid for products delivered
within and above fixed quotas. Thus, the segregation, by price, of, say,
first-quality rice and pork from the poor qualities which still provide the
bulk of the domestic market supply, could save China subsidies, open
overseas markets and yield precious foreign exchange. Possible negative
social consequences of such changes would, of course, have to be
weighed carefully against economic advantages. The intention to let the
market assist the planners is a laudable one, but - as the last few years
have shown - it is not easily practised. In the western world, we have
long been accustomed to staying the invisible hand of the market forces,
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Introduction

The monthly journal of the Royal Institute of International Affairs What is unemployment in China? For 20 years after the Great Leap
provides the general reader with up-to-date and authoritative Forward was officially credited with having achieved full employment in
Information on current world problems. 1958, this question could not even be raised in the People's Republic of

China.' From the founding of the People's Republic in 1949 and up to
1958 unemployment problems had been prominently featured in the

Recent issues include: Chinese press. In 1978 unemployment again became a topic of

Joseph Frankel Economists, politicians and discussion. The reappearance of unemployment as an acceptable subject
of debate was a further indication of how much of Maoist ideobgy had

Utopians been officially discarded since the death of Mao Zedong two years

Stephen Woolcock GATT: a loss of momentum earlier. One Chinese summed up these changes as they related to

Francis Pym International institutions: riding employment problems in this way2 :
Employment is a major economic as well as a major social problem. But from

the storm 1958 until the destruction of the " gang of four," problems of employment
virtually constituted a taboo which could not be discussed in public. After the

Linda B. Miller America and the Middle East: smashing of the " gang of four " and especially after the third plenary session of
holding the centre the 1I th Party Congress (December 1978), a new employment policy was decided

Geoffrey Pr.dham Party politics and coalitions in on. This was a strategic decision of immense significance.

Bonn Rates of Unemployment in Cities and Towns

Andrew Mango The Third Turkish Republic This article analyses unemployment in the non-agricultural sector of
the economy of China.' Unemployment estimates given by Chinese in the
past few years vary greatly from 10 million4 to 25 million' for the same
year in China's cities and towns. Unemployment as high as 20 million

Annual subscription (including postage): *During the typing of the final revision of this article John Depauw called the author's
1983 (Vol. 39) attention to Yuko Akiyoshi Nihei, " Unemployment in China: policies, problems, and

prospects," China Newsletter (a bimonthly English language publication of the Japan
UK £13.50 External Trade Organization (JETRO), Tokyo), May-June 1982, pp. 14-20. This is aUS $38.00 valuable article, which anyone with a serious interest in the subject will want to read.

1. Zhao Lukuan (Chinese People's University), " Zai lun laodong jiuye wenti
Elsewhere £17.00 (" More on the problem of employment "), Renkou yanjiu (Population Research)

(hereafter cited as RK YJ), No. 4 (October 1981), p. 19.
2. Ibid. p. 18.
3. In this article unemployment is defined as the jobless portion of the labour force that

Orders may be sent to booksellers and newsagents, or to is looking for work. The labour force equals the number of people at work plus the number

the Journals D~epartment, Oxford University Press, of the unemployed. Here the labour force is divided into agricultural and non-agricultural
sectors. The rate of unemployment is the number of unemployed given as a proportion of

Walton Street, Oxford OX2 6DP (Tel. 0865 56767) the labour force. Comparable data on the agricultural sector are not available.
4. State Planning Commission Vice-minister Gu Ming's II October 1979 statement is

cited in British Broadcasting Corporation, Summary of World Broadcasts. Pt. ItI: The Far
East, 24 October 1979, W1054/A2.

5. Given in Cui Quanhong's article on employment and the Four Modernizations
published in the unofficial Sihua luntan (Four Modernizations Forum), No. 1 (15
September 1979), and translated in U.S. Joint Publications Research Service (hereafter
cited as JPRS), 74, 970 (21 January 1980), pp. 69-70.
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yields a non-agricultural sector unemployment rate of 17-18 per cent,' Keeping this caveat in mind, let us consider several recent statements
which is considered very high in most economies. If actual on past unemployment in China attributed to Kang Yonghe, director of
unemployment is as low as 10 million, the rate falls to 8 -5-9-0 per cent, the State Bureau of Labour.' Kang is a veteran labour leader who has
still high by most standards. The actual rate probably is nearer the lower worked for the Chinese Communist labour movement, at least since
end of this range, since unemployment rates compiled for selected 1937.' It hardl o mmust ledge of a tins in
provinces and major cities (Liaoning, Heilongjiang, Shandong, China can be yuste possible that his knowledge of labour conditions in
Shanghai and Tianjin) cluster close to 10 per cent. Shandong, with only Cin' cnae questioned. Yet the following is attributed to him.
9-95 per cent of its population urban in 1979, is one of the least Q: Didn't China eliminate unemployment long ago? Wh h
urbanized provinces of China. It claimed the lowest urban People waiting for jobs? yaeteesilmn
ubnepdoymentrate y provincea. 3 caiedthi lowest79reA: In 1949, when New China was founded, there were about four millionunemployment rate of any province, 2 -3 per cent in 1979.' unemployed in the cities, a problem left over from the old society. At that time,Ten per cent unemployment means that on the average there would be the People's Government encouraged these people to help themselves through
one jobless person in every five urban households, assuming that each productive labour " and provided them with jobs in public works as a kind of
household has two of its members in the labour force. Given a level of relief. The unemployed were organized and assigned to jobs, and unemplo ent
even 10 per cent unemployment, it is easy to see why discussions of was practically eliminated during the periods of national economic rehabilitation
employment problems are of immediate concern to so many urban (1950-52) and the First Five-Year Plan (1952-57) Between 1957 and 1966 there
Chinese, particularly to recent school-leavers. They are very real was essentially no unemployment problem. -er
problems and cannot be wished away. Such concerns explain in part the Kang's statements on the elimination of
heavy press coverage of the issue of unemployment in China since 1978. 1950-52 and 1953-57 and the absence of unemployment in the yearscontadiced bsenc ofunemployment in 1957-66 are

contradicted by a great number of official statements, press dispatchesHow Reliable are Estimates of Urban Unemployment? and Official studies on employment published in those Years. ForBefore turning to the question of the quality of statistics on example, Minister of Agriculture Liao Luyan referred to " more than
unemployment, let us consider briefly the probable reliability of official one million unemployed " in 1956." This number included only those
Chinese statements made for public consumption. It is probably safer to registered as unemployed with municipal labour bureaus. Omitted were
regard all such statements as at best incomplete and therefore distorted many others who for one reason or another preferred not to register as
than to accept any of them at face value. There are many reasons why unemployed, viz. rural-to-urban migrants, school-leavers and many
people in authority in China give incomplete answers to questions. adults with working experience. In 1956 it was estimated that it would
Perhaps the commonest is fear of reprisal for telling the truth, if the take five to seven years to solve the problem of urban unemployment. u
actual facts differ from official policy. Another is fear of losing face, if In addition, the 20 million industrial workers discharged in l%1 after the
one gives answers the questioner considers unsatisfactory. In such cases collapse of the Great Leap Forward certainly must have constituted a
the respondent may hedge his replies in the hope that he can fool the major employment problem." a
questioner. In so doing he necessarily gives answers that are incomplete, However, there does not seem to be any reason to dispute what
if not downright inaccurate. Other reasons may include ignorance, Director Kang has to say about the composition of urban unemployment
laziness or at times simply the impossibility of giving complete factual at present. He writes that three groups of city People accounted for most
answers. of those who were looking for work in 1981: (1) secondary school

These reasons also explain why public statements in Chinese sources graduates; (2) people earlier unable to work because of illness; and (3)
are often nothing more than reiterations of official Party or government
policy that bear little relation to actual conditions. For example, between 8. " Director Kang Yonghe of the State Bureau of Labour on employment questions,"
1958 and 1978 the standard answer to questions about differences in inPopulationandOtherProblems(Beijing, ,pp. 61 n6.
wages paid to men and women was that equal pay was given for equal 9Donald W. Klein and Anne B. Clark, Biographic Dictionary of Chinese Communismwage pad t me an womn ws tat qua paywasgivn fr eual 1921-1965 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1971), Vol. 1, pp. 429..work regardless of sex in China. This reply simply stated Party policy on 30.
wages, but it ignored actual inequalities in wage payments to men and 10. "Director Kang Yonghe," p. 62.w . C Explanations Of the draft 1956-67 national program for agricultural
women in China. 

development," New China Newt Agency (NCNA), 25 January 1956; translated in
6. For 1979, 94 million people are estimated to have been employed in the non- erican ConsulateGeneral,Survey ofChinaMaind anear 1956; ( ans n

agricultural sector, according to John Philip Emerson, "The labor force of China, 1957- 1219(31 January 1956), p. 24.
80," in U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, John Hardt (ed.), The Four 12. From Art. 39 of " Draft 1 2-year national Program for agriculture," NCNAModerniations (Washington, D.C., 1982), pp. 235-37. This chapter is hereafter cited as Engish 26 January 1956, in SCMP, No. 1219(31 Jan auary 1956), p. 14.Emerson, 1982. 13. Figure cited by Deng Xiaoping in his 16 January 1980 speech at a national cadre

7. Article by Liu Xun, Zhu Yuanzhen and Sun Keliang in Guangming ribao (Clarity convention in Beijing, published in Zhengming (C ente (98n Kong), a arch cadre
Daily) (hereafter GMRB), 16 August 1981, translated in Foreign Broadcast Information translated in FBIS, 19 March 1980, Supplement, p.23 o
Service, Daily Report, People's Republic of China (hereafter cited as FBIS), I September
1981, p. KI1.
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young people who had returned from assignments to rural areas.4 cent, and those waiting for employment (as the Chinese say) 6 per cent of
Former secondary school students make up the majority of those looking the urban labour force.17

for work, according to Kang. This claim is supported by a great number In practice, however, the definition of urban employment that is used
of press reports in local as well as national Chinese newspapers on in many provinces is not an inclusive one, according to the proceedings
successes achieved during the past few years in giving jobs to young of an August 1981 conference on standards for defining the employed
people who had left school. These were usually first jobs. Of Kang's population:

three groups of unemployed the first consisted for the most part of recent In terms of types of work systems, permanent workers, collective workers,
school-leavers and the third of Red Guards and others who had been temporary workers, transferred workers, and self-employed labourers all ought
summarily dispatched to rural areas after leaving school, some of them to be counted as members of the employed population. But, in fact, labour
before the Cultural Revolution began in 1966 and most of the rest at the departments in many places, when they collect employment statistics, often
end of the 1960s and in the early 1970s. Although Kang does not mention count as employed only personnel of [establishments] owned by the whole people
it, these two groups were heavily sex-biased. Women make up 70 per cent or of large collectively owned [units), and omit the others from employment
of young people " waiting for work," according to reports." This figures and count them as " waiting for employment.""

imbalance reflects preferential hiring of men, and thus continues the Since unemployment was not publicly discussed for more than 20 years,
traditional bias against economic roles for women outside the household it is not surprising that as yet no standard definition of unemployment
in Chinese society. has been agreed upon. The definition of unemployment curreptly used

by the Census Bureau in the United States - jobless members of the
Inconsistencies in Definitions labour force actively looking for work - was agreed upon only after

Next, let us examine the consistency of definitions of employment and years of debate among government officials, leaders of labour and civic

unemployment in China, since an evaluation of each is a prerequisite to organizations, and labour economists. Although unemployment haduneplomen inChia, inc anevauaton f ech s apreequsit to been a reality in China since time immemorial, few studies addressed the
an overall appraisal of the quality of unemployment data. Among subectre r after s t m, t e
Chinese who have written recently on unemployment there appears to be
little agreement either on a theoretical definition of employment or

unemployment or on the definition of employment used by the labour Statistical Biases in Unemployment Estimates
bureaus and other bodies involved with the problem at the working level. Recent unemployment figures published in China indicate that large
Sun Jingxin of the State Council Population Census Office writes that numbers of jobless people in urban areas are looking for work. But
there is no agreement on what constitutes employment in China.' 6 The differences in the definitions of employment and unemployment in
author goes on to give his opinion that a definition of urban employment China, just noted, introduce marked statistical biases into local
should comprise permanent (guding) employment, temporary (linshi) unemployment figures. For any given locality such figures may
employment, including the various kinds of employment organized exaggerate or understate the actual size of unemployment, depending on
under " street labour service companies " (jiedao laodong fuwu gongsi), the definitions of employment used. From the kinds of omissions in
and self-employment (geti laodongzhe) in the Chinese population 15 employment figures cited above (e.g. self-employment) it appears that
years of age and older. This apparently inclusive definition the author unemployment is often substantially overstated in urban areas, perhaps
claims is the only one that will satisfy the requirements of "promoting by as much as 50 per cent.20 On the other hand, failure to list as
simultaneously the following three kinds of employment: (1) that unemployed all those who are looking for work understates the number
arranged by labour departments; (2) employment organized voluntarily who are actually unemployed. Women from households with several
(by local groups such as street committees); and (3) self-employment, employed persons may constitute a substantial share of this kind of
under unified state planning and guidance." Finally, the author gives the unaccounted unemployment.21
percentage shares of each of these three categories, plus those waiting for 17. Ibid. p. 36.
employment. Permanent workers account for 85 per cent, temporary I8. Renmin ribao (eople's Daily) (RMRB), 3 October 1981, p. 5.

19. John Lossing Buck is one of the few writers on the pre-1949 economy of China who
workers for 6 per cent (not including workers recruited by street tried to measure unemployment by means of field samples. For this, see his Land
organizations), street organization recruits plus the self-employed 3 per Utilisation in China (Chicago 1937), pp. 288-301.

. 20. If a city lists 10% or more of the urban labour force as " waiting for employment(i.e. unemployed), when half or more of those so listed actually have jobs, the number of
14. " Director Kang Yonghe," p. 6 1. unemployed has been overstated by 100% or more. This order of magnitude is suggested by
15. See, for example, the item entitled " Zhao gong zhong bu ying zhong nan ching nu '' e shares of employment attributed to the kinds of employment, permanent, temporary,

(" In recruiting men should not be favoured and women slighted "), Gongren ribao (The etc., given above in the text. See RMRB, 3 October 1981, p. 5.
Daily Worker), 7 March 1982, p. 1. 21. This form of discrimination against women is discussed in detail, as it was practised

16. Sun Jingxin, RKYJ, No. 2(29 March 1982), p. 35. through 1957, in Marina Thorborg, Women in Nonagricultural Production in Post-
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In addition to unemployment figures that are inconsistent because of ceased to exist in China, as noted at the start of this article.the absence of a standard definition of unemployment, lack of usable look -e-c s artlle.eMost of thoseloing for work mn cities and towns are recent school-levr lookin forstatistical data on the urban population of China" makes it impossible to their first jobs and older school-leavers who have returned from rural

construct a consistent series that shows changes in the size of the urban areas since 1978. Members of the latter group originally were
population over time, that is to say, changes in the population base from rural communes and state farms, where theroup oigin meyprsent to
which most of the non-agricultural labour force is drawn. Data on non- peasant labour force, in accordance with they to become part of the
agricultural population and labour force probably are no better. Some town t (shangShan Xiyf going u p

provinces report urban and rural population figures; others give non- tote mountains and down to the villages "(hnsaxaxng.2 The
agricultural and agricultural population figures." The criterion used to reported total number of youth dispatched to rural areas has varied over
distinguish non-agricultural from agricultural population is whether a the Years, but the number quoted most recently is 17 million to which, if

family members are included, 5 to 10 million more must be added.26
particular individual is registered as eligible to receive urban grain The unexpected, precipitous return of large numbers of youths fromrations, according to an account of the August 1980 conference on rural areas, starting at the end of 1978 and continuing through 1979 intostandards for defining the employed population.Y It seems likely that 1980, greatly increased the number of people looking for work in cities
this criterion is currently being used, not because it provides an accurate and towns. It also increased the pressure on local authorities to ind jobs
basis for measurement, but simply for want of anything better. for the unemployed. city after city was flooded with thousands and

In conclusion, because of the deficiencies in basic population and thousds of conspicuously idle youth (sometimes described as mobs by
employment statistics, it appears that at present China cannot make urban residents) who roamed the streets or camped in front of municipal
internally consistent estimates of unemployment in urban areas. Party or government headquarters demanding jobs, ration cards and
Prospects for improvement in urban unemployment statistics appear other perquisites of registered urban residents" Send
slim, if it is assumed that the State Statistical Bureau is in fact responsible back to the communes they had left was not an acceptable solution either
for the quality of unemployment data. The Bureau has the ultimate to the youth or to Party leaders.
responsibility for the 1982 census of population. This task places A look at past changes in the institutional framework of job hunting
extremely heavy burdens on its small staff now and for the next few years will help to explain why for the last 20 years urban youth have
as data collected during the census-taking are processed. In these experienced so much trouble in finding their first jobs. China has few
circumstances it seems unlikely that the Bureau will have reliable modern institutions that channel urban youth into gainful hasofew
statistics on current employment and unemployment before 1984 at the m erintuioshacaneubnyuhitognflemployment,statstis o curentempoymet ad uemplymet bfore198 atthe paradoxical as this may seem in a country that claims to run its economy
earliest. On the other hand, if it has little or no say in the compilation of accordig to h is ions seem tin conomic lans tonrun laour
unemployment figures, but merely publishes data that the State Bureau plans). 8 By the end of the First Five-Year Plan period in 1957
of Labour passes on to it, the chances for improvement in these figures demographic and legal ch
appear even less likely, given the lack of statistical expertise in the Bureau produce what seemed to economic planners to be a chronic excess of
of Labour. labour supply over demand for labour in urban areas. During the years1953-57 non-agricultural employment had grown at an annual averageLooking for Work rate of 1 -3 per cent. But the urban population during this period hadThe groups that make up most of existing urban unemployment and 25. Thomas P. Bernstein, UP to the Mountains and Down tonthe Villag (e haseno
the reasons for the existence of such unemployment are basically the Yale University Press, 1977), treats this subject more fy han any oher auth Haven
same as they were 25 years ago, after which unemployment officially date.

26. Kang Yonghe, Zhongguo chengzhen de laodong jiuye " (" Employment in cities
Revolutionary China, dissertation written in partial fulfilment of the requirements for a and towns in China "), RKYJ, No. 1 (29 January 1982), p. 17, gives 17 million, as does WuRevlutonry hin, issrtaio wrtte i patil flfimet o th rs~uremnt fo a Youren. "Guanyu woguo shehuizhuyi chengshihua wenti "~ (" Problems of socialistDoctorate of Philosophy, University of Uppsala (1980), pp. 85-90. urbanization in our country "), Renkou yu ingi (Population and Economy), No. ocial

22. An outline of urban population statistics for China, giving the names of a number of September 1980), p. 2ou . 1 (15
tables of urban population statistical data currently used by the State Statistical Bureau 27. A firsthand account of the return to the city from rural districts of large numbers of
(SSB), is contained in Wang Weizhi (comp.), Renkou tongji (Population Statistics) (Beijing Shanghai youth is given in Thomas B. Gold, " Back to the city, the return of Sha hs
1981), pp. 35-39, but to date none of these tables with figures has appeared in published educated youth," The China Quarterly (hereafter ited a eci, the December a980)
sources. The present official urban population time series is discontinuous, since urban PP. 755-70. r c as CQ), No. 84 (December 1980),
population totals for recent years are not comparable to those the State Statistical Bureau 28 Labour planning never became an effective working routine in China during the First
published for the 1950s. For this, see Emerson (1982), p. 230. Five-Year Plan period (1952-57). It was abandoned during the Great Leap Forward years

23. Examples of such reporting are the provincial population data published in (1958-60). Thereafter no attempts were made to restore it until 1978. For labour planning
Zhongguo baike nianjian 1980 (Chinese Encyclopedic Yearbook 1980) (Beijing 1980), from 1952 to 1960 see John Philip Emerson," Employment in mainland China: problems
pp.62-115. and Prospects ( hereafter cited as Emerson, 197), U.S. Congress, Joint Economic24. RMRB, 3 October 98, p. 5 confirms what is sald in Wang Weizhi, Renkou tong4i, Co5mittee, John Hardt (ed.), An Economic Profile of Mainland China (Washington,p.33. D.C., 1967), pp. 435-37. For labour planning since 1978, see Emerson, 1982, pp. 235-37.
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grown at 5.7 per cent per year, more than four times as rapidly. Much of urban worker."3 Besides these material incentives to peasant migration to
the urban population growth resulted from the addition of eight million cities, educational opportunities, health facilities and welfare benefits

peasant migrants to Chinese cities. Some of these migrants were attracted available to registered urban residents and far superior to what peasants

by levels of urban living that were much higher than those they knew find at home are examples of urban levels of living that rural communes
first hand in their native villages; others were driven to migrate as a cannot hope to match.

consequence of the social and economic dislocations that the land re- Prior to the socialization of the economy, virtually completed in 1956,
form and socialization of agriculture entailed. Most migrants were in the to a considerable extent demand for labour still determined how many
working ages. They took jobs that urban residents, mostly school- people were hired. Outside the state sector people were still free to look

leavers, otherwise could have filled. Under the policy of devoting most for jobs in private and co-operative enterprises, and employers in these
investment resources to capital intensive heavy industry, the number of enterprises were free to hire whom they pleased. More important was the

new jobs was small relative to the number possible had labour intensive fact that as late as 1955 more than 13 million people, or more than one-

light industry been given the lion's share of investment. In light of these third of total non-agricultural employment, was still self-employed in
considerations Party leaders and economic planners in 1957 and early handicrafts, traditional means of transport (carts and junks), and
1958 foresaw little prospect of providing jobs in urban areas for urban traditional types of trade (stalls, peddling, etc.)." In other words, people

youth entering the working ages (16-60 years of age for men and 16-55 were hired as they were needed, or could provide themselves with work.
years for women).29 But in 1957 and 1958 traditional avenues to employment were all but

Several alternative employment measures were considered and closed off, as socialization transformed the great majority of co-

implemented at the time. One was to return peasant migrants and their operative and private establishments and individuals into state-owned

dependants in cities and towns to their native villages. From 1955 to the enterprises. Jobhunters could not apply directly to such establishments

present the Party has tried to do this intermittently with indifferent for employment, nor could state enterprises hire directly the people they
success.3 0 Although government prohibitions against rural-to-urban wanted. The state labour bureaus alone had the power to make job

migration have become stricter over the years, peasants have continued assignments and made them almost always without regard to the wishes
to enter cities to do non-agricultural work. Between 1966 and 1976 the of either employer or employee.33

influx totalled 13 million, according to one writer." The continuing However, state enterprises frequently bypassed the labour bureaus by
severity of the problem is indicated by the promulgation at the end of signing contracts with rural communes to hire gangs of peasants. The
1981 of a State Council notice on strict control of the flow of peasants contracts specify so many men for so many months at so many yuan per
into cities and of a prohibition against peasants becoming non- month. This is called the contract-labour system. It originated soon after
agricultural population.12 the universal formation of agricultural producer co-operatives in China

One may ask why large numbers of peasants have continued to migrate in 1956 and has continued to the present in a variety of forms.36

to cities since the mid 1960s despite large-scale urban unemployment. The enterprise hiring contract workers pays them at rates lower than

Hunger and crushing rural poverty provide a general answer. As just the wages of permanent workers of the enterprise. In addition, the
noted, most migrants know that cities offer much higher levels of living enterprise is not liable to pay the substantial subsidies that are required to

than their rural communes ever can provide. Earning an average urban finance the enterprise's share of a variety of welfare benefits that accrue

wage is probably the biggest single step a peasant can take to narrow the to permanent workers, such as retirement, health care, housing, travel,

gap between rural and urban incomes. In addition to higher cash burial and others.37 The enterprise clearly benefits in cash terms from
income, a job in a state-owned plant offers a variety of subsidized hiring contract labour. Such hiring also enables it to obtain the kinds of
welfare benefits that amount to more than half the basic wage of an 33. Average wages and values of welfare subsidies in yuan are given below under " The

29. This paragraph summarizes John Philip Emerson, " Chinese Communist Party importance of jobs to urban youth."
views on labour utilization before and after 1958," Current Scene, Vol. 1, No. 30 (2 April 34. Bureau of the Census, John Philip Emerson, Nonagricultural Employment in

Mainland China: 1949-1958, International Population Statistics Reports, Series P-90, No.
30. Emerson, 1967, pp. 420-22 summarizes government efforts to control rural-to- 21 (Washington, D.C., 1965). pp. 83, 128, 140 and 141. This report is hereafter cited as

urban migration through 1964. Some additional details are given in John Philip Emerson, Bureau of the Census, 1965.
" Manpower absorption in the nonagricultural branches of the economy of Communist 35. Even scarce technical specialists and professionally trained personnel were often or
China, 1953-58," CQ, No. 7 (July-September 1961), pp. 69-84. perhaps generally given job assignments that had little or nothing to do with their job

31. Kang Yonghe, " Zhongguo chengzhen de laodong jiuye," p. 17. experience, training or educational background. Some details are given in Bureau of
32. " Guowuyuan guanyu yange kongzhi nongcun laodongli jincheng zuogong he nongye Economic Analysis, John Philip Emerson, Administrative and Technical Manpower in the

renkou zhuanwei feinongye renkou de tongzhi " (" State Council notice on strict control People's Republic of China, International Population Reports, Series P-95, No. 72
over rural labour entering cities to work and agricultural population becoming non- (Washington, D.C., 1973), pp. 73-85.

agricultural population "), dated 31 December 1981, Zhonghua renmin gongheguo 36. Emerson, 1982, pp. 251-52.

guowuyuan gongbao (Gazette of the State Council of the People's Republic of China), No. 37. For additional details on subsidies that accrue to non-agricultural workers, see
27 (374) (10 February 1982), pp. 885-87. The importance of jobs to urban youth " below.
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workers it wants to a far greater extent than hiring through labour backgrounds have elaborated on the need for drastic reform of hiring
bureaus allows. practices in urban areas.42 Publication of their articles was part of the

Construction work is an obvious example of the demand for contract nationwide campaign to establish new enterprises to fulfil unmet
labour. Hiring of contract labour satisfied construction firms' needs for consumer demands for various kinds of goods and services that had
specified numbers of workers on fixed term projects and was an ideal become moribund or had completely disappeared under one form or
way to meet demands for temporary labour. The contract-labour system another of official proscription. Collective ownership or private
still allowed construction firms to observe the government ban on ownership (generally meaning self-employment) were the forms of
permanent rural-to-urban migration. ownership most often recommended for these new enterprises to provide

The contract-labour system apparently has worked well for more than consumer goods and services, because neither required much capital
20 years. But it also made contract-labour peasants aware of the investment. They were generally labour intensive and service
advantages and opportunities available for making a living in cities and orientated.43

towns. Since urban levels of living, as noted above, are generally much In addition to consumer services narrowly defined, construction,
higher than those in rural communes," it was only natural that many transport and industrial activities were to be expanded for the benefit of
contract workers tried to stay on in cities after the expiration of their consumers. Construction was to include enterprises engaged mostly in
contracts by obtaining other gainful employment. If one accepts a light contracting and carpentry for the repair and construction of
reported total of 13 million rural-to-urban peasant migrants between dwellings, while transport activities were to centre on short distance
1966 and 1976, it appears that many contract workers did succeed in intra-city hauling, such as moving the household effects of individual
remaining in cities.- families or the offices of small businesses." Manufacturing was to

In summary, institutional changes in the 1950s narrowed employment include a great variety of products (both heavy and light industry) which
opportunities for youth in urban areas. The socialization of all were to be made in plants under collective ownership (i.e. plants
enterprises destroyed all but a few traces of a labour market that brings responsible for their own profits and losses).45

together prospective employers and employees. Labour bureaus

monopolized job assignments in urban areas except for labour contracts Success of the New Policies
signed under terms of the contract-labour system. Peasants entering What have the new employment policies achieved? According to Kang

cities to work under contract to city enterprises reduced the number of Yonghe, 29 million people were hired as workers and employees, most of
jobs open to city youth.40 Peasant migrants who succeeded in staying on them in urban areas, during the four years 1977-80," or more than seven
in cities took jobs away from the same youth permanently. million per year on the average. Such sustained non-agricultural

In contrast to the severe institutional restrictions on job opportunities employment increases, amounting to nearly 9 per cent of the urban
for urban youth, the employment reforms begun in 1979 opened up a labour force in some years, are unprecedented in the history of the
wide variety of jobs to these same youths. Many of these jobs had been Pv,

eliinaed anyyers efoe, he soialzatonof he conmydid People's Republic. However, it should be noted that probably about 16
eliminated many years before, when socialization of the economy ddmillion, or more than half of the total gain is attributable to labour
away with most forms of self-employment. Following Xue Muqiao's turnor n t- n planthe creain of newrjobsbaccoutsbor
lead in advocating these and other reforms designed to modernize the turnover in state-owned plants.4 7 The creation of new jobs accounts for

economy, 4' dozens and dozens of writers of varying professional 42. See, for example, Chengzhen jiti jingji yanjiu (Urban Collective Economic Studies)Beijing, 1981. This is a collection of 10 reports and 18 studies presented at a conference held
in Shenyang in January 1980 on the urban collective economy.

38. It costs three times as much to raise an urban youth as it does a peasant youth in 43. A redefinition of services as a branch of the economy was given in the official State
China, according to a recent survey. This is a crude measure of the differences in goods and Statistical Bureau journal, Tongji (Statistics) (hereafter cited as TJ), No. 3 (10 August
services available per capita in urban and rural areas of China. For the survey results, see 1981), p. 10. According to this definition, services include trade, material supply,
Yu Wang's article on population, education, and the economy, RKYJ, No. 2 (April 1981), (prepared) food and drink, hotels, hostels, trades engaged in repairing consumer goods,
pp. 4- 10, esp. p. 10. barbering, bath-houses, photography, cleaning and dyeing, sewing and other service trades

39. In Emerson, 1982, p. 250, the author accepted as true official statements that the orientated towards the resident Population. For the old definition, which included only
official prohibition against rural-to-urban migration was working successfully h hotels, bath-houses, barbers, photographic studios and cleaning and dyeing establishments,
preventing migration. He has changed his mind since the appearance at the start of 1982 of see Bureau of the Census, 1965, p. 154.

Kang Yonghe's statement that urban areas absorbed 13 million peasant migrants between 44. Xue Muqiao, BR, No. 33 (13 August 1979), pp. 13-15.

1966 and 1976. For this, see Kang Yonghe, " Zhongguo chengzhen de laodong jiuye," 45. In her " Recent Chinese labour policies and the transformation of industrial
p. 17 . organization in China," CQ, No. 88 (December 1981), pp. 578-79, Susan L. Shirk reports

40. Emerson, 1982, p. 251. on differences between big collective industrial enterprises and state-owned industrial
41. In 1979 Xue Muqiao was perhaps the most outspoken critic of the existing labour plants. Other examples of collectives are described briefly in " Urban collective economy:

bureau monopoly of job allocation, as his remarks in Beijing Review (hereafter cited as development or eliminate it," BR, No. 35(31 August 1979), pp. 9-14.

BR), No. 33 (13 August, 1979), pp. 13-15, make clear. He is a highly respected advocate 46. Kang Yonghe, " Zhongguo chengzhen laodongjiuye," p. 17.
of the need for basic reform of the entire economic system of China, adviser to the State 47. Labour turnover accounts for a growing share of employment in an economy, as the
Planning Commission (SPC), and director of the SPC's Economic Research Institute. Working population ages and more members retire or die each year. Also part of labour
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the remainder. As the working population of China ages, labour reduction in the number of such enterprises during the 20 years of neglectturnover will continue to provide employment for increasing numbers of after 1958, as Xue Muqiao has repeatedly noted,5 and Partly becausec
new entrants to the urban labour force. However, even when labour the leadership's commitment to provide more consumer goods and
turnover is taken into account, the achievements in providing new urban consumer services to the Chinese peopleo Employment in these
jobs in China since 1976 are impressive. branches of the economy (trade and services) as a share of total non-

Comparing the shares of new jobs attributable to the three classes of agricultural employment fell from about 22 per cent in 1957 to less than
enterprise ownership - state, collective and private (including self- 10 per cent in 1978." A recent forecast suggests a possible recovery to 25
employment) - reveals the importance of urban collective enterprises in per cent, implying a potential employment increase of more than 25
creating new jobs in the past few years. Of the 13 million new jobs million people in these branches."
created during the years 1977-80, collective enterprises provided 12 The Chinese press has widely publicized municipal labour servicemillion or 92 per cent,"9 while the number of self-employed grew companies as very successful providers of jobs. These companies
by less than one million. During these years, according to contemporary originated in mid 1980 as part of the government youth job programme.
accounts, state-owned plants reached the saturation point level,4' They generally consist of a municipal headquarters, district branches and
implying serious overstaffing. Most of the job openings found in these neighbourhood stations. Distinct and separate from the local labour
plants resulted from labour turnover, that is the replacement of older bureaus, they function as labour brokers, bringing together people in
workers as they retired, by family members of the next generation. need of various services and those able to provide these services. They

In late 1981 self-employment totalled 810,000 people in more than also run job-training programmes . 6 At the very least labour service
400,000 establishments, less than 3 per cent of the 29 million people companies represent a government commitment at the grassroots level to
newly hired during the years 1977-80. Even if in the next few years self- provide school-leavers and other urban youth with jobs. At the end of
employment expands to four or five times its size in 1981, it will account 1981 there were 2,300 labour service companies, which had organized
for no more than 15 per cent of new jobs, assuming the numbers of 32,000 urban collective economic units, and had given employment or
jobhunters and job openings in urban areas remain constant for the next training to 2 -35 million people."
few years at the 1977-80 average level of about seven million per year.
Such people probably will be older, more experienced, with special skills The Importance of Jobs to Urban Youth
that are in demand; for example, tailors, music and foreign language What does it mean to get a job in the cities and towns of China today?
teachers, and people with traditional brush and related skills, to name Why has the Chinese press given so much publicity during the past threebut a few.WhhathChnsprsgiesomcpuictduigtepttre

At present and for the foreseeable future trade, food and drink years to the problem of assigning school-leavers their first jobs? Besidesconsumer service enterprises, most of which are collectively owned, offer birth, marriage and death, getting one's first job is the most importantthnsme r re r mceenteprise sost of newhis iarc tely se of ftep event in the lives of most urban Chinese. For many, perhaps most urbanthe greatest promise of new jobs. This is partly because of a stee Chinese, the first job is often the last - a lifelong occupation that ends
turnover is the number of people who give up work and leave the labour force. But this only with retirement or death. Obtaining a job is a " must io today for
number is thought to be negligible in China, even among young mothers, and so need not both men and women who plan to marry.be considered here. Implementation of the substitution system (dingti zhi - see Emerson,1982, pp. 252-53 for details) has sharply increased numbers of people retiring in the past Given the importance of a job to urban Chinese, parents will use anyfew years in urban areas. The total number of workers and employees grew by only 13
million between 1977 and 1980 from 91 to 104 million (given in Bureau of the Census, The 51. E.g. Xue Muqiao, BR, No. 33(17 August 1979), pp. 13-14.
Growth of the Chinese Labour Force: 1952-1980, by John Philip Emerson, Appendix 52. Enterprises established to satisfy consumer wants form the most important parts of
Table 1, forthcoming in the international Population Reports, Series P-95), leaving 16 very successful provincial employment programmes. For example, expansion of trademillion to be accounted for by labour turnover. Chinese authorities to date, it should be (including food and drink) and services were the first two of Liaoning's six avenues to
noted, have said nothing in published materials to indicate that they are aware of the employment, a programme that raised the number of workers and employees by 40%
importance of labour turnover in providing employment openings. during the four years 1977-80, according to an article on Liaoning in RMRB, 14 June 198 1,

48. Employment data by state and collective ownership and by branch of the economy P. 1.
for 1979 and 1980 are given in Zhongguo gongshang chiye minglu (Checklist of Chinese 53. Bureau of the Census, 1965, p. 128.Industrial and Commercial Enterprise) (Beijing, 1981), pp. 1-3. 54. An article by Bao Guangchian RMRB, 13 August 1979, p. 2, gives 95% as the49. E.g. see Changsha Hunan Provincial Service in Mandarin, 2315 GMT, 8 October service trades' share of the total number of workers and employees in 1978. This overall
1980, Hong Kong; translated in FBIS, No. 208 (22 October 1980), P-2. figure is supported by data for dozens of Chinese cities analysed in terms of economic

50. Priscilla Stowe, U.S. Department of State, supplied the data on self-employment. functions in Wu Youren, " Guanyu woguo chengzsen renkou laodong goucheng de chubu
For the virtual elimination of the non-agricultural private sector by the end of 1958, see Yanjiu (" A preliminary study of the labour structure of city and town population in
Emerson, 1982, p. 263. A detailed study of self-employment in China, entitled " Zhongguo China "),Dilixuebao (Acta Georaphca Sinica) Vol.36, No. 2 (June 1981), pp. 128-32.
xianjieduan geti jingji yanjiu " (" Studies of self-employment in China today "), 55. Ibid. p. 134.
published in Jingji wenti tansuo (Economic Studies Inquiry), Supplement No. 1 (15) 56. The principal functions of labour service companies are spelled out in a front page(March?), 1982 (Kunming?), 99 pp., gives more data on self-employment in China than article on the Tianjin company in Tianjin ribao(Tianmin Daily), 19 July 1980any other work known to this author. 57. Iang Yonghe," Zhongguo chengzhen de laodong jiuye," p. 18.
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influence they command to secure any conceivable advantage to help of reports of such cases in the Chinese press do not suggest that the
their children in finding work." This process of looking for the best job situation has improved much, if at all, in recent years.
possible begins long before a child leaves school." The concern of With the socialization of China's economy, job mobility in China over
parents for the first jobs of their children is not wholly altruistic. If the the past 25 years has existed only in the form of reassignment, usually
children are unmarried and live with their parents, once employed, they involuntary or through pressured " volunteerism." Shanghai has
bring home wages which add to the overall family income, become well known over the years for the large number of professionally

Higher wage levels, many more welfare perquisites, and much greater and technically trained people it has sent to other parts of China,
job security are the principal reasons why Chinese value permanent jobs in especially Xinjiang. Such assignments almost always mean a change for
state-owned enterprises much more highly than any other type of the worse for the workers transferred, since they entail a shift from the
employment. In 1980 the average wage of workers and employees in city to a rural commune, state farm or sub-standard border region.
state-owned enterprises was 803 yuan, nearly 30 per cent higher than the

average wage of 624 yuan paid in collectively-owned establishments." Future Prospects
Moreover, the real value of the wages paid to permanent workers in

state-owned enterprises is even greater. In 1978, for example, permanent One of the two urban unemployment estimates cited near the
workers in state-owned enterprises enjoyed subsidized benefits that beginning of this article, 25 million 1978, is two-and-one-half times as

averaged 526 yuan per worker.61 This figure is 82 per cent of the average large as the other, 10 million for the same year. The magnitude of the

wage of 644 yuan paid to permanent workers in state-owned enterprises difference between these two figures is closely matched by two estimates
in that year. Workers in collectively-owned establishments enjoy few of of unemployment in rural areas in 1978, one of 90 million" and the other
these subsidies. of 40 million, 5 indicating very high levels of unemployment of between

Once hired as a permanent worker, it is almost impossible for a person 15 and 33 per cent among Chinese peasants. Evaluation of the validity of

to be fired. Such jobs are described by the metaphor " iron rice bowl ' these figures is beyond the scope of this article. However, there is no

(tie fan wan), that symbolizes an irrevocable employment bond, once a reason to think that the very large differences in unemployment estimates

person has been formally hired. Though it is now fashionable to for either urban or rural districts will soon be resolved.
denounce " iron rice bowl " employment in the Chinese press, such Whatever unemployment in the cities and towns of China actually was

criticisms only bear witness to the strength and vitality of this in 1978 or later, it is clear from many reports that it was larger than the
institution 6 number of unemployed for whom employment could be found in any

Let us consider the hardships Chinese endure as a matter of course in one year." This accumulated backlog of jobless people looking for work
order to work in state-owned enterprises. 3 A person living on one side in urban areas is not expected to be eliminated at least until 1985,
of Beijing and working on the other, for example, may for years spend according to Kang Yonghe.67 A target total of 30 million new jobs
four hours or more each day comivuting to and from work, because, between 1980 and 1985 was announced as a national goal for urban

once assigned, neither place of work nor habitation can be changed. China at a Party conference on employment held in the summer of
Husbands and wives who are assigned work in different cities often live 980." During these same years middle school graduates in urban areas

and work apart for years and see each other for only a week or two of will total 18 -65 million, 9 or 3- 1 million per year on the average. Most of
leave each year, because neither can secure a transfer. The recurrence these school-leavers will be looking for work. In addition, each year

there will probably be at least several million other jobless people looking
for work - young people returning from rural areas, increasing numbers

58. For details, see Susan L. Shirk, " Recent Chinese labour policies," pp. 576-79. of discharged servicemen,70 and miscellaneous groups. However, the59. Susan L. Shirk, Career Incentives and Student Strategies in China (Berkeley and Los total number of young people looking for work will decline far below the
60. Communiqud of the State Statistical Bureau of the People's Republic of China on

Fulfilment of China's 1980 National Economic Plan, dated 29 April 1981 (Beijing, 1981) 64. Cui Quanhong, Sihua luntun, No. 1.
p. 31 (Chinese text) and p. 54 (English text). 65. Qimeng (Enlightenment), undated; translated in JPRS, 73,987 (9 August 1979),61. This figure is cited in Xiang Chiyuan, " Zhongguo de jingji fazhan he renmin de P. 69.
shouru fenpei " (" Economic development of China and income distribution among the 66. In RMRB, 29 June 1981, p. I, 10 provinces were reprted to h
people "), in Xu Dixin (ed.), Zhongguo guomin jingji fazhan zhong de wenti (Problems in to all those looking for work in 1979 and tha 14 other pro ave given employment

the Development of China's National Economy) (Beijing, 1981), p. 61. The author is 1980.
indebted to Professor Nicholas Lardy for calling his attention to this source on subsidies 67. Kang Yonghe, " Zhongguo chengzhen de laodong jiuye," p. 18.
associated with the wages of workers in state-owned establishments. 68. Yuko Akiyoshi Nihei, " Unemployment in China," p. 15.

62. Susan L. Shirk, " Recent Chinese labour policies," pp. 575-90, gives many details 69. Article by Lin Lu, Dongxiang (Trend) (Hong Kong), No. 12 (16 September 1979),on recruitment, wages, and bonuses in China today. p. 39.
63. Job mobility disappeared 25 years ago with the socialization of the economy. It is 70. According to announced plans, the size of the People's Liberation Army is to bepractically impossible to change one's place of work, once assigned to a job. reduced by more than one million by 1985.
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10 million or more of the past few years, as the flood of youth returning 1977-81*
from rural districts diminishes and employment is found for them.

To sum up, in urban areas of China today, school-leavers make up the W. Klatt
largest group of jobless persons looking for work, as they did 25 years

ago. Most of them are looking for their first jobs, which school-leavers

have found difficult to obtain throughout these years because of rigid

bureaucratic control of job assignments, In addition, starting in 1978

and continuing to the present, millions of so-called educated (i.e. literate) Living standards have improved, but levels are low and not even."
youth " sent down " years ago to rural communes and state farms have These words are contained in an appraisal by two senior members of the
returned to the cities and have been looking for work. They ave more State Statistical Bureau of the People's Republic of China, which seems
than doubled the number of jobless young people. Although the numbe to be the first detailed account in years, written for the benefit of
of jobless youth looking for work can be expected to decline somewhat foreigners who are interested in the well-being of the people of China.
by 1985, it will remain far above the 1957 level. Other, briefer statements have been available lately, but none of such

authenticity. In this respect, December 1978 can be taken as the point of
departure: since then, not only have major political and economic
changes occurred, but the non-Chinese world has been allowed to
participate in these changes and to take account of their successes and
failures. Even the language in which official reports are made
astonishes. 2 Admittedly, reforms had preceded the third plenary session
of the I Ith Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party held in
December 1978. The plenum was the occasion when China's policies
underwent a dramatic shift from Hua Guofeng's doctrinal concept to a
more " pragmatic " approach, with problems being tackled as they
arose. Strategy and tactics were revised, following a re-evaluation of
major political events, organizational change at the highest political
level, a reassessment of Mao's role in the history of the People's
Republic and the revision of economic targets. A stable future seemed to
be guaranteed by the election of Hu Yaobang to the Politbureau and - a
little later - the appointment of Zhao Ziyang as premier in overall charge
of modernization, as Deng Xiaoping interpreted this concept. Within a
few months Hua Guofeng's modernization projects suffered some
drastic amendments and his 10-year Plan in particular was abandoned.
In its place, the plenum considered the " eight-character charter " of
readjustment, reform, consolidation and improvement. In the
countryside, which still provides work and a home for the largest number
of men and women, agriculture was given the highest priority - but this
time in earnest and not, as during the previous two decades, merely as a
slogan.

When splendid isolation had befallen China after 1957, analysts were

This is an abridged version of a paper written following research on wages, prices,incomes and living standards in China between 1977 and 1981. l am indebted for invaluablehelp received from Professor Kenneth Walker and Dr Roderick MacFarquhar; from
colleagues and former colleagues in three continents, some of whom prefer not to besingled out for special mention; and from Mr A. S. B. Olver and Brigadier 0. B. Hickey ofthe Universities' China Committee, whose financial assistance made possible a trip to
China in September/October 1981.

. Li Chengrui and Zhang Zhanji, " Remarkable improvement in living standards,"
Beijing Review, 26 April 1982.

2. Xinhua News Agency, 29 April 1982.
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ChnAsEc mt Geconomic changes in the 1960s and the 1970s may already be filled in,An Assessment* 
and it has become possible for us to have some broad understanding at
least of China's current economic problems set in the context of theShigeru Ishikawa 
whole period of the People's Republic.

These two events, though both of a different nature, are nevertheless
Introduction closely interrelated from the economist's point of view, since a properetrncono s 

evaluation of the new economic strategies and their prospects is possibleWestern economists who are interested in the analysis of the only after the newly-published economic statistics are carefully examinedcontemporary Chinese economy are currently confronted with and thus the current economic problems are reasonably wellchallenging analytical tasks arising from two remarkable events. The comprehended.first is the new post-Mao government's attempt to reform the economic This article is mainly concerned with the task arising from the secondsystem of centralized, physical planning that characterized the Mao event. It attempts to examine the statistical and other information thusregime in the direction of a system of decentralized and market- far revealed, on a basis of which a tentative assessment of China'sorientated planning (referred to as " reform " policy). Side by side with economic growth since 1949 and the factors underlying it may be made.this systemic reform, the previous development policy of high growth Emphasis is placed on the macroeconomic aspect, though for anand high investment, which gave top priority to heavy industry, is being exploration of the underlying factors various other aspects should not bereplaced by a new one which aims at securing a steady increase in overlooked. In terms of growth phases, those under the Mao regime arepersonal consumption and in which investment allocation is weighted in given priority in the article.favour of light industry and agriculture. Of these new strategies, the Under the heading " Growth performance and underlying factorslatter is already being rigorously put into force (and even accompanied nine topics will be examined:by a drastic deflatory effect), starting with an interim measure to reduce I. output growth and structural transformation;the over-inflated production of heavy industry in favour of raising that 2. population growth and employment;of light industry and agriculture (referred to as " adjustment " policy). 3. wages and personal consumption;The former component for the systemic reform of the economy is still at 4. investment and its effectiveness;an experimental stage, but Chinese planners and economists appear to be 5. incentives and work efforts in industry;very busy in discussing and preparing even more comprehensive reforms. 6. agricultural production, marketing and incentives;The second event is that, since early 1979, the new government has 7. local industries - an aspect of dualistic development;discontinued the policy, enforced after 1960, of withholding the 8. foreign trade and technology import; andpublication of economic statistics and other information and has begun 9. the causes of economic fluctuations.releasing data. The extent of publication is not as yet comprehensive, and The section following on from this entitled " The overall growthseems to depend on the speed of building up staff and facilities of the process " attempts to clarify the interrelationship of the findings of I to
te periodSftatis, both of which were drastically reduced during 9 and thereby to outline the overall macroeconomic growth process ofthe period of statistical blackout. On the basis of the statistics already the economy under the Mao regime. An attempt to explain this growthpublished, however, many of the gaps in our knowledge of China's process requires investigations of the underlying multi-dimensional

factors relating to a macroeconomic growth mechanism, economicMy tprocs hin wasarng uni haers m ha drnepite bealfr adictssoer I98a. structure, economic system and strategies and even social and political
with the Chinese economists and planners in China during September and October 1981.My trip to China was arranged under the programme for the exchange of scholars which situations. Finally, the discussion concludes by indicating thewas agreed upon between the Chinese Social Science Academy and the Japan Association implications of the findings brought out in the preceding section for the
for the Promotion of Science. I wish to express most sincere appreciation to both current programme of economic reform and, moreover, for the

organizations as well as to those who taught me in China, in particular to Dr Dong Furengecnmcpro acefChaduigteos- opro.of the Economics Research institute. I also would like to thank Professors Wlodzimiernz economic performance of China during the post-Mao period.Brus, Dong Fureng, Reiitsu Kojima, Nicholas Lardy, Leo A. Orleans, K. N. Raj, ThomasRawski and Sueo Sekiguchi for useful comments on an original draft of the article. Ofcourse, I am solely responsible for any errors and mistakes that may remain. I also wish to Growth Performance and Underlying Factorsnote that tn conjunction with the preparation of this article, I prepared a paper entitled 1. Output Growth and Structural Transformation. The statistical dataa China's economic system reform: underlying factors and prospects " for presentation ata conference on " China in Transition "held at Queen Elizabeth House, Oxford, between recently released enables us to derive directly annual values of major7 and 10 September 1982. The latter article discusses the institutional and organizationa output indicators for the entire period of the People's Republic such as

aspects of China's economic growth in the entire period of the People's Republic, which are national income,'I total values of agricultural and industrial productiontouched on only briefly in the present article. As for the factors relating to these aspects, the
1. The concept of national income used in this paper is consistently on the lines of the
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and the amount of food grain production. Since an annual population
series has also become available, the same output series on a per capita 6 -
basis can also be derived. Following familiar methods of observing 9output growth, we can calculate on the basis of these data two sets of the 24
trend annual rates of growth of these variables, as shown in Table 1. The
significance of the periodization used in this table is obvious in so far as
Phase III is concerned, as it is the period under the post-Mao government
and also under the recent attempt to bring about major economic
reform. The period that was under Mao's leadership and prior to the z 0
same economic reform is divided into the pre-Cultural Revolution phase
(Phase 1) and the Cultural Revolution Phase (Phase II). We are here 8 8
simply interested in checking on whether and how the economic & L't C4 ~performance of Phase II was very poor as it is often officially claimed to
be. 6

The table, however, indicates that the trend annual growth rates of all - 6
the indicators were fairly high, when compared with other developing 7
countries, both in Phases I and II. Exceptions to this were the negative '0

growth rates of per capita food grain and agricultural output exhibited in
Phase I. The growth rates of Phase Ill for national income, light I 8
industrial production and agricultural production are higher than in the S 2
previous phases. This, however, may be simply due to the favourable 4 , a,
initial impact of the " adjustment " policy which is, in effect, once-and-
for-all, and the final assessment can be made only some years later. As a 

.result of this steady increase in output, the population increase of over 08;
400 million was made possible in the past 30 years. Yet the per capita 0 anational income of China remained very low by international standards.2

One important reservation regarding the output performance observed
above is that, in Phase II, China's practices of compiling industrial
output statistics allowed counting in the value of final gross output the
output of those products which are rejected and also the output of those 8 -
products the technical qualities of which are not inferior but are unsale- 8

~,Q " , . 0 0 . ,00 0 00
able as the consumer demand simply did not exist. The amount of such r4
products was very large during the Great Leap years. The emergence of Z
the same phenomenon was frequently reported in the past few years in 5.2 a b
the official publications with the remarks that the industrial output
figures of the state-owned enterprise sector in Phase II and after included C z p
official Chinese one of the net domestic material product (NDMP). See my National a c a.
Income and Capital Formation in Mainland China (Tokyo: Institute of Asian Economic t-'a 0 6 ' 15
Affairs, 1965), pp. 5-9. According to the State Statistical Bureau, the adjustment which the aBureau makes in order to convert the value of national income in the Chinese concept 0 0 > w .3(NDMP) to the value of GDP in the western concept, is to add to the value of NDMP the 8 r -0 X - 0values of the service industry income and depreciation of fixed capital assets, which amount Z z

to 7% and 6%, respectively, of the NDMP value. Net factor income accrued abroad is said --
to be negligible; hence the value of GDP is almost equal to the value of GNP. It follows
that per capita NDMP in 1980 in current prices, of 371 yuan, corresponds to per capitaGNP of 419 yuan in current prices.

2. Converting the above value of per capita GNP of 419 yuan to US$ value, using the
average official exchange rate in 1980 of I -5 yuan = I dollar, it is only 279 dollars.
Compare this with the per capita GNP of other low-income developing countries as derived
in The World Bank, World Development Report 1981 (August 1981), p. 134 using the
same method.
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an " empty " portion (shuifen) of considerable extent.' The relative Figure 1: The Yearly Growth Path of the Chinese Economy with Violent
weight of the empty portion and how it varied over time are not easy to Fluctuations: Selected Aggregatve Indicators, 1949-O
confirm, although it appeared significant in the late part of Phase 11 and
the early part of Phase 1.4 Therefore, the rate of industrial growth in _--

Phase 11 should perhaps be discounted to some extent. Regarding the
relative output performance of Phase Ill, another reservation is M(T
necessary, namely that it has to be evaluated in comparison with the 300 - - ___1/
relative input performance. (A detailed discussion of this is given insubsection 4.) 200

The second significant output performance was the considerable -transformation of the industrial structure that took place during Phases I >; Aand II. In particular, a well-balanced and large-scale, modern, heavy A --2
industrial sector emerged. As a familiar indicator of the structural
transformation used in the Chinese literature, the relative weight ofheavy industrial output5 in the " combined total value of industrial andagricultural production " may be cited. This increased, as is easilycalculated from the figures in Table 1, from 9-6 per cent in 1952 to 30-2 . 30per cent in 1966 and 40-0 per cent in 1976. The relative weight of the MO a0y
total value of machine-building industry production to the total value of 30entire industrial production was II -4 per cent in 1952, 17-3 per cent in1%5 and 27-7 per cent in 1975. Converted to comparable ratios inwestern countries, these are found to be the highest ratios among the 11 -- 2developing countries.' The absolute size of production in the machine- - 1955 1960 19651970 1975 
building industry is in particular far greater than that of any otherdeveloping country.7

Concerning structural transformation, at least one reservation is Rcovery IFYP 2FYP Adiutmt 3FYP 4FYP SFYP Adiustment
necessary, about the often-reported emergence, in recent years, of P`oY'"PYP Aserious industrial bottlenecks relating to energy and other intermediate Notes and Sources:goods. Especially serious was the shortage of electricity which continued Notations: Y, " national income " in the Chinese concept which is crudely similar to the

concept of " Net domestic material product." This applies throughout this paper. A, total
one-third of the entire factories in the country. value of heavy industrial production. M(2), total value of light industrial production. G,

hirdly, however, it should be noted that the yearly growth paths of quantity of national food grain production. FYP, Five-Year Plan of national economicdevelopment. Annual series in 1970 prices is derived as follows: as for A and M, the
Chengrui and Zhang Zhuoyuan, " Several problems on proceeding with soclt published figures are indicated in the fixed prices of the year for either 1952, 1957 or 1970.3. Lio e ncrutin at a " Sinjranjou, o. 2, 1979 andiSon sL The figures of the years prior to 1%9 in the 1952 or 1957 fixed prices are converted to thosemodernization construction at a high speed" Jingi yaniu, No. 2, 1979; and Song Ligang, in 1970 prices by linking the former to the latter at the years 1957 and 1970. As for Y, theOn the economic importance of varieties and qualities of commodities," Renmin ribao, published figures for the years in the 1970s are known to be all in current prices. But the26 December 1976. 

annual growth rate figures or the real values expressed as index numbers with that for 1949
4. Song Ligang, " On the economic importance," estimates that the ineffective taken as 100 are now officially available. Food grains comprise apart from grainsindustrial products amounted in 1976 to as much as 30% of the total value of industrial (akenass s00 a ns andiciaet patoe. The quait compris a a ured aspruction.(unprocessed) soya beans and sweet potatoes. The quantity of potatoes was measured as5. China's mdustrial classification involving the division into heavy and light indust 1/4 of the natural weight before 1%4 and as 1/5 of it after 1%5. No adjustment is made.was reist rs industriesformeroyialliclassified as heav Xue Muqiao et al. (eds.), Zhongguo jingji nianjian, 1981 (Almanac of China's Economy,idsrevised somewhat in 193. Producer goods industries, formerly all classified as heavy 1981) (Beijing: Jingji Guanli Zazhi, 1981). Yang Jianbai, Lun gongye yu nongye de guanxiindustries (Ishikawa, National Income, pp. 82-85), are now not necessarily done so, e.g. (Beijing: Zhongguo Shehui Kexue Chubanshe, 1981). S. Ishikawa, National Income andintermediate goods for the manufacture of textile goods are now all classified as consumer Capital Formation in Mainland China (Tokyo: Institute of Asian Economic Affairs, 1%5).goods.
6. China's concept of industry comprises, in addition to manufacturing, the excavatingindustries and electricity, gas and water supply. Estimating the value of these additionalindustries as 10% of the total industry in the Chinese concept, the percentage of machinery these output variables exhibit big fluctuations, as is shown in Figure 1.*output to manufacturing output turns out to be 30,707 for 1975. Compare this with the Two troughs are clearly observed; one is the trough covering the yearsfigures of 35-8% for Japan, 20-4% for India, 19-8% for Republic of Korea and 12- Tw tro uh e 1959 or 1960 eedne on the indicators) to 1966 andfor t e Philippines for around 1976.
7. S. Ishikawa, " The machinery industry development and the underlying factors with corresponding to the period of a post-Great Leap economic disaster. Thespecial reference to China's experience " (mimeographed) 1982. scale of fluctuation in this trough was almost unprecedented in the his-
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tory of any country in peace time.' The other is the trough between 1966 Table 2: Total, Urban and Rural Population and Population Migration

and 1969, reflecting the turmoil phase at the beginning of the Cultural between Urban and Rural Districts: 1949-79 (year end: million people)
Revolution.9 When an economic fluctuation of such a big scale takes
place, observation of output growth using a trend growth rate for an A. Whole country
arbitrarily defined phase should only be made very carefully. As an Total population Urban population Ruralpopulation

1949 541.67 (100-0) 57-65(10.6) 484-02 (89-4)example, the yearly growth path of per capita availability of national 1949 6476(100.0) 57-49(15.6) 47.04(84.6)
food grain output shown in Figure I suggests that, for this variable, 1960 661-69(100-0) 127.70(19-3)* 533-98(80-7)
Phase 11 still constitutes part of a long and slow recovery process which 1965 726.42(100.0) 101.70(14.0) 624-70 (86.0)
started in 1960 and ended only in 1978. 1975 919-70 (100.0) 111-71 (12-1) 807.99 (87-9)

2. Population Growth and Employment. A recently revealed annual 1979 970-92(100.0) 126.82(13-2) 842.30 (86-8)
series for population indicates an inconsistency compared to an Average annual growth rate (%7)
independently estimated series of annual birth and death rates, and this 1949-57 2.2 7.1 1.5
suggests that there is still a need for general improvement in the quality 1957-60 0.8 8.7 -0.8
of China's demographic data. (The population figures in Tables I and 2 1960-65 1.9 -4.5 3-2
are taken from the former series.) Even so, both series show two 1965-75 2-4 0.9 2.6
important facts: the first of these relates to the absolute decrease in the 1975-79 1-4 3.6 1.0
size of population in 1960 and 1961, associated with the Great Leap (1957-75) 2.0 0.7 2.2
disaster, though the rates of decrease were very small, namely -l -5 per B. Shanghai Special City
cent and -0 5 per cent respectively. The second is the rapid population (with annual growth rate in brackets)
change which followed this Leap period. According to the Chinese series, Metropolitan
this period of negative growth was followed by one of recovery in which Entire city districts Suburban hsten

the natural increase reached a peak rate of 3-35 per cent in 1963. 1949 7673 ( 4.52} (4-3) 3.21} (2-0)

Thereafter the rate gradually decreased though with some fluctuations. It 1957 10-10 (3) 6.44 (.)37
1960 -- } (0.3) 64 ;7then exhibited a steady decline from 2- 10 per cent in 1973 to 1 -2 per cent 1977 10-86 (2.1)- (-0.5) -
1979 11-32 ~ 5.91)54

8. The scale of the first trough is comparable to that often observable in a war economy.
For example, the trough which occurred in Japan at the time of defeat in the Second World Composition of increased population
War is compared with that in China in the following table in terms of the width and in metropolitan districts
deepness of the trough. Net increase

Total increase Natural increase by migration
The year The year Duration Deepness 199-71.64.S
whenthe whenthe ofthe ofthe 1949-57

trough starts trough ends troughyears trough 1957-79 -0-43 1.25 -1-68

1. Japant 1949-79 1.39 2.43 -1-04
Realnationalincome 1939 1952 13 50-6
Per capita real

national income 1939 1956 17 53 8 Notes and Sources:
er capita real • This ratio was described with reference to the year 1961 (p. 56), which is clearly a

personal consumption 1937 1953 16 44 8 efer in fact to 1960. In the same source (p. 59) the ratio of non-

2. China agricultural population to total population reached the highest point in 1959 and 1960, i.e.
Real national income 1959 1966 7 64 3 20% and thereafter declined to a 15% level in 1967 and 1978.
Per capita real t Estimated by Ishikawa. The average annual rate of natural increase during this period

P national income 1959 1966 7 64 3 is shown as 3-34%. The derived rate of increase for the whole period is multiplied by the

grain consumption 1956 1975 19 69 4 average size of population for 1949 and 1957.
Per__eitaomption_ _956__975_9 _69-4 avrThe Shanghai data indicate that the entire 30 years covered in fact consisted of three

Notes:periods of large population inflow and three periods of large population outflow. The latter
Notes:.seso a efre wt• Measured as the percentage of the value in the year at the bottom of the trough to the value of the periods were (1) 1955-56 in which a policy of city population dissou ws nflorTed (lat
starting year of the same trough. gross outflow amounting to 1-18 million people and net outflow to 0-60 million); (2)
t The figures are taken from Institute of Economic Research, Hitotsubashi University, Kaisetsu 1958-65 which comprised a readjustment policy period after the Great Leap Forward

Nihon Tokei (Annotated Japanese Statistics), twanami Bookstore, 1961. The original sources are from and a period of defence construction, interior construction, agriculture support and
Japanese Government Economic Planning Agency. A reservation is that the deepness of the trough is down to village " movements (gross outflow 1.50 million people and net 0.76 million);
measured with the assumption that 1946 was the year of the bottom of the trough. Apparently, 1945 and (3) 1968-77 in which similar movements were enforced (net outflow 1.0 million).
was that year, hut statistics were not compiled for Ihat year. For whole country, Xue Muqiao et al. (eds.), Zhongguo jingji nianjian. and Wang

9. It was known recently that in 1970-72 there was another attempt to introduce the Weizhi, Renkou tongji. For Shanghai: Zhang Changgen, Liu Minghao and Hu Yanzhao,

economic strategy of the Great Leap type. Statistically, however, this period is not distinct. " The population of Shanghai city: its present situation, problems and our

recommendations," Renkou yanjiu (Population Research), No. 2, 1981.
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in both 1979 and 1980, reflecting the success of a Population planningcampaign during the 1970s.' oulto pannThepan p uin tat ae h970s. 10Table 3: Total Number in Employment Compared with NumbersThe population statistics also indicate a change in the distribution of Employed in Agriculture (million people)total population between the rural and urban areas. Some essential()(2(3(4(5figures are shown in Table 2 for both the whole country and for essenti (2al)r4)( nShanghai. It should be noted that 1960 was the first year in which the o(2) to (o (5)tourban to total population ratio for entire China increased from a very o to N Proportion tlow level of 10-0 per cent for 1949 to the highest average annual level, numryr population: those in of(3) to(1): Population:

tht s,193 ercet.Th- het veag anul evlTotal total Number of Proportion agriculturalthat is, c 9h 3 per cent. The same ratio then gradually decreased until it employed pui agriculture 
%reached the lowest point, probably in 1977 after which it again increased.Yet in 1979 it was still 132 per cent. Moreover, the trend of the changes 1952 207.29 360 173-17 835 35.2in the population structure from 1960 up until the end of Phase If was 1957 237-71 36-8 193-10 81.2 35-8one of a net outflow of urban population into the rural areas." This 1960 - 17019 8 3trend is particularly manifest in the figures for Metropolitan Shanghai 1962 259-17 38.4 212.78 82.1 37.9

dis in sharp contrast to the familia t-war trend m most of the other 1965 286-70 39-6 233.98 81-6 38.7developing countries in which the population of cities, in particular the 1970 344-23 41.7 278-14 80.8 39.6metropolitan cities, rapidly increased with the influx of a large number 1975 381-68 41.4 294-90 77.2 37.6of rural migrants without any immediate possibility of being 1978 398.72 41.6 294.26 73.8 36.3productively employed, thus resulting in a huge expansion of the slum orsquatter population. 12 
Sources:Turning to the trend in the changes in the number of people employed, Zhongguonongyenianian 1981 and zhongguo inginianian 1981.Table 3 indicates that there was a continuous increase in the absolutezhi onei n9 honur, ingsinuanjban ttnumber employed in agriculture, but a decrease in the proportion of the In this connection, however, it should be noted that thetotal employed population. Conversely, the number of people employed deurbanization trend in 1960-77 was achieved in fact by a series of

in nonagriculturac work increased both absolutely and proportionately. artificial measures enforced under the strong political influence of the
At first glance, it may appear that this latter trend is contradictory to the Communist Party to prevent a rural population influx into the cities and
trend of " deurbanization " of the urban population in so far as the to promote the sending down of the urban population to the rural
period 1960-77 is concerned. However, this apparent contradiction may areas." Moreover, these measures were designed to protect the urbanbe explained by a significant difference between the trends in the changes employment policy from any disruption which might follow from anof the labour force Participation ratio in the agricultural and non- uncontrolled inflow of rural labour. From 1957 onwards this policy was
agricultural sectors as indicated by Tables 3 and 4,13 a difference which called a " full employment with a low wage," one aimed to ensure as
will be considered in greater detail below. 

high an employment figure as possible by promoting the " sharing of10. Wang s iz Rkontongi, pp.76and86. three peoples' meals by five people."" It was to be implemented by theIIl Ist is likely that the e deurbanizauion " trend during 1960-76 is at least partly a municipal Labour Bureaus which, in each urban centre, had exclusivesimple statistical phenomenon due to the change in the definition of urban areas. The powers to employ and reallocate all non-agricultural workers. The
reason is as follows. Although Liu Zheng et al.. Renkou tong ixue (population unemployed, which numbered more than a million in 1957 disappeared
Statistics), Chinese People's University Press, 1981, PP. 64-65, described the existing soon thereafter." Towards the end of Phase II, however, the population

definition of urban areas according to the familiar 1955 rule, Wang Weizhi, Renkou tongii,pp. 35-36 indicated that there is a new 193 rule and described the existing definition movement control, as well as the " fuller employment " part of the 1957according o that rule: the lower limit of urban areas in terms of the size of total population policy, appeared to become increasingly difficult to maintain." This
as well as the non-agricultural Population was somewhat larger than the former rule.Therefore, if she latter is valid, the urban population ratio for the post-1963 period is likelyto be shown somewhat smaller than the ratio calculated according to the 1955 rule. years: the proportion of female to total workers and staff was 12% in 1952; it increased to

12. The proportion of the total population which was occupied by those residing in the nearly 30% in 1979.slums and the squatters was 45% in Bombay (1971), 67% in Calcutta (1971), 26% in 14. See remarks attached to Table 2.
Karachi (1971), 35% in Manila (1972) 29% in Seoul (1974) and 8-15% in Bangkok (1974). . Deng Xiaoping's report on Zhengfeng movement in Zhonghua renmin gongheguo
United Nations (ESCAP), Economics Suto ey for Asia and the anfin 1978, Table 74. fagui huibian (Collective Laws of the PRC), Vol. 6, September-December 1957; Sun Ping,
u 13. The difference seems to apply to that between the urban and the rural sectors. See " Why is it necessary to enforce a rational wage system," Xuexi, No. 23, 1957 and Xue

Tang Yunqi, '" Discussion on labour employment policy of our country," Renmin ribao, 4 Muqiao, "Statement on a labour employment problem in the urban area," Renmin ribao,
July 1981, which reported that, first, the number (including himself) fed by each worker or 20 July 1979.staff in the urban areas was 3 2 in 1957; it decreased to about I -8 in 1980 and secondly, the 16. This isa registered number of those seeking jobs. Sun Ping," A labour employmentnumber of employed females in the urban area increased remarkably during the past 22 problem," Lao dong, No. 21, 1957.

17. Evidence is indirect. For instance, Mr Kang Yonghe, director of the State Labour
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became manifest with the advent of Phase III as the measures for sending might have been impeded by a more significant rise in the cost of living
the urban population down to the countryside were discontinued and index.'
urban unemployment became open and undisguised. Table 4 also shows the extent of differentials in wages and per capita

This means that in especially Phases I and I1 the agricultural sector was income, or in per capita consumption between the two sectors. This is
continuously compelled to absorb both the urban residual population one aspect of the " equity indicator " of China's economic
and also the surplus rural workforce denied the opportunities to migrate performance. Wages and per capita incomes were much higher in the
to the urban area in search of industrial employment. The contrast non-agricultural sector than in the agricultural sector and this
between the increasing trend of labour productivity in industry shown in differential did not decrease over time. Behind these changes was an even
Table 6 and the decreasing trend in agriculture shown in Table 7 wider and ever increasing labour productivity differential between the
(measured in grain output; see below) was partly a consequence of this. two sectors. (Because of the shortage of data we are not yet able to

discuss confidently more general aspects of personal income
3. Wages and Personal Consumption. Important indicators of distribution.)

economic performance, from the welfare point of view, are the changes
over time in wages (or in labour remuneration in the people's commune 4. Investment and its Effectiveness. Turning to the performance of the
sector) and in per capita personal consumption. These are examined in factors in output growth, Table 5 has been prepared around the rate of
Table 4. The figures suggest, first, that in the non-agricultural sector the domestic investment in national income and the marginal output-
real wages of workers decreased somewhat in Phases I and II. This was investment ratio of the entire economy. As preliminaries, it should be
due to the increase in the labour participation ratio of families and it is noted that among columns (1), (2) and (3) there is a relationship
possible that the per capita income of " workers and staff " households expressed by AY/Y I/Y' x AY/1. The reason why equality is shown by
derived from earned wages increased to some extent. Owing to the same is clear from remarks attached to the Table. When 4 is replaced by an
factor, per capita real consumption per head in the non-agricultural equality notation, this relationship becomes formally identical to the
sector exhibited a similar rising trend.'" In the agricultural sector in the familiar Harrod-Domar type growth equation. In the recent Chinese
same phases, real labour remuneration per employed person in the literature AY/I has been publicized as an indicator most comprehensively
people's commune rose to a small extent; and since the labour reflecting the effectiveness of investment. It should also be noted that
participation ratio in this sector did not systematically change in either columns (4), (5) and (6) are interrelated in such a way that AY/V = AK/V
direction, per capita real family income derived from labour x AY/AK. In this equality, the marginal output-state capital
remuneration from the communes followed a similar trend, as did per construction investment ratio (AY/V) is in fact the most crucial
capita real personal consumption. During Phase III in the modern sector determinant of the marginal output-domestic investment ratio (AY/I), as
there were considerable increases in both basic wages rates and state capital construction investment constitutes the most important
bonuses,' 9 while in the agricultural sector there were upward revisions of component of domestic investment. The equality suggests that this ratio
the procurement prices of agricultural products (mostly in 1979). In the in fact comprises (a) the ratio in which that investment is converted to the
modern sector, despite an increase in the cost of living index, both the fixed capital assets (AK/V), and (b) the ratio in which the same fixed
wages and per capita income of families in real terms thus improved capital assets bring about an incremental output (AY/K).
considerably. In the agricultural sector, however, similar improvement From this table it is observed, first, that leaving aside the Second Five-

Year Plan the following adjustment period in which all variables

Admmistration, said in a press interview that in the period of the First Five-year Plan the exhibited violent fluctuations, the rate of domestic investment increased
unemployment phenomenon was basically solved; during 1957-66 in general no
unemployment problem existed; that the recent employment issue had arisen mainly due to The rate during the Fourth Five-Year Plan period and after was very high
the turmoil of the 10 years beginning in 1966. At that time, the national economy was by comparison with those of developing countries.' The marginal
brought to the verge of disintegration, and this affected employment. Another cause was
inadequate development of commerce, the catering trade and other service industries. This 20. This statement is based on an observation of figures of columns (8), (9) and (10),
resulted i several million people losing employment opportunities, though urban Table 4. and the observation is crucially affected by the assumption underlying the
population increased quickly: Beijing zhoubao (in Japanese), 12 February 1980. complication of the rural cost of living index. This assumption is that the grains distributed

18. These are, indeed, similar to what happened in workers' households in the Soviet by production teams to members have invariably been priced according to, or
Union during 1928-37 and 1944-50: Janet G. Chapman, Real Wages in Soviet Russia since proportionately to, the state procurement price of grains. This seems to be valid at least
1928 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1963), pp. 165-75; Abram Bergson, until 1979. See Xue Muqiao, Zhongguo shehui-zhuyi jingji wenti yanjiu (Studies on the
The Real National Income of Soviet Russia Since 1928 (Santa Monica: The Rand Problems of China's Socialist Economy) (Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1979), pp. 134-35.
Corporation, 1961), pp. 251-53. 21. For international comparisons, the rate of domestic investment in the Chinese

19. In addition to the increase in wage rates and bonuses, which together constitute National Income concept should be converted to that in the western one. See footnote I and
average wages," " allowances " (butie) under various titles increased significantly. I notes attached to Table 5. For 1979 the rate of domestic investment in the Chinese concept

thank Professor Lardy for directing my attention to this fact. was 34%7; when converted to the western concept it was about 31%.



Table 4: Labour Remuneration and Per Capita Consumption in the Agricultural and Non-agriculturaj Sectors (yuan)
1. Non-agricultural sector

(2) (3) (4) (5)Annual "average Per capita income from cwages of "workers Labour participation average wages in the Per capita consumption Cost of living index ofandestaff "of the state ratio o/the workers and workers and staff of non-agricultural the workers and staffenterprises staff households households population households1952 446 ( 
148c - 100-OC1957 637 (581)" 0-304c 194" (177)n 205c (187)' 109-6c1965 629" (523)' 0-294c-9 185h (154)" 237c (197)' 120-3c1976 605' (501) 
324 'J (268)",r 120-81s1977 602d -

1980 803' (629)' 0-547c 427h (335)' 406c.8 (318)"-z 1276c4
2. Agricultural sector

(6) (7) (8) (9)
Labour remunerationLabour remunera- Labour participation from the P.C. per capita Per capita consumptiontion from the P.C. ratio of the member of the member of agricultural Cost of living index of

per employed person household household population the rural household1952 
opa 62 - 100OM1957 113' (98)' 0.358i 40-51 (35)' 79 (69)- 1148"

1965 135 (96)" 0-387i 52-3' (37)' 00c (7)' 14.gm
1976 167i (III)" 0-376i*' 62-8' (42)' 124c' (83)' 150.2m.
1977 179i - 0-363i.k 65.0' (
1980 230' (126)' 0.363.k 83.41.- (46)' 152's (83)' 183.1".z

Notes and Sources:
& Zhongguo jingji nianjian 1981, p. IV-179 (Zhengji's article).
b Ibid. p. 111-24 (Fang Weizhong's article).
c Ibid. p. VI-25.
d State Statistical Bureau's annual communiqu6 of the plan fulfilment for 1978.
* 1964.
' 1975.
s 1979.
h Derived by (1) x (2).

Derived by (8)+(7).
i Taken from Table 3.
k1978.

i Zhongguo nongye nianjian 1981, p. 41.
" Compiled by combining two index numbers of the State Statistical Bureau: Retail Price Index of Manufactured Products in the Rural Area and Index ofProcurement Prices of Agricultural and Farm Subsidiary Products (Zhongguo jingji nianjian 1981). The weights of 32:68 are used in this compilation of theestimates from the State Statistical Bureau's survey on the household expenditure of the people's commune numbers for 1978 (Renmin ribao, 3 January 1981).'The real series deflated by the cost of living index.

Average wage " is an official concept comprising " standard wages," " bonuses " (these two constitute " basic wages ") and " subsidiary wages." Itdoes not include " fringe wages." Labour remuneration from the people's commune is what is paid for the member's labour in collective work according tothe " labour days " worked. It does not include the income derived from working on a private plot or from other sideline activities. Labour participation ratioin (2) is taken from the workers and staff household expenditure surveys of the State Statistical Bureau, while that in (7) is taken from the macroeconomic dataas the people's commune comprises nearly the whole of the agricultural sector.
Per capita consumption in (4) and (9) is derived from the national income data. As for the assumption behind the compilation of the cost of living index in(10), see footnote 17 of the text. n

Cs,

Cs
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output-domestic investment ratio, however, systematically declined
sufficiently to outweigh the rate of increase in the rate of domestic

investment. The consequence was that the average annual rate of growth

o '' > of national income did not show any increasing trend over the successive

6 6 6 Five-Year Plan periods.
On the other hand, the marginal output-state capital construction

investment ratio also decreased systematically side by side with the

decline in the marginal output-domestic investment ratio. Inspection of

columns (4) and (5) indicates that this was caused both by the decline in

? 0the rate of fixed capital assets formation and by the decline in the

marginal output-fixed capital assets ratio.
The above tendencies, observable in the whole economy as well as in

the entire state sector, seem to be observable in the state-owned industry

* i sector, too. Table 6 assembles available statistical data relating to these

,, - tendencies, although the variables and the reference years in this table are

S- not the same as those in Table 5. Table 6 shows that, favoured by the

S6 00 - 0 6continuous top priority given to state capital construction investment,
S~both the capital-labour ratio and the gross output-labour ratio of this

sector systematically increased in Phases I and 11. However, the gross

output-capital ratio decreased considerably during the same period, and
so did the profit-capital ratio.

o o o -,SO One has to be very careful about the possibility that the declining
en tendencies over time of the marginal output-domestic investment ratio

(AY/l), the marginal output-capital construction investment ratio

(AY/V), the gross output-capital ratio in the state industrial enterprise
sector (O/K,) or (O/K2 + F) and the profit (plus tax)-capital ratio in

the same sector (R/K,) or (R + T)/(K 2 + F) are each a net result of a

o A ~ number of interacting factors. For one thing, the output-capital ratio

E - -7 s -1 *, C often tends to decrease simply as a result of the progress of capital
.. . 6 accumulation that accompanies the increase in the capital labour ratio.

E .2 On the other hand, the development of the district and xian level heavy

industries (referred to as " five small industries ") that was especially
C E 6 rapid during the early 1970s was reported to have accompanied a large
0 Z - C:- 2

financial deficit. 22 Moreover, we were only recently informed that during

Q C4 00 t- en 0 It Z V the mid 1960s a huge-scale investment took place associated with

3construction in the interior, with the aim of building national defence

6 6060 6 6 and its supporting industries (called Disanxian jianshe, or " third front

U r 8 construction ").23 The amount of capital construction investment spent

on this was reported to have reached about half the national total capital

-a - R construction investment for 1964-75, and only 51 per cent of it was

a E j converted to fixed capital assets. Moreover, the locational conditions
.. 2 > -.'.

W 00s- -0 8 - were bad and linkages between the factories constructed were only

00 a5 -2 > , Npoorly developed; hence the effectiveness of the investment was very

V C Elow.

A0 .22. Li Yue and Chen Shengcheng, " The proportions of large, medium-sized and small

- W enterprises in our industrial makeup," Zhongguo shehui kexue, No. 1 (1981), p. 68.

23. Ding Hua and Wu Xingguo, " Correct the orientation of capital construction to

increase the economic returns from investment," Jingi yanjiu, No. I (1982), p. 45.
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The available information is grossly insufficient to evaluate how these
factors individually or in combination affected the declining tendencies
of the above four indicators. However, regardless of how significant the

'0 acombined weight of these factors was, another factor also played a role
- .in bringing about these tendencies. This was the declining output effect

O -2 z of the investment in the state industrial enterprise sector due to systemic
79 -and planning defects. This is corroborated by a large amount of

qualitative information revealed after 1978. These defects include (i) the
0 U de facto autonomy of the provincial and local governments in

determining their own capital construction projects, which resulted in the
; >, expansion of the aggregative scale of the projects beyond the national

capacity of capital construction and accordingly in the prolongation of
9 z ~the average construction period of the projects; (ii) a system of free usez -a of all the fixed capital assets by the state enterprises, which entailed a

growing tendency for a low rate and inefficient use of these assets at the0C
, QU Venterprises; (iii) the lack of sufficient decision-making power on the side

of the individual state enterprises in determining inputs and outputs and
6 6 6 6 6a in financial matters, which resulted in the enterprises' loss of interest in

2" . increasing productivity and profit (the increase in the " empty " portionin industrial output disbursed in subsection I was also caused by this
!g .factor); and (iv) various kinds of deficiency in planning and

0 ,programming techniques and practices, which brought about the
0 2duplication or lack of co-ordination of related projects and the

- n '~ ~ emergence of serious bottle-neck industries.?'
E E ;Next, at least a few words are in order about the allocation of

investment funds among sectors and industries. First, it has now become
clear that during Phases I and If the heavy industry sector was

0 0continuously the largest single claimant upon state investment funds, and
athe allocation to the light industries and agriculture was very small: on

average for the years 1950-79 the allocation coefficients for these sectors'a~4 0 M' "ad~TiV C Z;_- . - "Iwere S0. , 5-9 and II-2 per cent respectively? This suggests that the
coefficient of allocation of total domestic investment for the investment
goods sector during Phases I and II was extraordinarily large. 6 The

* " readjustment " policy adopted in Phase III aims to change this pattern
- 6 by significantly reducing the allocation to the heavy industries and

E t

24. Examination of these kinds of information was made in my article in S. Ishikawa
ae (ed.), 1980-nendai no Chlgoku Keizai (The Chinese Economy in 1980) (Tokyo: Japanao V o 00 r r0 V - C International Affairs Institute, 1980), pp. 14-16.

6' 25. Kang Zhixin, " China's capital construction in 1980," Zhongguo jingji nianjian> 1981, pp. IV-142.
Z e26. The investment goods sector here refers to the concept in which the nationalI . economy is divided into two production sectors: the investment goods sector and the0 C4 consumption goods sector. Intermediate goods are separated into either investment goods

6 or consumer goods according to the final direction for which they are used. This sectoral
division is identical to that used in the Fel'dman model referred to later. in my paper,

S 0"Capital accumulation in mainland China," in E. F. Szezepanik (ed.), Economic and
C4 Social Problems of the Far East (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1962),-- 1 - . o coefficients are estimated for the First Five-year Plan period and for the years 1952-58:

these are 43-5% and 45 -6% respectively. They are compared with the available estimates
for Soviet Russia and India.
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increasing that to the light industries and agriculture, but the actual impact of the Cultural Revolution ideology, the work discipline within
results achieved by 1980 were not very significant, factories weakened and absenteeism increased ; the total sum of

Secondly, a large allocation coefficient of domestic investment to the individual work effort must have been reduced considerably.
investment goods sector does not necessarily entail a low level of In Phase 111, the direction of the incentive policy changed drasticallyconsumption in the medium and long run. If the marginal output- towards increasing wages and offering bonuses. The effect, however,
investment ratio is kept unchanged, it is likely that while the larger was complicated and as of early 1982 it seems still premature to make a
allocation coefficient for the investment goods sector results in a lower definite evaluation.
consumption level in the immediate future, it brings about a higher definite evaluation.
consumption level in the medium and long term side by side with a larger 6. Agricultural Production, Marketing and Incentives. Turning to the
per capita national income. This is in fact the essence of the economic factors underlying the output growth of agriculture observed in Table 1,
growth model under the centralized, physical planning system which is as the analysis based on the existing limited data is not straightforward,

n to the name of G. A. Fel'dman - a model which fits China's the following statements are made simply as a summary of my previously
economic system better than the Harrod-Domar model described above.
However, the reality was that, despite a very large coefficient of published works.
allocation to the investment goods sector, the rate of increase in national (a) FACTORS OF PRODUCTION AND INPUTS. The output growth of
income did not increase and the consumption level remained nearly agriculture as a trend since 1949 was achieved largely through land-
constant during Phases I and II. As is easily seen, the declining marginal saving and labour-using technological changes that fitted the prevailing
output-investment ratio was, in this case, at least one of the main causes factor endowments of China. Before the mid 1960s the type of capital
of that- investment which played a catalyst's role in these technological changes

was nostly one which took place with the utilization of local labour and
5. Incentives and Work Effort in Industry. Hard data for assessing the local materials (or by what is called in China "accumulation by

trends in these fields are lacking, but some tentative statements may still labour "), for example, flood control and irrigation works of very
be worthwhile. As mentioned earlier, the wages and employment policy labour-intensive type and accumulation of farm-yard manures. After
of the urban sector, which started in the First Five-Year Plan period, was that the investment came to depend increasingly on the capital and
one of " full employment with low wages." This policy, in turn, was current inputs of industrial origin: for example, modern and larger-scale
essentially one of egalitarianism in providing both work opportunity and engineering works for the agricultural infrastructure, pump sets,
work remuneration, though for the latter a principle of " payment by mechanical threshers, tractors and power-tillers, chemical fertilizers and
work " was adhered to. Such a policy, when fully implemented, was pesticides, although these modern inputs were still used in combination
conditional upon the government's appeal to the workers and staff for with the locally supplied inputs on the basis of " accumulation by
adherence to a strict work discipline and an intensive work effort being labour."
received positively. However, in the 1970s as the full employment On the other hand, the supply of cultivated land decreased during this
became increasingly difficult to maintain and, moreover, as the period, as is clearly reflected in Table 7 in the case of the area of
government's appeal for strict work discipline itself lost force under the cultivated land under good grains. The above capital investment,

27. As for the Fel'dman growth model, refer to Evsey Domar, Essayshowever, evidently contributed to a significant increase in the yield perEconomic Growth (Oxford:Oxford University Press, 1957) Chap. 9 (" A Soviet model of hectare of arable land. The increase in the multiple cropping index
growth "). As Fel'dman was an economist who worked in the Soviet State Planning resulting from the same capital investment must have contributed to the
Commission in the 1920s, his model naturally had a close familiarity to the Marxian increase in land productivity, in particular in the lower Yangzi River
Reproduction Scheme or, to be more precise, a version of it which is restated to explain the dceae nd N rthuChin inBu in patheunation to e contribuionso-called " principle of priority-development of the production goods sector." In China, delta and North China Plain. But in the national total, the contrution
Liu Guoguang, " A preliminary discussion on the quantitative relationship between the rate of the increase in that index was relatively minor.
and proportions of socialist reproduction," Jingji yanjiu, No. II, 1962 [reproduced in his 29 te iaopin shat he Nit ationl Repr
Shehui zhuyi zaishengchan wenti (Beijing: Sanlien Book Store, 1980)1 discusses the 29. Deng Xiaoping's speech at the Ninth National Representative Conference of Chmese

question of the allocation of the products of the production goods sector between the Feeral ommittee os, CCP'stoecision on raoes2 peeding Up
different sectors in relation to the resulting levels of income and consumption, and reaches Indeetrial evlopment, tere Is a teCe oDec in Renmin ribao, 4 Jlobye 1978).a similar conclusion to that of Fel'dman. The constraints on the choice of the allocation Industrial Development, there is an article on Discipline (enmin rtei by the" gang ofcoefficient which arise from the minimum consumption requirement and which are not The comment on that article points out that, due to the disturbance cause y e gang
to'uched upon the original Fel'dman model (see my paper, " Capital accumulation ") are di n exist at present serious phenomena of weakened ialour an nancia

however, taken into account by Liu: see Cyril L. Lin, " The reinstatement of economics in dis ia 'aChis o and aricul influence
Chin toay, Th Chna QartrlyNo 5 Mrch30. S. Ishikawa, " China's food and agriculture - performance and prospects," mn

of Liu'sarticleand other relatedrlyuso , 1981, which provides agood account Erwin M. Reisch (ed.), Agriculture Sinica (Berlin: Duncker and Humblot, 1982); S.

28. E.g. adoption of an 8-grade wage scale system in 1956, with the ratio of the highest Ishikawa, " On abour absorption in China's agriculture," S. Ishikawa, S. Yamada and S.

to the lowest wage scale being on an average 1 : 3 -2. Hirashima (eds.), Labour Absorption and Growth in Agriculture - China an Japan

(Bangkok: ILO-ARTEP, 1982).
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The increase in labour input, which was made possible by the above

N 0 8 technological change, was also significant. The rate of increase was, as
shown in Table 7, about 50 per cent during 1957-75 in terms of the
number employed in agriculture, but it must have been much higher in

terms of the labour days worked per annum. It should be noted,
0 .however, that with the increase in labour input, labour productivity did

decline. This is shown in Table 7 in terms of the food grain output per

employed person which was lower than 1957 in three bench-mark years:

1965, 1970 and 1975. The decline in the labour productivity must have

been more pronounced in labour day terms. As may be recalled, the

0 o nature of technological change that took place was such as to allow a
80 0, tNc I I ,in, Ii b much larger application of labour without diminishing the marginal

C:i productivity of labour compared with before. Apparently labour was
applied beyond that point.

While the above assessments are based on the trend observations,

8oo osomewhat different assessments are needed when we observe yearly
fluctuations. For example we have seen earlier how different is the yearly

S 4 ° growth path of per capita food grain output from that of the trend
growth rates of Phases I and II, respectively. Likewise, the yearly growth
path of food grain output per employed person in the two phases was
characterized by a sharp decline from 1958 to 1%1 followed by a gradual

N 88recovery towards the end of Phase II, although in terms of " labour

0% - - .-. o_1Zday," the marginal productivity of labour in Phase II is very likely to
^ i have declined." And, in order to explain these fluctuations from the

input side, we have at least to answer the question as to how, in the years
of the sharp decline in labour productivity in food grain production, the

I
l 8 R 8 capital assets such as cultivated land irrigation facilities and draught

I o . animals decreased and how in the years of the slow recovery of
labour productivity they increased. Unfortunately, the available data
(and hence our analysis) are still insufficient.

(b) MARKETED RATIO OF OUTPUT. Some of the recently published
statistics on the marketed ratio of food grains through the state
organizations are summarized in Table 8. On the whole, they indicate

-- - x -that the marketed ratio was very low and it even decreased steadily
ir throughout Phases 1, 11 and even III both in gross and net terms. (The

net ratio excludes from gross marketing the amount of food grains re-

9 allocated back to the agricultural sector.) During the early 1950s the

0 . marketing of food grains through the free markets was still allowed.
C - According to my previous estimates, this amounted in 1953 to as high as

- V 4 U 06' 71 per cent of total output." If this is included in the calculation, the
2 0 decrease in the marketed ratio was more pronounced. The low and
4'4 C r %decreasing marketed ratio of food grains was basically determined by the

S.- -tZElow and declining labour productivity observed in Table 7. Under this

c < aproductivity condition, the largest and even increasing portion of the

d- 0 31. See esp. Ishikawa, "On labour absorption in China's agriculture."
32. S. Ishikawa, " Resource flow between agriculture and industry - the Chinese

experience," in Developing Economies, V-1, March 1967.



Table 8: The Marketed Ratio of Food Grains and Its Changes Over Time 1953-79: Three Versions

A. A National Supply and Marketing Co-operative's source (unit: thousand tons of processed grain)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)Gross amount procured _2) Net amount procured (4)and taxed (in kind) by the (I) and taxed (in kind) by the (1)Total grain production state %state

1953 138,000 39,200 28.4 29,875 21.71978 256,550 46,500 18.1 31,200 12.2
Changes during

1957-66 a little increase -1,500
1967-76 +5,000 5,000
1977 -2,000 >20.0 -3,5001978 basically no change

B. A State Statistical Bureau source in 1957 (unit: thousand tons of trade grain: food grain includes soya beans)
Grain year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1953-54 142,530 41,500 29 1 24,373 17.11954-55 145,430 45,135 31-0 22,833 15.71955-56 158,360 42,995 27-1 25,021 15.8
1956-57 165,890 41,715 25.1 18,746 11-3

C. A source which appeared in a Beijing Commercial College journal (%) cated
Th rti o fodgrin pocre ad axed toTax and procurement net of grain reallocaeThe ratio Of fod grains procured and t to to rural districts as a % of production

gross production

1953 25-9
3 FYP period (1966-70) 22-6
4 FYP period (19 7 1- 7 5 ) 20-8 12-0
1979 16-5

Notes and Sources times conflict, especially the amount of grain sent back to the rural areas (which is identical to the difference of the
The figures in lines A, B and C some conflin A a B. Neertheless, the figures in A, B, and C are shown side by side as indicating the trends

values between columns (2) and (4))

A: Zhang Lifen, A discussion on limited applicability of the law of value to the development of food grain production," in Shanxi caijin xueyuan

B: Editorial Staff of Tong-i gongzuo, Basic situation of controlled procurement and controlled marketing in our country," Tongji gongzuo, No. 19,

C: Huang Guoxiong, Explorations of the measures for increasing the marketed ratio of agricultural products," Beijing shangxueyuan xuebao, No. 1,

1981.
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output had to be self-consumed by the producers. Side by side with the material production costs of grain rose significantly. The result was that
decrease in the net marketed ratio of food grains, the foreign food grain the larger the increase in the amount of food grains produced, the poorer
trade balance became negative after 1960. For many years after this time became the production team (that is, the smaller became the labour
foreign net imports varied between two to five million tons per annum remuneration per " labour day "). (ii) In the years 1965-75, as the priorbut in Phase Ill it steadily increased and in 1979 it surpassed the 10 index of industrial goods sold at the rural market decreased
million-ton level.33 considerably, the commodity terms of trade changed in favour of

Some statistics are also now available for some bench-mark years on agriculture. From the point of view of the incentives for marketing foodthe ratio of the value of those farm products procured by the state grains, a more relevant index is the so-called single factoral terms of
commercial organizations to the national income produced in trade," which is identical to the commodity terms of trade index
agriculture. This ratio increased from 0-265 in 1952 to0-415 in 1957 and multiplied by the index of labour productivity, in this case, of the
then after some fluctuations it finally reached 0-420 in 1975 and 0-448 in agricultural sector. It measures the change in the purchasing power over
1979.14 The published figures on the government's procurement of farm industrial goods per " labour day," applied to the production of
products often pose a problem as to whether or not they include the value marketed food grains. A cursory check suggests that, due to the decrease
of the prodOcts surrendered as tax in kind and later transferred to the in labour remuneration per " labour day," this index moved against
state commercial organizations for sale. If they do not include such agriculture during the same period." (iii) Evidence also indicates that in
values, the tax in kind should be added to arrive at the whole marketed the production teams in which the opportunities for subsidiary farmratio, and we know that this portion decreased steadily over time as a production existed (and in particular the commune and brigade
proportion of agricultural income. Moreover, the selling of farm industries), the financial loss caused by the production of food grains
products on the free market was considerable in the 1950s. As a was more than offset by the gains obtained from these non-agricultural
percentage of agricultural income it was 19-0 per cent in 1952 and 12-6 activities. However, as is suggested clearly by recently published cross-
per cent in 1957. Therefore, the marketed ratio total agricultural output provincial data for 1979,18 the development of commune and brigade
is most likely to have declined over time significantly during Phases I and industries in each province has not taken place in such a way that the

larger the per labour agricultural output (in the narrow sense, that is,
(c) Ndeducting the output value of brigade industries), the more prevalent was(c) INCENTIVES AND THE BEHAVIOUR OF PRODUCTION TEAMS. Here the development of these industries; hence the greater financial losswe are interested in the behaviour of production teams (as the basic incurred in the provinces, which placed greater priority on graindecision-making units of the people's commune) relating to the above production, thereby tended to be compensated more or less substantially.Output and marketing performance, and in the incentive system that From these data it may be concluded that, at least during Phase II, anregulates such behaviour. The hard data, however, are insufficient. For inflexible policy for agricultural prices was one of the essential causes forinstance regarding food grain productions we have seen that the marginal the low and even declining rate of marketed food grains. 9 However, oneproductivity of labour in labour day terms is very likely to have declined cannot necessarily conclude that profitability in the market economyin the 9 70s, despite the significant technological change which took sense is a major determinant of the marketed ratio, let alone a majorplace." There are, however, no reliable data to permit us to investigate

whether the large labour input bringing about this result was caused bythe voluntary decision of production teams in response to increasing 36. On this concept, compare 3acob viner, Studies in the Theories of International
amounts of surplus tabouro bucin te s irespone tovinceasing Trade(New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1937), p. 559.
increase marplus prour, or y coercive orders from the government to 37. An illustrative computation of this index for 1975 with 1965 as the base year is asincrasemarktedprodce.follows:

We have somewhat harder data relating to the factors behind the 1. General index of procurement prices of agricultural and farm subsidiary
marketing performance. (i) In the second half of the 1960s and the 1970s Geer ndex of retail industrial products sold in the rural areas (SSB): Pre 9, despite only a minor increase in the government 92-4prices 3. Index of the distributed income per " labour day " for 2,163 production teamsprocurement prsof food grains (as well as other major crops), the of 23 provinces jointly surveyed by Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Food and

33. The substantial increase in food grain imports in Phase III is officially said to have Agriculture and National Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives
been based on a deliberate policy to " make food grain imports steadily and in a large (0 70 yuan for 1965; 0 56 yuan for 1976): R 80-0amount so that it becomes possible to readjust the irrationally based production structure 4. Commodity terms of trade: Pe/Pm 119-8
of agriculture and to let the peasants take rest and build up their strength ": Wang Yongxi 5. Single factoral terms of trade: (Pe/Pm)IR 95 8
et al., " Views on strategic problems in China's agricultural development," Jingji yanjiu, As for the source of line 3, refer to Ishikawa, " China's food and agriculture," Table 7.

34.Zho~gu no e nanian ~.3 8. Zhongguo nongye nianjian 1981,3. Zhongube yn1 ja1..39. In a private communication, Rawski has drawn attention to a recent study of
35. As the prices of agricultural products remained almost stable in Phase Ii, this trend Nicholas Lardy and considered that the policy of provincial and even sub-provincial " self-

in the marginal productivity of labour can also be considered as measured in value terms. reliance " in food grains was an important cause in this declining marketable ratio.
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determinant of output. On the reasons for this, only a few comments will 7. Local Industries - An Aspect of Dualistic Development Policy." 2
be made. The economic performance of the industrial sector has been discussed

First," the low level of the marketed ratio indicates that China's above without touching on what the Chinese call a " Walking on two
agriculture was still essentially of a subsistence nature. The behaviour of legs policy." However, the former has in fact been affected considerably
the member families of production teams vis-4-vis this subsistence by the latter, although the published statistics are still insufficient for a
production portion was for survival and many of the current and quantitative assessment of the degree of its effect. Under China's
construction activities for agricultural production were simply an centralized planning system, scarce resources such as capital, main
extension of this behaviour. If the community solidarity of production equipment and materials, and educated manpower were mostly
teams was strong and if the officials of the commune level and those in mobilized and reallocated by the central government to priority sectors.
local government were unselfish and impartial, the scope of these Mainly because of this the non-priority sectors tended to be left as low
activities would have been extended to a wider area of the locality, still labour-productivity and low wage sectors. The non-priority sectors
on the basis of " labour accumulation.""' As a result, technological consisted of a great number of medium and small enterprises covering a
changes of the labour-using and land-saving type would have been wide range of industry, transport, commerce and services, and even the
accelerated and even with the given low product prices (fixed, however, entire agricultural sector may be considered as one of them. (The
so that the prices would compensate reasonably for labour) agricultural resulting industrial structure is a variant of the so-called dualistic
output would have increased by exploiting the existing surplus labour. structure.) The activities of the non-priority sector, however, could be
This is actually what happened in Phases I and II in connection with the promoted by a deliberate policy even under the given dualistic structure.
huge subsistence production portion. The increase in agricultural One such policy which was in fact implemented was to provide a subsidy
population of more than 300 million people was thus fed. of a certain amount to the non-priority sectors to induce a much larger

Secondly, even with regard to the marketable portion of agricultural amount of local investment, and another was to encourage the party and
products, once a product price level assuring a " normal " labour government officials who were responsible for these sectors to display
remuneration is attained, a further increase in the marketed ratio may leadership in promoting the production and investment activities of that
result, not only resulting from the further price rise but also from some sector. In either case, the outcome was to stimulate the productive use of
non-price measures, for example, those based on the moral appeal of local resources otherwise left either unused or under-used. (This was
commune and government officials to production teams for renewed another essential aspect of the " Two legs policy," which more generally
efforts in joint works and joint production, for their own future welfare. may be called a dualistic development policy.)
When the mutual trust between production teams and the upper-level This dualistic development policy was started during the Great Leap
officials exists, joint investment is likely to materialize and an increase in Forward, but it resulted in a failure. It then was implemented in the post-
the marketed ratio is likely to be promoted thereby. This possibility, 1970 years of Phase 11 in connection with the development of " local
though seemingly disturbed in the 1970s often by the coercive attitude of industries " supporting directly or indirectly the increased production of
the local officials towards production teams," might be remembered, agricultural producer goods. A great number of medium and small sized
especially in the light of the present situation in which a substantial firms were established with the capital investment of either provincial,
procurement price rise of the main agricultural prices of the kind that district, or xian governments or of the people's communes or brigades.
took place in 1979 has come to be considered officially as not to be The products were locally distributed without being subject to central
repeated because of financial constraints. control. The local industries were symbolically called " Five small

40. The discussion of this paragraph is essentially a summary of my article in Ishikawa industries," denoting any combination of five industries out of the iron

facors a0p o o Chagoku Keizai and" China's economic system reform: underlying and steel industry, the chemical fertilizer industry, coal mining, the

41. The analysis of these alternative situations in terms of the same theoretical power industry, the cement industry, the agricultural machinery and
formulation, is made in my paper, " Personal income differentials in China and their implements industry and so on. By around 1975 the output of local
determinants," Ajia Keizai (Asian Economies), 17-6 June 1976.42. Of the various forms of the production responsibility system which is currently being industries had increased considerably and their weights in the total

introduced in rural China as a substitute for the existing People's Commune system, the output of each industry were 33 -0 per cent for coal, 37 -0 per cent for
most elementary type is what is called baochan-daohu or baogan-daohu, a form that is electricity, and 60-0 per cent each for cement and chemical fertilizer,
essentially very close to the family farm. This form is stated as suited to low productivity although the statistical scope of " local industries " was sometimes notand low management-capability areas. It is interesting to note that this form should be altoug th ttsia cp f lclidsre a oei e oapplied also to areas in which the productivity level is not low, but there is a condition to entirely clear and was shown as if it were identical to that of small-scale
the effect that member peasants do not trust local officials because of their past enterprises. As the equipment and technologies used were older-stylebureaucratism. Central Secretariat, CCP and Research Team of the Central Party School," Survey on a few types of the production responsibility system currently in operation in 44. The methodological aspect of the discussion in this subsection is based on my paper:rural areas," Renmin ribao, 1 September 1981. " A note on the choice of technology in China," The Journal of Development Studies, IX-

43. Wang Yongxi etal., " Views on strategic problems." 1, August 1972. As for the factual aspect, see my paper referred to in footnote 24.
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compared with those in central state enterprises, production costs were most fields far behind international standards. Therefore, the exportmostly higher than national, unified produced prices and the resulting substitution of industrial products for primary products could not
losses were subsidized locally. Yet, under the prevailing conditions where proceed quickly, while the necessity of importing high-technologythese products were in short supply, the local industries played a crucial industrial products increased.
role in satisfying the growing local demand for them. The crux of import substitution was the importation of whole plantsIn Phase III this policy of subsidizing local industries (and thereby of involving the transfer of new technologies. Due to foreign currency
maintaining " self-reliance " in the supplies of agricultural producers' shortages and ideological disputes over the legitimacy of reliance ongoods) was substantially revised and a large number of the existing local western technology, the import of these projects was made onlyenterprises were closed down because they were inefficient. The question intermittently. The most successful was the importation of whole plantsis: were the closed-down enterprises technologically and managerially from the Soviet Union during the First Five-Year Plan period. Togetherinefficient or were they ousted because their production costs became with these, the advanced technologies of the 1940s and 1950s werehigher than the national prices and as local industrial production transferred to China and on a basis of the technological knowledge
continued to expand in the 1970s available local resources became which China had accumulated before 1949, these technologies were well
increasingly smaller? Probably both elements existed but the available assimilated and diffused (in the form of copied plant) to different
information is still not sufficient for an overall evaluation. localities of China, where a number of the same type of plants were built.

The importation of whole plants thereafter was made twice, first during8. Foreign Trade and Technology Import. China's foreign trade 1%2-65 and secondly during 1973-76. These related to the advanced
expanded tremendously in the 1970s after the slow and fluctuating technologies of the 1960s and 1970s in the fields of chemical fertilizers,
growth of the 1950s and 1960S. The amount of exports and imports petro-chemicals, synthetic fibres and metals. It is not clear how these
icreased from 2-26 and 2-33 billion U.S. dollars (in foreign market technologies were internally diffused thereafter, but it appears that no

prices), respectively in 1970 to 18-12 and 19-39 billion U.S. dollars in plant diffusion of a scale similar to that of the 1950s was seen. What is
1980. Discounting the world inflation factor, the real annual rate of very clear now is that, leaving aside the imported plants and equipmentncrease for these 10 years is considered to be about 9 per cent for both in these most up-to-date industries, the plants and equipment in mostexports and imports.45 Side by side, the commodity structure changed. industries are of 1940s and 1950s vintage and almost no replacements orThe emergence of oil as a staple export commodity was one aspect and as renovations have been carried out on them since their construction. 6 Ina result China was able to withstand to a considerable extent the oil Phase III the government resumed the importation of the whole plants,shock which occurred in and after 1973. The import of food grains at first on a wide industrial front, but later on a limited scale. Primebecame chronic and substantial. It was in Phase III that China's policy importance has now been placed on renovation of existing plants, also onregarding the acceptance of foreign loans, credits and even joint ventures a basis of foreign co-operation.

located within the country was significantly liberalized. In Phase II,however, the deferred payment method was actively relied on to 9. Causes of the Economic Fluctuations. In this section we turn fromaccelerate the volume of turn-key imports, the analysis of the factors behind the trend growth to the causes of the
However, China's economic system remained semi-closed to fluctuations in the yearly growth path which we have seen in the firstinternational trade in the sense that the basic aim of the system was to section. As was remarked there, these fluctuations are most distinctively

achieve a domestic equilibrium (or optimum resource allocation within characterized by two troughs: one corresponding to the post Great Leap
the framework of the domestic economy) and exports were made economic disaster period and the other corresponding to the turmoil
available only to the extent that was necessary for import substitution, in phase of the Cultural Revolution period. The main causes of theparticular, of heavy industrial products. The foreign trade expansion in fluctuations may therefore be obvious. Thus, the Great Leap was largelyand after the 1970s, though rapid, was still aimed at accelerating the an attempt to introduce a series of drastically new policy measures,
import substitution of heavy industrial products within the framework of replacing the existing ones (which had been transplanted from Sovietthis system. The policy was weak in that, although a comprehensive Russia during the First Five-Year Plan) without first making a sufficient
system of heavy industries was built up, its technological level was in test of their validity and effectiveness. In a sense the test was made in a

45. These figures are obtained from the World Bank. Regarding the world inflation trial and error fashion while the policy alternatives were actually in thefactor, refer also to the following IMF index for unit value of world exports and imports poeso en mlmne.TeClua eouinwsmil(with 1975 = 100) in International Financia/ltt iau fo dep n nn process of being implemented. The Cultural Revolution was mainly
(19 0n alistics, Supplement Series No. 2 IMF caused by an ideological dispute over the orthodoxy of socialist

1953 1970 1980 construction principles. The main causes of the fluctuations may
Export 40-1 46 5 139-3 46. S. Ishikawa, " The machinery industry development and the underlying factors with
Import 43-4 46-3 178-0 specialreferencetoChina'sexperience."
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therefore be a special case of policy formulation and implementationusing the " trial and error " method on a gigantic scale and a politicaland ideological struggle into which even the total economy becomesseriously entangled.
Behind these fluctuations, however, a mechanism similar to what areidentified in the capitalist countries as " equipment investment cycles" i g -and " construction investment cycles " may have been in operation and W 'amay have exerted an influence. In order to check on this question, aspectrum analysis was attempted on annual series of six variables(national income, industrial and agricultural output, and grainproduction) for 32 years (1949-81) to examine the frequency or period ofvarious cycles.47 The main cycles observed are then contrasted with the 00 

tactual paths of annual growth rates calculated as moving averages ofvarying length. The result of the spectrum analysis indicates that formost variables (in particular heavy industry output) only the cycles of 16years are significant. The actual cycles corresponding to these theoreticalones are not easy to identify, but they may be broadly observed in the 
-paths of annual growth rates in the five-year moving average as shown in -Figure 2. Qualitative descriptions may also be given as follows, focusing 

-
on the industries. The first cycle observable for 1952-62 (or 63) may be iexplained with reference to the capital construction investment induced MOby the introduction and diffusion of the Russian industrial technologiesof 1940s and 1950s vintage"s; and the second cycle, observable for I%2- z P78, may be explained by the construction associated with the spread ofthe same kind of technologies into the interior of China (accelerated by 

-
the " third front construction "). The second and third waves of 8technology import in 1%2-65 and in 1973-76 were weak in their spreadeffect, but as they had their own growth effect when they were importedand embodied in the new plant, they might have also contributed toraising the level of the second cycles. U

But, however valid these explanations are, the two cycles are distorted -Zsignificantly by the troughs brought about by the two politicaldisturbances and the mistaken style of policy formulation. The combined 
Mweight of these two seems to have been much more important in the a Ventire process of fluctuations than the combination of technology import a =

ft a
and diffusion.

The Overall Growth Process
The above assessment of China's economic growth performance in thewhole period of the People's Republic has been made with respect tocertain main sectors and related aspects. In this section it is desirable tomake clear how the performances of these main sectors and aspects were -o c-4interrelated and thus to outline the overall growth process of the Chinese 

°economy. The latter task involves a systematic identification of the
for the analysis of this part.4or th ama idebtedto Professor Takeaki Kariya for advising me to use spectrum analysis

48. The trough for industries that is observable with the bottom in 1955 is considered toreflect the end of the recovery period from the destruction of war and civil war.
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underlying factors of this overall process. For two reasons, however, this Intersectoral Macroeconomic Relationships. First, the macroeconomic

ist, ane tas ton i interrelationships among the individual performance of the main sectorsFirst, under conditions in which the economic system and the basic and aspects (focusing on Phase 11) are summarized as follows:lines of economic policy are kept stable and the basic economic structure
remains unchanged, macroeconomic perception and an analysis of the i. THE CENTRALIZED INDUSTRY SECTOR. This sector, in particular the
overall economic growth performance and the underlying factors, would investment goods sub-sector, received an extremely high proportion of
by themselves provide a reasonable answer to the above question, investment funds which were mobilized through the centralized planning
However, when these conditions are not met (as was the case in China in mechanism and which constituted a large proportion of national income.
the period under question) the economic growth process has to be studied The central planning mechanism aimed in the intermediate and long run
not simply in terms of a macroeconomic relationship, but by taking into at bringing about both a high rate of growth of national income and a
consideration all the important factors in various other dimensions, steady improvement in the people's consumption standard. The sector
namely, the following five-dimensional underlying factors: also received a high priority in the allocation of scarce foreign currencyn. Factors in the economic system (the ownership patterns of various with the similar expectation of the central planning mechanism as above.

production and management units, the system of economic control However, for various reasons, the marginal output-capital ratios in this
and planning, the degree to which the market economy and the sector decreased considerably over time and hence the expected rise in the
traditional institutions are allowed to operate, and so forth). growth rate of national income and in the people's consumption2. Factors in basic economic policy (determinan of the targets of standard was not realized. For the same reasons the expected increase in
economic and social development, the speed and main course by the allocation of investment goods to other sectors, in particular to the
which these targets are attained, the principle of incentive price agricultural sector, did not take place. Meanwhile, although the supplies
formation, and so forth). of labour from the agricultural sector were potentially " unlimited "I as

3. Factors in economic structure (factor endowments, the structure of there remained significant " surplus labour " in that sector, the supplies
the productive forces, the state of interdependence of individual were actually made possible only to the extent that marketed grains were
economic units and localities, and so forth), available, supplemented by imports. Thus, potentially " unlimited "4. Government capability of economic planning and policy labour from agriculture was actually " limited " and this presented an
formulation. This includes the capability to adapt the existing additional constraint to the growth of the centralized industrial sector."
economic system and policy lines to changing economic conditions. ii. THE LOCAL INDUSTRY SECTOR. This sector was successful in
It is in fact a part of the factor endowments in (3). producing and supplying locally an increased amount of agricultural

5. Political and social situations surrounding the economy. producer goods largely on the basis of the use of locally available
6. Factors in the macroeconomic growth mechanism. resources with little opportunity costs. Only a small amount of centrally
Secondly, as an additional complication, both the economic growth allocated resources were used, mainly for inducing an increase in the use

performance and the underlying factors in these different dimensions of local resources. The sector thus met the requirement of the
underwent significant changes during the period under question. The agricultural sector which, after the mid 1960s, became dependent on ever
assessment of overall growth performance must accompany an increasing supplies of modern inputs for promoting output. It appears,
explanation of these inter-temporal changes. however, that with the expansion of the local industrial production

In the remainder of this section, a study is made (confining attention through this method, a phase of sharply increasing costs occurred in
to Phases I and II) of (a) the interrelationship between the individual some localities and branches, where the local industries even came to
performance of the main sectors and aspects of the macroeconomic compete with the central industries for centrally allocated resources.
dimension, and (b) of the interactions of the multi-dimensional factors in output in this sectorbehind the overall growth performance. In the process of this study iii. THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR. The increase i upti hssco
investigations are made to clarify and explain why the economic relied more crucially than in the local industry sector on the mobilization
performance was in general better in the earlier days of the combined 49. This adjective is used here with reference to conditions of " unlimited supplies ofof Pas i an etan in the ler y s of th peri d labour " in Arthur Lewis, " Economic development with unlimited supplies of labour,"period ases I and 11, than the later years of that period. The The Manchester School of Economics and Social Studies, May 1954.
reason why the performance of Phase Ill is not considered in this section 5o. There are two cases in the period of the People's Republic in which the increase in
is, as stated before, that the performance of this phase is still difficult to the urban workforce without adequate preparation for food provision to it brought about
is ass e b e inmn the rec nept thfundame systemic an acute food shortages in urban areas: one during the Great Leap and the other during 1970-assess earing in mind the recent attempt at fundamental systemic and 72. Yang Jianbai and Li Xuezeng, " China's historical experience in handling the relations
policy change. The problems and prospects of this phase will be touched between agriculture, light industry and heavy industry," Zhongguo shehui kexue (Social
on in the last section on a basis of this section. Science in China), No. 3, May 1980. Apart from these extreme cases, the food supply

constraint was fully effective even in more normal years; hence, the strong and persistent
control to prevent rural residents from moving into the urban area.
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of local resources, in Particular local labour, in both capital investment main sectors and aspects in the earlier period of Phase I contrasted withand current production. The supplies of non-agricultural resources were those of Phase II. The same pattern of investment funds allocation forlargely confined to those from local industries. The growth of the centralized industry sector resulted in building up a strongagricultural output was very large mainly because of the increase in land foundation for overall industrialization. Handicrafts and other localproductivity which was achieved but most of this was used for increased small factories supplied traditional farm implements to agriculture. Theconsumption within the agricultural sector following the huge increase in pattern of agricultural investment and production that was essentiallythe agricultural population. The ratio of the marketed portion was low similar to that of Phase 11, though with less reliance on centralizedand it remained unchanged or rather decreased, as the very low level of resources, worked well in agriculture and supported the early phase ofthe output per unit of agricultural workforce did not improve. Any urbanization cum industrialization. Traditional staple exports supportedsignificant increase in the marketable output was severely constrained by a large scale importation of machines and industrial intermediate goods,a shortage of centrally allocated investment. in particular a series of whole plants which constituted the basis of the
iv. FOREIGN TRADE. Progress with import-substitution was not as industrialization programme in the First Five-Year Plan. The imported

successful as had been expected by the planners. First, in view of the whole plants were technologically well assimilated and reproduced
shortage of marketed food grain, a considerable amount of foreign elsewhere in large numbers. This provided the technological base of the
currency obtained from traditional and newly developed (oil) exports later industrialization in China even in Phase II.
was diverted to food grain imports every year. Secondly, the import of a Finally, we have to ask the question as to how the large-scale economic
series of whole plants, with high technologies, during the 1960s and the fluctuations caused by the Great Leap disaster and the Cultural
1970s required the continuing import of parts and components for Revolution came into the above picture of the overall macroeconomic
maintenance and repairs which became additional claimants upon growth process. Perhaps the immediate answer is found in their effects,
foreign currency. In contrast to the whole plants imported in the 1950s, by which a demarcation between the first period (in which the generally
which were technologically almost completely assimilated and favourable growth process was in operation) and the second period (in
reproduced, those in later years were still not sufficiently absorbed. which the generally unfavourable growth process ruled) became
Given the present level of technological capability, the foreign currency extremely vague. In other words, the above extraordinary fluctuations
constraint had even more effect on the growth of the centralized industry cut short the otherwise greater length of the first period. Their effects
sector along the lines of more sophisticated manufacturing technologies. were, however, not confined to that. The fluctuations brought,

v. INTERmoreover, a number of serious after-effects which impinged upon the
these flows erecontrol Ld eit HE FACTORS AND PRODUCTS. All of overall growth process in the second period, such as one reflected in the
or discretion, ee controlsTh n y planning or by admmistrative rules deep and slow-recovering trough in the yearly growth path of per capita
that there were or controls an regua tions were effectve in sense food grain output indicated in Figure 1. Some of these after-effects may

movements. Especially effective was have to be counted as additionally significant macroeconomic factors

movements between sectors and over labour force movements an that explain this unfavourable overall growth process.
together with the successful family planning, overall economic planning Interactions of the Multi-dimensional Factors. An explanation of thewas made much more orderly than it would otherwise have been. above macroeconomic growth process in terms of the interactions of theControls and regulations always discriminated strongly in favour of previously mentioned multi-dimensional factors seems best attempted bypriority sectors. Under the severe constraints coming from the extreme exploring first certain macroeconomic growth mechanisms, that is,shortage of resources for investment, foreign currencies, vital material factors in (6), and second the impact of other dimensional factors, thatinputs and even consumer goods, these were likely to be one of the is, factors in (1) through (5), (p. 274) upon the working of thiseffective ways of achieving speedier economic development. But this macroeconomic mechanism.
expected outcome was not actually brought about. Exploration of a macroeconomic growth mechanism underlying the

vi. OVERALL GROWTH OF INCOME AND CONSUMPTION. As an overall above growth process is itself too complicated a task to go into in this ar-
consequence fticle. But the mechanism may be essentially expressed as a compositecneunefrom the above, the achieved growth rate of per capita mdl'itgaig()aFlda-yegot oe ne etaienational income in this phase was not very bad. Per capita personal model" integrating (a) a Fe'dman-type growth model under centralized
consumption did not improve significantly, though it did not decrease. physical planning which focuses on the growth of the modern mdustrial
However, performance was far poorer than expected in the original 51. I have attempted to construct such an integrated model of socialist economic growth

elopment strategy of the central planners. with the aim of using it for a hypothetical economic projection of China. S. Ishikawa, " A
Secondly, it should be noted that the interrelationships between the hypothetical projection of Chinese economy: 1966-1981," The Developing Economies,

VISi-3, September 1970.
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sector; (b) a model of dualistic industrial development with the small arose was even less than the above suggests. Such incapability induced

resources; (c) an agricultural ue ofethe opportunity-cost local the identification of a reasonably appropriate course of the policy line orrem-soucest(cerngagrical)development model in a densely populated, system revision, to be subject to the " trial and error method of a

assimilation in a semi-industrializede of ogy transfer and gigantic scale " (as in the case of the Great Leap) and in some other cases
Turning to the second task the ono. it invited political and/or ideological intervention in determining the

dimensional factors upon the workinmpathe aboeachmrothe othr policy line or system revision (as in the case of the Cultural Revolution).
growth mechanism was significant. This is described as follows: iv. ECONOMIC SYSTEM AND ECONOMIC POLICY LINES. The centralized

i. THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SITUATIONS, Tphysical planning system and the high-growth and high-accumulation
facTorsHEasdirec P IAn AD siCAnt S eN The impact of these policy based on it often resulted, as indicated in the previous section, iniaors was direct and most significant when they were related to the the interruption of a normal operation of the economic growthchanges in the mternational situation, for example, that which led to the mechanism and hence in the prevention of an expected rise in per capitahuge expenditure on " third front construction." In other cases, the income and consumption. However, the same policy lines and system didimpact was indirect. For example, the changes in the political influence work well and in harmony with the economic growth mechanism in theor prestige of the Communist Party affected the operation of the early period of Phase 1. The study on the underlying causes of thesemechanism through their impact on policy determination such as that events involves a deeper investigation of the Chinese economic systemrelating to the control over rural-urban population migration. The and policy lines and their appropriateness to the economic structure. Isituation which reduced the mutual trust between the local cadres and the have attempted such a study elsewhere," and here only two points aremasses affected it through the impact upon the working of the system and made as a summary.the policy lines (for example, on the feasibility of local labour-intensive (a) Between an economic system (and economic policy lines based on,irrigation projects). Ultimately, political and ideological struggles within and well suited to, it) and an economic organization, there is a certain

direction of the aysted it toug rei impact upon the nature and " correspondence " relationship in which, if the system is appropriate to
the structure, the economic growth mechanism based upon it operates

ii. ECONOMIC STRUCTURE. While the economic structure was well and the normal and gradual structural transformation takes place as
significantly transformed during Phases I and II, in particular through a result. If the system does not fit to the structure, the reverse
the formation of a large-scale heavy industry complex and a modern and consequence arises. The favourable economic performance of the earlierlarg-scle eavyindstr comlexanda moernandperiod is accounted for as the first case where the " correspondencehigh land-productivity agriculture based on the cash capital and current
nputs, the Chinese economy still remained essentially underdeveloped, relationship existed, and the unfavourable economic performance of
And the impact of such an underdeveloped economic structure was most Phase II was partly caused by the second case withexplicit and significant in very severe constraints it put on savings, miscorrespondence."
foreign currency earnings, food supply and industrial employment (b) When the suitability of the system (and policy lnes) is questionedthe impact was implicit in Phases I and II, weak interdependence in comparison with the structure, it is not enough to examine the
While msystem's characteristics simply in terms of the conventional typology of
chramongrindivid economic unitser d locaitsees (tha , laoer socialist economic planning (that is, whether the system is a centralized,characteristic of economic underdevelopment) seems to have placedphscllangtyeadcnrlidrcelnigtpeoacran
limitations on any attempt to use price policy as a major determinant of physical planning type, a decentralized, price planing type or a certas
resource allocation, for example, in the agricultural sector where a large- mixture of both). The essential elements of the Chnese system mn Phases
scale subsistence portion remained. I and II were those of a centralized, physical planning system plus certain

remaining elements of the traditional Chinese society relating to the
iii. GOVERNMENT CAPABILITY OF ECONOMIC PLANNING AND POLICY family and village community, plus elements of the new institutional

FORMULATION. In a number of cases, the failure to achieve a reasonably devices which seem to have originated from the Chinese traditional
appropriate allocation of capital construction investment among the system and which were based on egalitarianism and non-material
sectors and the failure to recognize and correct the grossly unbalanced incentives. When, in the above, the existing system turned out to be
growth process, were due to the insufficiency of this capability. A further inappropriate, it is possible that a major, or at least one, cause was the
result was the failure to detect and correct the utterly inappropriate fact that elements of the traditional society and of the new system
pricing of staple agricultural products, which resulted in the situation growing out of it were disrupted by the temporary political and social

the greater the increase in production of food grains, the poorer the situation.
production team becomes." The government's ability to revise majoreconomic policy lines or the economic system when the necessity for it 52. S. Ishikawa, China's economic system reform: underlying factors and prospects."

Also see Ishikawa, "China's food and agriculture: performance and prospects."
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Concluding Remarks "trial and error method at the margin " seems inevitable for exploring
investigation the state of a proper macroeconomic balance or the form of a viableTh esin of the previous section was confined to the overall institution or organization. This may even be useful. While on the basisgrowth process in Phases I and f and excluded Phase 111. The reason for of available data it is difficult to say definitely, it is likely that thethis is that China's economic Performance in Phase II has only been an frequent and sometimes zig-zag type policy changes that occurred ininitial and incomplete reflection of the economic system and policy Phase III relating to the allocation of investment funds among sectors,revisions (the " reform " and " adjustment " policies) started early in the foreign currency allocation among projects and regions, and otherthe phase, and the system and Policy revisions have not yet been finally policy measures, are the result of applying this type of the trial and errorformalized This means that an assessment of the actual and prospective method. Therefore, the prospects for the definite patterns of the system

appraising the current economic reforms. to attempt without and policy lines should also be considered from rather a longer-term
What, then, does the analysis of the last section imply for the nature of perspective which goes beyond short-term policy fluctuations.

and prospects for the current economic reform? In this concludingsection, we wish to try to answer this question. Three points are notedbriefly.
1. The poor economic performance in Phase II was found to becombined result of the multi-dimensional factors that were shown insection 3. The economic system and the policy reforms still only relate totwo of these factors, as far as overcoming the economic difficultieswhich emerged in Phase II are concerned. Thus, the upgrading of thegovernment's capability in economic planning and policy formulationseems particularly important. The " trial and error method of a largescale " for testing the viability and effectiveness of a new economicsystem and new policy lines should be avoided at all costs, as should theuse of political and ideological issues in the determination of a newsystem and new policy lines. Prospects for the economic performance ofChina in Phase II vary greatly according to one's view of this factor.2. The above "correspondence " relationship between the system(and the policy lines) and the structure has an implication that even if aneconomic system is at one time appropriate to the existing economicstructure, it tends to become obsolete as structural transformation takesplace. Hence the necessity arises in due course to reform the sameeconomic system. We consider that, just for this reason, reform of thecurrent economic system is necessary, and when carefully formulated itshould be successful. We also consider that the basic direction of thereform is towards the introduction of a mechanism of economic

adjustment by price and other market-type instruments, to a substantialextent. However, it should be cautioned that there may be some factorsin the existing system and Policy lines which have not yet becomeobsolete. The fact should also be noticed that, due to the economicunderdevelopment of China, there still remains a large area in which themarket mechanism does not work well. In this area in particular, thefactors related to the traditional and traditional-related system shouldplay important roles.
3. In the above, we have noted the importance of paying utmost effortto avoid " the trial and error method of a large scale." However, underthe present situation in which a rapid development of statistical andplanning facilities and techniques cannot immediately be achieved, a



The Preliminary Results of China's 1982
Census*

John S. Aird

On 27 October 1982 the State Statistical Bureau (SSB) issued a
communiqu6 giving the eagerly awaited preliminary results of China's
third national population census, taken as of I July 1982. The figures
consisted mainly of national data based on responses to eight of the 19
items on the census questionnaire - those that could most easily be
tabulated manually by local census personnel within a short time. In
December the State Council Population Census Office and the SSB
Population Statistics Division published a 55-page pamphlet givingoth
national and provincial figures on the population by sex; by rural, urban,
municipal and town residence; by educational level and literacy; on
births, deaths and vital rates in 1981; on households by type and
residential status; on average size of household; and national data on
minorities. National figures have also been provided on the frequency of
overcount and undercount in the population totals and error rates in the
data on age, sex, and births and deaths in 1981.' The most interesting of
the national data are given in Table 1, together with comparable figures
from the 1953 and 1964 censuses and from other sources for more recent
years. Selected provincial data are given in Table 2.

The Urban Population Figures
The census contains a few surprises and one major anomaly that raises

serious questions as to the accuracy of the census population totals.
Among the surprises, the most conspicuous is the census urban
population total of 206- 6 million, which is larger by about 68 million
than the urban total for year-end 1981 released in August 1982.2 The new
figure increases the urban proportion from 13-9 per cent to 20 -6 per
cent. However, the number of urban places in 1982 was said to be an
even 2,900, well below the 3,452 for 1979 cited as recently as November
1982,1 not to mention the 5,568 at the time of the 1953 census.4 In

* The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not constitute or reflect
official positions of the U.S. Government.

1. State Statistical Bureau (SSB), " Communiqu6 on major figures in the 1982
population census," Xinhua-English (Beijing), 27 October 1982, Foreign Broadcast
Information Service (FBIS), Daily Report, China, No. 208 (27 October 1982), pp. K2-5;and State Council Population Census Office and SSB Population Statistics Division,
Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha de zhuyao shuzi (Important Data from China's ThirdPopulation Census) (Beijing: Zhongguo tongii chubanshe), I December 1982.

2. A year-end 1981 figure of 138 -70 million was given in SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian1961 (Statistical Yearbook of China 1961) (Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe), August192, p. 89.
3. Zhu Zhuo, " Zhongguo de renkou zengzhang yu fenbu" ("The growth and

distribution of the population of China"), Dili zhishi (Geographical Knowledge), No. 11(November 1982), p. 4.
4. Morris B. Ullman, Cities of Mainland China: 1953 and 1958, International
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Table I: National DemographIc Data for China from the 1953, 1964 and developments in China," Renkou yanjiu (Population Research), No. 3 (29 May 1982),1982 CeNussond Oteoraphic Rc ta r ChinJoint Publications Research Service, No. 81, 460, 5 August 1982, p. 76.1982 Censuses and Other Recent Figures 1980 vital rates - Li Muzhen, " Zhongguo renkou wenti zhongdian zai nongcun
("The focal point of China's population problem is in the rural areas "), Renkou yu jingji

Other Recent (Population and Economy), No. 6 (25 December 1982), p. 3.
1953 and 1964 vital rates - Zhang Huaiyu et al., Renkou lilun gaishuo (Introduction toType ofData 1953 Census 1964 Census 1982 Census Data Population Theory) (Zhengzhou: Henan renmin chubanshe), April 1981, p. 83 .

Total Population 582,603,417 694,581,759 1,008,175,288 996,222,244- September 1981 it was revealed for the first time that the 1964 census had
Sex Ratio 107-56 105-46 106-28 105-238 counted an urban population of 97-9 million,' but the 1982 census
Urban Population communique revised the figure upward to 127 -1 million. Obviously there

Old definitions 77,257,282 97,910,000 - 138,700,000- has been a change in the definition of " urban " which has increased the
% 13-26 14.10 - 13-92a size of the urban population while reducing the number of urban places.New definition - 127,103,041 206,588,582 Up to this point, the particulars of the new definition have not beenM i P 1830 2058 5 made entirely clear in any published Chinese source. A recent article byMinority Poputation 35,320,360 39,923,736 67,233,254 54,800,000b Li Chengrui, director of the SSB, who was also in charge of technical606 575 667 572 planning and management of the 1982 census, refers to a StateCounciltlliterateat2 

regulation on the establishment of municipalities and towns whichSemi-literate - 263,354,820 235,820,002 -reuaino th esalhm tof uicpiisadtwswih
% of total - 37-92 23-39 - stipulates that places with 3,000 or more inhabitants of whom at least 70

Education Level per cent are non-agricultural and places with 2,500 to 3,000 of whom at
Primary - 195,824,459, 355,160,310 - least 85 per cent are non-agricultural may be established as towns, and
Junior middle - 32,346,788 178,277,140 - that places with 100,000 or more and places with less than 100,000 that
Senior middle - 9,116,831 66,478,028 - contain provincial " leadership organs " may be established as
College - 2,875,401 6,016,969 - municipalities. Under this definition, Li says, China has 2,664 towns andVital Rates 236 municipalities. He also notes that there are two ways of defining theBirth rates 37 39.34' 20.9d 6-98' urban population in China, one of which includes the entire residentDeath rates 14c 11566 634c population in the municipalities and towns and the other excludes thoseNatural 22-r45 0 , residents who receive their rations under the rural distribution system.

Post-enumeration The 1982 census used the more inclusive definition. 6 This definition doesSurvey Results(%) not include the population in rural counties under the administrative
Overcount 0-139 0-0377 0-071 - authority of the larger municipalities, according to the 27 October
Undercount 0-255 0-0391 0-056 - communique, but how the urbanized area of a municipality is
Net error -0-116 -0-0014 +0-015 - distinguished from its rural hinterland is not explained. Presumably the

number of urban places has been reduced by increasing the minimum size
limits, which in the 1950s had included some places of less than 1,000Notes and Sources:

Registration data for year-end 1981; figures do not include the military. population.' In general, the new definition probably comes closer to
bData for 1978. what would be considered urban in other countries and gives a more
dRegistration (not census) data for the year indicated. realistic measure of the extent of urbanization in China, but the urban
Registration data for 1980. census figures and any subsequent figures that follow the new defini-

1953 census - SSB, " Communique of results of census and registration of China's tion will not be comparable with previous urban figures, making itpopulation," Xinhua (Beijing), I November 1954, American Consulate General (Hong difficult to trace historical urban growth over the past 30 years.Kong), Current Background, No. 301, 1 November 1954, pp. 1-2. fut a h o r o hv h s yr
1964 and 1982 censuses - SSB, " Communique on major figures in the 1982 population

census," Xinhua-English (Beijing), 27 October 1982, FBIS, No. 208 (27 October 1982), Population Reports, Series P-95, No. 59, Foreign Manpower Research Office, U.S. Bureau
pp. K2-5. of the Census, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., August 1981, p. 8.

1981 population total - State Council Population Census Office and SSB Population 5. Li Chengrui, Population Censuses in China, Beijing, SSB, September 1981, pp. 4-5.
Statistics Division, Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha de zhuyao shuzi (Important Data from 6. Li Chengrui, " Cong renkou pucha gongbao kan zhongguo renkou de xianzhuang -
China's Third Population Census) (Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe), 1 December jian lun zhongguo renkou tongji shuzi de zhunquexing " (" The Chinese population as
1982, p. II. shown by the population census communiqub - some comments on the accuracy of Chinese

1981 sex ratio and urban population total - SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 1981 population statistics "), Jingji yanjiu (Economic Research), No. 12 (20 December 1982),
(Statistical Yearbook of China 1981) (Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe), August 1982, pp. 31-32.
p.89. 7. There were 193 towns " with less than 1,000 inhabitants in 1953 and 727 with

1978 minorities total - Zhou Qing, " Some perceptions concerning minority population populations of 1,000 to 2,000. See SSB, " Guanyu chengxiang huafen biaozhun ruogan

.



Table 2: Provincial Data from the 1982 Census

Annual % % %Province, Average % Senior Junior % IlliterateRegion or Density Growth Rate Sex % College Middle Middle Primary or Semi-Municipality Population (per sq. km.) Since 1964 Ratio Urban Graduates School School School literate

China 1,0003,937,078 105 2-1 106-3 20-6 0-4 6-6 17-8 35-4 23-5Beijing 9,230,687 549 1-1 102-4 64-7 3-6 17-6 29-1 26-2 12-4
Tianjin 7,764,141 687 1-2 103-1 68-7 1-6 13-3 28-5 30-8 13-9
Hebei 53,005,875 282 1-7 104-8 13-7 0-3 7-5 19-3 36-4 22-3
Shanxi 25,291,389 162 1-9 108-5 21-0 0-4 7-4 21-9 38-8 18-0
NeiMonggol 19,274,279 16 2-5 109-0 28-9 0-4 7-5 19-3 32-8 22-4

Liaoning 35,721,693 245 1-6 104-2 42-4 0-7 9-3 27-6 35-7 12-9
Jilin 22,560,053 120 2-0 105-0 39-6 0-6 10-8 20-9 36-0 16-2
Heilongjiang 32,665,546 69 2-7 104-9 40-5 0-5 9-4 22-2 35-5 16-1

Shanghai 11,859,748 1,913 0-5 99-3 58-8 2-4 20-3 28-0 25-2 14-3Jiangsu 60,521,114 590 1-7 103-4 15-8 0-5 7-0 20-1 32-6 27-2Zhejiang 38,884,603 382 1-8 107-7 25-7 0-3 5-2 17-8 39-4 24-2Anhui 49,665,724 356 2-6 107-8 14-3 0-3 4-0 14-2 29-7 33-4Fujian 25,873,259 213 2-4 105-9 21-2 0-5 5-7 12-6 36-3 26-3Jiangxi 33,184,827 199 2-6 106-5 19-4 0-3 5-5 13-3 38-6 22-0Shandong 74,419,054 486 1-6 102-9 19-I 0-3 5-9 17-7 33-7 28-0

Henan 74,422,739 446 2-2 104-1 14-1 0-2 6-3 19-2 31-2 269Hubei 47,804,150 255 2-0 105-5 17-3 0-4 7-5 18-7 35-6 23-3
Hunan 54,008,851 257 2-1 108-I 14-4 0-3 6-5 17-3 43-0 17-6
Guangdong 59,299,220 280 2-1 104-6 18-7 0-4 7-9 16-9 40-6 16-4
Guangxi 36,420,960 158 2-5 107-3 11.8 0-3 6-5 15-7 38-8 17-2

Sichuan 99,713,310 176 2-1 106-6 14-3 0-3 4-0 15-5 41-4 23-4Guizhou 28,552,997 162 2-9 105-2 19-7 0-3 3-0 11-4 28-8 32-1
Yunnan 32,553,817 83 2-6 102-8 12-9 0-2 2-8 10-2 29-3 33-7
Xizang 1,892,393 1-6 2-3 97-8 9-5 0-4 1-2 3-6 16-5 51-8

Shaanxi 28,904,423 141 1-9 107-4 19-0 0-6 7-9 19-4 32-7 24-7Gansu 19,569,261 43 2-5 107-2 15-3 0-4 6-3 12-2 27-7 34-9
Qinghai 3,895,706 5 3-4 106-0 20-5 0-7 51 14-0 25-7 31-9
Ningxia 3,895,578 59 3-5 106-2 22-5 0-5 5-3 14-0 25-7 28-9
Xinjiang 13,081,681 8 3-3 106-0 28-4 0-5 6-4 17-5 33-8 20-9

Source: a
State Council Population Census Office and SSB Population Statistics Division, Zhongguo duanci remkou pucha de zhuyao shuzi (Important Data from

China's Third Population Census) (Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe), I December 1982, pp. 6 7, 13, 14, 23 and 24.h
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Sex Ratios abnormally high sex ratios are apparent at ages zero through two."
The new national sex ratio indicated by the 1982 census is also a small The recent upsurge in female infanticide and in the abuse, divorce and

surprise. Sex ratios in China have traditionally been comparatively high, killing of women who bear female infants is evidently regarded as a
due in part to under-reporting of females and in part to high maternal serious matter by the Chinese authorities. Protection of female infants
dueoiat femao e unrantiideng of femalesandinpartto hihfata and their mothers was mentioned in the circular designating Januarymortality, female infanticide, and the neglect of female infants and 1983 as a national family planning propaganda month, 2 and Premierchildren prior to the 1950s. In the early 1950s the government made a Zhao Ziyang drew a round of applause when he condemned infanticidedetermined effort to eliminate female infanticide and improve the health and mistreatment of mothers in his report on the Sixth Five-year Plan atof mothers and children, and, as a result, there were indications that the and mitreatment ooers Coisreport on the ixh oFve-e Paa
sex ratio was gradually falling. The 1953 census showed a sex ratio of the Fifth National People's Congress." However, the authorities have
107 -6 males per 100 females and the 1964 census a sex ratio of 105- taken steps to strengthen the enforcement of the one-child family policy
According to registration data, the national sex ratio dropped below 105 in 1983, which may well result in a further rise in sex ratio among
by the late 1960s but was again over 105 by 1975 and had reached 1052 newborns.
by year-end 1981." Compared with these figures, the 1982 census sex
ratio is definitely at a higher level. Minorities

The main reason for the rise is that the census data include the military The 1982 census figures show an upturn in the percentage that
component of 4-24 million, which is predominantly male and has been minorities comprise of the national total, whereas previous figures
excluded from the registration totals in recent years, but this is not the seemed to indicate a long-term decline. According to the 1953 census,
whole explanation. Another factor is the resurgence of female infanticide minorities accounted for 6' I per cent of the total, but the 1964 census
and the abandonment of female infants, caused by the enforcement of put them at 5 -7 per cent, and a 1978 compilation of uncertain basis also
the one-child family limitation in a country where the preference for gave them as 5-7 per cent. 4 Why their proportion should have been
male offspring is still very strong, especially in the rural areas. In declining is not clear. They were exempt from the requirements of the
November 1982 a writer in the China Youth Daily said that " many family planning programme until quite recently, and even now its
readers " had recently written to the newspaper to report that many girl enforcement is supposed to be less strict in minority areas than among
babies were being drowned or left on street corners by their parents. He the Han population. One explanation is that some of the minorities were
added that in some rural communes during the past two years the sex becoming assimilated and thus losing their minority identity. On the eve
ratio among newborns has risen as high as 3:2 (or 150 males per 100 of the census, in November 1981, the State Nationalities Affairs
females) and that unless this phenomenon is checked immediately a Commission issued a " Notice Concerning the Principle of Dealing with
serious imbalance in the sexes could result.9 A national magazine the Rehabilitation and Correction of Nationality Status, " which was to
subsequently revealed that the sex ratio is out of balance in China at ages be implemented prior to the census." The official explanation was that
zero to three or four, and a provincial newspaper cited data from a members of minorities who had been reporting themselves as Hans
street in Wuhan municipality and a village in Hubei province showing because they had been discriminated against under the " gang of four "
that the sex ratio rises sharply from age zero to age four, in the latter now wanted to reassert their minority status, but one of the provincial
case reaching 503!1' The implication is that the killing of girls is not circulars on this subject issued in August 1981 demands that they " stop
limited to the first year of life. The 1982 census provided further evidence pretending to be of Han nationality " and " honestly " report their
on this point. It found a sex ratio of 108 5 among the births reported for Zi. State Council Population Census Office and SSB Population Statistics Division,1981 instead of the expected ratio of around 106, and in the three Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha de zhuyao shuzi, pp. 18-19, 27, 29, and 31. The threeprovinces which included age among their manual tabulations provinces are Hebei, Zhejiang and Henan.

12. Xinhua (Beijing), 9 December 1982, FBIS, No. 241 (15 December 1982), p. K21.
13. Xinhua-English (Beijing), 13 December 1982, FBIS, No. 240 (14 December 1982),

p. KI1.
zhuyao wenti de shuoming"(" Explanation of the criteria established for the demarcation 14. The 1953 figures are from SSB, " Communique of results of census and registration
of rural and urban areas Xin Hua banyuekan (New China Semi-Monthly), No. 3 of China's population," Xinhua (Beijing), 1 November 1954, American Consulate General,
(February 1956), pp. 7-8. Hong Kong, Current Background, No. 301 (1 November 1954), p. 2. The 1964 figures were

8. The national sex ratio was 104-9 in 1965 but was 105 -2 in 1978 and 1981. See SSB, obtained from the 1982 census communiquk; the 1978 figures were given in Zhang Tianlu,
Zhongguo tongji nianjian 1981, p. 89. " You jihua di fazhan woguo shaoshu minzu renkou cujin minzu fanrong " (" Develop

9. Yang Fan, " Save the baby girls," Zhongguo qingnian bao (Chinese Youth Gazette) the population of China's minority nationalities in a planned way to promote the prosperity
(Beijing), 9 November 1982, FBIS, No. 235 (7 December 1982), pp. K55-56. of the various peoples "), Renkou yu jingji (Population and Economy), No. 1 (1980),

10. Commentator, " Chedi dapo ' zhong nan qing ni ' de fengjian naojin" p. 28.
(" Thoroughly destroy the feudal idea of ' preferring males to females ' "), Jiankang bao 15. Bai Jianhua, " Tian xie hao renkou pucha biao shi tigao renkou pucha zhiliang de
(Health Gazette), 13 January 1983, p. 1; and Pu Yun. " Ling ren buan de shuzi guanjian " (" The key to raising the quality of the census is to fill out the census
t" Disturbing figures "), Gansu ribao(Gansu Daily)(Lanzhou), 19 January 1983, p. 4. questionnaires well "), Tongi (Statistics) No. 2 (17 April 1982), p. 17.
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" origins." 6 Hence it is likely that the increase in the percentage of the serious under-reporting of births by local cadres anxious to showminorities in China s population shown by the 1982 census may be due in " success " in attaining family planning targets."' Instead, thelarge measure to the resumption of minority status by members of communiqu6s gave only the population growth rates derived from theminorities who had previously been " passing " for Han. absolute population totals. But the national and provincial vital rates for

1980 and some of the provincial vital rates for 1981 have since appeared
Education and Literacy in other Chinese sources. Li Chengrui has revealed that the registration-

Because of the design of the 1982 census questionnaire, the data on based birth rate for 1981 was 17-6 per 1,000,9 and another source says
education and literacy probably tend to exaggerate both. With the that the 1981 natural increase rate was " under 12 per 1,000,"a but a
exception of individuals who had received a college education, the census weighted average of the provincial natural increase rates for 1981 based
question did not distinguish between those who completed a given level on registration data yields a national natural increase rate of only 10-98
of schooling and those who left without finishing or were still enrolled at per 1,000.
that level at the time of the census. The question was asked of everyone The registration vital data for 1980 and 1981 and the census vital data
aged six and over, but the percentage figures in Table 2 were derived for 1981 are given in Table 3 with percentage figures on the under-
from rates per thousand population at all ages, which is the way the registration of vital events in 1981 implied by the census figures. The data
figures were given in the volume of provincial census results, because the suggest that the population registers under-reported births by. 15-6 per
manual tabulations did not include age data and therefore could not cent and natural increase by at least 17-5 and perhaps as much as 24-5
provide cross tabulations by age. Rates based on the total population per cent, and it is unlikely that the census data on births were complete.
tend to understate educational attainment, but when tabulations by age Respondents evidently told the census-takers about some 3-23 million
are available, the bias will be in the other direction. births concealed by the local cadres but they probably would not have

There was no separate question on literacy in the census. People who reported births which they themselves had concealed. The actual 1981
declared themselves to be illiterate or semi-literate were assigned code 6 birth rate of China could have been several points higher than the 20-91
under the education question. This means that anyone claiming to have per 1,000 found by the census.
received formal education could not also be listed as illiterate. There was, For all of the provincial level units for which figures are available, the
of course, no practical way of testing literacy, although many of those census found a higher birth rate than had been reported from
with limited education may have lapsed into functional illiteracy since registration. The range of implied under-registration is from 3- 5 per cent
leaving school.' in Beijing to 33-3 per cent in Heilongjiang. The census natural increase

rates are higher in every case except for Shanghai; for Heilongjiang
under-registration is over 44 per cent, and for nine other provinces itexceeds 30 per cent. The figures for the death rate are inconsistent andAsking respondents in a census to report the numbers of births and rather puzzling. For three provinces the under-registration of deaths

deaths in their family during a prior year is not generally regarded as a exceeds 15 per cent, but there are five provinces for which the census data
very effective way of getting at the true level of fertility and mortality, imply that registration overcounted deaths. It is hard to conceive of a
but this has turned out to be one of the most informative of the items on rationale for overcounting deaths, hence the suspicion arises that in
China's 1982 census schedule tabulated thus far. The data show that the many places the census did not get a full report of deaths from household
birth and natural increase rates derived from the population registers for representatives. In several cases, such as Heilongjiang and Anhui, the
1981 were much too low for the country as a whole and for almost all of census death rates for 1981 are implausibly low, and it would be hard
the provincial level units. The SSB communiquks on fulfilment of the to explain why the rates for Guangxi and Gansu should be so iuch lower
national economic plans for 1980 and 1981 did not give the national vital than those for such provinces as Shanxi or Hunan. Some of the other
rates as they had in the two years previous, because, it has since been provincial death rates for 1981 derived from census data may also be too
explained, the SSB considered the data too inaccurate to publish due to low but not as conspicuously so as were their registration death rates for

16. Shenyang radio, Liaoning Provincial Service, 15 August 1981, FBIS, No. 168 (31 1980 and 1981. In sum, the census vital data for 1981 provide convincingAugust 1981), p.SI.
17. The manual tabulation of the literacy data posed a special problem for the local evidence that registration vital data have been seriously deficient. They

census workers. Apparently everyone aged six and over who claimed no formal education also leave room for doubt that the census itself took an adequate
was included in the sixth response category on the education question. But tabulators were
required to make a separate tally of the sixth category persons aged 12 and over, which 18. Li Chengrul, " Cong renkou pucha gongbao kan zhongguo renkou de
meant that they had to check the ages of all such persons and eliminate those aged six to 11. .ihengri " Cao
The figures on illiteracy and semi-literacy are given both for those aged six and over and xianzhuang," p. 36.
those aged 12 and over in the booklet of provincial census results. The difference in the 19. Ibid.
national20. British Broadcasting Corporation, Summary of World Broadcasts, Second Series,natona toalsis ome48 illonFE/W1172, 17 February 1982, p.A/I.
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measure of fertility and mortality in China. The Chinese statistical accuracy of both census and registration data. At the 27 October pressauthorities have with good reason decided to establish a system of sample conference on the preliminary census results, Li Chengrui remarked thatsurveys to supplement registration data and to work at improving the the new total was " consistent with China's past statistics " and thataccuracy of vital registration."' 
" this indicates that the population figures published by China every
year have been fairly accurate." 4 On 4 November Qian Xinzhong, theTotal Population Figures minister in charge of the State Planning Commission, said that theThe major anomaly in the census results is that the national population census total was " very close to his estimate and proved that China'stotal counted by the census came so close to the level of the registration family planning has been a success.""

population totals in spite of the discrepancies in the vital rates. The total The main problem with these interpretations is that they seem toof 1,008,175,288 for the mainland of China (excluding Taiwan, Hong ignore the fact that the census data have shown the registration vital ratesKong, Jinmen, Mazu and the overseas Chinese) includes 4-24 million to be quite inaccurate. Since the annual population totals supposedlypeople whose records are maintained by the military, presumably soldiers, confirmed by the census came from the same registration system thattheir dependants who reside on military bases, and some maintenance produced the vital rates and since the registration system depends for thepersonnel. This component has not been included in the annual accuracy of its population totals on accurate reporting of births, deathsregistration figures in recent years, though it is not clear in what year the and migration, how was it possible for the system to keep close track ofregistration totals began to exclude the military. Subtracting the military the size of the population when it could not keep track of the year-to-from the census total reduces it to 1,003,937,078, which is only 807,533 year changes? The errors in reporting births and deaths in China, as inpeople, or 0-08 per cent, larger than the mid-year 1982 figure that can be most other countries, apparently result in net omissions, and the under-projected by applying to the year-end 1981 registration total the half-year reporting of births is more frequent than the under-reporting of deaths,equivalent of the net growth rate of the population as shown by so that natural increase is understated. The effects of suchregistration data for the year 1981.2 The provincial census totals are also understatement on a continuous register system would be cumulativequite close to the figures that can be projected from registration data. over time and should have amounted to a considerable discrepancy in theThe calculations are shown in Table 4. 18 years since the 1964 census. Hence there seems to be an internalIn no case does a provincial census total differ from the projected contradiction in the 1982 census results.figure by as much as I -5 per cent. The largest difference is for Xizang Some questions have apparently been raised about this contradiction(Tibet), in which no field count had been taken during the previous two in Chinese statistical circles. In the recent article by Li Chengrui citedcensuses." For 22 of the provinces the difference is less than 0-5 per earlier, the main purpose of which is to defend the official position thatcent, and for three it is less than the 0-08 per cent difference in the China's population statistics are highly accurate, he says that " statisticsnational figures. In 10 cases the census figures were lower than the for 1980 and 1981 show that the numbers of in-migrants markedly exceedprojected figures, the most extreme case being the economically the numbers of out-migrants " between local areas in China, andepressed province of Anhui, where the census found 221,000 fewer implausible situation because nationally the figures should balance, andpeople than might have been expected. from this he concludes that " many places have reported births as in-The closeness of the census totals to the registration totals was migrants." This is his explanation as to why despite the inaccuracy ofimmediately hailed by the Chinese census authorities as proof of the vital statistics " the population total is close to reality." 6 The purpose of
such deliberate misreporting, presumably, is to get the newborns into the21. Population Analysis Team, State Council Population Census Office, and SSB se iber ate p n prablns t et the orn i the

Population Statistics Division, " Guanyu woguo renkou zhuangkuang de jidian fenxi registers so that they can draw rations but keep them out of the birth(" An analysis of several points relating to the population of China "), Renmin ribao statistics so that they do not embarrass local cadres who have not met(People's Daily) (Beijing), 16 November 1982, p. 5. their family planning targets.22. The Chinese census authorities also estimated the difference between the census and Li's explanation does not seem entirely plausible. In the first place, it isregistration totals, but they did it somewhat differently. Starting with the 1982 census total lielanat oe nen tiey ausiblete filacit isof 1,008 -18 million, they assumed that the 1982 natural increase rate was the same as that not likely that the central authorities have a complete compilation ofthe census had shown for 1981 and thus estimated a natural increase figure for 1982. Then local migration statistics. Such figures would have little meaning forthey assumed that only 45% of the increase occurred in the first half of the year. They higher levels because they could not distinguish internal from externalsubtracted this figure, which they estimated at 6- 58 million, and the military component of
4-24 million from the census figure, which gave them a year-end 1981 figure of 997-36 migration at each unit level without recording origin and destination formillion, 1 14 million larger than the reported year-end 1981 figure based on registration.
See Population Analysis Team, State Council Population Census Office, and SSB 24. Xinhua-English (Beijing), 27 October 1982, FBIS, No. 209(28 October 1982), p. K2.Population Statistics Division. Guanyu woguo renkou zhuangkuang de jidian fenxi," 25. Liu Dizhong (reporter), " Family planning ' ensures China's population target,' "

23. Xinhua-English (Lhasa), 28 October 1982, Joint Publications Research Service - China Daily, 5November 1982, p. d.(JPRS), No. 82, 226(12 November 1982), p. 174. 26. Li Chengri, "Cong renkou pucha gongbao kan zhongguo renkou de xianzhuang,"



Table 4: National and Provincial Population Totals for 1980 and 1981, Implied Growth Rates for 1981, Projected Mid-year 1982
Figures and 1982 Census Figures

Implied Projected Census
Province Year-end Growth Figures, Figures,
Region or 1980 Year-end Rate mid-year mid-year %

Municipality (millions) 1981 % 1982 1982 Difference Difference

China 982-55 996,222,244 1-39 1,003,129,545 1,003,937,078 +807,533 +0-08

Beijing 8-86 9,018,886 1-79 9,099,394 9,230,687 + 131,293 + 1 42
Tianjin 7-51 7,627,520 1-56 7,686,%8 7,764,141 +77,173 +0-99
Hebei 51-68 52,562,921 1-71 53,010,022 53,005,875 -4,147 -0-008
Shanxi 24-765 25,087,671 1-30 25,250,580 25,291,389 +40,809 +0-16
NeiMonggol 18-765 19,029,157 1-41 19,162,627 19,274,279 +111,652 +0-58

Liaoning 34.869 35,348,371 1.37 35,590,522 35,721,693 +131,171 +0-37
Jilin 22-098 22,309,455 0-% 22,415,940 22,560,053 +144,113 +0-64
Heilongjiang 32-04 32,392,727 1-10 32,570,544 32,665,546 +95,002 +0.29

Shanghai 11.4629 11,628,380 1-44 11,712,014 11,859,748 +147,734 +125
Jiangsu 59-38 60,102,421 1-22 60,466,921 60,521,114 +54,193 +0-09
Zhejiang 38-27 38,715,124 1-16 38,939,624 38,884,603 -55,021 -0.14
Anhui 48-93 49,565,502 1-30 49,886,341 49,665,724 -220,617 -0-44
Fujian 25-1778 25,568,993 1-55 25,766,863 25,873,259 + 106,3% +0-41
Jiangxi 32-70 33,039,235 1-04 33,210,170 33,184,827 -25,343 -0-08
Shandong 72-96 73,948,324 1-35 74,447,495 74,419,054 -28,441 -0-04

Henan 72-85 73,969,703 1-54 74,535,992 74,422,739 -113,253 -0-15Hubei 46-84 47,403,489 1.20 47,687,771 47,804,150 +116,379 +0-24Hunan 52-81 53,600,511 1-50 54,000,193 54,006,851 +8,658 +0-02Guangdong 57-80 58,840,625 1-80 59,367,942 59,299,220 -68,722 -0-12Guangxi 35-38 36,128,355 2-12 36,508,448 36,420,960 -87,488 -0-24

Sichuan 98-1% 99,240,339 1-06 99,766,666 99,713,310 -53,356 -0-05Guizhou 27-77 28,267,827 1-79 28,520,077 28,552,997 +32,920 +0-12Yunnan 31-74 32,227,684 1-54 32,474,329 32,553,817 +79,488 +0-24Xizang(Tibet) 1-85 1,849,573 0-52 1,864,378 1,892,393 +28,015 +1-48

Shaanxi 28-314 28,645,197 1-17 28,812,245 28,904,423 +92,178 +0-32Gansu 19-18 19,414,012 1-22 19,532,086 19,569,261 +37,175 +0-19Qinghai 3-77 3,815,986 1-22 3,839,189 3,895,706 +56,517 +1-45Ningxia 3-737 3,833,771 2-59 3,883,092 3,895,578 +12,486 +0.32Xinjiang 12-83 13,030,485 1-56 13,131,899 13,081,681 -50,218 -0-38

Sources:
Year-end 1980 figures -Zhongguojingjinianjian (Annual Economic Report of China), 1981 (Beijing: Jingji guanli zazhishe, no date), pp. IV 226-320; Ta

kungpao (Hong Kong), 27 December 1981, p. 3; and various provincial news dispatches.
Year-end 191 figures - State Council Population Office and SSB Population Statistics Division, Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha zhuyao shuzi (ImportantData from China's Third Population Census) (Beijing; Zhongguo tongji chubanshe), 1 December 1982, p. 11.1982 census figures - Ibid. p. 6.
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all migrants, an impossible task for statisticians without computer that have pitted the official vital rates not only against populationassistance. In fact, in January 1982 an authoritative source on Chinese growth rates but also against absolute totals of births and deaths and agepopulation statistics said categorically that statistics on migration " are structures derived from censuses and surveys, as foreign analysts haveactually not being compiled."'" If the reports are for selected areas only noted. 9 These discrepancies are often minor, but they are serious enoughand if the sample were disproportionately urban, the imbalance Li notes to challenge any claim that China's official data prior to the 1982 censuswould be understandable as the result of the prevailing rural to urban have been highly accurate.
movement widely reported in China in the past several years. Even if the
data were based on a representative national sample of reporting areas, Pre-census Chinese Views
there is no reason why an excess of in- over out-migrants should be taken Bre-ensus Chinese Views
as proof that births are being reported as in-migrants and certainly not Before the census results appeared, many Chinese authorities seemed
that this is the sole explanation. Much of the migration in China that is to have reached a similar conclusion. For years there had been
not state-directed is unauthorized and does not involve the issuance of of deaths by families anxious to retain the rations of the deceased 0 On
removal permits and the recording of departures and arrivals. the eve of the 1964 census, a check-up of registration reportedly found
Unauthorized migrants often secure admission to the registers at their that the records had omitted 2,338,898 people and listed 8,200,246 that
point of destination by going " through the back door," and thus may should have been deleted, for a net overcount of 5,86,348.6 The
be listed as in-migrants without ever having been reported as out- difference was subtracted from the registration population totals prior to
migrants. Registration recordkeeping has never attained such efficiency the census. Obviously it had accumulated over time as a result of
that an imbalance in migration statistics could be taken as certain c es.ovio ith d ated overtie as a nret
evidence of anything. incomplete recording of births, deaths and migration. The under-

Beidese it iato. ureporting of births was not explicitly recognized in China as a majorBesides, it is hard to understand why cadres who were under-reporting problem until recently, but there is reason to believe that the currentbirths on such a large scale would have felt compelled to add an equal pl ntil cen ly eisean topbeiat thecr
number of in-migrants to the records. Not only are there local quotas for family planning campaign has only exacerbated a perennial problem.
births but there are also local targets for population size, which are based Prior to the check-up of registration in 1981 and the spring of 1982,on the national goal of keeping the population under I 2 billion by the year many Chinese sources complained that the population registers were in2000 and on the annual national population plans, which are allocated to disarray, that the data contained many errors, and that only a new censusthe provinces and thence to their component units. Omission of births could obtain reliable data. Some of the errors in registration data werewould not help in the attainment of these goals if the births were blamed on the " 10 years of turmoil " during the Cultural Revolution,
reord asthel inigrats andtainmntof examinatos f the ocatio wwhen, as Li Chengrui said in September 1981, registration work wasrecorded as in-migrants, and an examination of the local population ' interfered with " and " turned into a mess."" Some Chinese sourcesrecords would quickly expose the fraud. Li himself did not seem to said that the inaccuracies in population data were due to the fact that nobelieve that unregistered births were being recorded as in-migrants in s ha the a e in poulation that thaln
September 1981 when he wrote that the failure to register births had met census had been taken in China for 18 years, an explanation that clearly
with popular opposition because it deprived the newborns of grain and assumes that errors in the records accumulate between censuses. A
cloth rations, an argument that would not have been valid if they had People'sDaily article made this point in February 1982:
been entered into the registration records as migrants . 2  

As a census has not been taken for a long period of time in our country, we lack
The discrepancy between the reported national natural increase rates accurate statistical figures. There are quite a few errors in the birth rate, the child

and the growth rates shown by the official population totals is not bearing rate, the death rate, and the rate of population growth. Figures such as
something that appeared for the first time in 1980 and 1981. For the past the proportion of males to females, the age structure, the distribution of the
14 years the growth rates have consistently exceeded the natural increase population, and so on are not too accurate.3 3
rates, and before 1965 there were some years in which the naturalincrease rate exceeded the growth rate. In 32 years there was only one 29. These were first examined in detail in John S. Aird, " Reconstruction of an officialyneaerat inw c eed the wo ratesacoin e, an32ys tha was in hny both data model of the population of China," a paper presented at a conference on theyear in which the two rates coincided, and that was in 1965, when both population of China held at the East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, in May 1980. Awere 28-51 per 1,000, a coincidence so rare and so exact as to prompt the more elaborate analysis incorporating many historical data for China not available in May
suspicion that one was derived from the other. In fact, there have been 1980 will be given in a forthcoming U.S. Census Bureau report.

30. Mao himself remarked on the latter problem in an interview with Edgar Snow backpersistent internal inconsistencies in China's national population data in 1965. See Edgar Snow, " Interview with Mao," The New Republic, 27 February 1965,
p. 20.27. Wang Weizhi, " Tongguo renkou pucha tigao renkou tongji ziliaogde zhiliang" 31. Li Chengrui, Population Censuses in China, p. 18.( To improve the quality of demographic statistics by means of a population census "), 32. Ibid. p. 22.Renkou yanjiu (Population Research), No. 1 (29 January 1982), p. 41. 33. An Li, The significance of China's third census, Renmin ribao. 26 February28. Li Chengrui, Population Censuses in China, p. 17. 1982, FBIS, No. 42(3 March 1982), p. K3.
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Provincial sources noted that the disruption of population statistical mobilized " to return, people who moved because of marriage, whole
work during the Cultural Revolution had " seriously affected " the villages that had resettled on their own initiative in another area, and
accuracy of population data, 4 that the check-up of registration had children born without a birthei quota." t4 These statements seem to
discovered " a great deal of confusion,"" that the local authorities contradict Chinese assertions prior to the 1980s that the system was
" have no clear picture of the base population figures,"6 and that, contac Chi a in s pio ha e m
because of the long interval since the last census, " accurate population complete and functioning effectively.
data are lacking " and " many deviations and errors exist in birth rates,
fertility rates, death rates (and) natural increase rates."" In June 1981 Li The Check-up of Registration, 198/-82
Chengrui said that " because of limiting conditions " the accuracy of When it was disclosed that a national effort was to be made in 1981registration figures is " never sufficiently high " and that one of the and the spring of 1982 to update the registers as a foundation for censuspurposes of the census was to " test the accuracy of the (registration) work, some foreign analysts became concerned that this could mean thatpopulation statistics."" Another Chinese source said that the the census would be so closely tied to the population registers that itregistration system, supposedly established nationwide in 1954-56, was would be unable to take an independent measure of the population. As Inot yet " perfected " in rural areas and thus provided only a " relatively noted in a previous article on the census preparations (The Chinapoor " foundation for census work. 9  

Quarterly, No. 91 (September 1982), pp. 369-85), the lists of householdsIn the spring of 1982 several other sources gave a clue as to what the to be enumerated were to be taken from registration, and otherremaining imperfections were. Shanghai municipality revealed that it administrative records. No map survey or field canvass of householdswas beginning to issue household books to 840,000 rural families that was to be conducted in advance of the census to make sure thathad never had them before, which meant that they could not determine households not in the registers were included in the count. Moreover, itbirth dates or legal residence, and in some places, that births, deaths and seemed likely that inaccuracies in the registers would be carried over to
departures for military service were simply not registered at all." Also, in the census if the two were closely linked.'" The risk was heightened by the
other parts of the country, 11,000 new police sub-stations, the units fact that census personnel in some areas participated in the check-up of
which maintain the local household registration records, had been registration and registration personnel in all areas played a key role in the
established for the first time during 1981 to help the local authorities to local census organizations. Thus, the census-takers were, in many cases,strengthen political power at the basic level in rural areas " and " do checking on their own previous work on the registration system andwell in population statistics."'" In December 1982 the State Council would not have been disposed to find extensive errors.
issued a circular on solving the problem of the " very large " numbers of The United Nations advisers who helped plan the census did not sharepeople in the country who were still not in the population registers. These these concerns about the inaccuracy of registration data and theincluded people who went back to their native places because of possibility that registration data would contaminate census data. They
retirement, release from prison, or divorce, people who were believed that the results of the Wuxi pre-test of July 1980 showed that

34. Commentator, " Tigao renshi jiaqiang lingdao gaohao renkou pucha "(" Heighten registration records in China were highly accurate, and in any case they
awareness, strengthen leadership, and do well in population census "), Xinhua ribao (New felt, and probably with good reason, that it would have been impractic-China Daily)(Nanjing), 2 May 1981, p.1. able, given conditions in China, to attempt to keep the census wholly

35. " Wosheng chengxiang gedi pupian kaizhan hukou zhengdun gongzuo " C All ableeien ondtioiC ato attemp to eplthe cessawhol
urban and rural areas in Sichuan have started to work on straightening out household independent of the population registers and exclude registration
registration "), Sichuan ribao (Sichuan Daily) (Chengdu), 18 November 1981, p. 3. personnel from participation."

36. Commentator, " Get a good grasp of preparations for the population census,"
Ningxia ribao (Ningxia Daily) (Yinchuan), 9 February 1982, FBIS, No. 39 (26 February
1982), p. T2. 42. "Guowuyuan pizhuan gonganbu guanyu jiejue youguan luohu wenti de qingshi de

37. " Jushi zhumu de woguo disanci renkou pucha " t" The eyes of the world are tongzhi " Circular of the State Council giving approval to the request of the Public
focused on the third national population census of China "), Fujian ribao (Fujian Daily) Security Ministry for instructions on solving the problem of registering households in rural
(Fuzhou), 19 June 1982, p. 2. areas "), State Council Release No. 148 (1982), 17 December 1982; Zhonghua renmin

38. Li Chengrui, " Nationwide census - a large-scale investigational study on the basic gongheguo guowuyuan gongbao (Bulletin of the State Council of the People's Republic of
condition of the State," Tongi, No. 2 (10 June 1981), JPRS, No. 79, 635 (10 December China), No. 21 of 1982, 12 February 1983, pp. 1026-1028. Most of these are not people
1981), p. 126. who are avoiding registration but people who have been deliberately kept out of the

39. Commentator. " Assure quality in rural areas," Zhongguo nongmn bao tChinese registers by the local authorities and are still out in spite of the 1981-82 check-up of
Peasants' Gazette) (Beijing). 10 June 1982, JPRS. No. 81, 468 (6 August 1982). p. I registration and the census. The source says of them that " A wall is put in front of them

40. Shang Xingcai and Wang Dinglong, " Shijiao bufa sheyuan hukoubu " and they are squeezed out, creating a large number of ' black persons and black
(" Shanghai suburban districts belatedly issue commune household books "), Jiefang households.'
ribao (Liberation Daily) (Shanghai), 10 April 1982, p. 1. 43. John S. Aird, " The preparations for China's 1982 census," The China Quarterly,

41. Shang Shi, " Nongcun jianli gongan paichusuo (' Police substations are being No. 91(September 1982), pp. 381-82 and 383-84.
established in rural areas "), Ban yue tan (Semi-Monthly Tribune) (Beijing), Vol. 6, No. 46 44- Vaino Kannisto and Y. C. Yu, " Plans and preparations for the 1982 population
(25 March 1982), p. 5. census of China," paper distributed at the conference of the International Union for the

Scientific Study of Population, Manila, December 1981, p. 5.
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If the census was tied closely to the registration system, the household registration system, which is complete and is a favourablecompleteness of the census count would depend upon the adequacy of circumstance."11 9 In June 1982 Li Chengrui stated in an article in thethe effort at checking and updating the registers during 1981 and the People's Daily that:
spring of 1982. Unfortunately, Chinese sources have revealed very little Household registration is the foundation of our regular population statistics andabout the methods and procedures followed during the check-up. The it is also the foundation of our population census. To complete the census with
State Council issued instructions for the undertaking early in 1981, and a high quality, all provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions have carriedsizeable field staff was organized and trained, field methods were pre- out an area-wide straightening uit of households and have basically obtained atested, and presumably there were standard forms, procedures and clear view of the population of the local areas. oprogress reports, but neither the State Council documents nor the results Such declarations would surely have been interpreted by local censusof the effort have been made public. Some local accounts indicate that organs as an indication that census population totals were not expected
the field staff went from house to house checking the records of each to differ much from registration figures.
family and issuing new household books." Several say that numerous However, the ultimate link between the census and the registration
errors were found in the registration records and corrected,' and one records was built into the census field methods. Not only were the lists of
says that the check-up of registration was carried out in a perfunctory households and addresses to be taken from registration records, but
manner in some localities. Other sources suggest that no standard census-takers were also to have the numbers of people in each householdtimetable was followed and that the check-up, which was originally before they began their enumeration. In September 1981 Li Chengruisupposed to have been completed by the end of 1981, dragged on into noted with approval that this practice had been followed in Wuxi," andthe spring of 1982 and was still under way as late as June .4 There is in April 1982 census official Bai Jianhua, writing in the SSB journaltherefore no basis for assessing the effectiveness of either the mthods or Statistics, directed that " prior to the census, enumerators must go downtheir implementation. 

to the households and compile a census book listing the names of heads
of household and the numbers of persons in each household."" TheCensus Reliance on Registration Records same instructions were included in the census field manual used byAs the preparations for the census entered the final stages in the spring enumerators throughout the country:

of 1982, national and local census authorities made it clear to census Prior to the census, the census groups of all census districts must organize thepersonnel that the registration records were to be considered highly cadres and activists of all production brigades and residence groups to assistaccurate after the check-up. The prevailing view, reiterated in the media, the enumerators in conducting an on-the-spot inspection of the situation in thewas that the check-up had provided " a good foundation for census census districts. Based on the inspection results and using the straightened outwork." In March 1982 a central census official writing in the journal household books and the address code books as references, the " namelists ofPopula.ion Research urged census-takers to take advantage of our heads of households " are to be compiled to enable every enumerator to knowthe number of households and the number of persons within his area ofresponsibility. Households omitted or in excess found in the household books
45. Guangzhou radio, Guangdong Provincial Service, 25 June 1981. TH3IS, No. 137 (17 should be corrected based on facts. 53

July 1981), p. Pt; " Wosheng chengxiang gedi pupian kaizhan hukou zhengdungongzuo," p. 3; " Lanqi chengguan zuohao pucha duixiang diaocha modi gongzuo These instructions could be construed as a call for a canvass of(" The town of Lanqi did well in getting to the bottom of things regarding persons to be hesehinstrion oule onstrue aa cal for a xcanvassto
enumerated "), Zhejiang ribao (Zhejiang Daily) (Hangzhou). 18 June 1982. p. 1households prior to enumeration, but they are not sufficiently explicit tohangsha radio, Hunan ProvincialService,2September 198, BIS, No. 171, 3hSeptember constitute a requirement. In practice it is likely that many areas simply198 1, p. P2; and Shang Xingcai and Wang Dinglong. "Shijiao bufa sheyuan hukoubu.
p. 1.

46. E.g. see " Wosheng chengxiang gedi pupian kaizhan hukou zhengdun gongzuo,' 49. Wang Jin' Zuohao renkou pucha de xuanchuan gongzuo Population censusp. 3; and " Shuoji gongshe xiqu renkou pucha shidian zhong de jiaoxun caiqu sanxiang ag n , "uoa enkou puh e xuaan n gongzuo " pu cnu
cuoshi cujin mianshang pucha zhunbei " (" Shuoji commune learned lessons from the propaganda work must be done well "), Renkou yanjiu, 29 March 1982, p. 34.populat ion census pre-test and aoedtremeasures to promote census prprSonO)5. Li Chengrui, "Renkou pucha gongzuo yiding yao dadao gao zhiliang"Xinhuaribao, 18 June 1982, p. adopted three preparations Population census work must achieve high quality "), Renmin ribao, 22 June 1982, p. 5.47. Quanqu renkou pucha gongzuo jinru jingzhang zhunbei jieduan (" Population 51. Li Chengrui, Population Censuses in China, p. 8. Li says, " On the basis of thecensus wor mthe region eners into n intensiveprepan peiod"), Ni aio 9updating of household registers, census workers ... made a complete list of households,census work in the region enters into an intensive preparation period "), Ningxia ribao, 9 with the names of heads of households, who must be enumerated in the census, along with
February 1982, p. 1. 

their place of residence as well as the number of people to be enumerated in a given48. In mid May, Zhejiang province called on all areas to intensify their mobilization and area pdaen dtake further steps to implement central and provincial directives. They were told that they 52. Bai Jianhua, Tian xie hao renkou pucha biao shi tigao renkou pucha zhiliang demust complete their household registration work prior to 15 June. See " Sheng zhengfu 5.aijian h " Ta xbo
zhaokai dianhua huiyi yaoqiu gedi zuohao zhoumi anpai yingjie renkou pucha " (" The guanjanj, p. 17.Zhepng rovncil goernenthel a tleponeconerene l deandthatallares crry53. Disanci quanguo renkou pucha shishi xize zhi san - renkou pucha dengji puchaZhejiang provincial government held a telephone conference to demand that all areas carry gongzuo xize (Third Nationwide Population Census Detailed Field Regulations, No. 3 -out careful arrangements to greet the population census "), Zhejiang ribao, 18 May 1982, Detailed Regulations on the Work of Census Enumeration and Verification), no date or

place of publication, p.
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copied lists of households and numbers of people from the updated enumeration surveys conducted during July and August 1982 are beinghousehold records. interpreted by Chinese spokesmen as proof that the census reached aIt is also likely that these instructions are responsible for the close standard of accuracy that is " unprecedented in scale throughout the
correspondence between the household registration population totals world,"" but similar claims were made for the censuses of 1953 and 1964.
and those produced by the census. To be sure, Li Chengrui and other Following the 1953 census, it was reported that " rechecks " had been
officials warned census-takers that they must not copy data from the conducted in areas with a population of " more than 5295 million,"
household books or from the listings of households and population but 9n per cent of the total population enumerated, which revealed a net
could use these " only as a reference," 4 and there were other warnings undercount of only 0 116 per cent. After the 1964 census, " rechecks 
against " concealment or false reporting," falsifying the records " for carried out in areas with a population of 36-89 million, 5-3 per cent ofpersonal gain," and " altering or falsifying the tabulated figures."" The the total enumerated, reportedly found a net undercount of 0-0014 percentral authorities seem to have been fairly confident that these cent!59  But as one Chinese source has recently conceded, thewarnings were effective. Li Chengrui asserted that printing a stipulation rechecks "in 1953 and 1964 followed no standard method. "on the census forms that enumerators must obtain the census data from In the 1982 census, however, the method to be followed in conducting
interviews prevented some of them from copying information out of the the post-enumeration surveys was spelled out in the initial instructions.
household books. 6 But in fact there was no effective way of enforcing Provinces were to select 10 counties or municipalities (or city districts insuch demands when the full-scale count was taking place, the case of the larger municipalities) if their population exceeded 20Hence it appears that the census-takers knew in advance of the actual million or five if their population was under 20 million. Within each offield enumeration how many households and people they were to count, the selected units, four communes or urban neighbourhoods were to be
But they were not directed to find out beforehand how many births and chosen, and within each of these one team or residence group was to bedeaths had been registered in 1981 and were therefore obliged to obtain chosen. The selections were to be made at random by an " equal
the vital data by direct questioning. This may well be the explanation interval " sampling method by provincial-level personnel using lists ofas to why the census population totals were so close to the registration units supplied by the local levels.6' Applied to all provinces, this method
figures whereas the census data on births and natural increase in 1981 would have selected a total of 980 units; the number actually included in
diverged sharply from the registration figures. In any case, since the the survey was 972, with a total population of 187,362, or 0 n b02 per cent
census population totals were not arrived at independently of the of the national total .6  a
registration records, they are inherently incapable of confirming
the accuracy of the registration figures; nor does proximity to 57. Hou Wenruo, " How to interpret the census communiqu6," Beijing Review, No. 48the registration figures lend credibility to the census totals. (29 November 1982), p. 13.

58. SSB, " Communique of results of census and registration of China's population," IThe Post-enumeration Surveys November 1954. The text of this communique was reprinted in the SSB journal Statistics in
October 1981. See annex to Sun Jingxin, " A brief introduction to the first nationwideAt the moment, there is no way of assessing the accuracy of either the census," Tongji, No.4(10October 1981); JPRS, No. 79,882(18 January 1982), p. 49.

census or the registration population totals. The results of the post- 59. Li Chengrui, Population Censuses in China, p. 5.
60. Yang Rizhang, "Random sampling of quality after the population census," Renkou54. Li Chengrui, " Guanyu ' disanci quanguo renkou pucha banfa ' de shuoming he yanjiu, No. 3 (29 May 1982), JPRS, No. 81,560 (17 August 1982), p. 63. Local pressrenkou pucha gongzuo anpai de yijian (zhaiyao) " v An explanation of the 'measures reports indicated that the procedures used in 1953 varied widely. Some units did fairlygoverning the third national population census ' and views on arrangements made for the conscientious and effective work and found large errors. Others did perfunctory work, andcensus work labstractl "), Tongji, No. 2 "(17 April 1982) p. 13; Yang Rizhang, Renkou in at least one case the recheck consisted of calling a meeting of residents and asking if theypucha dengji zhiliang de chouyang jiancha " (" The sample quality survey of the knew of any errors in the census, and, of course, none was found. The errors reported bypopulation census "), ibid. p. 18; and Li Chengrui, cRenkou pucha gongzuo yiding yao units that did a good job of rechecking were divided by the population in all the unitsdadao gao zhiliang, " p. 5. Such shortcuts had been discovered during the pre-tests. See Mei reporting, most of which claimed virtually total accuracy, hence the very low error rates.Xiangfu and Wei Congde, " Canjia Zhengzhoushi Beixiajie renkou pucha shidian de reorting mthich clam ed i 1ota. acra ene tereow o te

ihi"(" What we have learned from participating in the census pre-test conducted at the Presumably something simtlar happened in 1964. For a review and interpretation of thetihui neighbourhood ofZngzou muicipalit "Tngjs pr il 1982) evidence on the 1953 " recheck " operations, see John S. Aird, " Population growth,"Beixiajie neighbourhood of Zhengzhou municipality "), Tongi, No. 2 (17 April 1982), Chap. 4 in Alexander Eckstein, Walter Galenson, and Ta-chung Liu (eds.), Economicp.24. 
Trends in Communist China (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1968), pp. 239-42.55. Commentator. " Usher in th82hird nationwide census," Renmin ribao, 18 January 61. E.g. in a large province the 10 units were selected by listing all of the county-level1982, FBIS, No. 20 (29 January 1982), p. K2 d Sheng renkou pucha bangongshi fachu units, dividing the number of units by 10, and taking the result as the interval betweentongzhi yaoqiu gedi qieshi zhuyi renkou pucha dengji de zhiliang " (" The Zhejiang selected units. The number of the initial selection was then chosen by lot. Theseprovincial population census office issues a circular requesting that all areas earnestly pay specifications are laid down in the census manual on the post-enumeration survey. Seeattention to the quality of the census registration "), Zhejiang ribao, 6 July 1982, p. 1; and Disanci quanguo renkou pucha shishi xize zhi si - renkou pucha dengji zhiliang chouyangMeng Qingpu, " Gaohao shougong huizong baozheng pucha shuzi zhiliang " (" Do well jiancha xize (Third Nationwide Population Census Detailed Field Regulations, No. 4 -the manual tabulations to assure the quality of the census figures ") Tongi, No. 3(17 Detailed Regulations on the Random Sample Quality Check), no date or place ofJune 1982), p. 32. 
pbiain p -056. Li Chengrui, " Cong renkou pucha gongbao kan zhongguo renkou de xianzhuang," publication, pp. 8--10.

p.536. L62. Li Chengrui, " Cong renkou pucha gongbao kan zhongguo renkou de xianzhuang,"p. 36. 
p. 35.
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Both the supervisors and the enumerators for the sample survey were 0-00049 and 0-00082 per cent for a net undercount of 0 00033 per cent !6
to be county level personnel, who were to be familiarized with the sample But Yunnan reported no overcount at all and only a 0-017 per centenumeration areas by local personnel but were to prepare their own lists undercount, and Jilin reported no overcount or undercount and aof names and addresses of the households prior to the survey. As in general discrepancy rate of 0.005 per cent, lower than the discrepancythe original enumeration, the survey enumerators were told they could rate of 0-032 per cent reported by Beijing!" Some of the units for whichuse the household registration records " only . . . as a reference." 6 The no figures are available must have had substantially higher error rates forsurvey enumerators were to go door-to-door and re-interview the the national average to reach the net overcount of 0-015 per cent.household representatives to determine the numbers of persons in each Minuscule as they are, the error rates so far reported show thathousehold, the numbers of births and deaths in 1981, and the sex, age implementation varied from one province to another. More important,and household registration status of each member. Special forms were as in 1953, claims of virtually a zero error rate imply either that theprepared for the survey, for the comparison of survey and original surveys were no more accurate than the original counts or that falsecensus data, and for reporting errors. The information about claims of complete accuracy were fabricated by local officials.discrepancies was to be summarized at the provincial level and submitted

to the central authorities before 20 August. The Obsession with Accuracy
Obviously, the 1982 post-enumeration survey was methodologically Local census staff could be excused for believing that the purpose offar superior to the haphazard approaches used in the two preceding the post enumeration surveys was to prove that perfect accuracy had

censuses. Except for the continuing linkage to registration records, the been attained. Neither the central nor the provincial census authorities
survey might, if conscientiously carried out, have given a fairly good been ttandeither the ceras nore a ens auritie
indication of the accuracy of the data on the items it covered. The central seem to have understood the exercise merely as a means of measuring thecensus authorities have accepted the survey results as firm evidence that magnitude of statistical errors in the census. The central censustheir census compares favourably with censuses elsewhere in the world authorities had set a tolerance limit of not over 0-2 per cent error for
for overall accuracy. However, the best-laid statistical plans, like other population totals, 0-01 per cent for sex, and 0- 1 per cent for age data
kinds of plans, often go astray in the execution, particularly when the and threatened to make local units repeat the entire field effort if theypeople in charge of the work lack statistical experience or have concerns exceeded these limits.6  Prior to the census Li Chengrui told aother than statistical fidelity that are more closely related to their preparatory meeting that:
interests. In China, neither the central nor the local statistical authorities A census that is inaccurate is worthless. Actually, it is worse than that since itknow what level of statistical accuracy is believable and what is not. would mean that all our economic plans would start from false premises.68
Evidently it has not occurred to them that the accuracy claims for the Other communications to census staff also stressed the importance of1982 census, like those for the previous censuses, which they continue to absolute accuracy and conveyed the impression that the objective wascite, are so extreme as to invite incredulity instead of trust. attainable and that they would be held accountable for it. Once again, asAs in the 1953 census, the results of the post-enumeration surveys in 1953 and 1964, the central authorities wanted to receive and believereported from various parts of the country show variations that strongly claims of extremely high accuracy, and once again, as in most nationalsuggest that the work was not carried out with equal care in all areas. emulation campaigns in China, the local units told them what theyOnly a few of the provincial census communiques available thus far give wanted to hear. A national census conference convened in Hangzhou inthe results of their post-enumeration surveys. Most say, without giving 65. "Sheng tongjiju gongbu wosheng renkou pucha zhuyao shuzi (" Provincialthe figures, that they exceeded the standards for accuracy laid down by Statistical Bureau publishes major figures of the population census in our province "),the central authorities, but six units provided some of the particulars. Sichuan ribao, 2 November 1982, p. 1; and " Ningxia Huizu zizhiqu tongjiju guanyuquanqu 1982-nian renkou pucha zhuyao shuzi de gongbao " (" CommuniquE of theGuangdong province, which has consistently been more self-critical in Ningxia Hui Autonomous Regional Statistical Bureau on the major figures of the 1982reporting population data and family planning accomplishments than population census of the region "), Ningxia ribao, 29 October 1982. p. 1.most other provinces, claims an overcount of 0-131 per cent and an 66. " Sheng tongjiju gongbu wosheng renkou pucha zhuyao shuzi (" Provincialtherount povi.nc4e ce anet dercount of 0 r cet cn an Statistical Bureau publishes the major figures of the population census in our province "),undercount of 0 148 per cent, for a net undercount of 0017 per cent. Yunnan ribao (Yunnan Daily) (Kunming), 29 October 1982, p. 2; ChangchunThe corresponding figures for Sichuan are only 0-039 and 0-029 percent radio, Jilin Provincial Service, 5 November 1982; and " Shi tongjiju gongbu jinnian benshi

renkou pucha zhuyao shuzi " (" The Municipal Statistical Bureau announces the major
for a net overcount of 0-00 per cent, and for Ningxia the figures are figures of this year's population census for our municipality "), Beijing ribao (Beijing

63. Yang Rizhang, " Random sampling of quality," p. 65. Daily)(Beijing), 29 October 1982, p. 4.
63. "GangdoiangsheRnogjijmpgngu osheng qlisc r u p67. Xinhua, Beijing, 28 May 1982, FBIS, No. 106 (2 June 1982), p. K10; and Li64. " Guangdongsheng tongjiju gongbu wosheng disanci renkou pucha zhuyao shuzi "Chengrui, "Renkou pucha gongzuo yiding yao dadao gao zhiliang," p. 5; and Disanci(" The Guangdong Provincial Statistical Bureau announces the major figures of the third quanguo renkou pucha shiohinxze yhi y d z p. 5.population census in Guangdong "), Nanfang ribao (Southern Daily) (Guangzhou), 31 68. Quoted in China undertaking largest head count in world's history," PoplineOctober 1982, p.2. 

(Washington, D.C.), Vol. 4, No. 7 (July 1982), p. 2.
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December by the State Council reviewed the local reports and work. All in all, the census unquestionably represents a great advance forpronounced the census data " very accurate."" Where the truth lies demographic statistics in China. Methodologically, it far surpasses anycannot be finally determined yet, but the evidence already in hand previous Chinese census or survey in technical sophistication. It is theindicates that the results of the post-enumeration surveys exaggerate the country's first really modern large-scale statistical investigation. It hasaccuracy of the census data. collected a vast store of data, including some kinds, such as maritalFurther evidence on the accuracy of the census figures and of previous status, parity, occupational and employment data, that have neverofficial population totals may be found in the 1982 census age data by before been compiled for the country as a whole. The census data willsingle years of age and sex when they are made available. The undoubtedly inspire an upsurge in demographic research and analysisdistribution can be analysed for indications of differential undercount and shift the focus of Chinese demography away from the rather fruitlessand for consistency with the reported vital rates and rates of population " theoretical " treatises of the past towards more empirical studies.growth in the past. Also, various national and provincial organizations Ready access to data at both the national and the local level mayin China are conducting or planning sample surveys on demographic encourage the political leaders to rely more on quantitative analysis andsubjects which, if they are independent of the population registration less on ideological precept in planning and administration. Although thesystem, may provide a further test of the accuracy of the census figures. errors in registration data on births and deaths are too large to beIn September 1982 the State Family Planning Commission began a four ignored, and the census data on births and deaths in 1981 may stillmonths survey of fertility rates among a national sample of 1,017,574 contain much larger errors than the Chinese authorities suspect, most ofwomen to supplement census data on fertility. Also, as noted earlier, a the purposes to which the census data will be put would not beteam of statisticians from the State Council Population Census Office compromised by error margins of 5 or 10 per cent. If the centraland the Population Statistics Division of the SSB has announced plans to authorities are fully convinced of the value of good statistical data, theyestablish a sample survey system to " investigate vital changes in the may, in time, find a way to free the local statistical organs from directpopulation " and to " supply the state with accurate population supervision and intervention by provincial and lower-level politicalstatistics,"" evidently a response to the census disclosures of serious leaders so that their data will be less susceptible to the manipulations thatinaccuracies in registration vital data, for Li Chengrui says the purpose is have undermined their credibility in the past."to " check on the overall reported data and to learn the true The fact that the 1982 census results are to be published in detail isconditions."" Meanwhile, some of the 23 population research institutes another sign of statistical progress in China and one of far-reachingthroughout the country have already begun to carry out demographic significance. The final results of the 1953 census released by the SSB insurveys for various purposes, several of which involve the collection of November 1954 amounted to only about two pages, much less than werenew data instead of being merely surveys of the registration records, as provided in the announcement of the preliminary tabulations from theso often in the past. None of these efforts is intended as a check on the 1982 census. After the 1964 census eight years elapsed before any of theaccuracy of the census, but some of them may gather data that can be data was released. In February 1972 undated provincial populationused for this purpose. Ultimately, of course, there will be another totals in units of 10,000 appeared in a Chinese atlas without anypopulation census, and perhaps the next one will be designed so that it indication as to their origin.14 Other 1964 data have been published since,can be truly independent of the population registers. By one means or but only within the past three years.another statistical resources will eventually be found that will enable In contrast, the 1982 census data are to be published in 32 volumes atChinese statisticians and demographers to reach a more realistic the national and provincial levels, one volume of national data and oneassessment of the accuracy of the 1982 census data. each for the 29 provinces, Taiwan, and Hong Kong and Macao, totalling
several tens of thousands of pages, and the provincial volumes will

A ccomp/ishments of the 1982 Census contain data down to the county level, according to one Chinese source."
The continuing doubts about the accuracy of the census totals should Another source indicates that there may also be county-level census

not be allowed to obscure the positive aspects of China's 1982 census
69. Xinhua-English (Beijing), 21 December 1982, FBIS, No. 248 (27 December 1982), 73. For a discussion of falsification in Chinese statistics, see John S. Aird, " Recentp. K8. 

demographic data from China: problems and prospects," China Under the Four70. Xinhua-English (Beijing), 2 September 982, FBIS, No. 12 (3 September 982), Modernizations, Part 1, Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States,p. K24; and Xinhuay(Beijing),8 April 93, FBIS, No. 70(11 April 983),p. Ki4. Government PrintingOffice, Washington, D.C., 13 August 1982, pp. 204-213.Po. Population Analysis Team State Council Population Census Office and SS " 74. Shipeditu ce (Atlas of China) (Beijing: Ditu chubanshe, February 1972).Population Statistics Division, Guanyu woguo renkou zhuangkuang de jidian feni,11 75. "Zhongguo renkou congshu bianxie choubei huiyi zongshu " (" A summary of thep. 5. 
preparatory meeting for the compilation of Serial Monographs on the Population of72. Li ChengruiC Cong renkou pucha gongbao kan zhongguo renkou de xianzhuang,' China "), Renkou yu jingji, No. 2 (25 April 1982), pp. 8-9. This source specifies 31 volumes,p. 37. 
but it has since been reported that a volume on Hong Kong and Macao has been added.
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publications amounting to several hundreds of thousands of pages."
According to this source, there will be 93 tables of national data, 85 tables
of provincial data, 41 tables of prefectural data, and 40 tables of county
data. The 93 national data tables will consist of 16 tables of summary
statistics, 10 on the geographical distribution of the population, seven on
nationalities, I I on age distribution, 24 on education and employment,
II on family, marriage and fertility, and 14 on mortality." An indication
of the kinds of cross-tabulations contemplated is given in the recent
publication of the results of the Wuxi pilot census, which contains 193
pages and includes among its 22 tables such breakdowns as the
population by single years of age and sex, domestic household size by ageand sex of head, and employed persons by age, sex and industry." It is
also significant that the 55-page volume of preliminary 1982 census
results included not only the year-end 1981 provincial population totals
down to the last digit but also the national figures from the 1953 and 1964
censuses by single years of age and sex, data that have never been made
public before.'

In this respect, as much as in the use of sampling, pre-coded census
forms and computers, the 1982 census breaks with past statistical
practice in China. To the Four Modernizations, China has added a fifth
- statistical modernization. Despite some unsolved problems, China's
1982 census must be acknowledged as a monumental achievement and
one that is certain to increase China's statistical credibility throughout
the world.

76. Wang Weizhi, " Renkou pucha zhiliao de huizong yu gongbu (" The tabulationand publication of the population census data "), Renkou yanjiu, No. 4 (29 July 1982), p.24. This source says that the results of a 10% sample machine tabulation of census returnswill also be published in advance of the full-scale tabulations.
77. Ibid. pp. 23-24.
78. SSB, Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo disanci renkou pucha Jiangsu sheng Wuxi shihe Wuxi xian shidian ziliao huibian (The Third National Population Census of the People'sRepublic of China Compilation of Statistics from the Pilot Census of Wuxi City and WuxiCounty, Jiangsu Province) (Beijing: China Statistical Publishing House), July 1982.79. State Council Population Census Office and SSB Population Statistics Division,Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha zhuyao shuzi, pp. I I and 33-38. The 1964 data include themilitary but the 1953 data do not.



664 The China Quarterly 16 Economic Reform in China at the Xian Level*Table AS: Industrial Output, Employment and Productivity by Heavy Y. Y. Kuehand Light Industry, 1%9-72 •

1969 1970 1971 1972
In the terminology of Chinese planning the " state plan " (" guojiaGroutpvalue (inrio 

hua ") embraces both the central and provincial plans, while theG uros 208l o 238-9a local plan " (" difang jihua ") refers exclusively to the one for the
yuan) 2086 238-9 2466 xian (county) and its administrative equivalent, namely the provincial

Heavy 1125 1366 1462 municipality.' This distinction is seldom made in relevant westernLight W 
1023 1080 studies. The prevalent practice is to regard provincial and local planning(millon) eas synonymous, in contrast to central planning.2 As a result, the xian as aear-ein 2separate 

planning authority has scarcely received any attention, except
Year-end 23-65 2809 3233 34. for some sporadic references made in connection with studies on local,
Heavy 13-81 1694 2-02 1-85 especially rural, dustries.Average 

25-87 30-21 33-59 Nationally the xian command rather a substantial proportion of
eagv 

15-38 1863 21 -08 resources in China. They produced, for example, around 40 per cent of

Livty 
1050 11-58 12-56 the national gross value of industrial output (GVIO) in 198l14 andProductivity (yuan) 8,063 7,908 7,341 control virtually all the small-scale industry (state and collective) which

Heavy 7,315 7,332 6,935 in turn account for over 90 per cent of all the industrial enterprises in the
Light 9,152 8,834 8,599 country.' Being labour intensive, these industries are also very importantin terms of employment. If agriculture is included, for which the xianSs: vserve as important planning vehicles, the xian sector looms much larger.

Gross value of industial output: Xue Muqiao, et al., Zhongguo iingji nianfian (1981), When, in 1979, a national programme of industrial reform wasWorkers and employees derived from the number of new workers and employees in the launched, the planning natemnat he Xian level als underen a serie fyear and the number of workers and employees in light industry in 1972 asa per cent of the changes. Interestingly, while the national scheme had come to a halt by
total. See Yang Jianbai and Li Xuezeng, The relations between agriculture, light industry April 1981, xian reform was declared beneficial to the readjustment
and heavy industry in China," Social Sciences i China No. 2(1980). p. 19%. poes n steeoepoedn nitre.

Productivity: derived from the gross value of output and the average number of workers process, and is therefore proceeding undisturbed.6and employees. 
The State Council has not released any consistent sets of decrees forxian reform like those released for the national scheme. Rather, the

* I am much indebted to Professor Kenneth Walker for helpful comments andsuggestions.
i. Zuo Mu" On the role of local planning and the relation between plans and markets,"Jingjiyanhiu (Economic Research), No. 7 (1980), p. 33.

2. This is the case with Nicholas Lardy, " Economic planning in the People's Republicof China: centra-proncial fiscal relations," U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee,China: A Reassment of the Economy (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government PrintingOffice, 1975), pp. 94-115S, and many Chinese scholars as well. See Liu Guoguang (ed.),Guomin jingji guanli tizhi gaige de ruogan inun wenti (Some Theoretical Problems in theReform of the National Economic Management System) (Beijing: Zhongguo Shehui KexueChubanshe, 1980), pp. 20-33.
3. See, e.g. ,on Sigurdson, Rural Industrialization in China (Cambridge: HarvardUniversity Press, 1977).
4. See Table 5 for the xian-level GVIO and Zhongguo tongii nianjian-1981 (China'sStatistical Yearbook - 1981) (hereafter Tongji nianjian 1981) (Hong Kong, 1982), p. 208.5. See Tong/i nianjian 1981, p. 204, for distribution of industrial enterprises by scale.6. Cf Zhonghua renmin gongheguo guowuyuan gongbao (Bulletin of the State Councilof the People's Republic of China) (hereafter Guowuyuan gongbao), No. 9 (10 July 1981),pp. 267, 276; and Zhongguo jingii nianian (Almanac of China's Economy) (hereafterJingi ninian) (Beijing, 1982), p. V43. For a western study on the national reform seeBruce L. Reynolds, " Reform in Chinese industrial management: an empirical report,"U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee, China under the Four Modernizations, Part I(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982), pp. 119-37.
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Economic Reform in China at the Xian Level 667reform was first launched in Qingyuan xian, Guangdong province inApril 1979, presumably on the initiative of local authorities.' B ne Figure 1: Economic Planning and Administrative Structure of the Xianof 1981 the Qingyuan model was being emulated by 363 xian and 17 shi nthroughout China.' The Qingyuan reform was prompted by problemsarising from the new profit-sharing scheme for enterprises which had PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTbeen adopted half-a-year earlier. Specifically, its expanded financialautonomy was found to be unworkable without concomitant allocativeflexibility. Hence, the entire reform has been directed towards grantinggreater decisionmaking power to xian authorities.
This article first identifies the major xian planning agencies and

compares their basic functions and relationships before and after thereform, It then focuses on the question of how and to what extentresources have been transferred to the xian sector; and what incentives 
XAhave been provided to stimulate local initiatives. The allocative impact,

negative and positive, of expanded planning autonomy is also discussed.The article concludes with an evaluation of the reform from the broaderperspective of resource use under the system of central planning.

The Emerging Xian Planning Autonomy
Each xian, like the provincial and central governments, has a planningcommittee (XPC) and an economic committee (XEC), as well as anumber of functional (finance, material and labour supply) and

departmental (industry, textiles, agriculture, etc.) bureaus. The two
committees and the functional bureaus are the basic organs. The number and structure of the departmental bureaus vary according to local factor E LNendowments and the degree of industrial diversification. The EE DTSEresponsibilities of the functional bureaus cut across all the departmental SECTORbureaus. Thus none of the latter represents an autonomous and integrated

for matters relating to funding, material supply and employment. t0All the xian bureaus, including the XPC and XEC, are subordinate to MIXEDthe respective provincial bureaus. Funds and scarce materials are SNtransferred vertically down to the xian sector At the same time the SECTOR
departmental bureaus may turn to their provincial superiors for any 

L

competitive claims which cannot be resolved within the xian, or for thatmatter, upon which the XEC does not want to make a judgment."I Thus, 
ETin our organizational model (Figure 1) the authority structure over state 

ANECTenterprises is presented as a network of curved lines to show that none ofthe xian planning agencies has straight management authority.7. Nanfang ribao (Southern Daily), Guangzhou 24 July 1980, pp. I and 4; Fan Bing,How to reform the xan- level economic management system," Jingji guanli (EconomicManagemen9, No. 5 (1 May 1980), pp. 13-14; and Renmin ribao (People's Daily), 28November 1978, p. 1, p 
. Planning Committee 8. Departmental Bureau B8 igna~nl8)pV4.2. 

Economic Committee XD Xian District
9. Fan Bing," How to reform the xian-Ievel economic management system," p. 13. 3. Finance Bureau SN Street-neighbourhoodm a0. Ibid. pp. l3-4. For a more detailed description of the xian-level planning 4. Labour Bureau SE State Enterprisemechanism including the agricultural sector and urban-rural relations see my Local Level 5. Materials Bureau LC Large CollectivePlanning in China, International Labour Office (World Employment Programme Research 6. Capital Construction Bureau SC Small CollectiveSeries), Geneva, November 1982.BureaupArCmSmallollecti
11. Ibid. 

7 eatetlBra
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In contrast, the xian bureaus directly control collectives, indicated in our Table 1: Percentage Shares by the State and the Local Sectors in Plannedmodel by a straight line. GaIO Targets in Wuxi Municipality, Jangsu Province, 1980
Collectives differ from state enterprises in two major ways. First, they

are funded entirely by xian resources, whereas the latter depend
exclusively on ad hoc appropriations from above. As a result, state
enterprises are integrated with the state budget, whereas collectives are State Sector Plal S et T anofully accountable for their own profits and losses, either individually (in Central/Provincial Xian PlanningMrket Total Totathe case of the small collectives), or collectively under the common
financial umbrella of the respective xian bureaus or the xian districts (in -------
the case of large collectives)." Secondly, collective enterprises normally Wuxj municipality 69 25 285 31turn to the markets for input supplies and sales except for some advanced Wuxi Xian 30collectives, which like state enterprises are incorporated into the supplybalances of the Xian Planning Committee."~ Thus, unlike state Source:balacesof te Xan Pannng ommitee13 Tusunlie sateZuo Mu, " On the role of local planning and the relation between plans and markets,"
enterprises, collectives constitute a more favourable independent and Jingjiyanjiu, No. 7 (19o0), p. 35.self-financed sector, free from vertical state control, except for tax
obligations. 

All of these problems are clearly interrelated. Thus, the basic idea ofThe ownership and planning structure varies from case to case. As the reform is to grant greater decision-making power to xian authorities;indicated in Table , Wuxi municipality has a larger state-sector share (69 and to replace bureaucratic control with an integrated system of economicper cent) of GVIO than Wuxi xian (30 per cent). This is because the more management and incentives. However, far-reaching decentralization,advanced municipality has more central and provincial enterprises say, to convert individual enterprises into market-type autonomouslocated within its sphere. Interestingly, this greater degree of entities, would directly counter the primacy of the central allocation ofcentralization not only results in a smaller market-sector share, but also funds and materials. Therefore, the logical solution is to have all thein a much reduced planned proportion inside the local sector: 8 per cent separate vertical responsibility lines converge at the Xian Economic(25/31 x 100) for the municipality and 27 per cent (19/70x 100) for the Committee. The specific working arrangements vary from experimentalxian. In both cases, however, market operation accounts for an xian to xian, but the basic tenets are similar. Table 2 summarizes andoverwhelming share in local industrial activities. compares the major functions of the various xian planning agencies andThe need for the present xian reform arises mainly from problems their relationships before and after the reform."associated with the xian-evel state enterprises. First, the branch principle It is clear that the XEC has now become a powerful and coherentof industrial organization inhibits inter-bureau co-operation for decision-making body. The cumbersome bureaucratic red tape involvedintegrated local development. Secondly, vertical control from the with horizontal inter-bureau and vertical provincial-xianprovince hinders xian initiatives for resource mobilization. Thirdly, communications has largely been eliminated; and the xian administrationcross- functional control leaves little room for departmental flexibility to staff drastically reduced. As revealed in Table 3, the reduction rangescope with changing local conditions. And fourthly, bureaucratic from 29 per cent for Tongliao shi to around 55 per cent for Linru xian.management discourages incentives to economize, leading particularly to Before the reform cadres conversant with management techniques andserious overstaffing.'14  

business affairs amounted, in Tongliao shi, for example, to only 20 out12. Zhu Chuan, ' Ownership of collective economics in urban areas and related of a total of 66.16 Now it has 30 professional managers among a reducedpolicies," Jingji yanjiu, No. 2 (1980), pp. 6-8. In some localities the small collectives are staff of 47."1 Obviously the new XEC needs more specialists to match itsalso merged into the common financial pool of the street neighbourhood; see Chengzhen enhanced management functions.ji jingi yanjiu (Studies on the Urban Collective Economy) (Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, The collectives are now also subject to " unified planning, unified1981), p. 243. The district collective differs from the bureau collective in that :t is notadvanced enough in terms of technical sophistication, scale of operation, and most management and unified disposition " by the XEC18; however, separateimportantly, profitability, to deserve classification according to the branch principle. See financial accounts are still maintained so that their incentives are notQi Xiangyan and Peng Kehong, " What is meant by the change in Dandong's ninth cotton impaired by their obligation to remit after-tax profits to the Xianweaving factory," Jingjiguanli, No.8(1980), pp. 18-22.13. Jiti fimgy yanpiu, pp. 78-79.
14. These problems summarize the diverse complaints frequently made in discussions of 15. For details see Guanli jingyan xuanbian, pp. 503-31, and other articles on xianxian-level reform. See Fan Bing, "How to reform the xian-level economic management reform as cited in this article.system," pp. 13-14, and Enterprises Management Bureau, State Economic Commission, 16. Guani ingyan xuanbi p. 522.Gongye jingying guanli jingyan xuanbian (Selection of Administrative Experience in 17. Ibid. pp. 524-25.

Industrial Management) (hereafter Guanli Jingyan Xuanbian) (Beijing: Renmin 18. ChengchengXan Economic Committee, Shaani province," How Chengcheng xianChubanshe, 1981), pp. 503-31. 
has reformed its industrial management system," Jingjiguanli, No. 12(1981), p. 38.
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Table 2: A Comparison of the Major Functions of the Various Xian-levelPlanning and Decision-making Authorities Before and After the Reform
Capital Construction Bureau

Before Reform Afer Reform Plans, evaluates and implements/ Basically the same except that XECcontrols implementation of and its enterprises may use retained
Planning Committee investment projects in close con- profits to launch their ownPue n a ln m C mite tsultation with XPC and other func- investment projects; and perhapsFormulates annual and long-term Basically the same, except that tionAl bureaus that part of new investment fundsxian-wide plans; plans intersectoral production targets now handed by allotted from above has been

allocation of investment and XPC in aggregate to XEC for transferred to XEC for discretionaryessential production materials; and breakdown at its discretion among 
application.assigns annual production targets enterprises; in some cases annual Departmental Bureaus(with quarterly and monthly targets still directly assigned by Controls enterprises grouped underrebreakdowns) to0 individual XPC. y sindb otosetrrssgopdudr Converted into XEC's constituententerprises. the branch principle, and represents branch corporations or abolishedtheir interest in competitive claims altogether, especially the larger mid-Economic Committee for funds and materials; the control layer bureaus (e.g. for light or heavyBasically a co-ordinating and Now a corporation-like body with being, however, far from complete, industry or industry at large)supervising agency, working closely wide-ranging planning and decision- since enterprises' major input and comprising a number of sub-branchwith XPC and the functional making power; final source of output targets (physical and bureaus; individual enterprises nowbureaus to keep the various authority for subjugated enterprises financial) are separately determined subjected to XEC's various businessdepartmental bureaus and and constituent corporations, by various functional bureaus, executive sections (ke) responsible

enterprises in compliance with dealing on their behalf with XPC 
for production, planning, finance,government policies and regulations. and other functional bureaus for prdction, aningkfinArbitrates between competitive concerning production, investment, and supply.claims for funds, materials and employment, funds and material Party Committeelabour supplies and any other supplies, and taxes and profit The Xian Party Committee has a All sub-committees abolished, except

conflicts of interest, remissions. sub-committee in the XPC, XEC and for XEC which is now manned byFinance Bureau other bureaus in which its secretary professional cadres to take charge ofCompiles the Xian budget, collects Retained depreciation reserves (and concurrently holds the bureau Party business (propaganda,tax and profit remissions, centralizes probably new investment funds as directorship. To ensure further organization, discipline) and otherpart of the depreciation reserves for well) now fully or partially compliance with provincial and political and social functions for thereallocation within xian, and makes transferred to XEC; aggregate central policy guidelines, the Party entire XEC sector; XEC's sectionappropriations for new investment remission targets for XEC only, Committee also directly controls chiefs (comparable to former bureauprojects. Sets profit and profit normally in form of profit-sharing appointments to deputy section chief director) not even appointed as sub-remission targets or furnishes profit- contract signed; XFB no longer deals (fu kezhang) and above. committee members, to enable themsharing schemes for individual with individual enterprises, exceptenterprises. hto exclusively deal with economicPerhaps when screening requests for work; XEC also empowered toworking capital. 
appoint leading cadres up to deputy

Reallocates input m aterials Prou section chief level (including deputyRocates input materials (allotted Production materials, fuel, director for major factories, andfrom XPC or provincial materials electricity and other essential inputs director for smaller ones).bureau) to user enterprises and non- now allocated en bloc to XEC foreconomic establishments; screens redistribution among user Finance Bureau (XFB).'9 It is not clear whether the XEC may reallocatedemands from the same, and thus enterprises. materials transferred from above for the benefit of collectives; and if
controls their input-output
coefficients- not, what mechanism prevents them from doing so.

Labour Bureau The reforms have several economic implications. The unified controlCompiles labour balances, makes XLB now controls mainly the by the XEC over the aggregate output and input targets certainly enablesallocation to various user enterprises aggregate employment targets set by it to draw up more consistent sets of production plans for enterprises.and institutions, screens demands higher authorities; intervenes only in Guided by the profit principle, the XEC should be motivated to strive forfrom and makes recruitment for case of requests for dismissal; XEC a more optimum production programme by reallocating, wheresame. now responsible for recruitment, necessary, available capital equipment, labour and material resourcespromotion, punishment andamnusretpie.
reassignment of labour within its among user enterprises.
jurisdiction.

19. Ibid. and Guanti jingyan xuanbian, pp. 514, 523-24, and 529.
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The XEC is, nevertheless, far from being an autonomous planningE -unit. The compulsory production targets imply that outputs are subjectto centralized allocation by the XPC within or outside the xian sector.
W Since essential production materials are supplied from above, the XEC isbasically comparable to a general processing agent, at least with respectto the state enterprises under its control. What the current reform has
0

brought about is the greater flexibility for the XEC to " subcontractP ~ the processing orders. This may be called the cost-efficiency aspect of the3. reform.
However, similar to the general reform scheme, the XEC may retainE - the whole or part of the products in excess of the planned targets for

0 4 allocation at its discretion. It may organize enterprises for supplementary0) >
0

production and sales outside the XPC plans, provided this will notprejudice the fulfilment of the compulsory targets for production andIt -t Cprocurement.? This new measure which may be called the allocative
aspect of the reform, clearly indicates that the mixed sector (as illustrated
m our organizational model) has been expanded upward to cover parts ofthe planned sector. In other words, material resources tend to be ledfurther away from centralized control and for allocation by the localES? - authority instead in response to local market conditions., 4 0 .0 c 0 Another noteworthy point concerns investment decisions. The new

arrangements (Table 2) seem to have crossed over the conceptualborderline proposed by the notable economist, Sun Yefang, for anoptimum degree of decentralization. Sun wanted only depreciation8_ reserves to be retained and used by the enterprises themselves, but not the_r new investment funds for " expanded reproduction."" If new funds,V 0 . E either allocated from above or made available from the profit-sharing84 2 scheme, are abundant relative to locally disposable physical resources,gz k: this could be a potential source of instability, as I shall discuss later.For good reasons working capital norms and bank loan targetsOU remain, however, to be assigned by the Xian Finance Bureau and the
EL Jbank 

direct to individual enterprises." Stringent financial control has
CX 0 -4

become all the more necessary, not only because direct physical targetcontrol has been relaxed, but more importantly,beasthXEanisimotaty because the XEC and its
E enterprises share a mutual interest: boosting their liquidity.

- The Expanding Local Resource Base
There are three new policy measures which tend to enhance capital

supplies to the xian sector. First, the XEC has also been incorporated0 -into the general industrial profit-sharing scheme adopted in 1979, with astatus similar to the industrial branch company or bureau at the
0 0 X 20. Guanlijingyanxuanbian, p. 507.0 the21. Sun Yefang, Shehui zhuyi jingji de ruogan lilun wenti (Some Theoretical Problems of

Z n:teocialist 
Economy) (Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1979), pp. 141 and 243-44; Lin

b r. Z M Oingsong, Mao Liang, Lin Quanshui, " A good book on the all-round reformation of the` E 0 economic system," Jingj yanjiu, No. 10 (1979), pp. 73-74, and Renmin ribao, 4 November1980, p. 5.
22. Guanlijingyan xuanbian, p. 506.
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provincial level.23 Specifically, the XEC may retain part of the profits Economic Reform in China at the Xian Levelrealized by its subordinated enterprises on the basis of sharing contracts
signed with the Xian Finance Bureau.

Secondly, the depreciation rate was generally increased from 3-6 to 4-1 
!per cent per annum in 1980.24 For xian-run industries, the depreciation

funds continue to be fully retained by the local sector." The proportionwhich used to be remitted to XFB has now been wholly or partiallytransferred to the Xian Economic Committee (Table 2). E 
N-Thirdly, the central-provincial revenue-sharing system initiated in

early 1980 has, mutatis mutandis, been introduced at the provincial-xian c 00level. In practical terms, the XFB may now have its own source of tax 
-revenue, or retain part of the tax revenue in excess of the amountpredetermined by the provincial treasury.26 It is difficult, however, to r- 0determine the proportion made available to XEC for distribution at its q,discretion.

Of the three added sources of local finance, profit-sharing appears tohave the greatest potential. The level of attainable profits and thus the cc00retained proportion varies with many factors subject to manipulation by 8 4the XEC and its enterprises." In addition, the XEC has a free hand touse retained profits for production and investment. By contrast,allocations from retained tax revenues is controlled by the Xian FinanceBureau. The 4 per cent depreciation rate, which amounts to an 
'amortization period of 25 years, is far too low and, moreover, the a W o ' 00 - N 00 00proceeds therefrom are strictly earmarked for replacement investment.It is a more complex matter to evaluate the quantitative significance ofprofit retention. The scattered samples given in Table 4 reveal that theshare retained by the XEC and its enterprises is considerably greater than Nthat kept by state enterprises under the national reform scheme. This is eso whether or not the share includes the proportion destined for theworkers' welfare expenditure and cash bonuses. If these are excluded,

the average share available for productive allocations amounts to 24-96 ©per cent which compares very favourably with 5-78 per cent (1979) to U O) r_ C6-80 per cent (1980) for the national experimental enterprises. Oursamples also show that a quarter of the share retained for production iscontrolled directly by the XEC; moreover, the use of profits retained by 'subordinated enterprises is also subject to its approval. CC X Z

23. See " The Incentive Mechanism," infra. 

r-,0
24. Cf. Meng Lian, " Points on improving management for depreciation funds of fixed 

0assets, "Jingj yanpu, No. 5 (1982), p. 33; and Jingji nianjian (1981), p. 127. See also SunShangging, - Explorations on technical innovation," Jingji yanjiu, No. 2 (1982), p. 30;and Renmin ribao, I5 October 1979. 
C25. Dai Yuanchen, " Problems on renewal of capital assets," Jingji yanjiu, No. 10 -(1982), p. 67. 
U1,.26. Cf. Jingji nianjian (1981), pp. 11-130 and VI-152-3; and Gui Yuwen, " Digest of >nexperimental units of rural economic restructuring in three counties of Guanghan, Qionglai 0 r C X

and Xindu of Sichuan province," Jingfiguani, No.4(15 April 1981), pp. 66, 70. E C - E. be o n.27. The xian-level industries are small in scale with diverse production and cost 
a' 6o E - E c enstructures not conducive to centralized control by the provinces. Besides, the XEC enjoys asellers' market position as I shall discuss later.
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Economic Reform in China at the Xian Level 677It should be noted that part of the profits which accrue to the responsible bureaus and district offices (or their subdivisions) which areenterprise's " productio fund " is m e nowponde theaunified management of the XEC. This, of course,unrealistically low depreciation rate and to replace expenditures hitherto compare unifid ato te 30 and of cufinanced from above for the planned trial production of new products." (Table 4) for experimental xian-level state enterprises.Figures from Beijing municipality indicate that for state enterprisesunder the national reform scheme, the national average of 5-78 to 6-80 Table 5: Percentage Contributions of Xkn-level State Enterprises andper cent profit retention (net of cash bonuses and welfare expenditures) is Collective Enterprises to Total Xian GVIO and Profits Generated andmerely enough to finance trial production and to cover expenses in Disposable within the Man Sector in China, 1981addition to depreciation funds for renovation." In view of this, thegreater local retention ratios imply clearly that the XEC and itsenterprises enjoy a greater degree of liquidity for engaging in production
outsid satecotro. renagig n podutin GIOTotal Profits Total Profits

outside state control. 
G0 .Ya 100 ne ated 10m Dipuable

Urban Collectives 821 51 37-79 62-85 25-79 30 19 34-99

The collective sector, however, seems to offer greater potential as a Commune lndustries 30976 1425 5683 2332 4755 5511
source of xian finance, Its after-tax profits are fully retained for State Enterprises 1,042-36 47 95 124-04 50-89 8-54 9.90distribution within the xian. The tax structure (in force since 1963) Total 217363 10000 24372 10000 8628 10000relating to industrial collectives is an eight-grade marginal progressivetax starting with a 7 per cent charge on an income of 300 yuan and ending Source:at a maximum rate of 55 per cent for 80,000 yuan and above. Since Y. Y. Kueh A Reconstction of China's Gross Value of Industrial Output and ProfitOctober 1980 this relatively more lenient rate structure has also been Aggregates by Planning and Ownersh ipStructure 1978- 981, forthcoming.applied to non-industrial collectives.30 For enterprises with an incomeexceeding 20,000 yuan, this unification means a significant 20 per cent Statistical data available do not permit a systematic evaluation of the

tax reductione In addition, there has been pressure to reduce the relative contribution of the collective sector to the investment funds of
maximum rate from 55 to 40 per centan In fact, the provincial the xian as a whole. On the national basis, however, the urban-industrial
government has been given wide-ranging discretionary powers to lower collectives accounted in 1981 for 38 per cent of the total xian-level GVIO,
tax rates and to grant tax holidays for new entrants to the collective and 35 per cent of the profits retained, as figures in Table 5 show. If
sector, as part of the campaign to boost urban employment.s 

commune industries are included, the collective sector accounts for a
Notwithstanding this, the 55 per cent maximum rate has practically startling share of 52 and 90 per cent, respectively. It can be shown that

become a standard tax. This is because most industrial collectives have even if the average retention ratio of 30 per cent for state enterprises of
an annual income far exceeding the 80,000 yuan level. Thus, the realized the experimental xian (Table 4) is applied to all xian, their contribution
average tax-income ratio for the country as a whole was 52 per cent in to total disposable profits amounts to only slightly above 30 per cent.
1978 compared to 38 per cent in 163.4 This amounts, in effect, to a In short, the collective sector remains the single most important source
favourable lump sum tax for many enterprises concerned, 

of local finance, despite the much publicized profit-sharing scheme for
Circumstantial evidence from different localities consistently indicates state enterprises. However, the campaign to boost the collective sector in

that, net of state taxes and minor local levies, around 45 per cent of the recent years should not be taken to indicate a substantial degree of
profits earned are retained for local productive reinvestment and decentralization. While a reduction of the " standard " tax for
welfare expenditure; and between 45 to 55 per cent are controlled by the industrial collectives to 40 per cent, for example, might increase xian28. Cf Guowuyuan gongbao, No. 14 (20 November 1980), p. 422; and Jingji nianjian liquidity from the urban sector by 8-72 per cent; from the central

(1981), p. It 12 1. perspective, the cut would only curtail the state budget revenue from all29. Three major enterprises used 315% of their gross retention together with direct and indirect taxes, urban and rural, by a very meagre margin of

depreciation funds to finance 127 key innovation projects in 1979; see Guowuyuan 0-79 per cent 35gongbao, No. 14 (20 November 1980), p. 421. if we assume that their investible retention isthe same as the national average given in Table 4, then the portion left amounts to only Can input supplies match the potential increase in financial liquidity of
3d02%, scarcely enough to finance trial production. Cf Jingiinianjian (1981), p. 11-121.30. Jiti jingii yanji, p. 283; Li Shuren, Huang Yinzhu, " Urgent problems in the 35. The total retention of 45% represents the balance left after deducting the 52%

development of collectivelyown industries in urban areas," Jingiyaniiu, No. 9(1979), standard " proit tax and mnor local levies. The figures of 45 to 55% retained thereof by

p. 31k, and Jing ii nianfian (1981), p. I1- 137 and IV- 156. 
the local authorities represent the range within which virtually all the representativecae

31. Jitijingjiyanjiu, pp. 283-84. 
cited in itijingji yanyiu fall. in 1981 appeals were made to the local authorities to raise the

32. Liang Junru, The system of profit distribution for the large collectives must be collectives'share up to n to70%seeJjng wianiian (192) p . aseshreformed." Jing oguanli, No. 1 (1980), p. 50. 36. The state budget revenue for 1981 amounts to a total of 95,620 million yuan33. Guowuvuangog, No. 16(1 December 1980), p.510. consisting of 34,720 million yuan from profit remissions and 60,900 million yuan34. liti jingiyanjiu p. 262. 
various taxes; see Jingji nianjian (1982), p. V r319.
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the xian sector? This cannot be verified with respect to any of the xian materials (cotton and tobacco, for example) subject to the nationalS we know are currently under reform; except to the effect that idle compulsory purchase schemes has been intercepted at the xian level forequipment can now be more easily mobilized under the unified XEC feeding the rapidly flourishing, new five-small industries. enauthority for use by needy producers, probably including collectives., To sum up, the profit-sharing scheme as adopted in the experimentalFor supplies in general, only some broad qualitative remarks may be xian has provided a greater degree of financial liquidity to the xianventured. authorities than the national reform programme has toThe xian reform tends to ease the supply situation in two respects, central/provincial enterprises. The Chinese system of capital allocation,First, like the profit-sharing scheme local state enterprises are permitted however, remains highly centralized. If, for example, the effectiveto retain (fully or partly) output produced in excess of the XPC's targets. average retention ratio of 30 per cent for experimental xian (Table 4) isSecondly, they may engage in " supplementary production," if the extended to other xian, then the marginal gains of the entire local sectornecessary fuel and materials can be secured outside the assigned supply amount to no more than a meagre 3 per cent of the state budget revenuear for 1981. Material supply appears to be strictly controlled as well. Ther more important supply source represents, perhaps, the high-priority partial marketization of the producer goods sector was obviouslyproducer goods of central/provincial origin which have been allowed to prompted by the economic readjustment programme; and it is doubtfulenter the market in recent years. The proportions involved are quite that the process will be sustained.substantial. For machine tools it is 33 per cent of total sales in 1980; for Nevertheless, the increased liquidity, especially if used in conjunctionsteel products I I per cent and 32 per cent respectively for 1980 and 1981. with funds generated from the more liquid collective sector under theIn 1981 transactions through the market accounted for 20 to 30 per cent unified XEC authority, may erode the central/provincial allocationof total sales and purchases of the entire state material supplies system at system by competing with larger-scale enterprises for scarce materialthe provincial level. resources. To what extent central planners will tolerate this and how itAnother new approach which helps to enhance local supply is that will bear on the incentives of the xian planners are complex matters tolocal authorities are now encouraged to break through administrative which I shall now turn.barriers and to trade their surplus materials with other xian or provinces.Local industries now account for a substantial share of such key The Incentive Mechanismproducts as coal (two-fifths), steel (one-quarter), timber (one-fifth) and Incentives are closely related to the broader issue of profit-sharing.cement (two-thirds)40 It is impossible to estimate the proportions made From retained profits flows money for collective welfare, and cashavailable to the xian sector; but some evidence indicates that bonuses for workers, factory managers and leading XEC cadres. Theinterregional barter, whether formally or informally carried out under " production and development fund," which the XEC and enterprises
level. x e xian may use for their own production and investment projects, is financed on

Te s tos othe same basis." This fund is important for incentives in that it helps toThe supplies that are most easily subject to local manipulation, generate more retainable profits and thus raises the amount available forhowever, are locally produced agricultural raw materials. Unlike cash bonuses and welfare payments.industry, farm production is less conducive to centralized control. Is the current level of profit retention high enough to act as good in-Provincial governments rely on the xian for implementing farm centive? The picture is unclear. The samples given in Table 4 reveal thatprocurement quotas. Lax control over provincial crop acreage, as has the realized retention ratios vary widely from xian to xian depending on
manoeuvre.4 Thin re n y easin amore rofor local their initial economic conditions, production and price structure, and theThis explains why an increasing amount of the key raw prefixed retention ratios themselves. Whatever the causes of differen-

31 See, e.g. Guantijinganxuanbian, pp. 519-20. tials, the central planners are confronted with the fundamental dilemma38. ibid. p. 507. of how to keep the amount of retainable profits in check without eroding39. For 1981 see Jingi nianjian (1982), p. V-43; for 1980 see Guowuyuan gongbao, No. local confidence.14 (5 September 1981), p. 424. 
Tui a40. Ibid. Thus, it was officially stipulated in 1981 that the annual total of bonus

41. See, e.g. Wang Genjin and Zhu Rongli, p Where the commune and brigade awards must fall within the range of 8 -3 to 16-7 per cent of the standardin~lustries are leading to," Jingfi guath, No. 3(1979), p. 21.
42. Crop acreage as a control target seems to have been abolished in many areas in recent " Regional advantages in agriculture and their proportions in the overall situation," JingjiYears, at least up to 19817 Cf Jing/i nianjian (1981), p. IV-12 and (1982), p. V-14; see also yanjiu, No. 9 (1982), p. 8.Renacin ribao, 2 November 1979, p. 2. This has obviously led to accelerated expansion in 43. The " new five- mall industries " refer to cotton-spinning, knitting, cigarette-the acreage of lucrative cash crops, notably tobacco leaves. See Liu Suinian, " Planned making, wine-making and sugar-refining; see Yan Fan, " The important task of presenteconomy: a Prerequisite to the realization of the Four Modernizations," Jingji yanjiu, No. economic work is to clear up left-deviationist thinking," Jingjiguanfi, No. 1 (1981), p. 20.9(1982), p.4; Guowuyuan gongbao, No. 12 (15 August 1982), pp. 542-43; and Lu Wen, 44. Jingjinianjian(1981), p. 11-121.
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wage bill.y, The upper limit is, understandably meant to be an exception period of scarcely two years three different solutions have been adopted

for the most worthy enterprises in terms of profit performance. in- illustrates the problem facing the central planners. In the State Council
terestingly, this limit represents exactly the realized average in 1979 for directives of January 1980 Y,_ (profit realized in the preceding year) was
state enterprises under the national scheme. For the pioneer Qingyuan simply used for Yb.-2 Then, starting in September 1980, Yb was to be

model, the effective figures for 1979 fall within the range of 16-4 to 25-5 kp osatfrsvrlyas"Aya 
aehwvr hswsrpae

peret. managetly hrooris.atgtnn grip to keep cash bonuses kep cotheyat fr several years. 53 A year later, however, this was replaced
per ent"' vidntl thre s atighenig gip o kep ashbonsesby a three-year moving average covering the realized profits of the three

it is also important that profits flowing to the production fund should previous years.54 The rationale for the shifts is clear. The first solution,
uesirale iprtrcte othprise locainai iqeprodutidy md rhd called the Huanbi (linked base) method in official parlance, is bad for in-

not remain unrestricted; otherwise local financial liquidity may reach centives, tantamount to " whipping a galloping ox " (bianda kuainiu).
undesirable proportions The enormous upsurge in local (including pro- The second solution resembles a regressive tax and should provide a

vincial) self-financed investment which has greatly impeded the govern- strong incentive for the XEC and their enterprises to shape production
ment's efforts to fight inflation in recent years, vividly illustrates this and investment programpe on a longer-term basis. It is, nevertheless,

poatre ioeasy way ou of this dilemma. Let us look at the two inherently inflation-bound. The third solution is evidently meant to be a

The r irsteno f orm ula en byhi he been appld ato the sample t compromise, but it is basically the same as the Huanbi method. It is
The frstn formula e "d by he Sae Council in January 1980 as doubtful whether the marginally adjusted profit base will increaseThe irs fomul, rcommnde bytheStae Cunci inJanary198 asincentives.
the standard is called the " base profit plus surplus profit retention There are many local variations of the general retention formulae. All

under which 

of them consistently reveal attempts made on the part of the Xian
Yr = eYb + e(Ye - Yb) 

Finance Bureau to strike a balance between incentive and liquidity. It is

wher Yr YbandYe tan, rspetivey, or etaned bae (laned)certainly more difficult to deal with the XEC and its enterprises than the
whre isYb simiad exept sta, andeeceysr retaied, ase snd larger-scale enterprises under the national reform scheme. The reason is
and effective (realized) profits, and necessarily exceeds 0. The second clear: provincial/central enterprises are much more advanced in

formula is similar, except that the first term aYb is omitted, and P3 is technology, their products are more standardized, and profits are more
bound to be comparatively greater than under the first formula n ae stable. By contrast the XEC controls a heterogenous group of enterprisesWith a and y set, the key to controlling the level of profits retainable with highly diverse cost and price structures. Specifically, it is easier for

for expanding local production clearly lies in the policy variable Yb. This the XEC or its enterprises to manipulate the potential level of profit. As

applies not only to the second formula, but also to the first. The reason isareutthlolyadpdvrinsftertninfrmatrnutoectallcatonandcoss f tia dutialeexpnse ( ba result, the loally adopte rvariants of the retention formula turn out to

that aYb is meant to cover the more predictable expenses (cash bonuses, be very sophisticated. For example, in Jiangmen shi, Guangdong

collective welfare and costs for trial production)."' Funds needed for pro- province"~ in 1981 a profit retention contract was signed by the XEC with
fitable allocations have to come from surplus profit ft(Ye-Yb), which in the Xian Finance Bureau, under which
turn hinges decisively on the level of Yb set.Now how can Yb be optimally determined? The fact that within a Yr, (Ye - Yb, - ) + #2 (Yb, - Ye, + P, (Ye, - Yb,)45. Guowuyuangongbao, No. I I(10 August 1981), p. 340 where -, = 04, 02 0 -6 and 3 = 0 7. For the Qingyuan model, the

46. Ibid. No. 14 (20 Novembgr 1980), p. 421. ' -r e fo = a -4 v2 = th 6 anrmula.47. The two percentage figures refer to two different annual amounts of bonus outlay. But, in contrast to hangmen shi, the surplus profit is not split intoThe first is 0 -7162 million yuan (Table 4) drn fre nul monts. bon o Sranent or 9 o represents a variant of the second foua1 1145 million yuan comprising the first amount plus 0-3982 million yuan drawn as
Thn fst is 0b6 derlfion yua (Tabl 4) daw fomn poser82lmillutrayits Th asen isingacket coupe eenwith progressive marginal sarin rtiosnstead, atintegrated bonuses " (zhonghe iana) from the wage funds. The outlay on integrated single set of retention ratios is applied to the entire range of Ye - Yb as

bonuses can be derived from Bureau for the Reform of the Economic System, Guangdong follows:
Provincial Government, Why Qingyuan xian industries could achieve high efficiency,"Jingiguani, No. 7(1982), pp. 26-27 in which the average per-worker award is given as 6 ft + YOl- P) + il-/1)(0-Y)yuan per month; and the total number of recipients 5,531 (calculated by dividing the total
annual outlay of7162 million yuan on over-fulfilment bonus by its per-worker award of where the first and the second terms represent the primary and the
1079 yuan per month). The annual total of wage base is not known, but the cited per- we hes and the thirdttmrm
worker award of 6 yuan per month may be assumed as 10% of the regular wage (cf. Jingjj secondary shares of the stat prerprises ent th e prm rd tebianian (198 1), p. x 6121). This gives an annual average wage of 720yuan; or a total wage stands for retention by the XEC. We do not have the value for , but y
bill of 720 yuan x 6,065 = 43668 million yuan (where 6,065 is total employment per 52. Ibid.

Table,3). 

53. Guowuyuan gongbao No. 14 (20Noebr18,p.4.
48. See, e.g. Jingjinianian (1 981), p. 11-83. 5. Ibid. N O m

gon. Ibd N. 14 -021 4bd November Dcebe 1981), p. 42-esaonnp8; andNo1 (5 Mrch 1982), p. 29.
55. Investigation and Research Department of the State Economic Commission,5N1 b 4ighexamples o f t ( y98e) pp economic responsibility in industrial production,
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and r; are given as 0- 5 and 0 6 respectively. 56As for the determination ofthe base profit Yb, it is again, for both Qingyuan and Jiangmen, amodified Huanbi method, in that an annual growth rate is presumed andfixed for the three subsequent years. For Jiangmen shi this is 3 to 5 per 200cent, and for Qingyuan 10 per cent per year." per

These sophisticated formulae indicate the serious effort made by the 6XFB to edge out the last few percentage points of profit attainable on theone hand, and to spur local authorities to exert all efforts to increasethe total profit level on the other. Hence the retention ratios for the cur-rent year's surplus profit turn out to be extremely high. For Qingyuan, the t, 8ratio (combining XEC and its enterprises) is probably around 90 percent.- For Jiangmen shi it is 65 per cent, if we simply take the mean Evalue for the two retention ratios #2 (for profit in excess of the amountrealized in the preceding year) and #3 (for profit fulfilled over the planned 8 o profit target for the current year). 9 These high marginal retention ratios Z Ev 9are symbolic of the fact that the base profit figures laid down must be 0 Zvery tough ones, at least in the eyes of the XFB. 
_ r- 4n r- r- 00How does all this bear on local xian liquidity? If we assume (as theXFB tends to) that the planned profit targets can only be overfulfilled by 

M10 per cent in both xian, then by using the absolute yuan figures
available, the amount of profits retained in 1981 as a proportion of total 

Si d 980 as a) prprto ofttE9-realized profit is 18 -75 per cent for Jiangmen sh" and 8 -2 per cent (or atmost 8-94 per cent for Qingyuan xian.6 ' The retention for Jiangmen isapparently greater, but it carries the provision that, henceforth, the XECwill be responsible for redeeming any ad hoc loans taken (for renovationmeasures) and for meeting the administrative expenses incurred. And It 4state appropriations, mostly for replacement and renovation, will nod 
Elonger be available.62 Thus, the net amount retainable for discretionary 

Zlocal investment is, in both cases, rather meagre.
In reality, however, the profit-sharing scheme has resulted in -00 00-;tremendous increases in profits as revealed in Table 6. In some cases, thedegree of profit overfulfilment has greatly betrayed the most V :sophisticated prediction, compelling the XFB to alter the promised

56. Ibid. p. 19. 

>
57. Ibid.

58. This is an estimate made by assuming that the primary share of the enterprises P, is 
< <equal to 05. But even if we set # at the lower end, say 0 1, the combined retention ratiowill still be as high as 82%. 

0b

59. This 65% share is considerably lower than the 90% share for Qingyuan, but0angmen has an additional share#, which is similartoYb in the first general formula. 
V60. The yuan values for 5angmen are given (in 10,000 yuan) in the same source as note 

e_ o_55 as follows: Yb, 1,162, Ye .. = 1,487, Yb = 1,644. For Yet we assume it as equal 
9

to 1,644 x I1-10 =1,808. The assumption of 10% may have understated the potential for 
12 

~overfulfilling the profit targets in view of the evidence given in Table 6. The estimated retention ratio of 1875% is greater than the figure of 11 -67% shown in Table 4, because 
r

be1. Realized profits inQingyuan amount to a total of 5 4 4 (in 10,000 yuan) in 1980, also tbefore repaying the loans taken; see Guanli jingyan ruanbian, p. 504. Assuming the F'-,_ ~planned profit target to be 544 x I 10 = 598 (this is in line with the practice mentioned inthe same source cited under note 55), a 10% overfulfilment will result in a retention ratio
of8 -2 or 8 94%; if the retention parmeterp is set at 05 ori9 respectively.

62. Seesupra, note 55.



Economic Reform in China at the Xian Level 685retention parameters (a and P), or to declare void the original retention controlling a wide variety of producer and consumer goods which are incontracts signed. This has undoubtedly eroded local morale.63 Even so, most cases suited to local demand.the enormous increases in profits clearly represent an initial big-push Table 6 shows that the profit volume of all the xian concerned iseffect. Under the Huanbi method (unmodified or otherwise) coupled growing by a multiple of the growth rate of their GVIO. Since GVIO iswith such retention formulae as were adopted in Qingyuan and measured at constant prices and profit at current prices, the multiples
Jmangmen, it seems inevitable that the ox will sooner or later grind to a indicate more or less the extent of inflation. Of course, the volume ofprofit can also be raised by simply shifting the production capacity tothose products which enjoy greater profit margin as a result of irrationalThe Alocative Impact 

cost-price relations rather than changing market demand. Under the newThe incentive structure described above gives rise to a number of organizational framework, the XEC certainly has greater powers toallocative problems under the new xian organizational framework. The control the local output mix.first concerns the state-collective relationship. The incorporation of In this context it should be of interest to refer to an official claim thatcollective enterprises into the XEC planning system may facilitate a more the xian reform is " beneficial to the implementation of the policy ofintegrated pattern of local resource use across the ownership borderline (economic) readjustment work."" Linru xian, Henan province, wasbetween collective and state-owned enterprises, as well as across cited as a positive example of this. Its new XEC is able to forestall unco-productionbranch barriers. It should nevertheless be noted that ordinated investment by the various industrial bureaus and, presumablycollective enterprises, for which separate profit accounts are maintained, in response to an appeal from above, it suspended investment for aare more leniently taxed than state enterprises for which obligatory profit nitrogen fertilizer factory and it did not reactivate a small cigaretteremissions are tantamount to a system of confiscatory marginal tax rates factory.6' Within the current context of readjustment both decisionson any amount of income realized in excess of what is needed for clearly help to relieve the stresses of macro-instability and to releaseheacuent inermex 
necessary raw materials for the larger and more advanced state factoriesThe current xian reform experiment is probably too short-lived to have which are capable of exploiting economies of scale."

oignayllocated t e e osubstantiate whether or not resources It is difficult to see why the XEC complied. Also puzzling is the appealoriginally allocated from above to state enterprises have thus been made during 1981 in a series of State Council directives to enterpriseswilfully diverted to the collective sector. There are, however, ample under reform not to ignore, in their legitimate pursuit of maximumreports which show how local authorities have taken advantage of tax profit, those products which are least profitable, but which neverthelessreductions and exemptions granted in recent years for newly established are essential for satisfying demand." How can this possibly work,collectives, especially in rural areas where commune and brigade without resorting to non-economic fiat?enterprises are subject to a maximum of 20 per cent profit tax"
compared with 55 per cent for urban collectives. Many factories have Conclusionbeen closed down in order to be replaced by the" new "ones; and many The current xian-level economic reform in China represents another
urban collectives have been reassigned, through administrative quest in the continuous search for an optimum degree of
demarcation, to be placed under rural jurisdictiofp s Another related decentralization. Such an optimum requires that the granting of
type of distortion is the unnecessary amount of processing work sub- increased decision-making power to local or enterprise authorities will
contracted by state enterprises to collective factories. 

not seriously distort the preference scale of the central planners in terms
The second major problem concerns the possible misuse of of the overall allocation of available resources. Rather, it must result inmonopolistic power by the xian authorities. The existence of a pervasive () improving the efficiency of resource utilization within the givensellers' market in China (as in other Soviet-type economies) is well allocative framework, and (2) increasing the flow of manpower andknown to western scholars. Yet the current reform has bestowed wide- material resources from sectors outside the state planning system.ranging market power upon the XEC. Its monopolistic position seems to The new Xian Economic Committee certainly facilitates a morebe similar to (but obviously more effective than) an industrial branch th e ne Xia c mic Commiterai aciiate a mecompany. While a branch company only monopolizes a certain line of integrated use of scarce capital and material resources at the local level.

coprdu, the E isanoe cotherptan aomprehensivellocy monopolys aThe expansion of the market sector, coupled with the initial incentives
products, the XEC is none other than a comprehensive local monopoly provided, also seems to be conducive to local mobilization. It is63: For a good example see Wang Shulin" Reform measures beneficial to economic nevertheless questionable whether the central planners will tolerate any
readjusmenshouldbeactivelyimpemene,"Jingjiguan, 

No. 7 (198), p. 29 , and notes 66. Ouowuyuan gongbao, No. 9(10 July 1981), p. 276; Guanli jingyanxuanbian, p. 519.

on Qianxi xiofl in Table 4. 
67. Ibid.64. Jingii nianiian 0 981), p. if-98. 
6.Ii.N.6(0My18) .19

65. Jiti ing/t yanjiu, pp. 2 51-5 2 ; and Renminribao, 6 December 1981, p. 5. 68. Ibid. No. 6 (30May 98),p. 179.
69. ibid. No. 24 (20 December 1981), p. 758.
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substantial accumulation of resources outside the planning system. The were derived from gross total (estimated as 1,808) by applying the
insistence on the Huanbi method of profit-sharing is a good case in loan/profit ratio of Qingyuan (see below).point. The urgent State Council directives issued in mid 1981 to the local Columns (6)-(7): the distribution is assumed as 60% forauthorities instructing them to close down many of the most flourishing investment and 40% for the rest in line with the general nationalsmall factories further illustrate the point.mo 

guideline set out in Jingji nianjian (1981), p. 11-121. ThisWhat is fundamentally wrong is not the evil of " localism " or investment proportion is, however, consistently greater than those
profit motivation." Rather, there are simply no adequate objective estimated below for Qingyuan (52%, 53% and 49% for 1979-81

economic criteria available to make local behaviour conform with the respectively), and Chengcheng (44%).
interests of the central planners. The present situation resembles an Qingyuan
earlier attempt to decentralize economic control from the branch Qingyuan
ministries to the provincial authorities. Within the larger provincial 1979: Guanli jingyan xuanbian, p. 504, and Nanfang ribao (24 July
context greater economies of scale and more rational patterns of resource 1980), p. 1.
use may still be expected from co-ordinated intra-provincial 1980: Guan/i jingyan xu ann, p. 504; and Bureau for Reform of
specialization. It will be surprising, however, if in view of the narrower Economic System, Guangdong Provincial Government, " Whyresource base and chronic supply shortages the new XEC arrangements 2ngyuan xan mdustries could achieve high efficiency," pp. 25-do not lead to excessive vertical integration, very similar, ironically, to 1981: Ibid.that brought about by the ministerial principle of organization. Note: Column (2): Table 3.Neither does the problem stem from the familiar issue of cost-price Column (3):(4)- (2)irrationalities. Instead, it is closely associated with the virtually insoluble Columns (4)-(5): For 1980 the loan/profit ratio of 1979 (Nanfangproblem of market power, insoluble mainly because of the inherent urge ribao (24 July 1980)) was used to convert profits from gross into
in all centrally planned systems for the centre to appropriate every bit of net basis. The total retention ratio was estimated as:
material available, leaving each and every producer with a favourable -g,y-(I -a,)/seller's position. 

weeY n ,sadfrntpoi elzdi 90ad17Thus, while the present xian reform may result in some marginal scale where Y, and Y, rowstand for net profit realized in 1980 and 1979
benefits through integrated planning, it is likely that such benefits will respectively; g, growth rate of total profit remission 1980/1979 andsubsquetlybe ffst bygreterdisconmiesariingfro grwina 1 - total retention ratio for 1979. The g, value is given as 12-9%subsequently be offset by greater diseconomies arising from growing (Guanli jingyan xuanbian, p. 504) and differs substantially fromlocal vertical concentration, monopolization and instability. that of 36- 3% for total remission to the Xian Finance Bureau (cf.

pp. 27 and 28 in the second source cited for 1980). But a careful
scrutiny of the data reveals that the latter figure is net of price

AppendIx subsidies and other similar transfers (cf. ibid. pp. 25-26).
Columns (6)-(7): for 1980 the investment ratio is derived from theNational Scheme total retention by subtracting the amount of 106- 38 (ibid. p. 27) set

1979: Guowuyuan gongbao, No. 14 (20 November 1980), p. 420. For for bonus outlay.
Column (2) see Sun Xuewen, " Reform should still be grasped Columns (8)-(9): for 1980 the XEC ratio is estimated by using the
properly in the stage of readjustment," Jingji guanli, No. 2 (1981), Qingyuan formula given on p. 681. where P is assumed equal to the
p. 10. average of two possible extreme values, namely 0-5 and 0-9 (see1980: Guowuyuan gongbao, No. 9 (10 July 1981), pp. 270-71. note 61).

Note: Figures given are net of loan repayments which amounted in 1980
to 3% of gross profit (ibid. p. 271). This ratio is also used to derive Qianxi
the net figure for 1979. QaxJinge neiueWang Shulin, " Reform measures beneficial to economic readjustment shouldJiangmen 

be actively implemented," p. 29.Investigation and Research Department of the State Economic Commission, Note: Column (2): Table 3.
Eighty examples of the system of economic responsibility in industrial Column () T 3.

production," Jingji guanli, No. 10 (1981), pp. 19-20. Column (3): (4) + (2).
Note: Columns (4)-(5): see p. 17 for estimation formula and note 60 for Columns (4)-(5): gross profit amounted to 234.15, loans 15-9;assumptions made. The figures are again net of loan repayments and hence net profit 218-25, representing an increase of 61 1%

which amounted to 145 (in 10,000 yuan; hereinafter same unit) and from 1979. According to a sharing contract originally signed with
70. ibid. No.9(10 July 1981), p. 263-66; see also No. 27(0February 1982), p. 883--84 the Xian Finance Bureau the formula Yr = aYb + j(Ye - Yb) as

-8 formulated on p. 680 was applicable; where Yb is to be understood
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as planned profit. The a value is not known, but P is 0 -6 consisting in China*
of 0 2 for the XEC and 0-4 for its enterprises. The contract waslater abruptly declared void by the XFB and replaced, after Edward Clifford Koziara and Chiou-shuang Yanrenewed mitigations by the provincial authority, by a modifiedformula, which has aYb omitted, Yb redefined as Y, - , and Paltered to become 0 -4, for the XEC and its enterprises combined.The compromise solution still gives an effective total retention of15 I%. I have not discovered other similar cases, however. And to Introductionbring Qianxi in line with other xian, I have applied the original n dvalue and its breakdowns to the entire range Ye - Yb for The Chinese distribution system is markedly different from its Americandetermining the total retention and its distribution between the equivalent. The bulk of the nation's products, especially producers'XEC and its enterprises. This may have overstated the retention goods, are allocated according to the state plan and distributed throughratio, but had it not been for the abrupt breach of the sharing state-controlled channels and facilities.' As most of the products are

contract, the increases in profit would have been much more purchased by the state there would appear to be no need for
substantial (see Wang Shulin " Reform measures beneficial to sales marketing; the primary function of the distribution system is merely
economic readjustment should be actively implemented," p. 29). to handle the physical flow of goods. However, goods are often in shortColumns (6)-(9): bonus and welfare outlays were assumed to be supply. Therefore, to ensure an adequate supply of inputs to fulfil the
totally financed by the enterprises' share determined above; and production quotas, numerous purchasing agents are used to locate the
total investible retention derived from same assumptions made for necessary inputs for enterprises. Basically, the commodity flow is pulled
Jiangmen. 

by the buyers rather than pushed by the sellers. This supply insufficiencyChengcheng 
leads to many problems, including commodity hoarding by users and
producers alike. Consequently, the level of idle inventory is unnecessarilyreformed its industrial management system," pp. 38-40. high and the size and speed of the commodity flow reduced.Not: aCengcheng applied the formula Yr = pi(Ye - Yb), where Yb is As the fulfilment of production quotas depends on the timely

poann (20 t -33) comave isolated the Ye value (%-22) from a given procurement of inputs by enterprises, an efficient distribution system is 
a

tnned (20ofi 33) cop risngr the antaxes realized for the first prerequisite to the success of the state plan. Recently, in accordance withnine months of 1981 by using the related national ratio given in the goal of modernizing agriculture, industry, science and the military,Jing i nianan (1981) p. V-40. The annual Ye is assumed as enterprises have been allowed greater freedom in commodity96 t 22/9 x 12 = 128 m29 (unknown whether gross or net of loan We wish to express our appreciation to Professor Qian Junrui and Research Associaterepayments). The combined total of 20133 was said to represent Chen Dezhao of the Chinese Institute of World Economy, Academy of Social Sciences, foran increase of 33758% over the corresponding period of 1980. facilitating our studies in China in 1981 and 1982. We also appreciate the valuableThis growth 2 Te as usedb as 128 29+4 3758 x - 10 comments from Professor Holland Hunter of Haverford College. They are not responsible322s Thewh alues are given as 0-3 and 0 -5 respectively for the for the contents of this article.EC and its enterprises. Within the enterprises' share the I. Distribution systems for producers' goods in planned economies other than China
distriin its ent-3,rises. Wi-3i a 0-4eterfrise' ther rot have been presented in Thomas V. Greer, Marketing in the Soviet Union (New York:distribution is 03, 03 and 04 respectively for the production, Praeger, 1973), pp. 134-37; Sumer C. Aggarwal, " Managing material shortages thewelfare and bonus funds. I assume the XEC's share is totally Russian way," Columbia Journal of World Business, autumn 1980, pp. 26-37; A. C.i Samli, Marketing and Distribution Systems in Eastern Europe (New York: Praeger, 1978);Linfen fF. L. Pryor, " Some costs and benefits of markets," Quarterly Journal of Economics,February 1977, pp. 81-102; N. K. Babalkov, The Government Plan of the USSR for then in xYear 1979, and the State of Completion of the 1978 Plan, Politizdat, Moscow, 1978. Ageneral basic reference would be Martin C. Schnitzer and James W. Nordyke, Comparative

Guanli uingyan xuanbian, pp. 5 29-30. 
Economic Systems, (Cincinnati: South-Western, 1983). In command economies, plans for

Note: The same retention formula originally set for Qianxi was used the distribution of producers' goods are generally prepared or revised on an annual basis,
here. Ye which possibly covers some collectives as well, is given as sometimes in the framework of a longer development plan such as five years. Based upon126 5 for March through September 1980, representing an increase political ideas, national priorities and reality, the plans are the result of proposals, tentativeofsume oer annuahzed se h p preceding the reform. I plans, counter-proposals, modifications, appeals, partial acceptances and rejections coming
ora ed the a -le Ye as 126p5 r 7 x 12 = 216-86 and the from various geographical, enterprise, national, ministerial and other structural
hssumetheannualize e as + 16 - -. 70 17 6 - o nthe components of the planning mechanism. In some countries, sophisticated intersectoralcontracted Yb as 216 86 a34 x 10 78 02 (also not known balance data, input-output tables and coefficients are used although there is some question

whether gross or net of loan repayments). The a values are given as as to their effectiveness in actually formulating plans (see Gertrude Schroeder, " The reformcorrspand 03 respectively for the XEC and its enterprises; and the of the supply system in Soviet industry," Soviet Studies, July 1972, pp. 99-t0o). After theco ng a l8. The investible share is not plans are formulated and approved, they are implemented as strictly as possible. The,orrespon P uesam as fo angTenbve. sChinese experience can be associated to a degree with wl-at has taken place in other
known, but assumed same as for iiangmen above, centrally planned economies.
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rectification is to achieve a fundamental improvement in Party style. It is
to proceed over a three-year period from the second half of 1983, with Wang Chuanlun
careful preparations and thoroughness. Although ideological education
is again emphasized, it is to be backed by organizational sanctions. All
Party leading groups are to be " straightened out " from top to bottom, so To encourage economic construction and development. China is con-
that each level after its own rectification takes charge of the process at sidering the reform of her system of taxation, principally the taxing of
lower levels. In the final stages there will be re-registration of all Party industrial and commercial enterprises. The aim of such reform is
members, when those who still fail to meet the standards of Party two-fold: to secure more stable revenues for the financing of key projects
membership will be expelled. While the rectification will occupy the of national importance and, even more crucial, to try to make the tax
whole Party organization, it also appears likely that DICs will play a system into a means of economic management. The latter has been called
greater part than control organs in earlier movements. The CDIC had the leverage function of taxation.
reportedly already begun the process by examining files of Party Such a reform should not be makeshift in character. Indeed, a thorough
members, presumably those at Central level, for a year before the overhaul of the whole structure is considered necessary. Many questions
Congress. The DICs' role may be reinforced by insistence that rectification have been raised and discussed in China. Consensus has not yet bee,n
should be conducted according to regularized procedures, avoiding the reached, but the following aspects are deemed important. y
abuses arising in some earlier movements. And the strengthening of
vertical leadership in the DIC network will provide a channel for
maintaining upper-level domination of the process. The rectification The Past Experiencedeals with issues which have increasingly become the focus of DICs' In 1950 China established the unified tax jurisdiction for the whole
work. They may act largely as agents of the Central Party organs, but country, and a new tax system was formulated. According to the" Main
agents adapted to playing a crucial part. Under these circumstances, Regulations for the Implementation of the National Tax Jurisdiction,"
iCs may come much closer to fulfilling their broader responsibilities in there were 14 kinds of taxes concerning industrial and commercialinternal regulation of the Party organization, enterprises, namely: (1) goods tax (excise); (2) industrial and commercial

tax, which was then composed of sales tax, income tax, pedlar's licence tax
and occasional trader's tax; (3) salt tax; (4) customs duty; (5) income tax
on wages and salaries (not implemented); (6) income tax on deposit
interest; (7) stamp duty; (8) death duty (not implemented); (9) trans-
action tax which was then composed of those taxes on cotton goods,
cereals, handwoven cloth, medicinal herbs, and livestock; (10) slaughter-
ing tax; (11) housing property tax; (12) land property tax; (13) special
consumption tax; (14) licence tax on vehicles and vessels. In 1951 the tax
on marketing of cotton yarn was added. Since two of the 14 taxes were not
implemented, in the early I 950s only 13 kinds of taxes comprised the
industrial and commercial tax system (ICTS).

In 1953 the ICTS was reformed and a commodity circulation tax was

* The author is grateful to the H1enry Luce Foundation whose grant made his visiting
fellowship to the Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton University, possible. ie also wishes to
express deep appreciation to Professors David F. Bradford and C. V. Chandler. Princeton
University, for many discussions and comments.

1. The discussions could be dated back to the early I 960s when the Chinese economy was
undergoing readjustment. It was then suggested that the K'TS should be adjusted to
squeeze the profitability ofenterprises. and the state enterprises should pay a fee for the use
of state funds as well. Some of the questions were raised at the first Conference of Fiscal
Studies held at Dalian in 1964. but unfortunately were not well discussed. At the second
conference, held one year later, tax reform was again referred to in conjunction with price
reform. In the t 970s, after a lapse of more than 10 years, discussions about tax reform were
resumed sporadically. First raised was the question how to reform the tax system on
turnover in correspondence with the changed cost conditions and in the light of industrial
reorganization. After 1979 the discussions on the income taxation for state enterprises
became very intensive and actually constituted one ingredient of the important policy-mix.
augmenting the enterprise's autonomy.
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introduced. For some main commodities, the goods tax, the sales tax and Diagram: Evolution of the Industrial and Commercial Tax Systemits surtax, the stamp duty that was originally levied on them, were
consolidated into a commodity circulation tax, and it was collected only 1950 1953 1958 1973
one at the point at which the commodities moved from the place of Goods tax - oods tax1production to the place of sale. G

In 1958 there was a further reform of the ICTS. The commodity Tax on market ing Commodity
circulation tax, the goods tax, the sales tax and stamp duty that industrial 9 "arn circulation tax
and commercial enterprises originally paid, were again consolidated into
an industrial and commercial consolidated tax. The income tax which had Transactioitax Industrial and Industrial -- on cotton goods vommercia -,cmeca taxbeen one part of the industrial and commercial tax according to the 1951 -on handwovenmr/' -mconsolida-ed tax
Regulations, was established as a separate tax: the industrial and clotha' csiet
commercial income tax. Collection procedures were simplified. A -oncereals

-on medicinal' ',number of tax rates were changed, but the actual amount of tax was kept herbs I (suspended)
basically the same. -(suspended)

on livestock' ransaction tax on -Transaction tax or Transaction tax onn 1973 the ICTS was further simplified. The industrial and commer- ,livestock livestock livestock
cial consolidated tax and it surtax, the urban real property tax, the licence Industrial d Industrial ardtax on vehicles and vessels and the slaughtering tax that industrial and Commerciat tax: Commercial tax:commercial enterprises originally paid, were combined into an indus- -sales tax' ncmsales tax
trial-commercial tax. However, the urban real property tax, the licence ime tax income tax' Industrial and Industrial andtax on vehicles and vessels and the slaughtering tax were still retained, licence tax-:' income tax income taxthough paid only by individuals and foreign residents. - occasional -casax

In 1980 two new taxes - the income tax on joint ventures with Chinese trader's ta trader's tax
andforigninvt d h -- ' ' Fair transaction Fair transactionand foreign investments, and the individual income tax - were intro- Stamp duty_ Stamp duty' tax (1962) taxduced. In 1981 another tax - the income tax on foreign enterprises - was Li n Licence tax onadded.Licence tax on Licence tax on Licence taxTe vehicles and vehicles and vehicles and vehicles andThe main features of the evolution of the ICTS in China can be seen vessels vvessels ' vessels _vesselsfrom the Diagram." How should the changes and reforms of the ICTS be Slaughtering tax- -Slaughtering tax- - Slaughtering tax- -Slaughtering tax

evaluated? What lessons can be drawn from past experience?S
It has generally been recognized that the simplification of the tax Housing

system was excessive. The underlying principle for the reforms in 1958 property tax Urban real- Urban real -Urban real
and 1973 was to make the tax system as simple as possible. This was
considered justifiable for the following reason. After the socialist Land property taxtransformation of private ownership, the economic structure in China Special - - - -Cultural
had already undergone a fundamental change - the industrial and consumption tax recreation tax recreation tax
commercial enterprises belonged either to the state or to some socialist (suspended 1966)
collectives which to a great extent were controlled by the state. income tax on -income tax on income tax on
Therefore, while it might still have been necessary to collect taxes from deposit interest interest interest
those enterprises for revenue purposes, sooner or later it would be (suspended 1959)
replaced by a more appropriate form such as the direct transference of thelt t ax a tax-Salt tax Salt tax
profits of the enterprises to the state. The simplification reached its
furthest point in 1973, when state enterprises paid only one tax - the Customs duty- --- Customs duty -- Customs duty-- -- Customs duty
industrial-commercial tax - and collective enterprises paid only two taxes Income tax on Income tax on

2. See Guojia shuishou (National Taxation) (The Chinese Fiscal and Economic Press, wages and salaries joint ventures,1979), pp. 24-28, (not (1980)3. Two important relevant articles are: Liu Zhicheng, " The ICTS reform in China " (in implemented)
Chinese), 1980, collected in Zhongguo caizheng wenti (China's Fiscal Problems) (Tianjin Death duty (notScience and Technology Press), pp. 581-86. Liu is the tax commissioner in China. Xu Yi, implemented) tax (1980)The leverage function of taxation " (in Chinese), May 1979,ibid. pp. 595-601. Xu is the
director of the Fiscal Research Institute of the Ministry of Finance. 

income tax on
foreign
enterprises (1981)
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- the industrial-commercial tax and the industrial and commercial profitability minus the tax rate.' Through taxation the state is, to a certain
income tax. But the simplification of the tax system can, if excessive, extent, able to adjust the gross profitability of the enterprises, and to
deprive the system of its function of economic management, even though make their net profitability more or less equalized.
it may still be an important source of revenue. From the Chinese experience, the before-tax profitability of the

It has also generally been recognized that the state could have exerted industrial and commercial enterprises is very much differentiated. The
greater influence through the tax system on the economic activities of main reasons are: first, they produce and sell different products, for
enterprises, but failed to do so after 1956. In the socialist transformation which the pricing policies and practices are different. In China the prices
of capitalist industry and commerce, the ICTS played an important role in of a limited number of commodities, mainly vital necessities and
squeezing the profits of capitalist enterprises and thus forcing them to important raw materials, are set uniformly by the state organ, but for
accept state orders and later to apply for joint state-private operations. other commodities, their prices are managed by relevant government
Before 1956 the authorities consciously and purposefully used the tax departments or regional authorities, and among them the prices of petty
system to influence the economy in that way, even though not always commodities are to a great extent set by the enterprises themselves in
correctly. After 1956, when the " three major transformations," that is, accordance with market conditions. Up to the present time the agricul-
those in agriculture, handicrafts and capitalistic industry and commerce, tural products and the industrial raw materials are generally priced
had already been completed, the authorities should have promptly relatively low, yet manufactured goods and some consumer goods which
steered the ICTS towards a new direction, that is, to make it into a means are not daily necessities are relatively high-priced. Such differentiation of
of economic management of socialist enterprises, but unfortunately this prices can be gradually changed, but cannot be changed very quickly.'
was not achieved. Therefore, for a fairly long period, there will be some bias in the

Furthermore, it has also generally been recognized that taxes, no profitability of enterprises. Some enterprises used to have higher profits,
matter how they are levied, must have some impact on the profitability of not because they are better managed, but because the commodities they
enterprises, and it is through such an impact that taxes can exert a certain produce or sell are relatively high-priced. It is clear that should such bias
influence on their activities. But, the profitability of an enterprise of profitability be left unadjusted, it may have some negative influence on
depends upon many factors and varies with different conditions. There- the allocation of resources and the management of enterprises. In other
fore, to make full use of the leverage of taxation it is necessary to words, it may run against the requirements of the planned economy.
investigate those factors and conditions, and to co-ordinate taxation with Secondly, the enterprises are different in their technical equipment.
other " levers " such as pricing, bank credit, and so forth. The state is the main investor in state enterprises, and it is inevitable that

only some of them receive financial backing, and for those in receipt their
investments would still vary in size and intensity. As a general practice,

The Economic Autonomy and Profitability of State Enterprises the enterprises do not have to pay for the state financing. Therefore, the
The principal taxpayers under the present ICTS are state enterprises, better equipped enterprises could have higher productivity and lower

and many questions about tax reform focus on the relation between taxes cost and higher gross profitability than those not so well equipped.
and the profitability of state enterprises. Thirdly, the enterprises may have different natural resource endow-

In China few people would deny that China's economy should be a ments. Coal mines or oil fields have different gross profitability, and
socialist planned economy, and few people would deny that state among other things the richness of ore, the quality of oil, or the readiness
enterprises should have their economic autonomy, and, again, very few of extraction usually play a significant role.
would refute the necessity to conciliate and to co-ordinate state planning Fourthly, the enterprises may be managed differently. Enterprises of
with enterprise autonomy. It is impossible to have all economic decisions, the same industry, dealing in the same products, similarly equipped and
large or small, made solely by the central state authority. But it is also natural resource endowed, still have different profitabilities. Some are
impossible to allow state enterprises to have total control. It follows well managed, so their productivity is higher, their costs lower, but some
that every enterprise should calculate and be responsible for its are not. Such differentiation of profitability, though always persisting, is
profits or losses, and the state should in one way or another adjust its ever changing, and can be changed through the efforts of the manage-
profitability. ment.

The leverage function of taxation, as far as state enterprises are The differentiation of profitability, for whatever reasons it may be,
concerned, is primarily applied to adjust their profitability. But the
profitability of any enterprise is the weighted average of the profitabilities 4. For one unit of product, P - C = gp, and gp - T = np. where P - selling price. C -
of different roducts it roduces and/or sells. For an one unit of total cost.gp-gross profit. U- the tax amount. and np- net profit. Since gross profitability is

Spp F gp/P I - C/P, tax rate is f/P, and net profitability is np/P. hence the result.
product, the before-tax gross profit minus the amount of tax is the 5. See Xue Muqiao, China s Socialist Econonv (Beijing: Forcign Languages Press,
after-tax net profit, that is, the net profitability is equal to the gross 1981), PP. 146-54.
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must have its influence on the enterprise. The higher the degree of its substitutes, but it must at the same time have a negative influence on their
autonomy, the larger the influence on its activities. To deal with such an supply and production. A tax system on products could be useful to make
important problem, there can be three possible approaches: first, leave it both ends meet. For instance, to encourage a wider use of steel to
untouched and let market mechanism have its full play; secondly, leave it substitute for timber, the price of steel window frames was lowered in the
untouched but let state plans control all activities of all enterprises; 1960s from 600 to 440 yuan per ton. But the profit was loweredthirdly, adjust the profitability of enterprises and make it more equalized, accordingly. Since the profitability of steel window frames became lower
so that the enterprise could have its autonomy of activities as fully as than those of similar steel products, the production of the window frame,
possible and in conformity with the requirement of the socialist planned though encouraged, did not grow for a long time.8 To raise its price to the
economy-' original level or even higher, it would be able to stimulate production;It is the third approach that constitutes the underlying principle of the yet, it would not be helpful to its consumption. To make both ends meet,
reform of the ICTS in China. it might be better not to raise the price or just to raise it a little, but at the

same time lower the tax rate on steel window frames or to allow tax
exemptions for a certain period of time.Taxation of the Products Sometimes, for the purpose of limiting the use and consumption of

The industrial-commercial tax, which is the only important tax paid by certain products, it is necessary to raise their prices. But, the higher
state enterprises, is a combination of product tax and sales tax.' In the profitability which goes with the high pricing might stimulate their
forthcoming reform of the ICTS, should the tax be turned into something production and cause overstocking. For example, hot-rolled stainless
more like a sales tax, with the enterprises of the same industry or steel sheeting was scarce, so was priced high at 15,000 yuan per ton.
sub-industry being taxed on their turnover with the same rate? Or, should Then, the factories produced more sheet steel than the market required.?
it be turned into a tax on products with different rates set for different In order to eliminate the overstocking, the price of the steel could be
categories of products, and let the enterprises, whatever industry they lowered. But it thus would certainly not be helpful in conserving the
may belong to, pay the tax accordingly? Of the two options, the second scarce material and making the best use of it. Again, an adjustment of
seems to be appropriate, mainly because a system of product taxation is the rate of the product tax or other tax measures might be able to solve the
more adaptable to the various conditions of pricing, and it is very problem.
important for the ICTS to have such adaptability. In some cases pricing can be differentiated in such a way that, if left

For the present and the near future, the authorities will manage the unadjusted, it can be detrimental to economic planning and management.
prices in such a way that the " mark-up " on total costs, that is, gp/C, For a period of time, for example, the price of iron ore was set so low that
differentiates between different categories of products, but the " mark- nearly all the mines were incurring losses; the price of pig iron was also
up " of different sorts of products within the same category is more or less very low, so that the ironworks could barely break even; but the price of
uniform. It follows that if there is a system of taxation of products with steel ingots was fairly reasonable, and steelworks were reasonably
rates differentiated between categories of products more or less in profitable; rolled steel was relatively high-priced, so that rolling mills
conformity to the pricing practice, it can have an equalizing influence on could earn high profits; as the steel products were processed and
the profitability of enterprises; therefore, it is helpful to the improvement machines and electrical apparatuses were made, the manufacturers
of economic efficiency. usually could achieve profits as high as 50 per cent of the selling price'"

Compared with sales tax, a product tax can work more flexibly with The differentiated pricing between vertically related products, as drastic
pricing. To price certain categories of products relatively low, it might be as it was, could be very detrimental to the industrial structure, and
useful to increase the demand and consumption of them instead of other harmful to the balanced development of the economy. It should be and is

being changed. But, as prices are not only related vertically but also
6. It might be interesting to compare the three approaches with the three different views, horizontally, it can be seen that, short of an all-round reform, it cannot beas introduced by Dong Fureng in his article " Some problems concerning the Chinese changed completely. In the transitional period, a system of product tax

economy," The China Quarterly, No. 84 (December 1980), pp. 732-33. canged c etel. In the tras al po a systofpductax
7. It is composed of four parts: (1) industry; (2) communication and transport; (3) can again be useful. If the tax rates are to be differentiated between

agriculture, forestry, husbandry, and aquatic product procurement; and (4) retail, service vertically related products in conformity with the pricing, the product taxand other trades. The first part, which is the most important, is again divided into 30 could have a counteracting effect; if negative rates could be used, the tax
categories, each corresponding to one kind of industry. Some categories, such as the
coal-mining industry, are not sub-divided, so that all enterprises in that industry pay the system could be used as a subsidy to production.
industrial-commercial tax on their turnover with one uniform rate. But some categories are
sub-divided, and to each sub-category there is a different rate. As a general picture, some 8. Xu Yi, " The relations between public finance, taxation and prices " (in Chinese),enterprises pay the tax with one rate, while some others pay the tax with more rates. August 1980, in China's Fiscal Problems, p. 740.
However, the base of the tax is always the turnover, i.e. the sales of the products or the gross 9. Ibid. p. 74 1.
income of services. 10. Ibid. p. 743.
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But, a tax on products has its limitations. As one can imagine, in of the fixed capital funds and the working capital funds. For the past many
pricing, even within one category of products the " mark-up " on cost or years the fixed funds were appropriated from the Ministry of Finance,
the profit/sales ratio still differentiates between different sorts of and the enterprise did not have to pay for them. The working funds were
products. Therefore, the more detailed the classification and itemization divided into two portions: the tnormal portion that meets the stable
of the products, the more differentiation in the tax rates, the better the minimum requirement of the enterprise, and the above-normal portion.
co-ordination between tax and pricing, but the more difficult the The normal portion of the working funds was also appropriated from the
implementation. It is not really feasible to have a system of product tax state; but the above-normal portion was usually provided by the state
with hundreds of categories of products and corresponding tax rates bank, and the enterprise was required to pay a very low interest, which
What can be done in the reform is, in conformity with the actual situation was a deduction item in calculating the amount of profit that the
of pricing, to try to work out a relatively detailed system of tax categories enterprise should eventually transfer to the state. Under such institu-
and corresponding rates and to make the profitability of products within tional conditions, if an enterprise could get or borrow more from the
one same category more or less equalized, and to supplement the system state, it would be in a more advantageous position.
with some necessary modifications, such as tax allowance, rate reduction, In order to change such unsatisfactory conditions, several types of
exemption, and so forth. reform have been contemplated: to levy a kind of property tax on the

Apart from the problem of how the tax rates should be differentiated, total value of the capital funds, fixed and working, that each enterprise
there is still the problem of double taxation. So long as tax is assessed on has obtained from the state and now has at its disposal; to transfer the
the turnover, the value of certain products will be taxed more than once in total amount of such capital funds into a loan of the state bank to
the long process of being produced, processed and finally sold to the final the enterprise which shall pay the interest; or, to deal separately withuser. Like other forms of turnover tax, it encourages vertical integration the fixed funds and the working funds, while the enterprise pays taxof enterprises, and in China the industrial-commercial tax which is also a on the former and interest on the latter.
tax on turnover might have been a factor inducing the enterprises to make Whichever form the reform takes, the state enterprise can no longerthemselves as " all-round " as possible, that is, to be able to produce have the funds gratis. It must pay the tax or interest. Such a payment is a
themselves all the things they need. In the reform of the ICTS, as the factor that the enterprise must take into consideration in evaluating the
industrial-commercial tax will be turned into a product tax, the new tax efficiency of investment projects. If properly formulated, it can also
has to change its base, completely or partially, from the gross turnover to improve the efficiency of day-to-day management of enterprises and the
that part of value-added. Taxation on the value added by the enterprise to overall economizing of state funds.
the product instead of on its whole value has also an equalizing effect on
the profitability of the enterprises.

But, both rate differentiation and the taxation on added value could Taxation of the Differential Income
cause complications to the tax system, and cause difficulties for its The profitability of state enterprises is also differentiated because of
implementation. There is a trade-off - to make the tax more effective to the different natural resource endowments. Such differential income hasadjust the profitability, but more costly and difficult to enforce; or to nothing to do with the performance and management of enterprises.
make it easier to implement but not very effective in profit adjustment. Therefore, if left untouched, it might not be beneficial for the improve-
Whatever the choice may be, it is obvious that the co-ordination of a ment of the management, and is certainly disadvantageous for the
product tax with pricing can by no means be perfect. conservation of scarce resources. China is rich in some but not all

important natural resources, and even for those that are abundant the
geographical distribution is not even and the quality varies. While theTaxation of the Capital Funds of Enterprises demand for natural resources is growing rapidly, the rational exploitation

From the experience in China it would seem necessary to have some and utilization of relatively low-quality resources is vitally important forkind of levy on the capital funds that enterprises obtain from the state and the national economy. Some kind of taxation on the differential incomehave at their disposal. It is impossible for the state to satisfy all financing thus derived and enjoyed by some enterprises alone has been discussedrequirements of the enterprises for investment; therefore, it is necessary and considered feasible and necessary."
for the authorities to make those " haves " and those " have nots " Such a tax is to be levied on some natural resources, such as oil, naturalcompete on a basically equal footing. To tax the capital funds that gas, coal, hydro-electricity, non-ferrous metals, and so forth. It is to beeach enterprise has at its disposal, if appropriately carried out, could paid only by those enterprises that enjoy such natural advantages. The taxstrengthen the economic autonomy of the enterprise, raise the efficiency base could be stipulated as the net profit of those enterprises, thus the taxof investment, and improve the allocation of state resources. 11 See Wang Chengyao. Bring the functions of taxation into tull play (in Chinese),

The capital funds that enterprises obtain from the state are composed November 198 in yhinas Fican Problenns pp. 618-19.
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is practically a supplementary levy on the profit. But it might be more investment expenditure and the bonus and other welfare expenditures
appropriate to have the amount of the resources exploited or used up as allowed by the state, to the net profit of the enterprise, all calculated for
the tax base, and to fix the rate of payment on the basis of the difference the preceding year; then, to determine for the enterprise another
between the average cost of the industry and the actual individual cost of retention ratio on its increased profit, that is, the increment of the net
each enterprise. Thus formulated, the tax liability and the consumption of profit in this year from the preceding year. The two ratios are, of course,
resources can be directly linked, and those enterprises that utilize the different. It can be seen that, under such a system for the distribution of
resources more efficiently could still earn higher profits. Since the profit, the material responsibility and interest in the performance of the
average cost is by no means the lowest, the differential income that has enterprise can be more or less linked together.
been enjoyed by some enterprises will not be totally taken away by the But such a system of profit retention has its shortcomings. Since the
tax. It is a compromise. But, judging from the existing conditions and the retention ratio on the basic profit is based on those expenditures that took
difficulties to enforce such a tax, the compromise is probably necessary. place in the past, those enterprises that spent more could have higher

In a system of inter-governmental fiscal relations, the revenue of such a retention ratios than others; therefore, the system could be a little
tax should be wholly or partially allocated to the local government. Thus " grandmotherly " towards the " vested interest " and might cause some
allocated, it might be helpful in making the local government more active misuse of funds. Since the second retention ratio is higher than the first, it
in the conservation and utilization of natural resources. But, the tax rate is always attractive for the enterprise to lower the previous year's pr9fit to
should be formulated by the relevant state authorities. such an extent that the amount of the increased profit could look larger,

and from year to year the enterprise would have less incentive to try to get
more profit, unless the retention ratios are set favourably to the interest

Taxation ofthe Net Profit of the Enterprise of the enterprise. Therefore, the ratios have to be negotiated for each
State enterprises, after paying all taxes, should still have the net profit enterprise either annually or every two to three years, and the negotia-

or loss. How should it be distributed and who is to be responsible for its tions can be very difficult, as each expenditure item must be examined,
distribution? This is a question that has been tackled in different ways in the profit figures must be verified and probably adjusted, and the ratios
the past and should be dealt with in the forthcoming tax reform. must be agreed by both sides. There have been cases of significant

For many years before 1978 a system of centralized distribution was inequalities between enterprises, that those doing better may pay more
adopted. Since all funds in the state enterprise belong to the state, it was and can only retain less.
then stipulated that the net profit should be totally turned over to the A system of profit retention, however, is drawn from the premise that
state, and the net loss, if any, should be compensated by the state, too. the net profit of the enterprise belongs to the state alone and the
Consequently, the investment and other expenditure of the enterprise enterprise is only allowed to retain a part of it. Could it be looked at in
had to rely mostly on state financing, and the money was earmarked. another way? That is to say, after paying taxes, the enterprise is entitled to
There was no direct connection between the net profit and the state's distribute its net profit as a whole under the guidance of state authorities,
appropriation to the enterprise. There was no direct connection, either, and the state can have only a certain part of it. Thus, the material rights,
between the performance of the enterprise and the financing of its responsibilities, and interests of the enterprise can be more closely linked.
investment and other expenditures. The management and the staff and Now comes the question of " changing profit into tax," that is, should
workers of the enterprise had no material responsibility nor material state enterprises pay income tax to the state?" Experiments have been
interest in the performance. Such a system, as one can see from past made in a number of places." A system of " changing profit into tax," if
experience, was not helpful to the improvement of management, and properly formulated, is advantageous mainly in the following aspects:
certainly should not be retained nor established after tax reform." First, it can facilitate the long-term programming of the enterprise.

Since 1979 a trial system has been adopted that entitles the enterprise to Since income tax shall be codified and made into a law, the system of its
retain a certain portion of the net profit.' The details of the system vary, assessment and tax rates shall be determined thereby; therefore, for a
but the general outline is as follows: first, to fix for the enterprise a fairly long period the distribution pattern of the net profit shall not be
retention ratio on its basic profit, which is roughly equal to the ratio of changed and the state's share can be calculated beforehand. So long as the
the sum of state appropriation to the enterprise for certain minor enterprise is confident of its profitability and can work out how much the

12 [.iu Biao. " Some questions on the reform of the financial management systems for net profit is going to be, it can make a long-term programme for its

enterprises "(in Chinese). March 1981, in China's Fiscal Problems. p. 401. Liu is an officer 14. See the answer to the second question, " The officials of the Ministry of Finance
of the Ministry of Finance. again answer the questions concerning the changing of profit into tax for state enterprises,"

13. Up to the end of 1980. the industrial enterprises that had adopted such a trial system People's Daily. 28 April 1983.
totalled more than 6,60n, and their gross production value and profit accounted 60% and 15. From 1979 the pilot experiment of " changing profit into tax " has been carried out
70%, respectively, of the aggregates of all industrial enterprises in the state sector. Ibid. in 456 industrial and transport enterprises located in 18 provinces, cities and autonomous
p. 397 regions. See the answer to the first question, People's Daily. 28 April I 983.
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development and the improvement of welfare provisions for its em- But, after 1979 the responsibility system on the basis of a production
ployces. For example, the pilot enterprises of the experiment in Shanghai quota first developed in rural districts and was then applied to the state
have formulated their five-year development programme in which the economic sector. It has become a kind of threshold to the economic
financing of some minor investment projects, collective welfare facilities autonomy of enterprises. But, once on that threshold, the enterprise
such as housing, bonus, and so forth, from the net profit has been would, of course, demand the right to pay to the state only a lump-sum
incorporated. amount from its net income on the basis of the quota of production or

Secondly, it can be helpful to improving management of the enterprise. sales for which the enterprise is held responsible. It is a responsibility
There can be direct links, closer than before, between the performance system of profit-undertaking on the basis of the quota. The changing from
and the gains, between the material responsibility and the material a system of profit retention into such a responsibility system of
interest of the enterprises. profit-undertaking has brought about several problems, and those closely

Thirdly, it strengthens the economic autonomy of the enterprise. There connected with the fiscal relations are two: how is that lump-sum amount
will be no negotiations for the distribution of profit, and there will not be to be determined? As the profit grows, should that amount be re-
much conflict between the state and the enterprise. That part of the net adjusted? The higher the amount, the larger the state revenue; the lower

profit, after the payment of the income tax, is now more at the disposal of the amount, the larger the retained profit of the enterprise. As the
the enterprise, and the state is only to set some guiding principles for its enterprise's profit grows, it matters much for state revenue whether the
use. amount should be adjusted upwards or not.

But, with the introduction of the income tax on the net profit of state Naturally, state enterprises and the Ministry of Finance share different
enterprises in the whole country, there still remain some questions that views. Enterprises incline towards setting the amount lower and not having
should be studied and settled. What about the tax rate? Should it be a it readjusted from year to year, thus they will be able to retain more funds for
single flat rate, or rather a system of progressive rates? And what about themselves. But the Ministry of Finance, subject to urgent macro-
the tax base? As is the practice in other countries, it should be an adjusted economic necessities, is disposed to avoid excessive decentralization of
net income of the enterprise, with all items of deduction and exemption state funds. The minister wrote that the off-budget funds totalled more
specified. If the enterprise pays a tax on its fixed capital funds, the tax paid than 62 billionyuan RMB in 1981, and had actually become the " second
should probably not be made deductible. Whether the tax on the budget " of the nation." Another officer in the Ministry also gave the
differential income due to natural resource endowments or the interest figure that the retained profit of state enterprises in the period 1978-82
paid by the enterprise to the state banks for the working capital borrowed already amounted to 42 billion yuan .' It has been said many times that
are deductible or not, should be further investigated. excessive decentralization of funds would lead to too many projects of

After paying income tax, the enterprise has at its disposal the net profit construction, and eventually would cause further imbalance of the
that remains. It can be used for the investment and development of the national economy.
enterprise itself, for welfare facilities and measures, and for bonuses for Therefore, the Ministry, subject to the approval of higher authorities,
the employees. The enterprise can also retain a part of the net profit supported the following guidelines: enterprises should have more
undistributed. The state authorities shall set the guiding principles and autonomy and funds, but they must make more contributions to the state,
perhaps the proportions for the distribution of the after-income-tax and make themselves feel some " pressure "; from the yearly increment
profit, but the enterprise shall take the full responsibility and interest. of the profit, " the state should take the largest share, while the enterprise

and the individuals can only take the middle and the smallest share
Tax Reform in China: The Current Position respectively."'" And just about the same time as the responsibility system

Looking at the thread of discussion about tax reform, as indicated began to be adopted in the state sector, the Tax Administration of the
above, that extended back almost two decades, one would imagine the Ministry of Finance started the pilot experiments for " changing profit
reform of the ICTS would be carried out more or less according to the into tax." After two years' discussion and investigation the decision has
following sequence: first, to readjust the taxation on turnover; secondly, been made in the form of a State Council document which ratifies " The
to introduce the taxation on capital funds; thirdly, to change the system of Tentative Regulations of Changing Profit into Tax " formulated by the
profit transference into the taxation of profit of state enterprises. Logical Ministry of Finance, and makes the regulations effective from the
and reasonable it seems to be, but that sequence of reform has an inherent beginning of 1983.'
difficulty - tax reform must more or less be synchronized with price
reform. Since price reform in China can only be gradual," tax reform has 17. Wang Bingqian, " Some problems concerning financial work," People's Daily, 26

to be gradual, too. So far, so good. November 1982.
18. See the answer to the fourth question, People's Daily, 28 April 1983.

16. Xue Muqiao, " Some suggestions concerning the reform of economic systems," 19. See the answer to the third question, People's Daily. 28 April 1983.
People's Daily, 10 June 1980. 20. People's Daily, 3 May 1983.
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It is rather contrary to one's expectation that tax reform has started Finance endeavours to balance the centralization and decentralization
from the other end - to have a system of income taxation without an tendencies in the fiscal relations between the state and enterprises, in
all-round price reform. It follows that the profitability is so differentiated order to improve the co-ordination of state planning and the enterprise's
between different enterprises that it is really impossible to have a simple economic autonomy. The Regulations, as the title itself indicates, are
and uniform system of income taxation that can be applicable to all tentative. One would expect, as the price system and other parts of the
enterprises. The present system has to be to some extent complicated and ICTS are reformed, the Regulations and the system of income taxation
in a certain sense heterogeneous. have to be adjusted accordingly. The Regulations in I983 may hasten tax

According to the Regulations, state enterprises, with some exceptions, reform in China, but it is b nyo means the culmination of tax reform. But it
are to be classified into two categories: large- and medium-sized enter- is obvious now that the leverage function of taxation will certainly
prises and small enterprises." For the small enterprises the state is to tax increase in the future.
their profit according to the system of progressive rates," decreed by the
State Council in 1963, originally applicable to handicraft and transport
co-operatives as a part of the industrial and commercial income tax. After
paying the tax, those small-sized state enterprises, as a rule, can retain the
profit and use it for their own purposes. It can be seen, as far as the tax
treatment is concerned, those state enterprises are on an equal footing
with the co-operatives and even the individual proprietors.

But the large- and medium-sized enterprises are different. According
to the Regulations, they are all required to pay the income tax at a flat rate
of 55 per cent. If the after-income-tax profit is still considerably higher
than the previously approved level of profit retention, they are further
required to transfer a certain portion of the profit to the state. But, again,
the method of transferring profit varies among different enterprises.
Among them, only those in mining industries are qualified to pay a fixed
lump-sum amount per annum from the after-income-tax profit, while
others have the option to adopt one of the following methods: (1) to work
out a base and a growth rate, then to transfer the profit accordingly to an
amount that grows from year to year; (2) to work out a fixed percentage
rate, then to transfer the profit accordingly from the yearly realized profit
of the enterprise; (3) to work out a rate and to transfer the profit
accordingly from that part of the realized profit which is equal to the
realized profit in the previous year, and to transfer the profit from the
other part of the realized profit which is above the previous year's level
according to a rate 40 per cent lower. Either the fixed lump-sum amount,
the base and the growth rate, or the rate of transference from the realized
profit, as stipulated in the Regulations, should be determined on the basis
of the 1982 data, and once determined and agreed to by both the
enterprise and the relevant authorities, should not be changed in three
years, that is, from 1983 to 1985.

One can see from the regulations how painstakingly the Ministry of

21 1 he criteria for state enterprises to be classified as the small-sized are: for industrial
enterprises, the original value of fixed assets not larger than 1-5 million yuan, the annual
profit not higher than 200.000 yuan; for retail trading enterprises. taking one store as the
unit, the number of staffs and workers not more than 20-30, the annual profit not higher
than 3

0,000 or 50.000 yuan. All are based on the data at the end of 1982. People's Daily, 3
May 1983,

22. There are eight rates, from 7% to 55%. The highest marginal rate, 55%, is applied to
the portion of the annual net income. over and above 80,000 yuan.

23 See the answer to the sixth question, People's Daily, 28 April 1983.
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The ene Q yConsumption and Living Standards inthe entire economic system can be achieved, this will have favourable China, 1978-83effects on trade. At present, China's exports of light industrial productsare dated in design, often questionable in quality, and usually in need f Nicholas R. Lardylongish delivery times.h Consequently the unit prices obtained on worldmarkets for clothing, shoes, porcelain and other goods are only a small Marxist economists and socialist planners share the view that the major
fraction of those obtained by more efficient producersCi If, by gaining in objective of socialist economic development is to meet the needs of mass
sophistication and organization l flexibility, China could even begin to consumption. During the debates that followed the death of Mao Zedong
close these gaps, the terms of trade and foreign exchange earnings gains in 1976 there was a searching examination of the extent to which
would be substantial If, on the other hand, progress in this direction is not development policy in the previous two or more decades had succeeded in
made, China will remain dependent on exports of raw materials and (he raising living standards. A central premise of the policies of reform and
earnings from manufactured goods sold at low prices in limited markets. Readjustment that emerged by the late 1970s from this debate was that

The future of foreign investment in China will depend initially on the consumption growth since the 1 9 50s had been too slow. What was the
various factors analysed earlier in the article In particular on continued evidence to support this contention? In what ways has policy since 1978
improvements in the legal, taxation and planning systems, and on the sought to redirect economic growth towards increased levels of con-
willingness of the Chinese authorities to treat foreigners in a non- sumption? Have these policies been successful and to what extent are they

discriminatory way. At present, foreign investors remain cautious about likely to continue to raise living standards?China, and generally they can afford to do so as they have plenty ofalternative destinations for their money. In addition to these technical CnupinTed ro o17
factors, investors also retain some doubts about the longer-run future of Consumption Trends Prior to 1978the Chinese political scene - a point which the Japanese Prime Minister Before 1980 there was very little evidence on which to base estimates of
Mr Nakasone recently impressed on his hosts in response to Chinese long-run trends in consumption. Western economists had reached a
criticism of the low levels of Japanese (non-oil) investment in China. If general consensus on the rates of growth of national income between the
these doubts are gradually dispelled by experience, China's role as a host mid 1950s and the mid 1970s,' but there was little consensus concerning
to foreign investment will expand. If not, the initiatives of the Readjust- the degree to which growth of output had been reflected in gains in
ment may turn out to be no more than historical curiosities: a Chinese consumption. There were too many uncertainties regarding the magnitude
parallel to the New Economic Policy practised in the Soviet Union before of capital formation to be able to estimate accurately changes in the
Stalin imposed the iron features of the command economy. consumption share of national income and data on the output ofconsumer goods, and their prices were too incomplete to estimateconsumption from commodity output data. More recently the flow ofdata has improved, facilitating a somewhat more accurate assessment.Broadly speaking, the new data support the contention that gains inpersonal consumption between 1957 and the late 1970s were remarkablysmall for an economy in which per capita output, measured in constantprices, had doubled. Between the end of the First Plan and 1977 per capitaoutput grew at 3-4 per cent per annum (in real terms) whileconsumption-on the broadest possible measure, including personal andcollective consumption -grew at only 1-3 per cent annually (in realterms).2 In large measure the disparity in the growth rates reflects therising share of national output allocated to investment. On the Chinese netmaterial product concept (which omits depreciation and certain non-material services such as passenger transport) accumulation rose from2459 to 36-5 per cent of output between 1957 and 1978.' On the more57. A Shanghai survey of light industrial products showed that 70". of all commodities familiar western national income accounting methodology, the ratio ofwere in stytes of the fo950s and a960s2r. in stytes of the 1930s and 9

40s, and ontryt r. Alexander Eckstein (ed.), Quantitative Measures of China's Economic Output (Ann
handful in styles of the 9

80s, Su Yu and Guo Shun, 'Speed up export bases; construct Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1980).
specialist factories, and develop foreign trade," Jingiguanlia No. 4 (1984), pp. I1-13. 2. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, China: Socialist Economic

58. Chinese shes., fr exampte fetch one-tenth of Italian prices, ihid. pp. Gem13, and Development Vol. : The Economy, Statistical System, and Basic Data (Washington, D.C.:
porcelain prices are 

3f 
a similar order of magnitude by comparison with West German and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 1983), p. 82.

Japanese prices. 

3. TJNJ 1983, p. 25.
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Consumption and Living Standards in China, 1978-83 85gross investment to gross domestic product rose from 23 per cent in 1957 collcstiveuagriucmupltuireshow n Table 2. While households with anto 31 per cent by 1978.4 
em per cent e agic trsengaged in colctieagre 2f iclte togetThe slow growth of consumption is borne out by data shown in Table I 9 per nt of Chia's pnuain ecial age and peaer comeon the consumption of specific goods that traditionally have data can be quite misleading, for at least four reasons. First, these dataabsorbed a large share of expenditurii Consumption of foodgrains, the (with rare exceptions) are reported in current prices, whereas anysource of 80-90 per cent of all calorific intake, declined by 3-2 per cent assessment of change over time must take into account changes in the levelbetween 1957 and 1978. That decline does not reflect a shift to higher of prices. Secondly, these data are frequently estimated on the basis ofquality foods that is usually associated with rising incomes but rather a survey data in which the samples have been drawn on an unspecified butworsening in the distribution of income and a 59 reduction in average non-random basis, leading to estimates that sometimes vary substantiallycereal consumption by the peasantryan Consumption of edible vegetable from the known underlying mean values. Thirdly, welfare judgments areoils on average declined by fully a third, largely due to stagnant most usefully made in per capita terms whereas the non-agricultur wageproduction in the face of increased population. Although there were data are reported on a per worker basis. Because the number of workersmodest increases in the consumption of sugar, fruit and meat, these were per household has increased substantially over time these wage oedataprobably insufficient to offset the sharp decline in the consumption of understate changes in per capita income. Finally, the official income dataedible vegetable oils and soybean products and the slight decline in cereal do not take into account collectively provided consumption goods. Inconsumption. Thus average per capita food intake by 1978 was probably China that omission includes not just the usual range of governmentbelow the 2,000-2,0o calories per day level of 1957. Average con- provided health, education and welfare services, but also the value of asumption of another important consumer good, cotton cloth, also fell broad range of consumer goods that are sold to eligible members of thebetween 1957 and 1978, although this was offset by rising use of synthetic population at highly subsidized prices. These subsidies are unusually

fibre materials.

Table 1: Per Capita Consumption of Major Consumer Goods, 1957, 1978 Table 2: Personal Income in Yuan 1957-83 (selected years, current prices)
and 1981-83

Per Worker and Employee1937 1978 1981 1982 1983 Including Per Commune MemberState Urban Collective Income Total income'
Grain (kilograms)* 203.0 195-5 219-2 225-5 232-3 Enterprises Collective National Survey SurveyVegetable oils (kilograms) 24 16 29 3-5 4-1 Only Enterprises A verage Data DataPork (kilograms) 51 77 11-1 11-8 12.4 Year (2) (3a Da) DatCloth, cotton and synthetics 195 241 30-9 30-0 31-0

(feet) 

1978 644 614 74.7 88-53 133-57
Of which : cotton 19-5 19-1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 1978 644 a 40 5 04-40 72-95
Notes: -- 1979 705 668 842 7 188-53 133-57Noe:1980 

803 762 85-9 108-37 191-33
* Measured in terms of trade grain. 

1982 83 762 9849 110 20-tin.a. Indicates not available. 
1982 836 798 108 3711

Sources: 
1 982 975 92 n1 1620 323.44Nicholas R. Lardy, Agriculture in China's Modern Economic Development (Cambridge: 1983 865 8 na 4 30-8Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 150, 158.

Ma Hong and Sun Shangqing Zhongguo ingi jiegou wenti yanjiu (Research on Problems Notes:Relating to Chins Economic Strcure) 2 Vols (Beijing, 1981), Vol. 2, p. 593. n.a. Indicates not available.
TJZY 1983, p.93. *Not compiled after 1981.

TJZY 1983, p.948. 

Includes, in addition to collective income, 'income from family sideline production" and

TJZY1984 p. 1. 
"other income." The latter includes remittances (in cash and the value of in-kindremittances) to members of the collective from household members working outside the

Trens i cosumtio prir t l98 my aso e jugedon he asi ofcollective, subsidy payments to army men retired in the countryside and compensation for
Ch n in aconsumption prior to 1978 may also be judged on the basis of wor in se sponid p ojns.°amabr o goChinese data on personal incomes. The most commonly used data are the Sources:wages of workers and employees and per capita income of members of TJNJ 1981, p. 426; TJNJ 1983, pp. 485, 487, 499' "'ommunique on fulfilment of China's1983 national economic plan." Beijing Review, No. 20(1984) pp. X-X. NiNJ 980 p41

N)'NJ 1981, p. 68. Ministry of Agriculture Commune Management Bureau, "Poor counties
SInternational Bank for Reconstruction and Development, China Socialist Economic in China e977-79,' inhuayuebao (New 'hina Monthl, No. 2 (1981), p. 117. Zhu Rotg,

Development, Vol. 1: The Econom Statistical Svtem and Baic Data, p. 78. "Speech at the third national agriculture cost calculation training classong s. rat,

5. Lardy, Agriculture in China's Modern Econ omic Development, p. 158. (Commune Finance), No. 8 (1982), p. 2. TJZ Y 1984, pp 92, 97.
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85
8lae, Chinby Quther standrdsoConsumption and Living Standards in China, 1978-83 853large, even by the standards of other socialist countries. Each of the largely because the sample survey definition of income is broader than that

problems mentioned above has important implications not only for used to derive the national average data. The sample survey data, for
assessing changes over time in average levels of consumption but also for instance, appear to include income derived from collective units other
analysing the distribution of incremental consumption gains among than the unit of which the earner is a member, whereas the national
segments of the population Moreover, each is an important element in average figure is based on a narrower definition.1" But until the precise
assessing changes in consumption not only between 1957 and 1978, but basis of the data categories is revealed, analysis is difficult.also since the institution of the policies of the Readjustment after 1978 The third shortcoming of the most commonly presented income data is

The potentially misleading character of official data measured in illustrated in column ( ) of Table 2. This time series on income per worker
current prices is demonstrated most dramatically in the case of peasan in the state sector of the economy is sometimes used to show the

income. Between 1957 and 1978 both income derived from collective stagnation of urban income between 1957 and 1978. Most often this point
sources and total income, which includes the value of private sideline is made in analyses of trends in the urban-rural income gap. But the
production by households as well as the value of transfer payments to constancy of per worker income is relevant only if the labour force
peasants, grew by more than 80 percent, almost 3 per cent per annum. But participation rate, that is, the share of the potential work force that is
the reported increase, shown in columns (3), (4) and (5) of Table 2, reflects actually employed, is unchanged. Between 1957 and 1978 the female,

primarily rising prices rather than rising real farm income. Collective labour force participation rate increased so dramatically that the average
income consists predominantly of collective farm output distributed to number of dependants per worker declined from 23 to 106.'' Thus per

peasant households, the great bulk of w hich is grain that is directly capita income in families in which members were employed in the non-
consumed within the household and never enters the market-place. But farm sector rose by 60 per cent although the per worker wage was
distributed grain has been valued at its official purchase price, which essentially unchanged. Taking the increasing participation rate into
increased 60 per cent between 1957 and 1978.6 Measured in terms of account is more than sufficient to reverse the judgment that theconstant prices per capita distributed collective income rose less than a urban-rural income gap was reduced between 1957 and 1978. The gap
third. Not enough is known about the method of measuring the value of widened dramatically because the increase in the number of female
household sideline production, the other major component of total farm workers in urban households raised per capita urban income far more
income to be able to judge the extent to which it suffers from a similar than the modest increase in peasant income over the same period.upward bias. Despite the obvious severity of the upward bias introduced Finally, analyses of trends in living standards based on incomesby measuring income in kind in sharply rising prices, Chinese sources received are at best partial and at worst quite misleading because they do
frequently analyse income trends without correcting the flawed underlying not take into account the enormous subsidies that the state pays to ensure

data." 

that some commodities are available to some consumers at prices far
Another problem arises in income figures derived from survey data that below cost." If these subsidies were available to all segments of society

vary widely from data purporting to represent the national average for the and were of a roughly unchanging magnitude, they could be safely
same concept. Columns (3) and (4) of Table 2 illustrate this problem. ignored. In fact, subsidies of consumer goods and services have an
Survey data consistently reveal a value for per capita income derived from important influence on both changes over time in the level of real
collective sources that is about 20 per cent greater than the national consumption and the distribution of income among different groups of

average. In part this discrepancy may arise from biased sampling consumers.procedures that result in over-estimating income or underestimating the The effects of subsidies on the distribution of income are particularly
number of dependants per rural household But the disparity may arise significant since subsidies accrue almost exclusively to members of what

6 NYN /98, p.380.the 
Chinese refer to as the "non-agricultural population." That group7 The main uncertainty is how completely the methodology takes into account the costs includes most of those with permanent rights to reside in urban areas andof inputs that peasants purchase mostly on private marketsb 

a smaller number of state employees who reside in rural areas, for example

8 See for example a page I news article in Guangming rtao euangsning Dais) on workers in transport services, retailing, financial services and so forth.

February 198 1 citing Slate Statistical Bureau tSSB) data giving total peasant income as 73samn in 1956 and I 3 Yn in 9 76 years not shown in column (5) of Table 2 but part of the While the non-agricultural population includes some non-urban workerssame series) or an increase of 2 ruan per year. Similarly misleading statements have beenmade by China's highest leaders. For eample Zhao Ziyang, the premier of the State 10. This can be inferred from the notes to the tables that present the results of the farm
Council in his Report on the Sixth Five-Year Plan" delivered at the Fifth Session of the household surveys. See fJNJ 1981, p 431 and tJZY 1983, p. 84.18ith National People's Congress on 30 November 1982 (Beijing Review, No. 51 (1982), p. ho. SSB "Selectedeconomicstatisticsmateri" 1981 JJNJ VI p. 25 and TJZY 1983,
18) claimed that peasant income had increased by an average annual rate of 4-3 per cent S SiN
between 1955 and 1980 without any mention that this was measured in current prices and p. 1.vastly overstated the real increase in the peasant standard of living 12. The following paragraphs are based on more detailed als presend ilardy,

9i Lee Iravers "Bias in Chinese economic statistics the case of the typical example Prices in China, World Bank Staff Working Paper, No 606 (Washington D..: Inter-
inscstigaliin. "The China Quart'rlY. No. 91 (September 1982)n pp. 478 85. national Bank for Reconstruction and Development 1983), pp. 31 5D.
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t ecues r he ategory "both worer aemporary wokers, contact the work unit contracts with a hospital for the provision of services, are
workers, orn-anricelcateaorr anotnrworkertandtpeasantr" "husn.non underwritten indirectly by the state through the budget of the employing

agricultural" is both broader and narrower than the category "urban." In unit.1980 the non-agricultural Population was 160 million. t3  

Welfare benefits provided to state employees cost the state an additional
In 1978 the value of subsidies and benefits accruing to each state I19-5 yuan per worker in 1978 with approximately two-thirds provided

employee was 526 yuan or 82 per cent of the average wad ran if directly by the state and a third through the work unit. Since state
colsnd vegeofTablv es.1 These subsidies cover a broad range of employees receive high incomes and are not eligible for need-based welfare
commodities and services. The most important subsidies are for rationed be these expenditures seem extraordinarily high.' 6 Presumably they
cereals and vegetable oils. In 1978 these subsidies amounted to 7 9 6 yuae include the costs of providing childcare facilities in work units, worker
per employee. They arise because the prices of rationed cereals have recreation facilities and the like. They may also be the source of funds for
changed insignificantly since 1952 whereas purchase prices paid to highly sought after subsidiary foods and other scarce consumer goods that
peasants by the state roughly doubled. Subsidies are thus required to are frequently distributed gratis by state work units to their employees.
make up the difference between rising costs of purchase, milling and Housing subsidies are a fourth major supplement to the real incomes of
distribution on the one hand and the stable retail selling price on the other, almost all urban residents. The rents paid by state workers are less than 2
In 1978 the losses incurred by the state on the purchase and resale of per cent of income and cover less than 25 per cent of the costs to the state
rationed cereals amounted to 015 yuan per kilogram or about 45 per cent of providing housing.'" Costs are defined to include outlays for manage-
of the average ration price. Losses per kilogram were much larger for ment maintenance and amortization. But since the last item is calculated
edible vegetable oils, although their ration prices were raised by a fourth on the basis of a SO-year life it understates the true economic costs
between 1952 and the late d970s. t m 

(particularly the cost of capital) and thus the value of housing subsidies.
The value of health, retirement, death, maternity, disability and similar On average these subsidies, as calculated by the Chinese, amounted to

benefits for which state employees are eligible totalled 1153 yuan per 85-3 y'uan per state employee in 1978.
worker in 1978. A large share of these benefits, such as those for State employees are also eligible for three other little known subsidy
retirement long-term disability, maternity, death and survivor benefits, programmes. If they live some distance from their work place, reportedly
are administered through the trade union system which is financially the criterion of more than three bus stops is common, they are eligible for
underwritten by the state. The remainder, mostly health benefits for which subsidies to meet their commuting costs. These subsidies averaged 6-3

13o Li Siheng, "Points on China's grain situation" Nongvejingi congkan (Agricultural yuan per worker in 1978. There is also a special subsidy to meet the direct
Economics Digest), No. 4 (1981), p. 56. 

costs of visiting annually a spouse assigned to a work unit in a distant city

memer The tainothn-gricultu agraoplationhs ar se sbses n bkerineitesenjoyd b and to travel to one's native place on the occasion of the death of a parent.

may result in a slight overstatement of the average price subsidies and benefits enjoyed byLietesbdyonyamllubrofw 

krs olde
members ofthe non-agricultural population. White all state workers are members ofthe non- k he commuting subsidy, only a small number of workers would be
agrcutural population, not necessarily all members of the non9agricultural population are eligible for such programmes in any given year, but on average the value

in households in which one member is a state employee. Of the 95 mitlion workers and staff of these travel subsidies (which excludes the costs of the additional paid

members in 1978, 75 million were employed in state-owned units and 20 million were wihteesmlaeul 
r nild s1

employed in collective units. Although workers in urban collectives are atl members of the vacations which these individuals simultaneously are entitled) is 10

non-agricultural population and thus eligible for subsidized food and health benefits, they do yuat,. Finally, coal I )r home heating and cooking is sold to state
not receive the benefits administered through the trade union system, which operates only - oe heat cooking is sol toste
within state-owned enterprises. Moreover enterprise funded welfare programmes are employees at a subsidized rate, the cost of which was 10- Iuan per worker
probably less generous in collectives But many urban collective workers are members of in 1978.households in which there is a member employed by the state, and thus would benefit directly The subsidy programmes discussed above have substantial effects both
from the subsidize housing and indirectly from other benefit programmes provided to state on changes over time in the levels of real consumption and on the

workers. What is unknown is the share of the rion-agricullural population residing inhouseholds in which no member is employed (or retired from employment) by the state and distribution of real income among different components of Chinese
what subsidies and benefits (in addition to those provided through the trade union system society. They add considerably to the disparities in real income between

which constitute about 20 per cent of the subsidies and benefits of state employees) these commune members and state employees. Commune members receive few

individuals would not receive.epoes 

omn ebr eev e
15 Losses in 1981 were 0g2 t an per kilogram of rationed cereals, and 1-6 yuan per if any state subsidies. Only a small share of the peasantry is eligible forkilogram of rationed vegetable oils. Yang Shengming Income, com odity prices, and subsidized staple foods. Peasant housing is privately owned and its costs

living standards," Renmin rihao (People's Daily),- 16 April 1982, p. 5. 1 estimate losses as 0- 15 aebrefo esn noe.Cm uemmesaenteiil 
o

yuan per kilogram in 1978 on the basis of changes in the average procurement price for are borne from peasant incomes. Commune members are not eligible for
cereals and the assumption that processing and distribution costs were unchanged. The 16. The usual translation of fu/i as "welfare" is misleading since in Chinese practice

average ration price of rice and wheat flour is 0337 yuan per kilogram. Wang Zhenzhi and welfare expenditures are invariably exclusive of the need-based programmes that the word

Wei, Yunlang, "The changing situation concerning the sissors price differential in the welfare commonly connotes in the west, at least in the United States. Need-based welfare
exchange of industrial and agricultural products," Jingi raniu ziliao (Economic Research programmes in China, most of which are of a short-term nature, are financed with "relief

Mfateriail,, No. 17 (1980), p. 47. This has a table with retail prices of selected consumer funds" 9jiuji8ei).
goods, including several rationed commodities, for selected years 1952-77. 1 17. TJNI 1981, p. 439.
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the retirement, survivor, disability, maternity and other benefits admin Other subsidy programmes increased over time as well. The subsidy ofistered with funds either directly by the state or through the labour coal for home heating forexample was introduced in 1965 in many urbaninsurance system. The costs for those modest health and welfare' areas. But further research is required to verify the magnitude of theprogrammes that do exist in rural areas are borne largely through the increases. Even if other subsidy programmes were unchanged, the growth
retained earnings of collective units and extremely modest state budgetary of rent, food and heating subsidies alone was sufficient to more than
funds allocated for rural relief. Retained earnings for financing such double the value of subsidies per worker between the 1950s and 1978.programmes for the 803 million people who were members of communes Thus while per worker income stagnated between 1957 and 1978, the valuein 1978 amounted to 1,814 million yuan or a little over 2 yuan per capita, of subsidies grew rapidly, increasing the gap between urban and rural perState budgetary outlays for rural relief for 1978 were 690 million yuan, a capita real incomes.little less than I yuan per commune member.f In summary, average per capita consumption grew quite modestlyAstonishingly, almost all discussions in China about the differences in between the end of the First Plan and the late 1970s. This cannot beincome levels of state employees and peasants totally ignore subsidy attributed to the slow growth of aggregate output but rather reflects anprogrammes. Calculations of the ratio of worker to peasant income levels imbalanced growth strategy in which investment resources were allocatedare based on the income concepts shown in Table 2, without reference to preponderantly to heavy industry. Agriculture and consumer goodsthe subsidy programmes which improve the living standards of workers manufactured by light industry grew quite slowly, both because they wereand employees in ways described above. The misleading nature of these starved for investment resources and because the prevailing institutionalanalyses is all the more astounding since the income concept for the rural arrangements failed to provide adequate production incentives. Exceptpopulation carefully takes into account the monetary value of in-kind for a brief period of liberalization in the first half of the 1960s, theconsumption while studiously ignoring state price subsidies of the con- structure of collective farming was inimical to rapid growth. Similarly thesumption of urban residents. cooperativization of handicraft production in 1956 stifled output growthInter-temporal trends in real income levels are also affected by the in a sector that had been the source of a large share of consumer goods.subsidy programmes discussed above since over time the value of Finally, the consumption gains that did occur after 1957 were concen-subsidies accruing to workers has increased more rapidly than nominal trated in the urban sector and were due to the increased value of indirectwages. Food subsidies, the single most important subsidy programme, did subsidies and to increases in the urban labour force participation ratenot exist in the 1950s since the margin between procurement and ration rather than to any change in nominal wages per worker.

prices was more than sufficient to cover processing and distribution costs
and to leave large profits for the Ministry of Food. As late as 1959, when
procurement prices were about 10 per cent higher than in 1952, profits on Effects of the Readjustment
the purchase and resale of cereals were approximately 400 million yuan. The Readjustment strategy embraced at the end of the 1970s wasWhen grain procurement prices were raised by about one-quarter in 1961, premised on the need to reverse the historical pattern of imbalancedwhile retail prices remained unchanged, the state began to incur moderate growth by providing increased incentives for agricultural production andlosses. But these were eliminated in 1965 when the retail prices of wheat by increasing the flow of investment resources to agriculture and lightflour and rice were raised by 7p5 and 2-7 per cent, respectively, but recurred industry. These sectors were to supply the wage goods necessary to makepersistently after 1966 when the procurement price of cereals was raised by the new incentive systems effective in increasing labour productivity. SinceI5 to 20 per cent while retail prices remained unchanged. Between 1974 the nature of these programmes has been widely discussed the analysisand 1978 cumulative losses on the purchase and resale of cereals were 20-8 below addresses only the issue of how successful the new arrangementsbillion yuan, an average of over four billion yuan per year. have been and are likely to continue to be in increasing the levels of theSubsidies of urban housing have also increased dramatically over time. real incomes.
Prior to 1955 rents were set at a level sufficient to cover maintenance and To anticipate the conclusions derived below, there is no question thatreplacement costs. But rents were lowered absolutely, first in August 1955 the growth of real incomes between 1978 and 1983 has been unprecedentlyand again during the Cultural Revolution, and by the late o97 0s averaged fast. This is suggested by the rapid growth of national income and theonly about a third of the rents charged in the 1950s. On the other hand simultaneously rising share of consumption as well as by the increased perbetween 1957 and 1978 the cost of residential construction rose from 47 to capita supplies of major consumption goods, both agricultural anda89 uan per square metre.20 By the late 1970s urban residential rents. on manufactured. As reflected in Table 1, between 1978 and 1983 grainaverage, covered less than 25 per cent of average costs, consumption rose 19 per cent, vegetable oil consumption more than

18 NYNJ /980, pp. 382--83. doubled, pork consumption rose 60 per cent, and so forth. Yet measuring19 TJNNJ I983, pp. 347,-45329 TJNJ 1983, pp. 147. 453. 21. Ji Long, Wang Zhenzhi, and Wang Yangzhi, Shehuizhuyiiage wenti yanjiu (Research201 7JN1 1983, p. 357. These figures exclude the cost of land. on Socialist Price Problems) (Beijing, 1982), p. 121.
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teretidisrutfincas is connueption and analysing the more Yet the Bank's estimate of price inflation of the consumption cor-

interesting distributional issues continues to be plagued by the method ponent of output is subject to ain of te sumption asm-ological problems discussed above. Changes in the level of prices have residual from an implicit price deflator for net material product, cal-been more rapid and more complex than at any other period since the culated from Chinese data, and an estimated price deflator for industrialbeginning of the First Five-Year Plan and available price indices continue output which is taken as a proxy for the investment component of totalto be based on too narrow a range of commodities to be analytically very output. Unfortunately, the implicit price deflator for net material productuseful. Similarly, subsidy programmes have expanded enormously, com- is calculated from an index of net material product in comparable pricesplicating analysis of income trends based on nominal income. Finally rather than in constant prices and it is not clear if the estimated grosschanges in the dependency ratio of urban workers continue to have a output deflator for industry is a good approximation of changes in themajor affect on per capita incomes of those employed outside of price level of investment goods. The implicit deflator for net materialagriculture Thus, most conclusions about income trends since 1978 need product for 1981 is only 111.3 (1978 100), suggesting that it may beto be carefully qualified and will remain tentative until the Chinese make constructed on a commodity base composed predominantly of fixed priceavailable improved data on prices and subsidies. goods, giving inadequate or no weight to commodities sold in markets iotChanges since 1978 in aggregate consumption measured in current subject to direct state price control and no weight to illicit marking up ofprices can be derived from data on the division of net material product prices over the state list price." Thus the only conclusion one can draw isinto consumption and accumulation, summarized in Table 3. Because of that 6-7 per cent per annum represents an upper bound on the rate ofthe continued growth of output and a rise in the consumption share from growth of real consumption between 1978 and 1981.635 to 700 per cent, material consumption rose by 72 per cent between Estimates based on aggregate material product can be compared with1978 and 1983. In per capita terms the growth was 62 per cent or 10-1 per the wages of workers and peasant incomes, subject to the provisoscent per annum. Unfortunately, the Chinese have not published a price mentioned earlier. Wages of both state employees and of workers in urbandeflator for material consumption so it is difficult to estimate the growth collective enterprises rose about 35 per cent between 1978 and 1983 [Tableofconsumption in real terms. Economists at the World Bank estimate that 2, columns (1) and (2)]. Until the end of 1982 almost 40 per cent of thebetween 1978 and 1981 prices of the consumption component of national increase can be attributed to increased bonus payments, 4 the remainderproduct rose by only 154 per cent, implying that real per capita to two general increases in wage rates instituted in 1979 and 1980 and a
consumption rose by 21 per cent or 6.7 per cent annually."2  

separate 5 yuan per month monthly cash subsidy awarded to stateemployees beginning in November 1979. That subsidy was designedTable 3: Consumption Per Capita, 197"-83 (current prices) partially to offset the increased retail prices for subsidiary foods products
A such as pork, eggs, fish and so forth. Between 1979 and 1983, 39-2 million

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 new urban workers were hired, reducing substantially the number of(b-inoy )- 8-7 4urban unemployed further increasing the labour force participation

Available National Income* 2975 3356 3686 3887 4254 465 rate.n2 By 1983 there were only 0-71 dependants per worker, compared to

(billions of yuan) 

1 -06 in 1978."6 Even with ucagdwageraethtiteeqvlntoa
Inesmntsar ()2 

hunchanged waerates that is the qiaeto

Of which: 
20 per cent increase in per capita income for members of households with

Consumption share on o 6f 5 654 684 7-5 79.0 70-0 a wage earner(s) employed outside of agriculture. The combined effect of

Consumption an)s of wage increases and increases in participation rates was a 61 per cent or 10onsumption 8 2195 2521 278 302- 325-5 per cent per annum increase in income percapita The official index of the

Index of conapio 
25 216 133 146 160 172 cost of living of urban workers increased only 9 9 per cent over the same

Index consumption 00 pro ipn tha rea p t h
2Period 

implying that real per capita income rose 46 per cent or 7-9 per
consumption 100 114 130 140 152 162 cent per annm .2

Netestieraror.e 
difference between imports and exports and 23. The highest level references to illicit price mark-ups are found in State Council.

StAtteor stimat 
Notice on strengthening market and price management," Zeonghua jenmin gongeguo

ttNtca 1983rp.r. 
(u983,pp. 523-25and SBei "omm teSaCouncil of the People 's Repub/ic of China), No. 12

'Author's estimate 

(1983)j pp. 523-25 and o2, "Communiqu on fulfilment of China's 1983 national economic

Source:pln"HtigRveN.2(18)p.I
TINJ 1983, p. 25. 

24. TJZ Y 1983, p. 79.

25. TJZ Y 1983, p. 20 and "Communique on fulfilment of China's 1983 national economic
Memoandum(Washington D.C.: international Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 26. TJZY 1983, p. 81; TJZ Y 1984, p 94
1983), p. 95. 

1 27. TJZY 1984, p. 88 9
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However, the Chinese cost of living index is almost certainly biased surveys of rural households show that per capita farm income [column (5)]downward, particularly during this period of rapid change both in the rose about 130 per cent between 1978 and 1983, an average annual rate
composition of consumption and in the rlativ 83,c anutue avrgeanalrt

comosiionof onsmpton nd n te relaive price structure. The just over 18 per cent. Unfortunately there is norliable rc eltrChinese retail price index uses current period weights (a Paasche index) Although the SSB releases an urban cost of living index they apparentlyand thus answers the question how much more (or less) does it cost to buy do not even attempt to compile an index of the cost of living of ruraltoday's basket of goods as compared to the same basket of goods in the residents."' Outside efforts to construct such an index are based on thebase period?" The problem of bias arises because the urban consumption most fragmentary data. World cank economists, for example, estimatebasket has changed significantly in recent years to include substantially that the appropriate rural price index increased by as little as 66 per centmore consumer durables such as radios, tape recorders, televisions, annually from 1978 through 1981." Yet in 1978 the largest singlerefrigerators and washing machines. But the prices of these commodities component of rural income was the, value of in-kind distribution of majorhave been reduced substantially in recent years as production has agricultural products. The value at prevailing purchase prices of per capitasoared.2 9 The retail index is constructed on the presumption that the rural cereal consumption, for example, was 50 yuan." To prevent the 20quantity consumed in the base period is the same as that in the current per cent increase in the purchase price of cereals instituted in 1979 fromperiod but that purchases made in the base period were at base period inflating the value of reported collectively distributed income, collectiveprices. Of course, the construction is hypothetical since the quantity of the units were instructed to continue to calculate the value of in 'kindgoods available in the base period was a small fraction of the quantity distribution of cereals at 1978 prices. Yet this procedure broke downconsumed in the current period, and even had the larger quantity been quickly as many local cadres calculated the value of in-kind distribution atavailable earlier in all likelihood it would not have been purchased and higher prices. By 1982 this problem was so severe that the SSB dis-consumed at the higher prices that then prevailed. On the other hand the continued publishing average national data on distributed income derivedprices of some important goods, such as vegetables, meat, eggs and so from collective sources. They continued, however, to publish the surveyforth, have risen substantially and this tends to push the index up. The data, but without disclosing the procedures for valuing in-kind distri-overall index, however, shows little year-to-year change because of the bution. Since procurement prices rose 477 per cent between 1978 andoffsetting affct of sharp declines in prices of some manufactured 1983, or 8-1 per cent per annum, the appropriate price deflator for the in-consumer goods. While consumers benefit from the much larger volume kind component of peasant income may be higher than the 6-6 estimatedof these goods now available at lower prices, the use of current year price deflator referred to above. This judgment is reinforced by trends inweights understates the rate of price inflation since few consumers actually rural market prices. When these markets were reopened in 1978 and 1979,bought these goods at the higher base period prices. In the words of one the prices prevailing for many commodities were more than twice the levelChinese author, "Few of those now buying televisions are aware that of state-set prices for identical products. Yet an official index of the pricesprices have been lowered." 30  
of consumer goods sold in these markets reflects only a 5-8 per centThe urban cost of living index, in turn, is the weighted average of the increase in the price level between 1978 and 1982. Again this low rateretail list price index (discussed above), the retail negotiated price index, suggests the index is based predominantly on commodities which,and the index of market prices. The weights for the three indices are not although sold in nominally free markets, are subject to indirect state priceknown. It is possible that over-weighting of the list price index is also a control. Finally, very little is known about the prices of inputs purchasedsource of downward bias in the urban cost of living index. Thus deflating by farm households for the production of sideline commodities. Since fullythe growth of nominal wages with the urban cost of living index will half of the reported increase in per capita farm income between 1978 andoverstate the growth of urban real wages. 1982 is due to increased income from sideline production this is a majorData on peasant income in Table 2 show a similar remarkable spurt

after 1978. But again price problems preclude precise disaggregationof 31. You Xingyi, ibid. for example, lists only the state list price index, the negotiated pricethe reported increases into real and inflationary components. Successive index, and market price index. In half a dozen other articles dealing with price indices, thereis no mention of a rural cost of living index or even an index of retail prices in rural markets.28. You Xingyi, "Opinions on the compilation of the retail price index" Jiangxi caijing The published index of prices of manufactured goods sold in rural areas is not an acceptable
vue yuan xuebao (Bulletin of the Jiangxi Finance and Economics College), No. 3 (198 1), pp* Substitute both because it excludes food products and services and because the number ofSreprints F No3 (F p Banufactured commodities included in the index is too small. See the discussion in LardyNationals Reprints, F.5, No. 3 (1982), p. 56. By contrast, the United States consumer price Agriculture in China's Modern Economic Development, pp. 108-112.

index employs base year weights (a Laspeyres index). 32. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, China. ('ounti, Economic29. Liu Zhuofu "Issues in stabilizing market prices," Gongre jingji guan/i congkan Memorandum n p. 96.(Industrial Economic Management Abstract), No. 4 (1981). pp. 10-14, reprinted in aina 33. Peasant cereal consumption in 1978 was 192-5 kilograms (measured in terms of trade
jingji. F.5, No. 9 (1981). This cites 1980 price reductions approved by the State Council for grain) and the weighted average procurement price for six kinds of grain was 0 2 128 yuan perthe following commodities at the retail level: nylon socks, plastic products, wester" kilogram unhusked weight. Lardy, Agriculture in Chinas Modern Economic Development,medicines, refrigerators, televisions, tape recorders and digital watches. PP. 158, 249. The product of the price (adjusted to a trade grain basis) and the quantity30. You Xingyi, "Opinions on the compilation of the retail price index," p. 60. consumed is 49-3 yuan.
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Consumption and Living Standards in China, 1978-83 863shortcoming.3 If the prices of inputs have increased more rapidlaverage value of the urban housing subsidy has increased enormouslythe sales prices for the final goods in rural markets, the official data tanovestte hegrothof ncmederve frmideinpodcion daamay both because the rental charges per square metre have not been adjustedoverstate the growth of income derived from sideline production, upward and the average space per urban resident has increased signifi-

Uncertainties about price trends are particularly acute in any analysis of cantly. In total the value of price subsidies and fringe benefits accruing to
trends in the distribution of income by category of income recipient. As the non-agricultural workers by the end of 1983 was approaching 1,000discussed above, nominal income of urban residents and peasants rose by yuan per year, twice the level of 1978, whereas nominal wages were up only61 per cent and more than 100 per cent, respectively, between 1978 and about a third.1983. Yet one cannot necessarily infer that policy since 1978 has reversedthe long standing trend of increasing differentials in urban and rural livingstandards. Now, for a broad range of products, the relative prices faced by Prospects for Future Income Growthurban and rural consumers diverge more widely than ever before. State Projections of future income growth are hazardous since they depend

subsidies, almost all of which accrue to urban residents, have grown on a correct assessment of historical trends and the ability to predict policy
substantially since 1978, allowing the retail network to hold down the changes. The only projection that can be supported with any confidence is
prices charged for some important goods and services, even in the face of that the pace of consumption growth in the next five years will lag behind
rising costs. For example, urban subsidies for rationed cereals have soared that of 1978-83. That assessment is based on several factors. First,
from just over 4 billion yuan per year in 1978 to 98-1 6 billion yuan in measured in current prices more than one sixth of the increase in material
u98. c This has allowed the continued distribution of rationed cereals to consumption per capita between 1978 and 1983 was due to the rising share
urban consumers at prices unchanged since 1965, despite a 45 per cent rise of output allocated to consumption. Put alternatively, one-sixth of the
in the average procurement price for grains. Rural consumers, on the increase in consumption measured in current prices, would have occurred
other hand, are not generally eligible for rationed commodities and when even if per capita output had not expanded at all. Yet this source of
they must purchase grain from the state or on open markets they now face income growth has now been exhausted since the 71:29 ratio between
prices that range up to twice the level paid by urban consumers. consumption and investment targeted for the Sixth Five-Year Plan
Similarly, rapidly rising wages and continuing increases in the cost of (1981-85) does not allow for a further increase in the consumption share
construction materials have still not affected urban rents but are in part of output in 1984-85.31passed along to peasants who build their own homes, at least in part with A similar conclusion emerges from examining the income side, although
materials purchased through the state distribution system. c th tere is somewhat greater uncertainty in agriculture than in manufactur-

Despite extensive discussion in the press on the need to reduce the level ing. In industry the largest single component of increased wages was
of subsidies, the growth of subsidy and benefit programmes has far bonuses which shot up from 11-6 yuan to 81-5 vuan per worker between
outstripped the growth of wages. The decision to keep retail prices of 1978 and 1982.0 But as problems in the allocation of bonuses arose and
rationed wheat flour and rice unchanged since 1978 adds another Io yuan no evidence emerged that suggested that bonuses contributed to increased
per worker to the value of food subsidies. Fringe benefits financed through worker productivity, the state curtailed the growth of bonuses between
the labour insurance system increased 170 per cent from 669 to 18 billion 1981 and 1983 and called for even more modest increases in the future.
yuan between 1978 and 1983, while the number of state employees grew by Overall, as shown in Table 2, following major adjustments in 1979-80, the
only 18 per cent over the same period.e Housing subsidies have also pace of increase in wages has been quite modest, even in nominal terms.
increased at an unprecedented pace. More than 450 million square metres Unless there is a dramatic change in policy, the outlook would appear to
of new urban housing were completed between 1978 and 1983 at a cost per be for continued increases in nominal wages that little more than match
square metre by the end of the period of three times that of 1957. The the increase in the official cost of living index. Similarly, future declines in34. dependency ratio, itself sufficient to have generated a 20 per cent

34. TJZY 1983, p. 84. 
increase in per capita urban incomes between 1978 and 1982, are likely to

35. The total value of subsidies on domestically produced cereals was 129 billion Yuan be moderate. The female labour force rate is already quite
and t have esiimated the subsidy on imported cereals at from 0 6 to 2-4 billion yuan, th ihadtebclgof teubnnmparticipaion 

cdfrmsoe2
lower figure applying when the official exchange rate is used in the estimate, the higher n high and the backlog of the rcemployedipa rece afre somethe domestic resource cost of earning a unit of foreign exchange is used as the implicit million in 1978 to some three million at the end of 1981.exchange rate. Lardy, Agriculture in China's Modern Economic Development, p. 195. Of this In i978 tos et mo at the dof a9ue iamount 37 billion uan was for rural consumption, the residual, 9-8 to 11-6 billion yuan went In agriculture the prospects for future income growth appear uncertainfor subsidies of urban consumption Indirect evidence suggests that almost none of the four e state has substantially slowed increases in the level of purchase prices
billion Y'uan in annual subsidies in 1975-78 accrued to rural consumers, in 1982 and 1983 they rose only 6.7 per cent, following a meteoric rise of3. ILardy, Agriculture Prices in China. 8 n 93te oeol - etfi37. The cost of residential construction in urban areas rose 50 per cent, from 89 39. "The Sixth Five-Year Plan of the People's Republic of China for national economic
135 Yuan per square metre, between 1978 and 1982. TJNJ 1983, p. 357 and social development," Beijing Review, No. 21 (1983), p. IV.38. Ti Y 1984, p. 93. 

40. TJZY 1983, p. 79.
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almost 40 per cent between 1978 and 198l.4 Most of the increase in and the rate of consumption growth declines. China appears to beincome derived from collective sources since 1978 has been due to higher following this pattern There w ias osf o h na p tio e
prices received for commodities sold to the state rather than to an increase 1978-83 but as seen aboverthe ase w t con sumte inin the volume of such sales. Increased sideline income has been more years of that period when Deng Xiaoping was consolidating his leadershipimportant than gains from collective income, but in the future may not position. More recently the growth of consumption has declined andincrease by amounts sufficient to compensate for the likely slower growth under current policies this trend seems likely to continue.of collective income in the future.

Thus, personal income gains in agriculture will depend more onexpanding output than they have in the recent past. However, evaluatingthe prospects for the future growth of agriculture is complex. The sourcesof output growth in recent years can be divided, conceptually at least, intotwo components. The first is the affects of improved relative prices, arevival of private marketing opportunities, increased inter-regional
specialization in production, and increased flows of inputs from themodern sector. All of these changes could have been undertaken withinthe framework of the rural ownership system that existed in 1978. Thesecond source of growth derives from the improved incentives provided bydecollectivization. My own view, set forth in some detail elsewhere, is thatreforms in pricing, marketing and specialization and increased flows ofcurrent inputs and higher levels of fixed investment provide the best hopefor sustained growth of both productivity and output.' But by mid 1980the dominant view in Beijing was to attribute most of the growth since1978 to the re-emergence of farming based on households rather thancollective units. Thus several of the most important policy changes

announced in 1978 were subsequently reversed: state investment in
agriculture was cut substantially rather than increased; the rate of
increases in purchase prices was drastically curtailed; prices in non-state
markets were subjected to increased control rather than being determined
by supply and demand; finally, the level of inter-regional trade in cereal
products was frozen for a three-year period, thus inhibiting further
specialization. Yet the attribution of most growth since 1978 to de-
collectivization may be mistaken and the present policy mix, if sustained,
may lead to a slower rate of growth of output over the medium term,
compared to the recent past.

If present policies are sustained, China will appear remarkably similar
to other socialist states during periods of leadership transition. Substantial
spurts of consumption during succession periods, followed by declines in
the rate of growth of consumption, have occurred in the Soviet Union, the
German Democratic Republic, Poland and Czechoslovakia.43 Policies
that favour mass publics received the most attention in the aftermath of
succession, and personal income, wages, social outlays and public housing
programme all grow substantially above trend rates for periods of from
two to four years. Subsequently, however, traditional priorities re-emerge

41. TIZ Y 1983, p. 76 and "Communique on fulfilment of China's 1983 national economicplan,- Beijing Review, p. Vit.
42. Nicholas R. Lardy. Agriculture in China's Modern Economic Development.43. Valerie Bunce, Do New Leaders Make a Difference? Executive Succession and PublicPolier under Capitalism and Socialism (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press,1981), pp. 158-67.
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Table A2: Labour Force, 1957, 1978 and 1982 O1 97 n3ds
(year-end totals in millions)

Judith Banister
1957 1978 1982i

197 1398 4482 / The period 1978-83 saw swift escalation of earlier policies to promote
(1) Total 237-71 398-56 447-06 raitetlt eln n hn.Tegvrmn e o remove pro-
(2) Agriculture 193-10 294-29 313-69 

trapiddferility decline in China. The earterpoee(3) Industry l4-0 50-08 59-30 natalist economic incentives and replace them with economic benefits to
(4) Construction 4-01 0152 13-40 one-child families and economic penalties for those eon two or more

(4) onsrucion 4-01 112one-0childn fhiamiis fandypanigprgam beainrag lycm(5) Transport 442 7-56 8-50 hldrefamily plan ing pnaie b m t e ieasing o m(6) Trade 8.18 8.82 16-32 pulsory in tone and coe- innmethograme becmindcd pursuit oflow(7) Others 13-99 26-29 35-85 fertility and low population growth rates has thus far been successful
though an effective political reaction against the policy is possible in theources: ,future. Meanwhile, the field of demography, the scientific study of

(t) 7'JNJ 1983, p. 120., 
population, has once again become respectable in China and the country's

(2) 1957, 1978: Ma Hong and Sun Shangqing, demographers are gaining rapidly in sophistication.h e cas of
Research on Problems, p 104. 1983: Total employed in 

Aan the cnrs
agriculture and related activities from TJNJ /983, p. 121 statistical secrecy, the government has begun to release relatively detailedminus: (a) those in vetern 'ry service, water conservancy demographic data, thus greatly increasing world understanding of i na's
and meteorological stations from ibid. p. 130 and (b) dogaic dtathr e lthose in aTorestation service which is assumed to be the population situationsame as that in 1980 given in N YNJ 1981, p. 12.

(3) Ma Hong and Sun Shangqing, Research on Prob-lems, p. 104 and TJNJ /983, p. 121.
(4) 1957, 1978: Total employment in state-owned and Ear/ier Populaion Trendrurban collectively owned construction units, 2-91 and Before 1949 mortality in China was very high, marriage was nearly8-36 million in 1957 and 1978, respectively, from TJNJ universal and took place at young ages, and er was moderately/983, p. 125, multiplied by a factor equal to the ratio of eratil itty phe wan.' e y an , 7 me w ealytotal employment in construction to employment in at about 55 births y ng aes, and 978 teaele'sthese two subsectors in 1981. 1 378. based on data from Re b - pe most of its transitionTJNJ 1981, pp. 106, 108. 1982: TJNJ 1983. p. 121. rep u of Chia completedamot oi histi e mop opl(5) 1957: John P. Emerson, Nonagricultural Emploa- from a situation of high mortalit ari tograpitnsionmient in Mainland China: 1949-1958 (Washington, D.C.: mortality and low fertilit y achievement among the world'sU.S. Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 128. 1978: developing countries. The transition began with a sharp decline inBased on the assumption that the share of transport mortality during the t

950s caused by the cessation of warfare, more
workers in total labour force was the same as that in 1981 mortahle durin the f950s grwitea shapideclineainfrom TJNJ 1981, p. 106. 1982: TJNJ 1983, p. 121. equitable distribution of landcandood, therces of epide, dise(6) TIvJ 1983, p. 398. 

control, and the retraining of most midwives in sterile childbirth
methods. A temporary but devastating reversal of these beneficial trendslook place during the famine of 1959-61, caused by the radical economicratio of additions of capital stock to iivestment expenditures 70 7 per cent, is policies of the Great Leap Forward. During the 1960s and early r9 70s

derived by using the assumption that it is the same as the ratio of new fixed assets health conditions improved and mortality resumed its decline. Preventiveto capital construction for the period 1957-81 as a whole.' The accumulation
rate, 30-4 per cent, is the average for the period 1957, 1962, 1965 and 1978 81. *he interpretationsand opinionscpressed in thisarticreare thoseoftheauthoralone andThe rate of growth of net material product, or more precisely, net material dnot represent the policy of the inited States Government or the U.S. Bureau of theexpenditures, during 1957- 81, in terms of the four components is: cnsus.

. George W Barclay, Ansley J. Coale, Michael A. stoto, and T. James Trussell A
-0 013 + 0.373 x 0.707 x 0 304 6 7', reassessment of the demography of traditional rural -hina. Population Indes Vsl 42., No.The result comes 0ut fl s4 (October 1976), pp. 606-635. Crude mea sures of fertility and mortality are the crude birth

e res u airly close to the growth rate based on net material rate and the crude death rate, defined as the number of births or deaths per 1e000 populationexpenditures in Current prices, 6 3 per cenl. 
The natural population increase rate is the difference between the birth and death rates.ore refined measures ar not strongly influenced by the population age structure Thesenelude the total fertility rate, which is the number of live births the average oman wouldhave in her lifetime if she followed the current pattern of fertility at each age, and theexpectation of life at birth, which is the average number ol years lived by a Populationexperiencing the mortality rates typical each age.

/ /9 p p 12. 
For details on health and mortality trends in 'hina see Judith Banister. hoion

he ow -h r isaanging 
PoPulation (Stanford California: Stanford University Press, orthcoming 19851.
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public health work and curative medical care in the countryside were back to the countryside minimized migration to urban areas. In addition,
furthered by the training of paramedics called barefoot doctors, who the decade from 1968 to 1978 saw an escalation of earlier policies to
stafled the new co-operative medical services provided by rural pro- uproot urban professionals and youths born and raised in the cities from
duction brigades in the 1970s. A nationwide mortality survey taken in their homes to rural areas. The net result was that the urban proportion of
1976 revealed that as of 1973-75 the people of China had achieved an China's population grew slowly from l33 per cent as of the 1953 census to
expectation of life at birth of about 62-64 years.' Infant mortality had 18-4 per cent in 1964, then contracted to only 179 per cent by year-endbeen reduced to somewhere between 50 and 100 infant deaths per 1,000 1978.6 The rural areas absorbed not only their own natural population
live births from a level close to 300 per 1,000 in 1929-3l.' These are increase, but in some years had to accommodate the migrants from cities
advanced mortality conditions for a developing country. By 1975 females as well.
in particular had gained from a decline in the historical pattern of China's period of peak population growth rates was short-lived Theinfanticide and neglect of girls, and from a rise in the status of women. sharp mortality decline of the 9l os was followed, after a lag of two
Available data indicate that female infant mortality was lower than male decades, by a steep fertility decline in the 970s. The national birth rate
from the early 1950s at least until the mid 1970s, and that life expectancy dropped from about 37 births per 1,000 population in 1970 to 21 per 1.000
for women was about two-and-a-half years longer than for men as of in 1978, corresponding to a decline in the total fertility rate from 5 8 births1973--75. per woman in 1970 to only 27 in 1978. What caused this remarka-ble

While mortality declined, fertility temporarily rose above historical fertility decline?
levels during the 1950s and 1960s, except for the famine period. The higher By the early 1970s, even though the national government was riddledfertility can be attributed to postwar and post-famine baby booms, more with division and bitterness from the Cultural Revolution, all factions had
stable economic conditions than before 1949, reduced widowhood in the become convinced of the urgent necessity to reduce China's birth rate and
reproductive years, and perhaps higher fecundity based on improved population growth rate. After decades of uneven development and rapid
health. Higher fertility and sharply reduced mortality combined to population growth, per capita supplies of the basic necessities, especially
produce population growth of unprecedented speed in China, as in other food, were no greater than they had been in the 950s. To raise living
developing countries during the same decades. China's population grew at standards, increased production and reduced population growth were
approximately 2 per cent per year or higher for all non-famine years from seen as essential.
about 1954 through the 1960s. The official total population size increased The government expanded its urban-based family planning programmefrom 583 million as counted in the 1953 census to 830 million based on to rural areas by setting up birth-planning committees at each level of
population registers at year-end 1970, an increase of about 42 per cent. government and by insisting that cadres, especially female cadres, make

As the population increased, China's government attempted to re- family planning propaganda part of their jobs. Educational and motiva-distribute some of the excess population from densely populated eastern tional work in promotion of family planning apparently tapped a latent
areas to arid and mountainous regions of the far north-east, north, north- demand for fertility control and struck a responsive chord in the people.
west, west and south-west. This policy was partly successful, in that Other Chinese populations have proved unusually receptive to fpmily
population growth in the main receiving provinces was higher than in the planning, for example in Taiwan, Hong Kong. Singapore and Malaysia.
main sending provinces, but population redistribution alone could not Though one cannot confidently pinpoint those aspectsof Chinese culytire
solve problems of high population density and rapid population growth in that ease the transition to low fertility, or separate the infuence ofcultureChina's populous areas. Nor did urbanization siphon off surplus popu- from the influence of economic structure, it would iot be surprising iflation from the country's rural areas. The government's rigid controls on Chinese culture on the mainland also ficilitated the adoption of fimily
rural-to-urban movement and its frequent campaigns to force in-migrants planning. In addition, some socio-economic changes in the People's

Republic of China were conducive to fertility decline, in particular the3. Judith Banister and Samuel H1. Preston, "Mortality in China," Population Ind expanding role of women in the economy and their rising status in theDewelopment Reriew, Vol. 7, No. I (March 1981), pp. 98 it0. fame mi nn4 Estimates for China's infant mortality rate must still be given in a broad range becauseof I he poor quahty and coverage of China's data on infant mortality. For compilation and 6. The 1953 figure is based on more in'lusive definition of"uran place" ihan the 1964analysis of the available infant mortality data to date, see Judith Banister, China's Changing and 1978 figures. The extent to "Ih thse three urban population figures are coparblePopiation, Ch. 4. The high infant mortality estimate for 1929- 31 could be correct, but also remains unknown. Dlaa sources S site Statistical Bureau SSB. "iomunique of results ofmay be higher than Chmna's infant mortality rate during the more prosperous centuries of census and registration of Chinas population. ure (SSB). kgr uniu Noft frule by the last two dynasties. The very high mortality estimated for China in 1929 -31 might November 1954). 2. SSB inommunque on 1982 census," Foreign Broudir, Nlof a0aotypify the chaotic periods during and after the fall of dynasties in the past. Service Dadir Report China mmuNo o8 27 October 92ri pB a3d / I/? p Ion5. Rong Shoude, Li Junyao. Gao Runquan, Dai Xudong. Cao Dexian, Li Guangyi, and For a compilation and analysis of data on population distributionern, K3al y ton idZhou Youshang, "Analysis of life expectancy in China, 1973-75." Renkou ru jingji urbanization, see Judith Btanister f da ('liong Popuition, hi..PQdopar on and Lconomie's, No. I (1981), pp. 24-31, 17. Judith Banister, China Cihanging 7. Scio-economic determi n in tfcri i ('hina are discussed in Judith Blanister.
I''mruitton, C'h, 2 

('Ana , C'haniging Populaton, Chf. 5.
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During the 9 70s rural demand for birth control methods could be met Origins of the One-Child Limit
for the first time. One of the major tasks of the barefoot doctors and Ever since the founding of the People's Republic the science ofcommune clinics was to provide intrauterine devices, abortions, steriliz- demography has been viewed with suspiepuby the gen-

ations and other birth control methods to rural women. A strong me edr.Ti a nufruaelgcy of the writingsot Ka rlnargovernment family planning programme providing easy accessibility to a entuy eaier Tacking Tomas athuso ohotlt hd wit governbirth control techniques for a comparatively receptive population can go ratinsp ete ataw an o w inay in Mfar towards explaining the rapid halving of China's total fertility rate in the theatoship beeen an g r agin deoghic diten n andearly and mid 1 9 70s. 
sttinguppopuhe Post-Mao government ben pepoungdtecoury. Gvey rnmPart of' the drop in fertility was caused by the adoption of fertility setting up population research iennes ound tde ahi studiendcontrol within marriage, but part of the decline was also attrib leaders sought to enlist tin he l opulation contry. iuacGoerngerising age at marriage. Most countries have experienced an goal of a steady reduction in the population growth rate o acent ormarriage age as part of their economic development process, and so has less by 1980. But the national leaders cr th te ounrr ~~e wome andeas 20 forge me nte15 ouationegrowrate hddscovered that the country's

China. In addition, the Chinese Government mandated minimum mar- pouaingot aehdsaiie bv htlvel. Official populationha norgdh rriage Law, and pouaingot ahd stabihized above that levlOi

riage ages of 18 for women and 20 for men in the 1950 Ma e n growth due to natural population increase (births minus deaths) was 27
has encouraged higher marriage ages in all succeeding decades. In the per cent in 1976 and [-21 per cent in 1977, and the 1978 natural increase
1 9 70s the government attempted to require urban young adults to was projected to be about the same. China's new Population scholars
postpone their marriages until the late twenties, and rural youths to wait began pointing out the influence of the huge bulge in the population of
until the woman was age 23 and the man age 25. As a result of these youngadultswho hadjust begun or we about tobegin their childbearingregulations enforced by strong administrative pressure, marriage ages for years. They clarified that if these young women had two children, furtherfemales continually rose. A nationwide retrospective fertility survey taken reduction in the country's population growth rate was unlikely forin 1982 estimated that the average age at first marriage of Chinese women decades. Armed with this realization, the national governmen, in theinerss a 84yar l, in the l1970sage 69, in the l960s age 19-8 israiain h a

23e in t as 16- years old, and by the latter part of the 1 9 70s age summer or autumn of 1978 decided to promote the one-child family.
. n increase in female marriage age of the magnitude seen i the s age The new policy was formally announced in January 1979.1 At that time

has a powerful depressant effect on the birth rate becue seen in the 1970s China's leaders set a fairly moderate goal that 20 per cent of urban couples

sarec psonhed , because ge . and 5 per cent of rural couples be persuaded to stop at one child.' 
e

of the expected births are postponed, because higher marriage ages During 1979, however, the government position quickly changed from
lengthen the time between succeeding generations, and because women encoragemen( of the one-child family to insistence that almost allare not bearing children during some of their most fecund years. The large couples stop at one healthy living child. The policy escalation was rapid.cohorts of children born in the early 1 9 50s postponed their first marriages By mid year the government had adopted a set of population growth
until the mid 1 9 70s and their first births until the late 19 70s. (A cohort targets that was almost impossible to attain, the achievement of a
consists of all people born in the same year.) population growth rate of 05 per cent in 1985 and zero population growthAlso driving down fertility in China was the escalating compulsion in in the year 2000.mp Striving for such goals mandated a limit of one childthe family planning programme as the 1 9 70s progressed. By mid decadehe ye 200 Stivinfo zr ouation grwthe government was trying to require urban couples to stop at two dead per couple. The combined inflrusuceho govly mbidtiou argemts and onewil

hegovrnentwastringto eqireurbn oupes o topattyliing 
understlanding of the importance of age composition is reflected in the

children and rural couples to stop at three. In 1977 it was announced that following July 1979 report:rural as well as urban couples must cease childbearing at two children. followin July 97reotr of ag cnis reflee inthWomen came under strong political pressure to abort all further preg- Deputy Qian Xinzhong, minister of public healthn an nlss si l rear
nancies. Cases of required abortions and required sterilizations appearedin in Chmia some 0t million couples o y g m and woe it reachChinese press reports, and administrative harassment of recalcitrant marriageable age and hey will marr and ave ildren a the ein re ahcouples was strongly promoted by the official media. The policy of the growth. China will have a platon o 00 mi b t end of the
national government evolved in the direction of strictly limiting fertility by 10. fIia (iofeng, "Unite and strive to build a modern powerful socialist countrv!"
persuasion if possible, but by force if persuasion did not quickly succeed in Report delivered ai ihe firs session of the Fith National People's Congress 26 February1978, Xinhua (Beijing). 6 March 1978; FBIS. No. 45 (7 March 978)' p. D256

preventing~ 
~~ unuhrzdbitsIt '*Population," China New.4 nalusis No. 1163 (14 September 1979), pp.5-6,2. "Further control ihe population growth rate." Rc'ntnin rihao, 27 January 1979. p, .

8 State Family Planning Commission, "Communique on the 0 I per cent sample fertility 13. Li Xiuzhen, The present situation and tasks concerning planned birthna Renkwu han-
9in ey of Chinas population" Ren u ranjiu (Populalion Research), No. 3 (1983), p. 14. nu, No 1 (1980). pp. 3 -5 s 47.9 For documeniiin and discussion, see John S. Aird, "Population studies and 14. ('hen Muhua 'For ihe realizatin ofihe Four Modernizaiions there must be planned

population policies in ('hina Population and Deve/opntn Review, Vol. 8, No. 2 (June control of population growth,of Reniin rihe, t f August 1979Md p. 2. r iranslated in Peprnition
1982). pp. 283 90, and Judith Banister, (hina s Changing Population, Chs 6 and 7. and Derleopin Rerowi, Vol" 5. No. 4 (Decembe 1979) a pp. 72 3 30.
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Population Policy and Trends in China, 1978-83 723century. If the population is to grow to such a size, we will be compelled to devote be allowed to have two children with no rewards or penalties attached,a considerahle amount of our financial and material resources to feeding the newly while higher order births were to be penalized and single-child familiesincreased populace. That will inevitably slow down the four modernizations. We rewarded. At the beginning of 1979 the first policy statement said:plan to lower the country's natural rate of population growth to around 5 per
1000 by 1985... . This means that on the average each couple as of now can have Women who give birth to one child only will be publicly praised; those who giveonly one child." 

birth to three or more will suffer economic sanctions p ; wBy early 1980 scientists in the People's Republic had developed computer I uring 1979 and 1980 systems of incentives and disincentives wereprojections of China's population indicating that with the two-child supposed to be inplemented in most provinces except in minority areas.family, the population would increase to I22 billion in the year 20 and In cities and towns, couples who signed a pledge that they would cease
154 billion in the year 2052, but with the one-child family the population childbearing after one child were to receive a monthly cash payment while

would peak at 1-05 billion in the year 2004, and begin declining tecidwsgoigupeeec 
nh~sn loain n o

thereafter-"~ Communist Party and government leaders were unwilling assignments, free medical care for the child, free schooling and priority for
ever to allow the population to increase to I1-5 billion, and firmly adopted enrolment in kindergarten and preferred schools. In rural areas, the

the one-child limit. In February 1980 China's vice-premier in charge of promised benefits were more vaguely defined because they were to befamily planning announced: 
funded by rural collectives of widely divergent resources. Rural couples

We will try to attain the goal that 95 per cent of married couples in the cities and 90 with an only child who signed a one-child pledge were supposed to receiveper cent in the countryside will have only one child in due course, so as to ensuregreater and faster economic development in the country and an obvious improve- plot of land as other families with more children, and a larger proportionment of the people's living standard, and to raise the cultural level of the Chinese of the team's collectively produced grain than would normally be allowed
for a child of that age.

The birth of a third or higher order child was to hbe followed byeconomic penalties. In urban areas, both members of the couple were toEconomicj( R't'ards and Penalties have their salaries reduced by 5 or 10 per cent for all the years that theBy 1978 China's leaders realized that the people had all along been child was growing up, were to be allocated en toal hous spat forresponding to economic signals. The systems of payment and allocation of their larger family, and were to pay full fees for the child's birth, medicalresources in the people's communes did not reward hard work oreadshoig nrrlapy sfrtecidsbrh eiacare and schooling. In rural areas, the couple's work points were to be
innovalion and did reward fertility. For example, two men might earn the rdcdfralteyastee s h opeswr onswr obs es i pt per d oredd t s ew hreduced for all the years the child was growing up. The family's private
thnoughione as dediewaed andtility. p roce hle, tw heann min een plot was to be no larger than that of a single-child family. The higher order
ctbedchild 

was to receive no grain allocation, was barred from participation incontributed little. So people learned to conserve their energy for work in the co-operative medical system, and was charged for schooling. Largetfeir private plots or for leisure. Similarly, many communes allocated families in financial difficulties were to get no welfare a ssistance.
thei prvat plts r fo lesur. Smilrly man Comuns aloctedAs, originally described, China's system of economic incentives andprivate plots or housing space on the basis of family size and much of their disincentives, though harsh, seemed to resemble those in Singapore andyear's grain on the basis of need. Therefore, families calculated they could snenties tough harh ystm of eo ocietes andaffordl the large number of children they desired. The children were some other countries with eemedntar famil lnin ro rammesngap ren-

wanted because they could help around the home, add to the famil 's couples could choose large families but were taxed for doing so.2 0 Within
labour power and income in an unmechanized farm economy, and a few years of operation, however, China had developed a compulsory

labor pwer nd ncoe inan nmehanied armeconmyandone-child limit and the government was attempting to require that almost
perhaps most important, provide old age support in the rural areas where all second and higher order pregnancies be aborted. The rewards for
tere is no adequate social security system.alseodadhgr 

dem mgtrquetatlot

When the one-child programme was launched, systems of incentives stopping at one child continued, at least in urban areas, but theisientivewere mschild tutgr e t s bac up , A test col wceres "disincentives" escalated until they became crippling economic penalties
atd disincentives were instituted to back it up." At first, couples were to for the birth of a second or higher order child.15. 'Discussion on family planning," Beijing Review, Vol. 22. No. 28 (1979), pp. 22-23. In the beginning of 1979 couples were supposed to have the options ofW Yu Zhenpeng, Scientists predict various rates of future popuiation growth, Xinhua signing a pledge to stop at one child and receiving the promised rewards(Beijing), 13 February 1980; FRBS/ No. 33 (15 February 1980), pp. LI -n12.17. (Chen Muhua IBo Yibo speak at tamily, planning meeting." Xinhua (Beijing). 2
February 1980: FB15, No. 24 (4 February 19801, p. [2. 

19. Further control the population growth rate." loic. cit.
IS [or further details on the one-child programme, see Pi-chaoChen and Adrienne Kols 20 For a report placing China family planning programme in the context ofothers that2Population and birth planning in the People's Republic of China,' Popultion Riports Include incentves and disincentis see Judith Jacobsen Prooting Polat n Stii-

Series J. No. 25 (January February 1982). pp. 577 -618: and Judith Banister, (hina v "I'ln
0 Infivef tor Soutr c Papere. NWashingtion, I).c Worldwatch Institute, 1983).

(hiiriif 11opu/io, (h. 7. 
W-Odwatch Paper No. 54.
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Policy and Trends in China, 1978.-83 725or refusing to sign such a pledge. By the end of 1979 an estimated 29 per duction responsibility systemi.2 7 They decided that the only way tocent of all couples in the country with one child had signed a single-child ducon sponsbilt s t The d d
plege wand been hgiven. a certificate entitling them to the rewards. The overcome sluggish, almost stagnant agricut proutha iteony wa to s
petdgie coupbeenves ad c iertifcal e lg tvem as e re ed s. a 5mantle much of the commune structure and require the production team

figure was this high because in several large provinces around 70 per cent to contract out the team's land annually to the village families. The

of eligible couples had signed . 2t' By early 1981 it was reported that 57 per households sign a contract to deliver a certain amount of grain or other
cent of eligible couples nationwide had signed the one-child pledge, with products after the harvest to the production team and the state, but if theysome provinces claiming a rate of about 80 per cent." Though there were can produce any surplus, they may keep or sell it. The gradual im-some couples who freely chose to sign the pledge, others were required to plementation of this system, which resembles a tenant fanner arrangement,do so. In some localities, couples were harassed with nightly visits by did provide the productivity incentives lacking under collective farming.hfamily planning personnel until they agreed to sign.c The extent of Agricultural production rapidly increased, thus firming the governmein.'
involuntary signatures on single-child pledges is indicated in a 1981 resolve to replace the three-tiered commune structure with the contract
scholarly report from Wuhan assessing the national situation: system. Meanwhile, however, rural families calculated that now moreFurthermore- c i i s necessary to carry out concrete analyses of those people holding than ever they needed the labour of children, especially sons. The officialsinglechild certificates Those who are resolute and have a comparatively higher press began publishing reports by alarmed officials that farm families weresense of awareness are not in the majority. Most of them have made the pledge choosing to bear more children and pay the economic penalties when they
under stress of circumstances Therefore, a considerable number of those who could get away with it, figuring that the benefits of another child
have received the certificate and the award have put aside their award for outweighed the costs. Concurrently, the power of local cadres to force
safekeeping. They do not dare to spend it because they mean to return it in the compliance with the one-child limit was weakened in some areas becausefuture when they give birth to a second child. As to those who have not made the lthey were no longer paid for family Plann ng tasks but had to producepledge, their thinking is even more complicated. They are always waiting for a od n their contract plots like everyone else. Besides, the cessation ofchane t hae asecnd hil.24regular cadre supervision of field labour slowed down cadre discovery ofAs the proportion of one-child couples signing the pledge increased. pregnanciae, leaving less time to insist on an abortion. The followinglocalities and provinces moved to prevent the rest of the couples with one observations were publicized in late 1981:child from having a second birth. During 1979 through 1981 urban
goerns ereini to frbd s s wer a ohigher order births. By nder the new situation, new conditions and new problems have appeared in

1982 most provincial governments were trying to do the same in rural j fmiyPangwokThprcploesr:
t pn() After instituting the contract system, the relationship between labour and

areas as well. For example, ui t province announced in September 1979 income becomes even closer. Some of the people believe that "in order to get rich.

that parents of all babies born outside the local government's birth plan one must have more boys"...each year would be penalized." Because a second child was no longer (2) Following the development of production, some of those who have obtained

officially authorized except in rare cases, this proclamation amounted to better inicome and wish to have more children pay no attention to the economic

penalizing almost all second order births. In another example, Tianjin sanctions. They say, "We can afford the penalties. We can support the children It
municipality in mid 1981 made explicit its economic penalties for the birth , i, up to us how many we want."of a second child 2 6  

(') The original regulations on rewards and punishments and the birth controljuring these same years China's leadership began implementing the measures have lost their restrictive power. A section of the cadres and backbone
mjrtafrmtinoagricultural organization known as the "pro_ theymiss. pTaning wokes thir nctvsm e.A2eto5o h ade n bcbn

family planning workers is no longer able to receive subsidies for the farm worke f is imperative to control population gro(5th in a planned way." Rennmin ribat, I Comrade Editor:Recently I went back to my native village and discovered

February 110, p. t: FBIS. No. 3.3 (IS February '11), p L 14 See also Pi-chao Chen and tha may people are giving birth in excess of the plan. Even the cadres ofI

Adrienne Kots. "Population and birth planning in the Peoples Republic of 'hina." hen4 ct an p le are 6rth.e cs o nat vilge d io
22. (hen Muhua "To develop population science in the service of-controling population communes and brigades are having their third or fourth chid he siuationgrowth'w R'nou vaniu, No. 3 (1I981) p. 2. 

27 For details see Frederic M. Surs and Francis C. Tuan 'China's agriculture in the
23 Jay Mathews "One-child family ptan pushed by Chinese" Sendai Shr-uleio an eighties," in Joint Economic Committee US. Congress, China s ander the Four -fsderniz-

Adw/%isir Itlonolulul, 2 March 198011 p. A-23 (Washingtoni Piost Service . Documentton of' affin Piari / (Washington, D.C. U.iS. Government Printing office. 1982), pp. 4t '-41: atid

reqiured signatures n one'child pledges is given in Judith Banister. ('hinas (hinging Anthony M. Tang ( hinese agriculture: its problens and prospectsh" in Nrton Ginsburg

I"'/uluo hhs 7 and 10. 

and Bernard A Lalor cdsl uChina The uOi Era (Boulder Colorado Westiew Press. 19184)
24 ( icig Du, (hina's Population some problems and their soluitions) I 3hal (/a8, pp 145 69. See also the article by Kenneth Walker in this issue.

Se e ehe cnf u oni fr Journal Sn ia Stince radion), No. 3 (91) 2. The devalopmnt ofthe pioduction responsibility system in agriculture and its efTect

2S Jiliis telephone cont'erence on family planning'" Changchun radio, Jilin Provincial and tO: and Judith Banister, "Clina's 19812 census and the decade beyond." in Norton

26r~, 17 a Sem ec o 1979, o mily3p (3 October f979)- pp. St S2.liy aendi d Judith Banister. C a'nhna's C'hanging Population. Chs 5E26 "1 anin iS.S deciion on faml planning" Tianjin radio. Tianjin City Service, 29 insbr "ahuan Brnvc Lalor eds ),dChi cesu fand ,edaden od," iran pprt3oApril 1951 N29 
September 191. p. 3 reg1en e rs Rve fin29. Siheman pro81. tenthn ledrhp3s. aiypanun ok"R'ni ia
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amongh Chna Quartely Js vPopulation Policy and Trends in China, 1978-83 727n e cadrejob responsibility system" was introduced and required to be
amburn sct of hanjiang municipality whom I know has had four ch e imp lmented around the country. Each local leader is assigned aboutRecently his wife gave birth to the fifth. I asked him, "Isn't family planning work implemented and th yeysem as i ntrc and rere tbeing grasped in the rural areas now?" He answered, "Since contracting 10-20 households, and that leader has tocal ceact i iger aboutwatheach poinso the production teams have been unable to deduct food grain of government guaranteeing that no-one in those households will have a
wh wark ointsom the peopceio a havn children in excess of the plan. So birth outside the government's very restrictive guidelines. The cadre is

ano worants om ths diffclt h and unlasant woilr?"necesofteln.S 
given a cash award if every marriage is a "late" marriage, every birth is a

Response to this situation by the national, provincial and l "late" birth, and all couples stop childbearing at one child. On the otherRespnseto his itutio by he atinalproincal ad lcalhand, if anyone marries before approximately age 23, has at birth before
governments was swift. Fines for bearing more than one child were the woman is about age 24, or bears a second or higher order child, thetncreased until they represented much higher proportions of a family'swhemey houole contract" system was pioneered in some rural areas, cadre has to pay a cash penalty from his or her own income This

tncoe. "dubl cotrac" sste wa pineeed i soe rral*aras~programme is designed to ens~ure that the national compulsory familyhverny houeholds were required to sign a "contract guaranteeing to planning programme is not weakene or diluted when implemented at thehave only one child," or if they already had more than one a "contract local level.guaranteeing to have no more children" every year when they signed theiragricultural production contract with the production team. 3' If a childwas born during the contract year, a couple had by definition violated its Cotrameptive t,"5household's agricultural production contract. Then the production teamwohl aiseyh reurede gize odeliverie ro e household, severely fine Acodng to the national fertility survey of late 1982, 70 per cent of the
woud riseth reuird gai deiveiesfrm te huseol, sverly in 170 million married women of' reproductive age were practising birth

the fatnily, reduce the size of their private plot, take away part of the control. Of those couples who used a contraceptive technique, 50 per cent
contract land on which their livelihood depends, or even refuse them any used the intrauterine device (Io ), 25 percent had had a tubacligation, 10contract land the next year.3 2 The double contract system was successful per cent had had a vasectomy 8 per cent used oral contraceptives, and 2in forcing birth control compliance while retaining the agricultural per cent used condoms it addiion, abortions in all three trimesters ofproduction responsibility system. Therefore, the national and provincial pregnancy have been extensively utilized since about 1979 in thegovernmnts in 1981 and 1982 publicized this method and urged or government's efforts to prevent the births of those children conceived in
mandated its use . 33  

violation of the official birth plans.3 " The local birth plans siuaewho is
The other technique in wide use is the coercion of local cadres by all the vpatiee to preventnthey th s of ien coneive inhigher levels of government. To an ever-increasing extent throughout the allowed the unit by higher authorities.1970s and early l 9 83s local leaders have been required as part of theirajobs Ining in January 1983 the policies previously practised by mostto take the lead" in family planning, that is to be the first in their units to Provinces of required IUD insertion and IUD retention, required sterili-

adopt family planning, abort a pregnancy not called for in the village's i.ition, and required abortion escalated to an explicit national directive, as
birth plan, sign a single-child pledge, and accept sterilization. Cadres thus escribed in an interview with a vicegovernor o Guangdong province:forced severely to limit their own fertility are in turn more willing torequire others in their jurisdiction to do the same. Then in 1982 and 1983 Reporter Comrade Wang Pingshan, will you please tell us what is the tectnical

Policy on birth control and how we should understand and correctly implement30 Li Jingwen, "Do not neglect family planning work, Zhonguo funt (Women of Wang: the technical policy on hirt u control was formulated by the State Familyhina No. 10 (198i 4. 
hn u n n Planning Commission with the approval of the leadership of the Party entral Its

pr, 17g. se d nShushi Corryttherecognize and handle (he new situation and new prnia otenh ical pTos won h antrolsfruatgied byrthe tatoe Family
problems regarding childbearing by the peasants." Renkoi u jingi. No. 2 (25 April 1982). Prmnpal content is: "Those women who hav alershi irth to Cecldpp 45 49 and "ining prefecture promote planned parenthood responsibility systems withgreat effort." kuianpng rir (av. Mul)c st2 September 198h. p. 3. 34. The family planning component of the cadre job responsibility system is described in

32. (or example, see "Sichuan province strengthens leadership over family planning "The leadership at all levels in Dingyuan county totally grasps and takes full charge of
work " and ''tte county links family planning with the responsibility system." 

uunnan Planned birth work." R'nnji riba,,, 17 September 198 i p. 3 fie Guoquan, Zhang Zhiyou

ri/tao ( Yunnan Dailr), 27 August 198 1, p. 1. 
Liu Yao, and Zhu Xiuying. "Judging from the population survey carried out in fliiaiyuan

33 See 'or example, "Combine family planning with the production responsibility county. what should be the focus of rural Fimily planning work?, RenA ou iillu No. 2

system'" Rnni ritsm 16 June 1981. p 3 ; "Implement the 'double guarantee contract (1982) pp 48-49 and h he Fc Qidiigsran commune established the fantily planning
s(stem'and persist in 'simultaneously grasping the two kinds of production,' " Jiankanghao responsibility systemp" 449 n i/ Q d isio m nnng Daing wo 3 January 1982awsrr N.. 1hul11 6a er/ h3 mugus ri8a ( Ia DHo shud Zhejiang province grasp [his year' 3.Frfthe infotio r e adtnsi i r3 cosla se, se famity planinger
e Donomic work"" Zijng riba s7heiang fandio 31 January 982. p.a3 "Make ne shintes ('inzing Popuaton, Ch 6h 

u

corr I hnon twars he ccmplshent(i Shndng roinc'sfamlyplanning task this 3. State Faily Planning C'ommnissio, "'omninniquf6 on the 0 1 percent sanple' "p I5.

ye.11r.''Iih ri/ta,, 15 F'ebruiary 1982, pp. 1, 4, ''Attention must be paid to family .37. t(I liza tiont fahortotn i('liiinais is.'icimen ted in Zha ngt- ihonigBirth control and(

planning in ruralI areas," Beijing radio. Beijing D'onmestic Service. 2(0 April 1982. FB1.5' No. late inarriage," in tiu Zheng ei al. China 'mPo)pul/,~i Probh/i',i and I'rme ts', Hceijitig.
77 21A pi 19 2, p KI IK 2.1981), p. It1t, anid 3Judith Banister ( '/toio s hanging Popid,,m, ( h' 6 aind 

7
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mudrst zae with IUn s, e ar ndp who already have two children mustt Population Policy and Trends in China, 1978-83 729ute fsted idt rem dia oume s oaea ve om p ren ut the 15-19 year age group, which constituted 24-8undergoi stization by either the husband or the wife. Women pregnant outside number of women of childbearing age. Of all w per cent of the total

the plan mutadopt remedial measures finduced abortion] as soon as Possible," ages 645 prcnweeiafrsmria 
whsoue ill aie, 29podupie

This is based on the directives of the CCP Central Committee and the StateCouncil and on the summation Of family planning practice for many years.The cent were living in a second marriage, ony 0-2 per cent weadived butation for either party, husband o ir tances may a third child be born Steriliz- not remarried, and only 0-9 per cent were widowedd42 Nearuniversal
mtos eforeter part hu i e, ceof those couples with two children is the marriage of women by age 30 is still the norm in China, as it was in 1930.most effective measure to eliminate excessive numbers of births. 

e nr it nIn the first month of 1983 the programme of required sterilization FeriilifY Trendsaccomplished more than 3.58 million sterilizations nationwide 1 times Table I compares official 1978-83 vital rate data derived from regis-
the total number carried out in the entire year of 1981. This -family tration systems the 1982 census and several surveys. As shown in theplanning propaganda month" also achieved over 3.25 million IUD second column, year-end reports of births compiled upwards from local
imsertions and more than 1-7 million abortions 3 The increasing pro- levels resulted in an estimated crude birth rate of 183 births per thousandportion of narried couples with one partner sterilized means that China's population in 1978, declining slowly to 17f0 in 1980 and rising slightly to
overall total fertility rate will be depressed throughout the 1 980s, even if 176 in 1981. But during those years it became obvious that under-Political events were to transfo China's family planning programme reporting of births was serious, more so in certain geographical areas,

into a voluntary one.I

partly because some cadres falsified birth data when they could not meetlow birth targets. 43Afarrage Tench1981, 
and asked households about deaths during the same period. The

Ch na a a atage requirements of the 197swrefctvinasi98 a82 census asked omen if theyahadu abrth during calendar year
The late marriage age requiremets of the c970s were effective in raising resulting crude vital rates for 1981 are shown in Table 1. If the birth rate of

China's mean age at first marriage, but they caused much dissatisfaction 209 from the census represents complete reporting of births, this implies

particularly in cities where minimum marriage ages were extremely high that the registration system missed 16 per cent of 1981 births in its

and rigidly applied. The leadership decided to give way on this issue and /reported birth rate of 17.6. It is likely that the actual crude birth rate was

adopte a new Marriage Law, effective I January 1981, that sharply somewhat higher than sho the at e birth ae a
dropped the minmum legal marriage ages to 20 years for women and 22 of higher order children differentially omitted .4 b8 hr ee67 ilSmea 

hheru thshw intecnuwtthbitsofmlsad
Chare o 3-2 illion inese According to ofic 

Since the census, China's government has decided to rely on nationally

the first six months of 1981 there were 6073 millon marriages nationwide, representative sample surveys for estimating vital rates, presumably
compared to 326 million in the same months of 980.h Because in China because the vital registration system cannot be relied on for complete birth
couples rarely practise family planning before the birth of their first child, coverage. No report is yet available on how these surveys operate. If they
the surge of marriages in 1981 and thereafter was followed by a surge of simply rely on the recorded births and deaths in the sample areas. the
first births in late 1981 and throughout 1982 and 1983. The upward problem of politically motivated tnderreporting of births will not be
pressure on China's birth rate alarmed officials so greatly that they began overcome. On the other hand, if households are queried by outside
requiring later marriages once again, through the use of signed late interviewers without local cadres in attendance, more complete reporting
marriage contracts and the inclusion of mandatory late marriage in the may be achieved as it was in the census. The vital rate figures for 1982
stipulations of the cadre job responsibility system. presented in Table I were based on the first annual national vital rate

According to the national fertility survey of late 1982, of all women ages survey, described as "a sample survey of 556,188 people drawn at random
1549 315 per cent were unmarried. Single women were concentrated in from 3,503 production teams and residence groups of 1,057 people's

38. Vicegoverno
r Wang Pingshan answers a reporter on the questions concerning municipalities, and autonomous regions."4 For 1983 another sample was

May 19on p. commn csques and childbearing," Nan3angrc cons and cities in 29 provinces,39. "The nationwide family planning propaganda month achieved great success and good

roesn rt amrly ehnquancingdroaigantan achaieve henDad.)I interviewed in January 1984 about vital events in983 preous alendar
results." Jiankanghai, 27 February 1983, p. 1; and *'Qian Xinzhong on family size." Beijing 42. State Family Planning Commission "Communique on the 0.t percent sample"'p. 14.

radio. Being Domestic Service, 27 February 1983; FIS, No.433 March 1983), p. K t. 43. tocumentain and discussion of this problem are found in Judith Banister, chinda

40 'Marriage Law Adopted by Fifth National People's Congress" Xinhua Beijing Changing Population n Ch. 8.
Pomestic Service t Septe6. b sr o980 F cIS No. 184 (19 September 198) p L22. For 44. Discussed inJudith Banister, "China's 1

9
82censusand thedecade beyond" Reported

discussion oli e causes and results oft i poliy shift, seeJudith Banister Chinas 'hanging 1981 births from the census were more complete fr mate than female births, as indicated by

Population, (h. 6. 

the high sex ratio of 108 5 male births per hunidredi female births reported.

41. "The shocking heartening and worrying aspects of China's population" Zhongguao 45. ~Communiu
0o fulfilmcni itfChini's 1982 national economic plaii," TJZY 9, p.

qingnin (hen Youth)e No. 6 fto1 June 1982)' p 56. 
/923
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0 -year. The resulting estimates (see Table I
apermore consistent wt

vital rate figures from the census than with those frome ristrti
> 9 1it alwithE system. This means that birth rates from vital registration cannot bejbelieved, while birth rates derived from the census and the succeeding vital5 rate surveys can be used with much more confidencenC C:4 C t M The series of estimated total fertility rates in Table I was derived fromthe national ferili asudriveyfrobirths y survey of September-December 1982. A TFR of 2-7220r7,saper woman in 1978 would correspond to a crude birth rate of about20-7, according o my computer reconstruction of China's demographic

trendsshw inteAiaseorpcshown in the Appendix (pp. 740-41). A 1979 TFR of 275would imply a 1979 birth rate of approximately 214 births per thousand
population. For 1 98 0a TFR of 224 means a CBR of about 17-6, and a1981 TFR of 263 imply a birth rate close to 21-0 consistent withthe CBR derived from the census. If it is assumed that the total fertilityrates from the survey represent complete birth reporting, this implies thatt: for every year 1978- 81, the vital registration system missed 1I -20 per centSof births nationwide. For 1982 the official birth rate of2109 would meana TFR of about 2-7 births per woman.CP 

These feitility statistics indicate that by 1978 China had alreadyachieved very low fertility by developing country standards In 1980 a low' point was reached, w~ith a TFR ofjust over two births per woman, close toreplacement-level fertility. The slight fertility rebound of 1981 and 19828 was caused age -riiy eon f191ad18was y declining age at marriage resulting in a concentration of
o ' 5 lirst bitsenth agrscnenrtinoShir births in those s and also by people rushing to bear second andZhigher order children before the government's one-child limit could catch

-8 up with them. According to the 1982 national fertility survey, firstborn
0 Ce- 

2

-31, 
children accounted for 47 per cent of 1981 births. Births of a second childconstted 25 per cent, while third and higher order births made up 28 per

C 
cent oflive births nationwide in 1981." Since 1981 the government'sma hae and relentless" drive to eliminate second and higher order birthsmay have raised the proportion of all births that are firstborn children.17

M I The family planning programme is also being slowly extended to members- of~~~0 minority groups, who contributediportnaeyothcuty'o t 

fertility and population growth.a fetiht andpopuatio groth. sproportionately to the country's

9 '- 
Health and Mortalit y Trends

conditions. Work continued further to reduce the incidence of infectious- and parasitic diseases. For example, in early 1982 China's minister ofZ z Pl health summed up China's health success during the late 1970s as
U 

oo0 follows:Z 00
aa. r

46. 'Poputation drive gains dectared significant," China Dail), 9 February 1983, p. 1.u. .
e47. Qian X hOg Population groth must he resolutely controlled.- Jiank ang/a, 30S* +- ++ - 1.

48. Recent heatth and mortahty trends are documented in Judith Banister. China5M -, I (hanging Population, ('Is 3 and 4.
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Population Policy and Trends in China, 1978-83 733Health work in China has developed smoothly since the end of the -Cultural expectation of life at birth of 679 years with a 29 year differential inRevolution" in 1976. From 1977 to 1980, the incidence of malaria dropped by 35 favour of females.per cent; measles, 59 per cent; epidemic meningitis, 60 per cent; epidemic These official mortality data probably underestimate the crude deathencephalitis, 53 per cent; diphtheria, 69 per cent; and pertussis, 59 per cent rate and exaggerate the expectation of life in China. Infant mortality dataSchisiosomiasis has been basically wiped out in 244 of 347 affected counties and for China are particularly incomplete. Perhaps life expectancy has beencities in 12 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions, Qian said." slowly improving in the 1978-83 period, but for females there may haveSince the late 1 970s China has also been waging a concerted campaign been no improvement or even a deterioration. The uncertainty arises fromagainst diseases endemic to certain regions. The most spectacular success Chinese press reports of a rise in female infanticide since the beginning of

so far has been the discovery of the cause of and a simple cure for Keshan the one-child campaign, accompanied by increasing harassment of preg-
disease, a cardiac muscle disease endemic to a wide belt across China from nant women and abuse and killing of women whose firstborn child is a
the north-east to the south-west. 

girl."' The 1982 census found over 107 males per hundred females in the
Some remaining health problems have proved stubbornly resistant to age groups of infancy through age 2, suggesting either under-reporting of

control, though the government has recently made great strides in female children in the census or an infant mortality rate higher for girls
measuring their prevalence, geographical distribution and characteristics than for boys in the three years prior to the census." If mortality rates
of affected individuals, Infectious intestinal diseases such as hepatitis and have risen for female infants, then there may have been a narrowing of the
parasitic diseases remain very widespread because of continuing fecal previous female advantage in expectation of life. The census did not detect
contamination of crops and water supplies. The deficiency diseases any such trend. Infanticide deaths were apparently not reported to census
rickets, anemia and goitre remain prevalent, though the popularization of enumerators.iodied salt in north China has reduced goitre prevalence there. Aresurgence of malaria was reported in 1980 and 1981 in five provinces ofcentral China. Serious pollution of water and air has been addressed only Popu/ation Growthsince 1979, with very little success reported. 

Since the late 1970s China's death rate has been low, in the range of sixBy the middle of the 9 70s the leading causes of death in China were to nine deaths per 1,000 population per year, the upper end of this
cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease and cancer. Work has begun to estimated range allowing for considerable under-reporting of deaths. The
reduce death rates from these causes, with no breakthroughs reported so birth rate has fluctuated within the range of 17-22 births per 1,000
fa r. 

population per year in the same period. Official figures for China's naturalThe weakening of rural sanitation and co-operative medical systems has population increase rates, the difference between official birth and deathhampered the struggle to control disease and untimely death in China. rates, based on the vital registration system as shown in Table 1, were
Since 1979 the press has reported numerous instances of barefoot doctors underestimated because of under-reporting of births. On the assumptionshifting to more lucrative work, the dismantling of co-operative medical of negligible net international migration, implied natural populationplans, and the neglect of preventive health work, all because introduction increase rates can also be calculated from China's series of reported year-
of the production responsibility system in agriculture leaves the collective end population totals. Table I shows that through 1982 these implied rateswithout enough funds for health work. Simultaneously, however, the were higher than the official natural increase rates from vital registration.skills of the remaining barefoot doctors have been upgraded through a The natural increase rate implied from year-end population totals de-programme of retraining, perhaps making them more efective in diagnos- cined from 13-5 per thousand population in 1978 to 11 -9 in 1980, and then
ing and curing disease. 

rose to 14-6 per thousand in 1982. The trends shown in these data areAs shown in Table ,0 China's crude death rate has been reported in the probably genuine, though the level might be slightly incorrect in any givenrange 6-7 per 1000 population during the late 1970s and early 980s. The year. The reconstruction of China's population trends given in thevery slight rise in the various official death rates from 1979 through 1982 Appendix (on pp. 740-41)showsa natural increase rate of 13 per thousandcould reflect an underlying trend hut could he attributable to changing population for most years 1978- 82 dropping to I I in 1983, equivalent to a
methods of data collection. China claimed the high expectation of life at decline in the population growth rate from 1-3 per cent annually to I-I perbirth of 683 years for 1978 based on a survey unlikely to be representative cent. These are far lower rates of population growth than found in almost
of the country as a whole. Female life expectancy was estimated from that all other developing countries of the world.survey to be 2-6 years longer than male (see Table 1). The 1982 census
asked about deaths in 1981, and a life table was constructed showing an so. Documented in Judith Banister, 'hanging populaoon. Cbs. 7 and 10.

51. Based on the assumption that China's sex ratio at birth is about 106 tales perhundred femates. Ses ratios ot young children from the census were reported in "SSBI
49 N Health Minister Qian outlines 1982 tasks," Xinhua (Beijing). 3 February 1982; FRIS, Director Li Chengrui points out that the sex ratio of China's newborns and infants is

normal," Jiangkanghao, 21 April 1983, p. [
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Population Policy and Trends in China, 1978-83 735Urbanization and Emplo'ment Trends population increase in large cities, but to allow some population growth inSince the mid 1970s the urban proportion of China's population has medium-sized and small cities. , s poulation rowthi

once again been increasing. According to official estimates presented in The main reason for the reversal of China's "ruralization" trend of theTable 2, the year 1979 saw a jump in the urban part of China's total Cultural Revolution decade, however, has been the return of urb anbopopulation from 17-9 per cent at year-end 1978 to 19-0 per cent at year- young adultss andeprofessin who had been evicted from theinr homend 1979. trbanization was more gradual through 1982, then shot up to tese oerment did not e a sa cision i s or 1979 o235 er cnt rbanat yar-nd 183.allow these people to return home. The dissatisfied exiles voted with their
feet, moving back to their home cities without government authorizationTable 2: Recent Official Estimates on Urbanization in most cases. The "wind of returning to the city," as this spontaneous
surge was called, was accompanied by a 19.78 state farm strike in YunnanChina's province, a 1979 hunger strike by sent-down youths in Shaanxi province,Oca Absolute and demonstrations in numerous cities by urban natives who refused toUrban No. of return to their assigned posts in rural and border areas. According tooulto PoUlbain No/o0o) Pop ion % Urban official reports, of the 17 million youths who had been sent out of the cities(0) Urban Places prior to 1978, 10 million were still in rural and frontier areas as of January1978. but by November 1979 only five million remained in the country-Year-end 1978 962,590 172,450 179 side." The "wind of returning to the city" has continued since 1979.

Year-end 1979 975,420 184,950 190 3,452 Despite the clear unpopularity of forcing urban youths to migrate out of
Year-end 1981 1,000,720 201,710 20-2 the cities, the national government and some city and provincial govern-Mer-n 1981rei 1,008,750 206,59 20-5 2ments maintained the policy of trying to send away a portion of each
Mid 1982 Preliminary 1,008,175 206589 205 2,900 year's secondary school graduating class. But the youths and their familiesYear-end 1982 1,015,410 211,540 20-8 apparently refused to co-operate, until the governments gave in by mid
Year-end 1983 1,024,950 241,280 23-5 1980 and ceased announcing plans to send out more youths.
Noeandoue 193,04In the decade before 1978 urban unemployment had been disguised

Altes figoures b o 9 3because most unemployed citizens could be shipped out of the cities. But
All figures in this table are from TJZ Y 1983, pp. 13, 16, and TJZY 1984, p. 15, with the starting in 1979 urban areas had to provide jobs for all their new nmiddlefollowing exceptions. Preliminary census results were reported by State Statistical Bureau, school graduates as well as for the returnees. Urban unemployment"Communique on 1982 census," FBIS, No 208 (27 October 1982), pp. KI K5. The school rd ae as e afote retnee urban unemployennumbers of cities and towns in 1979 (216 municipalities and 3,236 towns totalling 3,452 immediately became a visible problem. Most of the urban unemployedurban places) were given in Zhu Zhuo,The growth and distribution o China's population, were and are young adults waiting for their first jobs. " The urgency of the

Diii zhis/ti (Geographical Knowledge), No. II (November 1982), p. 4. problem brought about urban economic reforms designed to expandemployment. Non-agricultural jobs were provided for eight million peopleDefinitional ds. B 9 n the nue of oicay d population in 1979, 8-5 million in 1980 and 7-9 million in 1981, most of these in urbantrends. Between 1979 and 1982 the number of officially designated "urban areas, with about half these jobs attributable to labour turnover and halfplaces" contracted from 3,452 to 2,90, but the reasons for this change are newly created." It was estimated in 1982 that 6 per cent of the urbannot apparent. The 1982 census counted as "urban" all persons living labour force remained unemployed. 5within the official boundaries of cities, satellite towns, townships and Rural unemployment had been disguised by the commune system. All
those towns designated as urban places, but did not include as "urban" adult members of communes were technically employed even if theythe suburban populations living in counties just outside the official
boundaries of cities and towns. Because of the decreasing number of 52 The igration streams, policy struggles, and policy changes mentioned here are

urban pacesaa the lack of an inclusive urban concept such as an detailed and documented in Judith Banister hina s (hanging espu nton, Ch. 9.
"urbanilaea, the current definition of urban in China seems to be a 53. -National meeting on training educated youth in countryside," Xinhua, Beijing (24
rebatively narrow one cJanuary 1978); FB/S, No. 16(24 January 1978), p El8: "Educated youth to be shifted from

relaivel narow ne.Communes 
to collective farms," Xinhua (Beijing), 2 November 1979; FR/S. No. 217 (7Contributing to China's urbanization trend in recent years may be a November 1979;, pS N.1254. For further information on urban unemployment, see John Philip Emerson "Urban

continuation of migration of rural-born persons to urban areas in spite of school-leavers and unemployment in China," T/e C(ina Quarfecr (Q). No. 93 (Marchstringent restrictions on such movement. The occasional expansion of an 1983 pp. 1- 16.urban boundary to encompass contiguous areas, which implies a change 55. Xu Dixin, "Family planning is a policy of great importance.' 'hina l, 21 Aprilin the status of the contiguous population to "urban," also presumably 56. Sun Jingxin a An enquiry into the scope of the employed population." Rit 2i1 rimcontributes to urbanization. Government policy has been to try to stop No. 2 (1982), p. 36.
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worked only a few days a year. But since the introduction of th Population Policy and Trends in China, 1978-83 737ored uonder ew day a re he rodutn ofmere census. International experience was considered and outside suggestions

proucton espnsbilty ystmsome areas have reported the emergence were utilized in census Planning. The use Of computers for editing and

of visible under-employment. Rural unemployment is still not reported, tabulation made Possible a broader range of' questions than was ever
because production teams are still responsible for providing some land or before possible with manual tabulation. The Preliminary results of thework for every member of their labour force. It is now estimated that census have helped correct son previous erroneous information whi esurplus labour - including both those unemployed and those under- agreeing with some other previously available data. 5  

esuots Poputhemployed - in rural areas constitutes 30-40 percent of the labour force.5  
ation count from the census and the crude death rat rivormtom thle
census essentially agreed with earlier data. This mea eie ttl theTrends in Gathering and Reporting Popu/alion Statistics figures were correct or that the errors in earlier at ee dpited n theThe period since 1978 has been an era of escalating openness with There were, however some surprises in the census results A I morecollected statistical data, including population data. While suppression of realistic definition of urban was devised for thepopulation statistics was the norm until 1978 and the release of any data retin devion ideologically ived 'tecensus re susts Ao Cinathe exception, now the norm is the publication of census and survey urban populationu For instance, before 1982 census , subsed,results, at least in summary form, soon after they become available to the it had been reported that China's population was only 14 - per cent urbanleadership. In addition, some crucial historical population data that had as of the C964 census and r3-9 per cent urbanwateyerr 1981. The censusbeen suppressed for decades are now being released, such as the single- raised the figure to 205- per cent urban at mid-year 1982, which thenyear age structure from the 1953 and 1964 censuses and the complete necessitated revision ofearlier figures to make them somewhat comparseries of official birth and death rates and year-end population totals since able. The census was also able to detect a larger number of 1981 births1949. China still seems to have the problem that all statistics are than had been reported by the vital registration system Figures for theconsidered state secrets until top leaders make an active decision to permit minority Population Of China had been very weak befor tihe rensus,their release, a cumbersome bureaucratic procedure thatcim per t mingrit onlation of China's estimatepublication and analysis. pe addmg to only 54-8 million en er eak f the esusPopulation at year-end 1978, but the censuis counted 672 ilo ebr

During the past six years China has set up demography centres aroundthe of minority groups constituting 67 per cent of the total population Thecountry to train new statisticians and demographers, and has sent abroad census also documented a large increase in the educational attainment ofmany of its mathematicians and other educated peopleff China's population The 1964 census showed that only 35 per cent of thein advanced statistics, demography and related fields. Therefore, the total population had attained at least a primary school level of education,quality of census and survey design, as well as the quality of scholarly while in 1982, 60 per cent had reached or exceeded that level. Even moreanalyses of the collected data have improved enormously year by year. striking, the percentage of the population that had attained or exceeded a
What holds back China's best demographers today is simply the continu- junior middle school educational level increased from 6 per cent in 1964 toing requirement that they toe a certain ideological line in their scholarly 25 per cent in 1982. The census also documented that the number ofpublications. Once the "official line" has been announced on any matter illiterate and semi-literate persons in China dropped from 263 million inof demographic interpretation or policy, Chinese experts who disagree 1964 to 236 million in 1982, declining from 38 to 24 per cent of the total
.must be highly circumspect in their written or spoken remarks. For Population. Though there has been great improvement, the burden of
instance, perusal of available scholarly articles indicates that Chinese illiteracy remains great. Finally, the l982 census is providing some usefuldemographers are not allowed seriously to question in print the wisdom or data on occupation and employment that were previously unavailable.correctness of the one-child limit policy, the official interpretation that Since the census, representative sample surveys have been designedinfanticide is not widespread enough to affect statistics for large areas, or and/or carried out using the census address lists as the sampling frame andthe dogma that participation in China's family planning programme i following what appear to be statistically defensible sampling procedures
voluntary., 

The national fertility survey of September-Decembe 1982 was a pleasing
More careful preparation went into China's 1982 census than either of example of the quality of survey that China's demographers and statis-the previous two censuses .5 Pre-testing was thorough and the early pre- ticians are now capable of carrying out, in stark contrast to thetest results were used to improve the questionnaire and procedures of 'he unrepresentative and misleading surveys common in earlier decades.

57 Zheng Zonghan, -On small cities and towns," Zhongguo.shehuikexue(SocialSciences 59 Ihid. and John S. Aird China's surprising census resultsa The dCain Buinessin (hina, No. 4 (1983), p. 125. 
ee Vol. to. No. 2 ono1983), pp to- 5 John S. Aird( a The Scn

58Frealsee John S ird "The preparations for China's8 enu 
aJh (Mrch-hAprilT 

eprelimnnary
(Sepembr dets1982 

census," CQ, No.91 eUlts of China's 1982 census" CQ No. 96 (December 1983), pp. 613-40; and Judith

(ep982)m pp. 369-85; and Judith Banister, "China's 1982 census and the decade Banister "An analysis of recent data on the population of China,' Ppulation and
beyon." 

I Development Reiew Vol. 10, No 2 (June 1984), pp. 241-7L
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Prospects for the 1980s 

As of 1982 there were only about 77 million people in China age 60 andChina's age structure, as shown in Table 3, is characterized by relatively above, constituting 7-6 per cent of the population This will increase tosmall cohorts in the age group 0-9 years, children born in the low fertility about 9 per cent in 1990. Because China retains a young population theperiod from mid-year 1972 to mid 1982. There is a large bulge in the age crude death rate which is strongly affected by age structure will stay belowgroup 10-19 years, about 258 million youths who were born in the high 9 per 1,000 population through the 1980s, barring a mortality crisis suchrtility period mid 1962 to mid 1972. These teenagers are now looking for as war or famine. Meanwhile, the birth rate could theoretically drop to aswork, or soon will be, so the problem of providing jobs for them in this low as 10 per 1,000 population if the government fully succeeded indecade has been and is acute. They will also be reaching childbearing age attaining a total fertility rate of only 10 birth per woman by 1990, insoon, putting temporary upward pressure on the birth rate until their which case the population would be growing at an almost negligible rate.
childbearing period is over. 

If on the other hand the 1990 total fertility rate is 2-0 births per woman,the birth rate will be about 19 per 1,000 population and the populationwill be growing at just over I per cent per year. So the size and growth rateof China's population in 1990 depends heavily on the fertility level

Table 3: Age-Sex Distribution of China's I9"2 Census Population between now and the end of' the decade.
China's government will have to cope with continuing population

Total Population Including Astimated Militarg Age Structure growth for the rest of the decde, a great need for expansion in the numberGop Totao 
S of jobs and productivity of work, and a contraction in the population of

_elementary 

school age. The increasing flexibility already demonstrated byr ---- ~ - the government in its handling of the economy since 1978 augurs well for0-4 9,716,640 939 48,992,340 45,7240 0 0 its ability to deal constructively with these challenges.5-9 110.731,630 10-98 57,040,700 53,690,930 106-2410 14 131,802.210 1307 67,861,520 63,940,690 106-1315-19 126,322929 1253 64,697,275 61,625,654 104-9820-24 75,829,995 7-52 39,261,100 36,568,895 107-36 APPENDIX25-29 93,582,215 9-28 48,772,635 44,809,580 108-8430-34 73,283,162 727 38,231,822 35,051,340 109-07 Figure: Estimated Birth and Death Rates, 1949-84
35-39 54,488,812 5.40 28,831,422 25,657,390 112-3740-44 48,635,505 4-82 26,046,835 22,588,670 I15-31 RATE (PER 1 000 POPULATION)
45-49 47,364,000 4-70 25,046,990 22,317,010 112 23 50 

CUEBRHRT
50-54 40.850,780 4-05 21,560,990 19,289,790 11177 

C B H
55-59 33909,30 3-36 17,499,710 16,409,600 106-64 

CRUDE 45ATH RATE
60-64 27,382,530 2-72 13,714,630 13,667,900 100-34 4065-79 21,267,130 2-11 10,175,000 11,092,130 91-7370-74 14,348,950 1.42 6,439,050 7,909,900 81-40 \75 79 8,608,540 0-85 3,497,630 5,110,910 68-43 3080+ 5,050,950 0-50 1,763,720 3,287,230 53-65Total 1,008,1I 75,288 519,433,369 488,741,919 106-28 2 1 1

Note: 

15 
L.

The unreported age structure of the military was estimated from the computer recon-struction of China's demographic trends presented in the Appendix. Sex ratios in military ages as of 1982 in the reconstruction were utilized to place the large number of military men 1

in the most likely groups. The sex ratio is the number of males per hundred females, at each

age or for the whole population. 

0

Sources: 

n ) D I
People's Republic of China, Population Census Office under the State Council and 

M
,Department of Population Statistics of the State Statistical Bureau, The 1982 PopulationCensus of China (Major Figures) (Hong Kong: Economic Information and Agency, 1982). 

YEAR
pp. 1 2; and People's Republic of China, Population Census Office under the State Council 

YEARand Department of Population Statistics of the State Statistical Bureau, Zhongguo 1982-nian S>urce:renkou puTha 1o chouvang zliao de zhuyao shuzi (Major Figures From the Ten Per Cent Appendix Table. Computer graph by Clarice Liu.Sample Tabulation of the 1982 Population Census 0/ China) (Beijing, 1983), pp. 264-73.



Table: Computer Reconstruction of Population Dynamics for China (per '000)

Mid- year Natural
Population Crude Crude Population Total Expectation InfantSize, Birth Death Increase Fertility of Life MortalityYear '000 Rate Rate Rate Rate at Birth Rate

1949 558,918 44 38 6 614 -
1950 562,564 42 35 7 581 -
1951 567,085 41 32 9 570 -1952 574,520 46 29 17 647 -1953 584,191 42-24 25-77 1647 6-05 4025 1751954 594,725 43-44 24-20 1924 6-28 42536 1641955 606.730 43-04 22-33 20-71 6-26 44-60 154
1956 619,136 39-89 20-11 19-78 5-86 46099 1431957 633,215 43-25 18-12 25-13 640 49954 1321958 646,703 37-76 20-65 17- I 5-68 45482 1461959 654,349 28-53 22-06 6-47 4-31 4246 1601960 650.661 26-76 44-60 -17-84 4-02 24-56 284
1961 644,670 22-43 23-01 -058 329 38-44 1831962 653,302 41.02 14-02 2700 6-03 53-00 891963 674,249 49-79 13-81 35-98 7-51 54-9 871964 696,065 40-29 12-45 27-84 6-18 57-08 861965 715,546 38-98 11-61 27-37 607 5781 84

1966 735,904 3983 1112 2871 626 5859 831967 755,320 33 91 10-47 23 44 5-32 59-41 821968 776,153 40-96 10-08 30-88 6-45 6029 811969 798,641 36-22 9.91 26-31 -573 60-84 761970 820,403 3698 9-54 2744 5-82 61-41 70
1971 842,456 34-87 9.24 2563 5-5 61-98 651972 863,439 32-45 8-85 23-60 499 62-55 601973 883,020 29-85 8-58 2127 4.99 62-96 561974 901,318 28-08 8-32 19-76 4-17 63-37 521975 917,899 24-79 8-07 1672 358 63-79 49

1976 932,671 23-05 784 1521 3-23 64-21 451977 946,100 21-04 765 13-39 285 64-63 411978 958,766 20-73 7-52 13-2 2-72 65-06 371979 971.786 21-37 7-61 13-76 2.75 64-98 39 o1980 983,379 17.63 7-65 998 2-24 64-89 42
1981 994,905 21-04 7.73 1331 2-69 64-80 441982 1,008,175 21-09 7-89 1320 2-71 64-72 461983 1,020,461 19-01 797 1104 2-35 64-63 481984 1,031,278 18-05 8-00 10-05 2-16 64-55 50

Source: -
Judith Banister, China's Changing Population. See the source for the derivation of the reconstruction comparisons with official data, and breakdown by sex of the totalpopulation and the mortality estimates.

00

0
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"Temporary Residence Certificate" 99"Temporary Residence Certificate" between this city and its suburbs in construction or transport teams or who are

R eg ul ations in Wuhan, M ay 1983 handicraft personnel; personnel who come from other places to Han [Wuhan] too h engage in side-line production; outsider temporary workers hired by various mines,
enterprises, organs, schools, troops and individual firms; those supply and

Dorothy J. Solinger 
marketing or business personnel, and those hired from outside the city to stay forlong-term, temporary residence; the management units of farms and the ruralagricultural-industrial integrated enterprises' personnel in Han; must all acquirehiring certificates from the labour departments and from the industrial-In mid May 1983 the Wuhan Public Security Bucommercial departments, or obtain documentation from organs at the countythe widall of 83 Hank o n t i oty Bureau posted a notice along level and above (xianji yishang) in the place of original residence (constructionthe walls of Hankow on "temporary residence certificates" for non-native corps, transport teams, and handicraft personnel must have two certificates).personnel coming into the city to work. Since a check of the State Council These individuals must go to the local police station in the place of [new] residenceeoples D y for the months surrounding this time (from in a timely fashion upon arrival to declare their temporary residence, and toI January through 31 July 1983) turned up no similar central-level receive a "Temporary Residence Certificate."

document, one must conclude that the source for this circular was local. Concerned units should co-operate with the public security departments to
souminthe periodusicncde th the timre fof fil prpara octmobilize units and people in the following categories to return to their original

Also, in the period since (through the time of final preparation of the place within a definite time: offices working in Han that have not obtained
present manuscript, late March 1984), those sources have still not approval from the provincial or city governments, and those construction corpspublished any authoritative rulings on this matter, insofar as I have been and transport teams that have not been approved by the labour departments andable to verify. Moreover, recent press accounts pertaining to city house- the industrial-commercial administrative management departments, but whichhold registration describe decisions about this work as if they were taken instead have illegally hired workers; those people engaging in side-line work whoby the municipalities themselves.' Thus, the regulations translated and interfere with maintenance of the city's appearance, with public security work, oranalysed below may only represent the situation and its handling in one with transport or sanitary conditions; and those persons, illegpally hired by workparticular region. Nonetheless, their intrinsic interest, their broader units or by individual firms, who have left their original production post withoutimplications and their import reach far beyond this one case. their own unit's permission. (Those who have come to Han to visit relatives, seeMy translation of this directive follows: friends, consult a doctor, etc., must still declare their temporary residencyaccording to the City Public Security Bureau's relevant regulations, but aCircular on Verification and Issuance of the "Temporary Residence Certificate" for "Temporary Residence Certificate" should not be issued to them.)

Non-nlaroePersficion 
2. The "Temporary Residence Certificate" must be applied for in person. A

Non-native Personnel 
"Registration Form for Non-native Persons Declaring Temporary Residency"

Based on the spirit of the "Household Registration Regulations of the People's must be fillied in; and three copies of a recent one-cun [a measure equivalent to 1/3
Republic of China" and with the agreement of the City People's Government, in decimetre] hat-less half-body photo must be submitted. Then, after these materials
order to strengthen household management and maintain social security and are examined and approved by the public security organs, a "Wuhan City
order, notice is now given as below towards instituting, verifying and issuing Temporary Residence Certificate" will be issued, and the holder must pay a
certificates declaring temporary residence for non-native personnel coming to our management fee according to regulations.city to engage in various kinds of economic activity: 

3. The "Temporary Residence Certificate" is in effect for half a year. If theh. 
Whoever comes here from outside, including those personnel who travel holder really has a legitimate need to extend the period, the person should go totra On ted nFebruary 1984, Renmin ribao (People's Da/) published an article (on p the original issuing department to handle the procedures for getting an extension'trans9ated4in pp . P5 Fpreisgnthep oc oformaion Service [hereafter, FBIS, 28 February but at most the extension can only be for another half year. After one year, if theret984, pp. P-6 praising the practice of several counties (iunan's Cili county, Guizhou's is still a need for a temporary extension, the person must declare temporary

Meitan county and Hebei's Gucheng county) where peasants, making their own arrange- residence and register anew. When the temporary residence time period isments for grain rations, settled in towns to run shops and factories. The paper ctaimed this terminated, the person must immediately leave Han, and give the certificate backactivity facilitates commodity circulation between town and country and is accelerating the to the issuing department.development of the rural areas' commodity production. In the story, peasant householdsmade this move with the permission of the local industrial and commercial administrative 4. If a non-native person who has already received a certificate moves his/herdepartments and the public security, taking up temporary residence, obtaining commercial place of temporary residence within the period of the certificate's validity, the
licences and even getting aid from the public security in establishing household registration person must go to the public security station in the original site of temporary
But less than a month later (Renmin ribao, 15 March 1984) the same paper carried a front- residence to have the procedure handled. Then he/she must go to the public
page reprimand to Liuan county in Anhui where cadres in the public security and food grains security station of the new place of temporary residence to register, using the

departments "utilized their power of approval to seek private advantage," illicitly helpingsome people to switch their rural household registration to urban registration. Either there is original certificate.a proper and an improper way to carry out the same sort of work, or different localities are 5. The "Temporary Residence Certificate" is a personal certificate to be used
engaging in essentially the same behaviour on their own, with varying central-level only for the temporary residence in Han of non-native personnel, It cannot be
assessments of it. 

forged, altered, lent or used for another purpose. It loses its effect at the end of its
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period of validity; and, if it is lost, its owner must report this to the police station ithe place of temporary residence in a timely fashion, so that another one may n gives no indication that the urban employing enterprises must engageissued. labour through collective contracts with agricultural co-operatives.
6. Units or individuals that hire non-native personnel must co-operate with the Rather, it appears from the nature of the procedures set forth that

public security organs in handling these persons. It is not permitted to hire individuals taking up jobs in town have come to the city on their own,
personnel who should have declared their temporary residency but have not done albeit with permission from home, and will make their own way there.
so. If it is discovered that, in contravention of this notice's regulations, a person Then, to compare this notification with one more contemporaneous
has not declared temporary residency, but has forged a certificate, assumed with it, it differs as well from a late 1981 State Council order on instituting
another's name and taken that other person's place in declaring temporary strict control over the flow of peasants into the cities and prohibitingresidency, or has engaged in some other sort of illegal behaviour, this must be peasants from becoming non-agricultural population.' By contrast, thisreported to the public security organs. If one knows about the situation but does mid-1983 regulation appears to acknowledge that outsiders have come tonot report it, thereby colluding with the illegality, responsible persons and the the city and may stay there, for at least six months, and that they havehead of the firm involved must be punished according to the "Public Security economic motives for this move. In short, it establishes a modus hivenh in
Administrative Punishment Regulations of the People's Republic of China." If the handling the outsiders. In this sense, even though the public security
circumstances are in serious violation of the criminal law, criminal responsibility hans he desiders. a thigorus evesshor dealic security
must be investigated, according to law. organs have designated a rather rigorous process for dealing with non-

7. The implementation of this notice shall begin from I June 1983. natives, set alongside other post-1956 methods for controlling such
Wuhan City Public Security Bureau people, this one must be termed lenient.

15 May 1983 And a third discrepancy between the present circular and others that
went before it is the fact that it is the public security and not the labour

At first glance, here is just one more effort of the authorities departments that seem to have primary responsibility for this work.' If
continuing a now 30-year pattern - to check migration into the cities. there is indeed a change of emphasis in this activity today, it could be an
These efforts have been undertaken over the years in order to limit indication that controls now are aimed more at managing population,
problems of urban employment, mitigate strains on already overtaxed household registration and food supply than at economic behaviour and
urban services, and keep the problems of food supply from becoming hiring practices.
more unmanageable.' The very fact of the notice's appearance, of course, Most importantly, the directive under review is one written in re-
testifies to the significance of the scale of such migration once again in cognition of a new situation in the Chinese economy (new, it would seem,
recent years. even since late 1981). Moreover, it responds to needs that past state

And yet, both the differences from earlier regulations on this general economic policies had not created, nor, should such needs spontaneously
subject, as well as some situational similarities with previous periods, crop up, did previous policies cater to them. But the novelty of the many
revealed mainly by what is omitted and what is inveighed against, taken market-type initiatives - and their consequences - that have been the
together provide some important clues about what is happening in the hallmark of post-Third Plenary programmes, however, should not be
major cities of China today. overstressed. For in many ways the more loosely-structured urban

First of all, unlike the watershed December 1957 State Council directive economy on the mainland today harkens back to practices and stratagems
on "hiring by units of temporary workers from the countryside,"3 this one fashioned by economic actors in the 1950s.

2. Leo A. Orleans, "China's urban population: concepts, conglomerations, and con- It appears from this present directive that recent changes in the Chinese
cerns," U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, John P. Htardt (ed.), China Under the economy have affected the pattern of urban employment much in the
Four Modernizations (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1982). p.278, cites manner that an article by Blecher on the temporary contract labourconstant directives and exhortations to control the influx of peasants and to 'dissuade system (for which he did field research in 1979) foresaw that they would.'farmers from pouring blindly into the cities'", beginning in 1953. This was the year when
urban registration (in preparation for the first national post-liberation census) and rationingbegan. See Lynn T White, Ilil, Careers in Shanghai The Social Guidance of Personal Energies Xiyang county: a survey of fourteen brigades in seven communes (PI 11)." Modern China,in a Developing Chinese City. 1949-1966 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), on Vol. 5, No. 2(1979), pp. I 39-85. See also Christopher Howe, Wage Patterns and Wage Policythis whole set of issues -- labour control, household registration, contract and temporary in Modern China, 1919-1972 (Cambridge: The University Press, 1973), p. 106, which stateslabour, migration and residence control - as they operated in Shanghai in the 1950sand early that, "After 1956, enterprises had to negotiate labour contracts with collectives
1960s. (communes)"; and John Philip Emerson, "Urban school-leavers and unemployment in3 This directive was printed in Rennin ribao, 14 December 1957, and noted in China," The China, Quartery, No. 93 (March 1983), p 9, where he notes that after socialist

,Christopher Howe, Employment and Economic Growth in Urban China 1949-1957 (Cam- transformation direct hiring ended. And in John Philip Emerson, "The labor force of China,bridge: The University Press, 1971), p. 135. Marc Blecher, in his 'Peasant labor for urban 1957-80," in Hardt (ed.), China Under the Four Modernizations, pp. 251-52, the contractindustry: temporary contract labor, urban-rural balance and class relations in a Chinese labour system is defined.
county." World Development, Vol. 11, No.8 (1983), pp.731-45 analyses the temporary 4. Emerson, "Urban school-leavers and unemployment," p.8.contract labour system that grew out of that directive; its practice is also described in Xiyang 5. Howe, Employment and Economic Growth, pp. 133-35, describes the centrality of labourcounty in Tang rsou, Marc Blecher, Mitch Meisner, "Organization, growth and equality in bureaus in this line of work in the 1950s.

6. Blecher, "Peasant labor for urban industry," pp. 742 43.
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Blecher predicted a decline in the power of rural collective units to are taking jobs who have something to hide about the manner in which
organize and regulate peasant labour, as the rural responsibility system they are doing so.
detaches households from communal responsibilities. He also referred to While things may not yet have come to the same pass they did in 1957 -
urban factory managers' heightened incentive to cut labour costs as they a source Orleans cites states that in Wuhan in that year the "temporary
strive to earn and then to retain more profits, and hiring the cheaper and floating population" for which the authorities could account num-
temporaries from outside the city would certainly help the managers meet bered 222,0004 - the comparatively permissive order dated mid May 1983
this goal. may portend a burgeoning private sector capable of slipping beyond the

Along with the rural responsibility system with its weakening of the reach of the state's arms of control. To stick with the case of Wuhan, only
hold of the commune has gone an increase in rural unemployment. 7 This a few weeks after the local public security posted this order on urban
fact contributes to explaining the larger numbers of peasants looking for control, the People's Daily ran a page-one story saying that the city
city jobs in recent years. Combined with that "push" factor influencing government of Wuhan had organized 1,400 cadres for market in-
peasant migration are such "pull" factors as the free markets now vestigations, and had found it necessary to "ban" 1,200 street pedlars who
common in municipalities, and the relative freedom to engage in pavement were illicitly operating without the mandatory licences for such trade.'"
side-line occupations (featuring handicrafts, transport work, trade in What percentage these unlucky 1,200 represented of the actual total
general, and an array of repair services), all of which arenas offer country number engaging in private-sector petty commerce is not revealed by my
folk hope of urban earnings. Yet another source of jobs are the sources on Wuhan (and probably is not officially known); however,
mushrooming collective enterprises, with their needs for labour, and the another article claims that in Lanzhou at the same time, two hundred
extra-budgetary capital construction projects, which must find hands licensed merchants were dealing in vegetables, while three thousand others
outside the planned economy. who had been operating covertly were exposed.''

Similar conditions in the 1950s - dislocations in the countryside, rapid The present circular symbolizes succinctly the uneasy blend of plan and
urban economic growth, the availability of free markets and private market that is the hallmark of the Chinese economy today: even as policy-
service jobs - prompted people from the countryside to seek city jobs in makers acknowledge and permit a measure of flexibility for its actors, they
those years. And just as three decades ago, the situation today also essay at the same time (or, to be more precise, intermittently) to ferret out
threatens to get "out of control," or become "chaotic," to use a favourite and crack down on those who step too far outside the bounds of what is
term of the regime, in somewhat the same manner as the one in the early legally allowed." Observers of this present scene may wonder whether
post-takeover days did. Howe's 1971 study describes the "autonomous others of Howe's words about the early 1950s will also find an echo in the
enterprises" (illegal firms, staffed by peasants, unemployed workers and climate of the 1980s: ". . . when stimulated, the private sector rapidly
others who could not participate in the official public sector work force in [went] out of control and developed a capacity to frustrate the planned
the cities); illicit labour brokers (Howe found a reference to a labour growth of the economy." 13

broker who hired 3,200 workers to go to Wuhan from as far away as
Shanghai, Honan and Sichuan in the mid 1950s); the falsification of
papers for registration which made such activities possible; and "black"
labour markets, in which employers circumvented official hiring pro-
cedures, all done for the sake of constituting a workforce that was both
cheaper and more easily dispensed with than the regular, state-allocated
labourers were.8

The present circular indirectly alludes to many of these same sorts of
practices. That is, it inveighs against illegal hiring, forging and altering
certificates, and lending them to persons to whom they were not originally
and properly granted. And it chastises people who come to "Han"
without declaring their temporary residence, in other words, people who

7 Emerson, "Urban school-leavers and unemployment," p. 15, notes two estimates for 9. Orleans, "China's urban population," p. 278.
rural ynemployment in 1 9 7 8 

of40 and 90 million, which, respectively, would account for 15" 10. Renmin ribao, 9 June 1983, p I and Beijing Review, No. 35 (29 August 1983). p. 6 .and 33',, of rural labour. Probably the situation has worsened since the rural responsibility 11. Renmin ribao, 7 July 1983. p. I
system got underway: one broadcast from early 1984 (in FBiS, I March 1984, p. K20), cites 12. For a study of the fluctuating treatment accorded small-scale private-sector traders
a 'huge surplus labor force in the rural areas," noting that. "according to investigations and workers over the years 1980 to 1983, see my "Commerce: the petty private sector and the
conducted in various localities, the surplus labor force in the rural areas accounts for some 30 three-line struggle in the early 1980s," in Dorothy J. Solinger (ed.). Three Vioans o/T hines

8o we, 40 perce nt tad b foc pp.27,7071,Soc ialism (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1984).8. Hlowe, Amploment and Economic Growh, pp. 27. 70 71. and 78 79. 13. Howe, Enp/oyment and Economit Grow th, p. 24.
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Table 1: The Agricultural Production Responsibility System (Nongye
Y. Y. Kueh shenchan zeren zhi) in China: Types and Variants, 1980-83

Contractor Obligations Rewards/Penalties

The Background 1. Baogong Zu (group To fulfil certain specified Agreed work-
For peasants who have been collectivized for nearly three decades, the zhi of farmers), farm works (sowing, point entitlements
national campaign initiated by the Party Central Committee's Document (Labour- hu (peasant seedling transplanting, (or reductions inNo. I, 1984 to promote the reparcellization of collective farmland, by contract household), harvesting, etc.) fixed in case of contract
extending the peasants' leasehold right to over 15 years (para. 3) is system) or lao terms of quantity/ failure) as a basiserta not less spectacular than the land reform of 1949-52, when land (individual quality/time limit for participatingcertainly fiscaed fromthe rh for redtri labourer). and material costs in the team-widewas confiscated from the rich for redistribution among poor peasant involved, under the unified distribution offamilies. This "second land reform" has now firmly consolidated the long- management of the team. final output, infought policy of Deng Xiaoping for a decentralized approach towards kind or in cash.rural management. All the cats - "black or white" - seem to have now 2. Liandianbeen totally unleashed to run after their best catch. This stands in sharp zhi
contrast to the uneasy equilibrium of the "two-line struggle," which existed (Output-throughout the entire 20-year period following the abortive communiza- linkedtion drive of 1958/1959. Nevertheless, while probably no Chinese leader system)
today can afford to play the role of Mao's Liu cum Deng, one wonders 2-1 Same as To fulfil a specified amount Agreed work-
whether, for economic reasons, the present rural institutional solution Baochan above, of final farm output for a point entitlements
as envisaged in Document No. I will mark the end of the perennial Chinese zhi hence the fixed land area, either (reductions) as in
search for an "optimum" level of decentralization. In a way, the (Output- familiar under the unified team the case of
agricultural reform of recent years has begun with the drastic increases, system) baochan case of zu or lao contract), full or partial
decreed in 1979, in state farm procurement prices, averaging 25 per cent. daohu or separately by the retention ofFor a regime very much obsessed with the value imperative of moderniza- (contracting individual peasant (compensationtion, the farm price increases should clearly be construed as income output household (hu), with for) the over-ful-incentives for promoting agricultural production to ease the economic down to the current inputs being fixed filled (under-ful-
constraints on industrialization. This is nothing new but is exactly the household, and provided by the team. filled) proportion
policy developed by the prominent Chinese economist, Ma Yinchu, some in the case of the contracted
25 years ago in his then much condemned "balanced growth model" for of hu output targets in
China.' Thus the strategy fits in well with a western analytical model contract) the case of hu
formulated by Chiang and Fei in 1966, for a "maximum-speed develop- contract.
ment through austerity." 2 The model postulates that under socialism, a 2 2 Hu, hence To fulfil the contracted Entitlement to
consumption policy which imposes an "optimum" rather than maximum Baogan baogan output quotas for both any amount ofdegreetof austerity, may induce greater labour effort and thus an output zhi (Net- daohu. state procurements and output realized indegreeo mor t a inae toete reir an a oupt output- collective retentions with excess of the fixedgrowth more than proportionate to the required marginal consumption delivery the land area being fixed delivery quotas;
expenditure. It follows that not only will the rate of capital accumulation demvery the a be ixed dr quo
not be depressed by increased consumption, but it may even accelerate for the absolute disposal or compensation
ad thu help tossanahge vrl noegot ae by the peasant households, for any proportionand tus hep to sustain a higher overall income growth rate- and draught animals and under-fulfilled.Yet, for the purported price and income incentives to work in the first farm implements (normallyplace, the established egalitarian collective distributive structure must small and medium-size)

reconverted into their
roeonre tougtheitri. See Kenneth R. Walker, "Ideology and economic discussion in China: Ma Yin-ch'u on possession through either

'development strategy and his critics," in Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol. direct title transfer or
XI, No. 2, Pt. I (January 1963), pp. 113-33.

2. Alpha C. Chiang and John C. H. Fei, "Maximum-speed development throughausterity,' in Irma Adelman and E. Thorbecke (eds.), The Theory and Design of Economic SourceDevelopment (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), pp 67-92. Y. Y. Kueh, "China's new agricultural-policy program: major economic consequences,
1979-1983," in Journal of Comparative Economics, Vol. 8, No. 4 (December 1984).
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obviously be altered, otherwise the decreed price increases may amount Table 2: The Agricultural Production Responsibility System in China:to nothing but a once-and-for-all income subvention to the peasants. Spread and Changes, 1980-83 (in per cent of production teams or
That is to say, barring substantial rural reform, the additional outlay equivalent basis accounting units of the people's communes employing the
incurred by the government (which for the three years 1979-82 added up systems)to a total no less than two-thirds of the 1982 state budget expen-
diture),3 might represent a formidable loss from the standpoint of the Lianchan zhi
state planners. 

(Output-linked System)However, up to late 1981 - that is exactly two years after the initial price
increases - the reorganization in the form of the nongye shenchan zeren zhi Baogan zhi
(agricultural production responsibility system) was largely limited to the (Net-
restoration, or refinement, of the work-point system - the convention of Baochan zhi Output-
the mid 1950s and, in a more constrained fashion, of the early 1960s. (Output-contract delivery Baochan plus

Table I explains the various operational variants of the responsibility System) System) Baogan zhi
system. It is clear that from the incentive point of view, the baogan zhi Baogong
(net-output delivery system) is much more attractive than the baochan zhi zhi Total hu
(output-contract system), which in turn should be more preferable than (Labour- and zu Zu Hu Total hu Hu
the haogong zhi (labour-contract system). More importantly the hu (house- contract Contract Only Only and zu Onl
hold) contract should be much more effective than the zu (group) contract; ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)and both are, for the peasants, undoubtedly more beneficial than working
for and sharing in some future common plot of the collective of an 1980 (January) 55-7 29-0 24-9 0-02 29-1 4-2
unknown size - unknown because it not only depends on the unpredic- 1980 (December) 39-0 42-1 236 5-0 47-1 23-5
table work effort of fellow collective members, but also because it may 1981 (June) 27-2 45-1 13-8 11-3 564 426
vary greatly according to possible changes in government policy or the 1981 (October) 16.5 374 108 38.0 75-8 64-6
collective attitude towards farm accumulation and distribution. Thus, no 1982 (December) 22-0 13.3 c. 70-0 920 78-71983 (November) 3 0 98.0 95.0wonder that there has been a forceful trend, as revealed in Table 2, for the 1983 (November) 99-0
zeren zhi to converge from the baogong zhi to baochan zhi, and then 1983 (November) 99-5
rapidly to baogan zhi on the one hand, and from the zu to hu as the 1983 (December)
contracting tenant on the other hand, to complete the rush to baogan Sources and Notes.
daohu. As for Table I except for 1983 (Dec.) figure for col. 4, which is from Li Chengrui, "Build-

Specifically, baogan daohu which Document No. I now attempts to ing a socialist economy with Chinese features," Jingji aniiu (Economic Research), No- 10
perpetuate, and which prescribes a rather favourable lump-sum tax (or (1984), p- 4 This figure refers to % of total number of peasant households.
rental) obligation on the part of the peasant tenants, may be regarded as
the officially tested solution for making the price incentives work effect- The Rationale
ively. The entire decollectivization process seems to have mainly grown Why then issue Document No. 1, 1984, at all? Apart from the crucial
out of spontaneous local economic pressures rather than from a master- need for granting the peasants a long-term leasehold right, which I shallplan.4 In any case, it has certainly enjoyed the blessing of Dengism, which discuss later, it has been necessary to formulate a new policy and to create
essentially advocates "the indiscriminate testing of truth through empiri- a new organizational framework to cope with the many fundamental
cal performance" (shtian shi jianyan zhenlide ivevi biaozhun). issues associated with, or arising from, the system of baogan daohu. For

one thing the greatly increased rural labour reserves released by the much
more efficient private farming system, has seriously aggravated the
problems of rural unemployment and, underemployment. Much more

SY. Y. Kueh, "China's newagricultural-policy program:majoreconomicconsequences, needs to be done than just to reiterate the appeal for increased rural
1979-1983," m Journal of Comparative Economics, Vol. 8, No. 4 (December 1984). The economic diversification as a means of accommodating the mounting

Not th tifn he pasiml purpored to 9 aor rural sewf ines eslt prohibited; see labour surplus. And the stylized commune system, with all its "puritan"
Zhongguo nongye nianjian 1980 (Chinese Agricultural Yearbook 1980) (Beijing: Nongye faeades was certainly icompatible with the scale of labour mobilizationchubanshe), p. 58. And in the so-called Document No. 75 of September 1980, only a needed for tapping the greatly diversified non-farm resources in rural areas.negligible number of production teams regarded as poor were allowed to practise baochan The emerging new task appeared to be far too difficult to be handled byduo/bu: see Zhongguo nongye nianjian 198), pp. 409-4l11. Maoist style ideological persuasion or collective coercion within the
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communes, in order to organize mass labour mobilization for large-scale sidered against the recent drain of rural manpower from the agriculturalwater conservation works and other rural overhead projects.3  
sector proper, with rural-urban migration still being controlled.6It is against this background that specific operational arrangements are What can be done in this respect? A total liberalization of farm pricesprovided for in the Document. These include: (1) the provision of flexibility would be inconsistent with the policy of forced-draft industrialization.for peasants to establish rural co-operatives of any scale and type, Thus, Document No. I, 1984, cannot but be limited to reiterating theincluding those which break through local administrative barriers and established policy guidelines for gradually reducing the nomenclature andspecialize in particular branches of business (para. 3-5); (2) the stipulation quantity of compulsory purchases on the one hand (para. 5-1), and tothat capital owned by the peasants and collectives may move freely keeping their amounts fixed for a number of years on the other handaround the country for investment in existing or in new rural enterprises (para. 5-2). It is extremely difficult to determine the comparative price and(para. 3-2); (3) a clearer - albeit still rather restrictive-- formulation about income benefits which may arise from complete relaxation of physicalthe extended freedom for both private and collective enterprises to employ target controls. This is difficult, especially in view of the fact that prices forrural wage labourers (para. 3-3); and (4) an instruction to the local the "third category" farm products which are not subject to unifiedauthorities to bring about, where necessary, income reallocation within controls, and are in many cases important input materials for rural non-the co-operatives concerned, in favour of grain zhuangye hu (specialized farm enterprises, "are to be genuinely freed" (para. 5-1). It is indeedhouseholds), with a view to balancing their incentives against the very interesting to note that Document No. 1, 1984, ends up on this issue with aprosperous non-grain households and the rural, non-farm economic rather awkward clause proposing that "the State Council authorizes thesectors (para. 3-4). related ministries to establish special committees for systematically study-The second, and closely related fundamental issue, is that increased ing the entire circulation and price systems and producing fundamentaldiversification and specialization, and increased peasant income, inevit- reform methods therefore" (para. 5-4). How this would eventually beably result in increased commercial flows, not only within rural areas, but done is anybody's guess, pending perhaps the reform of the national pricealso between rural and urban-industrial sectors, however limited the system as envisaged in the latest Decision of the Party's Third Plenum ofcounterflows from the latter sector may be, in view of the established 20 October 1984, which is being regarded as another watershed in Chinesestrategy giving preference to the growth of modern industries. There- economic policy.fore, an appeal is now being made for accelerating the decontrol from the There are of course other crucial issues related to the system of baoganstate's hands of the entire rural supplies and sales co-operative network daohu which the Document, surprisingly, tends to ignore. Two important(para. 4-2), which curiously was converted into state ownership as late as examples are: water conservation works and agricultural extension1978. Likewise, rural credit co-operatives which have seen both their services. These are two areas which have, comparatively speaking,deposits and loans volumes increased tremendously in recent years, as a benefited from collectivization. But can a decollectivized agriculture stillresult of the creeping decollectivization process and increased peasant draw on the Maoist approach towards irrigation projects for example,incomes, are now to be given greater powers in financing rural using Nurksian type labour accumulation? With respect to the secondindustrial/commercial activities, and the freedom to change interest rates issue, baogan daohu is not necessarily incompatible with the requirementscharged (para. 4-3). of a Green Revolution as some western experience based on privateThe third, and probably most crucial issue, remains how directly to farming shows. But the recent Chinese performance in this area seems notprovide the peasants with sufficient income benefits, especially those to be particularly encouraging.7

specializing in the production of grain, cotton and other major cash crops All the issues raised here are certainly not unique to Document No. I,which are subject to state control. The substantial increases in procure- 1984. As a matter of fact, exactly a year ago the emerging institutionalment prices were certainly not meant to eliminate totally the scissors price arrangements already prompted the Party leadership to review, in adifferentials. Agricultural prices remain depressed, not only relative to similar document, its overall rural economic policy, and to spell out itsindustrial products of urban origin, but perhaps more crucially to those long-term perceptions about agricultural development, rural specializa-produced by the rural non-farm enterprises. The changing and sharpening tion, commercialization, employment, and technological innovations.'intra-rural differences are certainly more immediate in the attitude of the
Chinese peasants than the established rural-urban differentials. It is 6. Y. Y. Kueh, Economic Planning and Local Mobilization in Post-Mao China, No. 7against this background that the provision mentioned earlier for possible Research Notes and Studies Series, Contemporary China Institute, School of Oriental and
ira-cooperative income reallocation should be understood, and con- African Studies, University of London, 1985.

- i7. Y. Y. Kueh, "Foodgrain production instability in China and the world grain trade,"
paper presented at the Seventh World Congress of the International Economic Association,5. See Alexander Eckstein, China's Economic Development: The Interplay of Scarcity and 5-9 September 1983, Madrid, Spain.Ideology (Ann Arbor: Michigan University Press, 1975), pp. 268-72, for a good discussion 8. Chinese Communist Party Central Committee, "Some problems of current ruralabout the relationship between mass mobilization and communization, and the role played economic policy" (Document No. I, 1983), in Zhongguo nongmin hao (China Peasants Daily).by the Maoist ideology. 10 April 1983, pp. I 2.
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Nevertheless, while the Document No. I for 1983 also laid down essential relating to arbitration. In the localities where "uxorilocal" marriage is
groundwork (notably the depoliticization of the commune system) for the widespread, for example, attempts have now been made by male
subsequent organizational changes as illustrated above, its preoccupation chauvinist peasants to block such a custom, for fear that prospective
with "grand visions" somehow concealed the most serious problem of bridegrooms from outside may encroach upon their land share." Many
land use inefficiency associated with haogan daohu. collectives are forced to draw up a 15-year plan of land balances which

Specifically, by autumn 1983 at the latest, it became clear that the incorporates the mandatory birth control scheme and provides for inter-
meticulously short tenancy duration of one to three years would give rise family clearings on the basis of projected changes (death, birth, marriage)
to widespread Raubwirtschaft, of the most radical and disastrous forms in family size. 14

China had ever encountered.' In a major speech delivered at the National Fears of large-scale social disturbance clearly make "Dengonomics"
Rural Work Conference in November 1983 for summing up the appear to involve danger, for the "black cat" premise would, ceteris
experience of implementing the policies of Document No. 1, 1983, Wan Li,paiuedtonotrgtubcacinofolcivfrmndahr
the vice-premier responsible for agriculture, states that the foremost task paribus, lead to an outright public auction of collective farmland rather
for 1984 was how to encourage the peasants to invest in such a way as to than to land being allocated on a basis of population. Hence, the
preserve soil to encorageHe asked for nt s from the alwarasbut economically more sensible allocative device of tender biddings is limited

v sl fertility. proposals from the floor, but to such farm subsidiaries, as fishponds, pig stys, fruit orchards, and soobviously the answer was already around the corner. forth.'"
I shall discuss shortly what the extension of the leasehold to 15 years

may imply. But mention should first be made of another crucial land use The Implications
problem which also greatly bothered Wan Li. In his view the prevalent Where will all these dramatic changes converge? The year 1984
egalitarian practice of allocating farmland to individual families on a per was greeted with yet another "high-tide of rural socialism" - this
capita basis, regardless of inter-family differences in the size of the labour time with "Chinese characteristics." Jubilant Chinese peasants very often
force, inhibits efficient land use across the country and within localities. As capture the scene these days in Chinese television broadcasts at both
a remedy, Document No. 1, 1983, allowed for "labour swapping between the national and provincial levels. Peasants are shown with various
farm families" and for "families which have lost their labourers or which measures to enhance and preserve soil fertility. Long-term land use
are short of labour force, to employ occasional farm workers, for the efficiency is of paramount importance to China for, despite increased
purpose of maintaining their living" (para. 6). No matter how modest industrialization, the good earth still is the single most important source of
these initial stipulations may sound, their subsequent implementation has economic surplus, which ultimately determines the pace of industrializa-
forcefully yielded the "truth" for a full-fledged endorsement in Document tion at large, and the possible scale of rural investment, non-farm
No. 1, 1984, of virtually unlimited transfers of leasehold rights, with all theloyme, diversfia ion, and omrialin.eBtwinth tide
compensatory provisos (para. 3-1I) which elementary western economics employment, diversification, and commercialization. But will the tide
would simply regard as differential land rent. eventually subside? It seems premature to attempt a full evaluation of this

This surely flies in the face of orthodox communist ideology and the real new social experiment, but it is nonetheless worthwhile to give some brief

impact is profound. Scores of peasants driven ust into the various thoughts about how it may relate to the established system of central
impat iserou rs bacto peasatcveby poverty in the ru planning and the broad policy goal of modernization.
non-farm sectors rush back to participate in the "second land re- Recall first of all that it was the enormous need to siphon off an
distribution," which they regard as a "social insurance," with the hope agricultural surplus to finance the First Five-Year Plan that created the
that the 15-year leasehold will automatically transfer into private owner- entire system of compulsory farm purchases and monopolized sales by the
ship upon its expiration, to sustain the extra rental bonanza ' "Leasehold state. This in turn prompted the subsequent collectivization and com-
markets," ak to property transaction in the distant past, have begun to munization process (as an expedient for implementing and expanding the
mushroom, " despite constant appeals from the authorities for surrender- compulsory delivery scheme). One wonders whether the current "de-
ing redundant or unused land parcels for non-compensatory reallocation collectivization" will bring the Chinese peasants back to the pre-1953 land
by the collectives, as is also stipulated in the Document (para. 3-1). reform situation, which was essentially dominated by free market re-

For the collectives, which are responsible for the reallocation within the lations rather than by planning and coercion?"'
hamlet or village, the scramble for land inevitably results in widespread
quarrels among the peasants, and hence produces tremendous tasks

13. Ibid. No. 2 (1984), p. 45; see also No. 8 (1984), p. 5. The custom is for the men to be

9. For deiails see for example, Nongeun gongzuo longxNun (Rural Work Bulletin), No. 3 "married into" and live with the wife's family.
(194), Ibid. ad ,an No. (1984), p. 7 . 14. Nongyejingi "wentri (Problems of Agricultural Econlomilcs), No. 8 (1984), p. 42. See also

14Y 4 bid. No. 2 (1984), p. 7. Nongcun gongzuo tongxin, No. 6 (1984), pp. 34-35.
1I Ibid No. 7 (1984), pp. 30 and 33. 15. See, e.g., Noncun gongzuo tong xun, No. 8 (1984), p. 12.
12 Ibid. No. 8 (1984), p. 14. 16. For the best account of this see Dwight Perkins, Market Control and Central Planning

in China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965), pp. 28-42.
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Note, however, that compulsory purchase quotas for the major farm for taxing away their gains. Thus, in terms of the Chiang-Fei model, there
products are to remain intact (para. 5-I and Document No. I, 1983, para. seems to be no practical organizational solution within the socialist

7-). They are now directly relegated down to the peasant households in context, to support its second postulate that the "additional output"
the form of baogan targets (Table ) which represent nothing but land generated can be effectively converted into state capital accumulation. If

the ormof aogn trges (abl 1) hic reresnt othng ut andcorrect, then the outcome may be a slower rather than higher overallrental. The state is not necessarily a bad landlord, as Gale Johnson, the corec thenth oute m
prominent American agricultural economist, aptly puts it, provided that economic growth rate.
the tenure relationship is well defined." Yet there are two important There are other major areas of concern which tend to enhance the
sources of uncertainty within the present Chinese context. government's policy dilemma. Water conservation works represent a

First, the collective cadres are very often compelled to adjust upwards crucial one. After years of massive investments in irrigation/drainage
any agreed baogan targets which are overfulfilled to an unpredictably works, China seems to have basically overpowered the traditional grand
large extent, perhaps on account of sheer hard work." The pressures agony," but the "lifeline of agriculture" is by no means firmly secured,
often originate from jealous peasants who have done less well. Perhaps judging by the degree of yield mstability relative to weather changes. At

they are less skilful or less industrious orless lucky in obtaining lower the same national conference at which Wan Li delivered the key speech as
rental commitments. Whatever the cause, there has evidently been a fierce a prelude to Document No. 1, 1984, Li Bening, vice-minister of Irrigation

backlash of the deeply ingrained egalitarian ideology. The situation is and Power Generation, was concerned about the possibility of irrigation
certainly more difficult for the demoralized rural cadres to handle than for works being consistent with the much pubheized gram output target of
the powerful landlords of the past, vis-i-vis the free tenants. 480 million tons for the year 2000." Not only has it been difficult to

The second, and certainly more fundamental source of uncertainty, increase the irrigated area in recent years, as he clearly noted, but "after

arises from the fact that, while the Document No. 1, 1984 specifically rules the implementation of the responsibility system, maintenance works (of

for the compulsory purchase quotas "to be fixed for a number of years" existing irrigation facilities) lag behind in some areas, and some were

(para 5-2), the official commentators constantly refer to the necessity for destroyed, and (the misdeed) has not yet been completely halted. This also

any "irrational" (that is, "unrealistically low"), baogan target, to be accounts for the decline in irrigated area.

readjusted from time to time.' 9 This is not a matter of difference in In short, the present rural solution represents by no means an

semantics. Rather, it is difficult to visualize how the quotas can be kept "institutional equilibrium."

constant for any extended period of time at all: it is difficult by virtue of
the rationale of the adopted development strategy which -- analogous to
the Chiang-Fei model - will call for the extra output induced by the
marginally increased consumption outlay over the maximum austerity, to
be effectively siphoned off to support modernization.

In a way, all the major farm quotas are biased downwards these days, in
light of the massive diversification and commercialization drive. Specifi-
cally, rural non-farm activities enjoy higher output prices and profitability,
because of the irrational price structure. And for the entire baogan daohu
system to work, peasants' earning potential net of the imposed state
deliveries (or rental) must obviously be made comparable, by manipula-
ting (i.e. lowering) the baogan targets. Otherwise, simple marginal al-
locative rules would dictate that manpower and other farm resources
should be further diverted away from the good earth.

All this is precisely the institutional arrangement for the "optimum
austerity" consumption strategy, which has indeed prompted the observed
upsurge in incentives and agricultural productivity. However, the constant
upward revision of targets would be tantamount to imposing confiscatory
marginal income tax rates. Nor, I think, could the peasants be bullied
a-round with any policy reversal of the declining scissor-price differentials

aroun wih Gale onlicrea o the ctrlyianned cisonrice' inertican 20. Y. Y. Kueh, "A weather index for analysing grain yield instability in China, 1952-81,
17 D. Gale Johnson, "Agriculture in the centrally planned economies," in American The China Quarterly, No. 97 (March 1984).Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 64, No. 5 (December 1982), p. 845. 21. Xinhua yuebao (New China Monthly), No. 1 (1984). pp. 117-18.
18. Nongcun gongzuo tongxun, No. 8 (1984), p. 12. 22. Ibid. p. 17.19. Ibid. No. 8 (1984), p. 4. See also No. 3 (1984), p. 12.
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Dating from 1956 the bank was forced to rely on other mechanisms iR eaeffort to maintain national monetary stability. Instead of becoming i The Baogan Daohu Incentive System:significant force in the implementation and administration of state Translation and Analysis of a Modeleconomic plans, the People's Bank came to focus primarily on developing Contractits savings operations, which, in contrast to the credit reforms, enjoyed
strong local Party support. rms, enjoyed

The audit also marked a turning-point for the Party apparatus. The Frederick W. Crookbank's inability to develop standardized financial control systems for the Tedvlpeto okicnie a enaprnilpolmimsadacdindustrial and commercial enterprises meant that the Pr The development of work incentives has been a perennial problem inmost advanced mehmre coeilenteir antration. Party planned economies. In China's countryside the pendulum has swung from
committees became more closely involved in their administration. This epai nnnmtra n gltra netvsudrMot hkind of detailed, technical work was to be the sphere of state agencies such emphasis on non-material and egalitarian incentives under Mao to theas the bank. Now the Party would be the authoritative decision-maker in a more individualistic incentives of the post-Mao era. In the late 1970s,much broader range of activities than its role originally envisaged. China's new leaders introduced the production responsibility systemIn principle, the Party's role aimed at ensuring the internalization of its (shengchan zerenzhi) which sought to motivate farmers by rewarding themown values and goals by society at large as well as by individuals for completing specific tasks. Both old and new measures have been usedresponsible for administering state affairs. The identification of or- to implement this system. Cadres have borrowed certain work measure-

techtnical disputes as having their souc in ideological ment methods attached to the old labour-day work payment system,
ganizational and that te s his tic roe wa lil operating since the mid 1950s, which fixed responsibility for tasks and
shortcomings signified that the scope of this political role was limitless awarded labour days when work was completed. But cadres have also
This expansion would culminate in the fragmentation of the Party adopted an entirely new work-payment system in which households
apparatus into its local parts during the Great Leap Forward. Although negotiate with production teams to farm given parcels of land. These
the Party committees may have believed themselves to be acting in line hueod ge ortr eti uniyo hi rp ofliwith central Party policies and priorities, the absence of consistent plans households agree to return a certain quantity of their crops to fulfiland standardized technical procedures would mean their decisions would collective and state obligations and are then permitted to retain the
ne ay an influenced by localistic considerations. Political loyalty may surpluses for themselves. This new system is called baogan daohu ("fullbe i mportant means of social control, but it cannot by itself indicate the responsibility to household," hereafter referred to as the baogan system).best technical decision to be made in specific circumstances. For the Party, Sometimes the system is also referred to as the jiaing lianchan chengbaotherefore, the absence of a strong banking system seemed to increase its zhi or the household responsibility system.power vis--vis the central ministries. In fact, the effect was to begin an Since 1982 a large proportion of rural households have employed the
sot of t P y's capacity to transform the Chinese economy and baogan system. A 1983 year-end report stated that more than 90 per cents y in line with its political values and objectives. of farm families in China use the system.' In the period from 1979 to 1982

the system was used primarily to promote the growth of output and
income in the poorer regions of such provinces as Gansu and Anhui. It
was also increasingly used in this period to encourage farmers to raise cash
crops such as cotton, tobacco and tea. For example Shandong provincial
agricultural officers told the author in July 1982 that baogan was used to
encourage farmers to raise cotton in the northwestern section of the
province, but was not used to motivate farmers to raise grain crops.2

Beginning in 1983 teams used the system even in wealthy developed
regions of the country to grow grain as well as cash crops, so the
percentage of total output generated by baogan has been substantial. 3

1. China Daily, 29 December 1983, p. I.
2. Frederick W. Crook, "Report on an agricultural observation trip to China, July 1982,

Pt. 1: notes from interviews with national and provincial officials," PRC section, Asia
Branch, IED, ERS, U.S. Department of Agriculture, August 1982.

PBC3 "Gu3. See following for references on expanded use of the baogan to raise grain crops in 1983:
U.S. Joint Publication Research Service (JPRS), China Report-Agriculture, No. 82,602m reti (7n amproving the temporary method for state industrial enterprise short- (7 January 1983), p. 46; ibid. No. 84,600 (24 October 1983), p. 64; Foreign Broadcast

pp. ("Direc6. ve 5) Coprovingtmp m d fo Fianci nd l Regtios, s - Information Service (FBIS) Daily Report: China, No. 160 (17 August 1983), p. 5-6; andterm credit") (27 March 1957), Compendigi of Financial Laws and Regulations, 1957, FBIS, No. 209 (27 October 1983), p. S-3. For example, Heilongjiang province first used
pp. 15-16. 

baogan in an all round way in 1983, see, Renmin ribao (People's Daily), Ii December 1983,
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Unlike some rural movements and campaigns in the past which stressed
uniform practices, rural cadres and leaders used a great diversity of forms A. Of the amount of land above, fields contracted Out which are based onand methods to implement the baogan system. population is mu and fields contracted out based on labour force isIn September 1981 the authorities in Shanxi province published a B. The amount of land contracted above will not be changed for years
model contract in their provincial newspaper Shanxi ribao (Shanxi Daily) and the amount will not change if persons are added or deducted. Basic standard
to help commune cadres and especially production team leaders establish grain rations of jin per year will be added to the formula to calculate thethe baogan system. This contract provides a number of interesting insights amount of contracted grain to be delivered if the number of persons in theinto the operation of the baogan system and highlights important policy household increases, or grain rations will be deducted from the formula if there is aissues." It is important to note that the model contract was published in a decrease in the number of persons in the household. Basic standard grain rations
provincial newspaper and insights gained from studying the document are will not be deducted from the contracted grain responsibility if children above the
most relevant to Shanxi province. Our preliminary judgment formed from norm are added.
visits to communes, discussion with county and provincial officials,' and C. Y team member, under the guidance of state plans, has the right to choose
study of newspaper and journal articles on baogan,6 suggests that some proper crops to plant and select crop rotation schemes appropriate to local
elements noted in the Shanxi contract have been used in other areas as D. With regard to the above land, it cannot be rented out, transferred, or sold.
well. Hopefully, in time, experiences from other areas, provinces and Buildings or kilns cannot be built on the land, and the land cannot be destroyed or
regions will come to light so a more complete picture can be presented. taken away (to make bricks). Also trees and grave sites cannot be established onThe purpose of this research note is to provide readers with a translation the land.of this contract. Some comments have been added which show how the
baogan system relates to previous types of incentives, what policy issues it Y member's production responsibilities
raises, and how it provides production incentives to farm families. Ymember'sproductionresponsibilities

ModeI Contract Item Wheat Fall grain Cotton Oilseeds

In this document the model contract used by Gongtong county, Shanxi Number of mu
province contains nine sections detailing the agreement between X
production team and Y team member. The text below is a complete Yield per mu
translation of this document. Notes have been added to clarify obscure Total outputpoints. Comments on provisions of the contract have been placed in the
next section. Section 111.
Section e Y member's contract responsibility for delivering agricultural and subsidiaryLand Contracted to Y Mernber.* products.

Name of persons Item Wheat Fall grain Cotton OilseedsDry Number with with
Name or irri- of contract contract Grade State procurement

of gated border to the to the Number of Base yield per mu Stateprocurement
land land paths left right of mu land wheat cotton Collective reserves

Total 
Total

p. 1. Likewise the farmers in the developed Liaoning peninsula and Liaohe valley used A. Fulfilment of grain obligations will be completed through procurements ofthe baogan system in an extensive way in 1983, see, British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC), Summary of World Broadcasts (SWB), Far East Weekly Economic Report, summer and fall grain by the time specified by X team. Quality and quantity ofW1260, 2 November 1983, p. A-5. grain and cotton as specified is to be delivered to grain stations or cotton4. The author is indebted to Francis C. Tuan for finding this model contract, "Tuijian purchasing stations. Households should deliver the balance of the commodities toyifen baogan daohu de hetongshu" ("Recommended form of contract document to the team. The team will keep a record for each household. Collective reserves are4mplement the full responsibility to household systems"), Shanxi ribao, 3 September 1981, the eduTe from the co d br ou sehold. Colserpluseseremarep. 2. For other articles giving details on setting up contracts see JPRS, China Report- then deducted from the commodities brought to the team. If surpluses remain,Agriculture, No. 81,194 (11 July 1982), pp. 3-5 and No. 81,641, 26 August 1982, pp. 42-45. they are returned to the household. If the quantity of goods delivered is less than5. Crook, "Report on an agricultural observation trip to China, Pt. I," and Crook, the contracted amount for state procurement and for collective reserves, theReport on an agricultural observation trip to China, Pt If: notes on visits to communes," household has to make up the deficit.PRC Section, Asia Branch, iED, ERS, U.S. Department of Agriculture, September 1982.

6. Frederick Crook, Reports on Rural People's Communes, an unpublished data set. B. State procurement quota requirements do not include "above quota"
responsibilities. According to state policy "above quota" requirements are set by
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the state once each year and are assigned to each household. "Above quota" Section IX
commodities should be delivered to the state purchase stations at the same time This contract is for years(s) and becomes effective on the date it is signed.

that standard procurement commodities are delivered to these stations.§ Both parties agree to abide by the terms of the contract and the brigade will

C. If output produced by Y household declines because of unavoidable natural supervise the implementation of the contract. Terms in the contract cannot be

disasters or other special circumstances, then X team, according to actual altered or nullified by one party. If there are disagreements between the parties, the

conditions, can adjust delivery obligations. The team congress should discuss the brigade will settle the dispute. If one party fails to complete the contract and the

issue, and send a report to the brigade. Brigades should investigate and make a brigade cannot settle the dispute, the case will be sent to the "People's Court:
report to the commune which has the power to approve or disapprove the request. Economic Section" to be resolved. This court will determine which party is

Section IV economically and financially responsible and will determine the extent of

Y member collective responsibilities. compensation.*

Parties to the X produqtion team (SEAL)
Cadre, contract:

Agri- Capital Fixed Fund to teacher, Y (eam member (SEAL)
culture Adminis- accumu- capital support etc., Contract supervisor: Production brigade (SEAL)

tax trative lation Welfare asset families supple- day month year
(nong expenses fund fund depre- of mentary
yeh (guan (gong (gong ciation service wage Total

Item shui) li fef) ii jin) yi jin) fund' menb fund' (heji) * The column titled "Name of persons" is used by the team to communicate to the

contracting member which fellow team members have contracted adjacent pieces of land.
Quota t Teams use several criteria to determine how much land each household can contract to

~h erent. Some teams divide cultivated land among households based on the number of persons
a (guding caichan zheiujijin) in each household. Other teams allocate land on the basis of the number of labour force units

c (ganbu, minjbao, n ngg puzhu gongz) (able-bodied workers) in each household. Still other teams use combinations of both criteria
to allocate land.

.The deductions listed above will be taken from the value of agricultural and : This clause in the contract seems to indicate that all output from households goes either
A. Tedducts Yisedbe will be ta mt to the state or the collective. The production team then returns surpluses to the household.

subsidiary products Y member delivers to X team. Because of the enormous transfer of commodities this would cause and because of limited

storage facilities at the team level, I doubt this practice holds for all areas. For example,

S mmberi a e tfarmers in Chuxian prefecture, Anhui province, delivered their grain to state grain stations
Y member agrees to provide number of water control basic construction where attendants saw that agricultural tax, standard quota, and above quota obligations

work days, and public service work days according to the team's work plans. were met. Then attendants calculated how much cash had to be deducted to meet collective

Those who do not provide work days will have to pay yuan for each work obligations. The residual cash balance was then given to farm families. See Cai Fang, Gu

day assessed. Xiulin, Zheng Yanan, and Hua Sheng, Graduate Institute of China's Academy of Social

Section VI Y member overdrew from X team, and Y member agrees to clear its Science, "Guanyu Chuxian dichu 'mai liang nan' wenti di diaocha" ("An investigation

Sectim X team, ad Y mregarding Chuxian prefecture's problem with 'grain sale difficulties,' ")Nongye jingi wenti
years.| (Problems in Agricultural Economics), No. 8 (August 1983), pp. VIII-52 to 54.

JFarmers have four channels to market their output. First, teams and households are

Repayment Plan required to deliver fixed quantities of produce to state purchase stations at fixed prices.

_Repayment 
Secondly, teams and households negotiate with state procurement agencies to deliver a fixed

Balance due 1982 1983 quantity at above quota prices. Thirdly, after teams and households have fulfilled standard

1984 1985 1986 1987 and above quota obligations, they may sell extra output to the state purchasing units at

negotiated prices. Finally, after filling all quotas, teams and households may sell goods in

rural markets at prices within ranges prescribed by government authorities. See Francis C.

Section VII Tuan and Frederick W. Crook, Planning and Statistical Systems in China's Agriculture, ERS,

teion Vo d fU.S. 
Department of Agriculture, FAER, No. 181, April 1983.

X team borrowed from Y member and X team agrees 
to clear its debt with Y || Members of production teams may become indebted to the their team when the value of

their labour earnings fall below the value of the grain, vegetable oil and firewood rations

dispensed during the year on an egalitarian basis.

Repayment Plan ¶ Teams sometimes borrow money from team members to meet obligations to the brigade

and commune, such as irrigation and administrative fees. Also teams borrow from team

members to pay off debts to the Agricultural Bank or Credit Co-operative and to complete
Balance due 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 payments for machinery and fertilizer to the local supply and marketing co-operatives.

*Presumably the court is at the commune or county level.

Section VIII Comments
Y member agrees to protect national and collective water control projects, d of the

promises not to destroy dikes, ditches, or water systems, and commits not to steal -9 Ch Before 9andlords owned the

or forcibly take water. Y member agrees to pay for electricity used to pump water. tenant system in pre-1949 China. Before 1949 landlords owned the land
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and agreements between landlord and tenants specified the amount of switch to sweet potatoes this year and plant rice next year? How much"contract rent" tenants should pay for use of the land. 7 Then, as now, pressure do government-controlled institutions in rural areas place on
agricultural taxes were paid to local government authorities. Local households to follow state plans? Do they supply or withhold irrigation
governments provided elemental services and generally upheld the rights water and credit to attain the desired effect?
of landowners- Section II raises the issue of the terms of the contract. How do teams

There are three major differences between the old tenant system and the determine the output of a specific crop on a certain field? Do state
baogan system. First, whereas landlords owned the land in the pre-1949 planning targets play a role?' If the output target is set low then
period, the land currently is owned collectively by production teams. households will be able easily to overfulfil the target and sell the remainder

Secondly, the government played a limited role in the pre-1949 tenant of its crop at above quota prices, thus increasing its income. If the target is
system. The government's role is now substantially larger. Under the set too high, the farm family will be hard pressed to meet the contract. If
baogan system the provisions in the contract highlight the rights and the same adverse terms prevail over a couple of years, the household will
power of the government and limit the action of teams and farm become indebted to the team or will have to break the agreement.
households. For example, households are: (1) led to plant certain crops Section II also points up the incentive problems teams have in decidmng
under the guidance of state plans; (2) required to deliver quantities of farm which families should grow which crops. If the financial return for
produce to government purchasing stations; and (3) forbidden to sell o growing different crops varies, then households will want to increase the
rent land on their own initiative.selo

renlad on ther own inat e larea of crops which bring high returns and decrease the area of those
Thirdly, in the old tenant system landlords and tenants through which bring low returns. How teams decide which households will grow

bargaing reached agreement on the amount of "contract rent." Elderly which crops affects incentives.
farmers who can remember the tenant system might well respond "under Section III brings to the surface some problems about procurement
the baogan system we can use a piece of land providing we pay what is quotas. How these quotas are determined will affect incentives. Do those
required to the collective and the state-little has changed." On the other with better land and higher yields also receive higher procurement quotas?
hand the rental payments to landlords characteristic of the tenant system Also at issue is the length of contracts for quotas. If quotas are set
are absent under baogan. It is difficult to find evidence in the model annually and if quotas are raised to follow yield increases, then farmers
contract that households pay "contract rent." Households are required to have less incentive to raise yields. If, however, procurement quotas are set
pay agricultural taxes, but the tax has been applied since 1949 and cannot for five years, farmers then have a greater incentive to increase yields
be considered a new form of rent. Households also pay into various because they earn additional income from selling above quota output at a
collective funds such as the capital accumulation and welfare fund, but higher price. China's farmers are like those the world over: they tend to
none of these payments can be singled out as serving the purpose of exploit the land if the contract period is only for one year. For example,"contract rent." The compulsory delivery of crops under the procurement national leaders reported that farmers applied chemical fertilizer to their
quota system likely embodies an element of rent, but this goes to the land if they thought the contract period was for one year. If the period was
government and is not a rental payment per se. Consequently, although for two years farmers applied farm manure and if the contract period was
the form of "baogan" is reminiscent of the tenant system, it does not for three years they began to grow restorative crops.'
function in quite the same way. Sections II and IV provide the framework in which income distribution

The model contract raises some important policy issues affecting problems are worked out. The problem cadres face is to set the terms of
incentives, but does not provide guidelines on how to resolve those issues the contract such that the requirements of state and collective are met, and
or improve incentives. Section I of the contract raises the issue of what yet enough is left for households to cover material input costs, and be
procedures production teams should use to allocate arable land to reimbursed for labour expended, risks taken and management skill used.
households. The model contract suggests land be divided on the basis of Enough residual must be left to motivate farmers to raise yields and
population or labour force. But the question of which family receives the output, and reduce production costs. Sufficient produce also must be set
contract on the fertile, well-watered land near the village centre has an aside to cover basic costs of the production team, such as administrative
important effect on production incentives. Is it parcelled out based on a costs and expenditures for water control projects. Finally, sufficient
lottery? Are households given the opportunity to bargain with other
households to farm choice pieces of land? 8. Currently there is insufficient evidence on these questions to formulate definitive

Setion 1loth rblmohwmchfedo hranswers. On the one hand the impression is given that many teams are primarily interested in
etio also highlights epoblm ofchowomuchIf the s for household delivery of products and are not so concerned with quotas for sown area, yields

farm families to make basic economic decisions. If the contract calls for a and output targets. On the other hand there is a sense that cadres in some teams do pay
household to plant rice can the fa attention to sown area quotas. For example, contracting rules in Tibet before June 1984

7. The term contract rent" refers to h d i r t suggest that team leaders did dictate the kind and area of crops to be sown. See FBIS, Daily

th.uhe se "cotrgacn" rocefs to the payment for the use of land which s arrived at Report: China, 2 July 1984, p. Q- 1.
through some bargammg process. It is the actual amount of rent paid. 9. Renmin ribao, 20 May 1983, p. 2.
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agricultural tax must be set aside to help sustain the national government commodities - principally grain. Normally a large portion of a
Miscalculation in any of the three areas over an extended period of time household's grain rations were distributed on egalitarian principles." The
wouclinjure ineet of the three arties andwould tend o fore balance of household income during the Cultural Revolution came fromwould in interests of one of the three parties and would tend to force a the labour-day work payment system which also tended to concentratechange in the system.co enrt

The model contract also highlights the government's policy to sustain payments within a narrow range. These two payment systems had

socialist institutions. Households agree to help construct and maintain egalitarian properties which reduced peasant initiative.

water conservancy projects, and contribute money to make capital Farm families have been motivated to increase output because the

investments, provide welfare needs of the team and pay administrative baogan system rewards them for using initiative and for taking production
costs and salaries for teachers.'o risks. The former labour-day work payment system spread production

economic risks among all farmers within the production team. At the same time

sTe e d ltrnsctions of lendg an irr ing ointhe raid individual team members had little influence over day-to-day managementsystem are dealt with in Sections VI and VI I. An interesting point raiseddeion.Tebgasytmwhncran
by the model contract concerns team indebtedness to its constituent decisions. The baogan system within certain constraints, allows household

households. It does indicate past dynamic interaction between households managers to take risks, and rewards or penalizes them according to their

and socialist institutions. More research will have to be done to find out performances. Households as an economic unit are now permitted, within

what the magnitude of these debts are and how far back in time they specified guidelines, to allocate their own resources to meet contract

reach. agreements. Whereas, before the baogan system, there was little incentive

The last section establishes formal procedures for resolving contract for farmers to raise their technological understanding, now farmers are

disputes. The realistic aspect of the model is that most disputes in the past eager to learn new techniques which show promise in raising yields and

have been settled by traditional patterns of discussion and accommoda- reducing production costs. Similarly, households have been encouraged to

tion. The unrealistic aspect is that conflicts are scheduled to go to the use their own funds to purchase tractors, build houses, and invest in rural

economic section of the people's court. How many economic sections have industries and business enterprises." All these factors have induced

been set up so far, what body of law has been developed to handle the farmers to pay more attention to costs of production and to raise output.
cases, and how many judges have been trained to deal with breaches of Secondly, households have been induced to increase output because the

contracts? baogan system gives them a semblance of control over a piece of land and

a certain degree of control over their economic lives. The strong desire of

farm families to own, or, at least control, a piece of land probably has not

f11. He Kang (ed.), Zhongguo nongye nianjian: 1981 (China Agricultural Yearbook, 1981)
The baogan system has become one of China's major rural incentive (Beijing: Nongye chubanshe, 1982), p. 68.
packages. China's leaders made major changes in political, administrative 12. Households made initial investments when they joined collective farms in the mid

economic 1950s. Rural investment in the period 1958-79 came primarily from the collective sector andand en policies and institutions to establish the system. In the households had great difficulty acquiring productive assets. Since 1980 farm families have
ideological field the Party also made some drastic changes, because during begun to purchase a wide range of assets such as tools, draught animals, tractors, trucks, and
the Cultural Revolution the use of baogan type systems were forbidden farm equipment. For example, household ownership of tractors shifted from 1% in 1980 to

Then the Party used the media to remind rural lead d 43",, at the beginning of 1984. See SWB, FE/W 1273, 8 February 1984, p. A-11. Households
ers an farmers that also have invested heavily in housing, building more than 830 million sq. m. of floor space in

even to advocate the use of the system was an ideological heresy. The costs 1983 (China Daily, 21 February 1984, p. 1.) Moreover, rural households have purchased
mncurred mn implementing baogan have been considerable. It is important tools for rural service trades, and have invested hundreds of million yuan in rural enterprises

therefre to understand th implementing baogan v beeortan such as food processing, brick making, and manufacture of handicraft items. ("Peasantshe incentive eets of baogan in order to invest in varied businesses," Beijing Review, No. 43 (22 October 1984), p. 9; SWB,
understand costs and benefits. Our preliminary view is that three factors FE/Wl306, 26 September 1984, p. A- 5and FE/Wl304, 12 September 1984, p. A-3). Under
motivate farm families to work in the baogan system. baogan, however, collective withholdings decreased from 9.73 billion yuan in 1982 to 8.36

billion in 1983, a decline of 14-1'. Household purchase and construction of fixed assetsFirst, the system effectively reimburses families for their work effort. 6.79 llion 13.is vestmnt was 547 r than ih 4 bi n
Through the setting of contracts, family members can see that actual work collected by production teams in their capital accumulation funds in 1983. See Ministry of
performance is rewarded. The baogan system replaced the egalitarian and Agriculture, Animal Husbandary and Fishery, Commune-Brigade Enterprise Management

labour-day work payment systems in which there was not a clear Bureau, Distribution Statistics Division, "Yi jiu ba san nian nongcunjingii shouji fenpei
qingkuang" ("The situation in distribution of economic benefits in rural areas in 1983"),

connection between the work one accomplished and the pay one received. Nongcun caiwu kuaiji, No. 8 (August 1983), pp. 3-6. Nonetheless, trends in net investment
In the Cultural Revolution farm households received both payments in- in the rural sector are not clear. For example, data on government investment in agriculture

and cash from oducti in 1982--84 are not known; it is difficult to determine the value of public work projects;kindom pro ion teams. In the late 1970s about 70 per cent and it is not known how teams actually invested their funds in their capital accumu-
of household income from the team was distributed in the form of lation accounts. Without these data it is currently difficult to assess the direction of invest-

ment in the agricultural (rural) sector. This important topic warrants close attention in the

10. FBIS. Daily Report. China, 16 November 1984, p. K-18. years to come.
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been greatly diminished by three decades of socialist education. While the ebr hc oeol . e eti h ieya eidfo 92t
baogan system does not give farm families ownership of land, it does give 1977. 16wr
them a degree of control. It is this sense of control which provides Since 1979 crop yields have increased substantially as shown in tePowerful incentives. Farm families now are provided a means byro ewich99crpyediavcnraehubtnilyassonih

pwerfl canentes. Frm thmiei onoares d in easing output and Table. There are difficulties in quantifying what portion of these increasesthey can earn respect from their contemporaries by increaig have come from the use of the baogan system and what portion is linked to
inmant growth of crops. They gain rese from tht m n increased specialization, use of fertilizers, new seeds, increases in procure-
lux ure way they manage their stewardship. ment prices and easier access to technical information. The Table below

Formtay heh m a e be tencord towlists percentage changes in yields in the periods from 1974 through 1984.Finally, households have been encouraged to work because the baogan The three-year period 1974-76 is the last part of the Cultural Revolutionsystem offers them greater flexibility in arranging work schedules and and represents a period when Mao's policies of grain self-sufficiency, non-allows them the opportunity to earn additional income. During the material incentives and strict central planning were operative. The period
Cupu Re utio, Am eaders clede rs ro m endwork 1977-79 represents a readjustment period when crop specialization withinat specific times. Also members were discouraged from engaging in limits was permitted, material incentives were restored, rural marketshousehold production activities. Under bagan, households can arrange began to open and less severe planning controls were enforced. The thirdtheir own work schedules. They have the responsibility to manage their period 1980-84 is the period in which the baogan system was implemented.

own time and resources in order to deliver the output as specified in the One should not be surprised to find that yield increases in the secondcontract. This flexibility, plus the opening of rural free markets and other three-year period (1977-79) were sometimes more impressive than gainsmarketing channels, has enabled previously underemployed family mem- made in the five-year period (1980-84).ield icressin the gaind
bers to generate additional earnings. Household members can engage in period were substantial because production teams were encouraged withinproduction projects such as carpentry and brick-laying, o agr limits to grow crops best suited for their environment. Also the govern-
duing comoditoes- ment raised state procurement prices for grain, oilseeds and cotton in this
Tbgassmhoural commperiod.The bogan system has had a substantial impact on rural commerce, per Moreover, input use rose substantially in this period. For example thecapita income and yields. Farmers under baogan are marketing a higher Table shows that chemical fertilizer and water control machinery use roseproportion of their output than Production teams did under the old dramatically in the years from 1977 to 1979."1 The fact that yield increasesincentive system. The system has encouraged household sideline pro- were maintained when fertilizer and water control machinery increasesduction and farmers are selling their wares to state-owned commercial were reduced in the third period, as shown in the Table suggests that the

entities and are trading goods in rural free markets, which were disbanded boa ytmddhv oiieipc nyed.Tecreainoduring the Cultural Revolution but which numbered 46,000 in 1983. " baogan system did have a positive impact on yields. The correlation of
Th bogan system has also induced changes in the supply and distribu increases with the use of the baogan system is highest with regard to cottonono farm s minputs, has in 1976 i fres wer fo ri u- and oilseed yields and less with grain yields. This finding lends support to
tion of farm ipt.Whereas in 1976 individual farmers were forbidden tooteevdnefudwihsgsstathebgnsyem 

assdpurchase tractors, byother evidence found which suggests that the baogan system was usedurse bearly in the 1980-82 period to grow cash crops and other systems were
Rural per capita incomes have risen sharply along with the im- used to grow grain. Some teams had begun to use the baogan to raise grainplementation of the production responsibility and baogansstm.ganyedroe8prcntvr192Aohrrcrdrinrphssystems. crops by 1982, but the practice became widespread only in 1983 when

Average per capita net income for the rural Pplto waonygrain yields rose 8-9 per cent over 1982. Another record grain crop has
133-6yuan in 1978 but rose substantially to 257-4yua pu ation 82was only been harvested for 1984 of 407 million tons and yields are estimated to risel33 6uanin 978butros sustatialy t 254 yan n l82.~ Tese5.3 per cent above 1983. In these two years when baogan was usedincome figures measured by rural surveys represent an increase of 93 per 5-3npe cenobove 98r tes to ears he ag asue
cent between 1978 to 1982, an average rate of growth of 178 per cent extensively to encourage farmers to raise grain crops, the average annualannually." These rapid growth rates are significant comparedw e growth of grain yields was 6-8 per cent compared with 38 per cent for thesluggish rates of growth of per capita income distributed three-year period 1980-82.

S3. China Daily, II January 1984, p. I. 16. Estimates of changes in rural income as measured by the two different methods cannot
14. State Statistical Burau, '. I i be compared directly, but the percentage change in the two five-year periods does give adSieing: Zhnguoti Zhongo c n o Yearbook) general impression of rapid growth of income in the last five-year period. See, He Kang ted.),

been reduced to 2
5

7.4yuan to comnse, p. 499, gives a figure of 270.11 yuan which has Zhongguo nongye nianjian: 1980 (China Agricultural Yearbook: 1980 (Beijing: Nongyegoods in kind distributed to m pensate r the change in the price used by teams to value chubanshe, November 1981), p. 41.g5. Frederic M Surs, "D ramati 17. The quantity of irrigation and drainage machinery is more important than the numberAgriculture, eonomic Rsearcramatic growth of rural income;" U.S. Department of of tractors because the last mentioned were more often used for transport than for
D.C., June 1984. rvice, China Outlook andSituation Report Washington cultivation purposes. Machinery to control water supplies, on the other hand, had an

important impact on yields, especially when water was used properly in conjuction with
chemical fertilizers and improved seed varieties.
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Tal:Aeae nulGotho rpVeds etlzr*n ahnr that the gradual introduction of production responsibility systems in

Use, 1974g4gtha

which payment is linked to output, along with other changes in rural
Years policies, has had a substantial effect on the agricultural sector and ". . .

vigorous growth has replaced stagnation."" National agricultural officers
Cultural Revolution Readjustment Period PRSI are less restrained in their praise. For example, Fan Gan, head of the

Items 797- ----- Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery, attributed theItems_1974-76 1977_79 /98044 bumper harvests in 1983 to:
Yields---Grains Percent change The further expansion and extension of the production responsibility system,

Oilseedc +2-7 +5-5 +5-2 which relies heavily on the individual and households to make decisions for

Cotton +9-6 +9-0 themselves and ties incomes to their production."'

Inputso - 70 +5-5 +12-8 Government increases in farm product procurement prices, the opening
Fertilizer' +44 of rural markets, and the loosening of planning controls constitutes a new
Water control +16-2 +235 +10-8 environment in which it is possible for the baogan system to realize its

machinery +9-5 +2-3 potential. While one cannot measure precisely the effect the baogan system
has had on raising output and yields, there is clear evidence that the

Notes and Sources system's impact has been positive. China's farm families have respondedsysamS stands he pion responsibility system. The baogan was one of many PRS favourably to the opportunity to work for their own economic well-beingb. In China's repr but begame the dominant system used in 1983 and 1984. and this new surge of energy has had important repercussions for China'sgr s ahses reportingv grain includes wheat, rice, coarse grains, other miscellaneous national agricultural output and trade.
grains, Pulses, tubers (converted to a grain-equivalent weight using a 5:1 ratio), andsoybeans,

c. China includes in oilseeds only peanuts, rape-seed, sesame-seed, sunflower, and linseedOit. Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service tnternational
Economics Division, Asia Branch, People's Republic of China Section, "PRC data base,"unpub. The data set contains figures from various yearbooks and State Statistical Bureaureports.SaesaitclBru

d. Data for fertilizer and water control machinery were found only for 1974-83. ThePercentage increases in the table are for these years only. There are Preliminary indicationsthat supplies of these inputs rose substantially in 1984 but final figures are not yet available.
e. Weight of fertilizer used times the conversion factor of 0 202 was used to obtain

effective weight applied.

Grain, oilseed and cotton: yield data comes from He Kang led.), Zhongguo ngyenianjian: 1980 (China Agricultural Yearbook 1980) (Beijing: Nongye chubanshe 1981);
China Agricultural Yearbook: 1981; State Statistical Bureau, Zhongguo ongi niuanhian 1981
(Chinas Statistical Yearbook 1981) (Beijing: China's Statistical Press, 1982); Zhongguo tong
zhaiyao (Chinese Statistical Abstract) (Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe) Vols. for 1983
and 1984. State Statistical Bureau, "1982 economic report," Renmin ribao, 10 March 1985,p. 2. gives output figures for 1984. USDA area and yield estimates were used for 1984.Fertilizer: 1973 and 1974, China Agricultural Yearbook: 1980, p. 43; 1975, ChineseEconomic Yearbook Committee Zhongguo ingi nianjian. 1981 (China s Economic Year-book, 1981) (Beijing: Jingji guali zazhishe chuban, 1981), VI13 p.41e97 aad r97
China Agricultural Yearbook: 1980, p. 43; 1978, China's Statisti Yearbok,1; 1976 and 1977
1979, Chinas Economic Yearbook 198), p. 41; 1980 and s Statistical Yearbook, 981, p. 82;
1981, p. 182; 1982 and 1983. Chinese Statistical Abstract 198, China's Statistical Yearbook,

Horsepower: 1973-79, China Agricultural Yearbook 198, p. 39; 1980 and 1981, Chinas
Statistical Yearbook 1981, p. 171; 1982 and 1983, Chinese Statistical Abstract, 1983, p. 32
and 1984, p. 37.

'China's leaders attribute much of the gains in recent years, particularly
1981-1984, to the use of the production responsibility and the baogansystems. For example, Hi u Yaobang chairman of the Chinese Communist 18. FBIS, Daily Report: China, 8 September 1982, p. K-3.Party, reported in his speech to the 12th Party Congress, September 1982, 19. Ge Dewei, "Weather poor--crop good, thanks to new setup," (China Daily, 14

December 1983, p. 1.
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NOTES ON MUNICIPAL FINANCE IN ZUEJIANG PROVINCE, CHINA

FROM A SECTOR STUDY PREPARATION MISSION

APRIL 1986

David 4. de Ferranti

PREFACE

These notes are based on a very brief introductory visit to Zhejiang

province'4 'he mission had only six working days in Zhejiang, followed by a

week in Beijing. Much of the time in Zhejiang was taken up by discussions

concerning arrangements for the follow-up sector study mission planned for

later in 1986. The translators provided had extremely limited English; little

documentation was available; and hour after hopr of lengthy formal speeches/ <

had o Wmiret uilssibeg time for data collection and

questioning. One cannot presume in such circumstances to have achieved any

notable breakthroughs in understanding a complex subject in a complex

country. The purpose of the observations here is thus simply to summarize

what was learned, as an assist to the full sector study mission to follow.

There undoubtedly will be many points that the follow-up work will correct or

amend.

The notes are organized in sections as follows:

The role of municipal governments in the overall administrative

structure of Zhejiang province

The organization of municipal governments



Revenue sources

- taxes

- user fees

- revenue from enterprises

- transfers from the provincial and central governments

Expenditures

Budgeting and financial management

Problems and strategies

Aiscellaneous

Annex A: The administrative structure of Zhejiang Province



THE ROLE OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS IN THE OVERALL ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE
OF ZHEJIANG PROVINCE

Zhejiang is one of China's 29 provinces, located in the eastern,

central part of the country near the sea coast and only kmrs. from

Shanghai. It has a population of 40 million, 4% of the national figure.

The mission focused mainly on two of Zhejiang's cities: Hangzhou, the

provincial capital, and Shaoxing. There are a total of eleven places

officially designated as cities in Zhejiang, and over 500 towns. Many of the

towns have over 50,000 residents [c~heck:] and a few are rapidly approaching

city status. The situation in towns and in the nine cities not visited was

discussed only at a very general level.

As elsewhere in China, Zhejiang's administrative subdivisions, which

include prefectures, "provincial level cities", counties, "county level

cities", townships (formerly "communes"), towns, and villages (formerly

"brigades"), are linked to one another in a well-defined hierarchical pyramid

under the provincial government itself. Wit1icities, distinctions are made

between the "urban district", the "built up area" within the urban district,

and the "suburbs", which a the parts of -

wittrr-thebui tltup area. Also within the jurisdiction of each city are a

number of counties, largely rural, that surround the urban district. Further

details on the administrative structure of the province and its cities are

described in Annex A.

Each city and town has its own semi-autonomous government, supervised

by the next higher level authority in the hierarchy. The functions of these

municipal governments are considerably broader than in a4ma+eother countries.

Besides the usual functions of providing basic services and infrastructure,



municipal governments are responsible for overseeing the state-owned

enterprises in their locality, other than those specifically designated as

provincial or central government enterprises. They also regulate many aspects

of the non-state-owned enterprises within their boundaries, including both the

collectives and the individually owned retail shops and street vendors; often

they own and staff numerous collectives. In addition, municipal governments

are in charge of controlling land use, land development, and transfers of land

use rights from one occupant to another. All land is still owned by the state

in China, and in cities the municipal governments Eid the-pet-rf the state

in controlling land. They also are the principal entity in housing construc-

tion, rehabilitation, and maintenance, although enterprises and private

individuals also play important roles in expanding the housing supply.

Finally, municipal governments serve as tax collector for the provincial and

central governments, funneling tax revenues from the enterprises upward;

concomitantly they channel grants and loans downward from above, directing

investment funds to priority development projects.

The list of functions and the ways that municipal authorities carry

them out have been undergoing rapid transition recently, spurred in part by

the 19849ked reform that introduced a tax system to replace /tuss4ek

requirem nts Lar enterprises submit theirlnet revenue to the government.

Although municipal authorities still are active in planning and monitoring

local commercial and industrial development generally, they appear to be

headed toward reduced involvement in the operations of enterprises

individually. The chief areas of involvement currently are collecting taxes,

selecting top officials of enterprisd7, responding to requests for special



investment project funds, starting new collectives and overseeing ones they

own, and reviewing the expansion plans of enterprises for effects on land use,

pollution, employment, and utilization of municipal services (water, etc.).

[Check]

In talks with a variety of small, non-state-owned enterprises (repair

shops, retail grocery store collectives, street stall vendors, and the like),

the authors found that the perception by enterprise and collective operators

of their relationship to the municipal government is not unlike that

encountered in other countries; one hears a typical amount of non-specific

grumbling about how high the taxes are that "they" impose on "us". Municipal

government staff indicated that this view is characteristic of all but the

largest enterprises, which are more closely linked with city officials.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

Municipal governments in Zhejiang consist of (i) central bureaus;

(ii) service enterprises, which provide urban services (water, bus transport,

housing, etc.); (iii) the other state-owned enterprises assigned to the

municipality, which produce ordinary goods and services; and (iv) some

additional enterprises that, though technically "collectives" rather than

state-owned,- are in fact owned and supervised by the municipality.

In practice, when city officials talk about their government, they

mean the central bureaus and service enterprises, or frequently just the

central bureaus. An organization chart for the city of [angzhou is attached

[translate and redo chart from city staff].

1/ The distinction between state-owned and not state-owned in this case was

explained to the author as, first, state-owned enterprises would have

controlled prices and, second, they would have guaranteed access to raw
materials.



Among the central bureaus, the Urban and Rural Construction

Commission plays a key oversight and coordinating role. The Financial and Tax

Bureau, also reporting directly to the mayor, keeps the budget and collects

taxes and other revenue.

The collectives owned and supervised by the municipality have

recently become much more numerous, according to one source. Some towns and

cities reputedly are actively engaged in setting up and staffing new such

collectives. They provide the funds and building, while the individuals

recruited to run the operation just do the work. The authoc spoke with staff

of Qae, collective specialty equipment shop, /tn-le *only two employees and

ha/been in existence only six months.

The interest of the municipal authorities in this "local government

entrepreneurship" is twofold. First, they see it as a source of more

municipal revenue; because they "own" each operation, they can take a larger

share of the net profit, if they like, than if the entity were independent and

therefore under the tax system for conventional collectives. Second, it is a

means to creating jobs needed for the expanding number of workers in the

cities and towns.

There are many points about these municipally owned collectives that

bear further looking into. One question is whether the net result is simply

to proliferate many small inherently inefficient enterprises.

REVENUE SOURCES

Zhejiang's municipal governments get their revenue from four types of

sources: taxes, user fees, remittanc by certain enterprises of their net

profits, and transfers from the two higher levels of government, provincial

and central.



Taxes

The specific taxes collected by the municipalities are listed and

described in Table 1.

Some taxes are reserved exclusively for the municipality. In the

case of others, a proportion is sent on to the provincial government, which in

turn sends on a part to the central government. About two-thirds of the total

tax revenue collected at the municipal level is passed up to the higher

levels, reflecting the local officials' role as tax collector for provincial

and central authorities. The only entities that municipal governments do not

collect the taxes of, withiin their boundaries, are the state-owned enterprises

assigned to the provinc or central government.

The revenue from all taxes collected locally is recorded in a single

pooled account, without -- initially at least -- distinguishing between the

shares due to each governmental level. Then i1d the local share is

determined and the balance is transmitted to the province.

This practice makes it necessary in the description here to first

talk about the tax take overall and then the local portion,(KGl a-

The Tax Take Overall. The first four taxes listed in Table 1 form

the backbone of China's current system of generating state revenue, replacing

the pre-1984 arrangements. They account for about 90% of the total tax

revenue collected by Hangzhou city, and about two-thirds of its revenue from

1/
all sources. For Shaoxing city, similar percentages were found.-

1/ There are still quite a few data gaps to be resolved on these figures; for
both cities. See Table 3.



The Urban Construction and Maintenance Tax (UCMT) is reserved for the

municipality and earmarked expressly for development and upkeep on urban

infrastructure and services, excluding social services like education and

health. The revenue obtained by all municipalities in Zhejiang province in

1985 from the UCMT was Y1.31 billion, accounting for about a third of their

total revenue net of amounts transmitted to higher levels. [Check: This

figure is derived from the provincial staff's "brief introduction"I '7
The surcharges on the Industrial and Commercial Tax and on user fees

contribute another Y36 million, 5r:%

Other taxes generate comparatively minor sums of revenue.

All terms and particulars of all taxes, including who pays and what

the tax rates are, are determined by higher level authorities, leaving the

municipalities little autonomy for selecting and fine-tuning tax policies and

instruments.

The Municipality's Share of the Total Take. Besides the Urban

Construction and Maintenance Tax, municipal governments are entitled to keep

all of the revenue from the surcharges on the Industrial and Commercial Tax an

on user fees. In most cases, the surcharges, like the UCMT, are earmarked for

infrastructure and services.

In addition, the municipality is permitted to retain a designated

percent of the revenue from all other taxes combined. According to one

source, the percent limit is now 22% in some parts of Zhejiang. [Need more on

this.]



Overall, the municipal share of the total take in Hangzhou and

Shaoxing in 1985 was:

31% for Hangzhou as a whole, and 27% for AnMe=&s Urban District; and

38% for Shaoxing as a whole, and 35% for i-E Urban District. /

Many municipal authorities argue strongly that they desperately need

increased revenues to meet their current and anticipated future

requirements. They find the present tax policy arrangements, with everything

of importance decided from above, to be confining. They therefore have begun

to seek other ways to increase their revenues. One way that is sometimes

cited is to promote local economic growth generally. Another is to start more

municipally owned collectives, as described above. This latter practice

appears to have been spreading rapidly in the last few years.

What thus seems to be happening is that the constraints imposed from

above on local tax options are forcing localities into other initiatives, the

full implications of which are not yet clear -- and need to be examined

thoroughly.

1/ These figures were estimated by the author from the data provided, and

need to be checked carefully. The estimates are based on taking the

municipality's total expenditure as an estimate of its retained revenue,
and comparing that figure to the reported total revenue. This approach

would need to be modified if the municipality has some retained revenue
that it doesn't spend.



User Fees

Most municipal services have some kind of fee, but its level is very

low relative to the full cost of the service supplied. The main user fees

charged in Flangzhou city are listed and described in Table 2. Rents for

housing units, tqat the municipalities owa-.nd-amage recover only a small

fraction of the total cost including depreciation and interest. One source

stated that on average nationwide, rents would have to be increased by fifteen

times their current level in order to cover the total cost. Understandably,

therefore, government deliberations about adjusting housing rents upward

assume that any such changes would need to be gradual and combined with wage

level reforms.

In addition to the municipally owned and managed housing, many

enterprises provide housing for employees and their dependents. Enterprises

work out their own arrangements about rents, which typically are as low or

lower than in municipal housing. At least in this case, though, the

municipality does not have to provide continuing subsidies to cover the

maintenance and eventual replacement cost.

There is not yet any explicit fee for land use in Zhejiang. Rents

include 9o land-related factor. Experts in Beijing recognize that a land use

charge is needed, and legislation to implement one is nat before the State

Council of the central government. The content of this legislation is being

held in close secrecy at the moment. Various experts acknowledged, however,

that certain proposals have been aired that would tie land use charges to the

type of use (residential, heavy or light industrial, etc.), the location, and

the size and quality of the improvements. Experimental application of land

use charges is going on now in four cities officially and many others less



formally. A number of smaller towns, impatient to get the revenue, have

proceeded with charges of their own design. All proposals being considered

would be levied on enterprises, not households.

Existing fees for water, gas (for heating and cooking), and bus

transport were said to cover a substantial proportion of operating costs, but

the precise interpretation of operating costs needs to be checked. Beijing

researchers on urban issues said that options for raising fees on a wide range

of municipal services are being contemplated. But as with housing, the

subject gets enmeshed with wage policy.

In Rangzhou, there is a separate municipally owned service enterprise

for each of the following services: water, gas, bus transport, taxi transport,

garbage removal and road cleaning, sanitary waste water treatment, construc-

tion of municipal housing, construction of enterprise housing, construction of

streets and bridges, and construction of non-residential buildings. None are

fully self-sustaining financially, although water and bus transport supposedly

cover 95-100% of their operating costs in an average year.

Municipal government accounts 4s kept by the Financial and Tax Bureau

treat as revenue only t eincome' frni- fre that is remitted by the service

enterprise to the central bureaus. Thus, in the revenue statistics reported

here (in the text and in Table 3 especially), fees appear as a small fraction

of the total revenue. The only fees expressly broken out as such in the

statistics are for water effluent charges.

Revenue from Enterprises

This category includes remittances by the municipally owned

collectives of their net profit. It may also include remittances of profits

from other enterprises under the municipality's jurisdiction. I



The exact meaning of the figures in this category need to be checked

because the explanations given were far from clear. For example, it is not

obvious why some enterprises should be remitting revenues other than through

the tax system.

The amounts of revenue obtained by the cities of Hangzhou and

Shaoxing in 1985 from all sources are summarized in Table 3.

Transfers from the Provincial and Central Government

Municipal governments receive only modest transfers from higher level

authorities in China, unlike many other countries where transfers account for

large fractions of local expenditure. In kR4Agho,4pthe Urban District in

1985, transfers earmarked for urban infrastructure and service improvements

and maintenance constituted only 3.5% of the total municipal budget. The city

receives other transfers for other purposes too. Although data on them were

not available this time, the total transfer revenue to the city was reported

to be small.

Transfers are for specific investments, presented as special project

proposals by the city authorities to the provincial government, which in turn

may ask for help from the central government's Ministry for Urban and Rural

Construction and Environmental Protection. There do not appear to be any

standard criteria for evaluating project proposals, or any procedure for

assessing and comparing the costs and benefits of alternative projects. Each

municipal entity has its own "wish list", ready to bring out for every

visiting dignitary. Some projects are purely functional -- for instance,

construction of new water treatment plants. Others are of a completely

different sort -- for example, restoration of historical sites in the West

Lake area of Hangzhou.



Transfers can be either loans or grants. In principle, if the purpose

of the transfer is to support a "productive sector" project, the transfer is

supposed to be a loan. If it is for a "nonproductive sector", it is a

grant. Further details need to be obtained during the follow-up mission,

particularly on (i) the terms and conditions of loans, (ii) the frequency with

which loans in fact are made in lieu of grants, and (iii) the extent and

timeliness of repayment of loans.

EXPENDITURES

Expenditure data for municipalities in Zhejiang are recorded by broad

functional categories as shown in Table 4. There was not time in this visit

to delve into what is and is not included in each of these categories, or into

the composition of the large "administrative cost" item. Expenditure data by

object (wages, materials, etc.) were requested but never materialized. It

appears that Hangzhou and Shaoxing officials do keep some data by object but

do not regard that information as important enough to keep readily available

in summary form.

The data that get used most, as in Table 4, lump together both

recurrent and capital spending, with no differentiation between the two

types. The mission's requests for separate recurrent and capital account data

met with bewilderaent at first. Later, it seemed that such data does exist

but no one looks at things much that way.

Allocation of funds by function is done by simple extrapolations of

past levels, adjusted for new initiatives decided by consultations among the

top city officials. New initiatives are chosen without formal analysis of

alternatives.



A major allocation issue exists within housing construction.

Municipal governments build some housing of their own and other housing that

they sell to enterprises (translated as "commercial housing"). Choices to do

one rather than the other have far-reaching implications, not the least of

which is that municipally maintained housing entails large, continuing

subsidies. Evidently the standard approach has been to build municipal

housing entirely, unless either (i) some enterprises that are expanding

succeed in convincing city officials to redevelop a tract for commercial

housing or (ii) the municipality has run out of funds that year and can only

afford to do commercial housin The city of Shaoxing, -ecause-J.as-ar

many years RhoMl aof-tisbi

of all housing units nwned H7Tr**t

Decisions on the mix of municipal housing a'nd commercial housing

deserve more careful consideration by city leaders. The advantages of

commercial housing, as a way of lightening the subsidy burden on municipal

government, warrant more attention. Against these advantages must be weighed

the need to assure that those families not associated with the better off

enterprises do not get inequitably treated.

BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The two cities visited have a budget process similar to that in many

other countries. All of the constituent parts of each municipal government

(the central bureaus and service enterprises) submit budget requests to the

Financial and Tax Bureau (FTB) each year. The final budget, once approved by



the mayor, is then monitored through the year by the FTB, which also

reconciles the year-end accounts. Final records of actual expenditures are

available a few months after the yearly closing.

When a particular bureau or service enterprise runs up a deficit, it

can receive a supplement. This does happen from time to time, apparently

without a tangible penalty to the recipient. When the author asked if the

lack of some sort of hand slap would lessen incentives to improve efficiency,

the answer N "a )rohlem; all managers want to be as efficient as

possible".

FTB also handles the details of tax collection. All entities subject

to tax are expected to make the necessary payments regularly without

prodding. However, once a year, staff from the Shaoxing FTB go around to

every enterprise, collective, and individually owned shop to check up. Those

in arrears are required to pay up on the spot and also are assessed a fine for

lateness.

PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES

Municipal and provincial officials are acutely aware that the

populations of cities and towns in Zhejiang will continue to grow

significantly in the next decade and beyond. For Hangzhou (whole city), the

natural rate of increase (births minus deaths) was reported to be about two

percent; inmigration, both legal and illegal, and continued expansion of the

"floating population" (people who work in the city but have their residence

registered elsewhere) raises the total growth rate above two percent. For

some towns in Zhejiang, the growth rate is probably much higher than in

Hangzhou. Local officials recognize all this. They also see China's long-



standing controls on migration are becoming increasingly irrelevant now as

enforcement is relaxed and the importance of the grain ration diminishes as a

result of the rise in per capita incomes.

These authorities perceive too that the existing infrastructure of

most cities and towns in Zhejiang, particularly in housing, streets, water

supply, and wastewater treatment, is extremely inadequate even for the present

needs, and will be unable to cope with the additional demands generated by

future growth. In the view of some, a large backlog of unmet requirements for

infrastructure improvements has built up over years of relative neglect of

urban services. Massive investments will therefore be needed over the next

several years both to compensate for past insufficiencies and to accommodate

future expansion.

The financial requirements for this adjustment period are expected to

be very substantial. For Hangzhou as a whole, municipal authorities have

estimated a need for Y200 million. They anticipate that only about half of

that amount will be available from existing sources. This conclusion is based

on aeana ng that local revenues will provide Y75 million, and transfers (from

the central and provincial governments and from other sources within the

municipal government [check]) will supply another Y25 million.

Neither the provincial nor the municipal officials appear to have

developed well articulated strategies for dealing with this problem of a

funding gap.

LISCELLANEOUS

A New Tax. On the author's last day in China, the China Daily

newspaper announced that a new tax has been approved by the State Council, the

proceeds of which are intended to aid education. The tax will be a one -



percent surtax on the product, value added, and operating taxes (the first

three items in Table 1), and thus will be paid by all enterprises and

collectives.

Borrowing. Municipal governments do not engage now in floating bonds

or other forms of borrowing for urban infrastructure and services projects.

(Transfers that the central government makes in the form of loans, discussed

above, are the closest thing to general municipal borrowing that is done

now. But these arrangements are still far removed from open market

borrowing.) However, enterprises and collectives, including those owned and

managed by municipalities, are able to borrow -- for example, from the state

banks. The extent to which they actually do borrow, in the case of Zhejiang,

is not clear.

"Selling Houses". Housing units typically remain within a single

family indefinitely, passed on to younger generations. Although the

municipality (in the case of municipally owned housing) or the enterprise (in

the case of enterprise owned housing) technically can assign the unit to

someone else, this rarely happens. From time to time, though, the occupants

of a unit do give it up for one reason or another. In that event, the

household can find another household to take over the unit and accept a fee

from that household. The level of the fee can be negotiated between the two

parties; there is no control on the amount. The housing authority normally

agrees to the takeover. This practice was described informally in a large

meeting, and needs to be verified. Its extent and implications also need to

be explored.

Magnitude of [ousing Investment Nationwide. Investment in housing

has increased dramatically in recent years, both in absolute terms and as a

percent of the total capital construction budget. It was 5.5% of the capital



construction budget in 1979, and is now 19%. The current figure is higher

than in the USSR, which is at 14%. Part of the reason for the presently high

rate is to compensate for the underinvestment in the past.

On average nationwide, the maintenance cost for housing is Y2.6 per

square meter. But the rent charged is only Y2.1. Rent payments now

constitute only 2-3% of personal income for an average household.



ANNEX A

THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF ZHEJIANG PROVINCE

Zhejiang is subdivided into three prefectures and eight areas

designated as "cities at the provincial level". These eleven jurisdictions,

administratively independent of one another and non-overlapping, form the

highest tier of the province's governmental structure.

The prefectures are subdivided into counties, the counties into

townships (formerly called "communes"), and the townships into villages

(formerly "brigades"). Each county has at least one center big enough to be

designated as a "county town". Three of the province's county towns had, by

1985, attained the status of "cities at the county level".

These three county level cities, plus the eight provincial level

cities, form the eleven cities that the provincial statistics refer to when

describing urban development. Steps are being taken now to upgrade two other

towns to cities, but the description here covers only the eleven.

The jurisdiction of the eight provincial level cities are

considerably larger than the urbanized portion at their core. Each of these

"cities" consists administratively of an "urban district" and a number of

surrounding counties (which are clearly affiliated with their city and are not

part of any prefecture). The urban district consists of a "built up area" and

"suburbs". Within the urban district, there are further subdivisions, the



largest of which are translated as "districts" (unfortunately). Below these

districts are "stations" in the organizational arrangements used by municipal

housing bureaus. A station typically covers a single housing block.

There are a total of 66 counties, 508 county towns, and 2,729

townships in Zhejiang, as of 1985.

The provincial city of Hangzhou has, besides its urban district,

seven counties. Shaoxing has five counties.

Cities, prefectures, counties, county towns, and townships all have

their own governments, with staff organized into departments roughly in the

same way as the higher level authority they are answerable to. At the top of

this hierarchical pyramid is the provincial government itself, which in turn

is answerable to the central government. Within each city, the urban

district, built up area, suburbs, districts, and stations are administered by

one combined municipal government.
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THI WORLD BANK/INTER-NA1ONAL I!N(AF (OHPOR/TION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATF April 18, 1986

1O Mr. David de Ferranti, ,Chief, WUDOD

FROM Michael A. Cohen, Advisor, Policy and Research, WUDSR

EXTENSION 61451

SUBJFCT Terms of Reference: CHINA, TURKEY, UNITED KINGDOM

1. From April 27 through May 9, you will participate in an AEPU-W
mission to China to initiate an urban services sector study of Zhejiang
Province. You will he responsible for urban finance issues within the
context of the mission's terms of reference dated April 7, 1986
(attached).

2. From May 11 through about May 14, you will attend the UNCHS
Commission meeting in Istanbul, Turkey. In sessions there with country
representatives and donor officials, you will discuss recent research
findings and exchange views on priorities for future research.

3. From about May 14 through May 16, you will visit London to talk
with ODA and DPU researchers about possibilities for collaborative
efforts.

4. In addition to contributing to the aide-memoire for the China
mission, you will prepare, on your return, a Back-to-Office Report
covering the Turkey and U.K. stops.

Cleared and cc: Messrs. CuKok, AEP; Mitchell, EMPUR

cc: Messrs. Rajagopalan, PPDDR (3)
Churchill, Costa, Cook, Walters, Jones, Armstrong-Wright,
Renaud, Satin, Ms.Jackson, WUD
Kirmani, Blaxall, Sud, Hamer, EAP
Kaji, Koch-Weser, Ahmed, AEA
Vorkink,T ECAE
Picciotto, Goffin, Ljung, EMP
Stoutjesdijk, Chaffey, Murli, EM2
Hassan, LEGEM
Arlosoroff, Read (acting), Potashnik, Mrs. Saunders, TUDSR

DdeFerranti:dj
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THF WORI F) BANK/INTE HNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATF April 7, 1986

To Messrs. Cu Kok, Hamer (AEPUW); deFerranti_(WUD); Bertaud (CON)

F HUM Inder K. Sud, Chief, AEPUW

XUNMN)N 76383

suJui i CHINA - Provincial Urban Services Sector Study
Terms of Reference

1. On or about April 27, you will arrive in Hangzhou to begin
preparation for the urban services sector work in Zhejiang Province, China.
During the preparatory mission, you should:

(a) reach agreement with the central and provincial governments
regarding the objectives and scope of the proposed sector work;

(b) discuss and reach agreement with the central and provincial
governments regarding the formation and composition of
counterpart teams that will be working with different mission
team members;

(c) determine the nature and extent of information that would be
required; and

(d) identify the prospective candidates who would be preparing
substantial papers on particular topics of interest.

2. In Hangzhou, you will meet and discuss with, among others, officials
from the Provincial Construction Bureau, the Economic and Planning Bureau, and
the Finance Bureau. Upon the completion of your work in Hangzhou, you will
proceed to Beijing, where you will meet with and brief officials from the
central ministries, notably the Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and
Environmental Protection, the State Planning Commission, the State Statistics
Bureau, the System Reform Commission, and the Ministry of Finance. In both
Hangzhou and Beijing, in view of your more general objective of establishing
contacts with experts dealing with the urban sector, you will meet with
researchers, academics, and others engaged in urban and regional development
work.

3. You will leave an aide-memoire summarizing your findings and the
results and agreements of your discussions with both provincial and central
level officials. You will keep the Resident Mission informed.

4. Upon return to Washington, you will prepare the initiating memo-
randum.

Cleared w/&cc: Mr. Ahmed (AEACH)

cc: Messrs. Koch-Weser, Ahmed (AEACH); Turnham, Costa (WUD):
Lim (AEACF); Asia Files

Cu Kok:fq/B3a19
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THE FOREIGN TRADE PORT

OF NINGBO

Ningbo City Statistics Bureau

Ningbo, a well-known port city in South- what are now known as the Zhoushan

east China, is a major Chinese trading port Islands. Scientists believe that the Islands

and one of the 14 coastal cities designated were separated from the land through slow

in 1984 for the further introduction of but steady geological movement over many

foreign investment. With pleasant weath- centuries.

er, fertile land, rich mineral resources and Ningbo has a coastline of 830 km. Its

a natural deep-water harbour, it has been islands have coastlines totalling 600 km.

the political, economic, cultural and com- Most of the land in the northwest of the

munications centre of east Zhejiang Pro- area is sandy, good for cotton growing and

vince since ancient times. The city is also a salt-making. The southeastern part has

tourist resort, well known for picturesque numerous polders along a rocky coast and

hills and lakes and numerous sites of his- is ideal for seafood production and harbour

torical interest. construction. Ningbo City is an important

foreign trade port, and Shipu is one of the

GEOGRAPHY four major fishing harbours in Zhejiang
Province.

Ningbo, situated on the East China coast Major rivers in the Ningbo area include

at the southeastern tip of the Yangtze the Yongjiang, Yuyao, and Fenghua riv-

Delta, is located at 28°51' and 30033' ers, which total 5,400 km 2 in length. Les-

North, and 120055' and 122016' East. It ser rivers include the Qiantang, Zhongtang

faces the sea in the east, with the Zhoushan and Houtang rivers in Dongxiang Town

Islands off the coast providing a natural i Qinxian County, and the Nantang,

defence. In between Sanmen Bay in the Xizhongtang and Xitang rivers in Xixiang

south and Hangzhou Bay in the north, it is Town'.

bounded by the Sanman and Tiantai coun- A canal is being dug to link the area with

ties of Taizhou Prefecture in the south, the ancient Grand Canal from Hangzhou

and the Shangyu, Chenxian and Xinchang to Beijing. The 22 km2-Dongqian Lake is

counties of Shaoxing City in the west. the largest in Zhejiang Province.

Ningbo slopes slowly from southwest to Ningbo has. a subtropical monsoon cli-

northeast, with the southeastern part being mate, with a temperature averaging at

hilly and the central and northeastern parts 16.2°C annually, and a frost-free period of

being fertile Ningbo-Shaoxing alluvial between 230 and 240 days. There is an

plains, criss-crossed by rivers. The Siming annual rainfall of between 1,300 and 1,400

Mountains snake across Yuyao, Fenghua mm.

and Qingxian counties in the west. The Ningbo has rich mineral resources, with

Tiantai Mountains originally included 35 verified minerals, including lead, zinc,
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magnetite, pyrite, vitrain, gypsum, clay, ines, citrus fruit, strawberries, blood
alunite, fluorite, kaolin, tuff, silica marble, clams, razor clams, oysters, field snails,
perlite, bentonite, pyrauxite and granite. grouper and geese, as well as flowers and
Deposits of these minerals are large and potted landscapes which sell well both at
easy to exploit. home and abroad.

The gross agricultural output value in

ECONOMIC 1984 was RMBY3.063 bn. The total out-
put of grain reached 2.137 mn tonnes, of

DEVELOPMENT cotton, 70,000 tonnes and of rapeseed,
60,000 tonnes.

In 1984 the city's gross industrial and There is more than 453,000 ha of hilly
agricultural output value reached land in Ningbo, where bamboo, bamboo
RMBY9.708 bn, with a national income of shoots, tea and fruit are grown. In 1984 the
RMBY4.87 bn, or RMBY1,009 per capita. city produced 10.63 mn tonnes of bamboo,

28,890 tonnes of bamboo shoots, 12,000
Industry tonnes of tea and 55,000 tonnes of fruit.

In 1984 Ningbo raised 1.79 mn pigs and
Industry constitutes the mainstay of produced 48,660 tonnes of pork. Its 3,374
Ningbo's economy. In 1984 the gross in- dairy cattle produced 6,540 tonnes of milk.
dustrial output value amounted to The number of sheep and rabbits in stock
RMBY6.644 bn. Over 420,900 people was 93,200 and 352,270 respectively, at
work in factories and mines. Light, textile, the end of 1984. In addition, the city raised
machinery, petroleum, chemical and food- 11.55 mn head of poultry producing
processing enterprises constitute the major 24,080 tonnes of eggs. It also kept 230,000
part of the industrial sector, and are well hives of bees, which produced 10,765 ton-
coordinated by power, electronic, phar- nes of honey.
maceutical, metallurgical and building Ningbo has 80,000 ha of shallow sea
materials industries as well as communica- waters and 20,000 ha of polder land. In
tions and arts and crafts facilities. Many of 1984 the city produced 12,500 tonnes of
the industrial products are well known in aquatic products, including 12,000 tonnes
China and overseas. The city exports 300 of sea water products and 8,715 tonnes of
products, and 222 of its products have freshwater products.
been awarded quality prizes. Major pro-
ducts include chemical fertilisers, pesti- Transport and
cides, acid and soda, petroleum products,
internal-combustion engines, power gener- Telecommunications
ators, transformers, ships, cars, tractors,
machine tools, water meters, microscopes, Ningbo is an important centre of water and
chemical fibre, gauze, cotton prints, silk land communications for the coastal areas
fabrics and knitwear. of .east Zhejiang Province, with rivers,

Traditional arts and craft articles in- railways, roads and air links extending to
clude bone and wood inlaid ware, embroi- many parts of the country. In 1984, 18.1
dered clothing, silver- and gold-thread mn tonnes of cargo and 60.16 mn passen-
embroideries, lacquerware, straw mats, gers were handled. Ningbo Port handled
hand-woven carpets, bamboo-splint woven 5.97 mn tonnes of cargo and 1.98 mn
and straw-woven articles. passengers.

Ningbo Harbour has 21 berths for ships
Agriculture with a carrying capacity ranging from

3,000 to 100,000 tonnes. It covers the
Ningbo is the major producer of grain, Beicang, Zhenhai and Ningbo port areas
cotton and aquatic products in Zhejiang with a designed cargo-handling capacity of
Province. Traditional native products in- 26.7 mn tonnes. The Beicang Harbour
clude shellfish, straw matting, bamboo, area, with a 20-m deep waterway, is ice-
bamboo shoots, peaches, seedless tanger- and silt-free, and most of the 100,000-
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tonne class ships arriving and departing circuit lines and 507 long-distance tele-

from China are loaded and unloaded here. phone lines. The city has an automatic

Eight berths are being built for 25,000- dialling system with 10,000 telephones in

tonne, 10,000-tonne and 5,000-tonne class the city centre which can call major

ships. Chinese cities directly, as well as Hong

Shipping routes link Ningbo with Kong and Macao and cities in the United

Shanghai, Dinghai, Shenjiamen, Mount States, Japan and Western Europe.

Putuo, Wenzhou, Haimen, Xiangshan,

Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Yantai, Trade and Commerce

Qingdao, Lianyungang, Fuzhou, Xiamen, Ningbo has 52,300 shops, hotels, res-

Guangzhou, Zhanjiang and Hong Kong, taurants and other service establishments

as well as destinations in Japan and Korea. which employ 119,200 people. The 1984

Ningbo also operates irregular shipping retail sales amounted to RMBY2.176 bn,

services with a dozen other countries in- and business transactions totalling

cluding Thailand, Singapore, Australia, RMBY358 mn were made at village fairs

the Philippines, Canada, the United States and peasant markets in the city. There are

and the Soviet Union. In 1984, 2.07 mn companies specialising in the import and

tonnes of cargo and 1.09 mn passengers export of foodstuffs and cereals, native

was transported by sea. produce and animal by-products, textiles,

Ningbo is the eastern terminal of the light industrial goods and arts and crafts

Xiaoshan-Ningbo Railway, which is articles, chemical products, hardware and

linked with the Shanghai-Hangzhou, the machinery. Other foreign trade-oriented

Zhejiang-Jiangxi and other railway lines, units include a packaging company, ware-

The 147-km Xiaoshan-Ningbo Railway housing and transportation facilities. In

has a 56-km branch linking Zhenhai and 1984 the city purchased RMBY461 mn

the Beicang dock area. In 1984 the rail- worth of goods for export. Its actual export

ways handled 2.34 mn tonnes of goods and volume was RMBY162 mn.

carried 4.8 mn passengers.

Buses run from the urban centre to URBAN
destinations both inside and outside the DEVELOPMENT
province, along roads totalling 2,867 km in

length, which also extend to 93/ of the Nnb now hastrs:
rural townships of the city. In 1984 the Ningbo now has thre-building and light
city's roads transported 8.83 mn tonnes of the chemical, machines.uide aspht

cargo and 50.63 mn passengers. and textile industries. Wide asphalt-

Water transport services are available cement roads are replacing the narrow,

between Ningbo and the counties of Qinx- muddy roads of the past. Buildings with a

ian, Fenghua, Zhenhai, Yuyao and Cixi. combined floor space of 3.48 mn m 2 have

Ships with a loading capacity of up to 40 been constructed in recent years, including

tonnes already sail the HangzhouNingbo apartment buildings of 1.29 mn in
2

,

canal which is still being built. After the forming a dozen residential estates. Four

completion of the project to link the Grand new, bridges have been built across the

Canal with Qiantang River, ships will be Yuyao, Fenghua and Yong rivers which

able to sail from Ningbo all the way to snake through the city centre.

Beijing and Tianjin, a distance of .1,477 The city has 85.5 km of streets. In 1984,

kin. The city's 1984 water transport in addition to some taxis, it had 137 buses

volume was 6.93 mn tonnes and the num- covering 12 routes with a combined length

her of passengers carried totalled 4.73 mn of 212.27 kn. At the end of that year, a

in 1984. daily average of 472,000 tonnes of running

The city has air links with Shanghai, water was supplied to some 90% of urban

which were opened in 1984. residents, including those on the outskirts

Ningbo has 446 post offices, with single through a network of water pipes totalling

postal routes totalling 5,143 km in length, 194.2 kn. Some 166 ha of the urban centre

reaching all villages. There are 113 cable is taken up with grassed areas and the main
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streets are tree-lined. The city also has doctors.
nine parks and zoos covering 11 ha.

Culture and Sport
SOCIAL

The city has 15 theatrical troupes, 651 film
D EVE LOP MEN T projecting units, eight libraries and 418

mass cultural centres. It has also made
Under the city's jurisdiction are four progress in the development of its mass
urban districts, namely Haishu, Jiang- media publications.
dong, Jiangbei and Binhai and seven coun- Ningbo sportsmen won one silver med-
ties, namely Zhenhai, Cixi, Yuyao, Fen- al, one bronze medal and broke a world
ghua, Xiangshan, Ninghai and Qingxian. record in international competitions in

The city covers 9,365 km 2 , of which 1984. They also won 88 gold medals and
46.6% is made up of plains, the rest being broke two national records at national and
hills. The urban centre covers 347 km 2. provincial competitions. Sixteen sports-

The city's total population was 4.842 mn men broke 13 provincial records.
at the end of 1984, 616,000 of whom lived
in the urban centre. The population densi- PLACES OF
ty is 518 people per km 2, with the urban
area containing 1,528 per km 2. INTEREST

Education Ningbo is known as the 'land of cultural
relics' and for its scenic beauty. The city

Ningbo has 6.000 schools with a combined has 97 sites of historic interest under spe-
enrolment of 734,500 students, including cial protection. One such site is the Hemu-
6,782 college students, 4,454 secondary du Ruins believed to date back to the
technical school students, 207,300 middle period of matriarchy some 7,000 years ago.
school students and 385,000 primary The Tianyige Library, built in 1561 (the
school pupils. 40th year of the reign of Emperor Jiajing of

the Ming Dynasty), has a collection of
Science and Technology 300,000 copies, many being the only

copies of Chinese classics. The Baoguo
Temple, at least 1,000 years old, is the bestThe city has set up 33 research institutes in preserved wooden structure in southern

the chemical, electronics, machinery, agri- China. It has remained a mystery as to how
cultural, medical science, aquatic produc- the temple's main hall, an intricate struc-
tion, meteorological and environmental ture of wood blocks and beams in strange
sanitation industries, with a total staff of t ure oc s and b i sang
1,468. In 1984, 179 scientific achievements shapes, has survived insect and bird dam-
were awarded, of which 169 directly age. The Asoka Monastery was built in the
served aenoc construction. T e rey second year of Emperor Taikang, of theserved economic construction. There are Western Jin Dynasty (281 AD), and isaltogether 47,500 scientists and tech- known as one of the five sacred places fornicians in the city, including 20,700 buddhists of the Chan Sect. Among thespecialising in work relating to natural collections in the temple are the relics ofscience.

Sakyamuni, the founder of Buddhism, a
treasure known both in China and abroad.

Public Health The Tiantong Temple, built in 300 AD, is
another sacred place of the Chan Sect. It

There were 1,117 medical institutions of has 730 halls, chambers, towers, pavilions
all kinds in 1984, with 15,462 medical and and courtyards, as well as cypress trees
staff members. Included in this figure are remaining from the Tang Dynasty and
hospitals, health centres and 673 clinics, imperial stone tablets. The temple is sur-
containing 8,823 beds. There were some rounded by hills covered with ancient
12,800 medical workers including 5,290 trees, which form one of 10 major scenic
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spots. A Tiantong Forestry Park covering parts of China simultaneously, taking

some 340 ha will be built, and will be one advantage of favourable conditions pro-

of the three main forestry parks in China. vided by its deep-water harbour to prom-

The Dongqian Lake, which covers 22 ote the development of its industry and

km2 , is the largest in Zhejiang. It is internal and external trade.

equivalent to the West Lake in Hangzhou To promote entrepot trade, Ningbo will

in beauty and the Taihu Lake in magni- build another eight berths for 10,000-

ficence. Other scenic spots include Xikou tonne class ships during the second half of

in Fenghua and hot springs in Nanxi, as the Seventh Five-Year Plan period. Com-

well as Mount Putuo, where the Chinese bined, these will be able to handle 100 mn

buddhist Tiantai Sect originated. tonnes of cargo a year. Zhenhai Petroche-

In 1984 the city received 10,127 visitors, mical Works will be used as an entrepot

of whom 5,463 were foreigners. trade centre for finished oil products, and

the Beicang Timber Plant will become a

DEVEL OPMENT timber entrepot trade base. The city will

also develop its export and entrepot trade

PRO S P E CT S in mineral ores, building materials, paper-

making materials, chemical fertilisers,

Since it was decided to open up Ningbo, crude sugar and grain.

an increasingly large flow of visitors from Xiaogang, or the Beicang Economic and

Hong Kong, Macao and foreign countries Technical Development Zone, covers 3.9

has been received both on study tours and km 2. One km 2 in the zone is being de-

for business discussions. veloped where infrastructure construction

The State Council has also decided to is well advanced. Construction of standard

turn Ningbo into a major heavy industrial factory buildings has begun and, with the

and foreign trade centre in East China. An use of foreign funds, there are plans to

overall socio-economic development plan start projects in the electronics, instrument

of the local government calls for work and meters, food-processing, garments,

during the Seventh Five-Year Plan period arts and crafts, tourism souvenirs, fine

(1986- 1990) to rebuild the old town area chemical and light industries. These will

and develop a seaside area for entrepot be joint ventures, cooperation or indepen-

trade and large and medium-sized key dent foreign projects of medium and small

industrial enterprises, the Beicang econo- sizes.

mic and technical development area, a Development of a tourist and sanator-

tourist resort round the Dongqian Lake, ium centre round the Dongqian Lake is

and a banking and trade service centre in under preparation. The city's old urban

the east part of the urban centre. The city area will take on a new look after its

will open to foreign countries and other reconstruction.
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THE FAMOUS CITY OF
WENZHOU ON THE OUJIANG

RIVER

Wenzhou Statistics Bureau

As a prosperous and beautiful ancient city, Mine has deposits of over 300 mn tonnes,
Wenzhou is one of the 14 coastal cities in and is known as the 'Alunite Capital of the
China which has been opened to the out- World'.
side world, and is the home of the overseas There are rich forest resources in
Chinese in the southern part of Zhejiang Taishun and Wencheng counties, and the
Province. southwest mountainous areas and vast roll-

ing plains are favourable for the produc-
GE O GRAPH Y tion of fast-growing bamboo. Covering

over 666 ha of land, the dense virgin
Located between 119°04' and 121'12 East forests in the high Wuvanling Range of
and 27'04' and 28°38' North, Wenzhou Taishun are one of the five largest nature
City faces the sea in the east, borders on reserves in the province. Wenzhou has a
Fujian Province in the south, Lishui Pre- forest area of more than 36 mn ha,
fecture in the west and Taizhou Prefecture accounting for 32% of the area. Prospec-
in the north. tive timber (mainly pine) is estimated at

Wenzhou is endowed with a favourable 5.115 mn m3, and economic forests are
geographical environment. It has four wa- made up of Chinese tallow trees, tung oil
ter systems, the Oujiang, the Feiyunjiang, trees and blackthorn bushes.
the Biejiang and the Qinjiang rivers, run-
ning through it. It is situated in a subtro-
pical zone and has a maritime climate, H I STORY
characterised by warm and humid weather
all the year round. The annual average Wenzhou has a long history and was
temperature ranges between 16.1°C and known a's a 'flourishing town in eastern
18.2°C and there is a frost-free period of Ou'. In the Spring and Autumn Period
between 250 and 280 days. The annual and the Warring States Period, it was
precipitation is between 1500 and 1800 called 'Ou Yue', and later became the
mm. Aquatic resources, in such seaside capital of the 'Dong'ou State' in the West-
counties as Tongtou, Cangnan, Pingyang, ern Han Dynasty.: In the second year of the
Yueqing, Rui'an and Ouhai, include fish, Guangxu reign of the Qing Dynasty
shrimps, shellfish and algae. (1876), the Sino-British Treaty of Yantai

Mineral resources verified so far include (the Sino-British Chefoo Convention) was
iron, manganese, lead, zinc, copper, signed, turning Wenzhou into a trading
molybdenum, alunite, pyropyllite, illite, port. Wenzhou was liberated on 7 May
kaoling, sulphur and granite, and total 40 1949 and became a city under direct pro-
different kinds. The Pingyang Alunite vincial administration in August 1949.
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collective-owned enterprises having new
EC ONOMIC authorities. Most enterprises had changed

D EVE LOP MEN T from simple production to production-

market types.

Guided by the policy of 'invigorating the

domestic economy and opening to the Agriculture
outside world' the people of Wenzhou

have completed such basic projects as the Agriculture is one of the principal econo-

building of a civilian airport, and con- mic sectors in Wenzhou. In 1984 the gross

struction of the Jinghua-Wenzhou Rail- agricultural output value accounted for

wa , various wharves and a power station, 40.7% of the gross social output value. The

providing a sound basis for domestic and city has 193,900 ha of cultivated land,

foreign cooperation. The 1984 total 66,000 ha of tidal flats and 660,000 ha of

product of society of the city reached mountain farms. Reservoirs totalling 154

RMBY5.539 bn. National income totalled can store 100,000 m 3 of water and more are

RMBY2.63 bn and per capita income being built, with a storage capacity totall-

reached RMBY427. For urban residents, ing 368 mn i
3

. Irrigated farmland

the per capita income was RMBY1,142. accounts for 70% of the total. By the end of

With the increase in production, urban 1984, power created by farm machinery

and rural markets have flourished, revenue reached 794,500 horsepower.

has recorded a steady rise and the well- In 1984 the gross agricultural output

being of the people continues to improve, value reached RMBY1.99 bn, a 39.2%

beingohepeoleconuestomprove increase over 1983. Township industrial

Industry enterprises recorded a rapid development

and gross industrial output value total-

Wenzhou had a small industrial sector led RMBY1.032 bn. Agricultural produc-

during the early post-liberation period. tion was initially restructured, and the

There were only 369 small private enter- output value in industry, building, trans-

prises in the city which employed 5,000 port, commerce and restaurants accounted

people and had fixed assets worth for 45.92% of the total social output value

RMBY1.32 mn with the gross industrial in rural areas.

output value totalling RMBY20.81 mn.

The city now has quite a full range of Transport and

industrial production, including textiles, Telecormunications
leather and medicine. Up to 1984 Wen-

zhou had 8,331 industrial enterprises with d
fixed assets worth RMBY948 mn and Wenzhou serves as a centre for water ace
700,800 employees. The gross industrial land communications, as well as a pla

output value was RMBY2.38 bn. The where the cargo from southern Zhejiang

quality of industrial products has been and northern Fujian is handled. Main

upgraded, with 28 types being honoured ports include Wenzhou, Rui'an, Panshi in

by ministries and the province. There are .Yueqing County, Qingshui in Yongjia

77 kinds of newly-developed products. County, Shuitonglei in Tongtou County

There is a marked improvement in eco- and Biejiang in Pingyang County. Special

nomic performance, and the industrial ports and harbours in the transport depart-

productivity of state-owned enterprises ment have a length of 2,048 m with 29

rose 11.92% over 1983. The city's indus- berths and storehouses that cover an area

trial sector collected a total of RMBY266 of 11,300 m2 . Wenzhou Harbour, a trad-

mn in taxes and profits, of which ing port opened comparatively early, has

RMB 16.9 mn was turned over to the 15 berths (including a berth for 5,000-

state, a 26.2 increase over 1983. tonne class ships, six for 3,000-tonne

Wenzhou stepped up the restructuring class ships and four for 1,000-tonne class

of its industrial system in 1984, with ships. Steamers of 10,000 tonnes can call at

98.3 / of state-owned and 96.8% of the harbour, and the 3,000 to 5,000-tonne
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ocean-going steamers can sail directly to the number in the early 1950s. For every
the city's old port. Both regular and 1,000 urban residents, there were 18 com-

irregular steamers carrying passengers and mercial and food outlets and 51 servicemen

cargo can travel directly to Shanghai, in 1984.

Ningbo, Dinghai, Nantong, Jiaojiang, The total volume of retail sales of com-

Fuzhou and Guangzhou, and irregular modities in 1984 was RMBYl.574 bn,

freighters travel to Japan, Korea and Hong of which urban sales accounted for

Kong. In 1984 Wenzhou handled 3.29 mn RMBY499 mn.

tonnes of cargo, of which Wenzhou Har- Major progress has been made in

bour accounted for 72%. foreign trade, with total export-oriented
With a mileage of 2,161 km by the end purchases reaching RMBYl72 mn. Main

of 1984, roads linked Wenzhou to Hang- export commodities with a total value of

zhou, Jinghua, Fuzhou and Ningbo. In- over RMBYl mn number 30, including
land river transport is well developed, with dairy products, canned food, machine-
over 100 inland rivers being navigable for made sweaters, rabbit hair sweaters, tour-

1,000 km by ship. ist scissors, sports shoes and rabbit hair.
Communications and transport condi- Since the State Council decided to open

tions in recent years have been Wenzhou to the outside world, the re-
characterised by the rapid expansion of levant departments of the city have made

rural collectives and urban individual great achievements in introducing foreign
households which specialise in transport: capital and advanced technology and

an increase in privately-owned vehicles establishing joint ventures. From April to
that carry passengers and goods and a the end of 1984, Wenzhou had signed 8

steady rise in the proportion of total trans- agreements and contracts with foreign

port capacity by those outside government investment totalling US$23.32 mn. The

departments. various kinds of projects undertaken in-

In 1984 investment in fixed assets total- cluded the breeding of aquatic products

led RMBY512 mn, of which that by state- and livestock, food-processing, tannery,

owned enterprises totalled RMBYl27 mn, garments, plastics and building materials.

and that by township and collective- Some programmes were aimed at develop-
owned enterprises totalled RMBY32 mn. ment and others at technical renovation of

Investment in housing by rural and urban old enterprises.
individuals reached RMBY264 mn. While continuing to open up Wenzhou

Projects completed in 1984 included: to the outside world, internal cooperation

the Oujiang River Bridge, the longest road is increasing; 96 economic and technical

bridge in the province; a 220,000-V trans- contracts and 58 agreements have been

mission line that connects Linhai, Taizhou signed.
and Wenzhou, and a 110,000-V transmis-
sion station which links Wenzhou, Yongjia URBAN
and Yueqing; a 5,000-tonne wharf at
Yangfushan; the expansion of a woollen DEVELOPMENT
textile mill and apartment buildings with
an area of 240,900 m2

. In addition, 17 Wenzhou's urban construction was poor in
roads were built in the counties and towns the early post liberation days as the roads
with a total mileage of 94.2 km, and houses were uneven, there was no lighting and
built by rural and urban individuals total- drinking water was not fresh. A series of
led 3.27 mn M 2

. transformation projects have now been
undertaken by the city government. The

Trade and Commerce urban area developed is now double the six
km2 of the early post liberation period.

There are 19,196 units engaged in retail The city government has drawn up econo-
sales, restaurant and service trades with mic and technical development plans and
26,600 employees. Employees and person- designated an area of 2.2 km2 in the Long-
nel working in retail shops has risen above wan District as an economic and technical
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development zone. Roads totalling 66 km Technology, the Television University and

were paved in the city in 1984. The length the Wenzhou Institute of Education, with

of running water pipes was 85 kin, and the an enrolment of 2,034. There are 307

construction of two waterworks in the middle schools with an enrolment of

eastern and western districts of the city 202,700; primary education is compulsory,

will provide 105 litres of running water per and there is an admittance rate of 94.66%

capita each day. The city had 112 public among school-age children.

buses and 14 bus routes with a total length

of 321 km. Daily transport carries over Science and Technology
100,000 passengers. A park on a river

shoal has been expanded and the Wang- By the end of 1984, state-owned muni-
jiang and Jiushan parks built. The cipal units had 13,300 natural science per-
220,000-V transmission line that links sonnel, of which 1,576 were engineers or
Linhai, Taizhou and Wenzhou has been more highly qualified; there were 18,400
connected with grids, and the Ouiang professionals in social sciences, with 107
Reservoir has been completed. New re- specialists in economic affairs. The study
sidential estates were put into use. All this of production technology, development
has greatly improved transportation, water and applied sciences has been intensified
and electricity conditions, and the liveli- in research institutes at all levels. The
hood of urban residents. Such problems as responsibility system is put into force
a dense population, small urban areas, under which scientific programmes are
narrow roads and crowded housing still contracted and good results have been
remain to be tackled. achieved. In 1984, 77 items of scientific

research achievement had been assessed
S O CIA L and approved and 21 of those are the best

DEVELOPMENT in the nation, such as the 'Dp-Qz Chroma-

togramme Digital Processor' and the 'pre-

In September 1981 the nine outlying coun- cision automatic electrical bridge' that won

ties, namely Ouhai, Dongtou, Yueqing, a gold medal from the State Economic

Yongjia, Kui'an, Pingyang, Cangnan, Commission.

Wencheng and Taishun, were put under
Wenzhou's jurisdiction. It had an area Public Health
totalling 11,784 km2 and a population of

6,205,200 by the end of 1984. Public health has made great progress.
With an area of 182.7 kin 2 , the city itself There were 919 hospitals or clinics in

is located on the south bank of the Oujiang Wenzhou by the end of 1984, with 8,036
River and has the Lucheng and Longwan beds and 14,600 doctors and nurses. Initial
districts under its jurisdiction. It has a results have shown up in rural and urban
population of 519,100, with 2,841 per medical services. The outpatients' service

km2 . on holidays is popular, and health stations

for. industrial enterprises are open to the
Education public, which helps relieve pressure on the

In 1984 Wenzhou had 5,742 schools of all medical' service.

kinds with 995,700 students and 34,300

full-time teachers. There are three insti- Culture and Sport
tutes of higher learning. The newly-
established Wenzhou University has Wenzhou enjoys a dynamic cultural life

opened with an enrolment of 2,339 stu- with 20 professional art troupes. Types of

dents and 499 full-time teachers. It is still drama range from Oujiang, Kunqu, Bei-

being expanded. There are also four uni- jing to Yueju operas, as well as conjuring,

versities for adults including the Workers' puppet shows, quyi shows (folk art char-

Vocational University, the Workers' acterised by ballad singing, story telling

Sparetime University of Science and and cross-talks), songs and dances. There
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are 622 units in charge of movie-projection the counties include the North Yandang

and 12 cultural centres, nine libraries with Mountain in Yueqing County, the South

930,000 books as well as museums and arts Yandang Mountain in Pingyang, Yaoxi

and crafts shops. The communications Brook in the suburbs, the Immortal Crag

network involves the Wenzhou Broadcast- of Rui'an, the Daruo Crag of Yongjia and

ing Station, the Television Station and TV Radon Spring in Taishun County. The

relay stations which have already been set Yangdang Mountains, reputed for their

up in all counties. 'next-to-none' beauty, were one of the first

In 1984 Wenzhou won 324 medals in scenic spots to be promoted by the state.

contests above the provincial level, of Radon Spring in Taishun County has a

which 120 were gold, and 16 provincial moderate temperature which helps to cure

records have been broken. There are 752 skin diseases, arthritis and high blood

sports grounds of all kinds. In recent pressure. In recent years Wenzhou has

years, 60 swimmers from Wenzhou took seen many tourists, either visiting relatives

the first six places in national swimming and friends or making investigations into

competitions. The city was thus conferred the economy, exchanges of culture and

with the title of the 'home of swimming' by technology or taking part in business and

the State Physical Culture and Sports journalistic tours.

Commission in April 1984.

DEVELOPMENT
PLACESOF PROSPECTS
INTEREST

Wenzhou is a city that has been opened to

Being endowed with rich tourist resources, the outside world and where urban reform

Wenzhou boasts beautiful mountains, is being tried out. The people of Wenzhou

forests, springs and coastal areas, with the are striving to turn their city into both an

Qujiang River cutting through the city. important industrial port on the southeast-

Facing it is an islet in the Qujiang River, ern coast of China, and one that is open to

forming a main attraction of the city. foreign countries.

Historic sites and sightseeing areas around
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
)A T F April 16, 1986

ye Distributign

fROM Inder K. Sud, Chief, AEPUW

EXTENSON 76383

sUP1 rT China - Zhejiang Urban Services Sector Study
Draft Initiating Memorandum

1. Attached is a draft Initiating Memorandum for the above study.
After the preparation mission returns in May, an Initiating Memorandum
will be issued.

2. I propose to hold a meeting on Monday morning, April 21, at
10:00 am, in Room A320 to discuss the draft memorandum. I hope you can
attend.

Attachment

Distribution

Messrs. Turnham, Karcher (AEPDR); Koch-Weser, Levy, Ahmed, Byrd (AEACH);
de Ferranti, Renaud, Lee (WUD); Linn (AEADR); Huang, Biderman (AEPUW);

Ms. Wallich (AEACH)
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SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1986

Ticket to urban squal or
By JAMES KYNGE vied journy from farm to city that there are now 1 2 million ous two-income households

are supposed to (arrn a letter "temporary residents' in find they can be sacked with

Bing Every lk night afler of release Irom, their village China's 10 biggest cities out notice and some return A

dai'k outside tejing's railway and register with the city au- , Shanghai alone has 1.1 mil- home empty-handed.

station. ticket touts hawk hos- thontics on arrival. Lien. But the figure does not - "I have been here for three

tel beds to unemployed drift- But the hostel ticket tout 'include the drifters who regis- months and have not had a

crs from impovenshed parts requires no stich letter, giving ter with no one. customer yet." said a I6-year-

of China's intenor the unemployed a chance to Many areas in China have old carpenter from Jiangsu

A yawnng disparity in re- slip their rural strait-jacket prospered under the far- province. 'ifyoudon't have a

gional incomes is prompting and live anonymously in the reaching economic reforms reputation or contacts few

poor peasants and jobless city on their wits. begun in 1979. But some re- people will be willing to em-

youths to turn money chang- , "As long as he is not a gions that lagged behind be- ploy you. I
r, street hawker, carpenteror criminal, we will take anyon- cause of scant resources, in- "I live cheaply, but if I i

housemaid and head for the c.- said a middle-aged woman fertility or natural disaster are don't get a job soon then I will

city. -' - hawking ntroduction tickets - ifeng the pinch of rising run out of money and I don't

"The Government poli- for the prosperous Longevity ^ riccs and static incomes, know what I'll do," he said as

cics are so unequal," said a Peak Hostel, a dosshouse in The new forces of compe- he sat on the pavement with

young black market money Beijing's western suburbs. tition have pushed many bis saw and axe.

changer from the desert town Inside the dingy hostel, would-be farm workers into , Some drifters, unable to

of Aksu in China's nonhwest travelling salesmen and car- , the ranks of the young unem- make ends meet, turn to

region of Xinjiang. "I have penter'sicep side by side in a _-Voycd, who dnft to the free m. he Chin Deet y has . .
been unemployed for two 17-bed dormitory with their markets and street corners of crid The in ral ms-
years. There is no hope for me worldly possessions stacked ,big citics anxious to get on the gashs"poiecrm--

at home. up besie their beds. - -A j-ight side of the Govern- ns wthe ppovddrtunity s o bune aBi mns o

Until the early 1980s, "This situation did not ment's policy of letting some nals with the opportunity to Dkefterl sprawl on their bundles at Beijing's main railway station.

there were stnct controls on exist three years ago. If you get nch first. take shelte without beinges- -Ruter picture

migration to the cities by travelled then you had to 'Our family's plot of land ily detected by the police." o

country dwellers, who make have a letter of introduction is small and I have two brth- It cited pilfering and bu- iOne of my friends has been dai from their city cousins. tions" said one Be jing taxi

up 80 per cent ofChina's pop- and a licenceto do business," ers. It cannot support me, glary as part of a plethora of inhjail in Beijing or'wo years Snobbishness is common dnv dr.ak-sned

ulation of one billion" .a- sad Bei ngr city official Mr, said a carpenter from the cen- "new urban problems" after he was caught changing among Beijing's streetisc .r -They are dark-skinned.

Neighbourhood co mmj t_4,baigZhen& 'Now the has- 'uxsl province of Anhui. caused by the dniflers- money and I was fined 2,000 residents. scruffily dressed and they

tes monitor the work and tfl owners want to make ' But the city shatter many c"Twenty of my friends yuan (about HKS4X00" he "You can always tell the cross roads like idiots. Like

personal movmtsQfryn mo y.ow he y take anyone Billusions- - Country girls yer rounded up and put in said . 'country dumplings' - few they have never seen cars be-

citizen. - ts v who pass. among the 36.00r maids prison last a peek. said the Peasants also have to con- people like talking to them, fore"

peiple who make the en- The China DauI reports working in Begjing's prosper- black market money changer. tend with contempt and dis- they ask such basic qux- -Reuter
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING IN CHINA -

A CONTRIBUTION FROM INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Proposed Prooramme of Activities 1986-88

Background

This proposal arises out of discussions dealing with the possibilit
of future joint activities involving the DPU and both government and academic
institutions in China. These discussions evolved out of previous exchanges
and visits involving OPU staff and Chinese planners covering the period from
1981; and more particularly out of the immediate experience of the visit by
a OPU delegation to China in September 1984, which was generally felt to be
extremely positive and of direct use to those who attended the seminars
which were held at that time.

Conceot

The proposed programme, running over a three-year period 1986-88, is
designed to contribute from a wide range of international experience to -__.
hh p5odt fortor.or:-efforts by the China Academy of Urban Planning
and Design to strengthen the cadre of urban planners and designers working at
all levels from national to local, aod to equip them with the most up-to-date
knowledge and skills available. From previous discussions and visits it
appears that a contribution to this effort from the position and experience
of the DPU can be made in a series of related activities covering the follow-
ing major themes:

1. the inter-relationships and integration of economic and social with
physical and spatial planning;

2. the evolution of and experience with new urban planning and design
methodologies;

3. the recent developments in Britain and in the international arena in
specific subject areas within the field of urban development plannii
and management.

The proposed programme would include action in five areas:

a. planning education in London

b. specialised training courses in London

c. specific training workshops in China

d. action planning review projects in China

e. provision of information and documentation.

These are described more fully in the sections and appendices that
follow.



A. Planning Education in London

The DPU and the Bartlett School of Architecture and Planning offer
Masters degree courses (MSc) in subjects appropriate to the postgraduate
education of planners from many parts of the world. These include the
one-year MSc in Urban Development Planning at the DPU, the one-year MSc
option in Housing at the DPU, the one-year option in in
De.vdptn _Cmtdes at the Bartlett School, the two-year MSc/Diploma course
at the DPU and the two-year MSc in Urban Planning at the Bartlett.

A small number of well qualified graduates in engineering, architec-
ture, geography, economics and related subjects coming from China could
benefit from participation in such courses alongside participants from
the United Kingdom and some thirty to forty other countries. In each
year of the two-year programme up to five actual, or prospective, staff
members drawn from different sections of the Academy and associated bodies
might usefully attend such courses, given an adequate level of language
comprehension, or suitable language traihing. This would enable them to
have a basic grounding in the theory and practice of planning and design
related to the British and the international contexts.

Details of courses are included as Appendix 1. _\A he ap

B. Specialised Training Courses in London

The DPU offers a range of specialised training short-courses in
London on an annual basis. These courses, of three-months duration,
cover major subject-areas in the field of urban development planning,
and are in operation throughout the year in three groups - January-March,
April-July and October-December.

In the past and present years the range of courses has been extended
to cover specialisationsof current concern in Chinese urban planning.
This particularly appli'es to the new courses in Action Planning for Urban
Development, the Planning and Management of Small and Intermediate Urban
Centres, Planning Industries in Cities, and Ports in Urban and Regional
Development.

These courses are designed for mid-career technical, professional
and administrative cadres, to enable them to acquaint themselves with new
areas, or update their knowledge of international practice in their own
subjects. In each year of the programme, up to ten/twelve members of the
Academy and its related institutions might benefit from sharing the
experience of other senior specialists and administrators from different
parts of the world, in confronting the technical and organisational issues
in any one of the several specialist areas treated in the training programme.

Details of the specialised courses are included in Appendix 2. (A.s.)

C. Specific Training Workshops in China.

The DPU has developed over the past decade considerable experience
in mounting in-country seminars and workshop programmes designed in
collaboration with individual government agencies to meet their specific
needs.



The experience of the 1984 China Seminar Programme suggests the
potential of mounting further such seminar and workshop programnes, but
with a greater degree of specialisation of topic, allowing for more in-
depth presentation and discussion. Topics which emerged quite clearly
out of our joint experience on that mission included planning for major
metropolitan regions, the integration of economic and physical planning,urban transportation planning, and the issues of design and redevelopment
of older city centres.

In terms of the frequency and duration of future training seminars
and workshops, in order to cover the highest priority subjects within the
programme period, a series of two per year is suggested, involving DPU
staff visits to China of a month's duration in each case. These visits
probably best scheduled in late March-April, and late August-September,
would be carefully prepared with teaching materials, exhibits, and
translations, so that seminar presentations could be made in perhaps two
centres e.g. Beijing/X'ian, Nanjing/Shanghai, Wuhan/Chengdu, or Kunming/
Guangzhau.

A range of possible workshop themes is given in Appendix 3.

D. Action Planning Review Project

The DPU has developed over several years what we. regard as the
most efficient and effective 'learning-by-doing' form of plan or project-
related 'on-the-job' training. The advantage of this kind of training
is its immediate contribution to practical prok-is_ of planning in a
specific situation. One type of this training is the review and uodatina
of existing city master-plans thrnuh the action-planning methodology.
The planned methodology involved has been developed out of experiences in
London, Karachi, Calcutta, Jakarta, Nairobi, Lagos, Amman and Singapore.

It seems likely that, in terms of the development of both new planning
methodology, and the integration of economic with physical planning in
China, such a collaborative exercise as a model effort, with a group of
city planners organised under the Academy or by a local Municipal Planning
Bureau, would be rewarding. It is capable of being demonstrated at various
lengths from a period of three months to two years, depending on the detail
required in the review and revision exercise. It would be possible to
mount such an exercise within the programme period, with particular regard
to its potential as a scheme for the 'training of trainers' and therefore
the further strengthening of education and training work now going on
under the Academy.

The 'planning through training' exercise involved is described in
outline in Appendix 4.

E. Documentation ancL Information

The DPU has built up over many years a small specialised documentation
centre and a wide international network of contacts and exchanges. It would
be possible to provide regular information and documentation on a range of
selected subject areas of interest in the current state of urban development
and planning in China, on request from various sections of the Academy, the
Ministry and individual Municipal Planning Bureaus.

A list of subject areas that could be included in such a regular-service
as part of the programme proposals is given in Appendix 5.



Aopendix 4.

ACTION PLANNING REVIEW PROJECT

1. There is widespread international dissatisfaction with the concept
of master planning. That aspects of it are out-of-date, are irrelevant
to current circumstances, are impossible to carry out, or have always
been unsuitable - all such deficiencies arise from the day to day need
of urban government to know in what direction it is going when making
choices about laws, expenditures, and the activities of its staff.

2. If master planning does not provide an adequate guide to the future,
a plan review is the logical occasion to evolve a procedure which does.
The review can draw out the lessons of experience from what has and has
not happened in connection with previous planning. Indeed, the most
practical purpose of a review is to learn from the past what better to
do now and in the future.

3. Two key lessons of experience are already apparent. One: that chosen
policies, programmes and projects (the essence of plans) need to be changed
or replaced as time passes because of changing circumstances and new know-
ledge. Two: that ideas for appropriate changes cannot be obtained at a
later date from those who prepare a plan if they are no longer present.

The two are closely related, and, as they must be heeded in a
serious plan review, the following proposal has been formulated with them
particularly in mind.

4. The project advocates a review procedure which moves planning away
from reliance on an unsatisfactory master plan to the build-up of a planning
process able to advise daily decision-making with perceptions of issues and
problems and with recommendations for project, programme, and policy choices.
To do this it is necessary to change or enhance many professional attitudes
and skills, as well as to restructure or strengthen some working relation-
ships within government. Consequently, the heart of this proposal is a
programme of training and education which can bring about such changes by
means of the very act of reviewing the plan. This proposal would respond
to both key lessons of the past by introducing and applying knowledge of
an imorovement upon master planning,while installing this knowledge and
its attendant skills in the staff capabilities of Chinese institutions.

5. The approach suggested in this project is needed because professional
manpower (in the government and the collective sector combined) will not.
nrifk_to be stretched beyond its xoutines by a significant review exercise,
and there is now available the training capability to expand this manpower
or improve its capacity, especially to move on to an improved planning
method. It offers a substantial scheme for staff training and institutional
development, which at the same time carries out the desired plan review.
This is possible because we know that undergoing training while performing
a substantive, valuable and relevant task is a powerful way to learn. Con-
sequently, the services offered in this proposal will produce immediate
planning advice while initiating the evolution of a better planning process,
one more capably staffed and less in need of centr%.l technical assistance.

6. This is a proposal both to prepare local staff to carry out the review,
and, during their training, to produce an updated plan. At the end of the
period we will not only have a revised development plan; there will be



professional staff who have experienced and been involved in the preparation
of the plan and who have the caoability to uodate the plan on a regular basis.
Through the involvement of local consultants and other agencies (such as a
university) they too will have a greater capacity to support planning devel-
opnrent. Our role will be to provide training as well as technical support
and specialist expertise where this is required. We are not proposing a
traditional scheme of counterpart training, nor are we offering to supply
advisors. Our objective is to increase the capability of professional
manpower. The review will be achieved by all who are involved in the review
process. Our major function will be to improve their knowledge of, and
capability to perform, the tasks required.

OBJECTIVES

7. These are the major objectives:

1. to reassess problems and conditions in a city, evaluate the success
of past planning policies and programmes, and prooose priorities for invest-
ment programmes and actions which will implement strategies: in short, to
provide,immediately,advice baseion uo-dated planning;

2. to broaden the scope of town planning so that it embraces the whole
of the urban development process, thereby making such planning more useful
*to government in its pursuit of economic development and social change;

3. to build up professional caQability so that this urban development
planning (as distinct from town planning) can be conducted continuously
within city government as an ongoing service to itself, to central govern-
ment, and to the public.

With respect to these purposes, the plan review is an enterprise of
two aspects:

a. to provide up-dated planning advice immediately and the mfeans to
continue to do this indefinitely; and

b. to adequately train and educate professionals and institutions in
Lusaka to provide the needed planning advice.

OPERAT-ION

8. Urban developnfent planning is a continuous process of advising
decision making regarding the economic, social and institutional change
of a city. It affects and is affected by the ongoing operations of the
complete range of government and non-government organisation, depart-
ments and agencies operating in the city. Any attempt to reformulate
urban development policy will succeed only to the extent that it takes
into account the operations of such agencies and resolves policy issues
in concert with them.

9. The development planning process must be able to adapt to change and
deliberately bring it about. It must be able to respond to both regular
patterns of change as well as irregular ones which cannot be foreseen.
For these reasons, an effective planning process cannot be a linear
arrangement of inputs and outputs. Rather it is a complex pattern of
activities in which reassessment and changing conditions are constantly
calling for changes in government's responses.



10. To fit this natural process of learning and adaptation, the review
itself must consist of a number of cycles, thus allowing preliminary
conclusions to be checked and new ideas to be tested in subsequent cycles.
It means that the review participants can learn from their own experiences,
through repetition and reassessment.

11. The review therefore should not be a one-time exercise but the start
of a continuing process. The review team and network should be established
as the nucleus of capability for government to provide policy guidance and
project identification. This exercise should be the first of many cycles
of plan review, incorporating data analysis, policy formulation, and
programme design which will continue after the cessation of service
described in this proposal.

12. Three cycles are proposed for the review programme here described.
The first cycle would take four months. At that point an initial report
would be given to the Directing Board. The Board's comments would point
the way to additional diagnosis and recommendations. This initial report
would not be more narrow than subsequent ones, although it would by necessity
be less detailed. Eiaht months would be soent on the second cycle, which
would end with a report drawing from the first year of work. The third
cycle would take the remainino 12 months, repeating, testing and modifying
the experiences of the previous cycles. Because it would mark the end of
the training-while-doing period, the third report to the Board would include
suggestions for continuing the review after departure of the training
consultants.

13. Each cycle would carry out the same basic set of tasks. These are:

i. Identify and analyse the existino policies, programmes, and
individual projects - both of government and the private sector -
affecting the development of the city. The policies and programes
of the existing master plan would be primary subjects for this
examination.

ii. Identify and explain the dominant problems of the city for
development planning to address. These problems would be drawn
mainly from two sources: a) from the current actions and policies
of government and the private sector, for the targets of these
would be problems which both consider most urgent and inportant;
and b) from the working knowledge of individual specialised
departments of government, including those performing urban planning
and reviewing the master plan. It would be a critical function of
this task to judge which are those problems which government can
expect to affect with its limited powers of intervention.

iii. Identify and understand the present conditions in the city
and why they are there. This would aim at explaining the dominant
problems, so it would not be a conventional comprehensive and
detailed survey and analysis. Nor would it be liited to physical
characteristics. The nature of the problems would indicate what
information has to be gathered and studied. As it is performed,
analysis of the information will without doubt cause changes in how
the dominant problems are stated. It will even suggest that new
problems be taken up and some others be disregarded for the time
being



iv. Identify and understand what are likely to be the future
conditions in the city. This would interpret knowledge of the
forces shaping the physical, social and economic character of
the city in order to picture future conditions without changes
in government interventions. It would give to the list of dominant
problems that future perspective which is the substance of planning.

v. Identify and analyse what limits the effectiveness of govern-
ment policies, proorammes services, and projects which are aimed at
the dominant problems of development. This matter must be examined
in terms of the future as well as the present. With knowledge of
why government efforts are not successful, planning is better equipped
to propose strategies and actions which are powerful where those which
fail are weak. It is also possible to more clearly identify those
problems which, however dominant, government intervention has little
chance of affecting.

vi. Recommend chanoes to old policies, programmes, services, and
projects and recommend new ones where modifications will not be
adequate.

vii. Suggest how the recommendations might be carried out, and how
to promote administrative actions which would use these suggestions.
This would include the identification of implementation strategies
and actions in terms of who would carry them out, at wnat time, in
cooperation with whom, and using what powers and resources. Mobil-
ising political will and the necessary resources will be prerequisites
of implementation which themselves must be given strategies and
actions.

viii. Recommend how the process created by the plan review can be made
to continue indefinitely beyond the formal review period. Such
suggestions would deal with strategies, programmes and actions to
affect the organisation and administration of the city's government
and the further training of its manpower.

14. It is important to understand that within a cycle of the review process
these tasks would not be carried out in a rigid sequence. They are closely
connected and affect one another, so each must be done and then done again.
The ends of the cycles would create occasions when the knowledge building
up during the interaction of all of these tasks can be gathered to more
clearly guide the next cycle and to be more accessible for general use by
government.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Background

In September 1984 a team of five from the Development Planning Unit (DPU)

spent a period of three weeks in China, conducting seminars in urban development

planning in Beijing, Xian, Nanjing and Shanghai. The team was invited by

the China Academy of Urban Planning and Design, Ministry of Urban and Rural

Construction and Environmental Protection, with whom contact had been established

over an extended period. They took responsibility for all local arrangements

and the costs of the team while in China. The British Council met the cost

of international travel for the team members, and assisted in liaison with

the Academy.

The purpose of this brief report is to provide a record of the team's visit

and an evaluation. It is hoped that there will be further collaboration between

the two institutions in future, building on this first experience. The report

may, however, also be of wider interest, beyond those directly involved in

this instance. To judge from the response of the Chinese hosts, and the

subjective evaluation of the team, the seminar programme was a great success,

and could provide a model for use elsewhere. Indeed, with suitable modification

a similar programme of seminars in the field of urban development planning

could easily be mounted in other countries of the Third World. In any event,

we hope that the lessons learnt from this programme, as summarised in the follow-

ing pages, will be of value in the design of similar programmes - whether in

China or elsewhere.

The DPU is a graduate institution within the Bartlett School of Architecture

and Planning of University College London. It is an international cetnre

for education, training, research and consultancy in the field of urban and

regional planning in developing countries. The main objective of the seminars

was to allow an exchange of experience, with the DPU team introducing planners

in China to recent ideas and practice in the field of urban development planning,
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not only in Britain and the 'developed' world, but also in developing countries.

Since it was not, unfortunately, possible to arrange a preliminary visit to

China to discuss the programme in detail, it was necessary to plan the seminars

simply on the basis of an exchange of letters with the Academy. But this

provided sufficient information both to select the team and prepare a draft

programme.

The team of five combined a range of disciplines and specialisations, as well

as having international experience comprehensive in its geographical coverage.

(See Appendix 5 for summary CVs.)

The draft programme consisted of 28 lectures or 'modules' each of approximately

40 minutes duration (allowing time for translation). If all were delivered,

this would mean either three very intensive days or four days with more generous

time for discussion. This programme, together with one-page outlines of each

lecture, were sent to the Academy in July 1984. During August final preparations

were made, including the translation of lecture summaries for overhead projection

and the production of a number of large display panels to be exhibited at each

seminar, to supplement and illustrate the lectures. (For details, see Appendix 4.)

The Seminar Programme

Beijing: The team arrived on the evening of 6 September, and began the first

seminar the following morning at 8.30 a.m. The Academy requested that all

the modules in the draft programme be covered, but identified certain ones

which they wished to be particularly stressed. The draft programme was there-

fore modified accordingly. Three full days were devoted to the sminar, with

two-thirds of the time for lectures and one-third for discussion. (See

Appendix for the calendar of events and the details of this and subsequent

seminars.) Thus a great deal of ground was covered in a relatively short

time.

Xian: Here, two major changes were made to the programme. The first was

suggested by Ms Xia Zhong Gan, of the Academy of Urban Planning and Design,

who accompanied the team throughout the visit. This proposal, with which
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the team agreed, was that the seminar should be more detailed and specific

than in Beijing, by selecting fewer issues and allowing more time for discussion.

The second change, which to some extent modified the impact of the first, was

to introduce two new topics to reflect the particular interests of the particip-

ants. These were on urban transport, and the planning of old cities. (Xian

is an ancient capital, where considerable restoration and preservation work

is underway or planned.) On the first morning in Xian (and in subsequent

spare time) nine further lectures were written (or, in some cases, rewritten).

The seminar again occupied three full days, but half of this was in detailed

discussions.

Nanjing: For the third and final major seminar, in Nanjing, the hosts were

the University of Nanjing, Geography Department (with whom DPU has close links).

Here, once again, the programme was heavily modified. The aim was to focus

still more on a few selected issues, while maintaining approximate equality

between lecture and discussion time. Certain selected modules were expanded,

and the whole programme restructured so as to bring out a clear theme running

through the different modules, and also to highlight alternative perspectives

on some of the major issues, rather than seeking to suggest total unanimity.

The seminar covered two and a half days, equally divided between lectures

and discussion. (Here, as elsewhere, morning and afternoon sessions were

each of 3½ hours.)

Shanghai: Here, the very tight timetable allowed only one working day, of

which half had been set aside for the seminar. After discussion, it was agreed

that the team would present a rapid overview of some of the issues dealt with

in Nanjing, after which there would be an exchange of views with participants.

This was therefore only a very brief seminar, not comparable with the other

three.

In each city, participants numbered between 20 and 40 and were drawn from govern-

ment agencies and academic institutions. (See Appendix 3 for details.)

The next section of this report provides an evaluation of the visit as a whole,

and an analysis of some of its strengths and weaknesses.
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2. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

Evaluation

Although no formal evaluation was undertaken (e.g. by questionnaires to

participants) the team did have the benefit of detailed comments given by

Ms Xia of the Academy, especially after Xian and Nanjing, reflecting both

her own views (as one who attended all the seminars) and those of the many

participants with whom she spoke.

In summary, this evaluation was very favourable indeed. It was greatly

appreciated that the visit was clearly not made for tourist purposes: the

intensity of work during the seminars, and the amount of effort put into the

preparation were both complimented by several participants. Some of the

specific comments may be quoted verbatim:

'The most successful seminar I have ever attended.'

'The lectures were carefully prepared. I have never paid so much attention

at a seminar before.'

'Very systematic and comprehensive.'

'Much, much better than seminars we have had before.'

On a number of occasions it was made very clear to the team, both formally

and informally, by our hosts in all the cities visited, that they felt the

seminars had been extremely successful and well received.

The participants also expressed their satisfaction by attending punctually

and regularly at each session, taking copious notes and showing active interest

in discussion. (Indeed, in Xian, the discussions apparently continued long

after each session officially closed.)

From the team's point of view, also, the seminars were very successful, not

only because of the evident satisfaction of the participants, but also because

they proved stimulating and enjoyable for the team members. They provided
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an excellent opportunity to discuss a wide range of issues concerned with

urban development planning, and to learn about China at a time of rapid change.

The interaction between team members over the three week period generated

considerable debate, which was not only interesting for the team, but was

also reflected in the content and structure of the seminar programme, as it

was continually revised.

Although the seminars, and lecture preparation, took up most of the working

week, there were opportunities to make visits in each of the four cities

- to housing estates, satellite towns, industrial areas, etc. - and discuss

with the local planners some of the practical issues facing them.

As regards the relative merits of the three main seminars, it was felt that

each improved upon the last, by becoming more detailed and more tightly

structured. But of the discussions, those in Xian were the most rewarding,

largely because of the way they were organised (as described below, under

'Issues in the Design of the Programme').

Major Strengths and Weaknesses

To begin with the weaknesses, two deserve mention. The first, inevitably,

was the problem of translation. Although a number of the participants could

read English quite well, very few indeed could speak it. All lectures and

discussions were therefore translated, one sentence at a time, by an extremely

hardworking (and inevitably overburdened) interpreter. This not only reduces,

by half, the amount of information communicated; it also inhibits discussion.

The second problem was the difficulty of designing a programme with only a

limited knowledge of the specific needs and interests of the participants

that would attend. A preliminary visit to discuss the programme in detail,

in China, would have been a great advantage.

The strengths of the team that specially deserve mention relate largely

to these two problems. Firstly, the difficulties in translation were reduced

by designing lecture modules specifically for sentence-by-sentence translation;

by sending in advance one-page outlines of each of these modules, which were
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translated into Chinese; and by displaying a summary of the main points in

each lecture, in Chinese, with an overhead projector (as well as the wall panels

which were mounted on display at each seminar, and which could be studied

at leisure by the participants).

Secondly, and perhaps most important of all, was the flexibility of the tean

in rapidly modifying the programme to suit the specific requirements in each

city. This was made possible by three main factors: first, the breadth

of experience of the team members who could not only cover a wide range of

topics, but also give examples or case studies ranging from London to Warsaw,

Nairobi to Jakarta, Sao Paulo to Colombo. The second factor was the modular

design of the programme which allowed major modifications to be made to the

structure of the programme relatively easily. The third factor was the flex-

*ibility of team members, in being willing, and able, to modify, epxand or

write new lectures at extremely short notice. This required not only hard

work but also a high degree of cooperation.

On the Chinese side, also, two major strengths may be identified. The first

was the degree of dedication and interest shown by all the participants, who

provided encouragement by their evident interest in all the proceedings.

The second was the high degree of efficiency, combined with flexibility, which

was apparent in the organisation of all the seminars. All the support requested

was provided, promptly and efficiently, and all the arrangements went extremely

smoothly - even if last minute changes were made, to arrange additional

visits and meetings, or modify the seminar timetable.

Issues in the Design of the Programme

In designing the seminar programme of this kind, a number of decisions have

to be taken; number of topics, balance of theory and practice, balance of

lectures and discussion, use of case studies etc., as briefly outlined below.

It must be stressed that these different decisions closely inter-relate

and cannot be dealt with independently.

One major decision is, of course, the choice of topics to be covered. This

is constrained by the time available and is determined largely by two related
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issues. The first is the trade-off between comprehensive coverage and degree

of detail. Partly because no preliminary visit was possible, and also because

the hosts were initially reluctant to omit anything that had been included

in the draft programme, the seminars in Beijing tried to cover too much ground.

But by the third seminar fewer topics were dealt with, each in more detail,

and the balance then achieved was a good one.

The second related issue is the question of whether to structure the topics

tightly around a central theme. This is difficult without considerable disc-

ussion in advance between team members. It can also inhibit the presentation

of alternative views or perspectives, giving a rather monolithic impression

which may not encourage debate. In this respect also there was significant

variation between the seminars. Initially, the structure was evident but

fairly loose; there were slight overlaps and gaps (though remarkably few given

the limited time for discussion and preparation among team members); and

alternative views were muted, but integrated within the whole. By the third

seminar, a strong unifying theme was introduced, with alternative views being

presented in counterpoint. The structure of the programme certainly benefitted

thereby, but it was still not clear that the presentation of alternative

views was ideally dealt with.

This last question raises the whole issue of how and why to generate discussion.

This in turn relates to the overall purpose of the seminars, and the balance

between description, analysis and prescription.

It was made clear that the team was not intended to provide instant advice

on how urban planning should be done in China, but rather.to introduce the

participants to current ideas and practice in other parts of the world, which

might connect with the Chinese situation. In simple terms, therefore, the

question of the appropriate balance between description, analysis and prescription

was, in part, easily solved. There should be no prescription. In practice

this was a little hard to adhere to, since many of the questions in discussion

were of the type: 'What would you advise ... ?' Nevertheless, all the lectures,

and most of the discussion, concentrated on description and analysis.

But what is the appropriate balance between these two? And, closely related,

the appropriate balance between theory and practice? In general terms, the
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aim was to combine them in roughly equal proportion, since an issue of particular

importance to the DPU is precisely this interaction of theory and practice.

This emerged during the seminars as a major topic of interest, upon which

attention was increasingly focussed. This balance was well maintained, but

the issue did arise as to how best to introduce the practical, descriptive

components. In part this raised the common choice between detailed case study

and 'act illustration'. At the extreme this can be manifested as choice between

a theorectical/analytical lecture enlivened by the occasional reference to

a major world city, or an essentially descriptive lecture giving enough background

information to demonstrate with some convicition one or two major conclusions

of significance.

Generally, parity was effectively maintained, and the lectures did not divide

clearly into one type or the other. The only significant change over the

seminars was that for the third seminar, Jakarta and London were treated

as case studies - at the end of the programme, bringing together many

of the themes and issues already referred to.

The balance between lectures and discussion was, as already noted, changed

from 2:1 in the first seminar to 1:1 thereafter. This depended for its success

on two factors. First, it was important that questions be forthcoming and that

they be stimulating. In this respect, Xian was most successful, because

the director used the half-hour break to discuss with participants and select

three suitable questions to be presented to the team. The delay caused by

translation, and perhaps a certain relectance on the part of participants

to appear critical or antagonistic, both inhibited discussion to some extent,

but generally the problem was to stop it when the time came for closing.

The second factor which contributed to the success of discussions was that

the team members were never short of things to say, and were not at all

reluctant to disagree (without rancour). Discussions were chaired by the

team leader, and unless questions were very specific they were generally

offered to more than one team member for response.

One major advantage of lengthy discussion was that it allowed participants

to choose specific topics of interest to them, rather than having the team

determine the matter all the time. In general, the balance of 1:1 was felt

to be the right one - except in Shanghai, where only one afternoon was
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devoted to the seminar, and the participants perhaps did not have time to

establish the necessary rapport for effective discussion.

It was found that devoting a whole morning to lectures, and a whole afternoon

to discussion, as in the first seminar, was not the best system. Thereafter,

1½ hours of lectures were followed by 1½ hours of discussion, which proved

extremely successful. This leads to the question of the timetable for the

seminars.

Whatever the number of days, or even weeks, it seems that there would not have

been enough time to deal with all the questions raised, in the degree of

detail desirable. But given the number of days available, the seminars were

as intensive as they could be - form the point of view of both participants

and team members - especially since some lecturs had to be written or

rewritten (and most of the team at some stage succumbed to 'flu). And the

length of each seminar (excluding Shanghai) was sufficient to cover a good

deal of ground.

It is evident from the foregoing that the seminar programme developed and

improved steadily, and what emerges is a successful model which is certainly

appropriate in China, and also, perhaps, elsewhere. A further improvement

which might prove effective, and which emerges from the experience of these

seminars, is not simply to increase the degree of detail, but also to focus

on specific issues of current importance in China - such as decentralisation

policies. Such topics would have to be carefully selected. Clearly they

should be of specific and current interest in China, but they should also

be topics for which the ciritical analysis of experience and ideas in other

countries of the world would be relevant and instructive. It is not easy to

choose such issues without a good knowledge both of the country for which

the seminar programme is designed, and of the type and level of participants

that will attend. But, ideally, a further seminar programme in China would

be designed in such a way, now that this knowledge has been acquired.

In summary, the considerable success of the seminar programme was achieved

largely by a process of 'learning by doing'. The variation between the different

programmes conducted in Beijing, Xian and Nanjing reflects this - and also,

perhaps, demonstrates to some extent how the different issues just identified

were dealt with in each case. It is hoped that some of these lessons may be of

interest beyond the particular case of this seminar programme in China.
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3. PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE COLLABORATION

During the course of the visit, we held a series of discussions dealing

with the possibilities of future joint activities involving the DPU and

both government and academic institutions in China. These discussions arose

out of previous exchanges and visits involving DPU staff and Chinese planners

covering the period from 1981, and more particularly out of the immediate

experience of the current visit described above, which was generally felt to

be extremely positive and of direct use to those who attended the seminars.

A first set of discussions, in Beijing, and carried on at subsequent venues

ending in Shanghai, concerned the future relations between the DPU and the

China Academy of Urban Planning and Design (CAUPD), Ministry of Urban/Rural

Construction and Environmental Protection (MURCEP). In talks with the Director

of the Academy, Mr Zhou Ghanzi, the Advisor, previously Deputy Director,

Mr An Yong Yin, and with Ms Xia Zhong Gan, Head of the Administrative Unit

of the China Academy of Urban Planning and Design, four main items of interest

emerged:

1. The exchange of information and documentation between the DPU and the

Academy, including research and training materials produced by the two

bodies, with the idea of strengthening the access of the Academy to

developed country and third world experience, and the availability of

Chinese planning and urban development material at the DPU.

2. The attendance of a few selected planners and researchers from the Academy

on specific training programmes at the DPU, also involving preparatory

English language training. Courses mentioned included Planning Ports

for Economic Development, Planning Industries in Cities, and National

Urbanisation Policy.
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3. The mounting of further seminar and workshop programmes in China, with

a greater degree of specialisation of topic, allowing for more in-depth

presentation and discussion. Topics which emerged quite clearly out of

our joint experience on this mission included planning for major metro-

politan regions, the integration of economic and physical planning, urban

transportation planning, and the issues of design and redevelopment of

older city centres.

4. The arrangement of a study tour for CAUPD staff to the UK in the latter

half of 1985 or early 1986, focussing on the further development of

links between the DPU (and other UK educational, training, research and

consultancy groups) and the main Chinese government agency dealing with

urban development, town planning and environmental questions, including

those just mentioned.

A second set of discussions was held with senior members of staff at NANDA,

including Professor Wang Dezi, a Vice-President of the University, and the

Director and Deputy Director for the Urban Planning Group at the Department

of Geography, Professor Soong Jia Tia and Professor Cui Gonghao.

The Department of Geography at NANDA is one of the two or three leading centres

for the education and training of planners in China. It is of particular

importance because of the increasing emphasis on the economic and social

aspects of urban development compared with the already well-established

architectural and engineering backgrounds which have previously dominated

the field. The Department of Geography has a contract with the MURCEP to

run special training courses for government planners and it is intended that

these programmes be expanded.

The discussions centred around the possibility of a link between the Department

of Geography at NANDA and the DPU at UCL. The link would be intended to

strengthen the international experience and comparative asepcts of the urban

planning programme. It would be intended to cover several major asepcts of

collaboration between these two instituions, including the placing of graduate

students, the exchange of teaching staff, the design of study fellowships and

research programmes, the exchange of teaching and research materials, and

possibly the design and development of joint study projects in third world

countries.
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Apendix 1

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

September

Tuesday 4 Depart London

Wednesday 5 Arrive Hong Kong (YMCA, Waterloo Road)

Thursday 6 p.m. Arrive Beijing

Discussion on programme

Friday 7 a.m. Session I

p.m. Session II

evening Welcome Banquet given by Director of Academy,

Zhou Ganzhi

Saturday 8 a.m. Session III

p.m. Discussion I

evening Entertainment (acrobatics)

Sunday 9 Tourism (Great Wall, Summer Palace and City Centre)

Monday 10 a.m. Session IV

p.m. Discussion II

evening Reception at British Embassy Cultural Counsellor's

home (Mr and Mrs Adrian Johnson) with Zhou Ganzhi,

An Yong Yu, Xia Zhong Gan

Tuesday 11 a.m. Peter Townroe, Michael Safier: meeting with

Qinghua University Architecture and Planning

Department

Desmond McNeill, Adrian Atkinson: meeting with

Biejing Urban Planning Directorate

p.m. Depart Beijing for Xian by air
Discussion on programme

.../continued
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Wednesday 12 a.m. Visit to Fangzhi Cheng (1950's industrial

district in east Xian), housing areas, and

tourist sites in Xian

Thursday 13 a.m. Preparation of seminars

p.m. Session I

evening Entertainment (variety show)

Friday 14 a.m. Session II

p.m. Session III

Saturday 15 a.m. Session IV

p.m. Visit to City Wall restoration project

Sunday 16 Tourism (Gin Shi Huang's burial place, and various places

of historical interest, including Huaging Pool)

Monday 17 a.m. Session V

p.m. Session VI

Tuesday 18 a.m. Depart Xian for Nanjing by air

p.m. Discussion on programme

evening Nanjing University Welcome Banquet given by

First Vice-President Wang Dezi and attended

by Xia Zhong Gan, Liu Huimin, Professors Yang Wu,

Soong Jia Tia and Cui Gonghao

Wednesday 19 a.m. Preparation

p.m. Session I

Thursday 20 a.m. Session II

p.m. Session III

evening Informal party for delegation organised by

Lin Zibing and staff of Foreign Language Department

Friday 21 a.m. Session IV

p.m. Tourism (Sites of Nanjing)

Saturday 22 a.m. Session V

p.m. Guided visit to Ruijin New Village estate,

to Yanziji and other places of professional

interest

... /continued
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Sunday 23 a.m. Depart Nanjing for Shanghai by train

Met by personnel of City Planning Agencies

evening Entertainment (variety show)

Monday 24 a.m. Guided visit to Tianshan New Village Estate

and City Centre

p.m. Seminar/Discussion

Tuesday 25 a.m. Visit to Port of Shanghai and trip on Huangpu
River

Wednesday 26 a.m. Depart Shanghai for Hong Kong
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Aopendix 2

DETAILED SEMINAR PROGRAMMES

Introduction

Listed below are the 28 'modules' which formed the draft programme of lectures.

As noted in the report, both the programme and the individual lectures were

greatly modified for each seminar, as the following details indicate:

Module

Number

INTRODUCTION

1 Learning from international experience

2 Planning in centrally planned economies

URBAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY

3 Why cities grow: macro level

4 Why cities grow: micro level

5 Consequences of city growth

6 Urban planning: the discipline

7 Urban planning: the practice

8 Critique of urban policies: national level

9 Critique of urban policies: city level

10 Alternative approaches

URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

11 Introduction

12 Urban land: policies

13 Urban land: programmes

14 Urban transport and infrastructure: policies

15 Urban transport and infrastructure: programmes

16 Energy, environment and ecology

.../continued
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Module
Number

17 Urban housing: policies

18 Urban housing: programmes I

19 Urban housing: programmes II

URBAN MANAGEMENT AND ACTION PROJECTS

20 Introduction

21 The institutional framework of the planner

22 The planning process I

23 The planning process II

24 The key elements of implementation

25 Methodology of project preparation and appraisal I

26 Methodology of project preparation and appraisal II

27 Urban management and finance I

28 Urban management and finance II

29 Review of major themes

1. Beijing

(The draft programme just outlined was broadly followed, and is therefore

not repeated in full here.)

Friday 7 September 8.00-11.30 a.m. Modules 1 to 7

2.30-6.00 p.m. Modules 8 to 10

Saturday 8 September 8.00-11.30 a.m. Modules 11 to 19

2.30-6.00 p.m. Discussion

Monday 10 September 8.00-11.30 a.m. Modules 20 to 27

2.30-6.00 p.m. Discussion

./continued
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Appendix 4

MATERIALS PROVIDED

1. Disolay Panels

Nine Al size panels for wall display, incorporating maps, diagrams,

colour photographs and text on the following subjects (Headings only in

Chinese):

London - Metropolitan Government

Milton Keynes - New Town Development

Budapest - Housing

Sao Paulo - Manufacturing Industry

Jakarta - Urban Infrastructure

Nairobi - Informal Economy

World Urbanisation: Theme and Variations

World Cities: Challenge to Planning

Development Planning Unit: International Activities

2. Lecture Outlines and Summaries

Twenty eight lecture outlines, each of 1 page, sent in advance and

translated into Chinese in China.

Approximately forty--five overlays for overhead projection, each

being a summary, in Chinese, of the main points in each lecture. (Twenty

eight prepared in advance, the balance prepared as the seminars developed).

3. Films and Slides

Two films provided on loan by the British Council in Beijing were

shown in Xian - one on Cumbernauld New Town, one on the new Covent Garden

market.

Slides were taken by team members, but used only sparingly, to

illustrate the conservation and restoration of old buildings in East and

West Europe.

4. Other Materials

A name list of the team members, a copy of the DPU brochure, and

name cards were translated into Chinese for distribution in China.

In addition to the above, various publications in English were presented to the
hosts in each city, including materials on London and DPU Working Papers on
various topics relating to urban development planning in the Third World.
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Anoendix 5

SUMMARY CV's OF TEAM MEMBERS

Desmond McNeill (Team Leader)

Lecturer and Director of Overseas Services of the DPU.

Graduate in economics from Cambridge. 15 years as consultant and lecturer,

with expereince in 11 overseas countries (Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India,

Mali, Jordan, Egypt, etc.)

Specialisation: urban project planning and appraisal.

Geographical specialisation: South and South East Asia.

Michael Safier (Deputv Leader)

Lecturer and Co-Director of the Masters Course in Urban Development Planning

at the DPU.

Graduate in economic geography, with nearly 20 years as lecturer, researcher

and consultant with experience in many overseas countries (Uganda, Kenya,

Zambia, Iran, Indonesia, India, Puerto Rico, etc.)

Sepcialisation: national urban policies; planning theory.

Geographical specialisation: East and Southern Africa.

Richard Kirkby

Research Associate of the Development Planning Unit.

Graduate in geography; postgraduate diploma in urban and regional planning;

with over 10 years expereince as planner and researcher, including periods

at Universities of Shandong and Nanjing.

Specialisation: urbansiation in centrally planned economies.

Geographical specialisation: China.

./continued
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Adrian Atkinson

Part-time lecturer at the Development Planning Unit.

Masters degree in Architecture and Urban Planning; registered architect;

nearly 20 years experience as practising planner in Europe and several

other countries (Holland, Greece, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraa).

Specialisation: environmental planning; planning theory.

Geographical specialisation: Middle East.

Peter Townroe

Senior Lecturer at University of East Anglia; Co-Director of the Special

Programme on Planning Industries in Cities at the Development Planning Unit.

Graduate in economics, with nearly 20 years as lecturer, researcher and consultant

in UK and overseas (Brazil, Pakistan, etc.) including resident consultant

at World Bank.

Specialisation: Industrial location and urban development.

Geographical specialisation: South America.



EMORANDUM

TO: Potentially Interested Parties

FROM: Sandra Rosenblith

SUBJECT: IISIN & OTHER DEVE]ITMENT IN BEI

Beijing is a totally flat city, mostly grey and beige, relatively close
to the Gobi Desert. It is very dusty., and often very windy. While there, I
met with an official of the City Planning Commission, visited some
relatively new Chinese housing, including a visit to an apartment, toured
several residential neighborhoods and comnercial corridors, old and new, and
read the national english language press. This memo summarizes what I saw
and learned.

China's population is about 1.031 billion persons. Average population
density is 105 persons per square kilometer, roughly 3 times the world
average. Eastern China has 46% of the land and 94% of the people.
Residents of 15 cities with populations over 1 million make up 39% of the
population. China has 3 of the 20 largest cities in the world and one,
Shanghai, with a population over 11 million, in the top 4.

The City Planner indicated that: in 1949, Beijing's population was
1.65 miellion; there are 9.75 million people in the metropolitan area today,
and the goal is keeping this number at or below 10 million in the year 2000;
the core urban and suburban area is divided into 3 rings, defined by major
roads, containing 5.65 million people; the inner ring includes the oldest
housing and densest population-traditional one story brick and stucco
housing built with blank exterior walls on courtyards, along a system of
relatively narrow clay alleys, near the Imperial or Forbidden City, with
30,000 people per hectare or 2.47 acres; a large percentage of this housing
is privately owned by families whose ancestors were attached to the Court
during the Ming Dynasty; a decision was made after the liberation in '49 to
develop an industrial base in the City and pay little attention to other
development; and this decision has been abandoned in favor of making Beijing
a center of government and culture with . facilities reflecting these
functions at the core and the remainder divided into relatively
self-contained neighborhoods including workplaces, housing for their
employees, retail and service, schools, health care and parks and open
spaces for residents.

The Planner cited these problems: core density and building
deterioration; substandard and overcrowded housing; outmoded and inadequate
infrastructure, including streets, water, sewer, transportation and park
systems; lack of commercial space; and incompatible land uses. (See
attached article "Capital Is Building A 'Green Reservoir'".)



The average total dwelling space per person is 3.5 square meters or
about 35 square teet. An article in the magazine "China Reconstructs",
entitled "Our Home Life: Elbow to Elbow and Cheek by Jowl", describes a
large apartment-240 square feet for 4 adults. The official goal is
increasing the space per person to 5 square meters or 50 square feet. The'
older "single family" stock is ill-suited to housing the 3 person nuclear
family now encouraged. It was designed and built for extended families.
Much of this housing has no running water or sewer or inadequate plumbing.
The alleys it is built on 'are too narrow for transportation other than
bicycles, motorcycles, and bicycle-powered vehicles, e.g., pedicabs, carts,
etc.

The.government has built numerous mid- and high-rise apartment blocks
in the rings surrounding the core. The current mix of stock is roughly one
third gingle story, one third mid-rise and one third high-rise. Mid-rises
are 5 ,b 6 stories. Most high- rises do not exceed 10 or 12 stories. These
buildings look like pretty typical Section 236 or 8 projects from the
outside, except that they have small balconies. Many of the balconies have
been enclosed by tenants using a variety of materials. Buildings being
rehabbed and new buildings often have enclosed balconies. A typical
apartment would have 2 or 3 rooms and might have a private bathroom or at
least a private W.C. The mid-rises we saw generally had 20 apartments. The
apartment we visited had 4 residents-a grandmother, father and mother, and
college student son. It had a central hallway about 3 feet wide and 10 feet
long and 3 rooms: the grandmother's, a bedroom doubling as a dining area
and kitchen with a bed, table and hot plate; the parent's, a bedroom
doubling as a living room with a bed, two Barcalounger-type chairs, a
wardrobe, coffee table and color t.v. set; and the son's, a bedroom doubling
as a study with a bed, desk, bookcase and 5 foot tall, refrigerator. There
was an enclosed toilet and a water basin in the hall. The largest room was
roughly 10 by 10 feet. The walls and floors were bare concrete. The
building halls were that familiar institutional green.

The Planner, news articles and several people we talked to said
that high-rise apartments don't work well and mid-rises are preferable.
Rents for all apartments are about the same-5 to 6 Yuan per month, or less
than $2. The average salary in Beijing is between 50 and 100 Yuan a month.
Utilities are tenant paid, and often exceed rent, now that people have more
electrical appliances. Tenant associations are supposed to maintain the
buildings on a cooperative basis. People say that high-rises are too
crowded and impersonal; tenants don't maintain them well; elevators break
down a lot; and the water pressure is too weak to get water to the upper
floors. (See attached article "Put Heart Back Into Housing".) While we
were in Beijing, the newspapers announced that if the current drought
continued, and people didn't conserve more water, water pressure would be
inadequate to reach higher than the third floor.

When I asked the Planner what the government was going to do to
decrease the density and alleviate housing conditions, he gave these
answers. The government expects to build 20 satellite cities and 200 such
towns outside the 3 inner rings. (See Picture attached.) The national goal
in the Seventh Five Year Plan is 400 cities and 10,000 towns by 1990.. No
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new industry will be developed in Beijing. New industry will be located in

the satellites, and industrial ventures remaining in Beijing proper will be
relocated there along with their employees. He explained that since one

must get a permit to live anywhere, and permits are issued according to

workplace, these satellites can be settled without the problems associated
with new towns elsewhere. (However, see attached article "Beijing Fair Busy
With House Swappers".) The government also plans to demolish roughly 80% of
the older single story housing. It will rehab the best 20% using historic

design standards to preserve the cultural character of old Beijing. When I

asked how the government would demolish or rehab the privately owned

structures, he said it would be difficult to get the owners to sell. When I

asked if it would set up a low-cost loan fund for landlord rehab, he said

they had never considered it, and he thought it unlikely. The Planner

continued, saying that the government had built some 6 million square meters
or about 60 million square feet since '49, and thxat it would be able to
build more housing and create more open space in the inner-city after the

older structures are cleared. Its goal is reaching a construction rate of

20 million square feet overall per year in Beijing. The national goal is
constructing 650 million square feet of urban housing under the Seventh Five

Year Plan.

I asked how it would be possible-;to build so many satellite cities and

towns and housing, given housing costs and the cost of new infrastructure in

rural areas and upgrading the infrastructure in the inner-city. His basic

response was: ,"I've been wondering about that. As a country, province and

city, we have to balance the budget. We only have so much money to ,spend
every year and we have a lot of problems. How do you do it?" (See attached
article "State Halts 106 Building Projects".) I explained that governments
issued bonds, borrowing money to pay for housing and infrastructure like
water, sewer and transportation networks. He wanted to know how the loans

are repaid, and I talked about taxes, sales, our rents and rent-to-income

ratios, special assessments and user fees. The Planner was fascinated. He
allowed as how home ownership existed in rural areas because the peasants

have longterm land leases, and there is room for single family housing.
Over the past 5 years, 80 million farm households built homes, accounting
for 42% of the country's total housing construction. He said that luxury
condos are being developed for the Overseas Chinese in Beijing. (A new town

for 50,000 Overseas Chinese is being developed elsewhere.) But, he thought
home ownership in urban areas was very unlikely, even though the government

would get its money back faster. So were increases in rents. (However, see

article attached "Shanghai Savers Buy Homes".). I pointed out that the new

"economic responsibility system" meant that some people were earning more
and could afford to pay more for better housing, and asked if private

landlords charge more and whether the concept of private, for-profit housing
development exists. He answered that while private landlords might charge
more, he didn't think the government could have rent schedules based on

income because "in theory" everyone makes the same salary. The concept of

private, for-profit real estate development applies only to joint ventures
with foreign companies for hotels and projects such as the Overseas Chinese

condos. He noted that, in these cases, the developers had to pay the

government for the cost of the associated infrastructure (off-site
improvements) before they can build.
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After this exchange, the Planner did say that the government would
concentrate its housing development efforts first in the outer two rings of
Beijing. I wanted to knqw what the average cost of this housing woould be.
He said about $6.25 psf for bricks and nortar and $31 psf for everything,
including relocation costs. He pointed out that low-rise buildings would be
cheaper, but land is too scarce, "expensive", to make low-rise feasible.
Referring to a high-rise construction site, we were seeing in the second
ring, where a crane was being used to lift structural steel, while laborers
were manning a bucket and pulley to lift other materials, and materials were
being brought to the site by horse-pulled cart, I asked how long such a
building would take to construct. He estimated 3 years. I noted that even
these developments would take significant time. He admitted they would, and
went on to bemoan the transportation problems that this housing would
exacerbate.

At present there are 5.5 million bicycles and 4,300 buses in the Beijing
metropolitan area. In 1985 alone, the number of bicycles increased 38%.
The ratio of buses in operation compared to those "being serviced"- dropped
to 44% from 92% in 1981. The average bus speed decreased to 12 to 14
kilometers per hour versus 18 to 20 in the''60s. At rush hours, between 12
and 14 people are crammed, into every 10 square feet on the buses. The
officially accepted standard is '9 persons per 10 square feet. There are
two, relatively small, centrally located subway systems carrying about
430,000 riders a day. Supposedly, there are no private cars. However,
there are government cars and vans and trucks. There are 200 taxi companies
with thousands of cabs, none of which even existed three years ago. In
1985, the number of cars increased 130%. And, -there are pedicabs,
motorbikes, bicycles,, horsedrawn carts and pedestrians. By our standards
there are relatively few traffic lights-230. There are 4,200 traffic
policemen, some of whom stand on round platforms with umbrellas directing
traffic at the major downtown arterial intersections. These streets have
sidewalks, bicycle lanes defined by metal fences and vehicular traffic lanes
with bus stops located between the bicycle and vehicle lanes. Lesser
streets have no lights, policemen or barriers. And, the sidewalks of many
streets and alleys are clogged with parked bicycles, peddlars, with and
without stands, and pedestrians walking and squatting on the sidewalks. A
recent article in the Beijing Review says that one sixth of all the rotor
vehicles in the city flow through one intersection every day. At a specific
smaller crossing, rush hour traffic amounts to an average of 1,570 cars and
trucks, 25,000 bicycles and 8,800 pedestrians per hour.

These problems are heightened by internal and external tourism. Last
year, there were 930,000 foreign tourists in Beijing. In the past 5 years,
more than 61 million Overseas Chinese visited China, many of whom came to
Beijing. More than 25% of the Chinese, took internal trips in 1985. 300,000
people a day take buses to the Summer Palace in the Beijing suburbs during
the tourist season. 8,000 cars a day pull up to the Beijing Hotel. It has
parking for 300 cars.

All in all, transportation is a big problem in Beijing and the
surrounding areas. The joke about Be Great Wall is that its wall-to-wall
people. It took us an hour and a half to drive from Beijing to within 2
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kilometers of The Wall. It took us another hour and a half to get into the
parking lot and get a parking space. Eventually, we got out and roamed the
lot in the rain until we found someone pulling out, then stood in the space
while one of us found the van and directed the driver to us. I recommend
that anyone going to the Great Wail take the helicopter tour from Beijing.
But clearly helicopters don't solve the day-to-day problems, and as the
Planner points out, no-one seems to have any solutions.

As you can see, I could go on and on. However, with the reader in mind, I
will end (I promise) with a brief discussion of retail development and a
note on parks and greening. Because private retail and service businesses
were not permitted after '49 up until Modernization, there was virtually no
comnercial space available for such ventures. The space that did exist was
occupied by government-owned enterprises or used for other purposes. Retail
and service businesses have sprung up virtually everywhere. Most of these
are conducted on the streets or out of tiny spaces fronting on the street,
very few of which have storefronts per se. The net result is more

congestion, a bazaar atmosphere, with some streets virtually closed by
vendors offering everything from vegetables,' ice cream and, fast food to
clothes, pots and pans, shoe repairs and almost anything you can think of
other than consumer durables. You may be amused to know that durables like
refrigerators are on sale in the unlikeliest places, e.g., hotel lobbies.
In any event, the government response to this is severalfold. On an
immediate basis, it is building open covered sheds, known as "free markets",
to house vendors. But the ;emand far outstrips the supply. Secondly, it is
renovating existing commercial space in areas where hard currency can be
earned. For example, we visited a street dating from the Confucian period
where the government is doing a conventional ccmmercial revitalization
project, e.g., storefront renovations according to historic design standards

along a, three block area closed to motor vehicles, complemented by new
paving, planters, light fixtures and even banners. Tenants are limited to
selling antiques and arts and crafts objects. The area is anchored by a
.restaurant and government arts and crafts store. And, finally, the
governent is building new strip shopping facilities for rent to, government
and private businesses.

I leave you with these thoughts. Because Beijing is so crowded, there
are not very many parks. Because it is so dry, dusty and windy, it is very
difficult to grow grass and flowers outdoors. The government is building
some parks and planting some places in them, but usually when you see plants
and flowers they are in pots not the ground. The national goal under the
Seventh Five Year Plan is reaching 4 square. meters of trees and grass per
person by 1990. Imagine these two phenomena. We were entertained in a
diplomatic housing complex serving all foreign embassies but the Soviet's.
Right smack in the middle was a playground donated by McDonalds where the
play equipnent included Ronald McDonald and a Big Mac. There are no
McDonalds in China yet... And, during the first 4 months of 1986, the
government planted 16 million trees in Beijing. And, they're not done yet.

NOTE: I have attached some relevant clippings on these subjects and others,

e.g., building materials. All are from Chinese sources. Most are
from the China Daily.



Capital is building a 'green reservoir'
population and ever-expanding in- "Changxindian used to rely on help preserve water but also it will many areas have to release sewage

special to China Daily dustry have produced more and underground water, but the supply -purify the water flowing throuth it. into the nearby rivers." Liu said.

by Tong Uuwu more pollution. was exhausted late last year so the A river becomes cleaner after flow-

The problem Is growing seriousin water is now pumped from the ing through a forest." pe, has been found to have 55
Beiping has planted more than It some of the city's industrial sec- Yongding Canal, which was The city has also realized the pollution sources. Thirty-eight are

Million trees n and around the city tors. such as Changxindian. a previously used as'an industrial urgent need to control industrial from upstream coal mines.

Itoping its target for this spring by district in Beijing's southwestern water source," according to Hu pollution in addition to the loqng- hospitals and residential quarters:
'7pern s taspt f Its pring by suburbs. Guangren. engineer in charge of term ecological project of large- the other 17 are along the canals

7.s per cent - as part of Its overall water quality at the Beijing Water scale tree planting. urban section.
prormme to improve the environ- Water. shortage Company. Recently Deputy -Mayor Zhang "In the past, people tried to turnment. The problem in Changxindian is Before 1984, Beijing's drinking Baifa announced a series of Beijing into a self-contained in-

Efforts are still under way to primarily industrial pbollution, water came primarily from measures on pollution control and dustrial centre." Liu said. "But the
develop five "green corridors" which has affected drinking water underground. But continuous pum- th'e protection of two major water s , chemical aper-making and
along the five State highways fann- for its 120.000 inhabitants. Last ping and a five-year drought have sources. the Yongding Canal and electroplate factories they built
Ing out from Beijing to oditlying December, commuters working in resulted in an annual fall of one the Miyun Reservoir. lhave become sources of pollution."
cities. The five green "rays" with a the district even brought their metre in the' city's underground "We can now fine people who are
total length of 400 kilometres. will drinking water from home, while water table. Hu said. We can g neted ware He noted that the Young Pioneer
coVer areas up to 100 metres wide the Changxindian February 7th 'found discharging untreated waste -Lake Park in Chaoyang District,
along highways on all four sides of Locomotive Factory provided each Urgent need water into canals," Liu said. east of the city, is'now deserted
the capital In three to five years. of its employees with a mini-filter He blamed the city's pollution because waste water from the Beii-

Mavor Chen Xltong ointed out for drinking water. Strict control of industrial pollu- problems on its ever-increasing ur- ing Number I Power and Heat

dMr Centonsptin ot . tion is imperative, according to Liu ban population and over-zealous in- Plant has turned the lake into a

captig a recenig drie that urbe The autho rocessnstalled s oc al Yanshen, an official of the Beijing dustrial development, dark and stinking pool. About 30

de'.elopment "must be guided by water supply centre to i o the Bureau of Environmental Protec- There are now 5 million residents other rivers or streams across Beij-

ecological considerations - this is i mrove tion. "But a major effort to plant in urban Beijing - five times the ing are also polluted to varyingecooorcalcosidraton - hisis quality of 'piped Water, but the in
our firm decision. trees in and around the city is vital number in 1949. The increase in ur- degrees.

source of pollution - industrial contuous environmental im ban population has outpaced th ci-
The mayor's statement was waste in the Yongding Canal flow- provement." he said. t v's expansion of sanitation "it is unlikel that a river can

echoed by many persons concerned ing through the district - still re- .s of anan "Iss un key h be
u ith environmental protection in mains. and the root of this problem "A forest is the best reservoir," facilities such as the drainage pass through the city without e-

Beijing. where an exploding is the shortage of water. Liu pointed out. "It will not only system. "As a result, people in ing polluted." Liu said.



Put Heart Back into Housing

At a time when high apartment buildings arc
mushrooming in Beijing, replacing the traditional
courtyard - silieyuan - housing, residents are be-
ginning to feel a certain alienation in neighborhood
relations.

The siheyuan-style of architecture reflects Bci-
jing's history and culture. But it also had a positive
social effect that should not be ignored by today's
architects.

Sharing a common courtyard, different families
develop a common bond. If it starts to rain, some-
one absent from home need not worry about clothes
hung outside. One of the neighbors will certainly
bring them in. Elderly Beijing residents recall past
summer days when families shared dinners in the
courtyard, chatting and sampling one another's cui-
sine.

The siheyuan creates a valuable social network.
Generations of Beijing citizens have passed their
lives in such quadrangles. The network has become
a symbol of harmonious neighborhood relation. The
courtyards give people a sense of safety and belong-

ing. In thcir spccial way, they cntribute to sucial
stability.

In high-rise apartmcnt buildings. many people
find themselves in a depcrsonalized setting. Living
in isolated "pigeon holes." casual social interplay
disappears. Apartments, though compressing more
people into less space lengthen the distance be-
tween individuals. This is specially harmful to the
mental health of the elderly and to the psychologi.
cal development of children. Experience in ad-
vanced countries shows that people are not satisfied
simply with material abundance and spacious living
quarters. They yearn for human interaction.

There is no doubt that densely populated Chi-
nese cities need more apartment buildings. A com-
fortable. spacious apartment is something people
dream about. But there is no reason why a modem
high-rise cannot incorporate some of the "people"
features of a siheyuan. Architects should break their
present monotonous design format and think of the
needs of those who will someday move into the
concrete towers.

Beijing Evening News



This development in the Caihe New Village in
suburban Beijing was built under a unified plan.
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Beijing fair busy with house-swappers
ties told China Tiaily: "I live at Jin- He Is also head of the Guiding Cen- rent the limited number of apart- for people'iconvenience." i noted.

by Gai ShI song in Chaoyong District, but tre for National Urban Housing ments constructed by their work- At the fairs, housing details and
work at a factory in Qinghe. Exchange. ing units, regardless of their loca- the necessary formalities for

Despite scorching sun and soar- roughly 35 kilometres away. It "Because of limited housing and tion. Most city residents go to work transferring right of use are cen-
lng temperatures yesterday, Beij- takes me over three hours every ave traffic problems, commuting by bus, which can travel at bnly tralized. According to Li. 200.000
Ig peorle flocked to the Workers' rv rfi rbes omtn

Cultueopl Placed t the ityorker - day to cover the distance, more than one hour every day is on- 10-15 kilometres per hour during households have swapped through
Cultur Palace In the city ntre -- To his pleasant surprise. he ly too common among city rush hours. this channel since 1980.
not toping ofsem t found three possibly ideal house- dwellers. There are also many who . Investigations show that hous- Similar trading centres and fairsof swapping houses- swappers through the fair's com- frequently travel long distances to ing and transport are biggest have also appeared in Harbin. Tian-

The fifth Beijing Housing Ex- Puter system. look after aging or disabled headaches for Chinese city jn, Wuhan and Shanghai. where

change Fair is being held In the The fair creates lively scenes: relatives, and others with three residents. It is common to find the trade is no less busy than in
Palace from May 21 to 25. The local groups of people negotiating, generations living together who notices stuck on lamp posts appeal- Beijing. Some 33 cities across the

press announced the opening in ad- advertising their homes and anx- want to trade their big, single room ing or prospec tive house-
vance. lously perusing registration cards for a smaller two-room flat," Li swappers. Some people scour the Ci- Centre for National Housing Ex-

The fair ins to match up house pinned up on line upon line of ex- said. ty, hunting for suitable houses for change, LN said,

holders with commuting problems hbiton bardsumber as many as Generally Chinese urban in- exchange - not an efficient
Tae cadin-eras a method. A National conference on hous-

who can "change places' to mutual 20.000, according to U Zhi, an of- dividuals cannot afford to buy or
advantage. ficial from the Beijing Estate Ad- build their own houses near where "We set up house-trading centres ing exchange is planned in Dalian

One young man in his late twen- ministration In charge of the fair. they work. They often scramble to and sponsor annual exchange fairs this August.



Shanghai savers buy homes
projects was the major priority in *municipal government investment

special lo China Daily China's economic development and will be sold through the China

by Yang Zhongyi that this overshadowed the Enterprise Corporation. which

residential buildings for- several specializes in housing sales, at 240
State h l s SHANG HAI - Wang Xiaomin decades. yuan (about S801 per square metre

paid 5.200 yuan labout S 1.7001 this In recent years, however, the to staff members of cultural. educa-

April and moved his family of five Shanghai municipal government tional and health organizations or106 building into a new 52.8-square-metre apart-. has taken measures to ease the institutions. A staff member needs
ment. housing crunch. According to the to pay only half the sum, and the

It consists of two bedrooms, a. city construction bureau, 20 million other half is paid by his work unit.

kitchen.one built-in wardrobe and square metres of living spnce have • Ordinary citizens can buy

The. government has ordered one lavatory. From now on, his been built between 1981 and 1985. directly from the China Enterprise

work to sfUp U1n loS aidftWtHrized family nf three generations will no But for the 6.5 million inner city Corporation at a price of 360 yuan

construction schemes which were longer have to huddle in its original dwellers, it warns, the average liv- (ab6ut $1201 per square metre.

tar ted in the lost three months of 34-square-meter dwelling. ing quarters still remain at five • Newly built mansions and cot-

985, Economra c Daily reported Wang. 37, a worker at a Shanghai square metres per person. About tages cater specially to the need of

et investigated textile factory, says: "We long 500,000 families are on the list of overseas Chinese or their relati'es.

The authoritIes investi e hoped to improve our overcrowded "having house problems," it says. and are sold at double the price of

total of 783 such schemes outide living conditions, and now the Methods of selling houses in ordinary houses.

the State budget all over China policy of selling houses to families Shanghai include: The commercialization of hous-

during the first three months of has made it possible." • Hlouses built by factories and ing has brought immediate

ins to clamp down on runaway Many people in the city are now business units can be sold to economic benefits. About 2 billion

tapital construction, saving their money to buy an workers at the price of 120 yuan yuan (about $600 million) was made

of thee, work on 14v piojects apartment. Says Lt Qian, a pharn (about $40) per square metre. The in profits from the houses sold last

nf housing and cultural, educe- acertticnt employee: "My family cost of each square metre is 300 year. says the China Enterprise

tionly and public health facilities - ha been putting agie every cent yuan (about 11001 on average. Corporation. And it predicts even

was andpu e to continue. The 106 and now has 4,000 yun (about Part of the housing built with more profits will be made in 1986.

halted schemes ae mainly office $1,3001 in hand. Next year. we will

buildngh. 
be among the home owners.

The nPwspaper said final, deci- Ilousing commercialization is

slons had yet to be made on the seen as a major step to improve

other 509 projects. The govern- housing conditions for people in

ment was determined to prevent this city of 11 million. It is also

unauthorired construction from hoped that the profits from such

draining the country's economy. sales will stimulate even more

(Xinhual building of residential buildings. So
far, the push to commercialize
housing is proving a success.

Arcording to a city government
official. more than 80.000 square
metres of living space were sold in
1984 and 510.000 square metres in
1985. fiv year-end. it is expected to

top 600,000 square metres.

Shnnghai's housing problem has
been a pressing Issue for many
years. The official said that con-
struction of large-scale industrial



Antique housingprotected d ,

Architects. from Beijing. and Scenery with Hills and Water* in
by our staft reporter , '" Shanghai' surveyed' the old Yongjia County.whichdrew thaat.,

-$ R';W-, Shl Zai¾>.r-41` buildings in recent months. They tanion of archicta. -h-I g.
.-. said it is rare to find sm old _"The old residential compounds

Many- residential -compounds 'rbuildings intact in ono area.:. ./ are located mainly in two village,.
built 250 to 700 years ago still The buildings were found by a Fu Rong Cun and Chan Bo Cun.
stand in an 800-sqypre-kilometre '.writer named Wang Yingqi who'
area of Yongjia. a coastal county in .,went to the county by chance and Within one campound in Fu Hong
Zhejang Province .te rote an article, Picturesque Cun. three rows of houses with 24

small yards can be found. The con
pound was built in-the Song Dynas.
ty (AD 960-12T".

Fu Rong Can's main -road
parallels a clean stream that runs
through the vilages which is, sur-
rounded by doible stone walla.

A m an 's memorial archway dating to
the Tang Dynasty (618-9071 canN ew~ alseso be seen in the village, which

p R ~ e 18now has . po,.l.tion of 1926, ail
model for surnamed Chen. Al'

Less than a kilometre away 'is,his plastic Chan Bo Cun. It is said to havecav e-m en been designed by a matriarch in
955. There are 513 families living in

LANZHOU (Xinhua) - Ar. thevillagenow. t-
chitect Ren Zhenying has The idea that houses are built Outside thevilageare two facing
developed an improved cave design with wood and brick is rooted in pavilions. The second one belongs
for China's 35 million cave people's mind. However, the Nan to a neighbouring village called
dwellers. tong Number 1 Plastic Factory in Fang Ao. Both pavilions were built

Built in a hillside in this capital of Jiangsu Province is bucking in the Song Dynasty.,-g/
Gansu Province. Ren's cave has 42 popular perceptions by introducing t' Other villages in the county also
rooms with a total floor space of a house made of plastic. have old
1.250 square metres. The largest of "The plastic house can serve as.a Cun. 50 families of 200people.live'
the rooms is 34 metres square. temporary shelter for sellers as well - in an 'old compound with '120'

Unlike traditional cave dwellings. as travellers," said Qian Jiang, an, houses occupying a space of more
the 1986 model has a large door and official from the factory. than three hectares. It was built in
window frames. an air vent to the Constructed with polyvinyl 1632., ': '
outside at the back of each room chloride, the plastic house is high The vice governor of the county.
and two and three-room apart- strength, as well as sound-proof Chen Yongxin. told China Daily
ments. and heat-proof. It is quick to that as the residents in rural area

Ren says the new cave solves the assemble and disassemble. get richer, they are rebdilding their.
most serious problem of the old one "Traditional building materials old houses. But the old buildings in
- poor ventilation. - are in short supply, and plastic Yongjia County have escaped so

At the same time, he says: "It material is an ideal substitute at a far Now the local government has
stays coor in the summer and warm lesser cast," said Qian. taken measures to prevent the old

- -compounds from being pulled
in the winter. "It's relatively inex- The house, consisting of a down. Chen also said that there are
pensive to build. and saves energy bedroom, sitting room, kitchen and -plans to open the old buildings to
and land that could be used for far- toilet, covers 42 square metres the public after they are repaired.
ming. The house is colourfully furnish-

Architects from Great Britain. ed with plastic furniture in mock
Japan and the United States have wood veneer.
said the new model preserves tradi- "We imported production equip-
tional Chinese styles while offering ment from Italy, West Germany
improved living conditions to its in- and Jnpan," said flu Ying Huai,
habitants, vice department director of the

Local officials say they will pro- manufacturer, the Nantong New
mote Ren's design throughout the Building Material Factory . in
plateau and expect it to eventually Jiangsu Province. "Our products
be widely used. have been marketed in Europe."

According to lu, the factory en-
joyed good sales during a recent ex-
hibition, and a contract has been
signed between the factory and the
Great Wall Hotel.

The production of the plastic
houses and furniture is limited due
to the fnct that both are new pro-
ducts. But the future looks bright,
according to Qian.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
July 10, 1986

Files

John W. -uang, _EPUW

T 1,. 61894

CHINA: Shanghai Environmental Project
Minutes of Pre-appraisal Review Meeting

The following is a record of the comments received in the pre-
appraisal review meeting for the above project which was held on July 7, 1986
and chaired by Mr. David Turnham, Assistant Director, AEP.

2 The meeting raised various points concerning the project which have
been agreed and included in the Executive Project Summary (EPS). In summary
the participants felt that the proposed financial objectives were rather ambi-
tious, and agreed that a reasonable period of time to allow the sewerage
enterprise to achieve them, as described in para. 5a of the EPS, would be
acceptable. They also asked for plans to be reviewed at appraisal on land
acquisition and resettlement of displaced families, and on measures to be taken
for environmental improvement.

3. The following advice was also provided to staff at the meeting for
appraisal and preparation of the staff appraisal report:

a. As the proposed project competes with other urban projects in Shanghai
for development funds, it is important to examine the relevance of the invest-
ments for this project in the context of the entire investment plan for urban
development in Shanghai. The ability of Shanghai to provide the huge counter-
part funds required by the project should also be reviewed.

b. At appraisal staff should ensure that the alternative chosen is indeed
the least cost, and the analysis and conclusions are noted in the SAR.

c. A major benefit of the proposed project is environmental improvement.
It is important to define what this entails in terms of what is expected to be
achieved, i.e., what the situation would be with and without the project. A
comprehensive plan on what institutional and legislative instruments are re-
quired to bring about environmental improvement, and the means to monitor and
measure changes in environmental conditions would also be required.

d. Institutional development is an important aspect of the Bank's work,
and the importance of this should not be lost sight of in the proposed project.
Indeed the project would offer excellent opportunities for strengthening insti-
tutions in the environmental sector.

e. The project has substantial power requirements. The availability of
adequate power supply in Shanghai for the proposed project would be ascertained
at appraisal.

P-1866



f. Significant changes in project cost estimate have been noted during
the course of project preparation. While it is appreciated that there is a
lack of good-cost estimating data in China, an attempt should nevertheless be
made to obtain a reasonable cost estimate during appraisal which can be depen-
ded upon throughout the life of the project. The impact on the project cost
estimate of the recent devaluation of the RMB against the US dollar has to be
studied.

cleared with and c.c. Mr. Merghoub (AEACH)

c.c. Messrs. Kaji (AEADR); Kirmani, Turnham (AEPDR);
Loh. Cook, Saravanapavan, Garn (WUDDR);
Ms. Ogawa (AEACH);
Salman (LEGEP); Mrs. Hwang (LOAAS);
Calderisi, Ms. Schaeffer (AENVP).

JHuang:



EXECUTIVE PROJECT SUMMARY - APPRAISAL STAGE

Country and Borrower: China, Government of China
Project Name: Shanghai Environmental Project
Probable Cost: US$ 515 million

Financing Plan IBRD US$ 55 million
IDA 90 million
Bilateral 70 million

Shanghai Municipal Government 300 million

Tentative Appraisal Departure: September 1, 1986
Tentative Board Date: May 5, 1987

Background

1. Shanghai, China's largest and most industrialized city, has an urban
population of over 6 million, and another 6 million in its rural counties.
Past emphasis on industrial production had led to the diversion of the bulk of
its resources for industrial development to the neglect of other sectors.
Until recently, industries have been allowed to discharge their effluents with
little or no treatment into local water courses causing widespread pollution.
The situation is exacerbated by pollution load from domestic waste discharge
which is rising rapidly with increasing family incomes. A Bank urban sector
mission in 1982 identified pollution, together with inadequate housing and
public transportation, as the city's most critical problems. The present pro-
ject is part of a comprehensive urban development plan prepared by Shanghai.
As environmental pollution is adversely affecting the living conditions of the
people, and Shanghai's image in the international trading community, both the
Central Government and the Municipal Government of Shanghai are placing great
importance to the improvement of environmental conditions of the city.

Project Objectives

2. The proposed project is aimed at improving environmental conditions in
Shanghai through physical works, and establishing an appropriate institutional
framework to deal with organizational, financial, technical and legislative
aspects of liquid waste management and environmental protection.

Project Description

3. The project is the first stage of a comprehensive environmental im-
provement program (with an estimated total cost of $1 billion) prepared by the
Shanghai Municipal Government. The project would address the most pressing
pollution problems in areas along Suzhou Creek in the northern half of the city
containing central commercial districts and dense residential areas. Project
physical works would comprise the construction of link and intercepting sewers
to collect and convey wastewater from combined sewers in these areas for dispo-
sal at the Changjiang (Yangtze River) estuary. Institutional development under
the project would include strengthening of the organizations responsible for
liquid waste management and environmental protection through consolidation and
clarification of responsibilities, tightening legislation and operation regula-
tions, establishing financial goals and developing management capabilities,
acquiring better equipment and instruments for operation and environmental
monitoring, and staff training.



Rationale for Bank involvement

4. China has, up to now, little experience in the planning and implementa-
tion of large environmental improvement projects of this nature. Bank involve-
ment to date has already resulted in the selection of a cost-effective plan
after a thora-ugh examination of several alternatives. The Shanghai Municipali-
ty has relied extensively on the Bank's technical advice and experience from
other countries. Continued Bank advice would be needed to address the very
important institutional and regulatory matters in devising the operational
plan. The Bank has been instrumental in helping to secure the bilateral co-
financing for the project.

Actions to be agreed on

5. a. A sewerage enterprise for sewerage operations, operated on a financial-
ly viable basis, to be established by December 1987. Detailed schedule
for staffing to be established at appraisal.

b. Sewerage charges based on water uasage to be levied on industrial and
domestic users to (i) meet, in the long term, all operating and mainten-
ance costs, and interest, plus debt amortization or depreciation whichever
is greater, (ii) provide proper signals for industrial users to pretreat
their effluents. Shanghai Municipality to allow the sewerage enterprise
to commence charging some sewerage tariff by 1988 and to achieve the
financial objectives stated above by 1993. Terms of reference for a study
(to be completed by 1988) to propose appropriate sewerage tariffs and a
plan to implement them are to be agreed during appraisal.

c. Regulations on industrial effluent discharge standards for Shanghai to
be passed by end 1987. A plan for implementing measures for industrial
pollution monitoring and control to be agreed during appraisal, as well as
the terms of reference and timing for a study on management of Huangpu
River water resources to preserve water quality and to allocate their use.

d. A plan satisfactory to the Bank for land acquisition and resettlement
of families displaced by the project to be agreed at appraisal.

e. Shanghai Municipality to continue to engage competent foreign consul-
tants to advise on project design and construction supervision.

Justification

6. Given the serious pollution problem in Shanghai, additional measures to
relieve pollution are essential. The principal benefits would be better envi-
ronmental conditions in areas along the two major waterways of the city. Be-
cause of difficulties to fully quantify economic benefits in environmental
projects, it would not be possible to arrive at a meaningful ERR for this
project, and justification of the proposed investments would be based on least
cost solution among feasible alternatives.

Risks

7. In view of the lack of local experience with environmental projects of
this size and complexity, the main risks are associated with the ability of the
Shanghai Government to implement the project and achieve its physical and
institutional objectives. These risks are mitigated, however, by the strong
commitment the municipality has shown throughout project preparation to impiove
its environment, and the help of experienced consultants who would be engaged
for project planning and implementation.



Urban housing and planning in China
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ABSTRACT
In May 1985, the writer visited five Chinese cities. He was able to examine current major housing projects and interview
senior urban administrators and planners. The paper is based largely upon information obtained by observation in the
field and by means of the interviews, not upon detailed fieldwork. It provides an overview both of China's current urban
housing situation and of the policies adopted since 197/ to solve housing problems. The relationships of current housing
programmes to the recent re-evaluation of the status of urban planning in China are also outlined. In addition. the hous-
ing policies and programmes are assessed against the author's experience of urban housing development im other Third
World countries.

KEY WORDS: China, Third World, Urbanization, Urban planning, Urban housing, Housing investment, Housing
allocation, High-rise housing, Self-help housing

Although the rural reforms introduced since 1978 as 1949, urban planning in the modern sense was
part of the economic liberalization in China have virtually non-existent in much of China. The period
attracted a great deal of international comment and of national rehabilitation after 1949, followed by
analysis,' it is also significant that as part of the same that of the First Five Year Plan (1953-57), saw the
liberalization the cities and towns are in process of introduction not only of economic planning but also
drastic change. As one result of the responsibility of urban planning on a national scale, both being
system in agriculture, free markets have been estab- dominated by Russian theory and practice. In many
lished in and around the towns and cities at which instances, generalized urban layouts were drawn up
peasants may sell surplus produce, whilst free mar- and plans for inner area rehabilitation and regenera-
kets in other consumer goods, particularly clothing tion devised. However, few of the latter were ever
and textiles, have also been permitted, and now carried out, and the focus of physical urban develop-
parallel the official urban retailing system. The ment shifted to the suburban rings around the towns
post-1978 changes reflect recognition of a growing and cities where a series of short-term and pragmatic
urgency for economic differences between peasants decisions regarding the siting of industry and hous-
and urban dwellers to be lessened. They also reflect a ing were made, which today have resulted in poor
recognition of the necessity both for the introduc- land-use assemblages and the creation of new urban
tion of greater material incentives into an economic problems (Figure 1). As a result of unprecedented
system that had stagnated badly and, as a corollary, investment in industry during the Plan, many cities
for the creation of greater opportunities for personal experienced rapid development. Unfortunately, this
consumption. As a further result of the increased was all too often associated with a serious waste of
emphasis upon consumption, a major expansion of suburban land resources, 2 and also with a marked
housing construction has taken place. growth of problems of pollution resulting not only

/ Faced with the prospect of change within its from the relatively primitive production practices of
urban areas as result of the new economic policies, many factories but also from the indiscriminate
China is now giving emphasis to urban planning, siting of such factories in relation to other land uses.
and a significant feature of its expanded programme During the period of the Great Leap Forward
of housing construction is that it is taking place (1958-60), urban planning became increasingly
within a rapidly evolving system of planning. Before neglected, especially after the withdrawal of all

Trans. Inst. Br. Geogr. N.S. 11: 000-000 (1986) ISSN: 0020-2750 Printed in Great Britain
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D J DWYER

FIGURE I Part of the near suburbs oi Chengdu. Sichuan province Old housing (centre)

intermxed both with newer developments and with industry. (Photo author)

Soviet experts from China in 1960 as a result of the guiding slogans to be the 'Three Forms of Service.

Sino-Soviet ideological dispute. The Leap was which were> to serve proletarian politics, to serve

characterized not only by rural re-organization socialist production, and to serve the livelihood of

through the introduction of the commune system the labouring masses. In practice, this meant that

but also by emphasis upon small-scale and individual individual production units were given considerable

units of production, both rural and urban.3 In scope in terms of development decisions. Clearly, by

addition, general administrative chaos developed as then comprehensive urban planning, in so far as it

completely unrealistic production targets were had ever existed with any great strength even

demanded. In these circumstances, comprehensive during the period of the First Five Year Plan, had

planning of any kind became neglected. Hardly had become of very little consequence. What land-use

China begun to recover from the adverse conse- plans were drawn up were frequently evaded by

quences of the Great Leap Forward, and from the those units with access to other and higher author-

Three Bitter Years-years of food shortage, hunger ties, whilst during the same period, because of the

and sometimes actual starvation-which ensued, ideological bias towards the rural areas which

than Mao led the country into the disastrous Cul- manifested itself during the Cultural Revolution,

tural Revolution, the effects of which were still being little investment in urban housing or infrastructure

felt at the time of his death in 1976. During the took place, apart from a few show projects.

period 1966-76, general planning and administra- Since the beginning of 1979, however, a signifi-

tive disorganization were once again supplemented cant revival of urban planning has taken place in

by a considerable Maoist emphasis on individual accordance with national priorities that have been

units such as industrial enterprises, offices and revised to emphasize urban housing and the neces-

communes, which were allowed to operate with con- sity for better living conditions generally. Planners

siderable autonomy. The highly publicized 'Red who were sent to the countryside to work in com-

versus Expert' debate had come down heavily on the munes during the Cultural Revolution are now once

side of being ideologically correct rather than techni- again at their desks, and realistic attempts are being

cally expert, and as a result planners of all kinds were made to guide the development of towns and cities

expected to subordinate their conclusions to the within a framework of broad urban plans. This new

objectives of proletarian politics. In 1977, when Maf situation is part of a wider reassessment of the place

interviewed Chinese urban planners, he found the of professionals in Chinese life, in which the munici-
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palities have returned to centralized urban planning, ing period; indeed its built-up area has tripled in

and which at the highest level has resulted in the extent. There are now 5-5 million in the city prope-
formation of a Ministry of Urban and Rural Con- (of which approximately 4-8 million are non-agricul-
struction and Environmental Protection. Within this tural workers and their dependents) and 9-3 million

Ministry, a Bureau of Urban Planning has been in the metropolitan region, which was extended to a

formed which has the responsibility for organizing massive 16 800 km 2 in 1958. The city proper had a

and approving master plans of the major towns and population of 1-6 million in 1949, and its expansion

cities. From the level of capital city of a province has resulted not only from the growth of administra-

upwards, master plans must now be submitted to the tive functions associated with capital city status but

Bureau for its examination and recommendation to also from its planned industrialization in accordance
the State Council, whilst the plans of smaller tdwns with a Maoist objective of turning China's 'cities of

require approval from the Peoples' Council of each consumption' into 'cities of production'. It is claimed

province. So far, it is claimed, twenty-seven master that the value of Beijing's industrial output has risen
plans have been approved on the recommendation from 170 million yuan in 1949 to 23 000 million

of the Bureau and work is actively proceeding on yuan, placing the city second only to Shanghai as an

more.* The immediate future is thus likely to see a industrial centre.'

more comprehensive approach to the construction Although some large industrial plants, for

of Chinese cities as well as a more concer/ed attack example in iron and steel and chemicals. have been

upon their problems. sited well to the west and the east of the city, a good
deal of the new industrial growth has become
intermixed with other urban land-uses in suburban

URBAN HOUSING: SOME CASE STUDIES patterns that reflect the lack of plannimg control in

In Chinese cities today, the visual evidence of the earlier years. In the older, inner parts of the city,
unprecedented urban housing programme that was residential accommodation predominantl' consists

initiated in 1979 is abundant, largely in the form of of courtyard houses lacking in indmdcaa water

new peripheral housing estates consisting of some- supply (which is largely from wells) arJ to.let facili-
times monotonous ranks of five or six storey blocks, ties, and which are overcrowded, dapidated and

Whilst detailed fieldwork by foreigners is still diffi. sometimes in dangerous condition. Population

cult to carry out in Chinese cities, the creation of a densities in the inner city are high (from 30 000 to

new climate of 'learning from foreign experts' by the 50 000 per km 2 ), and environmental conditions

central authorities as part of the post-Mao changes have been made still more difficult by the indiscrimi-

has facilitated field visits and professional discus- nate siting of small-scale industries within the area.

sions with urban planning authorities. The present In all, it has been estimated that there are 13 million
writer was thus able to visit housing projects in m 2 of traditional one storey houses of the square
Beijing, Shanghai, Nanjing, Guangzhou and courtyard' type, housing one and a half million
Chengdu in May 1985 and hold discussions with people, and with only 15 per cent of the structures
the senior planners, architects and administrators in good enough condition to be retained; living
involved. The visit not only yielded a picture of space frequently amounts to no more than 3m2 per
types of current housing construction, it also raised person.5 Apart from a certain amount of spot
significant questions concerning, for example, the demolition-for individual projects for industrial,
overall policy approach; housing standards; the ceremonial or social purposes, or, most noticeably,
delivery of housing in relation to need; the relation- for the creation of extra-wide 'processional'
ship of the housing programme to more general roads-re-development, and certainly comprehen-
urban planning; housing and environmental sive re-development, has largely by-passed Beijing's
problems; and attitudes towards self-help housing. inner areas so far, and this is also the case with

Due largely to its designation as national capital China's other cities and towns. In contrast, the
by the Communist regime in 1949, Beijing itself has extensive 'near suburbs', where formerly vegetable
experienced very substantial growth in the interven- fields predominated, have become occupied mainly

by new residential districts of five or six storey

"This symbol in the text identifies statements made to the writer types, built at a standard of 300 to 500 persons per
in interviews with senior administrative and planning officials in ha,' medium-sized and large factories, universities
China in May 1985 See note on Sources. and other educational institutions, and the offices of
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Ct-f [FIGURE 2 Part of th Tuaniehu/esdential quarter. Beijing The chimney is part of the central

heating arrangements for the flats. (Photo author)

government agencies, all interspersed with areas of being for newly married couples, and the one living

cultivation, and clearly in some cases subject to con- room, as in the case of the other flats, being supple-

siderable industrial pollution. In recent years, about mented by a small kitchen and a toilet/bathroom.

one-third of Beijing's housing construction has been Heating is provided to each flat from a central

true high-rise,* that is, between twelve and eighteen coal-fired boiler house. As with other major housing

storeys, and it is in this zone also, as well as on the developments, the Tuanjiehu development as a

urban fringe, for example near the airport, that such whole presents a strictly utilitarian aspect. The

new departures in housing policy become apparent. housing blocks are laid out regularly in rows,

On the edge of the city there are several more three-quarters of them consisting of five to six floors

recent large-scale integrated housing schemes. One and the remainder of ten to sixteen floor buildings.

such is the Tuanjiehu scheme which was commenced Both open space and landscaping are minimal.

in late 1976 (Figure 2). The Tuanjiehu Residential The Tuanjiehu project is currently being repli-

Quarter, as it is called, lies on the extreme east of the cated in three other parts of Beijing; and is being

built-up area. It covers an area of 40-3 ha and repeated widely in China's other major cities. In

provides a total floor space of 560 000 m 2 . It is an Nanjing, for example, two major current housing

integrated project which includes auxiliary buildings schemes are those of Sojing on the north-east edge

for such purposes as schools, nurseries, cultural of the city at the foot of Purple Mountain (Figure 3)

activities and medical services, as well as for and at South Lake in the south west of the city,

shops, markets and some service trades. In all, these which at 64 ha is one of the largest of current

auxiliary uses take up 17 per cent of the completed schemes. The Sojing project consists of a 22 ha site

floor space, leaving approximately 465 000 m2 for upon which 4000 housing units are being built.

housing purposes. Given that the envisaged popula- Twenty-five blocks of six to seven storeys are in the

tion of the scheme is 30 000, this would indicate a course of construction, plus five high-rise blocks

built area of approximately 15 m 2 per person, and at which consist of four of sixteen storeys, and one of

the usual ratio in China for new construction of 55 twenty storeys in height. Ultimately, between

per cent, would imply a housing standard of 8-25 m2  13 000 and 14 000 people will be housed there.

of living space per person. The scheme consists of 15 Schools and other facilities are also being built, the

per cent one-room flats, 70 per cent two-room flats ratio being one primary school of sixteen to twenty-

and 15 per cent three-room flats, the one-room Rats five classes to one neighbourhood, which would
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FIGURE 3. Part of the Soling housing scheme, Nanjing. (Photo. author)

consist of about 2500 housing units. At South Lake, being provided within the scheme, the largest being
a further 10 000 housing units are being built. These 93 mi2 usually to accommodate five people.

new housing efforts are in response to the severely The family of the flat examined consisted of three

overcrowded and dilapidated nature of much of the persons, a husband and wife and a daughter, who

housing in central Nanjing, and also to the build-up was a worker. The husband was an administrative

of overall housing demand which has accompanied cadre of the Nanjing Municipal Commission and

the growth of the city since 1949. As with the also a newspaper editor. The wife, who had been a

Tuanjiehu project, the Sojing and South Lake worker, had reached retirement and was receiving 75

schemes are the responsibility of the municipality per cent of her original wage as a pension. The

but, as elsewhere in urban China, in Nanjing about family was classed as a middle income one, and had a

half of all new housing has, in fact, previously been monthly income of 200 yuan, of which the husband

built by factories and other business concerns for contributed 120 yuan. In the toilet/bathroom there

their own workers. More recently, there has been a was a bath and toilet but no sink; in the kitchen there

tendency to centralize housing investment through- was a sink and also two burners for cooking which

out China, in as much as rather than undertaking were connected to bottled gas. As will be discussed

individual developments, factories and other institu- below, rents for housing in China are extraordinarily

tions have been encouraged to contribute funds to low, the rent for the flat in question being 5 yuan a

development companies in return for a share of month. In addition, electricity cost the family 2 yuan

housing within unified housing districts constructed a month, gas about 3 yuan and water under 1 yuan.

on a larger scale.' Food and daily living expenses clearly accounted for

In Nanjing, some individual flats were examined the vast majority of the family budget, since the flat

in detail. These were in the Sojing project, and two was very sparsely furnished. The second flat visited

of the three were selected at random by the writer. was of the same size but was occupied only by a

The first flat, which was selected by the municipal newly married couple. Both were workers at the

planning authority, was a first floor unit within a six Chang Jiang (Yangtze River) radio factory in

storey block. This flat had a total living area of Nanjing but were said to have relatively wealthy

approximately 45 m2 . There were two bedrooms parents. Their combined monthly income was 130

each of 14 m2 , a kitchen of 4 mi2 , a dining room of yuan, but to this had to be added a monthly bonus

8 m 2 and a combined bathroom and toilet of 2 m2. It of 40 yuan which each of them had started to receive

represented the middle size of three types of unit as a result of the greater emphasis on individual
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productivity that had accompanied the national sought not so much through investment and con-

economic reforms since 1978. Previous to the struction but rather through the attempted expul-
reforms, when all workers in the factory received the sion of large numbers of urban dwellers, particularly
same bonus, the individual average bonus amounted young people, and their absorption into the country-
to less than 10 yuan. The couple were well dressed side. The concerted xia fang (or 'sending down')
in modern, Western-style clothes, and the flat was campaigns began in 1955 and proceeded intermit-

newly and brightly furnished. In contrast, the third tently until the death of Mao. Between 1968 and

flat visited was occupied by a retired couple. This 1976, for example, Shanghai alone was reported as

was a substantially larger unit, of 93 m 2 and provid- expelling 1-29 million." But by one means or another

ing four bedrooms. Living together with the couple very many of those 'sent down' have subsequently
were one of their sons and also a small child belong- returned; and in the post-1978 period in particular

ing to the son, who was separated from his wife. The the cities and largest towns have had to absorb sub-

head of the household was said to be a prominent stantial numbers of post-Mao returnees.* In addition,
pre-1949 Communist cadre of the local area and illegal residence in the urban areas, in defiance of
more recently, before retirement, Director of the the national registration system, has undoubtedly
Nanjing Institute of Chemistry. increased substantially as one of the unwanted

results of the present period of greater liberality. In

PRESENT AND FUTURE HOUSING POLICY Beijing, for example, there are thought to be several
hundred thousand people without permits, including

The case studies outlined above raise several signifi- up to 100000 who, surprisingly, have been brought
cant questions, including an important one of indivi- into the city as domestic servants.' This kind of
dual access to the new housing that is now coming migrational element must be added to the figures for
into the system. As might be expected, it appears contemporary Chinese urban growth, which are low
that political activism and political status are sub- in terms of international comparisons. Equally, from
stantial qualifications. From time to time, complaints the figures for additions to the national housing
about corruption arise and, in the present political stock must be subtracted an undoubtedly substantial
climate, are published in the Chinese press; for allowance for deterioration because of the notori-
example in May 1985 it was reported that one ously poor standards of maintenance of buildings
prominent cadre had succeeded in obtaining not that have prevailed in China both historically and
only a large flat for himself but also one for his infant during the Communist period.
grand-daughter.6 Most corruption of this nature WMeiL- C r-s tro s e

would appear to have a political rather than an pefi 94ipe9@d must contain a large element of

economic basis. guess-work, it would appear that due to a combi-
In Nanjing, as elsewhere in China, so-called nation of the growth of the urban population with a

'loving duck' flats are being built for newly married lack of attention both to housing construction and to

couples which consist only of one room of 16 m 2  maintenance, urban housing conditions have wor-
plus a small bathroom/toilet and a kitchen. It is sened on average. Kang Chao has estimated that in
accepted officially, however, that most couples will 1949 the urban per capita living space (a measure
probably remain for many years on the housing that does not include corridors, kitchens, toilets or
waiting list. Couples are not eligible for new hous- bathrooms) stood at 6-25 m 2 but that as a result of a
ing, in any case, if their combined ages do not substantial population influx in the late 1950s, the
exceed fifty years. In addition, where housing is allo- mean had fallen to around 3 m2.8 The current figure
cated by factories or commercial establishments, quoted in the Chinese press is 4-6 m2 9 but even if

supplementary criteria would be the length of time accurate it is a figure that certainly conceals great
working for the establishment and position within variations both between and within particular towns
its own hierarchy. and cities. In Beijing, for example, a survey of the

Another substantial issue concerns the present early 1970s, quoted by Kirkby 10 found that 26 000
and future levels both of housing investment and of newly married couples were without their own

housing production. During the Maoist period, and homes; that there were 108 000 families (about 10
especially during its later and most extreme phase per cent of the total) where over-aged male and
from the mid 1960s onwards, the solution of urban female children were sharing the same sleeping
housing and other infrastructural problems Ai-e- accommodation; and 10 000 households in which
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the per capita living space was less than 2 m2 . In all, target had been halved." According to Taubmann,
Taubmann estimates, 'According to Chinese stan- the situation in terms of official provision has
dards about a quarter of-the total urban population improved slightly since then, in as much as in the
lives in confined housing conditions in what can case of 25 new housing areas completed between
only be described as a state of emergency or 1964 and 1980 (and mainly between 1974 and 1978)
distress'.' the average space ranged from 4-1 to 6.8 M2, with a

Against these figures have to be set the variables weighted average of 5-56 m2 As mentioned pre-
of investment and of planning standards in the viously, the average living space per urban resident
assessment of both the housing record of the regime in 1985 has been stated to be 4-8 m 2. The target for
and the possibilities of further amelioration of cur- 1990 is to increase this average to 6 M 2 at an interim
rent problems. During the first Five-Year Plan, step towards a figure of 8 m2 by the year 2000
non-productive investment-to use the Chinese when, it is hoped, each urban family will have a flat
term-occupied a respectable position within over- complete with kitchen and bathroom.
all financial allocations; and of all funds devoted to On balance, however, it must be concluded that it
capital construction in general, housing received 9 is extremely doubtful whether such ambitious tar-
per cent. In later years, however, investment that gets can be reached. It is not clear where the capital
could not be considered directly productive declined required could be raised-even though the new
significantly, and during the decade 1966-76 alone policies of industrial management introduced since
the proportion of investment devoted to housing 1978 allow individual enterprises greater scope for
halved.' 2 The post-Mao period, in contrast, has investment in housing-it is also unlikely that China
been marked by a surge both in non-productive would be able to assemble the required administra-
investment generally and in housing investment. In tive, planning and constructional capacity, even if
1979 the comparable figure for housing investment sufficient capital was to be generated. Further, the
was 14-8 per cent; this subsequently increased to 20 goal of providing every urban family with a flat
per cent in 1980 and to 25 per cent for the years presumably rests upon an assumption of continued
1981 and 1982, a change which, as Kirkby puts it, relatively slow urban growth, whilst in circum-
constitutes 'a real transformation of time-honoured stances of significantly increasing agricultural
political and economic priorities of the post-1949 efficiency resulting from the responsibility system, it
Chinese state'.' 3  

seems the more likely that accumulating labour sur-
Within China, the figure of one billion m2 of new pluses must eventually be transferred to the urban

urban housing constructed between 1949 and the areas. In addition, the housing standards adopted
early 1980s is quoted constantly, though outside perhaps also need to be questioned, since the
observers have arrived at a somewhat smaller total: Chinese target for 1990 appears to be similar to that
approximately 850 million m 2 . The global total of which prevailed in the 1960s and 1970s housing
course conceals very wide yearly variations, from programme of Singapore, a smaller entity and one
the average annual completion of only about 11 very much richer in per capita terms.' Another
million m in the late 1960s, for example, to the appropriate comparison might be with Hong Kong.
output of the post-Mao period which grew from 63 There the now massive public housing programme
million m2 in 1979 to 90 million m 2 in 1982.* began at a standard of only 2-23 m 2 per person in

The tar ets for the future are impressive: 120 1954 and adopted the present standard of 3-25 m 2 as
million m a year until 1990 according to the late as 1969, when the emergency phase of the
Chinese press, and the completion of 2-4 billion m 2  programme was thought to have passed.
of housing during the period 1985-2000." How-
ever, the Chinese press also admits openly that the HOUSING FORM
State could not possibly meet the costs involved.
This raises the issue of standards, among others, As yet, there does not seem to be any serious debate
since the lower the individual space standards it is on standards in China; rather the consensus among
possible to adopt, the more people that can be planners and urban administrators is that the goals
housed for a given ca ital input. In China, an original outlined above are realistic ones, or at least that the
official standard ofjm of urban living space per per- planning ideal should include improved space stan-
son had been adopted from Russian urban norms in dards as a basic goal. Debates centres rather upon
the early 1950s, but by the end of that decade this the extent to which future housing design should be
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FIGURE 4. Inner Shanghai. An overcrowded living environment characterized by minimal,
subdivided housing. (Photo: author)

high-rise, and in this respect Hong Kong's housing the basis of the models displayed by the planning
experience is currently being examined with interest. authorities, the built goal will be a mini-Hong Kong,
High-rises are beginning to be included in housing since virtually all the business and residential blocks
programmes in certain cities: in Beijing, for example, are to reach twenty storeys.
where their appearance has given rise to a rash In Shanghai, too, there appears to be an intention
of complaints concerning non-working lifts, the to build high-rises for residential purposes near the
inability of pumped water to reach the upper storeys city centre because, it is said, of the shortage of land.
and the like. Reports of social problems arising in Even though its administrative area has been
and around the high-rise blocks are beginning to be expanded, population has grown very substantially
studied with some anxiety in planning agencies, and particularly in the central districts, and apparently at
as a result attention is currently being focused on times when restrictions on personal movement have
Tianjin, where an experiment is taking place based been relaxed as, for example, during the Great Leap
upon high density two-storey development. In Forward and during the latest post-Maoist period.
Guangzhou, in contrast, where it is planned to At 43 000 persons per km 2, the average population
extend the area at present administered by the density of inner Shanghai is high (Figure 4), and
municipal government and expand the city east- whether substantial numbers of high-rises could be
wards along the Pearl River in three major group- introduced into such an area without aniacceptable wv
ings separated by farming land and open space, the level of disruption to already established activity
model for the future appears to be the multi-storey patterns, and especially to transport patterns,
city. To the east of the city at Tianhe, development appears to be doubtful. A more sympathetic pro-
is now underway to accommodate a future National gramme might involve the rehabilitation of existing
Games of China. Stadia are being built and a pas- buildings wherever possible, some 'soft densifica-
senger railway link with the city is to be constructed. tion' in areas in which there was no alternative to
On the basis of its initial development for the clearance owing to the dilapidated nature of the
Games, Tianhe will eventually become a tourist and buildings, and the paying of greater attention to the
business centre, and also one of the new residential extent to which environmental improvement and
zones for the expanded Guangzhou.' Eventually, the provision of basic services might substitute for
about 100 000 people will be accommodated, but on the construction of new housing.
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HOUSING AND ENVIRONMENTAL phenol over the specified norm and seven to eight
CONDITIONS times the mercury content; in addition, cyanide,

chromium, arsenic, zinc and lead now exceed the

A further feature of current planning practice as norms in varying degrees. Air pollution is also

related to housing provision is that whilst the serious, due largely to a high level of dependence

expanding housing programmes are now being upon coal both for industrial and for domestic heat-
carried out within a frame-work of co-ordinated ing. As Yan and Tang reveal in one example, in an

planning at the municipal level-at least in terms of area of about 60 ha of the Zhabei industrial district,
the organization of finance, construction and allo- there are 2000 families interspersed with 50 pol!u-
cation-the sympathetic integration of housing tant discharging factories. Waste gas, smog and dust
schemes into the wider urban fabric is in its infancy. particles fill the air, and the quantity of dust falling

The availability of sites appears all too often to on to the area is three to eight times the sanitary

govern the location of new developments, with the norm. In addition, various harmful gases are being
result that major developments tend to be strongly discharged in excessive quantities with the result
peripheral. In the rush for new construction, the that in a middle school in the district 61 per cent of
problems both of the old inner city areas and of the the students were found to be suffering from chronic

post-1949 'near suburbs' seem hardly to have been rhinitis and 35 per cent from chronic pharyngitis.

touched, despite the fact that it is widely acknowl- Cancer incidence in the central city is said to have

edged that very considerable problems of inner area risen from 1-26 per cent in 1963 to 2-01 per cent in

urban renewal exist, and also that the permitting of 1977, and increase which Yan and Tang attribute to

undesirably mixed land use in many parts of the the alarming deterioration of the local li'Ing

suburbs during the Maoist period has resulted in a environment.2 2

legacy of environmentally deteriorated living con-
ditions. In central Shanghai, for example, the average CONCLUSION
housing space is 4-4 m2 ; there is 0-47 m 2 of open

space per person, and 1.6 m 2 of roads-all figures The most realistic prospect for the future would
which indicate considerable poverty of the general seem to be that, in the light of China's need not only

living environment. 20 However, living conditions for increased housing but also for accelerated indus-

in the central city have also suffered from the trial production, the problems of the inner cities

unrestricted growth of factories and other industrial and of the often environmentally degraded 'near

enterprises, with the result that central Shanghai suburbs' will continue to receive low priority. Future

accounts for 70 per cent of the city's total industrial housing effort is likely to be directed more towards
enterprises.' In all, about 30 per cent of the land use major schemes on virgin sites, including some
is accounted for by factories and warehouses-the high-rise schemes. It is not likely, therefore, that
result of Maoist policies of the past that have comprehensive, integrated urban planning will be
favoured 'production first, livelihood second' and achieved in the cities within the foreseeable future.
advised the land use planners to 'stick a pin Equally, it must be acknowledged that even if the
wherever there is room'.* present planning situation cannot be further

Pollution from many of the factories has become improved, it still represents a significant advance on
serious and adds to the difficulties of living. Water the arrangements that became current during the
quality, which had begun to deteriorate in pre- Maoist period.
Liberation times, has since become rapidly worse Within this overall context, two additional reser-
due largely to the fact that only 200 00 tons out of vations need to be made. The first is that the Chinese
the 5 million tons of waste industrial and domestic authorities must realize that their ambitious housing
water discharged daily from the central city is targets for the year 2000 are in all probability
treated.2 Much of the untreated water is discharged incapable of fulfilment for the reasons outlined
directly into the Huangpu river, where since 1963 earlier. The major obstacles are likely to be not only
regular surges of black and foul-smelling water have financial but also organizational-especially the
appeared, one of the largest, in 1981, lasting for 151 availability of trained manpower-but so far only
days. The water of the river, which remains an the financial aspects appear to have been given any
important source of supply for drinking, has been attention. It has become acknowledged publicly that
found to contain nine times the amount of toxic rents charged for official accomodation are far too
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low, and that, indeed, they do not even cover the credited, but perhaps it would not be entirely wise

cost of repairs and maintenance, and now plans are for China's new rulers to disregard every aspect of

in hand for their progressive escalation. Perhaps the Great Helmsman's teaching.

more significantly, because of the political conno-

tations, the sale of housing is also beginning. Pilot SOURCES
schemes were established in four cities in 1984 as
part of wider 'commodification' movements within The point made in the Abstract that the present

the economy which, it had been decided, would be paper is not based upon detailed fieldwork is a signi-

acceptable during Marxism's current early, or ficant one in terms of current geographical studies of

'lower', phase in China. Shortages of trained m,,an- contemporary China. There is an urgent need to

power in construction, organization, administration expand research on China by whatever means

and planning constitutejust as serious a bottleneck possible, yet a considerable difficulty in human

however. Such manpower could, for example, help geography is that it is rarely possible to obtain

reorganize a seriously disjointed and inefficient con- official permission to carry out detailed fieldwork.

struction industry-one which has generated For long, research had been reduced to collating

numerous public complaints regarding its peor- whatever published information could be obtained

mance, including the charge that one quarter of and interviewing decision makers wherever possible.

Beijing's housing completed in 1980 could not be However, the possibility of longer professional

occupied because of lack of gas water, heating or visits to China has arisen more recently. and this has

sewerage connection -ac whilst new urban organi- led to the publication of papers based upon a certain

zational and planning techniques also urgently need amount of field inspection (which is quite diferent

to be adopted. perhaps following the current line of from detailed fieldwork of course). It was within this

'learning from foreign experts'. framework that the present paper wat written and

Whilst it will be necessary to maintain at least the offered for publication. It is hoped that it will pro

present level of housing investment if substantial vide a marker which will be tested and amplified by

progress is to be made even without resolving all other urban geographers and housing specialists

the major problems, a second reservation concerns who visit China.

the seeming rigidity of the planning agencies visited A further difficulty exists in respect of the repro-

by the writer in respect of stretching the available duction of material obtained in interviews. In

housing finance by unconventional means. The general, information is now quite freely available

necessary policies have already been widely publi- from Chinese official sources but there is always the

cized internationally,2 4 and would need to include possibility that individuals will be embarrassed if

the consideration of investment in self-built housing; facts or opinions not favourable to the regime are

new land allocation policies aimed at giving families quoted against their names. For this reason, indivi-

security to build for themselves; and a thorough duals have not been identified separately as the

examination of the case for providing basic environ- sources of the interview material.

mental services rather than building new housing in

individual instances. NOTES

Urban squatter areas are almost unknown in 1. TRAVERS, LEE. (1984) 'Post-1978 rural economic

China: in general, those most desperately in need of policy and peasant income in China, China Q. 98:
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conditions in the inner cities. The liberation of 2. FUNG, K. 1. (1981) 'Urban sprawl in China: some
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ties included not only building the oil installations 5. WU, Chuan-lun (1984) 'Urban planning problems in

and growing their own food but also erecting their Beijing', in DIAMOND, D. R., HOTTES, K. and WU,

own housing out of stamped earth. Mao's slogan C.-J. (eds) Regional planning in di/ferent political

'Learn from Daqing' has long since become dis- systems: the Chinese setting (Bochum), pp. 23-8
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548 The changing role of local government in the Nicaraguan revolution

Le communiqui considere les changements qui ont it6 apport6s au systome de gouvernerrmen The role of sall cities in Chinese urban
local au Nicaragua i la suite de [a r6volution de 1979. Ces changements sont importants 1) p, deVelopment
mieux comprendre les stratagies plus generales que ton poursuit actuellement dans cc pays, d
parce que les changements a l'6chelon local qui se produisent a pr6sent affecteront ces strategies
d'ensemble et 3) pour les discussions concernant la n6cessit6 de traduire les changements16vo- b R Yin-Wang Kwok
lutionnaires sous une forme institutionnelle. Le communiqu6 d6clare en conclusion que Re
gouvernement local joue un r6le important en mobilisant et en dirigeant les bonnes volont6s au
niveau de base ainsi que les ressources centrales et en encourageant la participation d6mo-
cratique tout en fournissant des possibilit6s pour l'expdrimentation sociale en matiere de re-
lations intra6tatiques et entre t'6tat et la population. Jusqu'i pr6sent, la rdvoltuion nicaraguay-
enne semble avoir d6velopp6 des organes de gestion et de participation populaire sans que ceux-
ci aient les retomb6es n6gatives sigiificatives, comme la centralisation et ]a bureaucratisation
excessives, que I'on a vues se manifester ailleurs.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the fun tions of small cities in China, in
Die Zeitung besprach Veranderungen in den Komnunalregierungssystemen in Nikaragua nach relation to national economic and funpicy. of p ewill first analyse theirde Revolution in 1979. Diese Veranderungen sind wichtig 1) zurm besseren Verstandnis der ispa t-altpol -y ntha paper wid spatill th-ir
diesem Lande verfolgten iberregionalen Richtlinien, 2) weil die Verinderungen aut lokaler traditional roles; then after briefly reviewing their development since 1949 it will
Ebene, die zur Zeit stattfinden, diese berregionalen Richtlinien beeinflussen, 3) fir die Diskus- explore their present and future roles with emphasis on the recent small-city devel-
sion iber die Notwendigkeit von Institutionalisierung revolutionarer Veranderungen. Die
Zeitung schlieft mit der Feststellung, dah die Kommunalregierungen nicit nor eine wiclhtige opment due to policy cange in late 1978.
Rolle bei der Mobilisierung und Lenkung der Basis und der zentralen Reserven, sondern auci
bei der Ermunterung zu demokratischer Anteilnahme und dem Bereithalten von Moglichkeiten
fiur soziales Experimentieren in innerstaatlichen und Staats/Volksbeziehiungen spielen. Bisher I Traditional towns (pre 1949)
scheint die Revolution in Nikaragua erfolgreich Volksbeteiligung und Verwaltung entwickelt zu
haben, ohne bedeutende negative Effekte, wie ubermasiige Zentralisierung und Burokratisierung,
die anderswo zum Erscheinungsbild gehoren. The functions of traditional cities were broadly two-fold: economic and admini-

strative (Trewartha, 1952). Cities were situated onl lowland river bank locations
La comunicacidn trata de los cambios del sistema de gobierno local en Nicaragua despu6s de ll as the dominant mode of regional transportation depended on waterways. The
revoluci6n de 1979. Estos cambios son importantes I) para un mejor conocimiento de las estra- Chinese regional cities were marketing centres for agricultural products from the
tegias mis amplias que se siguen en este pais, 2) poe los cambios locales que se estin produci- rural hinterlands. They were also the retail centres for industrial goods supplied byendo ahora y que afectan a estas estrategias mis amplias y 3) para mantener discusiones sobre lI
necesidad de institucionalizar los cambios revolucionarios. La comunicaci6n conctuye que el the major large cities. Locally, these cities were centres providing social and cultural
gobierno local juega un papel importante en ]a movilizaci6n y direccion de los recursos de l3 1 services as well as a market exchange for ual produce from the surrounding
base y del centro y en fomentar la participaci6n democratica asi como en proveer oportuni- I agricultural population.sades para experimentos sociales en las relaciones dentro del estado y entre el estado Y C
pueblo. Hasta el momento parece que la revolucidn nicaragiiense ha desarrollado drganos de They were political centres serving as seats of government and administration.
participacidn popular y de direccion sin efectos negativos significativos, tales como una aiplia Because of their commercial viability, transportation networks and governmental
centralizacion y burocratizacion, que se ban producido en otras partes. institutions, they were militarily and strategically important. Visibly, they were

defended by massive walls with gates and towers. The positioning of garrison troops

made them safe and secure, not only for the government officials who lived there

but also for the wealthy village gentry who had residences in the city because of the

sophisticated life style. Chinese cities traditionally were centres of transportation,

trade and commerce, handicraft, government and administration, with political and

economic cont rol and influence over the surrounding countryside.

Pre 1949 Chinese cities were divided into two general types. The few modern

industrial cities which originated as treaty ports were the primate and large cities.

The majority of Chinese cities, specifically the small cities, however, were admini-

strative market towns as described above. They were sytmnetrically planned with

The latest definition of a small city irr China is one ote than 10n 000 population.
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major functional areas strategically positioned. The central areas were reserved for arid light industrial inputs to the central city, and purchased services and industrial
administrative offices, temples and market places the major functions of these goods, while the urban areasconsumed the rural production and absorbed its surplus
towns. The main through-routes which were arranged in a grid-iron pattern divided through taxation, rent, social and cultural services. Politically, the 'master and
the city into specific areas for trade. guilds and entertainment. The overwhelming servant' relationship described in earlier Chinese literature (since 1949) exemplified
majority of these cities were not connected by railway. Lacking modern trans- the tight control exercised by small cities over the countryside. It also connoted
portation arid technological inputs, industrial development was practically non. tire tremendous unfairness which was later called the urban-rural differences.
existent. Without new stimulus for growth and lacking diversity in their economic ideologically, according to the present government, this type of inequity should be
activities. these cities remained quite stable. eliminated, particularly in view of the fact that the overwhelming majority of the

The advent of a modern railway usually has great impact in the development of population still live in the countryside (Kwok, 1973, 120-21).
cities. In the third world, a railway line opens up new resources, facilitates commerce,
and provides a foundation for industrial development. Small cities along the railway
line can grow rapidly. '[ire development of railways before 1949 was either for
frontier defence arid military mobilization or for national reconstruction arid in- J
tegration. Partly because of international development, but mainly because of
defence needs, the pre 1949 railway development was tied to the treaty ports arid
concentrated only in the northeast area and the central coastal area. The network
remained highly fragmented (Leuing, 1980). Because of localization of the railway
system, it could only facilitate sonie regional arid local development. The signi
ficance of railroads in Chinese city growth was relatively minor, particularly in
comparison to the experience of the developed world.

As small cities were in tire lowest hierarchy of the urban system, they also had
the lowest level of econornic and administrative organization. Cities at this basic
level formed a spatially close network. Although they were situated quite near
each other, their formal ties were weak. Transportation difficulties arid a strong
vertical administrative system resulted in tighter administrative arid economic .
relationships between tire different levels of cities rather than between cities of the
saime rank (Ginsburg, 1965). Politically, governmental authority filtered down-
wards from the centre through these small cities to the countryside. In a rural
country, it was necessary for the central power to control tire peasants. The strong
vertical administrative systen created a cellular niral society. each element of which

MAP OF CHINA
was based on a small city. The need to control the countryside reinforced the -
political and military power of small cities. They became the linchpins of tire trad-
itional society arid its power base. Supporting arid not deviating from the central
power, they were the guardians of the traditional order rather than innovators and If Post 1949 principles for urban development
facilitators of new development (Murphy, 1954).

Their vast numbers arid their proximity to tire countryside allowed small cities As far as urban development is concerned, the present government has been con-
a close tie to the rural community. Being separated from each other, each of these sistent in advocating decentralization of administration, development of interior
cities had its own specific influence. As a group, they were tire locations where ex- undeveloped regions, and elimination of urban-rural differences. To implement
change between the urban arid rural sectors was most intensive and intimate. They these broad principles, small cities implicitly played a prominent and significant
were the only places where most of the peasants had contact with the urban way role. However, these broad principles were not consistently pursued and emphasis
of life. On small city development differed in different periods. In reality, urban develop-

As in the preindustrial world, there was an enormous social, technological and ment responded more positively and directly 'to specific national strategies on
cultural difference between urban arid rural areas. This dualism was further enforced industrial and agricultural development, technological adaptation, administrative
by tire 'supplier/consuner' economic relationship. The rural areas supplied food organization and energy resources, than to these broad principles.
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As regards administrative centralization and decentralization, the balance betweei II Rehabilitation and the First Five-Year Plan 1949--57)

the vertical system (between administrative levels within a department) and the
horizontal system (between departments at an administrative level) is a common The dominance of Soviet-styIe planning was total during these early years.(apital

public administration issue for all countries. The Chinese experience showed that intensive large-scale intdustries clustered inl majoi cities and the growth poles (key

when priority was on heavy industry aid administrative centralization, the vertical pout cities in Chinese le nninology )it i undevelo ped interior legions. Iransportation

system dominated. At the city level, the coordination of development between developmt en t (railway buildinig), translerence Of rural surplus for industrial develo p-

different departments was so weak that tise city government lost control of land meti , basic contstruetiont and physical prodictionl Were tie key components for

and infrastructure allocation. During the periods when agricultural development developmtentt.

arid local participation in administration were stressed, the horizontal system was During this period, urlbai development concentiated onl existing major industrial

enforced. Under this system the city government had greater power to allocate cities, key point cities aid tihe new expanrding cities in the undeveloped interior

resources and integrate development. Whenever the ideology swuntig towards 'deio. region. As all industrial products were large scale and capital intensive, they were

cratic' under the democratic dictatorship principle, administration would he de. distributed to these few desigiated tmtajor cities. Developtetnt policy was Utiavour-

centralized. Consequently the dominance of the horizontal system brought abotit able to the growth of small cities.

conditions conducive to city development. In tle tiuial areas, this was the period of establishiig trutual aid teais, and lower

The policy of opening up the undeveloped interior region resulted from tihe antd higher stages of agricultural proulcer cooperatives. The early agricultural

uneven pattern of regional growth. The coastal region and the northeast comprised strategies relied oil institutional transforliation within the rural secto without

slightly less than half of the area but supported over 95% of its population (Trewartia, economic diversification or direc t financing aid invest ment . Without new activity

1957). The lopsided geographical distribution was considered inequitable in terms it prit into tihe rural sector, urbanization had piactically no ef fect oin this sector.

of welfare, development and population. Moreover, the vast interior region whicl Generally speaking, developntiit geterated no0 catise for establishing more si all

had not been surveyed extensively was likely to have rich unexplored iatural cities nieither did it affect existing sttall cities. Goveritiental clatige did not ailect

resources. Although climatic conditions were more severe than in the coastal region, tie administrative structure. Lssentially. they retiunied stable atid maintained their

it was art ideal area for national defence purposes aid allowed emigration from the traditional role.

densely populated coastal region which was vulnerable to military attack. For these

reasons, development and population movement towards the Undeveloped interior

region were often advocated. IV Great Leap Forward (1958 61)

These two principles arid thse elimination of urban- rural differences were based
on the ideological rationale of democratizing decision -making aid equity. Thus, 'Walking ott two legs' was the key strategy for the crash industrialization pro-

they remained as the constant precepts which were applied to development. Al- graiie. By utilizing advanced aid indigenous techniques, small atid large-scale

though the Chinese planners deviated from them fron t ite to time, they constituted irdulistiries in both urban and rui al areas were proroted inl order to accelerate growtit.

the long-term goals. There was a degree of pragmatism in the emphasis placed ott Ilhis was the period when small-scale indust ries were initiated in small cities and

these principles, and much depended ont economic and political conditions, political rurral atret, thus giving a new iipetis for simall-city growth. Ihplicitly, tle role of

philosophy, developmental resources arid existing contraints. Often, in adverse -nall cities was to develop indigenous, small-scale industries.

circumstances, these principles would be termporarily abandoned. (otinnnuntes were Cstablished itt the rural sector. The commnntte was a productive,

While technological advancement,industrialization arid agricultural imechanizatiol administrative aid military uit aid included a couprehensive set of social aid

were recognized as necessary for national growth, the processes and methods for ciltural services for the peasants. The dual aims of diversifying economic, social

achieving them were under constant review. Nevertheless, their general implications anid political functionis and increasing economy of scale engendered suitable con

for cities were clear - urbanization on a national scale was unavoidable. The ques. ditions for the urbanization of rural areas.

tion was not whether to urbanize or not, but how to urbanize. Tihe planning issues In 1957 58, the Chinese administiative system was reorganized. The reform,

raised involved decisions about desirable forms of urbanization, optimal size of which was primarily to facilitate prioduction arid give greater local participation,

cities, sources of urban investment, the relationship of private arid public sectors. vas to decentrali/e Power arid authiny downwards. [le leal adritistrative units

and the resources and services needed to effectuate urban development. tad rot only greater cittrol over ter production, but also tore authsrity in

The pressure to urbanize in response to national strategies and the broad prin- coordinating development. iThe rise of the horizontal system provided fitrfter con-

ciples outlined above was immense. Within the spectrum of urban developitet, ditions for snall-city development.

small cities played various important and some obscure roles as can be seen later. Unfortunately, the optimiisi of the Great leap Forward quickly evaporated.
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Three years of failure in industrial and agricultural sectors quickly ternilnated of (local) self-reliance reintroduced the idea of iural small-scale industry, producing

policies. Although these policies were conducive to small-city growth, they we oods needed for consumption and production within the region. The policy of

too shortlived to produce any significant result. promoting siall-scale industry was not only vigorously pursued in the rural areas,

but widely adopted in tihe small anid iCdimin cities. Otn average, about half of the

output of cement, chemical fertilizers and agricultural machinery was produced by

V Readjustment and consolidation (1961-65) this industrial system which was primarily inl support of agricultural production.

Furthermore, rural electrification was eiergetically developed; small hydroelectric

The Greal Leap Forward revealed many unresolved problems. The Most severe power plants were attached to rural water conservancy projects. This was also a

concerned small-scale industry and lack of agricultural investment. Sniall-scake period of sending urban graduates to the countryside. They were to provide the

industries were closed down, investment in industry was sharply curtailed aid iodern manpower input to the rural communities in order to aid diversification

priority was shifted away from heavy industry in favouir of light industry. Closc in production, and the provision of social and cilituiral services.

links between industry and agriculture were recognized as important. In order to in administration, mass ioveient and independence allowed local authorities

increase agricultural production it was necessary for industrial production to supph a much greater share in planiIg and timanagemit en t of production, distribution of

production inputs to the agricultural sector. Furthermore, agriculture was explicit mtcome, and social services. In riral areas, policy relied oti the collective strength

recognized as the sector which had the highest developrmental priority. cof iiino uiesatnd productioi ibrigades. [it cities, soomc social economic responsibilities

In agriculture, the population mobilized for mass rural engineering work wsA and authority over operation were shifted downwards to enterprise level. Financing

transferred back to agricultural production. Most importantly, institutional chlage of developmtiettt was also decentirali/ed by transferring some investment respon-

as the only strategy for agricultural development was recognized to be inadequate sibilities frot state to local level.

Direct financing and investment in the agricultural sector was needed, because in Policies its development, popitlatioi iiiigirtion, and administration all favoured

development was fundamental to national growth. tle rise of simall cities. In particula , small-scale industry became ait inipoitant spir

By 1962, significant progress was made in rural elect rification, providing the to simall-city expansion and a powert ii miiecht1anisiml itt the turbantization of tle

necessary energy source for production diversification. The small electric powser countryside through collintiuimes. (fo a sutLimay oTY Of tie 1949- 7 period, see Ma

installations over the countryside now provided the conditions for iini-induist nl and Hlanten, 1981 114 46 Kwok, 19713, 81 17o.)

plants to operate. Significantly, the rural electrification development was instrU

mental in the urbanization of the countryside.

Administration reverted back to centralized planning which relied heavily or Vil Four Modernizations (1976-

management and expertise. The Great Leap Forward experiment exposed tie

severe weakness of local management and technological knowledge, It was felt dill Witi Four Nodernizations, development it Chin a tok a more oitlhodox direction,

a centralized administration - readopting the vertical system would he tmtore sitessing tle prtioity of the consuiers' deimands and needs. The direction of

effective in dealing with the manpower shortage and utilizing available skills. ihe development ciantged frot a 'pemlisive' coce pt which advocates investment

existing small cities with diminished power and control were confronted with J Priority ont social overhead capital, ito a 'c 1 mpsivSest' ctIcepIt which lets iarket

feeble mechanism to plan and implement their development. forces detetmine investment. Iven though policy directions changed, it was not

The policies adopted in this period generally slowed down t lie urbanizationlie iirtil lie ent of I i that spetilic poics V, Ie dt-tititet, atd developmet

cess. The suspension of the small-scale industry initiative removed tie needed began to change significantly.

generator of growth in small cities. Although the commune system retmainied, lie Key pilicy changes wcre ccidCd h5 the 1'lind Phetai Sessio if t l vetI

withdrawal of industrial development retarded its development (entral Contttitte of the Conmmunist Paity of (hiia held in December 1978. I The

communique agreed itt this sessilOll Was fliindamttenttally differeiit to the Repoirt oi

the Work of the Government delivered at the list Session of the Fiflh National

VI Cultural Revolution (1966-76) People's Congress ield ini February atnd March Of the same year. 'lie report of the

Fifth National People's ('ongrcss reflected the sitiatioll itt 1976 78, while the

By 1965, China had fully recovered from the Great Leap Forward. Policies of Cl- ciiiuniqutie Of It'e I ir d Plmiat v Session irepresentied news directions.

tural Revolution were similar to those of the Great Leap Forward. The slogant used The Fifth National People's ('oiriess still stressed the priority ott basic tidistties,

in 1966 'New Leap Forward' reflected that similarity. Particularly steel, in agi icil tie, mliecliza l/ition was tie chief strategy for develop-

Apart fron the insistence on 'political' incentives and msotivation, the princiPlC titenst. Administratively, ii sirongly advocated centralized planning and tight state
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supervision of local administrations. noic activities and m ore employment opportunities they tonid expand and

The Third Plenary Session's communique stated that the proporitions of co. diversify. The over all elects of these new policies were dcentralizatitn and steady

sumption and investment had to be adjusted by reducing basic constructint Urban growth centred around small towns and communes.

specifically by improving light and textile industries. Agricultural nechanizatin,

was criticized as unpragmatic and not related to tie national economic progress

implying that this strategy was to be temporarily abandoned. In adininistration- Vill Post 1978 policies related to small city development

the management system was considered to be too centralized; it should be de.

centralized so that local enterprises and agricultural units had greater adiisi Tire developmental policy of the Cultural Revolution period was dominated by the

strative autonomy. At the end of 1978, these radical changes showed that ies Concerni for physical production. [in agricuiltilal and industrial sectors, production

developmental policies were directly opposed to those adopted before (Guangitm rf basic goods was inited to capital goods and foodstuffs. Social services, connierce

Ribao 7 March 1978, pp. 1 -5; Renmin Ribao 24 December 1978, pp. 1 2 ). and retail sectors were neglected, thius restlcting ecoonic progress and emiploy-

Prior to the end of 1978, industrial policy favoured tihe development of scalc lielit acccieration inl urban and rural aieas. As griowh in general is a lunctiotin Of

economies. As only large cities could provide these conditions, they wcre to reclic Omic and employment expansion. it i, essential to review the post 1978 policies

the greatest investment for growth. Speedy agricultural mechanization was to di) winch affect these two elementsi

place a large pool of agricultural labour, which would have to be absorbed by otiler in order to follow the directive of elf-reliance, the local industrial policy had

production and enterprises. Implicitly, this created pressure on the new Ulb[n been based on 'compreheirive ot 5e11wether in large-scale or small-scale develop-

policies. Logically, the surplus labour would be absorbed in the medium and smaill ment. The focus of the present policy was to exploit locational advantages. Each

cities, particularly the latter as they were nearest to the new labour force. Withioi district would produce according to its natural and artificially created advantages.

complementary urban policies, there was the likelihood of a large nigrant Lln- Products were to satisfy more thn local consumptriln they were to be exported

employed population collecting in rural towns. Ii order to enlarge miarkets and gain inicme. For this economy to work, specialized

Centralization of adrmnistration, from past experience, had been shown to production fromt each district would he supported by imports of other goods from

reduce the development capability of smaller cities. As tile control of econtiin Other districts. thus foriniig a regional exchange commutnitinity.

finance, and management was vested in major cities under highly concenttated d- [our ew urban enterprise systems weie intrduced? le fist system, joit
moinistrations, medium and small cities became dependent on large cities. Theil enterprise ewit overseas fims, was to absorb htoreignr investmient andt advancet

growth was tied to major cities as they were unlikely to be able to geneiate ecoloi rechnological koitiwedge ad iiacier Its uictins werc to increase productivity

activities by themselves. Broadly, t iese earlier policies enginieered ile growhl i and diversify the economy. Practically all these ventures were large-scale operations,

msajor large cities but provided anl imimense protblemt for mnediumil anrd smiall citue mtiliing caplital intensive mioderni techitnology . Btecauise of their specific retgotre-

because they were denied the flexibility, resources and independence needed ments, the col nlysbe locate nolarge . B t wa decided proceed

ol ll ints, they could onily be located ill mlajo~r large cities. It was dcedto roee

make plans and take initiatives. The situation risked inducing serious ecooon cautiously as the general effects on the economy were unicetilln.

stagnation and disintegration. ile second system inrvolved ulbani collective eiterprises. These enterprises

The impact of the Third Plenary Session on1 urban development vas gl reacted to market demands. mainily as processing plants, repair and service centres,

different. Light and textile industries did riot need very specific conditions 10 handicraft, connerce and retad outlets. Their tnctions were to provide additial

production. As most of the countryside was electrified and some basic transpoitallin emiploymnent oIpport nities anid greater tiexibility ini responding to comrinitiy nees

network was provided, the small cities and the counies eqalIy had sufit as well as t o uitilie ude ret mployed capacities. This system was considered to have a

conditions for this type of industrial development. Furtheriiore, since tiist longterm role in ithail econoillic development. Because of their close ties with

of production is highly market oriented, dispersal would keep it close to tle ru il iarkets, these enterprises spiang Lill in cities of all sr/es.

market. The slow down of agricultural mechanization would allow a mode at 'The third system consisted of private enterprises which were small in scale and

structural transfer of labour from agriculture to industry and social services. Such n numlliber , contcentrating oil ieighborlilood services and handicraflts. As they were

policies also helped to retain the spatial pattern of population distributio. hI p erated individually, or by sillgle families, they involved linited investment and

pressure of urban development in small and inedium cities would be less intensive Were seen) as incubator iidistries. I hey had relatively little effect ol urban develop-

and urbanization of the rural areas could be developed steadily. Ient and basically played air auIxiary role to other urban functions.

With administrative authority delegated downwards, communes and sinal C1111

received some autonomy in finance, investment and administration. Given these 2 For urban enterprise systems see Renmin Rihao 8 July 1980, p. 1; Zhuang Jun Dong and

powers, they could develop local industry and other services. By having n a Tang Ben Wen,1980, 26; Rcinrin Rri/ao 6 Septeitber 1980, p.5.
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The fourth system, integrated enterprise, took two forms -- interregional and tle growth of rural income and puIchbasing power became the stimulus and driv-
urban-rural. Economic integration of industries was based on production linkage, n force for tie urhan economy. As theIl rual population waS large, its demand
both vertical and horizontal. Key industries normally located in major cities wou or industrial goods in aggregate would prompt a considerable growt in urban
integrate with their forward and backward linked firms in the surrounding country industries. Wheii urban enterrises expanded, multiplier effects which were gen-
side or in other regions. As backward linkage is normally stronger as a force fo i eated by expansion of existing enterprises or new enterprises would increase
growth, the supply firms were expected to grow in response to the demand ol he demand for production inl siiall cities and conuntes. This process quickened
these industries. As some of the supply plants were incorporated in the small- the Urbanization of tle coiiintrsile and accentuated the interiediary role of
scale industrial system located in communes and small cities, these plants wolId sill1 cities.
be tied nore tightly to those in medium and large cities. In other words, pan Population lllvemlt beiWeei cites aILl between urbait n a iid rural ateas was
of the small city and commune economy would be controlled by larger cities, controlled: migration between ciiy aid cLoutrIyside, in particular, was restricted.

The composite effects of the new urban enterprise systems asserted two tewk Evei the sending downt' ltovelleni which selt Irbai high-school graduates to tote
roles for small cities. Collective enterprises, because of their market orietatio, coulitryside during the llltiral Revolution had beetn terminated. With little intria-
would connect them more closely with rural communities through services and cotmlry imigration, imaijor city industrial grotli which was capital intensive, and
retailing. Flow of goods and services would come from other regions or higher ank eretore 11,11 less capacity to absorb labouir, was served by undeiemployed or ui-
cities through small cities to their surrounding rural communities. The nature )Il ilployed urbant yioutlh. As tile conlempoirary press coverage indicated, the pool of
this relationship was exchange. tirban undereiployed and unemployed was sizable and would supply tlie uriban

Integrated enterprises connected the production of small cities to plants in emplymiteillit demand for some timie to come. Regarding the rural labour force,
higher rank cities by supplying inputs. Depending on the demand froim larger gradual mechanization and inpiovement in productivity displaced some of the
cities, production units in small cities adjusted their output and eiployiet agricultural worklorce which could he partially absorbed locally through product
levels accordingly. Whenever additional employment was needed, they woutld diversification atnd rutral enteipiises. I lie su plus had to seek jobs in nearby siiall
hire labour front the rural cornmunities. By transferring the labour force litmm cities, providing a labour slpply for thei iew ent eipises. As a result of this labour
agriculture to industry they became the middlemen for urbanizing tile countryside pressure, siiall cities took on the riole of job providers and skill tlainers for the rural
The nature of this relationship was production. The general effect of the lei labourers.
policies on enterprises was to establish the dual role of small cities as the ke) Transportation stdl ieled heavil oil inlaId waterways which were impioved as
intermediary between cities and the countryside, and tle rural retailer of trdil tle major regional goods traispoirtation channels. Motorways, because of their
goods and services, flexibility, were considered to be the best traLnspoirtaiitil ethod within agricultural

There were policies for the rural sector which caused chaiges; in parliclha areas. The developmental aini was to link cities, small cities and rural areas. By
policies of production diversification and commune enterprise (Retinii Ribao 1985, all communes and simall cities would be connected by motorways. Develop-
7 January 1980; p.4;8 January 1980. p. I). Connune enterprises were repotted i ment of regional iransportation would facilitate piodiuction, Irade aid counerce.
be energetically pursued. Such enterprises included machinery, chemicals, textiles liliplicitly, it would ease technological transer and strengthen tie links of the
transportation, building materials, processing of agricultural products, etc. The) Lrbai syste.ll.
were labour intensive, adopted intermediate technology, required sirlple facillin Energy development still depended heavily on coal as the major source. Although
and were small scale; they were, therefore, especially suitable as tile eleillellal) oil production had begun to expand, it was a potemial export eariing comimitiy.
stage of rural industrialization. ('omniunes, through these enterprises, graduall Coal resources concentirated in the linih. Given lie relatively elemieitary national
absorbed agricultural labour into industrial production, at the samte time provllli raisportation netwoirk, the bIlk and weight of ctoal restricted its use as ani energy
the agricultural sector with additional income. source. It could not be tuilized natlionially, particularly in the dispersed comuLIlles

In relation to production diversification, rural conununities were trgeid m" and siall cities. Small hydroelectric statiolls were widely adopted, and their devel-
develop forestry, livestock, fishery and other agriculturally related work. AlthhItui Opment and growth were fast. Because they were complementary to agricultulal
these activities had no direct influence oil rural industrialization, they provided waterworks, their investment teilIreirement was Ielatively siall, and their practical
vital additional sources of income. As income increased, rural purchasing PWAI5l effects were iurediate and bioad (Renmnin Ribao 6 August 1980, p. I ). I lydro-
enlarged the demand for urban goods and services. As a result, urban proilct I'll, electric energy wluld colluillie io be tle major source of power for smiall cities and
expanded. communes, proviihng nitur1,al advaltlages for those locations with easy access to

Within the rural community, elementary industrialization was already taking water.
place in the communes, gradually transforming them into cities. Most itpotarll
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d'ely in major cities, local mnvestmIent In se onIly kin large cities. All goverminen

IX Post 1978 small city policies [ t ldiiC~S iiliiClifi Iiji~ il i ag us l svrit
ivestilent that attected riran d leveloien, hieretoie, had a bias oii large and

After 1978, there was considerable debate on policies for urban developmtesr iediill cities. slie sther two so cs 0 rIesti eing Collective and private i were

the central issue was whether to develop large cities or medium and small cities "Pes to all cities, As te chances o receivineg per ieita ivestioltnt I srall

The argument for the development of large cities was that they had the advantage cities were riiedgrc Collectiv and private in ve~l ient hecame tie iinpolaIl Soulces

of economy of scale, tire ability to utilize advanced technology and their labour ov ndustrial dproljpecswr

productivity was high. As they were more effective and more efficient in pr toverniental imvesieit il Lige ari ledii Cities tor Industrial c rojects were

duction, they should have the priority (Beijing Review no. I1, 17 March 1980 ple d in segie fo riatiotial grnwti I liese New iliisttial projects sustained and

pp. 6--7). sdppoted deeloproug h intited desrig pted cimis. Nc s pioictioi demand which filtered

By the end of 1980, a definite urban development policy began to eierge eowin intogh mill itiegatendi W i cleci ti jiae force r irdvsial

The basic directions were: 'control large cities, rationally develop medium cities iexpansiO I InIll Cities nid CItIhIriIIs. invd Cr1eoCet iiivestit t Was to i ovide a

rigorously develop small cities' (Renmin Ribao 17 October 1980, p. I ). Lxperience gqe pllionl of the eeded clp al Ilme mli iivescitielt staucnide. collective ecoso.y

had shown that when major cities expanded into suburban rural land, they took hcrarric a rirlor developiririal torcc ill >ioall cires rnd Coniirlies.

over high yield agricultural land. Within tie major cities, social overhead capital

investment in transportation and housing were perceived to be at the point of

diminishing returns. Another problem arose in food supply. Demand could not, X Future development of small cities

at times, be met by the surrounding communes and had to be supported by imports

from other regions. The import of foodstuffs incurred higher costs. Furthenote, lire traditioral orictiorr Ih (alaries M1rfv Cities iVlwesd bciriiiic ate adtraiii-

owing to lack of advanced building parts such as elevators, high rise constrctiirs dative conitiol rvetile tial tiea. I r sver the lswest bulaes of te cenral

encountered many technical and social difficulties. As major cities could no h adiriiistiaiiii eXtdunciha g ale state's Pc beci e roal poptitin. y aird large,

intensify their existing land usage by building upward and could not expand ith- rreiroairied rcliaged A t era u9), se t as o itie gpiver iirent suppot or

ward, their development had to be curtailed. hir origiiial riles, hut Lcase there as 1 ii 1istige plicy m Iiistrupictiet t

The concern with small city development was not confimed to industryp. pl iailge fort. [olie hreat rleap sl , ard ibu I tewe instigated s e thlicies with

support of agricultural development, there were to be improvements i trtwsp Iiieitial lot lirodi. y Itg tr utiieCs, u ue weRe itrel fective bicause the irsaveleti

tion, commercial services and social services such as education, heal ard ciurliiesi rhas sitlived. It was nt ilil tire ( tuins1 ReiLtioa In 96d wieent inal dectii-

facilities. The stated purpose for generating a comprehensive set of activities ssn licatinmr had begun, that sinal toes Iricions eran dit ake a differet t dnectio .

that small cities were to be strengthened as bases if rural transformation (Reti k What eerged was that, ii uder i redie irhaei e rral difterenices, thre uiaveidale

Ribao 6 October 1980, p. I). aask was to diversity a d o tnAha C ti e ital ecogiiy. (islltsllities Were the key to

Communes were given a similar role to small cities, mainly that ot absitiies real transtrouatiiepi . Al teoUgh It waS nor 7CC8,d at frst si Mode1 cities hcgarion

displaced agricultural labour. Within communes, economiric and social activili ieroc , t rle urban ll counletits. Aldi 7u, diiinig tire obiour M dennieaOs

were broadened along the same lines as in the small cities, providing peasants sll rid, thre parallel rsle s g u sinall but d cThiireS heca ne froviiis. ulie nvo

many different choices of occupation. UTrbatriiatiOtt of CsrtrttrrutieS was alrecnJ% hi'lisir of sirrall Cities Was gradual fill radical. Ihes chianged ftri air intrumiietit oit

taking place in many provinces, e.g. lleiongiriang (Rnmin Riia 13 AcigoisI tO. giveinitirenit conitrol to an instiriment o f econonic and social transfiniation of

p. 3). These rural cities were the manifestation ofe rural tratrnatilt. Mire tilhe rural sector.

significantly, they represented the mniethod of urbanization i rual areas. (iven tle At present, the isolation ot simall comes trom one another due to lack of foirmtal

prevailing policy direction, small cities atd Comunes Were pint iltrl ie fo relfri economic and political ties is gradually being brioken down. Many small cities

of urban development io China. nimwllein provinces or piovincial districts are aheady linked together economically.

For urban industrial development , there were ow three sources of itrvcs ilelln As the towns specialie in prodiluon according to local circumstances, their

government collective and private. Governmret investeet sould be allcated at Production units begin to in egi ate vertically aid Iosriontally it order to com-

the state, provincial, or local levels, the last of wuich applied to ely a jew Itor Pleient each otlier's specialht y B sitning a regional industrial system, they

cities. State investent was usually assigted to moderi and large-scale eterwises 'riaximize ott tire hinresd capit l and technology of each unit. When a consumer

whch naturally were located in large cities. Prtovincial investle-t was diselsed goods production expands, a liigel mn ket is needed. Tie town exports its surplus

over the entire provitcea, but suppoirted sizable modern industries. liw reality tles, 1 to other cities, and builds ip a irade issociation within the region. Under these

projects were situated mainly in larger or medium cities. Because it was availafi 'ireulistances, ile sepalatior if siall ciiis slowly dissolves.
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With the introduction of collective and private enterprises, small city emr. p plants, shops and agencies. Most importantiy, they are taking on the principal
preneurs employ their marketing, management, and technical skills fr plannhrt role of transforming the count yside by providing conditions f-or a different employ-
and implementing production. Following modern examples, they learn to expe Ilnit structure. The variety of' non -agricoral activities in small cities and corn-
muent and improvise ir the face of insufficient resources or lack of capital or cc!) tunes is the imechiaism for rural urhani/ation.
nology. Step by step, they assume tire role of developers and some, as they grs Because Of tire hierarchical industrial structure, simall cities and communes are
more adventurous, become innovators and creators. Through this progression, srutdl tied to the urbanr system by production. As they fulfil key functions between the
cities cease to be seats of tradition, and advance into the mainstreani of nroden> cities and countriyside, they are tre sole transfer points. In order to move physical
ization This is the optimistic view. goods they need tire suippor of ati efficient regional transportation systei. For

Entrepreneurship, management and innovation are known to he the most scarce circulating capital, they will reqiirre effective commercial estahlishments with
commodities in the third world. With the large number of small cities in (iIm reeional and national coiticts. Since market and trade networks are indispensible
the development of these capabilities has to be on ati innense scale. Extcnsi, or external links, these are tire primary requieIreents. A conmitment to tihe
training programmes for various enterprises and establishments have to be set iii development of a coordinated regiornal aild national transportation system as well
in order to build up this human capital which is an essential condition for pr, AS coiinercial and bantking tetworks will he needed to facilitate the lkw of com-
duction growth, both tire state and local government have to participate. iidities arid money.

The pattern of post 1978 urban development does not entirely conform to the The natural tesources and locational advantages of a small city or connmune are
broad principles, though many policies reflect them. Administation has heeni de the determinants of its producion and exchange activities. Specializations which
centralized by delegating downwards. Tire process is reinforced by enterprm, ofter exports and increased irncoie will he based on these special conditions. Tflhe
autonomy. Financial and business independence allow more flexibility in productiu degree of specialrzation and its comipitibility to market demands will determine its
and greater latitude for economic operation. Within the sinal cities, the pubih giowt potentiah These natural conditions have to be matched by appropriate man-
collective and individual units have added a variety of incentives and diftferit power and available capital. As most sitall city prioduction still uitilices intermediate
approaches, thereby giving diversity and vitality to their development. technology, labour skill is a Chief eletient tor productivity and production qurality.

The undeveloped interior region, however, receives little attention, partly be Local training priogrammes to providfe suitable skilled labour will have to be estab-
cause of the changed international situation. Cordial relations with tire west lessem Ii lied. Tie general fnorim for labimIr development in ('hina is through on-the-job
the vulnerability of the coastal region. The undeveloped interior region, unider th t raining. In order to provide a level of prodtiction quality, the guidelines control
present political relationship with the Soviet Union, seems less secure militariil prograiime will have to be set rip and propely financed by tire state with active
Spatial inequality gives way, perhaps temporarily, to international politics, at leasl local cooperation.
in developmental terms. Another reason for tis diversion is that social overled I (apital sources come imainily hmi collective savings. (ollective enterprise
capital is high for new development. Policy has shifted away fron basic constm1k depends oni local entrepreneirship, Its developmtitent cart be helped by local govern-
tion and capital investment and opening up new frontier areas obviously goes aga tril ment support in tire Irmil of iiforiiation atnd ianageient assistance. (ollective
the present trend. enterprises can be effectively developed with proper coordination and coooperation

As regards urban--rural differences, post 1978 development policies ate poite betveen tle public and private sectors. line capacity to save and the ability to
tially powerful and effective tools to redress these inequalities. Tle plans to increase itvest are the decisive iactors for the success or tailure of collective enterprises.
rural income, diversify the rural economy, introduce social and cultuiral activille Since they are the nechanisn for economic growth in sinall cities, their develop-
to the countryside and bring small cities and communes to rural communities arc tment will increasingly depiend Oin private savings and collective entreprenreuriship.
all positive attempts to improve and nroderiiize rural areas. They will also blring t ie Because of tire imttportaic of privale savings, incentives instigated by tire state
standard of rural life closer to that of the cities. rave to encourage personal savings so that capital can he accumulated for invest-

The changed role of small cities has not fundaientally affected their ec~uoiinc ient. As ownership and utii/ation of capital cart be politically sensitive issues,
and administrative functions. Markets and governmental offices for tre rural Ct""~ lie state has to structure a unitrmin policy for capital accumulation and guidelines
munities are still located in small towns. Tire real changes have occuired in tli!ii on collective investient,
production and social functions. In production, they have been brought int11 tir In suimarv, siall cities aId coinunes have defiunite tasks in (hinese develop-
national industrial network through links with industries in larger cities. Sociall irenrt, and tin post 197S tohcies .rc laigely favourafle to their development and
they extend social services to the rural area. The ability of the small cities and cotil growth. Ior v ci c t ae st ill me ncertainties rela tintg to the cnmditins
munes to accomplish their functions depends otn how they lit into the urban systet reuired for small-ci y giowth. I ere .re thrce basic cnditionvswich ate nclear
structurally, how they respond to market demands and their own capability tO c ir for which there is nio deit ire pohey . I hreenati capital aid capital acceulation
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are two prerequisites for Chinese small city development. Both will neeI stron l, Le mut t IUd CO ImAeIIIIItCI u rol c r Ict le Vil abse (itotl d' rl rl p oleitiruC IiaditiC

- C~C, tIr I tqI l l L I d liite llclI HtI L lv t ritv .it I lie atiivk ,- ivtit dt',1it0171 ICITI tolec, Iiriditivttt
national policy backing, particularly human capital development. Substatial eftor 1 i, surolv rapitdemet Ileur dvlVoppcrimnti depuit 1949, puis cxplorc lcurs iles prascnts et

will have to be mobilized in order to generate labour and managemient skills. (apit, utursI enl mant e viene l e e I ve V clvi o loppment rcn i de a Id t IeC vi epu t tC Cl icgemt dC

accumulation fron personal savingsimainly rely on individuals' expenditure paiten, Enine mtdic a Idv r dm r97h.
l it (-little mii eldcie, Ic cviviiciiri irivalii elt CtIijt1C IMTr altvtt AU 1 eoivl)tICIiICIt

Nevertheless, incentives and encouragement by the state call initiate and piomiukv 'vnomtiq1u tie national, lit dIii uC cI n id-rt 011111net taisat paItie de 'enlecitic de

this favourable social behaviour. There is no evidence that a concet ed efftto t i i p Ilitiluc natiiiIe - 1t p" ii l ,iv t ICT"t i C Ic j tnIic nialltiAlc ecent AppoteW palr

a; ila f roisiemle Se i P Ima ire du l 1nnIm 11 un, ( e11 V (LatIaIl du i PartII( ii m uniste die ('hmte,
being made to provide these two conditions. When collective enterprises in small ct clivtviicSmmeivtt ayanitIiirc un1i Im t unicriiv si liii iue urAi Hme I eS Iteion dpros
cities begin to flourish, interregional flows of contnodity and money will he in1 1978 Attcvtant le dtCvelovppciiveCIIt tirhIIn i t cvAluCs sir ic pttl pratique en iCniiAit ILe

dispensible for further growth. The transportation and commercial net works whivi Cond Lilt 1Ot a renri I C I t I I I's e e a I C" II I A I pI'd I1t0 11.

are being installed will have to be coordinated at both the iicirt and iacro level,

So far planning in these areas has not directly addressed itself to the needs of stinlt l lti Arbeit unttviucit dic tinklii Ic i ,e liai licit Kinsitadte ii bCiIg aut \ Volkt rtsclafts-

cities. These are the difficulties which face small city growtlh. It lavirtiable coiil Uld RAiipiotvlink. Sie begcini nit eimi I irsiuc hing der traditioniellen Rolc der Klcinstadte,

'cht dann kurz auft dereni -tititkiinisitc 1i 949 eini und antdysleitt scltichi dexren ggen-
tions can be provided, small cities will play a dominant role innese develop tnicii und tikige Rlle, wbevci dieit. iviimuni ant ir 14 n Anieliubi die poitntsehe \vIerAti-

rngi ci I a ie 1978 eing ceitetn KIeintd eIntsIvkiLivg ilegt.
Die Stadtctt ickilung lil itv.vi ricii ( moderne h ima wit n Rahnici ie allgeIT iciinn politischen
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PROVINCIAL VARIATION OF URBANIZATION AND
URBAN PRIMACY IN CHINA/

Anthony Gar-On Yeh and Xueqlang Xu*

Abstract

Compared to other developing countries, China has a lotr
urbanization level as a result of government policy to control urban
development since 1949. However, there is much regional varia-
tion in urbanization and urban primacy among its 26 provinces.
This paper attempts to analyze the provincial variation in
urbanization and urban primacy of China in 1978 by factor analysis
and regression techniques. In China, government policy does not
only slow down the overall rate of urbanization but also has
profound influence on provincial variation in urbanization and
urban primacy. Low urban primacy in the eastern provinces is
mainly the result of the urbanization policy of controlling the
development of large cities that favours the development of small
and medium cities. The spatial industrial policy of decentralizing
industries from the coastal provinces to interior provinces
encouraged high urbanization and urban primacy in the western
interior provinces of China.

1. Introduction

The major characteristic of urbanization in China since 1949 is its slow

urbanization rate. From 1949 to 1981, China's total population increased from
544 million to 996 million, a total increase of 83.1% at an annual growth rate of
1.91%. In the same period, urban population increased by 141.3% at the rate of
2.97% per annum and the urban population increased from 57.6 million to 139
million. Despite the faster growth rate of urban population over the total

population, there is no significant change in the urbanization level of China
because most of the population is still rural. The urbanization level of China was
10.6% in 1949 and was slightly increased to 13.9% in 1981. The 2.97% annual

growth rate of the urban population of China is much slower than that of other
countries in Asia. The urban population of ASEAN countries, excluding
Singapore, has increased 304.3% from 1950 to 1980 with an annual growth rate of

*Anthony Gar-On Yeh is Lecturer in the Centre of Urban Studies and

Urban Planning at the University of Hong Kong and Xueqiang Xu is Lecturer in

the Department of Geography at Zhongshan University, China. This paper was
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URBANIZATION AND URBAN PRIMACY IN CHINA

ANTHONY GAR-ON YEH AND XUEQIANG XU

The prevailing political attitudes of the Chinese leaders before and after

3 (26). The 13.9% urbanization level of China in 191 was also low when the revolution also plays an imperative role in controlling urban growth (17).

3.78ared to the general urbanization level of over 20% in the less developed Pre-revolution cities were often denounced as consuming and parasitic and a

compred touhe ge26inl AraiatIn Lel of eri0%ind the5 les d E p vehicle of foreign imperialism and colonialism. It was a place of exploitation of

countries such as 26% Africa, in Latin America and 22.5% in ASEAN the countryside that was responsible for poverty in the rural areas. After the

eslevel In revolution, the desire to control urban growth was manifested dramatically by

Despite the overall slow urbanization rate and low urbanization n the hsia-fang (downward transfer) movement in 1957 and the shang-shan hsia-

China, its twenty-six provinces experience different urbanization rates and hsiang (up to the mountain and down to the countryside) campaign in the Cultural

patterns. Although many studies have been done on urbanization of China in Revolution. In the period of 1969 to 1971, approximately four million urban

general (8, 6, 7, 19, 20, 9), and there are studies on regional disparities (28, dwellers, mostly educated youths, were "deurbanized" by sending them to the

22,10), not many studies have been addressed to the provincial variation of rural areas (24).

urbanization in China. The work by Onoye (21) is one of the few studies that The necessity to control urbanization, especially the growth of large

deal with provincial urbanization. This paper attempts to examine the patternThnesittoctrlubizinspiaytegowhflre
and causes of provincial urbanization of China by analysing the cities, is also due to urban unemployment and political disturbances. The

possible a of C h a yg industrial development in the cities and the land reform program of the first

provincial data of 1978. Five Year Plan during 1953-57 had attracted and pushed peasants to migrate to

the cities. However, the growth of industrial employment in the cities cannot

U. Urbanization, Politics and Public Policy cater to the sudden large increase in population and there was an increase in

unemployment in the cities. Some migrants had to move back to the villages

Publie policy and politics exert much influence over the urbanization rate because of unemployment in the cities. In 1968, as an effort to reestablish

and level of China. The dominating policy of controlling urban growth after 1949 control over Chinese youth in large cities and partly to find a solution to the long

is partly due to the political ideology of China and partly due to necessity. The existed problem of urban unemployment, China launched a great drive to resettle

consistent political ideology of eradicating the "three great contradictions"-the urban youths to the countryside. This caused highest level of migration out from

difference between workers and peasants, city and countryside, and manual and the large cities towards smaller cities and countrysides ever experienced in

mental labour-of the Chinese government before and after the revolution has China.

led to a policy of balanced development in the urban and rural areas. This Although the general urbanization trend since 1949 favours the

political ideology is much reflected by two economic policies that strongly development of small and medium cities and slow urbanization growth, there is
influenced the urbanization rate and urbanization pattern of China. After fluctuation in different periods of time that reflects changes in the government

abandoning the Soviet model of economic development in 1957, the economic policy towards urban areas. Urban policy of China before the death of Mao that

policy of "agriculture as the foundation and industry as the leading sector" was has Profound influence on Its urbanization patiern can be classified into the

adopted. It is quite explicitly stated that the role of cities is to serve following five major periods: a) Period of Re bilitation (1949-52); bi First Five

agriculture (25). The economic policy of walking on two legs that attempts to Year Plan (1953-57); ci The Great Leap Forward (1957-60); d) Economic

have simultaneous development of industry and agriculture, heavy and light Recovery and Adjustment and the Third Five Year Plan (1960-66); a) Cultural

industry, large enterprises and medium to small enterprises, modern production Revolution (1966-76) (15, 4). Dominating urban policies at different periods of

methods and indigenous methods, and enterprises run by the central government time has different influence on the urbanization process of China. The greatest

and those by local authorities during the Great Leap Forward and reachedit increase in urban population and urbanization level occurred between 1950 and

peak in the Cultural Revolution also has profound influence on the urbanization 1960 (Fig. 1). This is the period of rehabilitation and the First Five Year Plan.

pattern of China. This economic policy encourages urban-rural convergence, In 1949, immediately after the revolution, the immediate task was to put the

dispersal of industries to rural areas and the establishment of small production economy back in order. Although cities were considered to be "consumer cities

units in small cities and rural areas. The result of this economic policy does not with people not conducive to socialist development, they were the places where

only slow down the rate of urbanization but also restructures the urban system of most of the industries of China were located. In order to restore industrial

China. Since the Great Leap Forward, an urban system development strategy of production, the existing industrial cities left over by the previous nationalist

curtailing the growth of large cities and the development of medium and small government were quickly rehabilitated and the general guideline for city

cities in China was adopted. Small scale industries that utilize local resources development was "to transform the consumer city (xiafed chengshi) into

were developed in medium and small cities (4, 15). Such strategy of urban production cities (shergchen thengshi)." The First Five Year Plan which

system development is still the dominating policy of China in the post-Mao followed the Soviet model of economic development also favoured the

period. in the "Chinese Communist Central Party Decision towards Some development of cities. The emphasis of economic development was given to

Problems in Accelerating Agricultural Development" passed by the Fourth industries, especially heavy industries. A policy that favoured the

Plenary Session of the lith Party Central Committee in 1979 stated that "it is decentralization of industries from the established northeast bases and a few

important to stress the construction of small cities and towns, and to equip them coastal ports towards the inner part of the country was also stressed (29). The

with modern industrial transportation facilities, modern commercial facilities, outcome of the First Five Year Plan was the growth of large cities that were

and modern educational, scientific, cultural and sanitary facilities, so as to be already inutri rs ith good industa ges, sl labou force and

the progressive base for changing the structure of the rural villages" and the already industrial centres with good Industrial linkages, skilled tabour forces and

"active development of small cities, rational development of medium cities and transportation facilities and the development of "new industrial cities" In the

controlled development of large cities." 3
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inner part of the territories. Most of the "new industrial cities" were small
cities of 100,000 to 300,000 population. Betwen 1950 and 1960, urban population
increased rapidly. The Increase In urban population was 111.9% and the urban-
ization level increased from 11.2% In 1950 to a record high of 19.7% In 1960.

From 1960 to 1976, the successive mass movement of the Great Leap
--- ___Forward and the Cultural Revolution that favoured rural development and

deurbanization led to a decline in the urbanization level and absolute number of
urban population. In these two decades, absolute urban population decreased by
22.9% and the urbanization level declined to 12.2%. Urban population and
urbanization level began to rise slowly after the death of Mao and the downfall
of the "Gang of Four."

ll. Provincial Distribution of Cities

Cities in China are unevenly distributed and mainly concentrated in the
northeast, east and coastal provinces. This is mainly the result of the two tier
urban system of China that is based on the indigenous administrative and

-- marketing centers and the rapid growing treaty ports before the revolution (18,
6). Before 1949, most of the cities in China were concentrated on the eastern
coast of China. Zhou (31) estimated that in 1947, excluding Taiwan, there were

L 60 cities in China and 50% of them were located song the coastgl provinces,
38.3% in the inland provinces and 11.7% in the frontier provinces (see Table
1). As most of the large cities are located in the coastal provinces, this pattern
is skewed if urban population is taken into account. The distribution of urban
population is 68.88% in coastal provinces, 29.8% in inland provinces and 1.4% in
frontier provinces. After the revolution, the policy of spatial decentralization of

TABLE I

F.g 2 LORENZ CURVE OF NUMER OF CITIES AND LAND AREA REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF CITIES AND URBAN POPULATION
OF CHINA IN CHINA, 1949 AND 1980

L..4 A-.
1949 1980

Region % of Total % of Total % of Total % ofTotlof Total % of Total
Land No. of Urban No. of Urban Population

W W Area Cities Population Cities Population
Coastal

6o so Provinces 13.58% (30)50.0% 68.8% (47)28.8% 45.6% 41.05%
so so Inland
40 - Provinces 31.35% (23)38.3% 29.8% (92)56.5% 46.5% 52.83%

30 -0 Frontier
20 20 Provinces 55.07% ( 7)11.7% 1.4% (24)14.7% 7.9% 6.12%

to - - 10 Total 100.00% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.00%

0 10 20 30o 4o so o 0 S go too , Source: Zhou (1983), pp. 17-19.

No Of Cmes

1 Zhou's definition of frontier provinces are Nei Mongol, Gansu, Qinghai,
Ningxia, Xinjiang, and Xizang. Coastal provinces are provinces along the eastern
coast of China from Liaoning to Guangxi provinces.
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industry and urban centers to the interior and inland provinces had corrected
such concentrated and skewed distribution to a large extent. From 1950 to 1980,
103 new cities were developed in China. Sixty-nine of them were located in the
inland provinces and 17 located in frontier provinces. There were only 17 new 3
cities added to the coastal provinces where most of the cities were located .,
before the Revolution (Table 1). The deliberate spatial decentralization policy Z
has produced a spatially more balanced urban distribution and reversed the
skewed pattern of the pre-Revolution period. The absolute number and relative
percentage of cities of inland provinces had surpassed that of the coastal
provinces. Inland provinces had 56.5% of the total number of cities whereas
coastal provinces only had 28.8%. There are also marked changes in the Z
distribution of urban population. The coastal provinces had decreased In the . A
importance of concentration of urban population. It decreased from 68.8% in 0
1947 to 45.6% in 1980. In contrast, inland provinces and frontier provinces A
experienced an increase in its proportional share of urban population. The inland
provinces had a slightly higher percentage'of urban population than the coastal
provinces and despite an increase in the proportional share of urban population,
the frontier provinces remained to have a low percentage of 7.9% of urban
population. M

The Lorenz curve (Fig. 2) constructed to examine the spatial distribution
of cities in relationship to the land area in 1978 showed that most of the cities
are located in a small percentage of the territory of China (30). The Gini .2 t
coefficient is 34.9% indicating that the distribution of cities in China is still .)

quite concentrated.
Three major patterns of city concentration can be identified. The first

pattern is the concentration of cities in the eastern region bound by Bejing-
Guangzhou Railway and the Beijing-Harbin Railway. This region consists of one-
seventh of the total land area but has 70% of China's extra large, large, and .-
medium cities and 48% of small cities and towns over ten thousand population.
The second pattern Is the clustering of cities and towns In the plains, deltas and Zindustrial districts of China. Five major clusters can be Identified. They are:

1) Shanghai-Nanjing-Hangzhou cluster, centering around Shanghai; 1
2) Zhujiang River Delta cluster, centering around Guangzhou;
3) Chengdou Plain cluster, focusing on Chengdou;
4) capital region cluster, centering around Beijing, Tianjin and Tangshan;
5) south of Liaoning cluster, centering around Shenyang and Anshan.

These clusters are either deltas or plains with abundant natural resources and a
long history of development. They have a high density of population and
abundant agricultural or industrial production. Especially the first three
clusters, they are China's important agricultural and commercial centers. The
capital region and south Liaoning clusters are China's major producing areas of Z a.
coal, iron and also China's metal, machinery, petrochemical and industrial
centers.

The third pattern is the concentration of cities outside the abovementioned clusters but along major transportation routes. There are three major
types of concentration. One type of concentration is along the coast, such as
Wenzhou of Zhejian province, Fuzhou and Xiamen of Fujian province, and 0
Shantou of Guangdong province. Another type of concentration is along major U 3.8
rivers such as Yichang and Wuhan of Hubei province, and Jiujiang of Jiangxi
province on the Yangtze River. The last type of concentration occurs along
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railway routes and major transportation intersections, such as Zhengzhou of capita industrial output, per capita economic output and industrial/agricultural
Henan province, Xian of Shaanxi province, and Changsha of Hunan province. output ratio have high positive factor loadings on this factor. This suggests that

Although cities and urban population are spatially concentrated in the high productivity as indicated by per capita agricultural, industrial and economic
coastal and inland provinces, they are spatially balanced with the distribution of output is associated with industrialization as indicated by high industrial/

population in China. In 1980, the distribution of urban population roughly agricultural output ratio. The second factor is POPULATION DENSITY that
corresponded to the population distribution of the three regions. Coastal measures the population density of the province. This is a bi-polar factor that

provinces that have 41.1% of the total population had 45.6% of the total urban has high positive factor loadings with population and density and negative factor

population; inland provinces have 52.8% of the total population and 46.5% of loading with land area. This factor structure reflected the general population
total urban population; and frontier provinces had 6.1% of the total population distribution characteristics of China. Provinces with large population, such as

and 7.9% of the urban population (Table 1). Although the distribution of urban the eastern provinces, generally have small land areas and therefore have high

population is more or less proportional to the distribution of the total population population density. Western provinces that have large land areas have small

of China, coastal and frontier provinces have higher share in urban population population and low population density, for example, like Xinjiang, Xizang and

than their total population, Indicating a slight concentration of urban population Qinghai. As these two factors are orthogonal to each other, it further suggests
in these provinces. that industrialization of a province is not related to its population size or

density. Provinces with large population and high density may not have high per
IV. Provincial Variation of Urbanization Level capita economic output.

Normally one would expect urbanization to be associated with the TABLE 3
concentration of cities and urban population. Provinces with high proportion of

cities and urban population should have high urbanization level. However, as FACTOR STRUCTURES OF PROVINCES IN CHINA, 1978
urbanization is measured by the proportion of total population in the province

living in urban areas, urbanization level can be low if there is a large number of

rural population to counteract the large urban population. In China, because the Iadustrialization PopulatIon Density

"most urban" areas are found in the "most rural" areas, high urban population .__ _(F_ _izatr n Pop(Fator Densi

does not necessarily imply urbanization (13). Population -4 .7492

The provincial distribution of urbanization level of China Is not related to Pndutatio .7836 .19

Its distribution of cities and urban population. It Is the reverse of the latter Industrial/Agricultural Output Ratio .7836 .1947

distribution. Provinces with high concentrations of urban population and cities Popua D.1835 -. 6644

do not have high urbanization level. Most of the relatively highly urbanized Population Density .0182 .8921

provinces are located at the western and northern parts of China, such as Per Capita Agricultural Output .9798 .0125

Xinjiang, Qinghai, Nei Mongol, Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning (Fig. 3), which Per Capita Industrial Output .9971 .0212

have proportionally a very small amount of cities and urban population. Per Capita Total Production Output .9901 .0166
Moderately urbanized provinces are found in the inland provinces of China as
well as the coastal provinces of Guangdong and Fujian. Although the coastal and Variance 51.21% 26.25%

inland provinces have the largest proportion of cities and urban population, they

do not have a higher urbanization level than the frontier provinces. This is

probably because these provinces are also agricultural provinces and the urban

population is offset by the large rural population.
Variation in the urbanization level of provinces in China may be explained The spatial distribution of factor scores of the INDUSTRItLIZATION and

by the interaction of natural, political, economic, population and historical POPULATION DENSITY factors are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. Industrialized

factors. To some extent, the natural, political and historical characteristics of a provinces with high per capita economic output and industrial/agricultural output

province can be considered to be a reflection of its economic and population ratios are mostly concentrated in the Northeast, North and Northwest regions of

characteristics. Viariables related to the population and economic China. This may reflect the extensive agricultural and capital intensive

characteristics of the provinces In 1978 were used to examine their relationship industrial system of these provinces. Jiangsu, Shangdong and Guangdong are the

with the provincial variation of urbanization level. The correlation matrix In provinces outside these regions that also have high INDUSTRIALIZATION scores

Table 2 shows that there Is intercorrelation among the population and economic which may reflect their land fertility and the level of industrialization.

variables. Factor analysis was used to reduce the redundancy of some of the Southwest China on the whole has low INDUSTRIALIZATION score. Provinces

variables and to examine the population and economic structure of the with high population, high density and small land areas are mainly concentrated

provinces. Two factors that explained 78.5% of the total variation of the

variables were identified by factor analysis with varimax rotation (Table 3). The 2
The six major regions of China (Fig. 3)-Northeast, North, East, Central,

first factor is INDUSTRIALIZATION that measures the productivity and
industrialization of a province. Variables of per capita agricultural output, per South Southwest and Northwest-are used to facilitate the discussion below.
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in the East and Central South regions where most of the fertile land and rural
population of China are located. Most of the industrialized North, Northwest

and Northeast provinces that have high INDUSTRIALIZATION scores have low
POPULATION DENSITY scores. Sichuan and Guizhou in Southwest China differ
from other provinces in the region by having moderate POPULATION DENSITY
scores whereas Xizang and Yunnan have low population density.

Provincial variation of urbanization level can be explained by the
industrialization aid population density of the province. A multiple R of 0.863
with 0.01 significance level was obtained in a multiple regression analysis of

urbanization level with the factor scores of INDUSTRIALIZATION and
POPULATION DENSITY as independent variables. These two factors explained
74.5% of the provincial variation of urbanization level. The multiple regression
equation is

URBAN% = 13.17 + 3.35 INDUSTRY - 4.14 POPDENSITY

which shows that highly urbanized provinces are associated with high per capita
economic output, high industrialization level, low population density and large
area. This is generally the case for Nei Mongol, Heilongjiang, Liaoning, Jilin and

Qinghai. Provinces with low urbanization level are found in provinces that have

low per capita economic output, high population density and small area and this
can be illustrated by the provinces of Henan, Shangdong, Guangxi, Hubei and
Yunnan.

The provincial urbanization pattern is much related to the Industrial
decentralization policy of China and the differential control of urban population

among the provinces. High urbanization level exists in the Northeast provinces
because of their abundant iron, coal and petroleum resources which made them
continued to be the industrial core of China. However, industrialization of the
North and Northwest provinces is the result of the spatial industrial policy
adopted after 1949 to decentralize industry from the coastal industrial core to
the interior (29). The North and Northwest provinces were the major recipients
of new industrial developments and most of these new industrial developments
were located in urban areas. Examples of these industrial cities in the
Northwest are the petrochemical centre of Lanzhou in Gansu and machinery
centres in Xian and Baoji of Shaanxi and Xining of Qinghai; in the North are
industrial centres of Taiyuan in Shanxi and Baotou in Nei Mongol, and textile
centres of Shijiazhuang and Handan in Hebel. As these provinces are generally

large in area and do not have a large rural population, the increase in urban

population concomitant to Industrial development encourages urbanization.
Moreover, the national policy of controlling the growth of large cities and the
promotion of rural development affects them lesser than it affects the more
populated and dense East and Central South provinces where most of the large
cities are located. Population pressure was severe In the East and Central South
provinces and the household registration system for controlling the migration of
peasants into cities was strictly enforced in these provinces. In contrast, the
North and Northwest provinces have lesser population pressure and the household
registration system was more relaxed. Peasants could migrate to the cities
much easier in these provinces than the densely populated provinces. The
internal migration policy of sending a large number of "hsia-fang" youths to the
Northeast, North and Northwest provinces further encourages urbanization in

these provinces. As most of the "hsia-fang" educated youths were originally

from cities and most of the new industrial development was concentrated in the
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cities of these provinces, they tended to end up in the urban areas of these
provinces. The provincial urbanization of China can be considered as the product
of the industrial decentralization policy that encourages urbanization and

industrialization In the less densely populated North and Northwest provinces,

and the control of urban population in the densely populated East and Central
South provinces that discourages urbanization. Such pattern is reflected by the
statistical analysis of the urbanization level, economic and population data of
the provinces of China in 1978.

V. Provincial Variation of Urban Primacy

Provincial urbanization is a measurement of the proportion of the total
population of a province living in an urban area, but it does not indicate whether
urban population is concentrated in one large center or proportionally spread
among the urban centers within the province. The concentration of urban popu-
lation in the urban system of a province can be indicated by the use of primacy
index that measures the dominance of the largest city over the second city.

City size distribution is one of the most actively researched areas in the E
urban system study. However, after reviewing past research on city size
distribution, Carroll (5) observes that the results of the massive body of research
are inconclusive and further research is needed to refine some of the most
worthy theories. There was much controversy over the causes of specific types
of city distribution, notably primate and rank-size distribution. There is no
simple relationship between city size distribution and the level of economic
development of urbanization (1). City size distribution in general is the result of
a complexity of factors that are related to the past cultural history, types of
economy, administrative structure, size, urbanization history, relationship with
world economic system and government policy (2, 12, 27, 16). A dynamic model
that attempts to associate city size distribution with stage of economic
development in time was developed by El Shaks (11). The relationship between
primacy and economic development is curvilinear. Rank-size distribution is
associated with social equilibrium that occurs before economic development and
at the later stage of economic development. Primacy distribution is caused by
social disequilibrium as a result of rapid economic growth in the middle stage of
economic development. Implicit to the model is that primacy distribution will
occur in the early and middle stages of economic development when previous
equilibrium of the urban system is interrupted by concentrated development in a
few selected large cities. With the passage of time, economic development will
trickle down from the large city to other cities in the urban system and restore
equilibrium of the urban system which is rank-size distribution. This model has
only considered the effects of economic development and does not take into ac-
count factors that are found to be influential by other studies such as govern- o'
ment policy, types of economy and relationship with world economic systems.

The city size distribution of the urban system of China approaches that of
rank-size distribution and the primacy of Shanghai, the largest city in China, is
small and declining after the revolution (23). Although the national primacy
index of China is low, there is much variation in the primacy index of the
provinces of China in 1978. It ranges from 1.00 in Shandong to 11.76 in Qinghai
(Fig. 5).

With the exception of Guangdong and Hubel, provinces with high primacy
Index are mainly concentrated in the Northwest and Southwest regions of China.
Most of the Northeast, Eastern, North and Central South provinces have
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moderate to low primacy indices.
The pattern of provincial urban primacy distribution Is not related to the

industrialization and population density of the provinces. Although it seems that
urban primacy occurs in provinces with low population density, yet Northeast and
North provinces that have low population density do not have high primacy
indices. Similarly, low primacy index is not related to industrialization.
Although provinces with low primacy indices such as Northeast and North
provinces are also industrialized provinces, yet industrialized provinces in the
Northwest such as Xinjiang, Qinghai and Gansu do not have low primacy indices.
But, to the contrary, they have high primacy indices. The lack of relationship
between provincial urban primacy and industrialization and population density is
confirmed by stepwise multiple regression analysis on the industrialization and
population density factor scores. A low multiple R of 0.39 that is not significant
at 0.05 level is obtained. This suggests that provinces with large population, high
density and high per capita economic output may have high or low urban primacy -
index. Other factors such as the history of urban development of the province

and government policy may offer better explanations than industrialization and

population density of the provinces.
A curvilinear relationship seems to exist between urban primacy and

urbanization level when the scattergram is inspected (Fig. 7, 8). A second-
degree polynomial regression of primacy index on urbanization gives a multiple R
of 0.47 which is marginally significant at 0.05 level but Is higher than that
obtained from using industrialization and population density factor scores. The
second-degree polynomial regression equation ist

Primacy = -5.58 +1.28 Urbanization - 0.037 Urbanization
2

Three patterns can be identified from the scattergram. First, provinces with
high urbanization level and moderate primacy indices such as Heilongjiang, Nei
Mongol and Jilin. Second, provinces with low to moderate urbanization level and
low to moderate primacy indices, such as Shandong, Guangxi, and Henan. Third,
provinces with moderate urbanization level but high primacy indices, such as
Qirghai, Gansu, Hubei, Shaanxi and Yunnan. ; ;

The curvilinear relationship between provincial urban primacy index and
urbanization level may be explained by the urban development history of the
provinces which is the result of the interaction of national urbanization policy
and the difference in development potential among the cities within a province.

In China, the largest city of a province is usually the provincial capital.
Only 5 out of the 26 provincial capitals of China are not the largest city in the
province. They are Shandong, Hebei, Nei Mongol, Anhui and Sichuan. Their
respective provincial capitals are Jinan, Shihjiazhuang, Hohhot, Hefei and
Chengdu, and their respective largest cities are Qingdao, Tangshan, Baotou,
Huainan and Chongqing. lp the imperial period, a large important market town
of a province that had favourable site and locational advantages was often
chosen to be the provincial capital which further enhanced its importance and
urban growth. Subsequent modernization in transport, industrial development - -
and mineral exploitation in the late Qing dynasty and early period of the
nationalist government had created new cities which challenged the importance
of some of the old provincial capitals on one hand and on the other hand
reinforced the dominance of others. New cities that were created along modern
transportation routes developed rapidly. Some of them grew to about the same
size aa their provincial capitals. Examples of these cities are Chongqing in
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Sichuan and Qingdao in Shandong. They even surpassed the population of their Qinghai, Kunming in Yunnan, Gulyang in Guizhou and Urumqi in Xinjiang.

respective provincial capitals of Chengdu and inaen. The urban primacy indices Because of scarce resources, less attention was paid to industrial development of

of these provinces are as low as 1.39 and 1.002. The development of modern medium and small cities in these provinces. This caused the provincial capitals

transportation network had made some of the provincial capitals lost their of the western provinces to grow faster than other cities. The urban primacy

transportation advantage as administrative centers and cause a change of index of Gansu increased from 6.30 in 1953 to 9.8 in 1963 and Xingjiang from

provincial capitals to cities that are more conveniently located In the new 1.30 to 4.93. But after 1963, as the provincial capitals reached a certain scale,

transportation network. For example, becase o e loped o the attention was paid to other medium and small cities in these provinces and urban
traspotatonnetork Fr eampebecause of the development of the primacy began to fall slightly. Although the urban primacy indices of these

Beijing-Guangzhou railway and the upgrading of the Beijing-Harbin railway, two provinces has declined, they still remain the highest urban primacy indices in
cities along these railways, Chengzhou and Changchun, developed very rapidly China. From 1953 to 1978, the average primacy index of the western provinces
and the transportation advantage of the original provincial capitals of Henan and has increased from 3.41 to 4.43.
Jilin provinces declined relatively. Subsequently, the provincial capital of Henan in sumary, o 4.43.
province was shifted from Kaifung to Zhengzhon and Jilin province was shifted In summary, provinces with high urbanization and moderate primacy are

fromJiln t Chagchn. s thse wo rovncia caitas ar ne, teirNortheast provinces that are Industrialized, have a number of large cities, and
from Jilin to Changchun. As these two provincial capitals are new, their with population of large cities under control. Provinces with low urbanization
population si e is similar to that of the old provincial capitals and these two and low to moderate primacy are the Eastern and Central South provinces that
provmeces have low urban primacy Indices of 1.45 and 1.63. have a high rural population and the growth of large cities is under control.

In contrast, if the geographical location and development potential of the Provinces that have moderate urbanization but high urban prima y are either
original provincial capital is larger than other cities in the provinces, rovinces that ae rate ofiinuti urbanopmacy of ithr
modernization will reinforce their advantage to attract industrial development provinces that are recipients of industrial development of Industrial

that leads to further urban development. Their size continues to grwaddecentralization policy or provinces whose provincial capitals have favourabletha ladstofurhe ubandeelomet. her izecotinestogrow sand locations that favour their dominance over their second largest cities.
create primacy over other cities in the provinces. Examples of such cities are
Wuhan of Hubei and Guangzhou of Guangdong. They have high urban primacy
indices of 7.36 and 5.03 respectively. The high urban primacy of Hubei is VI. Conclusion

probably due to the special characteristics of its provincial capital of Wuhan. Although cities in China are largely concentrated In the eastern
Wuhan is the communication center between the north and south, east and west provinces, eastern provinces do not have the highest urbanization level.
of China. It is located at the confluence point where Beijing-Guangzhou railway rovinces with high urbanization levels are generally those industrialized
and Yantze river meet. It also has abundant natural resources at its vicinity. provinces with small population density such as the Northeast and Western
Since 1949, it has been one of the "key point" cities of China. ovinces thereare topt of me uba the old

The pattern of provincial urban primacy distribution was further modified provinces. There are two types of more urbanized provinces. They are the old
by the spatial decentralization policy that encouraged concentrated urbanization established industrial provinces of the Northeast and the Western provinces that
in the provincial capitals of the provinces in the western part of China and the received industrial development after 1949.
control of urban development in the large cities of provinces in the eastern part The provincial distribution of urban primacy is not related to the level of
of China after 1949. In general, this has led to a high urban primacy in the indltrislization or population density of the provinces. A curvilinear
western part of China and low urban primacy in the eastern part of China. relationship seems to exist between provincial urban primacy and urbanization.
However, this general pattern is modified by individual characteristics of the Such relationship can be explained by the urban development history of the

provincial capitals which happen also to be the largest cities in the provinces, provinces, the national urban development strategy, and in some cases, the
such as Wuhan and Guangzhou. uniqueness of the location of the provincial capital. In general, the more

As most of the large cities of China are located in the eastern part that industrialized and urbanized provinces in the Northeast have more balanced
consists of the North, Northeast, East and Central South provinces, the policy of urban systems and low urban primacy indices. Low primacy indices are also
China to control the growth of large cities and encourage the development of found in provinces that have low urbanization level. Although the abolute urban
medium and small cities mainly affect the large cities of these provinces. Urban population of these provinces are not low compared with other provinces, they

development in the large cities of these provinces is curtailed and urban have low urbanization and industrialization levels because of the presence of

development is dispersed to medium and small cities. As a result, most large amounts of agricultural population and activities. As these provinces

provinces in the eastern part of China have a low urban primacy index that Is already had a large number of large cities, the general policy of controlling the
decreasing theoeat e aoCah a urban p rimacy index ta is growth of large cities was most influential in these provinces and favoured the
decring through time The average primacy index of e provinces development of small and medium cities and low urban primacy levels had

Industrial development does not have a sound base in the western part of resulted. High urban primacy is found mainly in western provinces that received

China that consists of the Northwest and Southwest provinces. The concomitant development recently as a result of the industrial decentralization policy. Most

urbanization policy of industrial decentralization from the coastal provinces to of the provincial capitals in the interior provinces were chosen as growth poles

interior provinces is to develop "growth poles" in these provinces. Large cities in which led to rapid urban growth and urban primacy. Provinces whose provincial

wester provinces i t lop pn to hee provinc s Lre ctes in capitals have unique locational advantages also experienced high urban primacy.
esenprovinces which also happen tobe provincial capitals were selected to Provincial distribution of urbanization and urban primacy in China is

be sites for industrial development. Provincial capitals with good transportation mainly t r st of hitria zato and oven picy In China,
linkages grow rapidly as a result. For example, Lanzhou in Ganzu, Xining in mainly the result of historical factors and government Policy. In China,
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government policy does not only control the overall urbanization level at a low
rate but also exercises great influence on the spatial pattern of provincial C. K. Leung and N. Ginsberg (ds.) , China: Urbanization and National

variation in urbanization level and urban primacy. The urbanization policy of Dev@Peflt Reseavch Paper No. 196, Department of Geography, the

controlling the development of large cities and the development of medium and University o icag, pp. 89- o tv.

small cities favours a low urban primacy in the provinces of the eastern part of 10. Chu, D. K. Y. (1982), "Some Analysis of Recent Chinese Provincial Data,"

China and the spatial industrial policy of decentralizing industries from the rofessional G her, pp. 431-437.
coastal provinces to interior provinces encourages urbanization and causes urban II. Joral of (1972), "Development, Primacy and Systems of Cities,"

primacy in the provinces of the western part of China. Journal of Develo in Areas, Vol. 7, pp. 11-36.
Future patterns of provincial distribution of urbanization level and urban 12. oton,_J(977),"Regarding Urban Origins, Urbanization and Urban

primacy will very much depend on future urbanization and spatial industrial Patterns" Geogrnaph, Vol. 62, pp. 1-8.

policy of China. China has recognized the important role of its existing 13. Keyes, F J1l51' Urbanism and Population Distribution In China,"
industrial base and cities in future economic development. Cities will play an Amercan uY.aW.of Sociol " Vol. 56, No. 6, pp. 519-529.
increasingly important role in the "Four Modernization" program of China. 14. KwokR. Y. W.(1981), "Trends of Urban Planning and Development In
Moreover, as labour productivity in the rural areas gradually increases, labour China," in L. J. C. Ma and E. W. Hanten (eds.) Urban Development in

surplus will occur in the rural areas. Small and medium cities will be needed to Modern China Boulder: W estview Press, pp. 147-193.
absorb excessive agricultural labour into non-agricultural activities and there 15. Kwok, R. Y. n. (1982), "The Role of Small Cities In Chinese Urban

may be a general increase in the urbanization levels of the provinces in China. Development," International Journal of Urban and Regional Research Vol.

High urbanization rates may be experienced especially in the densely populated 6, No. 4, pp. 449-564.

agricultural provinces In the east that at present have low urbanization levels. 16. Lnisky, A. 8. (1965), "Some Generalizations Concerning Primate Cities,"
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RECENT URBAN POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA:

A REVERSAL TO "ANTI-URBANISM"

R. Yin-Wang Kwok*

Centre of Urban Studies and Urban Planning

University of Hong Kong

INTRODUCTION

Rapid urbanization is synonymous with modernization and industrialization. In

the Third World countries, it is also the natural phenomenon of modern

economic development. National development in China has been consistently

committed to modernization and industrialization, resulting, unavoidably, in

urbanizaiton. At various stages since 1949, for ideological and political

reasons, China made several attempts, through state intervention, to slow down

and dampen the process of urbanization. However, the "Anti-urbanism" quickly

gave way to a positive and explicit acceptance of urban development in the

post-Mao era: moveover, urbanization is asserted as the major focus of

national development.

Prior to 1976, no developmental policy favoured urban development.

Development strategies were essentially designed for rural urbanization and

small city development, but to contain growth of larger urban places. More

specifically, the rural commune, in 1958, was introduced as an alternative to

* The paper is prepared in association with Eric, Chin Kwok. The author is
much indebted to the useful comments by Lynn White, Jack Gray, and Ian
Hamilton. All errors, of course, should be credited to the author.



urban expansion. In 1978, Hua Guofeng in the First Session of the Fifth

National People's Congress made the first explicit statement on national

commitment to urban housing and urban services (Zhonghua remin gongheguo

diwujie quanguo renmindaibiao dahui diyici huiyi wenjian, 1978, p. 84.)

Subsequently, from 1978 onwards, there was a continuous discussion on urban

development strategy--whether development should concentrate on small cities

or large cities. By 1980, that debate was settled. The urban planning policy

to "control the size of large cities, rationally develop medium cities, and

rigorously develop small cities" was adopted (Chengshi, guihua. 1982, No. 1,

p. 1). Based on this policy, this paper addresses itself to the rationale of

the present trend of Chinese urban development, its implications and its

problems.

The Third Plenary session of the 11th Party Central Committee in

December 1978 and the Third Plenary Session of the 12th Party Central

Committee in October 1984 have major impact on China's development, thus the

direction on urbanization. The economic policy of December 1978 was directed

at the rural sector. It was a policy that was generally accepted as

successfully implemented. It started a rural urbanization process and exerted

an impetus to urban growth. Partly in response to the success of

transformation in the rural sector, the policy of October 1984 was designed as

the parallel policy of the former. Urban reform policy went much further, as

it designated the city as the economic centre of the next stage of

development. This paper reviews the relevant parts of these policies and

assesses how they affect urban development, with special emphasis on medium

and small cities.
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POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Table 1 shows the total and the urban population since 1949. The growth of

the total population began to stabilize in recent years--cultural Revolution

period (1966-76). Since then, urban population had been growing. From 1978,

the urban population growth rate steadily escalated to 23.54% of the total

population.

[ Table 1 ]

Because of the absolute size of the population, population control and

family planning were sporadic themes since 1949. In view of China's

development and available resources, it was strongly felt, recently, that

there should be some desirable population limits. In one study, the

population limit in 2080 was variously projected. In relationship to the rate

of economic development, a stabilized working population of 448 million was

estimated. This made a total population of 650 million to 700 million.

According to food resources and diet, with the assumption of food production

increasing by 150% by 2080, the maximum population would be 680 million. If

population was measured by ecological condition, more specifically by fresh

water resources, as China had one of the lowest per capita fresh water areas,

the optimum population was calculated to be between 630 million to 650 million

(Liu, et al, Song, 1981, pp. 29-30). These different projections were

substantially lower than the population figure of 1983 which was 1024.95

million. Although these estimates should not be taken too seriously, it was

evident that there was not only a real need to stabilize the population, but

also a desire to reduce the population size.
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Table 2 on projected age structure was determined based on the female

fertility remaining between 1.55 to 1.70. There was a clear sign of the

reduction of the young dependent population (below 16). The productive work

force increased absolutely and proportionately. The structural shift away

from the non-productive young population implied a lesser quantitative demand

on social service investment for youth. The proportionate increase in the

aged dependent population had the reverse implications--great demand on social

service investment for the aged. As the productive population increased

proportionately, it demanded more employment opportunities. Moreover, it also

represented a large proportion of fertile population who would produce a

larger young dependent population in the future.

[ Table 2 ]

The one-child population as a population control mechanism was

introduced in 1979 (Beijing Review, 1979, No. 15, pp. 6-7). As some Chinese

planners pointed, this policy would produce a family structure consisting of

members without sibling or uncle and aunt. This would fundamentally change

the Chinese concept of family and social structure.

Diagram 1 shows the hypothetical situation where a couple at

approximately 30 years of age could have 5 dependent family members to support

and could, although highly unlikely, at a maximum have 13 dependent family

members. While social service investment for young dependent population might

proportionately reduce, the aged dependent population would have to be

supported either by family members or by the state. Some investment in aged

social services must increase in order to relieve the load imposed on family

expenditure on aged dependents.
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[ Diagram 1 ]

Projections of Chinese population, resulting in the recent birth control

measure, showed that there would be a huge aggregate bulge of aged dependent

population by 2035. The increase in dependency ratio would present formidable

social and economic problems (Coale, 1981, pp. 930-94). In order to support

the large portion of aged population, whether through direct subsidies and

services by the state, or by making the individual household takeing care of

its aged dependents, state income or household income would have to increase

substantially. Productivity would have to increase proportionately, implying

more efficient production technology to be adopted and greater skilled labour

to be employed. In this context, the future increase on investment on the

aged dependents, meant that human capital development had to be instituted

presently in order to increase labour efficiency in the future. At the same

time, efficient production techniques signified that advanced technology with

scale economy, which tended to be effectively located in cities, were likely

to be selected.

One analysis of human capital investment for an individual from 0 to 16

years of age showed V1600 for a rural child, V4800 for a child in a medium

size city (3 times that of a rural child) and 6900 for a child in a large

city (over 4 times that of a rural child) (Liu, et al., 1981, p. 89). For

efficient human capital investment in youth, rural form of settlement was more

economically viable, but less suitable as the technological content of the

rural education was far inferior to that of urban education. From these

simple comparisons, it became clear that birth control in general, one-child

family policy in particular, generated some major economic issues for urban

policy formation.
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The trend of population growth appeared to demand the types of

production technology and labour which were prone to urban setting. The

structural shift in the age pyramid would require sizeable expenditure of

human development and aged social services. These economic pressures were

imposing and imminent and they were the crucial urban issues which had to be

taken up immediately.

RURAL REFORM POLICY (DECEMBER 1978)

The main policy objective was rapid growth in rural production. Two

conditions were required--observation of economic law and political

stability. The mechanisms adopted were economic management improvement and

technological adaptation. In administration and management, party and

government were to be separated; government and enterprise were also to be

separated in order to give enterprise greater elbow room and flexibility.

Essentially, enterprises were given greater production and financial autonomy.

As the policy concentrated on stimulating agricultural production, the

reward to the peasants was based on "to each according to his work," and land

was allowed to be assembled and re-allocated to those whose production

required agricultural land, thus shifting the disguised agricultural labor

into non-agricultural occupations. For non-food grain agricultural products,

production and exchange were entirely through the market. Concomitant to the

rural free market, a production responsibility system was established so that

means of production and land were allocated to families who would be

responsible for state tax, contracted quota, but be allowed to keep all

surplus. The surplus was the incentive for quantity and quality improvement

in production and efficient management (Zhonggong zhongyang wenxian yanjiushi,

1982, pp. 1-15).
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The market price now determined and adjusted demand and supply, and

diversification.. This policy did not abandon planned economy entirely but

drastically reduced its controlling function, and was later applied as a guide

for the entire economy.

These institutional changes encouraged rural families to enter into

specialized production--commercial commodity production for profits. They

became small scale enterprise units which would manage their own production

and trade. Production specialization and diversification as well as division

of labour began to take place in the rural sector. New economic activities

which were non-land based began to spring up. The diversification of rural

economy generated two major effects. First, transfer of land began to take

place. For families whose production was not land based, the unused land was

transferred to other productive farming families for a fee. The transfer

fees--rent--were a transfer-of rights, not ownership. Land was gradually

assembled by productive peasant families while freeing other families into

non-agriculatural production (Jungji Yanjiu, 1984, No. 9, pp. 39-41). Through

land rights transference, agricultural employment was reduced, scale of

production was to enlarge gradually and agricultural efficiency was to

improve. The displaced labor moved into non-land activities--animal

husbandry, small scale processing, retails and services.

Second, the diversification of economic activities created a

demonstration effect whereby productivity was transformed into profits and

material rewards. As productivity began to increase, producers were prompted

by the advantages of scale economy. Gradually small production units would

enlarge and more labour replaced. One estimate suggested that two-thirds of

the present agricultural labour would be replaced by non-agricultural jobs

(Jingji Yanjiu, 1984, No. 8. p. 51). Productivity and specialization



increased the rural income. Savings from income growth was to be invested in

non-agricultural activities, thereby gradually urbanizing the countryside.

The net production effect of this policy was twofold. Internal to the

rural sector, it generated an urbanizing process through employemnt and

production changes. Externally, through commercial commodity and trade, the

rural sector was linked directly into the existing urban economic system. The

effect of this policy was substantial, particularly in the Changjiang Delta in

Jiangsu Province and the Zhujiang Delta in the Guangdong Province where the

rural population density was exceedingly high. Taking Taihu District (in

Jiangsu Province) as an example, in some rural counties, 73.6% of the gross

industrial and agricultural output value came from industries. In one

country, only 62.1% of the labour force worked in farming. In other

countries, labour force engaging simultaneously in agriculture and industry

consisted of 34% of the labour force. These were clear evidence of rapid

industrialization in the rural areas (Wu, 1984). In one estimate, 100 million

peasants would be transferred into the non-agricultural sector in the year

2000 (Renkou Yanjiu, 1983, NO. 6, p. 8). The rural reform policy, by its

successful implementation and experimentation, generated an immense bottom-up

pressure for urbanization.

URBAN REFORM POLICY (OCTOBER 1984)

Essentially, this policy applied a similar set of rural policy changes in the

urban setting. There were two problems which this policy was designed to

solve. First, it responded to the urbanization pressure built up by the rural

reform policy. Second, because urban enterprises had no autonomy and were
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tightly controlled by the state, enterprises had no responsiblity for

production or profits, and worker's productivity was low. The existing urban

enterprises which numbered over 1 million and employed over 80 million workers

had a major contribution to national economy. Through taxation, they provided

for over 80% of the national expenditure (Zhonggong zhongyang guanyu

jingjitizhi gaige de jueding, 1984). As this sector was considered most

important in the national economy, any improvement in this sector would

greatly advance national development in general, and urban development in

particular.

The separation of the government and urban enterprise was necessary in

order to provide enterprise autonomy. They were allowed to retain and

allocate investment, plan production, hire and expel employees, determine

bonuses and, within state limit, determine prices. This policy would enliven

urban economic activities and stimulate diversity and specialization in

production and services. Potentially it would be a major factor for urban

growth.

In addition to state enterprises, collective enterprises had been

introduced for some time. Private or individual enterprises were now also

accepted. Multi-enterprise systems allowed for the co-existence of state,

collective and individual enterprises, whereby collective and private

enterprises were to link with the state enterprises. As they all could

contribute to socialist production, standard of living and employment in a

different way, they became the necessary components of socialist economy.

Cities were to facilitate the development of collective and individual

enterprises by providing them with facilities and conditions conducive to

their operation and protecting them by law (Ibid.).

The introduction of the multi-enterprise system and enterprise autonomy
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was a reaction to the planned industrial system previously adopted. Planned

industrial system unified all production units into one large state

corporation, whereby each individual unit was essentially a branch operation.

For each unit, input was allocated and output was distributed, regardless of

its comparative productive advantages or spatial cost variation. Three

phenomena resulted. First, trade and marketing between industrial units were

largely eliminated. In reducing business services and management functions to

a minimum, this system created little horizontal economic activities. Second,

there was no necessity to adjust input-output relationship. As the production

unit had little influence over input and output, there was no incentive to

innovate technology, increase productivity or improve efficiency. The

industrial structure became progressively more rigid, unadaptive, and

eventually out-of-date, and production quality deteriorated. Third, as a

closed system, it had little multiplier effects. The only economic impacts

were limited to income effects whereby the workers, through wages, provided

consumer demand, and service effects whereby the production units, through

maintenance and operation, required technical services. As personal and

household consumption was not considered important, and services, as a

non-productive sector, were placed second in developmental priority, both were

poorly supplied, therefore further reduced economic effects. Urban economic

growth, which generally relied on multiplier effects, was retarded. The

gradual removal of the planned industrial sytem started a reverse process,

whereby multiplier began to increase, urban growth escalated.

Urban reform policy explicitly assigned cities as centres for

development, thus reversing the pre-1976 policy. Through the newly

established inter-enterprise linkages, they would spatially integrate with the

production units in the surrounding hinterland. As urban enterprises grew,
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cities with production complexes would be suitable as growth poles which would

extend the growth effect to their surrounding rural areas.

Urban reform also formalized policies which were already in practice

since December 1978--"open" policy. As foreign investment, management, and

advanced western technology were accepted as the desirable elements to spur

economic growth, the "open" policy for foreign investment and international

trade was considered essential in facilitating modernization. The use of

foreign capital, technology and entrepreneurship was necessary to complement

the socialist economy.

The general effect was expected to be similar to the rural reform

policy--urban economy would be stimulated and enlivened, and urban production

would increase, bringing with it greater income, employment and diversity.

Implicitly large-scale urban development and expansion would unavoidably

follow. The urban reform policy, when implemented, would create a top-down

pressure for urbanization.

DISTRIBUTION OF CITES

The size distribution of cities in Table 3 followed the definition and

classification used in China. China had a normal urban hierarchical

distribution of cities. Distribution of economic activities at different

classes of cities confirmed the economic dominance of large cities as

generally found in the Third World. From the selected indicators, it could be

seen that scale caused economic concentration. The large cities had greater

and better production capacity, human capital, financial resources and

institutions. Because of the greater local income, they also were stronger
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consumer markets. Much of their economic strength was derived from their

regional role in production and services. Population in the surrounding

areas, by making use of the large cities, through consumption and exchange,

contributed to the large city economy (Kwok, 19864).

[ Table 3 ]

The concentration of cities in coastal areas and around major river

systems, as illustrated in Diagram 2, were well demonstrated. The well-known

spatial disparate pattern of the cities was represented by the concentration

of metropolises and large cities in the coastal area. The 15 selected major

coastal cities had 4.71% of the total population, and occupied only 0.93% of

the total land area. 7.69% of the industrial and enterprise units were

located there producing 23.19% of the gross industrial output value (Shanghai

shehui kexueyuan, 1984, p. 54).

[ Diagram 2 ]

Amongst these coastal cities, there was further concentration in the

three metropolises: Shanghai, Tianjin and Guangzhou. They owned 54.79% of

the industrial and enterprise units of these coastal cities. Their combined

gross industrial output value was 73.69% of that of these coastal cities

(Ibid.). The economic dominance of the coastal cities in general, and the

three metropolises in particular, demonstrated their production and locational

advantages, which were not totally due to scale economy. Apart from the three
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metropolises and Daliean which had over 1 million population, the rest of the

15 cities included large and medium cities. With one small city, Weihai, they

represented cities of various sizes; therefore, not all of them had scale

economy advantage. Coastal cities, with the sea and river system providing

natural transportation routes, attracted industry and enterprise. It was

natural that the open cities--originally 14, now reduced to 4--which were

designated to receive foreign investment, were all coastal port cities.

URBAN PLANNING POLICY

The urban planning policy to "control the size of large cities, rationally

develop medium cities and rigorously develop small cities" was implicitly

based on the theory of urban systems as urban hierarchy, especially regional

hierarchy of cities, characterized the Chinese city distribution. Cities of

similar population sizes were assumed to have the same characteristics and

structure. Complexity and functional variety of cities were ignored and all

cities would be reasonably grouped to three different classes. Although

different policies were applied to different classes of city, for each class

of city, a uniform policy would suffice for their different conditions and

problems. With such strong assumption and simplification, the implementation

of this generalised policy would be problematic.

As this policy was introduced in 1980, it was designed primarily to

respond to the bottom-up pressure of urbanization. The rural economic growth

was immediately and comprehensively felt in the small cities, which also were

the class of cities designated to be developed in the previous period--

Cultural Revolution. Traditionally, their economy and administration were
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closely tied to the rural population (Kwok, 1982). The bias towards the small

towns was the logical extension of historical continuation. "Control of the

size of large cities" was a constant theme in China's urban development. The

purpose to limit large cities' growth was to avoid urban diseconomies,

congestions and environmental problems as well as potential high crime rate

which existed in advanced capitalist countries, and Third World countries. It

also reduced the social overhead capital investment in urban public services,

which were already heavily utilized.

Russian "De-ubanism" which advocated the reduction of regional

polarization and urban rural differential, and Mao's "Anti-urbanism," which

favoured development in the rural sector, both were against development of

large cities (Kirkby, 1984, p. 1-18), although both urbanization ideology did

not challenge the necessity of industrialization in development.

Urbanization, as a natural result of modern industrialization, was tacitly

accepted; distribution of urban development, however, was heavily influenced

by this set of ideals. The Chinese rural commune and the Cultural

Revolution's slogan of elimination of the differences between the cities and

countrysides were the explicit policy manifestations of this ideology.

The mechanism to limit urban growth was by controlling population

movement. Since the late 1950s, household registration tied to employment and

food rationing was an effective way to spatially stabilize population

movement, and slowed down urban growth. Nevertheless, large cities' economy

continued to grow, because of their advantageous condition for modern

production activities. Against the early policies for small city development,

resources in large cities were often decentralized into smaller cities and

rural areas to assist their growth, still large cities grew at a faster rate

(Buck, 1981, pp. 140-142).



"Rationally develop medium cities" responded to the intention of

decentralizing urban development spatially. Geographically, medium cities

were more evenly distributed than large cities. As medium size cities were

sizeable in population--between 200,000 and 500,000--they presumably should

have built-in external economy and scale economy for industrial development.

They had, supposedly, better basic infrastructure, communication,

administration and services and labour skills than those in small cities, and

often were the nodes of regional transportation networks. Therefore, there

existed some adequate production conditions and economic potential for

industrial development.

The medium cities were to be developed as "economic centres"--growth

poles. Urban revenue was to be generated by exports. They would select

production by making use of the outputs in its hinterland, and in establishing

production links, medium cities would spatially integrate their regions.

Through export growth, their development would filter down into the entire

region.

"Rigorously develop small cities" reflected the emphasis of the past

urbanization ideology. As they were locationally closest to the rural areas,

they were more evenly distributed geographically. These were the key points

for rural urbanization. Already they were providing services to the rural

sector and this role would expand. They would also function to diversify the

rural economy, particularly in production, retail and commerce (Hebei xuekan,

1984, p. 4).

In respect to the rural areas, there were several specific roles which

the small cities were to fill. First, they would induce rural economic and

cultural development by extending cultural, educational and technological

services to the rural population, i.e. human capital development. Second,
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they would absorb the rural surplus labour by providing non-agricultural

employment. As production diversification, labour specialization took place

in the countryside, rural labour structural shift in favour of the

non-agricultural employment would provide a new labour force which was to be

accommodated in the small towns. This last role was the key to reduce

rural-urban differential--a reflection of the Russian/Maoist ideology of

urbanization. The objective was to spread the benefits and opportunities of

urbanization into the rural area (Shanghai shehui kexueyuan, 1984, p. 39).

Although the functions of cities of different classes were specific, the

inter-linkages and the hierarchical relationships between the levels of cities

were less well defined. "Large cities as centres, medium cities as framework,

small cities as transition (Ibid., p. 34) indicated that economic development

would still be led by large cities because of historical inevitability as well

as their production strength. It placed the centre of development in those

cities. As the development of large cities was to be limited, this statement

seemed to be contradictory to the current urban development policy. Small

cities as the rural-urban transitional points was obvious and inevitable;

otherwise the massive rural migration would be channelled to the large and

medium cities, the growth of which would be rapid and excessive. The medium

cities, in this statement, had an additional function. Apart from being

growth poles, they formed the network of urbanization, providing the link

between the large and small urban places, although the nature of its linkage

function was unclear.

EFFECTS ON URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Taken together, the rural reform and the urban reform policies had produced



three major factors for urbanization--the diversification of rural production,

the creation of urban enterprises, and the invitation for foreign investment.

There were three effects from production diversification in the rural

sector. First, the expansion of non-agricultural production and agricultural

commodity production provided for both household consumption and industrial

production. The rural production as input to industrial production

established a direct linkage to the urban industrial network. Because the

present rural production units were still in relatively small scale, goods

were transported to the nearby cities; therefore regional networks of rural

production were relatively small in area. Nevertheless, this set up a

regional linkage centering on small urban place with a good access to

transportation network.

Second, the increase of rural household income generated higher rural

consumption. The rural demand for better and more goods and services livened

up the rural market, invariably located in the small cities which had a

traditional retail and service role for the agricultural sector. The retail

and service sector in the small towns, as a result, expanded.

Third, the growth of rural income also meant greater rural savings.

Investment in the non-agricultural sector and agricultural commodity

production continuously improved these sectors. Apart from this type of local

investment, rural residents began to invest in cities in the retail, service

and construction sectors (Wenhui Bao, 1981, August 15; and Nangfang Ribao,

1984, June 14). This was a direct investment which contributed to urban growth

The urban reform policy opened up new enterprises, allowed for market

operation and accepted profits as productive motive. Under this system of

economic oepration, agglomeration of enterprises would be mutually

beneficial. Enterprises, particularly the small scale, risk-taking ones and
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the innovative ones, would find the large city environment minimize

uncertainty, therefore more suitable for their opertation. Those medium

cities with sizeable production infrastructure, management and labour skills,

inter-regional transport and communication, financial services, and public

administration, would also be agreeable to some enterprises. The

encouragement to collective and private enterprises and the greater autonomy

enjoyed by state enterprises would increase the number of urban firms and

potentially could be one of the most important causes for rapid urban

development.

The open policy for foreign investment and specifically the opening up

of coastal cities and special economic zones might gradually take up momentum,

when there was greater relaxation on the restriction to access of domestic

market and the export of resources. However, there were few cities in China

that had the appropriate conditions for foreign investment. Generally, the

requirements of foreign investment favoured the metropolis (Kwok, 1986a).

Amongst the coastal open cities, Shanghai, Tianjin, Dalian and Guangzhou at

present could develop those conditions, and were retained as the open cities.

Shenzhen could be added into this list because of its proximity to Hong Kong

and the heavy investment committed to its development. The rest of the open

coastal cities, because of the need of major and large scale investment in

order to produce the environment to attract foreign investors, were dropped

from the open cities list, at least temporarily. The impacts of the open

policy, most likely, would affect only a few metropolises in the coastal

areas. If so, through the hierarchical downward transfers, their growth and

development was expected to direct growth in small cities. Judging from

experiences elsewhere, their growth effects were unlikely to be easily

transmitted to other cities.
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Objectively, given all the present economic policies, the national

policy for modernization and industrialization by technological and labour

improvement, led, normally, to city development. Furthermore, production for

the market and surplus as production incentive led to scale economy and

external economy, the necessary conditions for modern production. All these

demonstrated that to 'control the size of large cities' appeared to be

contradictory and economically unnecessary.

The bias towards smaller city development was because migrating

population could be distributed proportionately to different sizes of cities.

In view of the scale of urbanization, this policy appeared to be a sound

alternative, as it would reduce the extensive expansion of large cities. If

the large cities were to absorb the rural migrants, the speed and size of

their population growth, because of their relatively limited number, would

necessitate rapid and huge investment in infrastructure and services. This

would also have magnified the many urban problems of skewed primacy as

witnessed in other Third World countries. Spreading growth to smaller cities

would disperse migrating effects and costs (Ye, 1982), and each expanding city

would minimise its social investment. On the other hand, in order to make

smaller cities attractive to migrants, greater quantity and variety of social

services were recommended (China Reconstructs, 1983, Vol. 32, No. 11, p. 9),

particularly essential in respect to professional and managerial workers.

Moreover, this policy necessarily caused scattered development in production.

Scale economy in production might be curtailed, and capital efficiency might

decrease. Furthermore, the labor skills, management capability and social

overhead capital needed might not be available or effectively provided in

small urban places. The smaller city policy was therefore not without some

serious social and economic problems, which should be dealt with so that it

could be feasibly implemented.



Apart from the already mentioned doubts whether city size alone should

be the basis of policy formation and the singularity of urban planning policy

should be applied to each class of cities. there were other questions such as

the bottom-up and top-down direction of the urban planning policy and the

relationship between cities. As large cities were recognized as the centres

of economic development, spurred on by future foreign investment in some

instances and engineered through urban enterprises in others, large city

development took a "top-down" direction. As Chinese cities along river system

traditionally had strong hierarchical linkage, regional centres might have a

downward growth effect. The national system as a whole, as in other Third

World countries, the filtering down effect was often ineffective because of

infrastructure, communication, finance and management bottlenecks. In order

that growth could be transferred downwards, an integrated regional industrial

policy applied to the urban systems and a national industrial support network

to integrate the spatially dispersed production units, should be developed

simultaneously. The lack of any national and regional infrastructure and

institutional arrangements to support the urban planning policy made it seem

incomplete and unrealistic.

The rural reform policy set up a rural urbanization process which was

from "bottom-up." This policy directly united the countryside to the small

cities which were the key points for the transitional process. This

transformation was rapidly taking place in China. Rural towns now became the

lively retail and service centres of the countryside. These urban places and

their surrounding hinterland were economically and culturally integrating

gradually. The real test was whether they had sufficient conditions to

develop into industrial production centres. Because of this uncertainty, it

was not clear how this process could be transferred upward to the medium



cities. Whether this policy would create cellular urban regions or integrated

regional economy seemed to depend on the development of inter-regional

channels and facilities for commodity, personnel and information flows.

The medium cities, which functionally were to be the key regional growth

poles, were also designated to be the network linking up the urban system.

Were they the production and servicce centres for the small cities? Were they

the backward linked production units of the large cities? Were they to serve

both these functions? They obviously had a major function in the urban

system. Because of the lack of clearer definition on how these transference

processes were to be carried out, their role was therefore ambiguous and

remained a vacuum. Whether the "top-down" and the "bottom-up" processes were

to be taking place either simultaneously or separately, the medium cities

naturally would play a transference role, but it was unclear how they were to

fulfill it.

More significantly, the long-term effect on urban development was caused

by the population structural change. In view of the population trend, social

services and investment for the aged dependent population would be needed.

The medium-term shift towards the working age group necessitated a swift

increase in economically viable employment. As these job opportunities could

not be found in the agricultural sector, the labour force of which was already

shrinking, they had to be found by the expansion of the modern economic

sector, which would, most likely, be urban oriented. The direct impact of

population change would be a long-term process of urbanization.

Equally important, the short-term effect of labour structural

change--shift from agricultural occupations, was partially similar to that of

the population change. Creation of non-agricultural employment meant

exploration in new production technology and human capital development.
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Training and education facilities must expand to supply appropriate labour

skills. The shift to non-agricultural occupation also changed the household

structure into smaller basic units. Many social services traditionally

provided within the agricultural community were no longer available to the

smaller household units. The supply of these social services had to be

increased to accommodate this new demand.

These two primary causes for urbanization pointed to the necessity of

urban economic development which could absorb the growing population, and

which would increase productivity. They also drew attention to the urgent

need for investment in education and social services. These urbanization

issues for the near future called for, most crucially, a set of strategies for

urban investment--the possible ways to accommodate the population and labor

changes through industrial development, but such strategies were absent. The

spatial issue of urban location to direct population growth, to which the

present urban planning policy addressed, though necessary, received prime

attention. In view of the present context, it appeared to be secondary.

As in many Chinese policies, the present urban planning policy had an

element of experiment. Urban development naturally responded to national

development policy. The present urban planning policy, in many instances, was

at odds with the national development policy and internally was amigous with

some missing links. Perhaps when the 1978 and 1984 reform policies took full

effects, urban planning policy would be adjusted to function consistently with

economic development.



TABLE I: TOTAL & URBAN POPULATION 1949-83

Total Annual Urban Annual Urban Urban to

Year Population Population Population Population Total

(in mil.) Growth Rate (%) (in mil.) Growth Rate (%) Population (%)

1949 541.67 57.65 10.64

50 551.96 1.90 61.69 7.00 11.18

51 563.00 2.00 66.32 7.51 11.78

52 574.82 2.10 71.63 8.01 12.46

53 587.96 2.29 78.26 9.26 13.31

54 602.66 2.50 82.49 5.41 13.69

55 614.65 1.99 82.85 4.36 13.48

56 628.28 2.22 91.85 10.86 14.62

57 646.53 2.90 99.49 8.32 15.39

58 659.94 2.07 107.21 7.76 16.25

59 672.07 1.84 123.17 15.39 18.41

60 662.07 - 1.49 130.73 5.67 19.75

61 658.59 - 0.53 127.07 - 2.80 19.29

62 672.95 2.18 116.59 - 8.25 17.33

63 691.72 2.79 116.46 - 0.11 16.84

64 704.99 1.92 129.50 11.20 18.37

65 725.38 2.89 130.45 7.34 17.98

66 745.42 2.76 133.13 2.05 17.86

67 763.68 2.45 135.48 1.77 17.74

68 785.34 2.84 138.38 2.14 17.62

69 806.71 2.72 141.17 2.02 17.50

70 829.92 2.88 144.24 2.17 17.38

71 852.29 2.70 147.11 1.99 17.26
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Total Annual Urban Annual Urban Urban to
Year Population Population Population Population Total

(in mil.) Growth Rate (%) (in mil.) Growth Rate (%) Population (%)

72 871.77 2.29 149.35 1.52 17.13

73 892.11 2.33 153.45 2.75 17.20

74 908.59 1.85 155.95 1.63 17.16

75 924.20 1.72 160.30 2.79 17.34

76 937.17 1.40 163.41 1.94 17.44

77 949.74 1.34 166.69 2.01 17.55

78 962.59 1.35 172.45 3.46 17.92

79 975.42 1.33 184.95 7.25 18.96

80 987.05 1.19 191.40 3.49 19.39

81 1000.72 1.38 201.71 5.39 20.16

82 1015.41 1.47 211.54 4.87 20.83

83 1024.95 0.94 241.26 14.05 23.54

Source: State Statistical Bureau, PRC (1984). Statistical Yearbook of

China 1984, Hong Kong: Economic Information and Agency, p. 81.
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TABLE 2 PROJECTED AGE STRUCTURE OF THE

URBAN POPULATION, 1975-2000

75 80 85

0 - 16 36.75% 31.54% 26.30%

17 - 55(F) / 17 - 60(M) 55.65% 60.06% 64.98%

55(F) / 60(M) 7.60% 8.40% 9.64%

N.B. 1975 year end figures are based on a survey. All other
figures are projections.

Source: Liu, Zheng, et al., eds., (1981) China's Population:
Problems and Prospects, Beijing: New World Press, p. 121.
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TABLE 3 SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF CITIES

AND URBAN ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES DISTRIBUTION IN CHINA, 1982

No. of Percentage of Total Non-Agricultural
Population Cities No. of Cities Population ('000)

Metropolises Over 1 M 19 8.19 41,005

Large Cities 500,000 - 1 M 29 12.50 20,805

Medium Cities 200,000 - 500,000 70 30.17 21,674

Small Cities <200,000 114 49.14 12,832

252 100.00 96,316

Source: Shanghai shehui kexueyuan, Jingji yanjiusuo, Chengshijingji yanjiushi
(1984), Fazhanzhongde zhongguo chengshi (The Chinese Developing
Cities), Shanghai: Shanghai shehui kexueyuan, Jingji yanjiusuo,
pp. 45 and 53.
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NOTE

1. The 15 selected coastal cities are: Dalian, Yingkou, Qinghuangdao,
Tianjin, Weihai, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang, Shanghai, Hangzhou,
Ningbo, Fuzhou, Xiamen, Shantou, and Guangzhou.
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METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA:

STRUGGLE BETWEEN INDUSTRIALIZATION AND IDEOLOGY

R. Yin-Wang Kwok*

INTRODUCTION

Metropolises, in the Third World, the primate cities in particular, have a key

economic, political and social function in national development. Whether the

large cities generate positive or negative developmental effects has been an

issue for constant debate. Urbanization policy concentrating in secondary

cities has been suggested as viable alternative; others argue that it is more

efficient to expand the large cities. Given this context, this paper

discusses the role of metropolises in contemporary Chinese development. Since

1949, the Chinese government has committed to industrialization and

modernization as its developmental goal. It also stresses socialism as both

the ideal and the mechanism for societal organization. China's economic

development naturally leads to some form of urban pattern; while its social

development affirms that equality in distribution is the fundamental principle

to determine the specific form of urbanization.

The Chinese urban policy in general, metropolitan policy in particular,

responds to the dictates of its national developmental path, which constantly

adjusts itself between the ideology and the real conditions. The interplay

between ideal and practicality gives rise to many conflicts, particularly in

the present, post 1978 period. This paper attempts to examine principally the

relationship between ideology and industrialization and its impacts on

urbanization, and will discuss first the ideology and developmental policy,

* The author is the Professor of urban studies and urban planning, and the
Director of the Center of Urban Studies and Urban Planning, University of
Hong Kong.
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then the evolution of urban development, and finally the post-1978

urbanization, with specific reference to Shanghai--China's "primate" city.

IDEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTAL POLICY

The Chinese ideology on urbanization is a combination of Russia's concept of

"De-urbanism" and Mao's concept of "Anti-urbanism" (Kirkby, 1985, pp. 1-18).

The view of "De-urbanism" accepts the economic advantages and necessity of

city formation and growth, but is concerned with extreme concentration of

urban growth. The two effects of concentration--regional polarization and

urban-rural difference, are contradictory to the socialist principle on

equity. Implicitly, unlimited urban growth must be checked; spatial balance

of investment and fair allocation to the rural sector must be parts of the

fundamental objective of development. Because Mao's revolutionary base was

the peasants--the oppressed class--his view of development was rural bias.

City dwellers were the minority and the privileged, and they prospered at the

expense of the countryside. Development, therefore, must benefit the peasants.

Spatially, development in China was, and still is, imbalanced.

Population, agricultural and industrial production concentrated in the coastal

area while the interior area was hardly developed (Trewartha 1957, p. 236).

Reduction of the regional polarization of development has become an

ideological objective of urban distribution policy.

Urban Rural differences characterised the countryside as the "supplier"

and the city as the "consumer." Cities grew because they were supported by

the countryside, as benefits gained by the cities were provided by the rural

sector. The "master" (urban) and "servant" (rural) relationship expressed the
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exploitative and unjust condition which should be eliminated (Kwok, 1974,

p. 121). In view of the overwhelming majority of the rural population,

development policy, in redressing this difference in favor of the countryside,

should restrain urban growth, in particular the metropolitan growth.

The primate city, Shanghai, was and still is the nation's industrial and

commerce center, thus the representative city--whatever happens here happened

or would happen in other cities. Early literature on Shanghai described it as

the relic of colonialism, imperialism and capitalism. (Shanghai Jingji

shihua, 1963; and Shanghai de gushi, 1963). Its detrimental social conditions

were undesirable and unacceptable, while its economic contributions were

viewed as the prime example of polarised development. Shanghai gave such a

negative image of metropolis that, the containment and restriction of which

was affirmed to be the appropriate guide for urban development.

These three principles--redressing regional polarization, eliminating

urban-rural differential, and containing urban growth--were derived from

China's specific ideology in urbanization. They became the tacitly accepted

directives which underlie debates on development and urban policy formation.

In economic development, China has been firm and consistent in its

adoption of industrialization, although its priority has shifted over time.

Production linkage and agglomeration arising from the acceleration of

industrial activities generate urban expansion or city formation. Adaptation

of western production technology in the Third World generally causes rapid

growth in large cities as they meet the industrial input and output

requirement. As technological adaptation takes place in China, similar rapid

growth in metropolises would have resulted. The Chinese debates on

development have never challenged industrialization as a proper tool, but have

been focused on the form of industrialization to be adopted--relationship of
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industrial and agriculture, scale of production, technological adoption, labor

utilization, source of investment, spatial location, social/political effects,

etc. Mao, in discussing the relationship of industry and agriculture and the

importance of industrialization (Mao, 1965), clearly accepted the necessity of

industrialization. In China's industrial policy, scale economy, externalities

and agglomeration, which are the bases of urban economy, and the requisite

elements for modern production, however, were seldom emphasised before 1978.

While industrialization was generally and continuously accepted as a method of

development, its naturally manifested effect--urbanization--though never

seriously examined, was therefore tacitly accepted. From 1976, urbanization

was gradually accepted and affirmed in 1984, as necessary and important in

national development. The issue has never been whether urbanization will take

place in modern China-- statistics show that it clearly occurs (Table 1). The

real issue and policy debate has always been on the form of urbanization

pattern which is appropriate to China.

The ideology of urbanization--against concentration of urban

development, and in favor of the rural sector, does not reject the

industrialization policy, but the agriculture/industry inter-relationship

often leads to some contradictions as development evolves. Amongst the major

contending issues--scale of production, technology adoption, labor

utilization, growth location, and spatial interdependence are most prominent

in China's modern urbanization in general, metropolitanization in particular.

[ TABLE I
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EVOLUTION OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT

During the Rehabilitation (1949-52) and the First Five-Year Plan periods, the

average annual urban growth ratio was approximately 7.6% while the average

total population annual growth rate is approximately 2.24% (derived from

Table 1) with a net increase of 41.84 million urban population. These early

years together formed one of the two high urban growth periods. The

percentage of urban total population raised from 10.64% to 15.39%, and much of

this growth was caused by rural migration.

This period of urban growth was primarily responsive to the concurrent

development policy which, following the Russian model, firmly relied on

capital intensive heavy industries, agglomerated in the key-point cities. The

majority of these key-point cities were located in the interior area as

regional growth poles (Jihua Jingji, No. 12, 1957, p. 4). This major effort

to reduce regional polarization necessitated the shifting of industrial

resources, both capital and labor, from the existing coastal bases. These

industrial cities, Shanghai in particular, provided some of the needed labor

and technical know-how. This strategy also required extensive investment in

inter-regional infrastructural network. By 1956, due to the shortage of

social overhead capital, technology and skilled labor, as well as the retarded

growth in the existing industrial sector, industrial development was partially

shifted back to the coastal cities (Liu, 1956, pp. 18-26). The change of

policy was explained as it was more effective to utilise the coastal bases to

support the industrial development in the interior area.

The advanced technology used in industrial development led to the

formation of large cities and rapid expansion of cities. In fact, key-point

cities were doubled and trebled within a decade (Gongren ribao, Jan 4, 1958).
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The policy of distributing investment in the interior area to reduce regional

polarization and limiting growth of the existing major coastal ciites was

intended to accomplish ideological objective and met with limited success.

The industrial economic requirement and the shortage of resources, however,

forced a reversal from the ideological goals, and resulted in a continuous

urban growth in the coastal metropolises.

The urban growth rate, and the coastal metropolises specifically, would

have been more spectacular, had it not been the low labor absorption capacity

of the capital intensive heavy industries which dominated the industrial

program. A succession of policies to control population movement was able to

limit urban growth to some extent. Household registration, travel

restriction, and grain rationing, introduced in 1955, tied the population to

residence where they were registered. By restricting population mobility, the

rural/urban population flow was partially stabilized.

The years of Great Leap Forward (1958-61) and the Readjustment (1962-66)

witnessed an irregular population movement between urban and rural areas. The

urban annual growth rate fluctuated from an all time high of 15.39% in 59 to

an all time low of -8.25% in 62 (Table I). The harvest disasters and the

rural reorganization for massive construction projects during the Great Leap

Forward led to peasant imigration to cities. By 1960, the urban population

grew to 19.75% of the total population--the highest point before 1981.

Repatriation of rural migrants and relocation of urban population followed,

reducing the urban population from 130.73 million in 1960 to 116.46 million in

1963. Once the emigration measures were removed, urban population grew quite

significantly again in 1964 and 65.

The Great Leap Forward, through rural commune, potentially could have

started a nation-wide rural urbanization process. The commune would have
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brought forth a mode of economic, social and cultural diversification, which

would transform the rural sector into an urbanised countryside. The

indigenous leg of utilizing intermediate technology under "walking on two

legs" strategy was to establish a small scale industrial production system in

the rural sector. By regulating production of technology and spatial

distribution of industries, urbanization brought on through industrialization

could have moved away metropolises and spread to small towns and villages.

The purpose of the Great Leap Forward, in the context of urbanization, was

anti-metropolis and anti-city, but not anti-urbanization. Because of natural

disaster, mismanagement and lack of technological knowledge, aggravated by

total withdrawal of Russian aids, the national crisis and economic setback

terminated the development policy. The resultant social turbulence was

reflected in the abnormal pattern of urban growth.

Readjustment introduced conciliatory and more conventional measures to

mollify and revive the economy to normalcy. The economy proved to be

resilient, responsive, and returned to pre-Leap peak by 1965. Concurrently,

rapid urban population growth was checked, and lowered to less than 18% of the

total population--a low urbanization level compared to the Third World average

of 23.85% in 1965 (United Nations, 1982, p. 28). This level of urbanization

was maintained quite steadily in the following period.

During the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), urban growth was rigorously

controlled; the average annual growth rate was kept to 2.07%--the lowest

rate. Annual urban growth rate never exceeded 3%, and was often kept below

2%; furthemore, it was brought in line with the total population growth rate.

The proportion of urban population was gradually reduced to 17.16% in 1974

(Table 1), well below the Third World average of 28.19% in 1975 (United

Nations, 1982, p. 28). Much of the slow growth rate was due to the
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definitional change of urban place introduced at the end of 1963. Comparing

the 1953 to 1982 census, urban places below 100,000 population was reduced

from 5404 to 2664 (Goldstein, 1985, pp. 6-8). This reduction in number of

small urban places by more than 50 percent occured after 1963, and from

Table 1, the reclassification was probably implemented in the years of 1964-67.

The low level of urbanization in these few years was partly due to

development policies which reverted back to Great Leap Forward--most notably,

the rural commune and small scale industrial system--dispersing development to

the countryside. The implementation of the "sending-down" movement of

transferring urban youth to the rural areas was to install modern human

capital to the rural area and to limit urban growth (Bernstein, 1977). Local

self-reliance demanded localities to become self-sufficient in subsistence and

production, thus contained and atomised growth in the countryside (Donni-

thorne, 1972). These strategies could bypass the development of cities and

metropolises and limit investment in the inter-regional network on

infrastructure, communication and financial services, but they also relied

heavily on adequate local technical capability, resources and management.

Since technical knowledge and management were largely lacking, the emphasis on

grain production for self-sufficiency often displaced the development of

specialised production according to regional advantages. Inefficiency and

mismanagement necessitated a fundamental change in this bold, ambitious and

imaginative experiment which potentially could have provided an alternative to

the general Third World urbanization pattern. Nevertheless, this period was

effective in restraining urban growth.

The pre-1976 urbanization policy could be summarized as

"anti-metropolise." Although the industrial development of the First

Five-Year Plan--large scale, capital intensive and agglommerative, should have
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been located in large cities. Economically, it would have been more efficient

if they were installed in existing industrial bases. Urban development

consciously avoided the creation of such metropolises or the expansion of the

coastal large cities, by decentralising development into the interior area

where growth would be slower. While the industrialization policy, because of

the choice of technology, naturally led to metropolitan development, by

selection of industrial location and the spatial distribution of investment,

ideological objective was partially accomplished. The existing city growth

was further contained by the strategy of household registration which

stabilized urban rural population mobility and movement.

The lack of resources for the development of interior required diversion

of resources from the existing industrial bases, quickly revealed that the

policy could not produce the desired effects at that stage of development.

The reality of scarcity forced on the realization that, at least initially,

industrial development must take place in locality which already had some

developmental strength and advantages. The early industrial dispersal not

only weakened the existing economic capacity and performance, but drained the

rare resources without immediate gains which the nation could not afford.

Industrial policies in The Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution,

by specific stress on intermediate technology and small scale, attempted to

avoid agglomeration. Spatial distribution of industry was directed to rural

areas and small towns. Industrial policy was ideologically determined, thus

potentially should provide the desirable urbanization effects--growth in small

towns and rural urbanization.

This policy, however, required that, at "grass-root" level in the rural

sector, appropriate fundamental production skills, investment resources,

technological and managerial capability, were sufficient to the development
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demand. In general, all these factors were inadequate qualitatively and

quantitatively. In order to bring these small industries into the national

economy, national networks of transportation, communication and finance should

be set up to link up the spatially dispersed production units. These

infrastructure supports were sparse and there was no national policy nor

investment for their provision. If these sets of conditions, which were

likely to be similarly deficient in other parts of the Third World, were

improved, these policies had the potential of reverting the normal trend of

Third World urbanization.

After two years of political an ideological adjustment in 1977-78 under

Four Modernization, a series of developmental policies were introduced, and

fundamentally changed the urbanization ideology.

POST 1978 URBANIZATION

Economic Reform policies since 1979 brought in a period of rapid urban

growth. Between 1979-83, the average annual urban growth rate was 7.01%. The

percentage of urban to total population raised steadily from 17.55% to 23.54%

in 1983 (Table 1), still below the projected Third World average--30.79 for

1980, and 33.66% for 1985 (United Nations, 1982, p. 28). This high period of

urban growth was partly constituted by the repatriation of the "sending-down"

youth back to the cities.

Rural reform policy announced in December 1978 reverted to the peasant

family as a rural production unit which, apart from grain production, worked

largely under market conditions. The permission of agricultural land

transference and encouragement of production diversification allowed for the
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growth of the non-agricultural sector in the rural area. Internal to the

countryside, production diversification and specialization started up a set of

urban activities--a gradual economic, social and cultural transfer out of the

rural pattern.

Industrial production, industrial crops, commercial crops, and other

rural production were marketed towards the cities, thus directly linked up the

rural production with the urban production. As rural household income

improved, higher demand for industrial goods and services increased the retail

and service sectors in cities where rural residents traditionally used. Rural

savings were largly reinvested in rural enterprises, but at times in cities in

retail services and construction. These economic activities initiated in the

countryside extended the rural economy upward into the existing urban

network. As the rural enterprise units were generally small, output and

income were limited. The rural economic infusion, because of the limitation

of small scale, usually took place in nearby towns--the small cities.

The policy of "control the size of large cities, rationally develop

medium cities and rigorously develop small cities" was adopted in 1982

(Chengshi Guihua, 1982, NO. 1, p. 1). Small cities were the vanguard directly

responsive to the "bottom-up" urbanization pressure. The continuous

containment of large cities was consistent with the past urbanization

ideology. The medium cities were seen as regional growth pole, where

industrial development would be promoted.

Urban reform policy in October 1984 partially was a parallel policy to

the rural reform policy. Stated explicitly, cities were recognized and

affirmed to be the centers of economic development. The "Anti-urbanism"

ideology was diametrically reversed to a positive policy of fostering urban

development. Cities were no longer the delinquency of development. In
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recognition of the inevitability and the economic reality of their role in

modernization, cities became the centers of economic development, as

industrialization logically necessitates some agglomeration. The reversal of

ideology was not entirely thorough as it was still anti-metropolis, but its

change and the effects of rural reform policy were sufficient to generate a

large scale and rapid urban expansion.

Multi-enterprise system, allowing for the co-existence of state,

collective and individual enterprises was confirmed. Under socialist economy,

state enterprises were the mainstay of the eocnomy. Collective and individual

enterprises would supplement state enterprises. Individual enterprises, in

particular, were generally kept small so that they would not dominate the

industrial structure, thus avoiding a rapid and large scale change into

private economy. All enterprises were given much freedom and independence in

production, marketing, technology, and management. Increasing acceptance of

the wage principle of "to each according to his work" closely tied

productivity to work, but also widened the income gap. All these had some

major implication to the process of urbanization. In the individual sector,

where the wage principle was adopted, worker productivity was high, thereby

giving it impetus for growth. Individual firms, started as family production

units, were "incubator" industries. Because of having to maintain at small

scale, these firms kept the characteristics of the incubator industries.

Their operation relied heavily on external economy which was necessitated by

their market, labor, service and input requirements. As elsewhere, this set

of production conditions was available only in large cities. As individual

enterprises flourished, large cities, metropolises especially, grew

simultaneously.

"Open" policy for foreign investment and international trade was
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re-affirmed, and later, led to the designation of fourteen coastal cities,

four special economic zones I and Hainan Island as specific developmental

areas to receive foreign investment. By 1985, the state decided to

concentrate investment in only four coastal metropolises--Dalian, Tianjin,

Shanghai and Guangzhou (Wenhui Bao, July 13, 1985). Despite much of the

earlier efforts to disperse development away from the coastal cities, the

economic strength still remained in the eastern region. In one study of

fifteen selected coastal cities 2 which consisted of 4.71% of the

population, they produced 23.19% of the national gross industrial output value

(Shanghai shehui kexueyuan, 1984, p. 54). Because of the existing industrial

base, the coastal cities were seen as having great potential for growth.

Particularly, advanced technology, which was much wanted, to be introduced and

supported by foreign investment could be located there. After the designation

of the fourteen coastal open cities, it soon became apparent that few of them

had the appropriate infrastructure, communication, services and human capital

to attract foreign investment. The large investment required to build up all

fourteen cities could not be justified economically. Moveover, foreign

investment tended to concentrate on a few metropolitan areas (Chu, 1985).

Thus, investment in coastal cities, instead of being dispersed, now also

centralised in the four metropolises which had reasonable pre-conditions and

in which foreign ivnestors had shown interest.

There was no evidence of urban primacy existing at the national level,

assessed by population size; i.e. there was no concentration of population in

large cities (Goldstein, 1985, pp. 36-39). Traditionally, Chinese cities

formed regional hierarchies usually based on river systems as waterways were

the major routes of transportation. Even though land transportation was

continuously developed, waterways still were a major transportation channel
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for freights. Regional primacy existed (Yeh and Xu, 1984), specially in those

provinces where metropolises were located. Of the twelve provinces 3 where

the twenty metropolises were placed, all but three showed strong primacy

conditions (Goldstein, 1985, p. 38). These three provinces--Jilin, Shandong

and Sichuan--statistically had no primate condition, but their primacy indices

were well above the national average. Where metropolises existed, they tended

to form urban hierarchies, exacted their economic dominance over their

regional hinterland. What can be inferred from these indices was that

although metropolises in China probably were less powerful in the national

economy, they were influential in the regional economy. Thus, they were well

suited to be regional growth poles.

China's own modern inudstry, as elsewhere, required scale economy,

external economy and human capital, in order to function efficiently. The

metropolises in general and Shanghai in particular have substantial industrial

base. In Table 2, the metropolises included all cities of 1 million or more

non-agricultural (inner city) inhabitants in 1983. They consisted of 5.17% of

the total population, but produced 42.4% of the national GIOV. Shanghai,

0.62% of total population contributed 10.46% of the national GIOV. Contrary

to the absence of urban primacy in population nationwide, there was

considerable concentration of industries in metropolises. There was also a

much higher portion of industrial workers in the workforce, and, using the

share of population as a criterion, a higher share of retail sales. More

importantly, industrial workers' productivity was markedly higher than the

national average. In Shanghai, all these indicators were higher than the

metropolitan average. Its industrial workers' productivity was over three

times the national average, and close to twice the metropolitan average. By

workers' productivity, there was substantial economy to place industries in
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metropolises, at Shanghai especially. In human capital development, close to

half of the students of higher learning (post-secondary) were trained in

metropolises, where colleges and tertiary training institutes agglomerated.

All these were conditions attractive to modern industrial development. From

these indicators, there was considerable advantage for industries to

concentrate in metropolitan areas; and the larger the cities, the greater the

attraction.

[ TABLE 2 ]

The metropolitan inhabitants also received higher wages both in state

and collective enterprises which were still under some control. There was no

data available in the individual enterprises, where wages were not

controlled. However, individual enterprise wages were higher than those of

the state and the collective enterprise, and the wages within this system

would probably be higher in metropolises than those in smaller cities. Using

hospital beds as an indicator of social services, on the average, metropolitan

residents had more than twice the hospital beds compared to the national

average. Shanghai residents, according to these indicators, enjoyed an even

higher level of living standard. Since 1976, urban housing became a major

issue which the state attempted to solve (Dagong Bao, Sept 2, 1980). With

social services gradually improving, the substantial benefits enjoyed by the

metropolitan inhabitants were obvious attractions to the rural population.

Temporary migration of rural population in cities had been instituted as

an alternative to permanent migration. Originally, temporary mobility was

sanctioned to provide the rural labor force non-agricultural employment

opportunities in small towns. Such measure would increase rural income and
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absorb rural surplus labor without rapid urban growth, and avoid migration in

large cities (Goldstein and Goldstein, 1985, p. 3). With the implementation

of the rural reform policy, structural shift of rural labor into

non-agriculatural employment took place and increased steadily. Temporary

migrant population, because of the difficulties in enumeration and reporting

system, could settle in cities from a few days to several years. In 1982, it

was estimated that approximately 1% of the total population (slightly over 10

million) was mobile (Ibid., p. 17). As directives for temporary immigration

was relaxed to permit peasants to stay in cities so long as they could obtain

grain, independant of state supplies, peasants who secured urban jobs could

generally live in cities, since the urban market could now sell food grain at

prices comparable to those of the state. The relaxation of the migration

barrier saw increasing number of peasants entering into cities at all levels

to engage in construction work, household services, retail and restaurant

services, agricultural markets, rural-run enterprises, and selling rural

products. By recent estimates of ten selected metropolises,4 there was

approximately 3.29 million temporary population, 10.4% of the permanent

residents of these metroplises (Ming Bao, Jan 14, 1986). The metropolises,

because of their sizeable population, provided more employment opportunities

in those occupations taken by peasants. As they became the magnets of

immigration, metropolitan growth would continue. The rapid growth of

temporary population accelerated urban expansion at all levels, and, as the

size of the urban mobile labor force increased, it would, in time, become

permanent urban residents.

China was particularly attracted to adopt western advanced technology as

an instrument for economic growth. Large scale production in western advanced

technology generally preferred to be located in large cities in the Third
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World since the industrial supports were not well developed enough to allow it

to be foot loose. Specialization in modern production, under the same

condition, rationally require spatial agglomeration. The emphasis in

industrial modernization favored large cities as they provide the necessary

infrastructure, labor and institutional environment. As China, invariably,

would further develop post-industrial activities--services, information,

communication, finance, professional consulting and high education, all of

which clustered in metropolises, metropolitan development would be unavoidable.

The accumulative effects of the post-1978 policies would be massive

scale of urbanization. Many components contained in the urban reform policy

in particular, would naturally spur and quicken metropolitan growth. In a

sense, the development policy appeared to be contradictory to the urbanization

policy which would still "control the size of large cities." Metropolitan

development, in the present developmental context, would be a positive force.

Its consequential negative social and economic effects, as witnessed in Third

World metropolises, would follow, though the Chinese planners had persistently

attempted to avoid them. Urbanization policy in the future, if the present

developmental path remained unchanged, would have to resolve these problems

and minimize social costs.

SUMMARY

Apart from the distinctive change in ideology from 1978, the pre-1976

experiments on urbanization relied mainly on the manipulation of locational

distribution, of industrial agglomeration (First Five-Year Plan) and

production technology (Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution). In
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theory, these methods were both innovative and bold; logically, should work.

In reality, they demanded the necessary conditions which did not exist and

could not be produced readily. The infrastructure support and the local

resource support which China lacked, would need considerable investment and

time to develop. The practical conditions rendered the theoretically sound

policies ineffective. Relatively, population policy, in the form of household

registration, appeared to contribute more towards stabilizing population

mobility, slowing down urban growth and therefore attaining the ideological

objective of urbanization.

The post-1978 era brought in a different set of developmental criteria.

The overriding concerns to develop the "productive" sector, invest in capital

goods for future consumption of pre-1976 era were changed into the commitment

to raise productivity, and improve the living standard. Saving and work

without tangible benefits had demoralized the working force and dampened

incentive. Provision of goods and services for social and individual

consumption became important. Efficiency in production was essential.

Economic rewards for work directly linking wages to productivity provided the

incentive to improve efficiency. The resolution towards economic growth

replaced the ideal of equality as the immediate goal of development. In fact,

income differential was viewed as an indicator of work intensity, and some

inequality in income was viewed as having a positive demonstration effect to

the less productive workers. Moreover, it was accepted as a reasonable, if

not a necessary, condition for economic growth in short term.

Given this developmental environment, efficiency, and growth rate were

viewed as the criteria of industrial development. As capital intensive

industries had the highest productivity and growth rate (Rawski, 1979,

p. 46-48), advanced production technology would be the natural choice. These
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large scale units which needed higher skilled labor input, would likely be

established in existing large cities and especially in metropolises which had

many production advantages. As population policy was relaxed considerably,

immigration to urban areas would escalate, the enlarged pool of labor would

have to be absorved by the expansion and creation of urban economic

activities. With labor pressure in cities increasing, urban development had

to be responive. Even though concentration of industrial development in

metropolises had been resisted because of its polarization effects between

city and countryside as well as between regions, such imbalance could be

accepted as short-term necessity. As growth took place in those metropolises

and large cities with ample endowment for modern industrialization, income

differential between the growing cities and other localities would increase.

This spatial inequity, if considered to be a temporary inevitability, would be

the next developmental issue to be resolved. Within the present policy

context, centralized development in metropolises as an alternative would not

be inconsistent or disagreeable. In view of the trend of Chinese development,

metropolitan expansion would be a natural consequence; size of large cities

would unlikely be controlled. Industrialization, in this round, probably had

the upper hand over ideology.
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TABLE I: TOTAL & URBAN POPULATION 1949-83

Total Annual Urban Annual Urban Urban to
Year Population Population Population Population Total

(in mil.) Growth Rate (%) (in mil.) Growth Rate (%) Population (%)

1949 541.67 57.65 10.64

50 551.96 1.90 61.69 7.00 11.18

51 563.00 2.00 66.32 7.51 11.78

52 574.82 2.10 71.63 8.01 12.46

53 587.96 2.29 78.26 9.26 13.31

54 602.66 2.50 82.49 5.41 13.69

55 614.65 1.99 82.85 4.36 13.48

56 628.28 2.22 91.85 10.86 14.62

57 646.53 2.90 99.49 8.32 15.39

58 659.94 2.07 107.21 7.76 16.25

59 672.07 1.84 123.17 15.39 18.41

60 662.07 - 1.49 130.73 5.67 19.75

61 658.59 - 0.53 127.07 - 2.80 19.29

62 672.95 2.18 116.59 - 8.25 17.33

63 691.72 2.79 116.46 - 0.11 16.84

64 704.99 1.92 129.50 11.20 18.37

65 725.38 2.89 130.45 7.34 17.98

66 745.42 2.76 133.13 2.05 17.86

67 763.68 2.45 135.48 1.77 17.74

68 785.34 2.84 138.38 2.14 17.62

69 806.71 2.72 141.17 2.02 17.50

70 829.92 2.88 144.24 2.17 17.38

71 852.29 2.70 147.11 1.99 17.26
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Total Annual Urban Annual Urban Urban to
Year Population Population Population Population Total

(in mil.) Growth Rate (%) (in mil.) Growth Rate (%) Population (%)

72 871.77 2.29 149.35 1.52 17.13
73 892.11 2.33 153.45 2.75 17.20
74 908.59 1.85 155.95 1.63 17.16
75 924.20 1.72 160.30 2.79 17.34
76 937.17 1.40 163.41 1.94 17.44

77 949.74 1.34 166.69 2.01 17.55
78 962.59 1.35 172.45 3.46 17.92

79 975.42 1.33 184.95 7.25 18.96
80 987.05 1.19 191.40 3.49 19.39
81 1000.72 1.38 201.71 5.39 20.16
82 1015.41 1.47 211.54 4.87 20.83
83 1024.95 0.94 241.26 14.05 23.54

Source: State Statistical Bureau, PRC (1984). Statistical Yearbook of

China 1984, Hong Kong: Economic Information and Agency, p. 81.
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TABLE II: ECONOMIC INDICATORS OF METRPOLISES 1983:

(Including metropolises of over 1 million inner city population )

Metropolitan Shanghai
National Metropolitan to National Shanghai to National

Total (%) Total (%)

Population 1024.95 M 52.95 M 5.17 6.39 M 0.62

Workers 115.15 M 27.34 M 23.7 3.74 M 3.25

Workers/Population ratio 11.23% 51.63% 58.52%

Industrial & 392,500 38,182 9.7 4946 1.26
Enterprise units

GIOV Y608.80 B X258.40 B2  42.4 152.03 B2 10.46

Per workers GIOV X5287 9451 /17,238

Retail Sales Value ?284.94 B )45.80 B 16.1 '7.75 B 2.72

Students of 1.207 M 0.600 M 49.7 0.048 M 4.00
Higher Learning

Hospital Beds 2.110 M 0.266 M 12.6 0.034 M 1.61

Hospital Beds 2.06 5.02 5.38
per 1000 population

Average Wages:

State-owned 1865 X926 /947

Collective X698 7729 7750

Sources: Compiled and derived from State Statistical Bureau, PRC
(1984), Statistical Yearbook of China 1984, Hong Kong:
Economic Information & Agency, pp. 23, 48-79, 81, 110, 193,
345, 457, 488 and 519.

Notes: 11n 1983, there were 20 metropolises with more than 1
million inner city population. They are: Shanghai, Bejing,
Tianjin, Shenyang, Wuhan, Guangzhou,, Chongqing, Harbin,
Chengdu, Xi'an, Nanjing, Taiyuan, Changchun, Dalian, Lanzhou,
Kunming, Jinan, Anshan, Fushun, Qingdao.

2All metropolitan GIOVs including Shanghai were given at
1980 constant prices, the aggregate of which was converted to
1983 current price by the GIOV ratio of those two years given
in the Statistical Yearbook of China 1984, p. 24.
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NOTES

1. The fourteen coastal open cities are: Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin,
Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang, Nantung, Shanghai, Ningbo, Wenzhou, Fuzhou,
Guangzhou, Zhanjiang and Beihai. The four special economic zones are:
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou in Guangdong province and Xiamen in Fujian
province.

2. The fifteen major coastal cities in this study are: Dailian, Yingkou,
Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Weihai, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang, Shanghai,
Hangzhou, Ningbo, Fuzhou, Xiamen, Shantou and Guangzhou.

3. The twelve provinces are: Gansu, Guangdong, Heilongjiang, Hubei, Jiangsu,
Jilin, Liaoning, Shaanxi, Shandong, Shanxi, Sichuan and Yunnan.

4. The ten metropolises are: Shanghai, Beijing, Tainjin, Shenyang, Wuhan,
Guangzhou, Harbin, Xian, Nanjing, and Changchun.
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Big change
in cities
forecast

Chinese cities will undergo major
changes in the way they provide
services to their populations, Zhou
Ganzhi, deputy minister of Urban
and Rural Construction and En-
vironmental Protection, told a
meeting in Shanghai on Saturday.

Zhou spoke at the inaugural
meeting of the Chinese Society of
Urban Economics, People's Daily
reported yesterday.

He cited 10 changes being in-
troduced in urban planning, con-
struction and management:

Utilities and other essential
facilities will be operated like
businesses rather than like welfare
agencies providing free or cheap
services.

Services now provided by units
for their members or employees will
be socialized - that is, provided by
outside agencies on a commercial
basis.

The use of land in urban areas
will be commercialized, rather than
allocated by governments.

Housing will be commercialized
Rents will be much higher, being
based on actual costs.

Large and medium-sized cities
will increase their focus on building
multi-storeyed and even high riseresidential buildings because of the
scarcity of land.

Traffic control will be transform-
ed from the horse and buggy age to
the automobile age.

Urban administration will rely
more on the rule of law rather than
the rule of individual officials.

The urban environment will be
improved. More cities will open to
the outside, abandoning previous
efforts to be wholly self-sufficient.

Zhou said that in the Sixth Five-
Year Plan period (1981-85), theChinese population and cities had
grown very fast. Cities increased
from 245 in 1982 to 333. Cities with
more than one million population
increased to 20.



AIE-MIRE

These notes summarize the outoome of meetings between staff of the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and representatives of the
World Bank, at the World Bank Resident Mission office in Beijing on
September 20 and 26, 1986. The subject of the meetings was a shared
interest in collaborating on a joint research study on urban
development issues in China. Present at the meetings were Messrs Liu
Weixin and Yang Chongguang fram CASS and David de Ferranti, Roy Bahl,
and Andrew Hamer, Alain Bertaud, and Jun Zhang from the Bank.

It was agreed that a joint study is possible and desirable, and
that further planning should proceed immediately to finalize the
necessary arrangements. The objectives and design of the study were
also discussed and agreemnent was reached on the broad outlines of the
effort as described herein.

The objectives of the study will be to develop improved
information on and understanding of illustrative examples of innovative
new approaches being tried in China on issues relating to urban land
use and development, housing, and municipal finance. The study will
select a small number of municipalities (for example, two to four) to
be the case study sites for the analysis. Selection will be based on
(i) evidence of an interesting novel strategy, policy or program
pertinent to the study's focus, (ii) evidence of interest and
willingness on the part of the local officials to cooperate with the
study, and (iii) other considerations as may be mutually agreed to by
the joint study team. At each case study site, the study will collect
and analyze data and draw conclusions and recommendations about how the
strategies, policies, or programs of interest actually work in
practice, what their effects are, whether they achieve their
objectives, and how they would be improved.

The study will be carried out by a team led jointly by staff fran
CASS and representatives fram the World Bank. The team also will
include (i) Chinese researchers, officials, and/or support staff as
needed, in the case study sites, Beijing, or elsewhere in china, and
(ii) experts fram outside China if required. All participants fran
within China will be under the direction of the team leaders at CASS;
all participants fran outside China will be under the direction of the
team leaders at the World Bank, except where the Bank researchers
delegate that responsibility to CASS.

In addition to the case studies, it is anticipated that the team
leaders at CASS will make one or more visits to the Bank to discuss the
study and learn about the approaches and experiences of other places to



urban developnent issues.

The data collection for the case studies is anticipated to include
large numbers of interviews with local government officials,
enterprises managers, representatives of other institutions, and
possibly a sample of households. This work is expected to involve
forral surveys, with questionnaires, sample selection procedures, and
an crerall analytic design.

The team leader fram CASS and from the Bank will be jointly
responsible for all aspects of articulating the precise questions and
hypczheses to be addressed, and developing the methodology. The Bank
representatives have offered to prepare initial drafts of the
ques-ionnaires and a detailed description of the methodology, to be
revised together with the CASS team leaders.

It is the intention of the Bank representatives to arrange for
funding to certain expenses of the study. The basic principle for
determining what will be covered will be that whatever precedents were
established in the previous Bank/ 7 WS. collaboration for the study of
enterprises will be adhered to zav€. 'It is expected that the Bank will
co.'ez expenses for the foreign travel for the CASS team leaders and the
fees and travel of all outside experts used.

The principal steps in the study will be as follows.

1. Finalize agreements, specify the precise questions to be
addressed, identify candidates for case study sites, develop
the methodology, identify the people to be part of team.
This step will take from month 1 to month 2 or 3. Since the
Chinese and Bank participants will not be meeting together in
this period, ommunication will have to be by letter and
cable.

2. First visit by Bank team to Cina. Meetings in Beijing
and then in two of the prospective case study sites. Pilot
testing of survey procedures and questionnaires. Wap-up
meetings in Beijing to finalize methodology and selection of
case studies. This step will take about three weeks during
month 3 or 4.

3. Data collection at the case study sites. Beginning of
analysis of the data. This step will take from month 4 or 5
to month 6 or 7.

4. Secnd visit by Bank team to China. This step should
take place after all the data have been collected on at least
one of the study sites, and when preliminary results are
available for that site. Ideally, the second site should
still be in process and the remaining sites (1 or 2) will

2



only be in the very early stages. 7he prpoe of the seodvisit will be to review together the progress of the stiadyand the preliminary results. Further analysis will be doneon the available data during the visit. If changes innethodology are needed, they will be decided upon at thistime, before the remaining data collection is done. Thisvisit will be for about 3 weeks.

5. ampletion of data collection and analysis. Preparation
of preliminary reports. This step will take fram zmonth 7 or8 to nonth 9 or 10.

6. Visit by CASS team leaders to Bank. During time at Bank,
review Progress and finalize the preliminary reports. Agreeon what further analysis and report writing are to be done.During visit, CASS team leaders will also visit researchgroups to learn about their experiences. This step will takeabout 5 weeks beginning in month 9 or 10.

7. Ccmpletion and distribution of final reports. End ofstudy. This will be about month 12.

8. Follow-up dissenination of the finiings will beundertaken through meetings in China and attenilance atinternational conferences, as opportumjty ppnits

WI aide-nezmoire has been read and mutually agreed to by Messrs LiuWelxin and Yang Chongguang fram CASS and David de Ferranti, Anre,Hamer, Alain Bertaud and Jun Zhang fram the Bank.

3



INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND TRADE ECONOMICS
CHINESE ACADEMY OF SOCIAI SCIENCES

2Yuetan Beixiaojie St., Beijing, China

r. David de, 0 erranti
Opera tion )olicy i esearch Division
1a ter Supply & rban )velopment Dept.
The lorld Bank

Jan. 9, 1 987

;ear J DaiUdC rrni

.- ank you for your cable dated on ec.9, 196.

V(e suggest your visit to China start oil arch1 15 and
We ve imade some pr upra tions for that.

Je n'a ven 't t the-1 lte so far whiLch yout mentioned i.n
joudr .al ad we are lookn for it.

oitn my best myeards!

Sincereiy Yo, rs

LiuK aeixin
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DATE: February 4, 1986

TO: D. de Ferranti

FROM: Roy Bahl

SUBJECT: China Issues and Policy Paper

1. The work is underway. Steen and Jun have begun a good
program of background research, aimed at two papers on land
taxation. Their draft outlines are attached. Bill Byrd was
encouraging about the possibilities of getting what we want from
an enterprize survey.

2. Other than a daily progress chat with Steen and Jun, and
a few products that we must create ( a draft survey instrument),
I will now turn my energies fully to the Policy paper.

3. The data received from Zhejiang were incomplete. I will
wait until the middle of next week for the remainder and then
begin the revision of the local finance paper.

4. The first draft of the policy paper is coming along --
hopefully I'll have a rough first version next week. We have now
had first meetings with EMENA and Latin America. Recardo has
begun the data work.

cc: Jun Zhang
Steen Jorgensen





TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR
"ISSUES IN LAND TAXATION IN CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST ECONOMIES"

I. Introduction

- Background
- Outline

II. Definitions

- What is a property right
- When will P.R. produce efficiency
- Relevance for communist countries

III. Why Taxation

Capitalism
- Efficiency
- Equity
- Revenue

Communist Countries
- Goals
- Relevance of capitalist reasons

IV. Selected Examples of Taxation in Capitalist Countries

- Types of taxation (History?)
• Site value
• Incremental value
• Transfer

- Case studies
• Australia
• Denmark
• Vermont??

V. Taxation of Land and Property in Communist Societies

- Types of taxes, valuation
• USSR
• Yugoslavia

VI. Lessons for China

- Objectives
- Market vs. taxation
- Equity and efficiency

VII. Concluding Remarks

VIII. Literature



THE URBAN INSTITUTE
2100 M STREET. NVW / WASHINGTON.DOC 20037 / (202) 833-7200

WILL AM GORHAM

Presicent November 20, 1986

Mr. Ping-Cheung Loh
Director, Water Supply and

Urban Development Department
World Bank
1818 H Street, N. W. (N736)
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Ping Loh:

Enclosed is a letter which resulted from my recent
trip to China.

It is clear to me and I believe to many of the officials
with whom I met that many of the analysis techniques we have developed
here would be useful to them.

If you are interested we could discuss -- perhaps with
Inda Sud.

Sincerely,

Encl. Letter to Ma Hong, 11/18/86.



THE URBAN INSTITUTE
2100 M STREET. NW / WASHINGTON.DC. 20037 / (202) 833-7200

WILLIAM GORHAM

President

November 18, 1986

The Honorable Ma Hong
Chief Director
Research Center for Economic, Technological

and Social Development of the State Council,
Peoples Republic of China

22 Xianmen Dajie
Beijing, China

Dear Mr. Ma Hong:

In accordance with our recent discussions in Beijing about a
cooperative program between the DRC of the State Council and The Urban
Institute, I am forwarding in this letter my understanding of a program
concept which might be mutually agreeable. I would be very obliged if
you and your staff would react to these ideas in as much detail as
possible. When we are in agreement on our initial conception of the
program (recognizing that will inevitably evolve as we gain experience),
I will use our exchange of correspondence as a basis to seek the
required external financing from one or more U.S. foundations.

Program Goals

The principal goal is to transfer certain policy analysis and
policy evaluation tools which have been developed in the United States
over the past 25 years to organizations in the PRC who are in a position
to use them as an aid to more effective government decision making.

A second goal is to improve the quality of policy analysis on
selected, high priority topics through collaborative work by joint teams
of U.S. and Chinese analysts.
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The Means

A collaborative arrangement between the DRC and the Urban Institute
which encompasses exchange of personnel and collaborative research and
under which each institution would serve not only as the main
participant but also as a link to other relevant organizations in each
country. It is envisioned that this will be an on-going program lasting
for a number of years.

Specific Program Elements

The two general program elements correspond to the two program
goals stated above: in-service training for select Chinese at the Urban
Institute, and collaborative research in several high-priority areas.
Candidates for the priority areas include housing policy, setting urban
infrastructure priorities, settlements policy, and income transfer and
distribution policy.

In-service training.

The broad model is for two to five Chinese at a time to visit The
Urban Institute for periods of six months to a year where they would
work with senior Institute researchers to advance their knowledge of the
tools of quantitative policy analysis and evaluation, in part by
conducting actual analyses of problems (either U.S. or Chinese). We can
outline two approaches for the structure of such training, based on our
past experience in hosting visitors from other countries who have come
to improve their analytic skills by being exposed to and participating
in the analyses of the Institute.

Note that these approaches are not mutually exclusive: it could be
possible for different visitors to select different approaches. It
would be essential, however, that the choice 1be made well before they
arrive in the U.S. so that appropriate arrangements can be made at the
Institute.

Model 1: Focus on on-going Institute projects. In this approach,
each visitor selects either a substantive area (housing, infrastructure
investment priorities, urban transport policy income distribution) or a
particular type of analysis (e.g.., evaluation, feasibility studies,
needs assessment) which would be the focus of his activities at the
Institute.

If he chose a substantive area, the Institute would insure exposure
to a series of problems involving different analytical techniques within
the subject area. Administratively, the person would be assigned to the
Research Center specializing in that substantive area. (Research
Centers are the basic organizational element at the Institute, each of
which has a particular subject focus, e.g., health policy,
transportation.)
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If the visitor chose an analytical technique as his focus, then he
would shift among two to four centers which had different types of
projects on-going. For example, selection of evaluation as the focus
might take the visitor to a center doing or designing an impact
evaluation for some months and then to a center conducting a process
evaluation for the next period.

Under this model, whether a substantive or analytical focus were
chosen, the visitors would work with Institute staff on Institute
projects. In addition, however, there are two other common elements of
the program that would apply regardless of which type of focus the
visitors selected. (a) The Institute would arrange a set of seminars by
Institute staff on analytic techniques and interesting policy analyses
tailored to the interests of the visitors. (b) The Institute would
arrange for the visitors to meet with experts in their areas for
substantive discussions and to attend seminars and workshops at other
institutions in the Washington area. Of course, the visitors would be
expected to take full advantage of the Institute's regular seminar
series.

Model 2: Focus on Chinese problems. Under this approach each
visitor, or the group of visitors as a whole, would define a problem
that he (they) would want to work on before coming to the Institute.
Examples of such projects might be the design of an impact evaluation of
the introduction of specific new economic incentives at the national or
local level or, the application of the Housing Needs Assessment Model to
country as a whole and several major individual metropolitan areas.

Institute staff would correspond with each visitor to try to insure
that the visitor brought the essential relevant information for working
on the project with him. While at the Institute, the visitor would work
quite closely with Institute staff on learning the essential analytical
techniques and applying them to his problem to the extent feasible. It
is anticipated that a report on the topic chosen would result by the
conclusion of the visit.

The visitors would also have the benefit of the presentations on •

analytic techniques and the attendance of various seminars at the
Institute and elsewhere outlined earlier under the first model.

Collaborative research.

Our thinking in this area is less well developed than for the
training component, even though we feel strongly that execution of such
work be an element in the overall program. Our view now is that
collaborative projects will evolve naturally from the training efforts,
that is, appropriate topics will suggest themselves as both sides get to
know the other better and Institute staff obtain a more complete
appreciation of the priority issues in China and you understand better
how various techniques can be most effectively employed.
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Visitor Qualifications

The qualifications of the visitors follow directly from the type of
training programs outlined. Three qualifications seem imperative:
experience in a range of policy analysis in China, knowledge of
quantitative methods, and good working knowledge of English. Without
all three of these attributes, the return on the type of training
proposed would be significantly limited. Consequently, it is essential
that each proposed visitor has all of these prerequisites.

Financing the Program

The PRC will pay for all costs associated with the fellows:
salary, transportation to and from the PRC, and living allowances in the
U.S. The Urban Institute would be responsible for costs associated with

their training and project research at the Institute. This will include

U.I. staff time allocated to their program and their projects. We
intend to apply to an American foundation for a grant to cover these
costs.

This is our initial thinking about the shape of a DRC - Urban

Institute relationship. I hope to have your response soon.

Mr. Peter Geithner of the Ford Foundation of the United States is
planning to be in Beijing during the first week in December. Since his
organization has provided financial support to activities akin to what
we are contemplating, he may seek your views on the ideas I have
outlined here.

I end this letter with many thanks for your hospitality and
cordiality during our recent trip. I look forward to a mutually
satisfying and long-term institutional and personal relationship.

Sincerely,

William Gorham
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To Files

FROM a uKok (PMDRT)

EXTENSION

SUBJECT China: Zhejiang Urban Sector Report, Yellow Cover Review
Meeting Minutes

1. On March 2 a review meeting was held on the Zhejiang Urban
Sector Report, Mr. Oktay Yenal, Chief Economist, AENVP, chaired the
session. Present were Messrs. Karcher (AEPDR); Merghoub, Levy
(AEACH); Fleisig (AENVP); Sud (WUD); Bahl, Zhang (CONS); Ahmad,
Huang, Hamer, Barrett, Uchimura, Biderman (AEPUW); and Ms. Ogawa
(AEACH).

2. The consensus of the meeting was that the report was good
and that it should be modified in an expeditious fashion and released
as a Green Cover report. Certain general comments were made that
referred to the whole report. The chairman advised that the report
should be brief on the workings of an urban model based on free
mobility of households, private land markets and markets determined
costs and prices. Instead, gross inefficiencies arising from
quantitative allocation systems as is the case at present should be
illustrated and second-best solutions should be offered. To the
extent possible relevant examples should be given from international
experience.

3. Regarding the discussion of the housing sector, the report
should indicate how the Chinese authorities can implement the
report's recommendation of incorporating shadow land prices into
their planning in the absence of actual land prices and markets.

4. Regarding the sewage sector, the authors were asked to
clarify what the recommended "intermediate solutions" would mean.

5. On the size of urban investment expenditures planned for
the next five years, the report should make clear why a faster rate
of increase was warranted--compared to the past five years. How
should the expenditure plans be prioritized? Were planned
expenditures in some areas more out of line compared to others and
resource constraints?

6. On local finance structure, the report should, as it does,
emphasize the merits of flexibility and autonomy but recognize that,
in the absence of elected local governments, moves in this direction
will be limited. The report should therefore offer ideas in the
direction of making the revenue and expenditure systems more
coordinated and transparent. An agenda for action or studies could
be offered which emphasized:

(a) the importance of cost recovery for urban services while
recognizing its linkage to wage reform;

P-1866
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(b) the need to have more explicit tax revenue sharing formulas
that are linked with the total tax revenues collected to be
complemented by block grants to take into account the
differential needs and potentials of local units;

(c) the desirability of reducing revenue earmarking;

(d) the desirability of allowing local governments to set their
own taxes and fees in some defined areas; and

(e) the desirability of allowing local governments to borrow
from the Banking system or some central fund for certain
purposes.

Cleared w&cc: Messrs. Yenal (AENVP); Merghoub (AEACH); Ahmad (AEPUW)

cc: Messrs. Turnham, Karcher (AEPDR); Fleisig (AENVP); Levy, Byrd
(AEACH); Loh, Costa, Sud; de Ferranti (WUD); Bahl, Zhang
(CONS); Lim, Goering (RMC); Huang, Barrett, Hamer
(AEPUW)

Ms. Ogawa (AEACH)

AHamer: fq
Massll/memo/files(zhejiang)
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The idea of clarifying the confusion over China's

urban population statistics was first developed in

1983 when both of us were at the University of Hong

Kong. Xueqiang Xu worked on the interpretation of

the urban population statistics and definition of

urban places in 1983 initially. Further research

and analysis, particularly on the changing definition

of urban population and the trends of urban growth

and of rural-urban migration, were undertaken by

Kam Wing Chan in 1984 at the University of Toronto.

We are most grateful to Professor Joseph Whitney

and Professor Thomas Rawski, both of whom urged us

to write the paper and guided us through the whole

exercise. Our thanks are also due to Professor

Victor Falkenheim, Professor James Simmons and

Professor Neil Field for their comments and suggestions.

Kam Wing Chan Xueqiang Xu
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Project Ecoville is the urbanization component of the
IFIAS Programme for Analyzing Biospheric Change (ABC).
It consists of long term, interdisciplinary research on
the environmental implications of rapid urbanization.
It springs from a concern for certain irreversible changes
observed in the biosphere as a result of the very rapid
and large-scale spread of urbanization in the third
world in the post-colonial period.

In addition to the global implications for the biosphere,
Project Ecoville also focusses on implications for the
quality of life of the inhabitants of the largest third
world cities. Studies include assessments of the
management alternatives available to the citizens and
the decision makers of these cities.

The Secretariat for Project Ecoville is located at the
Institute for Environmental Studies, of the University
of Toronto. The Secretariat has helped to organize
conferences and workshops in Mexico City, Nairobi, Hong
Kong, Kuala Lumpur and Toronto. Members of the Ecoville
Network represent 26 countries. (See the last page
for a complete list.)

INSTITU'TE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES /INSTITUT POUR LETUDE DE LENVIRONNEMENT
UNIVERSiTY OF TORONTO. TORONTO CANADA MSS 1A4 (416 97S 5243
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IHE IFIAS-ABC PROGRAMME
Analyzing Biospheric Change-

The aim of the ABC Programme is to find practical
solutions to the problems that are faced as expanding
populations attempt to secure their utilization of
natural resources. Studies in progress isnclude the
utilization of coastal waters, urbanization,
agricultural development and trends in the chemistry of
the atmosphere. An integrated project involving all
four problem areas is planned for Mexico.

IFI AS
The International Federation of Institutes

for Advanced Study,
Ulriksdals Slott, S-17171, Solna, Sweden

IFIAS was founded in 1972 under the auspices of the
Nobel Foundation in Sweden and the Rockefeller
Foundation in the United States. It is a non-
governmental and non-profit organization presently
comprising some thirty prominent research institutes
and universities. IFIAS tries to forge a connection
between the social and natural sciences and to expand
the space and time horizons beyond the normal range of
forecasting.

In 1971, the Man and Biosphere Programme (MAB) wasinitiated by UNESCO to establish the scientific basis
necessary for land use planning and for management ofthe resources of the biosphere. MAB Project 11 -Urbanization - cooperates closely with Project Ecoville
in defining research priorities, producing publications
and supporting regional workshops. Through MAB Project
11, UNESCO published the introductory volume,,
Approaches to the Study of the Environmental
Implications of Contemporary Urbanization, (Rodney
White and Ian Burton (eds. ), Paris, 1983).
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1. THE "MYSTERY" OF CHINA'S URBAN POPULATION SIZE

As part of her development strategy and experience, post-1949

China's urbanisation patterns and policies have been the focus of a

great deal of attention. The main elements of this "Chinese Model" have

been the massive "rustication" movements, recruitment of large numbers

of city dwellers for work in rural areas, strict controls on rural-urban

migration through food rationing and household registration, and the

expansion of rural employment by developing rural industries. While

managing urban growth has been a headache to most governments of the

developing countries, it has widely been accepted that China,

particularly in the Maoist era, has been successful in containing urban

population growth and that the "Chinese Model" may offer great promise

as an alternative approach for many developing countries striving for

economic growth, but simultaneously confronted with acute problems of

1
rapid urban demographic explosion.

Despite a voluminous literature on China's urbanisation and the

tremendous improvement in statistical information in recent years -

especially with the release of the 1982 Census results - the study of

urban population trends continue to be plagued by definitional problems,

and, indeed, the actual size of China's urban population remains a

"demographic mystery."2 One only needs to examine the recent and vivid

account by Leo Orleans to realise the paucity and confusion about urban

population statistics appearing in both Chinese and foreign sources, and

the problems in dealing with the quantitative aspects of China's urban

3
growth. For example, in mid-1982, the State Statistical Bureau (SSB) of

China reported that the "urban" population was 138.7 million (or 13.9

4
percent of national population) for year-end 1981. In December of 198-2,
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another figure of 206.6 million (20.6 percent) was reported for

5
mid-1982. Shanghai offers another familiar example. It is often

reported that Shanghai, with a population of over 10 million, is the

world's largest city;6 but many Chinese academic writers place the

7
city's population at only 5-6 million.

Indeed, a relatively complete set of time-series urban population

statistics for the post-1960 period only appeared in 1981 in Zhongguo

shehui kexue and later in other Chinese sources including the Zhongguo

tongji nianjian 1981.8 This series (hereafter referred to as Series A),

giving the following post-1960 urban population figures (in millions):

130.7(1960), 101.7(1965), 102.3(1970), 111.7(1975), 128.6(1979) and

138.7(1981), has been quoted widely in the subsequent literature. 9

Hence, a widespread impression that China's urban population had stopped

growing, or actually decreased, during the 1960s and early 1970s has

been created. Moreover, given that the urban rate of natural increase

continued to be positive, this implies a net urban outmigration in this

period, which is consistent with the impression one gets from the

established literature emphasising the importance of the rustication .of

urban youths and intellectuals in China's "anti-urban" development

strategy. Moreover, many Chinese researchers also claim that there has

been no obvious urbanisation in the post-1949 China by comparing the

"urban" percentages of 1950 (11 percent) and 1980 (13 percent)10 though

11
there are some others who hold the opposite view or indicate that

these urban population figures are not directly comparable due to

inconsistent definitions. 1 2

Given the importance of the subject and with the availability of

more information, this paper will re-explore this issue in some detail.-
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The paper is divided into two parts: the first (Sections 2 and 3)

examines the urban definitions, and the relevance of various urban and

quasi-urban population statistics in representing China's urban

population; the second analyses the trends in urban population growth

and urbanisation since 1949 in general (Section 4) and during the

Cultural Revolution period in particular (Section 5). Special attention

is given to studying the rural-to-urban migration in 1966-76. Together

these two parts will help us to situate the various urban "numbers"

previously published in a proper perspective so that an accurate picture

of China's urbanisation and urban growth can be constructed and the

question of whether she has succeeded in achieving slow urban growth

answered.

2. CHINA'S URBAN POPULATION STATISTICS

Basically, there are two types of urban places in China: the

municipalities (shi) and towns (zhen).13 A large municipality, which

usually also administers a number of counties (xian), can be further

sub-divided into two parts: the City Proper (shiqu or shixiaqu) and the

Suburban Counties (jiaoxian or shixiaxian). To better illustrate this

point, the example of Shanghai can be used (Figure 1). The municipality

is divided into: (a) City Proper - officially designated as "urban."

Large part of it is built-up area; (b) Suburban Counties - a much

larger area comprising 10 counties and is predominantly agricultural in

nature (Figure 2).

Accordingly, the population within the municipality (Total

Population of Municipality, TPM) is further classified into two parts -

the Total Population of City (TPC) and the Total Population of Suburban
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Counties - based on "regular residence". In the 1982 Census, a regular

resident (changzhu renkou) of a particular place is defined primarily by

his/her residence (at least one year) and not by household

14
registration.

It should be noted that the TPC, however, can be easily confused

with the TPM in Chinese. Though, precisely, the TPC is referred to as

shiqu zongrenkou in Chinese writings, more often, it is also reported as

shi zongrenkou, which is ambiguous, because in Chinese shi could mean

either "municipality" or "city." For example, Shanghaishi zongrenkou

could mean the total population of Shanghai Municipality or City

(Proper) as defined previously. The exact meaning, therefore, can only

be discerned with reference to the context.15

For the purposes of grain distribution and residence control, the

Chinese household registration (hukou) also distinguishes the population

as "agricultural" and "non-agricultural." The defining criterion of

non-agricultural or agricultural population hence depends on whether

they are entitled to commodity food grain (shangpinliang) rations from

the state.16 As a result, this distinction may not reflect the actual

nature of oneIs occupation or residential location. For example, rural

commune members working in non-agricultural jobs, in the forms of

contract workers (hetong gong), temporary workers (linshi gong), or in

the categories of "both workers and peasants" (yigong yinong)17 in urban

areas are classified under the household registration as "agricultural"

population because they are still tied directly to the communes and are

not eligible for commodity grain or other urban rations.

As a result of this multi-level classification, population

statistics for a municipality like Shanghai are quite complicated and
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may be confusing. There are three seemingly valid indicators of "city

population" for Shanghai: the TPM, the TPC and the NPC

(Non-agricultural Population of City, defined by household

classification). Their relationships are explained by usinga Venn

diagram (Figure 3). One point to which we shall return in the next

section is that the NPC has been on many occasions referred to as

chengshi renkou (literally, "city population"), which is a major source

of confusion. For municipalities which do not include any counties,

there is no distinction, either areally or administratively, between a

city and a municipality. Therefore, the population of such

municipalities is only classified as agricultural and non-agricultural

without the complication of the suburban counties. Likewise, nor do

towns include any counties. The Total Population of Town (TPT) is

classified as the Non-agricultural Population of Town (NPT) and the

agricultural.

Based on the three different statistics of "urban" population at

the individual city/town level (TPM, TPC/TPT, and NPC/NPT), one can also

sum up each of them to form three statistics of "urban" population at

the national level: the Total Population of Municipalities and Towns,

the Total Population of Cities and Towns, and the Non-agricultural

Population of Cities and Towns. Their full definitions are explained in

Table 1.

3. DEFINING CHINA'S URBAN POPULATION

"Urban" population generally refers to the resident population of

urban areas, officially designated by the country under study. Because

there are no universally acceptable urban criteria which can be applied
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to countries of different cultures and economic backgrounds, researchers

accept as "urban" those areas officially demarcated by individual

countries, unless the general principle of non-agricultural predominance

of urban areas is at variance.18 As the urban and rqral boundary in

reality is more a matter of gradation than of a distinct dichotomy, it

is almost unavoidable in many developing countries that a small

proportion of agricultural population, which is usually involved in

market gardening and residing in the outer part of the urban areas but

sharing the urban facilities, has to be included as part of the urban

population.19 This sets out the general principle for defining urban

population in China in the following discussion.

Total Population of Municpality (TPM)

Suburban counties under municipal administration have never been

officially designated as urban areas. As already illustrated by Figure

2, the suburban counties are essentially rural.20 Therefore, it is

inappropriate to accept the TPM, which includes suburban counties, as an

indicator of urban population. Nor is it correct to suggest, as someone

21
does, that Chinese municipalities (with counties) are statistically

comparable to the SMSAs (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas) of the

U.S.A. At the present stage of China's economic development, in terms

of the non-agricultural activities and commuting pattern, the suburban

counties of a large Chinese municipality could hardly be compared to the

suburban areas of an SMSA. Moreover, these suburban counties are

neither part of the labour market nor the commuting zone of the urban

core (City Proper), which is an important criterion, apart from

non-agricultural predominance, for defining metropolitan areas in most
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western countries. 2 2  Therefore, these municipalities function as

urban-centred planning units rather than urban units per se. To take

the TPM as a measure of "urban" population will artificially exaggerate

23
China's urban population.

Furthermore, there is no definite functional criterion as to how

and how many counties should be included in municipal jurisdiction of

each city in China. For example, at the end of 1981, there were

municipalities like Shanghai, Hangzhou and Lhasa, each administering

seven to ten counties, and those like Nanjing, Wuhan, Harbin and Fuzhou,

each administering three or fewer counties.24 Thus, the TPM statistics

are not comparable in a functional sense. Moreover, the comparability

of the TPMs is further weakened by the frequent boundary changes of

municipalities, involving additions and deletions of counties. This,

again, inevitably causes artificial "increases" or "decreases" in the

total size of population under their jurisdictions. This is

particularly true with the renewed implementation of the policy of

putting neighbouring counties under municipal administration

(shiguanxian) in 1981 in order to promote economic and administrative

integration of the urban and rural sectors.25 As a result of this, the

TPM of a municipality mighthave increased by millions overnight.
26

Total Population of City/Town (TPC/TPT), and Non-agricultural Population

of City/Town (NPC/NPT)

In China the TPC/TPT includes a portion of residents who are

classified as "agricultural" by household registration, but actually

most of them are in non-agricultural jobs, working as contract workers,

as temporary workers, and in those categories called "both workers and
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peasants" in industry, construction, transportation and. services;27 some

of them are urban residents' spouses staying in urban areas but do not

have "non-agricultural" hukou; the remaining specialises in market

gardening catering for the urban market. In general, their lifestyle is

also very "urban," and, in a functional sense, they are part of urban

population.28 Hence, the TPC/TPT will be equivalent to the number of the

de facto urban population, including all the regular residents in the

designated urban areas; whereas the NPC/NPT, defined by the

non-agricultural hukou registrations (excluding the above categories

quasi-non-agricultural population in urban areas) would only represent

the number of the de jure urban residents eligible for urban rations.

For our purposes of studying actual urban population growth, the de

facto urban population would be more representative than the de jure

one. In the same vein, the TPCT is seen as a more representative

indicator of the urban population than the NPCT.

Hence, among the three apparently representative indicators of urban

population - the TPMT, TPCT and NPCT, the TPCT, as an aggregate, is

demonstrably the most useful measure of China's urban population, one

which comes closest to what would be considered urban in other

countries. This however does not mean that the TPCT statistics are

without problems. The accuracy of the TPCT is affected by problems in

implementing the official urban criteria in some areas, and by the

incomplete coverage of enumeration. However, it seems that the latter

problem is not unique to the Chinese system: underestimation of urban

29
population due to incomplete coverage occurs in many other systems.

Unrecorded urban residents are mostly "illegal" and "semi-illegal"

migrants from the countryside, such as rusticated urban youths drifting
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back to cities without authorisation, and, generally, peasants staying

in urban areas for various reasons but without proper work or residence

permits. Though the exact size of this group, commonly known as the

"black" households (heihu), is hard to know and probably might never be

known, it is suspected that this group has increased in size since the

early 1960s when the government began to implement strict controls on

urban inmigration. In any case, as an approximation of the total number

of residents in all urban areas in China, the TPCT is still the more

preferred indicator than the NPCT.

Definitions of Urban Places

Another closely related issue is the defintion of urban places,

on which the TPCT is based. Some writers believe that the changing

defini.tion of this term is the main cause of the inconsistencies in

30
Chinese urban demographic data. According to our survey, this

appears only to be a minor one.

When China released the 1953 Census count, which included the

number of urban places and the size of urban population, there was no

clear indication of the urban criteria used by the authorities in

demarcating urban areas. But the fact that there were 920 towns with

population size less than 2,00031 indicates that the minimum population

size for urban designation must be below 2,000. A set of revised

criteria for urban designations was announced in 195532 and an

accompanying note by the SSB suggested that these criteria closely

approximated those used in 1953 with some amendments, mostly concerning

small towns. The 1955 criteria for town designations were (i)seats of

county governments; and (ii)settlements reaching a population size of
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33
2,000 of whom at least 50 percent were non-agricultural. As only a

small number of the 920 towns with size below 2,000 reported in 1953

were seats of county government, or had grown to a size of 2,000 in

1955, the majority of them were pulled out from the category of towns in

the mid-1950s when the 1955 definition was implemented.34 Settlements

with population size over 2,000 (probably between 2,000-3,000) might

also be excluded if they did not meet the criterion of non-agricultural

predominance.

Another revision of these criteria took place at the end of 1963

when the economy was under "re-adjustment." Again, this change involved

35
the definition of town; that of city remained basically unchanged.

The previous condition of designating seats of county governments as

towns was withdrawn. Furthermore, for a settlement to be officially

designated as a town, a slightly higher standard was required (the

minimum population size was raised to 2,500 and the non-agricultural

proportion, to 75 percent).36 A "tightening" of urban designations

involving towns, probably as a measure to remedy some of the previous

mis-designations, was made in 1980-82 when China was in the process of

preparing her third census. However, there was no change in the urban

criteria of 1964.37

All the tightening of urban criteria and designations would lead to

decreases in the number of towns, as is reflected in Table 2. Io st

drastic of these reductions occurred in 1953-56 and 1963-64, consistent

with the major changes in the town designaton criteria we have

38
identified. Despite the glaring reduction in the number of towns since

1953, its effect on the total size of urban population is less than many

people have imagined. Almost all these changes involved the lowest



layer of the urban hierarchy - towns of the size range of 500-3,000. If

we assume quite generously that on the average, each of them has, a

population of 2,000, and 2,700 of them have been re-classified since

1953, the total size of the urban population re-classified will be 5.4

million, which is about four percent of the total urban population

reported for 1964, or less than one percentage point of the urbanisation

level (measured by the percentage of national population living in urban

areas) in the same year.39

The above thus shows that, compared to the urban criteria used in

1953, those used in later years became increasingly more restrictive.

In other words, the later criteria of urban designation tend to

under-estimate the size of the urban population under 1953 definition.

But for the purposes of analysing the macro picture of China's urban

population growth, this does not seem to pose any great problem. In

general, the official criteria for urban designations so far used have

been relatively consistent, particularly regarding the cities and larger

towns where over 95 percent of the urban population are found.

Finally, though the urban criteria published appear to be quite

consistent, the actual demarcation of the urban boundaries might not

strictly follow these criteria. This has happened in a few localities

like Zibo and Liupanshui where large areas of farm lands and farm

population are included in the urban jurisdiction,40 and a number of

41
rural towns where the geographical boundaries are not well-defined.

However, according to Hu Xuwei, one of the deputy editors-in-chief of

Jingji dili (Economic Geography), the upward counting of urban

population due to these is offset by roughly the same amount of people

who reside in settlements which have already met the criteria of urban
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designation but have not yet been so classified. Thus, in balance, the

TPCT would still represent the total urban size of China.

Definitions of Urban Population

As we shall demonstrate, the changing definitions of urban

population, rather than those of urban places, are the central source of

confusion in causing the inconsistencies mentioned in Section 1. In

China, there are two ways of calculating "urban" population,43 but only

one of them is used officially by the SSB at any one time.

Between the years 1949-63, the TPCT was used to define "urban"

population. A change in the definition took place in 1963/64, later

explained in TJNJ 1981 when it first released the official urban data,

resulted in adopting a narrower definition - the NPCT - as the "urban"

population. This explains why the NPCT has also been used by the

Chinese as chengzhen renkou ("population of cities and towns").45 Such a

change occurred at more or less the same time when the criteria for

designation of urban places was also under revision. The precise reason

for this change has not been totally clear. Nor was the change widely

known then inside China; indeed, confusion over these two definitions

was still found in Chinese publications as recently as in 1982 and

1983.46 Perhaps the use of the NPCT as "city and town population" was

not just a simple matter of convenience; it did help urban governments

to determine the respective size of the de jure urban population

eligible for rations under their jurdisdictions,48 which was a more

pressing and important issue in the early 1960s, when the experience of

pervasive shortage of food in cities was still remembered. An accurate

definition of urban population, moreover, would have been of value only
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to demographers, urban geographers and urban planners, a virtually

non-existent group at that time.

Another change of definition occurred in 1982, when the urban

population reverted to the TPCT, probably because of the ,many problems

associated with using the NPCT to represent the urban population. For

example, in the post-1976 period when city planning grew in importance,

urban infrastructural facilities planned on the NPCT figures were

inadequate measures of the urban demand; moreover, the NPCT is not

internationally comparable-49 The TPCT was used in reporting the urban

population figures in the 1982 Census, and it has been increasingly used

to represent the urban population.50 In summary, the statistics that

have been used to define "urban" population in different periods by the

statistical authorities are: 1949-63 TPCT; 1964-81 NPCT; and

1982-present TPCT.

4. TRENDS OF URBAN POPULATION GROWTH AND URBANISATION, 1949-82

It will be argued in this section that the "mystery" of China's

urban population is due to a misunderstanding of how urban population

statistics have been defined in China and about the changes in the

official "urban" definition. This is in part due to the failure of most

of the Chinese writers and statistical publications to recognise or make

known these changes before 1982 and in part caused by insufficient

awareness of the definitional complexities by other researchers using

statistics published since 1982.51

Basing on the different definitions identified in Section 4, we are

able to construct a baseline for China's urban population by piecing
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together previously released, but undifferentiated, "urban" population

statistics from various sources and reclassifying them according to the

NPCT and TPCT (Table 3). From this table, it can be seen that the

difference between the two "urban" population aggregates - the TPCT and

NPCT - can be as large as 60 million, as in the case of 1982. This also

explains why such a large "inconsistency" exists in reports on the

1981-82 "urban" population brought out in Section 1. A comparison of

the urban population figures in Table 3 and the widely-cited Series A

indicates that the latter consists of two distinct series, divided by a

hidden discontinuity in 1963-64. Using Series A i.e. comparing the

NPCT of the 1970s with the TPCT of the 1950s and early 1960s, would

understate the post-1964 urban population growth.

Our re-interpreted urban population figures indicate that China's

urban population was 206.6 million in 1982, which makes her the country

with the largest urban population in the world.52 Even with such a large

urban population, China remains one of the least urbanised countries.

The urbanisation level of China (around 21 percent) is relatively low by

international standards (Table 4); lower than the world's average, it

is close to those of India, Indonesia and Nigeria.

The increase of urban population between 1949-82 was quite

significant (154 million, or 4.7 million per year). The growth would be

even larger if the urban population were defined by the 1953 urban

criteria.53 Like many developing countries, the average annual urban

growth rate is high (about 4.0 percent), much faster than the average

annual growth rate of her national population of the same period (1.92

percent). A comparison with other populous developing countries shows

that the long-term growth rate of urban population of China is lower
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than that of Brazil, but is close to that of Indonesia and Nigeria,

and much faster than that of India (Table 4).54 Similarly, in terms of

the rate of urbanisation - the difference between the growth rates of

urban population and of national population - China ranks second,

slightly behind Nigeria. Indeed, China's rates of urban population

growth and urbanisation over the last three decades are comparable to

those found in other populous developing countries. One should,

however, be cautioned that these average rates mask enormous variations

in different periods, as will be examined below.

5. URBAN GROWTH AND RURAL/URBAN MIGRATIONS DURING 1966-76

Probably because of the well-publicised rustication movements

(xiafang and shangshan xiaxiang) in this period and the official

pronouncement of a strict ban on rural-to-urban migration in the early

1960s, and of the definitional problems associated with China's urban

population statistics examined in previous sections, several writers

were led to write about that the urban population during this period had

stopped growing or actually decreased.55 Moreover, the predominance of

urban exodus caused by rustication has been emphasised in the literature

to the extent that rural-to-urban migration is treated as not

significant or can be discounted altogether.56 These assertions and

presumptions, however, need to be reassessed in the light of the revised

interpretation of urban statistics and the new information on this

issue.

While evaluation of these would be impossile without detailed

demographic data for 1966-76, this has been less so with the timely
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release of information contained in the SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian

1983.57 Of particular interest is a set of urban population data defined

by shizhen zongrenkou (all regular residents within urban districts,)

which is equivalent to the TPCT used in this paper. We are not in the

best position to judge the accuracy of this set of presumably

retrospective data; but a general article commenting on the statistics

for the "ten-year-disaster period" (1966-76) presented in that yearbook,

explains how statistics of this period was gathered. The author, Li

Chengrui, the head of the SSB, suggests that the data in general are

reliable.58 Furthermore, a comparison of the figures we have compiled in

Table 3 with those presented in the SSB's own series indicates that the

two sets of data are in general consistent (Table 5).59 This also

confirms the validity of our interpretation of the change of definition

of urban population we suggested in the previous section.

Figure 4 presents the general trend of urban population growth

based on this new series, along with the NPCT we have compiled. One can

observe from this set of data that there were great fluctuations in the

urban growth between 1949-1982: there was rapid growth in the 1950s and

in the late 1970s to early 1980s, absolute decline in the early 1960s,

and moderate growth in 1966-76. In absolute terms, the urban population

increase during the Cultural Revolution period was much more sizeable

than the figures implied by Series A. For example, while data of Series

A show an urban population increase of about 10 million between

1965-75, the new SSB series indicates that the increase for the same

period is nearly 30million (Table 5).

A detailed inspection of the TPCT trend in Figure 4 and Table 5

shows an abnormal urban population growth in 1964, which is suspected to
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be a statistical phenomenon caused by the different. enumeration method

used and the retrospective adjustment made in the 1964 Census rather

than a real growth.60 This, however, should not affect the intra-period

comparison of the urban population growth in the postr196 4 era as the

post-1964 method is internally consistent: the analysis of urban growth

in 1966-76 will generally not be affected. There is, however, a slight

"undercounting" of urban population size of the 1970s and 1980s when

compared to the pre-1964 TPCT statistics.61

Furthermore, with the availability of more information about the

natural increase rates for cities, an estimation of the net rural-urban

migration during 1966-76 (the Cultural Revolution decade), a period

generally believed to be marked by net urban out-migration, also becomes

possible. Detailed migration statistics and urban natural increase

rates are still wanting, but as presented in Table 6, the upper bounds

of the average annual urban rate of natural increase between 1966-76 can

still be estimated from the available natural increase rates for shi

(cities) for 1966 and 1971-76, supplemented by other information. In

the absence of specific rates for zhen(towns) located in counties, we

have estimated them by using either the rates for counties or for the

nation as a whole. This is likely to overstate the overall urban rates

of natural increase and, hence, underestimate the net urban inmigration

determined by the "Residual Method" used in Table 7, because the natural

increase rates for towns would most likely be lower than those for

counties or for the nation. Despite this, computations in Table 7 still

show that the net urban inmigration (urban inmigration less urban

outmigration) in these years was still positive, amounting to 2-4

million,62 or 7-12 percent of the urban growth of the same period.
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It is possible, however, that the overestimation of natural increase

rate and understatement of rural-urban migration might be offset by the

understatement of natural increase rate due to the differential

understatement of birth and death registrations. Based on Coale's

estimates, the reported national natural increase rate is computed to be

undercounted by about 8 percent for the 1966-76 period.63 Birth and

death registrations may have been more accurate in urban areas, and the

urban rates of natural increase were also lower, so we expect the

undercounting to be lower. Again, if we assume a fairly high

understatement percentage for urban areas (say, 6 percent) and adjust

the urban rate of natural increase accordingly, there would appear that

the average annual urban rate of natural increase would be very close

to, but still less than, the average annual urban population growth

64
rate. ~Since all these adjustments tend to place the urban rate of

natural increase on the high side, we can confidently conclude that the

actual gross urban outmigration cannot exceed the gross urban

inmigration; the resulting actual net urban inmigration would be

positive, but its volume would be small. It also follows that the

widely held impression that the predominance of urban out-migration

during 1966-76 is erroneous. A more balanced view perhaps should point

out the probable different patterns within 1966-76: there was net urban

outmigration in 1966-69 but net inmigration in 1970-76.65

While the amount of net urban inmigration during 1966-76 might be

limited, that of the gross urban inmigration was not. According to the

figure reported by Wu Yuren, an eminent analyst of urbanisation in

China, close to 30 million urban people were resettled in the

66
countryside during this period. Given that the computed net urban in-
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migration is non-negative, this would imply that the total urban in-

migration must exceed or equal to 30 million. It may require some

explanation as to why and how such a massive inmigration of over 30

million people was possible during 1966-76, a period when migration

controls were reportedly'very stringent, and quasi-compulsory movements

to resettle urban youths and intellectuals in the countryside were in

action.

In China, as in many other developing countries, the wide gap in

real income between peasants and non-agricultural workers will always be

a major incentive for agriculturalists to become urban workers. As far

as we know, there are several ways whereby rural-urban migration,

defined to be the change of one's residence from rural areas to cities

or towns, is possible. The first way of these is through the conversion

of household registration from agricultural to nonagricultural status.67

This occurs generally when peasants formally join the state or urban

collective sectors by enrolling in colleges and universities, and, more

importantly, through civilian job recruitment (zhaogong) and army

recruitment (canjun). The zhaogong is, however, strictly controlled by

the state because this is usually the largest source of

agriucltural-to-non-agricultural conversions, and, as a result of these

conversions, the state has to shoulder a large cost of subsidising for

food, housing, medical care, fuel and so forth for the population

holding non-agricultural household registers. However, apparently, the

state has encountered many difficulties in controlling this flow of

people, as reflected by the frequent issuing of directives on this

problem.68 It is also reported in one of these directives that during

the Cultural Revolution decade, large numbers of people were recruited
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from rural areas by "going through the back door." 6 9

The other form of rural-urban migration is through the employment

of rural residents for work in the urban areas as temporary workers, as

contract workers or in the category of "both worker and peasants" in

both the state sector and collective sector. The system of temporary

and contract workers was initiated in the early 1960s and probably has

been expanded since then because of its popularity and strong

attractions for industrial managers, urban administrators, peasants and

rural cadres.70 Though the temporary and contract workers are employed

in state-owned enterprises, these forms of employment differ from

permanent state non-agricultural employment since they enable state

enterprises either to meet seasonal demands for construction workers, or

to evade state control on the size of their labour force and to pay

71
wages lower than those specified in state wage scales. Peasants

working in any of these categories are not considered permanent state or

urban employees, and thus are not eligible for rationed food and other

subsidies, but they might receive higher earnings (than those they would

otherwise get working as farmers) and other benefits.72 Moreover, not

all the "temporary" workers are that temporary; according to Blecher's

study of the Shulu County, most contract workers there had been so

employed for many years.

Those so-called "both workers and peasants" are, however, found in

commune- and brigade-run enterprises, mostly in small rural towns. The

size of this category of population has expanded quite rapidly since the

early 1970s with the development of rural industries. This group of

people, however, has maintained their "agricultral" household

registration status and, again, are not eligible for rations and
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subsidies available to the non-agricultural households.

As pointed out before, even though part of all these "transitional"

populations are regular residents of urban areas according to the

definition used in the censuses and hence are part of the TPCT, they are

not considered as part of the non-agricultural population (NPCT) in

official statistical accounting. When one recalls that the Chinese

system of internal migration controls is largely implemented through the

prevention of unauthorised conversion of registration status, and the

official definition of "urban" population (which was also the target of

control) in 1964-81 was defined by the NPCT, it can be understood that

the movements of the above categories of "peasants" were relatively

unrestricted.74 According to reported figures, there were 9.3 million

peasants working in state-owned enterprises in the categories of

non-permanent employment and about 50 million in the category of "both

worker and peasant" in 1980.75 The number of people in these categories

has probably increased quite rapidly since the early 1960s for the

reasons discussed above.

Therefore, through these means, about 13-14 million rural labourers

who were recruited to work in the urban areas during 1966-76 became

regular urban residents.76 To this must be added an unknown number of

their dependent family members, returned urban youths and intellectuals

previously rusticated, and migrant peasants working as "both workers

and peasants" and staying in rural towns. Hence, it should come as no

surprise that the volume of gross rural-to-urban migration might well

exceed 30 million during 1966-76.

Furthermore, as revealed by the available NPCT and TPCT statistics

presented in Table 8, the absolute increase and the growth rate of the
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urban "agricultural" population were much higher than those of the

"non-agricultural" population between 1965-75. These huge differences

in growth and growth rate were caused by a higher rate of natural

increase of the "agricultural" population but, more importantly, also by

a much larger amount of net urban inmigration of the "agricultural"

population in this period.78 In other words, the rural-to-urban

migration of those not involving any conversion of household

registration from agricultural to non-agricultural status was the more

important form of rural-urban demographic transfer. Perhaps this was a

more feasible rural-urban migration option for the majority of the

peasants, given the difficulties of conversion of household status.

Based on the above, one can also tentatively comment on another

important, though from the point of this paper, tangential issue - the

distribution of growth by city(town) size. The subject is important

since China has a policy of controlling the growth of large urban

places and developing medium and small ones.79 In general, medium and

small settlements have a much higher proportion of "agricultural"

population than the larger cities do.80 Given that this category of

population has also had a higher growth rate, one can infer from these

that the general growth rates of the smaller settlements would be higher

than those of the larger ones. Moreover, based on the examination of

urban "non-agricultural" population (NPC and NPT) data, the smaller

81
settlements also appeared to be growing faster in the 1970s.

Faster growth of population in these settlements was mainly concentrated

on the industrial cities (shi) of size ranging from 50,000 to 800,000,

largely a result of the state's heavy industrial investment in the

interior regions. Many small rural market towns (zhen), like those
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cited by Fei Xiaotong in his study of small towns in Wujiang County,

declined and suffered seriously from depopulation due to the

restrictions on trading, such as the closing down of rural free markets,

which are the economic base of these towns.82 Therefore, while the issue

is too complex to be adquately treated here, it appears that the policy

results of developing the medium and small settlements are mixed.

The urbanisation level during 1966-76 was rather stable at around

17-18 percent. Demographically, this stability was caused by the

general decline in the urban rate of natural increase and not by net

out-migration from urban areas. Therefore, except for the re-adjustment

period of 1961-63, when there was a real net urban outmigration in the

wake of the failure of the Great Leap Forward, one finds it difficult to

accept the general observation that there was a "deurbanisation" trend

in the 1960s and 1970s resulting from a net out-migration from cities.83

Although rural-to-urban migration in 1966-76 had not been

completely arrested,it is fair to say that the relatively moderate urban

growth of that period - the calculated average annual urban population

growth rate is about two percent, fairly remarkable by Third World

standards - did partly reflect the effect of the various counter-urban

growth policies and partly the declining urban rate of natural increase.

However, while those policies, including the rustication, which was

carried out with both persuasion and coercion, helped to bring about

this result, the social costs should also be considered. Apparently,

the rustication of youths and intellectuals has brought about a series

of undesirable consequences not only to the latter, but also to the

nation as a whole.85 The restrictions imposed on the conversionof
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household status (from agricultural to non-agricultural), which helped

to discourage rural-to-urban migration, was also generally regressive:

it served to protect the existing priviledges enjoyed by the relatively

well-off urban elite from being shared by the generally less priviledged

rural masses, and took away their chance of upward social mobility

through, for instance, enrolling in better urban schools and of escaping

86
famines, which still occasionally visit China's countryside.

Furthermore, it is also questionable whether the various types of

quasi-involuntary xiaxiang and xiafang prgrammes could have been

implemented for long in normal years, quite different from the "Three

Difficult Years" of the early 1960s when the whole country suffered from

economic depression, or from the "Ten Years of Chaos" of the Cultural

Revolution. The low urban growth of 1966-76 was immediately followed or

offset by a phenomenally high one in the post-1977 era with an annual

growth rate averaging about five percent, resulting in an average

annual urban growth rate of about four percent for the whole post-1949

era. It is quite obvious that the modest urban growth of 1966-76 was

achieved at a high economic and human cost. Given the importance of the

rustication movement in China's urbanisation process, it certainly

deserves further examination and re-evaluation in the immediate future

in the light of new information on this topic and our revised

understanding of the urban trends in this period.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper seeks to contribute to the understanding of urban

growth and urbanisation in the post-1949 China by investigating the
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mystery" of the size of China's urban population and its growth. We

have provided a systematic and detailed review of the rather complicated

Chinese system of urban demographic statistics. This paper has also

demonstrated that a number of the significant "inconsistencies" of

China's urban population size are explainable; indeed, many of them are

created because of the lack of information or appreciation of different

ways China's "urban" populations are classified and defined,

particularly in relation to the categorisation of the "agricultural"

population residing in areas under urban administration.

By studying the precise meaning of the statistics, and the changes

in the definitions of urban places and of urban population, we have also

established that the Total Population of Cities and Towns (TPCT),

defined to be the total number of regular residents in all designated

urban places, is the most relevant measure of China's total urban

population among the available statistical indicators. Although factors

like changing criteria of urban places and changing methods of

enumerating regular residents will affect the comparability of the TPCT

data, these factors appear to be questions of only secondary importance

for the purposes of studying China's macro urban growth trends.

More importantly, by identifying a shift in the official definition

of urban population in 1963-64, we have also pointed out that the

commonly cited set of urban population statistics, Series A, in fact

consists of two different time-series. The differentiation of them has

great significance in comprehending the apparent "slow" urban growth in

the post-1964 period. Based on this we have reclassified the known

urban data and have reconstructed a baseline of China's urban population

between 1949-82. All these have been confirmed by the more recent
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writings from China. This also leads to the observation that China has

had a much larger urban population and faster urban growth rate than

what many people were previously led to believe. Based on our findings,

China's average annual urban population growth rate in 1949-82 is close

to those of other developing countries like Nigeria, Indonesia and

India.

Further analyses into the growth patterns in 1966-76 suggest that

in contrast to the general impression this period also experienced

substantial urban population growth - mainly attributable to urban

natural increase - though the growth was much lower than that in the

1950s. Urban exodus induced by rustication was massive, but was offset

by equally sizeable cityward migration. As a result, the net effect of

urban-rural migration on the urban population size was small. A large

number of rural-to-urban migrants during this period were temporary

workers, contract workers and those designated "both workers and

peasants," drawn from the countryside and allowed to stay in urban

areas. These people, however, were not granted any full urban resident

status, which determined the supply of urban rations and other benefits,

and were not recorded in the previous narrowly defined urban statistics.

Because of the existence of this voluminous urban inmigration, our study

suggests that China did not reach a stage of stable urban population

size in 1966-76, nor did it experience any significant net urban

outmigraton taking the period as a whole.

One can easily see that the understanding of all these definitional

complexities, including their precise meaning and their difference in

different times, will have important implications for future research on

China's demography, urbanisation, urban planning and many other related
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areas; it is believed that such an understanding is helpful, if not

essential, to one who wishes to tap the past fragmented pieces of urban

demographic information, as well as the more complete 'and recent ones.

A full evaluation of the Chinese urbanisation model, however, would have

to include, in additon to an analysis of urban trends and' rural-to-urban

migration presented in this paper, assessments of other aspects of

urbanisation in China, namely, the differential growth of large, medium

and small settlements; the impact of the rustication movements and the

development of rural industries; the relationship between urbanisation

and economic development, and so forth. Though some of these have been

touched upon in passing, to examine all these aspects fully would have

taken us beyond the scope of this essay. Suffice it to say, that our

previous understanding of China's urban population statistics and,

hence, its growth trends and migration patterns in the 1960s and 1970s

are rather inadequate. As a result, the presumed Chinese success of low

or "zero" urban growth in the Maoist period, which has been shown to be

premised on misunderstood statistics, will need to be thoroughly

reassessed.

November 8, 1984

Revised March 30, 1985

Toronto



Figure 1 Shanghai: Administrative Units, 1978
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1977 ); and Shi Weile (ed.),Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo zhenqu yange
(1949-79) (Changes of Administrative Units in People's Republic
(1949-79)), (Jiangsu renmin chubanshe , 1981).



Figure 2

Land Use of Shanghai Municipality, Early-1970s
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Source: Shang Sidi et al, Shanghai dili gianshuo (Introduction to Geo-
graphy of Shanghai), (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1974),
p.1 08 .



Figure 3 Venn Diagram Showing the Relationship

Between NPC, TPC and TPM for a City

-b boundary of municipality

\ (including suburban counties)

< - boundary of city proper

(shiqu)

Population Classification

a Non-agricultural population based on household classification.

b TPM: Total Population of Municipality (including suburban county

population), not used to define urban population.
[11,628,000]

C TPC: Total Population of City Proper (Shiqu zongrenkou), used to
define the urban population in 1950-63, and 1982-

[6,134,000]

NPC: Non-agricultural Population of City (Chengshi renkou),

narrow definition of urban population, used through 1964-81.
[6,086,000]

Figures in [ ] indicate the population numbers of Shanghai in the
corresponding categories as of the end of 1981.



Figure 4 Urban Population of China, 1949-82
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Sources: Table 3; and SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 11983 (Statistical Yearbook of China 1983),
(Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe, 1983), p.103 .



Table 1 Categories of "Urban" Population at the National Aggregate Level

Category Abbreviations Definitions

1. Total Population TPMT = Sum of all TPMs and TPTs
of Muncipalities (i.e. the total population living in
and Towns all muncipalities and towns)

2. Total Population TPCT = Sum of all TPCs and TPTs

of Cities and Towns (i.e. the total population living in

(shizhen zongrenkou or all cities and towns)
chengzhen zongrenkou)

3. Non-agricultural NPCT = Sum of all NPCs and NPTs

Population of Cities (i.e. the total non-agricultural popu-

and Towns (Chengzhen lation living in all cities and towns)

feinongye renkou**)

Other abbreviations used and their Chinese equivalents:

TPM = Total Population of Municipality;
TPC = Total Population of City (Shi zongrenkou*);

TPT = Total Population of Town (Zhen zongrenkou);
NPC = Non-agricultural Pop. of City (Shi feinongye renkou**);

NPT = Non-agricultural Pop. of Town (Zhen feinongye renkou**).

No te s:

* See also discussion in text and footnote 15;
** These terms have been also commonly abbreviated as chengzhen renkou

("population of cities and towns") without the word feinongye, which may

easily cause confusion. One must be careful not to confuse the chengzhen
zongrenkou(TPCT) with the chengzhen renkou (NPCT).

Sources: Prepared by the authors based on Figure 3, and Li Chengrui,

"Zong renkou pucha gongbao kan zhongguo renkou tongji shuzi de
zhunquexing"("The Chinese population as shown by the population census

Communique - some comments on the accuracy of Chinese population

statistics"), Jingji yanjiu (Economic Research), 1982 No.12, (December

1982), pp.28-38; and SCPCO & SSBPSD, Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha de
zhuyao shuzi (Important Figures from China's Third Population Census),
(Hong Kong: Jingji daobaoshe, 1982), p.2 .



Table 2 Number of Cities and Towns Officially Designated, 1952-82

Year Cities Towns All

1952 159(1) n.a. n.a.
1953 166(3) 5,402(2) 5,568

1956 n.a. 3,672(2) n.a
1957 176(1) 3,621(2) 3,797

1963 n.a. 4,032(9) over 4,000(8)
1964 168(10) 3,148(10) 3,316

1976 189(11) 3,261 3,450(11)

1979 191(3) n.a. n.a.
1980 223(4) 2,874(4) 3,097
1981 229(5) 2,843(6) 3,072
1982 236(7) 2,664(7) 2,900

Notes: m Mid-year; n.a. Not available

Sources:
(1) SSB, Weida de shinian (The Ten Great Years), (Beijing: Renmin

chubanshe, 1959), p.11.
(2) Morris B. Ullman, Cities of Mainland China:1953 and 1958, p.3.
(3) Zhu Zhuo, "Shilun woguo renkou heli fenbu wennti" ("On the

rational distribution of the Chinese population"), Renkou yanjiu, No.3
(October, 1980), p.12.

(4) Ma Hong (ed), Xiandai Zhongguo jingji shidian, p.425.
(5) SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 1981, p.9 1 .
(6) Zheng Zonghan, "On small towns," SSCIT984, No.4, footnote 1.
(7) SCPCO & SSBPSD, Zhongguo disancerakou puchande zhuyao shuzi, p.2.
(8) Hu Xuwei, "Dui woguo chengzhen hua shuiping de pouxi," p.25.
(9) Unpublished data, the Zhongshan University.
(10) Renkou pucha qiansuo (A Brief Discussion of Population Censuses,

(Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe, 1982), p.25.
(11) Yang Deqinged ), Renkouxue gailun. (Theories on Demographic Science) ,

(Shijiazhuang: Hebei renmin chubansh, 1982), p.71.



Table 3 Urban Population* and
Non-agricultural Population of Cities and Towns(NPCT), 1949-82

(Millions)

Year Urban Pop. NPCT National Pop. % of National Sources
End (TPCT) Population

I II III I/IIIx100 II/IIIx1OO

1949 57.650 541.670 10.6 (1)(2)
1950 61.690 551.960 11.1 (2)
1951 66.320 563.000 11.8 (2)
1952 71.630 574.820 12.5 (1)(2)
1953m 75.260a 580.600 13.0 (1)
1953 77.670 587.960 13.2 (2)
1954 81.550 601.720 13.6 (2)
1955 82.850 614.650 13.5 (2)
1956 89.150 627.800 14.2 (2)
1957 99.490 646.530 15.4 (2)

1960 130.730 660.250 19.8 16.8 (3)

1964m 127.103 97.910 694.582 18.3b 14.1 (1)(4)
1965 101.700 725.380 14.0 (1)

1970 100.750 825.420 12.2 (5)

1975 111.710 919.700 12.1 (5)

1978 119.940 958.090 12.5 (1)
1979 128.620 970.920 13.2 (5)
1980 134.130 982.550 13.7 (6)
1981 138.700 996.220 13.9 (1)
1982m 206.589 146.570 1003.937 20.6 14.6 (4)(7)

Notes: * based on the Total Population of Cities and Towns (TPCT)
m Mid-year
a The first figure reported in 1953 Census was 77.257.

SSB(1982) has adjusted this to 75.260.
b SCPCO & SSBPSD (1982) reported 18.4, but careful

calculation indicates that this should be 18.30.

Sources:

(1). SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 1981 (Statistical Yearbook of China
1981)(Beijing: 'Zhongguo tongji chubanshe, 1982), p.89.

(2). Tongji Gongzuo (Statistical Work) ,No.11,(June 1957);
(3). Zhang Zehou and Chen Yuguang, "On the relationship between the

population structure and national economic development in China", Social
Sciences in China,(1981), No.4, pp.73;



(4). SCPCO & SSBPSD, Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha de zhuyao shuzi
(Important Figures from China's Third Population Census), (Hong Kong:
Jingji daobaoshe, 1982), p. '2.

(5). Ma Hong (ed.), Xiandai Zhongguo jingji shidian (Dictionary of
Economic Events in Modern China), (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexueyuan
chubanshe, 1982), p.14;

(6). Zhongguo jingji nianjian Editing Committee, Zhongguo jingji nianj-
ian 1982 (Yearbook of Chinese Economy 1982), 1982, p.VIII-3;

(7). Yao Shimou, "Some development problems in the large cities of China",
lecture presented at Michigan State University, February 1984;



Table 4 Urban Population and Urbanisation Level:
China and Other Countries, 1950-1980

URBAN POPULATION URBANISATION LEVEL
Countries 1950 1980 Av.Annual 1950 1980 Av.Annual Rate of

(millions) Growth Rate(%) (% urban) Urbanisation (%)

China 61.69 206.59a +3.9b 11.1 20.6a 2.Ob

India 59.25 154.52 +3.2 16.8 22.3 0.9
Indonesia 9.36 31.29 +4.1 12.4 20.2 1.6
Nigeria 3.60 14.81 +4.1 10.5 20.4 2.2
Brazil 19.06 82.17 +5.0 36.0 65.0 2.0

USSR 100.00c 166.20 +2.4d 48.Oc 63.0 1.3d
USA 97.61 167.05 +1.8 64.1 73.7 0.5

All Developing Countries Excluding China

213.83 741.76 +4.2 19.6 32.6 1.7
All Developed Countries

448.93 834.40 +2.1 52.5 70.2 1.0

World 724.45 1767.56 +3.0 29.0 39.9 1.1

Notes: a 1982 figure; b 1950-82;
c 1959 figure; d 1959-80.

Average Annual Growth Rate: computed by use of acompound interest
formula.

Average Annual Rate of Urbanisation: defined as the difference between
the average annual growth rate of urban population (RU) and the average
annual growth rate of national population (RN) i.e. RU - RN. Alterna-
tively, it can be approximated from : [ n j UP(t+n)/UP(t) - 1 1 x 100,
where UP(t) and UP(t+n) are the percentage of urban population at year t
and year t+n respectively. n is the number of years betwee t and t+n. For
a detailed discussion of this, refer to UNPD, p.34.

Urban Population: defined by the population residing in urban areas
officially designated by their respective countries.

Sources: China: computed from Table 3; USSR: USSR State statistical
Administration, Narodnoe khoziaistvi SSSR 1922-1982: Iubileinyo
statisticheskii ezhegodnik (The National Economy of the USSR: the Jubilee
Statistical Yearbook), (Moskva: Finansyi Statistik , 1982), p.9; USA: US
Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1982-83,
(Washington D.C., 1982), p.21; Other Countries: UNPD, Pattern of Urban
and Rural Population Growth, p.136; The figures for the world's total have
been adjusted by applying more updated data for China.



Table 5 Urban Population(TPCT), 194'9-82

End Urban Population As % of National Annual Increase
Year (million) Population (mill.) (%)

1949 57.65 (57.65) 10.6 (10.6)
1950 61.69 (61.69) 11.2 (11.1) 4.0'4 7.0
1951 66.32 (66.32) 11.8 (11.8) 4.63 7.5

1952 71.63 (71.63) 12.5 (12.5) 5.31 8.0
1953 78.26 (77.67) 13.3 (13.2) 6.63 9.3
1954 82.49 (81.55) 13.7 (13.6) 4.23 5.4
1955 82.85 (82.85) 13.5 (13.5) 0.36 0.4
1956 91.85 (89.15) 14.6 (14.2) 9.00 10.9
1957 99.49 (99.49) 15.4 (15.4) 7.64 8.3
1958 107.21 16.2 7.72 7.8
1959 123.71 18.2 16.50 15.4
1960 130.73(130.73) 19.7 (19.8) 7.02 5.7

1961 127.07 19.3 -3.66 -2.8
1962 116.59 17.3 -10.48 -8.2
1963 116.46 16.8 -0.13 0.1
1964 129.50(127.10m) 18.4 (18.3m) 13.04* 11.2*
1965 130.45 18.0 0.95 0.7
1966 133.13 17.9 2.68 2.1
1967 135.48 17.7 2.35 1.8
1968 138.38 17.6 2.90 2.1
1969 141.17 17.5 2.79 2.0
1970 144.24 17.4 3.07 2.2

1971 147.11 17.3 2.87 2.0
1972 149.35 17.1 2.24 1.5
1973 153.45 17.2 4.10 2.7

1974 155.95 17.2 2.50 1.6
1975 160.30 17.3 4.35 2.8
1976 163.41 17.4 3.11 1.9
1977 166.69 17.6 3.28 2.0
1978 172.45 17.9 5.76 3.5
1979 184.95 19.0 12.50 7.2
1980 191.40 19.4 6.45 3.5

1981 201.71 20.2 10.31 5.4
1982 211.54 (206.59m) 20.8 (20.6m) 9.83 4.9

Average Annual Increase 4.66 4.0

Notes: * Refer to the discussion in text.

m Mid-year; ( ) TPCT figures compiled in Table 3.
Source: SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 1983, p.10 3 .



Table 6 Estimates of the Upper Bounds of Average Annual Urban Rates
of Natural Increase, 1966-76

Annual Rates of Natural Increase (%

Year, i Cities, Townsa, Urban(Cities and
(rc) (rt) Towns) (ru)

1966 1.526 2.724
1967 -:

b 2.553
1968 Version Ab: 1.60 2.738
1969 Version B : 2.00 2.608
1970 : 2.583 Not
1971 1.595 2.429
1972 1.401 2.326 : Available
1973 1.239 2.203
1974 0.926 1.860
1975 0.932 1.658
1976 0.652 1.350

Average A B A B
Annual Rate, 1.333 1.478 2.275 1.6 5 3d 1.7 4 9d
1966-76 c

Percentage of
Urban Population 66 34 100

Notes and Sources:

a In the absence of specific rates for towns, those for counties
(1966, and 1971-1976) and for the nation (1967-70) are used. Source:
SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 1983, p.10 5 . Obviously, these rates will
be higher than the actual rates for towns. Thus, they would represent
the upper bounds rather than the actual rates.
b Version A assumes that the rc of 1967-1970 follows those of 1966

and 1971, whereas Version B assumes that there would be an increase in
the rc due to a relax of birth controls caused by chaos in cities.
c This is the "geometric mean" of all the respective annual rates.

It is computed by:

n 1976 r.

[~ ( 1 + -- I--- ) - ] x 100
i=1966 100

where ri = annual rate of natural increase in year i.

d Calculated by multiplying the average rc and rt by weights
derived from the proportion of each group.
e Estimated from 1973 data in Zhongshan University, Chengshi guihui

yuanli cankao ziliao (Reference materials for the principles of city
planning), (Unpublished, 1981), p.67. The respective proportions
reported in 1982 census are 70% (cities) and 30% (towns), see SCPCO &
SSBPD, Zhongguo disanci renkou pucha de zhuyao shuzi, pp.14-15.



Table 7 Estimates of Components of Urban Growth, 1966-76*

Average Annual Components of Urban Growth
Rate (%) (%) (million)

(a) Version Ai
Urban Natural Increase 1.65(1) 87.8(4) 26.6(6)

Net Urban Inmigration 0.23(2) 12.2(5) 3.7(7)

(b) Version B#
Urban Natural Increase 1.75(1) 93.1(4) 28.2(6)

Net Urban Inmigration 0.14(2) 6.9(5) 2.1(7)

Urban Population Growth 1.88(3) 100.0 30.3(8)

Notes and Sources:
* The period is from end-year 1966 to end-year 1976. The the

methodology used here is the "Residual Method". See UNPD, Pattern of
Urban and Rural Population Growth, pp.22-27. Urban growth is dis-
aggregated into two components: urban natural increase and net urban
inmigration. The latter also includes net population gain/loss due to
urban reclassification.

# Refer to note b in Table 6.

(1) refers to Table 6;
(2) = (3) - (1)

i.e. rate of net urban rate of urban rate of urban
inmigration - pop. growth natural increase

(3) calculated from Table 5;
(4) = (1)/(3) x 100;
(5) = (2)/(3) x 100;
(6) = (1)/(3) x (8);
(7) = (2)/(3) x (8);
(8) calculated from Table 5.



Table 8 Growth of "Agricultural" and "Non-agricultural" Population
in Urban Areas, 1960-80 (in millions)

POPULATION RESIDING IN URBAN AREAS

Year "Non-agricultural" "Agricultural"# Total

(NPCT)# (TPCT)
-- - - -- ------------- --------- ------ -- -

1965 101.70 28.75 130.45
1970 100.75 43.49 144.24
1975 111.71 48.59 160.30
1980 134.13 57.27 191.40

1965-75:
Absolute Increase

(million) 10.01 19.84 29.85
Annual Growth
Rate (%) 0.94 5.39 2.08

Notes: # based on household classification. For definitions, refer to
discussion in Section 2.

Sources: Table 3 and Table 5.
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22. Peter G. Goheen, "Metropolitan area definition: a re-valuation

of concept and statistical practice," in Larry S. Bourne (ed), Internal
Structure of City, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971), pp.74/-T;

and James W. Simmons and Larry S. Bourne, "Defining urban places:
differing concepts of the urban system," in Bourne and Simmons (eds.),
Systems of Cities: Readings on Structure, Growth, and Policy, (New

York: Oxford University Press, 1978), pp. 2 8- 4 1 .

23. Under this definition, which has been used in many UN studies,

China's urban population becomes 167 million (22% of the nation's total)

an 195 million (23%) in 1970 and 1975 respectively. UNPD, Pattern of

Urban and ... , p.136.

24. Ministry of Domestic Affairs, Zhongguo xingzheng quhua jiance

(A Handbook of Administrative Districts in China), (Beijing: Ditu

chubanshe, 1982).

25. This programme was first initiated in the late 1950s. A renewed

emphasis has been made since the early 1980s. Mingbao (Ming Pao, Hong
Kong), January 1, 1983, p.5. At the end o 191, only 56

municipalities, out of a total of 230, included one or more counties
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under their administration. This number has increased to 121, out a

total of 286, in 1984. Dagongbao (Ta Kung Pao, Am.Ed.), March 21, 1984,

p.1 .

26. One example one may use to illustrate this is the case of

Chongqing. This municipality covered an area of 9,800 sq.km., and had a

population of 6.4 million before the shiguanxian programme was

implemented in April 1983. After that, however, with the inclusion of

eleven counties and another small city, the total municipal area has

expanded to 22,909 sq.km, and the municipal population to 13 million,

being China's largest "city" by TPM. See "The nation's largest city,"

in Dagongbao (Am.Ed.), March 21, 1984, p.1 .

27. This does not imply that all temporary and contract workers will

be counted as part of the TPCT. Only those who are regular residents of

urban areas will be counted.

28. Zhang Tingwei, "Dui chengshihua fazhan. dongli de tantao"

(Discussion on th driving force of urbanisation), Chengshi guihua, 1983,

No.5, pp. 5 9 -60; Hu Xuwei, "Dui woguo chengzhen hua shuiping de pouxi,"

pp.25-26; see also footnote 17 above.

29. Owing to the incompleteness of enumeration, most national census

figures underestimate the number of urban residents by about 5-10%.

30. Orleans, "China's urban population ... " pp.273-2 7 7 ; and J. Aird,

"Population studies and population policy in China," pp.279- 2 8 2 .

31. State Council (ed.) Fagui huibian July-December, 1955, p.4 1 3 .

32. Reproduced in Ibid, pp.409- 417 .

33. The 1955 urban criteria also included a provision for defining a

special urban category called "urban-type residential areas" (chengshi

xing juminqu), which mainly referred to sites of institutions and

enterprises and their residential areas whose number of regular
residents were between 1,000 and 2,000, of whom 75 percent were

"non-agricultural." This type of urban settlements, however, was not

considered as "towns."

34. See State Council (ed.) Fagui huibian July-December, 1955, p.4 1 3 .

Some of these small settlements were, instead, reclassified as

"urban-type residential areas." However, they probably remained in the

"urban" category.

35. Hu Xuwei, "Dui woguo chengzhen hua ... " p.25.

36. The State Council issued a set of revised criteria for defining

towns in 1964 stipulating that a "town" was a settlement (i)with a

population of more than 3,000 of whom more than 70 percent were

"non-agricultural," or (ii)with a population of 2,500 to 3,000 of whom

more than 85 percent were "non-agricultural." See Ibid. The widely
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quoted definition of urban places in TJNJ 1981, p.495, which only

specifies (i) above represents a partial description. of the criteria

which have been used since 1964.

37. SCPCO & SSBPSD, Disanci renkou pucha ... , p.2.

38. Of course, there are also some "movements" between the two
categories of "cities" and "towns." Towns might expand to become cities,
and cities might decline to become towns.

39. Calculated from 1964 data reported in SCPCO & SSBPSD, Disanci

renkou pucha ... , p.1.

40. Hu Xuwei, "Dui woguo chengzhen hua .. ," p.24; and Wu Youren and

Zhuang Linde, "Guanguo woguo chengshi jiaoqu fanwei de wenti"

("Questions on the boundary of urban suburbs"), in Geographical Society
of China (ed), Gongye buju yu chengshi guihua (Industrial Location and
City Planning), (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1981), pp.144-149.

41. For example, see Wang Shiqing and Qi Hanbing, "Xianzhen guihua

zhong jige wenti de fujian" ("Some preliminary views on planning of

county towns"), Chengxiang jianshe (Urban and Rural Construction), 1983,

No.7, (July, 1983), pp. 6-8 .

42. There are more than 300 county towns (xian zhen) which, though

have attained condition suitable for urban designation, are still

excluded from the urban category. See Li Mengbai "Woguo chengzhen
fazhan de zhanwan"(Prospect of urban development in China), Chengxian
jianshe uction, 1983, No.12, (December 1983), p.17; also Hu Xuwei, "Dui
woguo chengzhen hua

43. Li Chengrui, "Cong renkou pucha gongbao..," pp.31-32.

44. See the Explanatory Notes of TJNJ 1981, p. 4 9 5 . A recent

confirmation of the above is in Hu Kaihua and Chen Wei, "Woguo chengzhen
renkou tongji de youguan wenti" (Questions related to China's urban

population statistics), Renkou yu jingji, 1984 No.3, (June 1984),

pp.39-42 and 24.

45. Li Chengrui, "Cong renkou pucha gongbao .. ," pp.31-32.

46. Examples of the NPCT and the TPCT not being differentiated can be

found in Ma Hong et al (eds.), Xiandai Zhongguo jingji shidian, p.14;

and Zhang Chunyuan et al (eds), Renkou jingjixue (Population Economics),
(Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanxue, 1983), p. 3 30 .

47. In fact, the definition of urban population based on a de jure

criterion is not particularly unique to the Chinese case; the same

thing is found in the USSR, see Cecil Houston, "Administrative control

of migration to Moscow, 1959-75," The Canadian Geographer, Vol.23, No.1,
(Spring, 1979), pp. 32-44.
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48. By defining the urban population on a narrower population base,
the state would apparently reduce its moral, if not financial,
commitment to providing rations and services to urban residents without
non-agricultural household status.

49. Hu Xuwei, "Dui woguo chengzhen hua shuiping..," pp.23-26; Wu
Yuren, "Guanyu woguo shehuizhuyi chengshihua wenti," p.96; and Zhang
Tingwei, "Dui chengshihua fazhan dongli de tantao," p.59.

50. For example, the Shanghai's population in 1982 was reported by
residence (city proper/suburan counties) instead of the conventional
household classification (agricultural/non-agricultural) in Academy of
Social Science, Shanghai, Shanghai jingji, (Economy of Shanghai),
(Shanghai: Shanghai shehui kexueyuan chubanshe, 1983), p.1237; and
SCPCO & SSBPD, 10 Percent Sampling Tabulation on the 1982 Population
Census of the People's Republic of China, (Beijing: Zhongguo tongji
chubanshe, 1983). There are, however, still some cases where the
NPCT/non-NPCT division is used as an approximation of the urban/rural
dichotonmy, particularly in social and economic surveys.

51. This change in the definition was made known by the
statistical authorities in 1982 (see footnote 44 above) and other
subsequent publications. However, a few later writers, including
some citing figures from the TJNJ 1981, were still not aware of this
change or incorrectly interpreted it. Examples of these include John
Aird, "The preliminary results of China's 1982 Census," CQ, No.96,
(December, 1983), pp.613-640; and Jowett, "The growth of China's
population ... , p.1 5 6 ;and Orleans and Burnham, "The enigma...," p.790.

52. The urban population of the USA and the USSR was about 149
million (1980) and 173 million (1982), respectively. See US Bureau of
Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1982-83, (Washington
D.C.: US Government Printing Office, 1981), p.21; and USSR State
Statistical Administration, Narodnoe khoziaistvi SSSR 1922-1982:
Iubileinyo statisticheskii ezhegodnik (The National Economy of the USSR:
the Jubilee Statistical Yearbook), (Moskva: Finansy i Statistik, 1982),
p.9.

53. There is another possible source of underestimating the actual
urban size in the post-1964 period when compared to the pre-1964 one due
to a change in the enumeration criterion in 1964 Census. Refer to
discussion in Section 5.

54. A note of caution is necessary here. Statistics in Table 4 are
based on estimates from each country and hence are subject to
variability in both definition and accuracy. But in general, they are
still indicative of the long-term urban trends.

55. Refer to discussion in Section 1. Pi-chao Chen,
"Overurbanisation, rustication of urban-educated youths, and politics of
rural transformation," Comparative Politics, Vol.4, No.3, (April 1972),
pp.373-374, also cites statements indicating that the Chinese government
may have hoped to stablise the urban population at 110 million during
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the mid-1960s.

56. For example, see Reiitsu Kojima, "Shakaishugi kensetsu- to
toshika" (Socialist development and urbanisation), in Kojima (ed),
Chugoku no toshika to noson kensetsu, pp.19-22; Laurence Ma, "Anti-
urbanism in China," Proceedings of Association of American Geographers,
Vol.8, (1976), pp.114-118; Charles P. Cell, "The urban-rural con-
tradiction in the Maoist era: the pattern of deurbanisation in China,"
Comparative Urban Research, Vol.7, No.3, (1980), pp.48-69; Ishikawa,
"China's economic growth since 1949," pp.250-251.

57. SSB, Zhongguo tongji nianiian 1983 (TJNJ 1983) (Statistical
Yearbook of China 1983), (Beijing: Zhongguo tongji chubanshe, 1983),
pp.10 3 -10 5 .

58. Li Chengrui, "Shinian neiluan qijian woguo jingji qingkuang fenxi
- jianlun zheyi qijian tongji shuzi de kekaoxing" (An analysis of
China's economy in the ten-year-disaster period and comments on the
reliability of statistics of this period"), Jingji yanyiu, 1984 No.1,
(1984), pp. 2 3-3 1 .

59. Some of the minor differences in the 1950s' figures are presumbly
due to the retrospective adjustments of the previous data by the SSB.

60. In fact, one would note on inspection of the TPCT data three
sudden ups and downs of urban increase in 1955, 1960-63, and 1964.
While the drop in urban growth in 1955 is likely to be mainly caused by
the revision of urban criteria, and the trough of the early 1960s is
definitely a result of the decline in urban increase rate and of the
then massive resettlement of urban people, the precipitous increase of
13 million of urban population within one single year of 1964 is likely
a statistical phenomenon. Much of this "abnormal" growth occurred in
the first half of 1964, as shown in the mid-1964 figure (127.1 million).
One suspects that this anomaly was caused by:

(i) The retrospective inclusion in the 1964 Census of urban residents
not counted or registered in any previous enumerations. Incomplete
population registration in 1960-63 would be likely in time of massive
migration. Indirect evidence of this is found in Rankou pucha qiansuo
(A Brief Discussion of Population Censuses)(Beijing: Zhongguo tongi
chubanshe, 1982) pp.46-47).

(ii) The change of criterion in classifying "regular" residents.
Before 1964, a migrant would be counted as part of the regular resident
population of the "destination" place irrespective of his length of stay
there; starting from mid-1964 (the Second Census), the new enumeration
method required a migrant to have stayed in the "destination" place for
at least one year to be counted as a regular resident of that
"destination" place, otherwise he would still be included as one of the
population of his former residence (See ibid., p.47.) The new
enumeration method will shift (or delay) the effect of net migration on
the urban size by one year compared to the previous method. In a
situation experiencing net urban outmigration, as was in 1964, the urban
population size calculated by the new method would tend to "overcount"
the urban size when compared to statistics based on the previous method,
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resulting in an abnormal growth.

61. In a more general case of net urban inmigration, the post-1964

calculation method (see footnote above) would tend to "undercount" the

urban size when compared to the pre-1964 one. Over the the long term,

however, this discrepancy will diminish to insignificant level.

62. This net inmigration figure calculated here also includes net

population gain or loss due to urban reclassification, the extent of

which cannot be gauged from the existing information. The figure,

however, excludes illegal and semi-legal urban inmigration, which would

most probably have increased since the early 1960s.

63. Based on Ansley J. Coale, Rapid Population Change in China,
1952-1982, (Washington D.C.: National Academy Press, 1984), pp. 2 8 and

69, the completeness of birth registration in China averaged about 91

percent for 1966-76 while death registration averaged about 84 percent

over the same period. When applied against 1966-76 vital rates in TJNJ

1983, p.105, these figures would yield an undercounting percentage of

about 8 percent in the reported/rate of natural increase for this / national
period.

64. Adding six percent to the higher version of the average annual

urban rate of natural increase (1.75) yields a rate of 1.86, which is

still lower than the average annual growth rate of urban population

(1.88).

65. One also suspects that outmigration occurred mostly in large
cities and inmigration in smaller urban places.

66. This total includes the resettlement of 17 million urban youths

in the countryside through shangshan xiaxiang. The remaining 13 million

include the number of relocated urban workers and intellectuals, and
their families through xiafang. See Wu Youren, "Guanyu woguo shehuzhuyi

chengshihua wenti," p.97. Similar evidence is found in: Feng Lanrui

and Zhao Lukuan, Zhongguo chengzhen de jiuye he gongzi (Employment and

Wage in Urban China), (Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1982), p.6; Orleans,
"China's urban population..," pp.279-283; and Beijing Review, Vol.25,

No.39, (September 27, 1982), p.2 0 .

67. Lardy, Agriculture in China's Development, pp.196-19 7 ; and Yu

Hongjun and Ning Yuemin, Chengshi dili gailun (Theories of Urban

Geography), (Hefei: Anhui keji chubanshe, 1983), pp.155-156.

68. Examples are: State Council, "Directive on the strict control of

the flow of rural labour force into cities to work and the conversion of

agricultural population into non-agricultural population," Guowuyuan

gongbao, February 10,1982, pp.885-887; and ----- , "Directive on the

strict forbidding unhealthy tendencies in the work of recruiting and

assigning state workers and staff," ibid, June 10,1982, pp.339-342.

69. State Council, "Directive on the strict forbidding unhealthy
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tendencies .. ," ibid, pp.339-342.

70. A detailed explanation of these is found in Blecher, "Peasants
labour for urban industry."

71. Ibid; John Emerson, "The labour force of China 1957-80," in US
Congress, China Under the Four Modernisations, Part, I, pp.224-267;
Lardy, Agriculture in China's Development, pp.196-197; and Chance,
China's Urban Villages, pp.51-54.

72. A portion of their salaries, however, has to be handed over to
the production teams to which these temporary and contract workers
belong. In addition to other possible benefits such as free housing and
learning of skills, there is also a likelihood that they might one day
be granted a regular worker (non-agricultural household) status. See
Blecher, "Peasants labour for urban industry;" and Ma Xia, "Guanyu
zhangshixin nongye renkou..."

73. Blecher, Ibid.

74. There are some close parallels here with the problem of
"temporary" and "permanent" residence status in the Soviet cities and
the associated statistical accounting problems. See C. Houston, "Ad-
ministrative control of migration to Moscow, 1959-75," pp.32-44.

75. Ma Xia, "Guanyu zhangshixin nongye renkou..." and State Council,
"Directive on the strict control of the flow..," Guowuyuan gongbao,
February 10,1982, p.8 8 5 .

76. This has been widely reported in Chinese media; see Feng Lanrui
ad Zhao Lukuan, Zhongguo chengzhen de jiuye he gongzi, pp.6-7; and also
Beijing Review, Vol.25, No.39, (September 27, 1982), p.20 .

77. Rusticated urban youths began to legally flow back to cities
since 1974 under various names, see Feng and Zhao, Ibid, p.7; also
Thomas P. Bernstain, Up to the Mountain and Down to the Villags, (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), Ch.6.

78. Wu Yuren and Zhuang Linde, "Guanyu woguo chengshi jiaogu...,"
p.1 4 6. Natural increase was not likely the sole contributor of a rapid
annual population growth rate as high as 5 percent; large part of this
growth rate must be attributed to inmigration.

79. The definition of various urban size categories is in City
Planning Regulations, Article 2, reproduced in Xinhua yuebao (New China
Monthly), 1984, No.1, pp.84-86. The policy of favouring the growth of
smaller settlements has been the official guidelines for locating new
industries since the late 1950s. It was made as an official urban
policy in 1980. See Buck, "Policies favouring the growth of smaller
urban places," Laurence Ma and Edward Hanten (eds.), Urban Deveopment in
China, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1981) pp.123-124; and Renmin ribao,
October 16, 1980, p.1.
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80. According to TJNJ 1981, p.92, the NPC/TPC ratio for cities with
NPC over one million was 0.81, and for those- between 0.5 to one million,
it was 0.71 (1981 end-year). The overall NPCT/TPCT ratio for all cities
and towns was 0.71 in mid-1982 (computed from Table 3).

81. Xu Xueqiang, "Trends and changes of the urban system in China,"
Third World Planning Review, Vol.6, No.1 (Feruary, 1984), pp.47-59.

82. Fei Xiatong, "Xian chengzhen da wenti" ("Small towns, a big
issue"), Liaowang(Lookout), 1984, No.2-5, (January 16-30, 1984).

83. Refer to footnote 56 above.

84. The average annual urban population growth rates for India and
Brazil between 1960-75 were 3.4 percent and 4.8 percent respectively
(computed from UNPD, Patterns of Urban .. , Table 48.)

85. Some of these problems are discussed in John P. Emerson, "Urban
school-leavers and unemployment in China," CQ, Vol.93, (March, 1983),
pp.1-16; Feng Lanrui ad Zhao Lukuan, ZhoTigguo chengzhen de jiuye he
gongzi , pp.6-7; and Feng Haohua, "Dui Qinghai yimin yu kenhuang de
lishi kaocha" (A historical survey of the migration to, and opening up
of Qinghai), Jingji yuanjiu, 1983, No.3 (May 1983), pp.52-57.

86. Of course, in certain periods like the early 1960s, the
availability of surplus grain from rural areas for urban population
might act as an effective constraint to the increase of urban
population, see Ishikawa, "China's economic growth since 1949," p.257.

87. Computed from 1978-82, TJNJ 1983, p.103. This sudden rebound of
urban growth rate was due to the return of urban people previously
rusticated. This suggests that the rustication movement only delayed,
rather than actually reduced, the urban population growth.
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Annex 2

September 24,.1986

AIDE MEMOIRE

1. The World Bank Urban Services Sector Mission visited Zhejiang
from August 31 to September 23 in order to review and analyze the

urbanization trends and patterns in Zhejiang, the current situation in
urban finance, urban planning as related to land development and
housing, and the status of urban services, focussing primarily on water
supply, sewerage, and tranport and traffic management. The mission

visited the cities of Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou,
and the towns of Jianqiao, Keqiao, Xikou, Baixiang, Tangxia, and
Huzhen. These cities and towns covered the range of large, medium, and
small urban centers and represented the major geographical locations in
Zhejiang. The objective of the mission was to gain a better
understanding of the key issues involved in rapid urbanization and
their implications. From the experience in Zhejiang, which has been
selected as a representative province where urbanization has been
rapid, the sector study is expected to shed light on urbanization
issues on a national level. This in turn will help the World Bank and
the Chinese Government to formulate a longer term lending program for
the sector. For these reasons, the World Bank believes that this
sector study to be very important, and it has mobilized substantial
resources for the study. The purpose of this memorandum is to express
the mission's appreciation for the efforts of the Chinese government at

various levels in collaborating with the World Bank study, to record
its initial impressions, and to enumerate information requests that are

still outstanding. The views expressed in this aide memoire are those

of the mission, and are subject to further review by World Bank

management.

2. The Chinese Government, at various levels, has been very

supportive of the Zhejiang Urban Services Sector Study. To collaborate

with the World Bank study, the central, provincial, and local

governments mobilized large numbers of staff, experts, and substantial

resources; the various levels of government ensured that the mission

had the appropriate counterparts and that its requests for information

and data were adequately satisfied. Throughout the mission, despite

the long hours and long distances of travel, the collaboration between

the Chinese teams and the World Bank mission was cordial and friendly.

Because of this, the World Bank team has achieved most of its mission

objectives. This is an excellent beginning to what the mission hopes

will be a long period of mutual collaboration.

3. The central government was instrumental in paving the way for

this sector work. The State Council authorized this sector study. The

State Planning Commission assisted the mission during the planning

stage, and sent a representative to Hangzhou for the provincial wrap-up

meetings. A Ministry of Finance representative participated in the

city and town visits and in the provincial wrap-up meetings. Experts

in Beijing were also made available for discussions on local finance.



The Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and Environmental

Protection (MURCEP) sent high level representatives during the

preparation mission last April/May; six representatives also
participated in the mission's acti-vities this trip. These individuals

from the central ministries provided critical inf'ormation on central

government policies and viewpoints in the areas of urban development,
finance, transport, water and sewerage, and planning issues related to

land development and housing.

4. Under the leadership of Vice Governor Shen Zulun, the provincial

government of Zhejiang established in May 1986 a Leadership Group for

Provincial Urban Studies to collaborate with the World Bank's urban

sector work. This Leadership Group is headed by the Vice Governor

himself as Chairman, with eleven other members from the relevant

provincial bureaus or commissions. Among the latter were the Urban and

Rural Construction Bureau, the Finance Bureau, the Planning and

Economic Commission, the Statistical Bureau, the Administrative Bureau,
the Economic Research Institute, the Audit Bureau, the Materials

Bureau, and the vice mayors of Hangzhou and Shaoxing. In addition, the

Provincial Government established an Office of Provincial Urban Studies

under the leadership of Mr. Li Jiahong, the Deputy Director of the

Urban and Rural C-onstruction Bureau. The staff and experts of this

office organized themselves into four teams with specialized expertise

to conduct the sector work with the World Bank team. They also

provided guidance, assistance, and large amounts of provincial

information and data, while ensuring the consistency, accuracy, and

comparability of information provided by the local governments. In

each of the cities of Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou,

the municipal governments mobilized large numbers of relevant officials

and experts, organized into urban development, urban finance,
transport, and water and waste water groups. They helped the mission

better understand provincial and local issues. The municipal teams

were typically headed by the Mayor or Vice Mayor, with the leaders of

the Capital Construction Bureaus coordinating the work of several

related bureaus within the city. These municipal teams provided the

mission with a great deal of information and data. In each of the

towns visited, the mayor and his staff also assisted the mission.

Often, the town officials were accompanied by their county or district

leaders; they, too, proved invaluable to the mission during its short

visits.

5. The mission would like to express its gratitude to the central,
provincial, municipal, and town governments for their collaboration,
for all the hard work, and for the patience in answering questions and

providing data. Without their collaboration, the mission would never

have accomplished its objectives. We are especially grateful to the

central and provincial representatives who accompanied us on all of our

field trips. The mission would like particularly to thank Mr. Li

Jiahong, who has not spared himself in making sure that the mission was

organized efficiently, in terms of work environment, accomodations, and

logistics. He and his staff must be congratulated for an excellent

job.

6. Together with the central, provincial, and local officials, the

mission was able to conduct many discussions and to collect large



amounts of information. With a few exceptions regarding information on

population and municipal finance, which are detailed in the attached

Annex, the mission has sufficient information and to write its sector

report, and fulfill its objectives as elaborated in para. 1 above. We

hope that by mid-May 1987, the World Bank would b*e able to discuss the

sector report with the Government at the central and provincial levels,
and to finalize the report before end June 1987. Prior to formal

discussions, there may be need for consultation with relevant

counterparts regarding parts of the report, in order to enhance its

accuracy and quality. If there is a project, the timing mentioned above

does not preclude project preparation work from going ahead. There are

two urban projects in the lending program agreed to between the World

Bank and the Chinese Government for the period of the Seventh Five-Year

Plan (1986-1990), The Zhejiang Provincial representatives have strongly

emphasized their hope that one of these two urban projects will be

located in Zhejiang. Given the tremendous effort of both the province

and municipal governments to date, the mission understands the

Provincial Government's point of view. However, formal project

preparation can only begin after agreement has been reached between the

Chinese Government and the World Bank regarding the location and content

of the two projects mentioned earlier. Once agreement has been reached,
project preparation can begin without awaiting the completion of the

final version of the sector study.

7. From our brief visits to the five cities and six towns, we have

some preliminary impressions regarding the status and constraints of the

key urban infrastructure in water supply, sewerage, transport and

traffic management, and land development and housing. These would need

to be confirmed later on by thorough analyses of the data and

information collected during this mission. The mission noted that due to

the recent rapid growth (especially since 1978) in the urban and rural

economies, each of the five cities which the mission visited have been

experiencing rapid growth. By the year 2000, Zhejiang hopes to more

than quadruple output, expanding at a rate higher than the average for

China. This would lead to very rapid urbanization, which raises a

number of issues related to strategies of urban development, including

planning, institutions, investments, and financing. During our visits,
it was obvious that each of the cities have serious constraints. To a

greater or lesser extent, the cities must tackle serious deficiencies

in water supply, waste water disposal, urban transport and traffic

management, housing, land use planning, as well as in other urban

services such as gas, electricity, heating, telecommunications, etc.

They are also experiencing problems in the areas of urban management and

finance. Due to the lack of adequate investments in urban

infrastructure during the past three decades, in many cities, the

existing key urban services are not adequate even to meet current

demands. Particularly critical are the problems in water supply, urban

transport and traffic management, land development and housing. To

increase the economic efficiency of these cities, to ensure that cities

will fulfill their part in the achievement of the Zhejiang's goal of

more than quadrupling output by the year 2000, and to meet the needs

that will be generated by such rapid economic development during the

next decade and a half, massive investments will have to be made in

urban infrastructure. Because of financial constraints, many of these

investments will have to be phased. Better planning and implementation



of existing and future projects will be needed to ensure economic use of

scarce resources. The existing level of resources are insufficient for

the kind of urban infrastructure investment required. Pending further

analysis, it appears that new ways- and mechanisms are needed to mobilize

the large financial resources required, including, perhaps, new local

level taxes, domestic borrowings (through bond issues or loans), foreign

borrowings, higher levels of user charges to ensure greater cost

recovery in public utilities and housing, making subsidies more

transparent, and encouraging more attempts at self-financing, etc. There

also appears to be room for improving the yield of current taxes, and a

need for reviewing the taxation schemes and their administration. The

mission has looked at some project proposals prepared by the municipal

governments visited, but only in a very preliminary way and in the

course of sector-work. After this mission, the World Bank hopes to

initiate discussions with the central government ministries (State

Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance, and MURCEP) regarding the

location, form, and content of the two urban projects in the five-year

lending program.

8. This mission marks the beginning of what it believes could be a

long-term collaboration among the central, provincial, and municipal

governments, and :the World Bank. Certainly, there will be other topics

that deserve more detailed study in the context of continuing sector

work. This sector work will be done jointly among central agencies,
provincial agencies, and the World Bank. Furthermore, if the decision

is made to locate an urban project in Zhejiang, the preparation work

will be even greater than for the urban sector study. Detailed project

preparation will be needed, including feasibility studies, preliminary

designs, final designs, preparation of bidding documents, etc. as well

as more detailed studies regarding institutional arrangements,

financing plans, and technical, financial and economic evaluation of

alternatives in the process of project appraisal. Such further work

may require a commitment of more resources than those that have already

been expended for the current sector work.

9. The leaders of the Zhejiang Province Office of Urban Sector

Studies discussed this aide memoire with the mission, and they are in

agreement with its contents.

cc: 1. Vice Governor Shen Zulun

2. Mr. Li Jiahong

3. Madame Zhang Xian, State Planning Commission

4. Mr. Wang Liansheng, Ministry of Finance

S. Mr. Zhang Yaoru, Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and

Environmental Protection

6. System Reform Commission



Annex
Data Requests Outstanding

A. Information regarding population

1. For Zhejiang as a whole

a. number of towns each year, 1978, 1986

b. population over two points in time (say, 1980 and 1985)

c. demographic characteristics of new permanent migrants and of

temporary migrants for each of the cities of Hangzhou,
Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou. Random sample of 100

temporary and 100 of permanent migrants from registrations

with Public Security

d. Clarification of the regulations for migration (already

translated into Chinese and given to Mr. Zhou to seek

clarification from Public Security, including booklet on

regulations for migration.)

2. For Hangzhou City
a. Built-up Area. (i) 1980 natural population growth (in absolute

numbers and %); (ii) 1985 total population growth (in absolute

numbers and %); (iii) Population in 1980

b. Built-up area in sq. km. for 1980, 1985, 1990 forecast, and

2000 forecast. Please repeat similar information for entire

City Proper (shiqu)

c. Average household income (and date) for built-up area and for

city proper.
d. Jianqiao. Population forecast of town population for 1990,

2000. Built-up area of Jianqiao for 1980, 1985, 1990

(forecast), 2000 (forecast). Population of built-up area of

Jianqiao for 1980, 1985, 1990 (forecast), 2000 (forecast).

3. For Shaoxing

a. Area of City Proper in sq km for 1980

b. 1980 population of built-up area for Keqiao

4. For Ningbo

a. Old City, area in sq km for 1980

b. City Proper, area in sq km for 1980

c. Forecasted Population for (i) Old City in year 2000; and (ii)

for City Proper for 1990 and 2000.

d. Average household income (and date) for the built-up area and

for City Proper

5. For Wenzhou
a. Approximate number of persons with temporary permits living in

the Wenzhou built-up area and in the City Proper

6. For Quzhou

a. For 1986, the approximate number of persons with temporary

residence permits for stays exceeding 3 days for the built-up

area and for the City Proper.

B. Information regarding Municipal Finance *

1. Province
Information regarding: (a) price index; (b) employment growth;

(c) income growth; (d) revenue/expenditure statements for earlier

years.
2. Hangzhou

Financial information of public utilities such as water supply co.

and bus company for years 1979 through 1985.



3. Shaoxing
Nothing has been received from Shaoxing regarding information

requested during mission's last day in Shaoxing.

4. Ningbo
Information regarding profit tax on state-owned enterprises. They

provided total taxes collected but not taxes retained by the city

government. They also had promised some data to indicate the

growth in enterprise activity in the city.

5. Wenzhou
Information for city revenues and expenditures was provided for

1985. They promised one earlier year. Also, they promised, but

have not provided, time series of data on the amount of revenue

actually retained by the city.

6. Quzhou
They have not provided time series on revenues retained by the

city. They also promised data to indicate growth in enterprise

activity.

* Essentially, data that were requested during field visits have not

been received. Unless Shaoxing data are provided, it may be difficult

to include Shaoxing in the municipal finance chapter of the report. All

data requested are essential to write a good report.



Annex 2

Sept.ember 24, 1986

IQE MEMOIRE

1. The World Bank Urban Services Sector Mission visited Zhejiang
from August 31 to September 23 in order to review and analyze the

urbanization trends and patterns in Zhejiang, the current situation in

urban finance, urban planning as related to land development and

housing, and the status of urban services, focussing primarily on water

supply, sewerage, and tranport and traffic management. The mission

visited the cities of Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou,
and the towns of Jianqiao, Keqiao, Xikou, Baixiang, Tangxia, and
Huzhen. These cities and towns covered the range of large, medium, and

small urban centers and represented the major geographical locations in

Zhejiang. The objective of the mission was to gain a better

understanding of the key issues involved in rapid urbanization and

their implications. From the experience in Zhejiang, which has been

selected as a representative province where urbanization has been

rapid, the sector study is expected to shed light on urbanization

issues on a national level. This in turn will help the World Bank and

the Chinese Government to formulate a longer term lending program for

the sector. For these reasons, the World Bank believes that this

sector study to be very important, and it has mobilized substantial

resources for the study. The purpose of this memorandum is to express
the mission's appreciation for the efforts of the Chinese government at

various levels in collaborating with the World Bank study, to record

its initial impressions, and to enumerate information requests that are

still outstanding. The views expressed in this aide memoire are those

of the mission, and are subject to further review by World Bank

management.

2. The Chinese Government, at various levels, has been very

supportive of the Zhejiang Urban Services Sector Study. To collaborate

with the World Bank study, the central, provincial, and local

governments mobilized large numbers of staff, experts, and substantial

resources; the various levels of government ensured that the mission

had the appropriate counterparts and that its requests for information

and data were adequately satisfied. Throughout the mission, despite

the long hours and long distances of travel, the collaboration between

the Chinese teams and the World Bank mission was cordial and friendly.

Because of this, the World Bank team has achieved most of its mission

objectives. This is an excellent beginning to what the mission hopes

will be a long period of mutual collaboration.

3. The central government was instrumental in paving the way for

this sector work. The State Council authorized this sector study. The

State Planning Commission assisted the mission during the planning

stage, and sent a representative to Hangzhou for the provincial wrap-up

meetings. A Ministry of Finance representative participated in the

city and town visits and in the provincial wrap-up meetings. Experts

in Beijing were also made available for discussions on local finance.



The Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and Environmental

Protection (MURCEP) sent high level representatives during the

preparation mission last April/May; six representatives also

participated in the mission's acti-vities this trip. These individuals

from the central ministries provided critical inf'ormation on central

government policies and viewpoints in the areas of urban development,

finance, transport, water and sewerage, and planning issues related to

land development and housing.

4. Under the leadership of Vice Governor Shen Zulun, the provincial

government of Zhejiang established in May 1986 a Leadership Group for

Provincial Urban Studies to collaborate with the World Bank's urban

sector work. This Leadership Group is headed by the Vice Governor

himself as Chairman, with eleven other members from the relevant

provincial bureaus or commissions. Among the latter were the Urban and

Rural Construction Bureau, the Finance Bureau, the Planning and

Economic Commission, the Statistical Bureau, the Administrative Bureau,

the Economic Research Institute, the Audit Bureau, the Materials

Bureau, and the vice mayors of Hangzhou and Shaoxing. In addition, the

Provincial Government established an Office of Provincial Urban Studies

under the leadership of Mr. Li Jiahong, the Deputy Director of the

Urban and Rural Cnonstruction Bureau. The staff and experts of this

office organized themselves into four teams with specialized expertise

to conduct the sector work with the World Bank team. They also

provided guidance, assistance, and large amounts of provincial

information and data, while ensuring the consistency, accuracy, and

comparability of information provided by the local governments. In

each of the cities of Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou,

the municipal governments mobilized large numbers of relevant officials

and experts, organized into urban development, urban finance,

transport, and water and waste water groups. They helped the mission

better understand provincial and local issues. The municipal teams

were typically headed by the Mayor or Vice Mayor, with the leaders of

the Capital Construction Bureaus coordinating the work of several

related bureaus within the city. These municipal teams provided the

mission with a great deal of information and data. In each of the

towns visited, the mayor and his staff also assisted the mission.

Often, the town officials were accompanied by their county or district

leaders; they, too, proved invaluable to the mission during its short

visits.

S. The mission would like to express its gratitude to the central,

provincial, municipal, and town governments for their collaboration,

for all the hard work, and for the patience in answering questions and

providing data. Without their collaboration, the mission would never

have accomplished its objectives. We are especially grateful to the

central and provincial representatives who accompanied us on all of our

field trips. The mission would like particularly to thank Mr. Li

Jiahong, who has not spared himself in making sure that the mission was

organized efficiently, in terms of work environment, accomodations, and

logistics. He and his staff must be congratulated for an excellent

job.

6. Together with the central, provincial, and local officials, the

mission was able to conduct many discussions and to collect large



amounts of information. With a few exceptions regarding information on

population and municipal finance, which are detailed in the attached

Annex, the mission has sufficient information and to write its sector

report, and fulfill its objectives, as elaborated in para. 1 above. We

hope that by mid-May 1987, the World Bank would b*e able to discuss the

sector report with the Government at the central and provincial levels,

and to finalize the report before end June 1987. Prior to formal

discussions, there may be need for consultation with relevant

counterparts regarding parts of the report, in order to enhance its

accuracy and quality. If there is a project, the timing mentioned above

does not preclude project preparation work from going ahead. There are

two urban projects in the lending program agreed to between the World

Bank and the Chinese Government for the period of the Seventh Five-Year

Plan (1986-1990), The Zhejiang Provincial representatives have strongly

emphasized their hope that one of these two urban projects will be

located in Zhejiang. Given the tremendous effort of both the province

and municipal governments to date, the mission understands the

Provincial Government's point of view. However, formal project

preparation can only begin after agreement has been reached between the

Chinese Government and the World Bank regarding the location and content

of the two projects mentioned earlier. Once agreement has been reached,

project preparation can begin without awaiting the completion of the

final version of the sector study.

7. From our brief visits to the five cities and six towns, we have

some preliminary impressions regarding the status and constraints of the

key urban infrastructure in water supply, sewerage, transport and

traffic management, and land development and housing. These would need

to be confirmed later on by thorough analyses of the data and

information collected during this mission. The mission noted that due to

the recent rapid growth (especially since 1978) in the urban and rural

economies, each of the five cities which the mission visited have been

experiencing rapid growth. By the year 2000, Zhejiang hopes to more

than quadruple output, expanding at a rate higher than the average for

China. This would lead to very rapid urbanization, which raises a

number of issues related to strategies of urban development, including

planning, institutions, investments, and financing. During our visits,

it was obvious that each of the cities have serious constraints. To a

greater or lesser extent, the cities must tackle serious deficiencies

in water supply, waste water disposal, urban transport and traffic

management, housing, land use planning, as well as in other urban

services such as gas, electricity, heating, telecommunications, etc.

They are also experiencing problems in the areas of urban management and

finance. Due to the lack of adequate investments in urban

infrastructure during the past three decades, in many cities, the

existing key urban services are not adequate even to meet current

demands. Particularly critical are the problems in water supply, urban

transport and traffic management , land development and housing. To

increase the economic efficiency of these cities, to ensure that cities

will fulfill their part in the achievement of the Zhejiang's goal of

more than quadrupling output by the year 2000, and to meet the needs

that will be generated by such rapid economic development during the

next decade and a half, massive investments will have to be made in

urban infrastructure. Because of financial constraints, many of these

investments will have to be phased. Better planning and implementation



of existing and future projects will be needed to ensure economic use of

scarce resources. The existing level of resources are insufficient for

the kind of urban infrastructure investment required. Pending further

analysis, it appears that new ways and mechanisms are needed to mobilize

the large financial resources required, including, perhaps, new local

level taxes, domestic borrowings (through bond issues or loans), foreign

borrowings, higher levels of user charges to ensure greater cost

recovery in public utilities and housing, making subsidies more

transparent, and encouraging more attempts at self-financing, etc. There

also appears to be room for improving the yield of current taxes, and a

need for reviewing the taxation schemes and their administration. The

mission has looked at some project proposals prepared by the municipal

governments visited, but only in a very preliminary way and in the

course of sector-work. After this mission, the World Bank hopes to

initiate discussions with the central government ministries (State

Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance, and MURCEP) regarding the

location, form, and content of the two urban projects in the five-year

lending program.

8. This mission marks the beginning of what it believes could be a

long-term collaboration among the central, provincial, and municipal

governments, and :the World Bank. Certainly, there will be other topics

that deserve more detailed study in the context of continuing sector

work. This sector work will be done jointly among central agencies,

provincial agencies, and the World Bank. Furthermore, if the decision

is made to locate an urban project in Zhejiang, the preparation work

will be even greater than for the urban sector study. Detailed project

preparation will be needed, including feasibility studies, preliminary

designs, final designs, preparation of bidding documents, etc. as well

as more detailed studies regarding institutional arrangements,

financing plans, and technical, financial and economic evaluation of

alternatives in the process of project appraisal. Such further work

may require a commitment of more resources than those that have already

been expended for the current sector work.

9. The leaders of the Zhejiang Province Office of Urban Sector

Studies discussed this aide memoire with the mission, and they are in

agreement with its contents.

cc: 1. Vice Governor Shen Zulun

2. Mr. Li Jiahong
3. Madame Zhang Xian, State Planning Commission

4. Mr. Wang Liansheng, Ministry of Finance

S. Mr. Zhang Yaoru, Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and

Environmental Protection

6. System Reform Commission



Annex

Data Requests Outstanding

A. Information regarding population

1. For Zhejiang as a whole

a. number of towns each year, 1978, 1986

b. population over two points in time (say, 1980 and 1985)

c. demographic characteristics of new permanent migrants and of

temporary migrants for each of the cities of Hangzhou,

Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou. Random sample of 100

temporary and 100 of permanent migrants from registrations

with Public Security

d. Clarification of the regulations for migration (already

translated into Chinese and given to Mr. Zhou to seek

clarification from Public Security, including booklet on

regulations for migration.)

2. For Hangzhou City

a. Built-up Area. (i) 1980 natural population growth (in'absolute

numbers and %); (ii) 198S total population growth (in absolute

numbers and %); (iii) Population in 1980

b. Built-up area in sq. km. for 1980, 1985, 1990 forecast, and

2000 forecast. Please repeat similar information for entire

City Proper (shiqu)

c. Average household income (and date) for built-up area and for

city proper.
d. Jianqiao. Population forecast of town population for 1990,

2000. Built-up area of Jianqiao for 1980, 1985, 1990

(forecast), 2000 (forecast). Population of built-up area of

Jianqiao for 1980, 1985, 1990 (forecast), 2000 (forecast).

3. For Shaoxing

a. Area of City Proper in sq km for 1980

b. 1980 population of built-up area for Keqiao

4. For Ningbo

a. Old City, area in sq km for 1980

b. City Proper, area in sq km for 1980

c. Forecasted Population for (i) Old City in year 2000; and (ii)

for City Proper for 1990 and 2000.

d. Average household income (and date) for the built-up area and

for City Proper

5. For Wenzhou

a. Approximate number of persons with temporary permits living in

the Wenzhou built-up area and in the City Proper

6. For Quzhou

a. For 1986, the approximate number of persons with temporary

residence permits for stays exceeding 3 days for the built-up

area and for the City Proper.

B. Information regarding Municipal Finance *

1. Province

Information regarding: (a) price index; (b) employment growth;

(c) income growth; (d) revenue/expenditure statements for earlier

years.
2. Hangzhou

Findacial information of public utilities such as water supply co.

and bus company for years 1979 through 1985.



3. Shaoxing
Nothing has been received from Shaoxing regarding information

requested during mission's last day in Shaoxing.

4. Ningbo

Information regarding profit tax on state-owned enterprises. They

provided total taxes collected but not taxes retained by the city

government. They also had promised some data to indicate the

growth in enterprise activity in the city.

S. Wenzhou
Information for city revenues and expenditures was provided for

1985. They promised one earlier year. Also, they promised, but

have not provided, time series of data on the amount of revenue

actually retained by the city.

6. Quzhou

They have not provided time series on revenues retained by the

city. They also promised data to indicate growth in enterprise

activity.

* Essentially, data that were requested during field visits have not

been received. Unless Shaoxing data are provided, it may be difficult

to include Shaoxing in the municipal finance chapter of the report. All

data requested are essential to write a good report.
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DATE October 9, 1986

TO Mr. Ind r K. S d, Chief, AEPUW

FROM B u Kok, A.M. Hamer (AEPUW), U. Sae-Hau (AEACH),

A. Bertaud, R. Bahl, and J. Zhan& ,Consultants)

EXTENSION 61895

SUBJECT Back-to-Office Report - CHINA - Zhejiang Urban Services
Sector Survey

Introduction

1. In accordance with terms of reference issued August 14, 1986,

a mission comprising B. Cu Kok, A.M. Hamer (AEPUW), U. Sae-Hau (AEACH),

M. Oddie, A. Bertaud, D. Kneebone, R. Bahl, and J. Zhang (consultants)
visited China to conduct urban sector work. The mission's objective was

to use Zhejiang'as a representative province for China to review and

analyze the current status, issues, institutions, and policies related

to: (a) urbanization trends and patterns; (b) urban planning,

especially as it related to urban land develpment and housing; (c) pro-

vision of urban services, focusing on water supply, sewerage, and urban

transport and management; and (d) municipal finance, clarifying the

intergovernmental fiscal relationships below the level of the Province.

Messrs. Bruestle (UNDP/RAS) and D. de Ferranti (Chief, WUDOD) joined the

mission for part of the time to provide assistance on water supply and

sewerage and on municipal finance, respectively. Messrs. Goering (RMC)

and Sud (Chief, AEPUW) participated in the provincial wrap-up meetings
in Hangzhou on September 23. Together with Mr. Sud, some members of the

mission visited Beijing September 24-28 and briefed the central minis-

tries (Min-istry of Finance, Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and

Environmental Protection, and State Planning Commission) about the

findings of the mission and future lending program. The mission members

also discussed with representatives of the System Reform Commission, the

China Academy of Social Sciences, and the China Urban Science Society

the preliminary results of the mission as well as possible collaboration

in future sector work. Mr. Pearce (Acting Chief, RMC) and Ms. Ogawa

(AEACH) also participated in the wrap-up meetings with the central

ministries and in the discussions on future lending program.

2. Mr. Cu Kok began work in Beijing on August 28, and the full

mission arrived in Hangzhou on August 31. Mr. Cu Kok coordinated the

mission's work. The mission was divided into five teams as follows:

Messrs. Hamer and Sae-Hau worked on urbanization issues and demographic

projections; Mr. Bertaud worked on urban planning issues related to land

and housing; Messrs. Bruestle and Oddie concentrated on water supply and

sewerage and Mr. Kneebone on urban transport issues; and Messrs. Bahl,

de Ferranti, and Zhang studied municipal finance. The mission worked in

Zhejiang September 1-23, and visited the cities of Hangzhou, Shaoxing,
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Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou, and the towns of Jianqiao, Keqiao, Xikou,

Baixiang, Tangxia, and Huzhen. The Chinese counterparts at the provin-

cial level were organized into the Zhejiang Provincial Sector Study
office with four teams: urban development (including planning); urban

finance; water supply and sewerage; and urban transport. In each of the

cities, municipal officials were also organized into four corresponding
teams, and in each of the towns, the mission's teams were able to

conduct discussions with appropriate officials on each of the four major

topics of population trends, planning, finance, and infrastructure
(focusing on water supply, waste water disposal, and transport). A

partial list of the Chinese officials met during the mission is appended

as Annex l.and the mission's aide memoire (expressing thanks and
detailing outstanding information requests) is appended as Annex 2.

3. The mission was able to accomplish the tasks it outlined for

itself in the initiating memorandum dated August 11, 1986. The
following praragraphs summarize the mission's preliminary findings and

outline the main topics to be addressed in the sector report. These

findings will need to be further refined and modified after a thorough

analysis of information collected during the mission and upon the

receipt of data outstanding.

Preliminary Findings and Topics to be Covered in Sector Report

4. Urbanization Trends and Patterns. One of the first tasks

confronting the mission was to clarify the definition of "urban." In

China, the concept of "urban" has undergone a number of changes, due

both to adjustments in the administrative boundaries of cities and towns

and in the definition of what constituted a town. Concepts such as "the

City" (shi) includes the "City Proper" (shiqu) and the counties under
the administration of the City (shixiaxian). The "City Proper" includes

"the built-up area" (jianchengqu) and its suburbs (jiaoqu). Just as
there is confusion regarding what constitutes the "urban area," there is

also confusion as to what constitutes the "urban population." The

official Chinese definition of urban population includes all residents

in cities and towns as administratively defined (chengzhen renkou).
However, using this definition overestimates the size of the urban

population, since outside of the built-up areas of the cities, the

population is typically rural or semi-rural. On the other hand, if one

uses the "non-agricultural population" (fei nongye renkou) as a proxy

one would underestimate the size of the urban population. In previous

years, the nonagricultural population in the cities and towns consti-

tuted those with official urban household registration. These were the

ones entitled to official grain subsidies and corresponded almost

exactly to the urban population. But with the advent of market economy,

there are increasingly large numbers of people living in cities and

towns who may retain their agricultural population (nongye renkou)

status, receive no grain subsidies, but live almost indefinitely in the

cities, with or without temporary registration. The mission, after some

study, decided that the most meaningful concept of "urban" for purposes

of discussing urbanization issues would be the "built-up areas" of

cities and towns, and the "urban population" would be those living

1/ Annexes 1 and 2 are retained in the files, they are available upon
request.
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permanently in these built-up areas, whether they have permanent urban
household registration, temporary registration, or without any
registration at all.

5. Using these definitions, the mission found that all cities and

towns it visited have been growing since 1980. Based on information
provided, preliminary analysis indicates that the "permanent" popula-

tions of the built-up areas of cities have grown at 3-6% p.a., and towns
have been growing at 5-8% p.a. The "temporary" residents of these

cities and towns have grown to be very significant in the last 5-6

years, and now constitute about 10-20% of the population in these urban

areas. While the official government policy remains to "strictly
control the size of large cities, rationally control the size of medium
cities, and vigorously encourage the growth of small cities and towns",
the policy seems to be applied only in the case of official changes in

household registration. In actuality, there appears to be little

concerted effort to control the movement of population into urban
centers regardless of size. Businessmen, tradesmen, and household labor
appear to be able to move into cities with relative ease, so long as
they take responsibility for securing housing and food. With the
liberalization of urban and rural economies, these problems are
increasingly easy to resolve. At the same time, jobs in the tertiary

sector have become more readily available for "temporary" migrants to

the urban areas. Typically, these "temporaries" are able to find
lodgings either on construction sites, with their employers, or are able

to find lodgings with relatives or in hostels or rented rooms.

6. The mission also found that growth trends of the recent past

are likely in the foreseeable future. While precise projections of
future urban population of individual cities and towns would be diffi-

cult, given the absorptive capacities and growth prospects of different

cities, the mission would be able to delineate different scenarios of
urbanization. As Zhejiang hopes to more than quadruple output during
the period 1986-2000, it is likely that its urbanization would be more
rapid than that of China as a whole. It is quite likely that Zhejiang's
total urban population would increase by 50% over the period 1986-2000,
implying an annual growth rate of about 3% p.a. Such rapid urbanization
raises major challenges: (a) additional land needs to be brought into
urban use, provided with infrastructure for significant additional
housing, industry, and other uses; (b) there is a need to expand urban

services (water supply, waste disposal, and urban transport of particu-
lar importance for urban growth) both to meet existing backlogs and to

serve needs created by additional population growth; (c) additional

resources on a continuous basis will be needed at the local level for
major investments in urban infrastructure and services and in operations

and maintenance, implying a great effort at resource mobilization at the

local level and cost recovery from major services; and (d) finally, the

issue of "temporary residents' requires careful review. They are often

left out of the urban planning process; as they are unlikely to return
to the rural areas, ignoring them could create serious anomolies and

problems for the future.
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7. The urbanization section of the sector study will: (a) analyze
the various concepts of "urban" and demonstrate why the mission's choice

is the most relevant in discussing urbanization issues; (b) analyze the
past urbanization patterns and trends in Zhejiang, focusing particularly
on the five cities and six towns visited by the mission; (c) examine the
effects of recent liberalization of the urban and rural economies on
urbanization; and (d) project probable urbanization levels in Zhejiang
for 1990 and 2000, using different assumptions regarding migration,
employment', and demographics. In the process, the report will examine
the Government's official and de facto policies on urbanization and the
feasibility of continuing with administrative controls on city size in

view of Zhejiang's and China's economic growth objectives and

policies. The likely themes of this chapter will be: (a) that urban
inmigration controls based on administrative means (while theoretically
feasible and possible under the present system) are incompatible with
China's macroeconomic growth objectives; (b) that rapid urbanization is

inevitable; and (c) that a more rational approach would be to plan for

rapid increase in the supply of serviced land and housing, and to make

possible the mobilization of the resources required to meet these needs.

8. Urban Planning and Housing. The mission found that urban

planning systems currently in place cannot deal effectively and effici-

ently with the problems expected during rapid urbanization. In the

cities, the present planning process is rather rigid and crude, with
many unintended and undesirable side effects. Although theoretically
the towns are also expected to adhere to the same system of urban
planning, they in fact follow a pragmatic "grassroots" approach which is

more appropriate to the needs generated by rapid urban expansion. In
the cities, much more emphasis is placed on fulfilling production quotas

(for example, floor space and water supply capacity) and on control (for
example, zoning and distances between buildings) than on efficiently
managing 1-and and capital resources and maintenance of assets. Distri-

bution indicators are almost never used to monitor the fulfillment of
objectives. The use of land is uniformly priced in the cities, although
there are significant variations in the compensation cost of land at

various locations. The cost of infrastructure and locational advantages

are not reflected in the land price, thus resulting in often irrational
land use patterns. In some towns visited, the variation in land use

price is much greater, and reflects locational and infrastructural
differences.

9. The approaches used by the cities can be expected to contri-

bute to major urban sprawl and uneconomic land use over the next several
years: (a) discrete road, housing, and industrial estate projects are

planned without considering how these would fit into a longer term urban

development strategy; (b) land development and housing projects generate
an unanticipated need for a major expansion of urban services, espe-
cially given the large differences in service standards between existing
and new areas; (c) land use in new developments is often quite ineffi-

cient since cities use criteria prescribed from Beijing and applied
locally without examining economic or local land use considerations;
(d) since cities have no mechanisms for recovering costs of trunk
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infrastructure in small, incremental projects, they tend to plan only

large projects outside of existing urban areas as this is the only way
they can recover cost of infrastructure through the price they charge to

enterprises or individual purchasers; (e) the cumulative maintenance

implications of replacing existing low-rise housing with new serviced

apartments are often not considered during planning; (f) increasing

disparities in access to housing are apparent, while the process of

planning concentrates only on floor area completed rather than the

number of units completed or their size distribution. If land require-

ments continue to follow recent trends, the built-up areas in most

cities in Zhejiang Province will be three times their present size by

2000; some-towns will quadruple in size. Such an expansion will imply a

rapid increase in the demand for urban services. In Shaoxing, for

example, the water consumption and domestic effluents in the city's
waterways and canals will be five times their current levels. The

street and open areas to be maintained by the city will be four and a

half times what it is today. If the city succeeds in its objectives to

widen roads and to reduce the population density, more than 70% of its

existing housing stock will be demolished, despite an explicit historic

preservation objective.

10. The approach in the towns has been much more pragmatic.

Privately developed housing plays a key role in shelter planning. Most

infrastructure has also been financed by the users themselves. As a

result, standards of density, floor space, and construction of these are

very reasonable and economical in terms of land use. Their expansion is

much more incremental and integrated with existing infrastructure. The

cities should be encouraged to follow this approach.

11. The urban planning chapter of the sector report will:

(a) examine and discuss the present practices in land use planning and

point out, through specific illustrations, the resulting inefficiencies;

(b) project tentatively the need for urban land in the future and see

how it can be accommodated both through more efficient use of existing

areas and through the development of new areas; and (c) discuss how land

pricing can affect land use planning. For housing, the report will:

(a) analyze the existing approach and quantify its implications in terms

of cost, affordability, and overal resource requirements to meet the

Government's targets; and (b) using specific examples, develop a

strategy which emphasizes a combination of more affordable standards,
preservation and upgrading of existing stock, and better cost recovery.

The implications of the current Chinese thinking on liberalizing housing

ownership will also be considered. The analysis will also show the

trade-offs between location, housing standards, and infrastructure

costs. The likely themes of this chapter will be that more flexible,
incremental, and appropriate approaches to urban planning, for both

serviced land development and housing should be followed, and that

greater use of market mechanisms (including a possible land use fee or

tax, and the use of more sharply differentiating costs and standards)

should be encouraged.
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12. Water Supply and Sewerage. The mission found that the cities
of Zhejiang are relatively well-off in terms of water resources. The
population coverage in cities range in the 90-95% range for Hangzhou and
Ningbo, dropping to 85% in Shaoxing and 70% in Wenzhou. Most water
companies appeared to be efficient and well-run. The main problem in
water supply appears to be the lack of sufficient developed water supply
facilities in all cities to meet their current and future needs. Also,
the existing distribution network is old and needs to be repaired or
replaced. Lack of adequate investments in the past has resulted in
these problems. In the past, most of the investments in water supply
have come from the cities themselves, and given their limited financial
resources,.this has resulted often in ad hoc investments rather than in
systematic programs for improving the water supply situation. Given the
rapidly growing urban populations in all cities and towns, increasing
per capita consumption of water because of the conversion from bucket
latrines to flush toilets, and the increasing demands of industry, there
is a need to develop longer term master plans for physical and financial
planning. All the cities visited have prepared proposals for projects
to meet their immediate and short-term needs; some cities have plans to
meet their~needs to the year 2000. In general, the proposals appeared
to be reasonably well-prepared. If need be, further preparation work
can be expedited for a possible water supply project in Zhejiang.

13. Zhejiang is fortunate in having water resources that can be
exploited at a reasonable cost. Adequate supplies are available to
provide water for all the cities visited. However, longer term plans
cannot be implemented due to a shortage of funds. Since grant funds
will always be limited, consideration needs to be given to developing a
sustained source of loan funds from which cities can borrow for water
supply projects which meet technical, financial, and economic
criteria. Also, consideration needs to be given to allowing water
companies.to recover a greater proportion of their costs, including not
only operations and maintenance, but also a proportion of their capital
expansion needs. The development of such a fund and the institutionali-
zation of such appraisal capabilities could form the justification for a
water supply project for Zhejiang, which could also be a model for the
rest of urban China.

14. The cities which the mission visited also need to expand their
sewerage systems. Again, the Province is fortunate in that, most cities
are located near bodies of water with sufficient assimilative capacity
to absorb the current and expected future loads. The building of inter-
ceptors to channel the waste water to the nearest river or sea is thus
considered the preferred solution, rather than the building of costly
treatment plants. Non-construction methods of controlling sewerage
discharges, and the control of point sources of discharge, especially
the effluents of the Quzhou Petrochemical Complex, would also need to be
considered.

15. Urban Transport. The mission found that during the last five
years there has been a serious deterioration in the traffic situation in
most cities visited. This has been caused by a dramatic increase in
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both bicycles and motor vehicles. The main problem has been the con-

flict between the bicycles and motor vehicles. In most cities, the

speed of public transport has declined markedly; buses now travel at

speeds no faster than bicycles, and during rush hours, transit moves at

walking speeds. This means that more buses are now needed to carry the
same numbers of persons as before. In addition, the quality of buses

has visibly declined because of use beyond their normal reasonable

life. Low bus fares, which haven't changed in years, have been the

principal cause of deterioration. Road safety has also deteriorated in

most cities. Accidents per 10,000 population now varies from 4 to 7 per

annum. There are also serious conflicts between inter-city traffic and

local traffic. Among the cities the mission visited, Hangzhou has by
far the worst problems.

16. There are serious obstacles to dealing with the traffic

problem. Most of Zhejiang's cities are "walled cities" with very narrow

road widths; road space is as small as 3-4% of their built-up areas, as

compared with about 8% for Shanghai, and 10-15% in cities in more

developed countries. Road widening in Zhejiang cities is essential if

the traffic situation is to be improved. However, this will require the

demolition of a large number of houses along the roads to be widened;
this will be costly and will add further to housing shortages. Such

road widening projects will have to be considered in the overall context

of urban planning mentioned earlier, to make sure that current road

networks are utilized efficiently before the decision is made to go

ahead with physical widening. In the past, there has been a serious

underinvestment in new roads, although all cities have undertaken very

limited amounts of road construction. This is typical of the lack of

investment in cities in the past 35 years. The urban planning processes

mentioned earlier, which has considered the location of residential

projects separately from industrial projects, have contributed to making

work trip -distances long.

17. Traffic management, which should emphasize the separation of

bicycles from motor vehicles, is very important. Separate roadways for

bicycles, pedestrian lanes, one-way streets, reversible lanes, area

restrictions, etc. are all needed. Investments in traffic signals and

automatic controls so that such signals would be synchronized are also

needed. However, traffic management measures can only become effective

if coupled with investments in road widening, rationalization of road

networks within the cities, and investment in ring roads around cities

to accommodate inter-city traffic. There is also an urgent need to

develop rational traffic regulations and to educate the public through

education campaigns, followed by strict enforcement. Combined with the

traffic engineering measures discussed above, a systematic program of

replacement, augmentation, and maintenance of public transport needs to

be considered. This must also be combined with a program of raising
fares from time to time.

18. The urban infrastructure and services chapter of the sector

report will: (a) describe and analyze the status of each of the

services (water supply, sewerage, and transport) and assess their
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adequacy in serving current needs; (b) review the policies and institu-

tion related to the provision of these services, including an examina-

tion of their sources of funding, organization and management, tariff

policies, key regulations; (c) estimate the order of magnitude of

investments required; (d) analyze the feasibility of preliminary project

proposals submitted to the mission and (f) provide recommendations for

short and medium term to improve the coordination among different

agencies and their effectiveness in the provision of these key urban

services. The likely themes in this chapter will be that: (a) there

has been a serious underinvestment in infrastructure and services in the

past so that these are currently unable to satisfy present demands;
(b) with increasing rapid urbanization, the demands on these infrastruc-

ture and services would be even greater; (c) there should be longer term

programs for investment in infrastructure and services; (d) considera-

tion needs to be given to making these services much more self-reliant

financially, including greater use of cost recovery and of loan funds

from which cities may be able to borrow; and (e) stronger institutions

for the operation and management of these infrastructure and services

are needed.

19. Municipal Finance. The system of urban public finance in

Zhejiang operates under the following division of responsibility and

authority. The central government is responsible for all tax policy and

it alone determines the rate and base of each tax. The provincial

government determines how revenues will be shared among local govern-

ments in the Province. The municipal government is responsible, with a

minimum of supervision, for assessing and collecting virtually all

taxes. Taxes are collected at the lowest level and "shared up" with the

province. The province then "shares up" a predetermined percent of

revenues with the center. Zhejiang turns over 45% of all revenues

collected in the province. Since the provincial government has no

substantial service delivery responsibility, it distributes the

remaining revenues as grants and subsidies among its local govern-

ments.

20. The system gives municipal governments very little financing

choices. There is no local autonomy on the financing side and very

little on the expenditure side. All tax rates and bases are centrally

determined; budgeted expenditure levels are capped by "target" amounts

provided by the Province; and public employment levels and compensation

rates are set by the Center. User charges can be adjusted within limits

by local governments, but once determined, can be revised only with the

greatest difficulty. In Hangzhou, for example, water charges have not

changed in the last 30 years. With few exceptions, the tax systems look

alost identical from one city to the next. Capital expenditures are

financed mostly through ad hoc allocations from general revenues of

local governments and grants from higher levels. Borrowing is rare, and

there is very little evidence of the use of self-financing schemes.

There is presently no legally sanctioned mechanism to call on local area

resources to finance a project with local area benefits (although in

some cities and towns, experiments are being undertaken by local govern-

ments to finance capital projects with local benefits from levies on

local beneficiaries).
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21. Municipal governments receive tax revenues from three major

sources: profits tax, sales tax, and user charges. The profits tax

appears to be rather cumbersome, and consists of the following elements:

(a) a basic 55% rate (or a graduated rate schedule for smaller firms);

(b) an adjustment (or excess profits) tax rate of 0-30%; (c) a 15% cen-

tral government tax on retained earnings; (d) a 10% tax on any capital
construction from retained earnings; and (e) a graduated tax rate ap-
plied to "excess" wage bonuses paid from retained earnings. The reve-

nues from the profits tax and the adjustment tax are shared between the

province and the municipality; roughly, the city receives an amount

equivalent to what it received under the remittance system in 1983 plus
70% of any-increase above that amount. The Municipality keeps about

half of the wage bonus tax but the capital construction tax is turned

over to the Province and the retained earnings tax to the center. There

are three types of sales tax: (a) a gross receipts (turnover) tax le-

vied on a wide range of product at a great number of tax rates (ranging

from 3 to 70%); (b) a value added tax on selected sector of the economy

(with rates between 6-25%); and (c) a gross sales tax on services (with

rates between 3-5%). Municipal governments receive little revenue from

the sales taxes; between 90-95% in the increase in collections over the

previous year goes to the province, as does an amount equivalent to the

previous year's collections. The tax equivalent to 7% of total sales

tax liability, known as the "Urban Maintenance and Construction Tax",
accrues entirely to the Municipality. This tax, earmarked for urban
maintenance and construction, is the chief source of funds for munici-

palities for urban construction and maintenance. It is important to

emphasize, however, that the Provincial government can and does alter
these sharing percentages to favor some local governments more than

others.

22. If urban governments are to generate substantially larger re-

sources for investments in infrastructure and services, they need to be

given more resources. There are several ways to do this. One is to

give municipalities more autonomy in revenue raising and in the use of

resources. The current system gives local governments no authority to

levy taxes independently, change user rates, borrow, or undertake self-

financing schemes. One possibility, now under discussion, is to

authorize municipal governments to levy specific local taxes, perhaps a
land use tax. However, this is a relatively costly tax to administer,

and should be studied further. Other ways to increase local revenues

are to impose local option surcharges to existing taxes, with the
proceeds accruing to the local governments; to change the tax sharing

arrangements, allowing local governments to keep a larger percentage of
collections; or to reassign particular taxes exclusively to municipal,
provincial, or central levels. Still another way to mobilize financing

for local infrastructure is develop a mechanism for local government

borrowing. There may be quite adequate repayment potential for certain
long-lived municipal projects, especially if repayment is made directly

from project beneficiaries, e.g. users of toll roads, of a water supply

company, of a gas company, etc. Finally, greater emphasis should be

placed on generating at least a share of investment financing from user
charges. Although it is generally the policy that users must pay for
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services, actual performance varies considerably. As already noted,
user charges, once fixed, are often not revised regularly (as they

should) to cover increases in costs or to generate funds for future

investments.

23. Tax administration could potentially be an important public

finance problem. The tax system itself is new and complicated, is
almost entirely self-assessed, requires extensive book audit, and is

presently done on a manual basis in Zhejiang's cities. The municipal
governments seem to have relatively free hand in carrying out the tax

administration function. The mission made a rough, preliminary estimate

that municipalities retain about one-third of what they collect. Since

their primary objects of taxation are profits and sales of their own

enterprises, the municipalities might be expected to be less than fully
motivated to aggressively push for improved administration. As the

balance of economic activity shifts toward the harder to tax collectives

and private businesses, an even more significant amount of taxes could

go uncollected. While it seems intuitively clear that such problems

would exist with administration, provincial and local authorities

steadfastly refused to engage in any discussion about problems of tax

administration. They pointed to a sense of duty on the part of tax-

payers, the severe panalties meted out to tax offenders, and to an

adequate, well-trained staff of assessors and collectors. The feeling
was entirely different at the center, where tax administration is seen

as a major problem. Although China has recently instituted a modern

system of profit tax and sales tax, local government assessment and

collection capabilities may not yet have caught up. This is a very
complex area and it needs early attention if the gains from reform are

to be fully realized.

24. The sector report will: (a) describe and analyze the present
system of -municipal finance and intergovernmental relationships in

Zhejiang; (b) describe and analyze the sources of revenues and their

magnitudes; (c) analyze expenditure levels and trends for urban infra-

structure and services. Information regarding the growth and structure

of municipal revenues and expenditures has been requested but has not

yet been fully provided; the descriptive analysis will probably be

affected by these data limitations. Nevertheless, with the information
on hand, the report will sketch out some of the key issues in municipal

finance that need to be resolved if municipalities are to be able to

finance the infrastructure and services implied by rapid urbanization.
For some of the issues, particularly that of tax administration, impres-
sionistic discussion will be possible, but given the reluctance of local

and provincial governments to provide information or discuss the issue,
it will not be possible to provide an analytical basis for some of the

statements. The report will also attempt to sketch out alternative ways

of enhancing the capability of municipal governments to mobilize

resources to meet their own investment requirements. This last section

will be particularly helpful to central authorities in their attempts to

consider tax reforms. The likely theme of the chapter would be that

local governments should be given more flexibility and financing
autonomy.
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Proposed Timing

25. The proposed timetable, which is unchanged from that proposed
in the initiating memorandum, for the sector report is as follows:

White Cover December 15, 1986
Yellow Cover January 15, 1987
Green Cover April 15, 1987
Discussion with Government May 15, 1987
Grey Cover June 15, 1987

cc: Messrs. Yenal (AENVP); Karcher, Turnham, Zincir (AEPDR);
Linn (AEADR); Costa (2) (WUD); Levy, Byrd (AEACH); Lim,
Pearce, Goering, Veniard, Khanna (RMC); Sud, Huang,
Fernandez (AEPUW)

Ms. Ogawa, Wallich (AEACH)

Regional Information Center;
Mission participants: Messrs. Hamer (AEPUW);
de Ferranti (WUDOD); Sae-Hau (AEACH); J. Zhang, Oddie,
Kneebone, Bahl, Bertaud (Consultants); Bruestle (UNDP/RAS)

CuKok:st (M-UW515)
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MASTER OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

IN URBAN STUDIES

A postgraduate programme in urban studies is offered by the

Centre of Urban Studies and Urban Planning, leading to the deg'ree

of Master of Social Sciences in Urban Studies awarded through the

Faculty of Social Sciences.

In line with similar Master's programmes elsewhere, the

M.Soc.Sc. in Urban Studies programme is professionally oriented

so that there is potential for graduates' career development.

The programme aims at training graduates for the public in policy

research, analysis, planning and management; and to have multi-

disciplinary understanding and ability to coordinate and work

with other urban specialists.

The objective is to understand the social, economic,
political and cultural aspects of urbanization so that graduates

can analyse future social trends, design policies, guide

development and manage social programmes. Graduates will also

learn methods and techniques which are used by urban

professionals.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

The admission requirements for the M.Soc.Sc. in Urban

Studies programme are: a Bachelor's degree with honours of the

University of Hong Kong, or an equivalent qualification from

another university or comparable institution.

A qualifying examination may be set for selected applicants.

DURATION OF THE PROGRAMME

The full-time curriculum extends over one academic year, and

the part-time curriculum over two academic years on a day-release

basis. There will be a minimum of 300 hours of prescribed work.

Both the full-time and part-time programmes will be offered

in 1986-87.

CURRICULUM CONTENT

The schedules for the 1-year full-time programme and the 2-

year part-time programme are shown below:



Full-time Schedule

Theories of Urban Course 1 Urban Studies Course 5
Development: Economic Specialization Course
and Spatial Aspects

Theories of Urban Course 2 Urban Studies Course 6
Development: Political Specialization Course
Economy and Socio-
Spatial Aspects

Methods of Urban Course 3 Urban Studies Course 7
Analysis I Specialization Course

Methods of Urban Course 4 Urban Studies Course 8
Analysis II Specialization Course

Part-time Schedule

First Year Second Year

Theories of Urban Course I Urban Studies Course 5
Development: Economic Specialization Course
and Spatial Aspects

Theories of Urban Course 2 Urban Studies Course 6
Development: Political Specialization Course
Economy and Socio-
Spatial Aspects

Methods of Urban Course 3 Urban Studies Course 7
Analysis I Specialization Course

Methods of Urban Course 4 Urban Studies Course 8
Analysis II Specialization Course
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URBAN STUDIES CORE COURSES

Students are required to take all Core Courses:

Theories of Urban Development: Economic and Spatial Aspects

This course explores the economic and spatial components of

urban development by reviewing the relevant theories.

Topics examined include relationship of industrialization

and urbanization, internal and external relationship,

economic functions of the cities, role of land and

transport, and nature of urban growth.

Theories of Urban Development: Political Economy and Socio-

Spatial Aspects

This course examines contributions to the social and

political analysis of spatial development with particular

reference to urbanisation. Though it pays some attention to

'classical' contributions, including the ecological

tradition, it concentrates particularly on the 'new' urban

theory. The issues that will be discussed include:- the

relation between capital accumulation and urban development;

the role of the state and public policy; social conflict

and urban change; the dynamics of urbanisation in the

contemporary world-system.

Methods of Urban Analysis I

This course examines statistical, qualitative and computer

methods relevant to urban analysis. It will cover the

fundamentals of descriptive, inferential, and multivariate

statistics and qualitative research techniques: survey,

sampling, hypothesis testing, time series, regression

analysis, cluster and factor analysis, epistomology and

ethnographic methods.

Methods of Urban Analysis II

This course examines the analytical models and management

techniques commonly used to assist decision making in the

urban field and will focus on some selective models and

techniques: population estimation, social and spatial

analysis, economic base and multiplier analysis,

optimization methods, system simulation and dynamics,

project appraisal and planning, programme evaluation, urban

and regional modelling and urban policy analysis.
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URBAN STUDIES SPECIALIZATION COURSES
(Not all specialization courses are available each year.

Applicants should consult the Centre for further information.)

SPECIALIZATION: INDUSTRY AND TRADE

Industrial and Trade Development

This course addresses the wider context within which

urban and regional development problems and policies are

formed. It examines industrialization strategies in

less developed and developed market economies and in

centrally planned economies, contrasting the variety of

state activity both within and between different socio-

economic systems. It then traces the spatial

ramifications of industrial and trade policy on Third

World countries and cities in general and Hong Kong in

particular.

Seminar on Industrial and Trade Development

Topics to be addressed will deal with the urban

application of the following subjects: the effects of

international investment on spatial structure; the

interrelation between changing social structure,
industrial organization and economic growth; structure

and regulation of 'international trade; government

intervention in economic development; the changing

international division of labour; migration, and

employment generation; technology transfer; spatial

ramifications of nonspatial policy decisions.

SPECIALIZATION: HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Housing Policy and Management

This course examines the problems, policies, finance and

management of housing. It will focus on: nature of the

housing problem, demand and supply of housing, typology

of housing, the social, economic, political and cultural

aspects of housing, slums and squatter housing, housing

policies, housing allocation, and housing management in

both private and public sectors.

Community Development

This course examines the issues, strategies, and process

of community development. it focuses on the problems in

communities, community organizations, citizen

participation in community development, community

revitalization and economic development in urban

neighbourhoods.
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SPECIALIZATION: URBAN SERVICES AND FACILITIES

Community Services and Facilities

This course examines the organization, management, and

delivery of urban services. Topics to be concentrated

on will be selected from the following: environmental

hygiene and public health; food hygiene; market and

hawker control; sports and cultural facilities; urban

services such as utilities, drainage and sewage.

Seminar on Urban Services and Facilities

Seminar topics to be addressed will be selected from the

following: environmental hygiene and public health; food

hygiene; market and hawker control; sports and cultural

facilities; urban services such as utilities, drainage

and sewage.

SPECIALIZATION: SOCIAL POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION

(Given in the Department of Social Work)

Social Policy Issues in Hong Kong

This course examines the kinds of social policy issues

in Hong Kong and factors contributing to them. Case

studies on some aspects of social services provision

will be made. Overall examination and discussion of

policy-issues will then be generated and deduced.

Area A: First Part: case studies on aspects of social

service provision system e.g. education/labour/medical/

welfare/housing will be made to examine their

development and constraints and to identify some policy

issues.

Area B: Second Part: Those policy-issues being

identified will be analysed by looking at the following:

economics of social services; politics of social

services; social and cultural dimension and implication

of social services.

Comparative Social Administration in Asia

This course studies the influences of metropolitan and

cosmopolitan social policy models and patterns of

administration upon selected Asian countries, and

develops an analytical and comparative approach to their

evaluation, including the selection of a few particular

social services for cross-country examination.
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SPECIAL STUDIES

Special Studies in Urban Studies I & II

Each course is for students who wish to pursue research in a

particular area or an in-depth examination of a single

problem in urban studies. Individual students will work

under the supervision of a member of the teaching staff.

The subject of study, and arrangements for supervision,
should be approved by the Director prior to registration.

Examinations. All courses are half-year courses. An

examination is held in each course at the end of the teaching of

the course.

Dissertation. A student must participate in prescribed

dissertation seminars and is required to satisfy the examiners in

a dissertation on an approved topic related to his chosen

specialization. The dissertation, of not more than 15,000 words,
shall be presented not later than four months after the end of

the academic year in which the teaching programme ends.

CLASSES

Teaching will be by means of lectures, tutorials, seminars

and field studies. The teaching schedule per week for the part-

time programme will be about 3 half working days and/or evenings.

Students will be expected to complete set assignments.

FACILITIES

Facilities available to full-time and part-time students

include the Library, sport facilities, the University Health

Service, and student amenity areas.

The Centre of Urban Studies and Urban Planning is on 2nd

floor, Knowles Building. Lectures will be held in classrooms in

the University's main estate, but the Centre has its own seminar

room and studio.

FEES

The annual composition fees for the academic year 1986-87

are:

Full-time students Part-time students

1986-87 HK$4,800 HK$2,400
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In addition, students are required to pay Caution Money ($200,
refundable on graduation subject to no claims being made) and

Graduation Fee ($200).

Financial assistance is available to local full-time

students on application to the Joint Committee on Student

Finance.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

Application for admission to the M.Soc.Sc. in Urban Studies

programme should be made on the prescribed form, available at the

Information Bureau (Main Building), or the Centre of Urban

Studies and Urban Planning; or by post through written request

made to the Registrar together with a self-addressed, stamped

envelope. Completed application forms should be returned to the

Registrar, University of Hong Kong no later than April 15, 1986.

Selected applicants will be interviewed, and results are

expected to be promulgated by late July 1986.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
(URBAN PLANNING)

A postgraduate programme in urban planning is offered by the
Centre of Urban Studies and Urban Planning, leading to the degree
of Master of Science in Urban Planning awarded through the
Faculty of Architecture.

In line with similar Master's programmes elsewhere, the
M.Sc. (Urban Planning) is professionally oriented so that there
is potential for graduates' career development. The programme
aims at training graduates for the public and private sectors.
Graduates are expected to be part of an urban planning
professional team in developing land and land-related projects,
and to have multi-disciplinary understanding and ability to
coordinate and work with other urban specialists.

The objective is to concentrate on land development and
physical planning, with emphasis on the available techniques and
measures of achieving objectives. Students will also be
introduced to relevant concepts and techniques drawn from other
disciplines such as economics, political science and sociology.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

The admission requirements for the M.Sc. (Urban Planning)
programme are: a Bachelor's degree with honours of the University
of Hong Kong, or an equivalent qualification from another
university or comparable institution.

A qualifying examination may be set for selected applicants.

DURATION OF THE PROGRAMME

The full-time curriculum extends over two academic years,
and the part-time curriculum over three academic years on a day-
release basis, with a minimum of 300 hours of prescribed work.

Both the full-time and part-time programmes will be offered
in 1986-87.

CURRICULUM CONTENT

The schedules for the 2-year full-time programme and the 3-
year part-time programme are shown below:
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Full-time Schedule

First Year Second Year

Theories of Urban Course I

Development: Economic

and Spatial Aspects

Theories of Urban Course 2

Development: Political

Economy and Socio-

Spatial Aspects

Methods of Urban Course 3 Workshop/Report

Analysis I

Methods of Urban Course 4

Analysis II

Planning Theories Course 5 Urban Planning Course 9

Specialization Course

Planning Practice and Course 6 Urban Planning Course 10

Administration in Specialization Course

Hong Kong

Urbanization in Course 7 Urban Planning Course 11

Contemporary China Specialization Course

Urbanization in Course 8 Urban Planning Course 12

Contemporary Southeast Specialization Course
Asia
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Part-time Schedule

First Year Second Year Third Year

Theories of Course 1 Urbanization in Course 7
Urban Develop- Contemporary
ment: Economic China
and Spatial

Aspects

Theories of Course 2 Urbanization in Course 8
Urban Develop- Contemporary
ment: Politi- Southeast Asia
cal Economy &
Socio-Spatial
Aspects Workshop/

Report

Methods of Course 3 Urban Planning Course 9
Urban Specialization
Analysis I Course

Methods of Course 4 Urban Planning Course 10
Urban Specialization
Analysis II Course

Planning Course 5 Urban Planning Course 11
Theories Specialization

Course

Planning Course 6 Urban Planning Course 12
Practice and Specialization
Administration Course
in Hong Kong
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URBAN PLANNING CORE COURSES

Students are required to take all Core Courses:

Theories of Urban Development: Economic and Spatial Aspects

This course explores the economic and spatial components of
urban development by reviewing the relevant theories.
Topics examined include relationship of industrialization
and urbanization, internal and external relationship,
economic functions of the cities, role of land and
transport, and nature of urban growth.

Theories of Urban Development: Political Economy and Socio-
Spatial Aspects

This course examines contributions to the social and
political analysis of spatial development with particular
reference to urbanisation. Though it pays some attention to
'classical' contributions, including the ecological
tradition, it concentrates particularly on the 'new' urban
theory. The issues that will be discussed include:- the
relation between capital accumulation and urban development;
the role of the state and public policy; social conflict and
urban change; the dynamics of urbanisation in the
contemporary world-system.

Methods of Urban Analysis I

This course examines statistical, qualitative and computer
methods relevant to urban analysis. It will cover the
fundamentals of descriptive, inferential, and multivariate
statistics and qualitative research techniques: survey,
sampling, hypothesis testing, time series, regression
analysis, cluster and factor analysis, epistomology and
ethnographic methods.

Methods of Urban Analysis II

This course examines the analytical models and management
techniques commonly used to assist decision making in the
urban field and will focus on some selective models and
techniques: population estimation, social and spatial
analysis, economic base and multiplier analysis,
optimization methods, system simulation and dynamics,
project appraisal and planning, programme evaluation, urban
and regional modelling and urban policy analysis.
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Planning Theories

This course examines the theories of urban planning in

Western countries. It focuses on the theories of planning,

budgeting and management, social relationships in planning,
planning approaches and processes, role and legitimacy goal

formation, evolution of planning practice and planning

education, planning organization and administration.

Planning Practice and Administration in Hong Kong

This course provides a detailed understanding of the

professional planning practice in Hong Kong. It deals with

the practical dimensions of planning including: planning

principles, history, policies, strategies, procedures,

administration, legislations and common law.

Urbanization in Contemporary China

This course reviews the urbanization pattern and its

developmental context in People's Republic of China.

Subjects discussed include evolution of urban development,
population and human capital, agricultural and industrial

policies, rural urbanization and development of urban

system, regional and spatial development.

Urbanization in Contemporary Southeast Asia

This course offers lectures and seminars on topics related

to the urbanization, urban policies, and development

planning of southeast Asia, in particular, the ASEAN.

Session discussions include an overview of the demographic

situation and national development, urbanization and urban

development, rural development urban functions, problems

of underdevelopment, problems of urbanization, mobility and

circulation, internal migration, urban policies, growth

strategies, policy monitoring, policy evaluation, and

comparative studies of urbanization.
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URBAN PLANNING SPECIALIZATION COURSES
(Not all specialization courses are available each year.
Applicants should consult the Centre for further information.)

SPECIALIZATION: PHYSICAL PLANNING

Urban Land Use Planning

This course examines the nature and functions of urban
land use planning: role of planning; operation of
planning system; land use theory and planning;

transportation and land use; land inventory system; land
use and suitability analysis; locational requirement and
planning standards; land use plan formulation and

evaluation; and plan implementation and land use

guidance system.

Physical Planning and Urban Form

This course examines the nature and functions of

physical planning and its relationship to urban form and
will cover: educational, professional and theoretical

constraints of urban design neighbourhood planning;
urban redevelopment and conservation; new town planning;

urban-ecosystems, culture, land use and urban form;

urban morphology; site and infrastructure development;

and high density development.

SPECIALIZATION: TRANSPORT PLANNING

Methods and Techniques in Transport Planning

This course focusses on the transport planning process

and examines the following: traffic generation

forecasts; spatial patterns of traffic; modal split

models; traffic assignment methods; transport

evaluation; network and local planning; traffic
engineering considerations and basic transport
economics.

Transport Policy

This course focusses on key issues in transport policy
and the implementation of transport plans and

programmes. It examines the role of private and public

modes within the overall urban transport system as well

as pedestrian movement planning, airport development and

seaport development. The course uses examples drawn

from various countries to evaluate the appropriateness

and effectiveness of alternative policies and
implementation mechanisms.
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SPECIALIZATION: ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY

Environmental Aspects of Urban Planning

This course examines the relationship between
environmental management problems and the urban planning
process. It examines linkages between ecosystems and
planning activities; the sources and nature of air,
water, land and noise pollution; waste disposal
problems; the use of environmental standards and
approaches to environmental regulation and control;
industry and the environment; institutional structures
for environmental policy making; the use of
environmental impact assessment methods.

Energy Policy and Land Use Planning

This course explores the links between the design and
implementation of energy policy and the operation of the
land use planning system. The following topics are
covered: energy sources and resources - coal, oil,
natural gas, nuclear energy, renewable energy; energy
supply/demand relationships and forecasting; frameworks
for national energy planning; industrial demand for
energy; energy and transport; energy and urban form;
technology assessment of energy systems; risk and hazard
assessment.

SPECIALIZATION: REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Regional Development Planning

In largely rural Third World societies, regional
development planning is a necessary context from which
to view both rapid urbanization and the stresses of
incorporation of 'backward areas' into the modern world.
This course utilizes the theories and techniques of
regional science to analyze the interrelationships
between cities and their hinterlands, dealing with
problems and policies affecting rural-urban relations
and national urbanization strategies.

Seminar on Regional Development Planning

Topics to be addressed will be selected from the
following areas: rural development planning; internal
migration; urban labour markets and employment
generation; rural-urban conflict; regional
industrialization strategies; industrial location and
the interregional division of labour; diffusion
paradigm; and, sudden shift analysis.
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SPECIALIZATION: RECREATION AND TOURISM

Recreation

This course will examine the economic, social, cultural,
political and special significance of recreation as well
as the planning problems and opportunities associated
with them. Topics discussed will include work and
leisure, recreation planning, provision of cultural and
sports facilities.

Tourism

This course will review the developmental and social
effects of tourism and the associated planning problems
and opportunities. It will engage topics such as
theories of leisure, tourism planning, conservation of
rural and urban areas, preservation of physical
structure, economics and impact of tourism particularly
in developing countries.

SPECIAL STUDIES

Special Studies in Urban Planning I & II

Each course is for students who wish to pursue research in a
particular area or an in-depth examination of a single
problem in urban planning. Individual students will work
under the supervision of a member of the teaching staff.
The subject of study, and arrangements for supervision,
should be approved by the Director prior to registration.

URBAN PLANNING REQUIRED WORKSHOPS

Urban Planning Workshop I & II

Physical planning projects by teams in studio; project work
simulating real practical situations; meeting and discussion
with planning professionals and communities; application of
techniques and methods; communication and presentation
techniques; analysis of planning practice, individual
planning report of no more than 7,500 words.

Examinations. All courses are half-year courses. An
examination is held in each course at the end of the teaching of
the course.

Workshop Report. In the final year, students are required
to participate in the Urban Planning Workshops, and to present
for examination in the final year a Workshop Report of not more
than 7,500 words.
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August 6, 1986

Mr. Li Jiahong
Deputy Director
Construction Bureau
Zhejiang Province
Rangshou
People's Republic of China

Dear Mr. Li Jiahong,

Re: Zhejiang Urban Services Sector Study

1. During the past two months, we have been busy preparing for
the forthcoming mission to Zhejiang. In the process of "digesting" the
information which you and your staff so generously provided the Bank's
preparation mission last spring, and in the process of formulating our
plans for the sector report, we have come across some bits of information
which we would like to seek your assistance in clarifying. These questions
are in addition to the information requests which we submitted to you
earlier (in my letter of June 13), and to which we have not yet received
any answers. Now that the sector mission has been officially confirmed,
it would be most helpful if you could submit the information requested in
this and the previous letter before our arrival in Zhejiang for the main
mission. It would save a lot of time, and we could have more opportunity
to digest the information submitted.

2. For this round, we would like to receive information on the size
of the population with "temporary household registration" in each city in
Zhejiang and for those towns that are located in the counties under each
city's administration. Could we get the most recent available statistics
(e.g. year end 1985)? During the mission, we would also like to have
meetings with the Civil Administration Bureau or the Public Security
Bureau representatives to discuss their methods of tracking temporary
household registrants and how they control illegal urban migrants.

3. In addition, we are attaching in Annex 1 information requests
that will allow us to understand Zhejiang's macroeconomic, population,
and employment projections for the seventh five-year plan period and for
the year 2000. We would appreciate receiving Zhejiang's employment pro-
jections/targets for Zhejiang by rural and urban categories and by sectoral
distribution, along with methodology used. We would also like to have and
understand the basis for your population projections.

4. Finally, in our June 13 letter, we have sent you the mission
composition and the mission's proposed itinerary. We would like to request
that you reply at the earliest opportunity whether the proposed itinerary
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is suitable and 0f not, what modifications need to be made. I hope that
you will let us Neow as soon as possible the names of the small towns near
the cities of Hangzhou, Shaoxing, and Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou that the
mission proposes to visit. If possible, we would like you to provide back-
ground information on these towns, so that mission members would be able
to enter immediately into detailed questions without too much time spent
on "brief introductions". We would also like your comments on the logistics
of tranaporgtion betweem Ningbo and Wenahou, between Wenshou and Quahou,
and between Quzhou and Bangshou, and whether the province would be able to
provide the four translators as requested in my June 13 letter for the
various teams of the mission.

5. For your information, the Bank has recently concluded lending program
discussions with the central government agencies, and as a result of those
discussions, we are planning for two urban projects in the seventh five-year
plan period (1986-90). While the location of these two projects are yet to be
determined, we are hoping that one of them would be in Zhejiang, either an
urban project encompassing several subsectors in one or two cities, or an urban
project encompassing one or two subsectors in many cities. Following the
sector mission, the Bank will discuss the scope of possible urban projects
with the central ministries.

6. We hope to hear from you soon, both in reply to this and to our
June 13 letter.

With very best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Inder K. Sud
Chief

Urban and Water Supply
Projects Department

East Asia and Pacific Regional Office

cc: Mr. Shen Zulun Mr. Wang Yiping, Director
Vice Governor State Planning Commission
Zhejiang Province 36 Yuetannanjie, Xichengqqu
Provincial Government Bldg. Beijing, People's Republic of China
Shenfu Road
Hangzhou, People's Republic China

Mr. Zhang Yaoru, Deputy Director Mr. Wang Liansheng
Finance and Planning Bureau Director, External Finance Dept.
MURCEP, Baiwanzhuang Ministry of Finance
Beijing, People's Republic of China Beijing, People's Republic of China

Mr. Li Zhongfan Mr. Edwin Lim, Chief
System Reform Commission World Bank Resident Mission
Beijing People's Republic of China Beijing, People's Republic of China
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List of Information Requests

We would appreciate receiving the following information for use in
understanding the macroeconomic and demographic projections for Zhejiang Province:

1. The 1982 census 100 percent tabulation for Zhejiang Province in
whatever detail is published, to include sex-age structure, births and deaths
by age and sex, by categories of city, town, and rural population. Please
state whether or not temporary residents are included in the figures. We would
prefer that the figures are estimated according to definitions used in the 1982
census, in which temporary residents who have lived in an area for one year or
more were counted as part of the population in the area. Data "lay be given in
absolute numbers. Five-year age intervals are strongly preferred, but if this
is not available, the age intervals must not be greater than ten years. Please
provide us with the information according to the following format:

Age Group City Town Rural
Male Female Male Female Male Female

0-4

5-9

10-14

60-64

65-69

70-74

76+

2. Details on migration. We would appreciate receiving information on
permanent migration (in absolute numbers) to Zhejiang's urban areas by origin and
destination for cities and towns for yearend 1984 and 1985, separately, using the
following categories:

(a) from outside of Zhejiang to Zhejiang's towns

(b) from outside of Zhejiang to Zhejiang's cities
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(c) from Zkjiang's rural areas to Zhejiang's towns

(d) from Zhejiang's rural areas to Zhejiang's cities

(e) from Zhejiang's towns to Zhejiang's cities

(f) from Zhejiang's towns to outside of Zhejiang

(g) from Zhejiang's towns to Zhejiang's rural areas

(h) from Zhejiang's cities to outside of Zhejiang

(i) from Zhejiang's cities to Zhejiang's rural areas

For 1985 information, we would like, in addition, to have the following in-
formation: who is migrating (by age bracket - e.g. 0-14, 15-29, 30-44, 45-64,
65+, by sex, with or without family, and broad categories of work, such as
industry, agriculture, or services). Provincial headquarters of the public
security bureau should have some of this information.

4. Please use the same format as item 3 above for "temporary" migration
in Zhejiang.

5. Employment projections (or targets) in similar format as Annex 2C in
the June 13, 1986 letter to Mr. Li Jiahong for cities (using 1985 boundaries) and
towns, disaggregated into the 10 economic categories as per format in tables
p. 111-53 of the 1986 Zhejiang Economic Statistics Yearbook. Please give figures
for the seventh-five year plan and for the year 2000.



NOTES ON MUNICIPAL FINANCE IN ZHEJIANG PROVINCE, CHINA
FROM A SECTOR STUDY PREPARATION MISSION

APRIL 1986

David M. de Ferranti

PREFACE

These notes are based on a very brief introductory visit to Zhejiang

province in April 1986. The mission had only six working days in Zhejiang,

followed by a week in Beijing. Much of the time in Zhejiang was taken up by

discussions concerning arrangements for the follow-up sector study mission

planned for later in 1986. The translators provided had extremely limited

English; little documentation was available; and hour after hour of lengthy

formal speeches had been scheduled leaving little time for data collection and

questioning. One cannot presume in such circumstances to have achieved any

notable breakthroughs in understanding a complex subject in a complex

country. The purpose of the observations here is thus simply to summarize

what was learned, as an assist to the full sector study mission to follow.

There undoubtedly will be many points that the follow-up work will correct or

amend.

The notes are organized in sections as follows:

° The role of municipal governments in the overall administrative

structure of Zhejiang province

° The organization of municipal governments



° Revenue sources

- taxes

- user fees

- revenue from enterprises

- transfers from the provincial and central governments

° Expenditures

° Budgeting and financial management

o Problenm and strategies

o Mis cellaneous

° Annex A: The administrative structure of Zhejiang Province
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THE ROLE OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS IN THE OVERALL ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE
OF ZHEJIANG PROVINCE

Zhejiang is one of China's 29 provinces, located in the eastern,

central part of the country near the sea coast and only kms. from

Shanghai. It has a population of 40 million, 4% of the national figure.

The mission focused mainly on two of Zhejiang's cities: Hangzhou, the

provincial capital, and Shaoxing. There are a total of eleven places

officially designated as cities in Zhejiang, and over 500 towns. Many of the

towns have over 50,000 residents [check] and a few are rapidly approaching

city status. The situation in towns and in the nine cities not visited was

discussed only at a very general level.

As elsewhere in China, Zhejiang's administrative subdivisions, which

include prefectures, "provincial level cities", counties, "county level

cities", townships (formerly "communes"), towns, and villages (formerly

"brigades"), Ere linked to one another in a well-defined hierarchical pyramid

under the provincial government itself. Within cities, distinctions are made

between the "urban district", the "built up area" within the urban district,

and the "suburbs". Also within the jurisdiction of each city are a number of

counties, largely rural, that surround the urban district. Further details on

the administrative structure of the province and its cities are described in

Annex A.

Each city and town has its own semi-autonomous government, supervised

by the next higher level authority in the hierarchy. The functions of these

municipal governments are considerably broader than in many other countries.

Besides the usual functions of providing basic services and infrastructure,

municipal governments are responsible for overseeing the state-owned

enterprises in their locality, other than those specifically designated as

provincial or central government enterprises. They also regulate many aspects
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of the non-s tate-owned enterprises within their boundaries, including both the

collectives and the individually owned retail shops and street vendors; often

they own and staff numerous collectives. In addition, municipal governments

are in charge of controlling land use, land development, and transfers of land

use rights from one occupant to another. All land is still owned by the state

in China, and in cities the municipal governments serve as "the state" in

controlling land. They also are the principal entity in housing construction,

rehabilitation, and maintenance, although enterprises and private individuals

also play important roles in expanding the housing supply. Finally, municipal

governments serve as tax collector for the provincial and central governments,

funneling tax revenues from the enterprises upward; concomitantly they channel

grants and loans downward from above, directing investment funds to priority

development projects.

The list of functions and the ways that municipal authorities carry

them out have been undergoing rapid transition recently, spurred in part by

the 1984 reform that introduced a tax system to replace previous requirements

under which enterprises submitted their entire net revenue to the government.

Although municipal authorities still are active in planning and monitoring

local commercial and industrial development generally, they appear to be

headed toward reduced involvement in the operations of enterprises

individually. The chief areas of involvement currently are collecting taxes,

selecting top officials of enterprises, responding to requests for special

investment project funds, starting new collectives and overseeing ones they

own, and reviewing the expansion plans of enterprises for effects on land use,

pollution, employment, and utilization of municipal services (water, etc.).

[Check]



In talks with a variety of small, non-state-owned enterprises (repair

shops, retail grocery store collectives, street stall vendors, and the like),

the authors found that the perception by enterprise and collective operators

of their relationship to the municipal government is not unlike that

encountered in other countries; one hears a typical amount of non-specific

grumbling about how high the taxes are that "they" impose on "us". Municipal

government staff indicated that this view is characteristic of all but the

largest enterprises, which are more closely linked with city officials.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

Municipal governments in Zhejiang consist of (i) central bureaus;

(ii) service enterprises, which provide urban services (water, bus transport,

housing, etc.); (iii) the other state-owned enterprises assigned to the

municipality, which produce ordinary goods and services; and (iv) some

additional enterprises that, though technically "collectives" rather than

state-owned,1/ are in fact owned and supervised by the municipality.

In practice, when city officials talk about their government, they

mean the central bureaus and service enterprises, or frequently just the

central bureaus. An organization chart for the city of Hangzhou is attached

[translate and redo chart from city staff].

Among the central bureaus, the Urban and Rural Cons truction

Commission plays a key oversight and coordinating role. The Financial and Tax

Bureau, also reporting directly to the mayor, keeps the budget and collects

taxes and other revenue.

I/ The distinction between state-owned and not state-owned in this case was
explained to the author as , first, state-owned enterprises would have
controlled prices and, second, they would have guaranteed access to raw
materials.
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The collectives that are owned and supervised by the municipality

have recently become much more numerous, according to one source. Some towns

and cities reputedly are actively engaged in setting up and staffing new such

collectives. They provide the funds and building, while the individuals

recruited to run the operation just do the work. The author spoke with staff

of several such collectives. One, a specialty equipment shop, had only two

employees and had been in existence only six months.

The interest of the municipal authorities in this "local government

entrepreneurship" is twofold. First, they see it as a source of more

municipal revenue; because they "own" each operation, they can take a larger

share of the net profit, if they like, than if the entity were independent and

therefore under the tax system for conventional collectives. Second, it is a

means to creating jobs needed for the expanding number of workers in the

cities and towns.

There are many points about these municipally owned collectives that

bear further looking into. One question is whether the net result is simply

to proliferate many small, inherently inefficient enterprises.

REVENUE SOURCES

Zhejiang's municipal governments get their revenue from four types of

sources: taxes, user fees, remittances by certain enterprises of their net

profits, and transfers from the two higher levels of government, provincial

and central.
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Taxes

The specific taxes collected by the municipalities are listed and

described in Table 1.

Some taxes are reserved exclusively for the municipality. In the

case of others, a proportion is sent on to the provincial government, which in

turn sends on a part to the central government. About two-thirds of the total

tax revenue collected at the municipal level is passed up to the higher

levels, reflecting the local officials' role as tax collector for provincial

and central authorities. The only entities that municipal governments do not

collect the taxes of, within their boundaries, are the state-owned enterprises

assigned to the provincial or central government.

The revenue from all taxes collected locally is recorded in a single

pooled account, without -- initially at least -- distinguishing between the

shares due to each governmental level. Then the local share is determined and

the balance is transmitted to the province.

This practice makes it necessary in the description here to first

talk about the tax take overall and then the local portion.

The Tax Take Overall. The first four taxes listed in Table 1 form

the backbone of China's current system of generating state revenue, replacing

the pre-1984 arrangements. They account for about 90% of the total tax

revenue collected by Hangzhou city, and about two-thirds of its revenue from

all sources. For Shaoxing city, similar percentages were found.1/

1/ There are still quite a few data gaps to be resolved on these figures., for
both cities. See Table 3.
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The Urban Construction and Maintenance Tax (UCMT) is reserved for the

municipality and earmarked expressly for development and upkeep on urban

infrastructure and services, excluding social services like education and

health. The revenue obtained by all municipalities in Zhejiang province in

1985 from the UCMT was Y1.31 billion, accounting for about a third of their

total revenue net of amounts transmitted to higher levels. [Check: This

figure is derived from the provincial staff's "brief introduction".]

The surcharges on the Industrial and Commercial Tax and on user fees

contribute another Y36 million. Other taxes generate comparatively minor sums

of revenue.

All terms and particulars of all taxes, including who pays and what

the tax rates are, are determined by higher level authorities, leaving the

municipalities little autonomy for selecting and fine-tuning tax policies and

ins truments.

The Municipality's Share of the Total Take. Besides the Urban

Construction and Maintenance Tax, municipal governments are entitled to keep

all of the revenue from the surcharges on the Industrial and Commercial Tax

and on user fees. In mos t cases, the surcharges, like the UCMT, are earmarked

for infrastructure and services.

In addition, the municipality is permitted to retain a designated

percent of the revenue from all other taxes combined. According to one

source, the percent limit is now 22% in some parts of Zhejiang. [Need more on

this.]
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Overall, the municipal share of the total take in Hangzhou and

Shaoxing in 1985 was:

0 31% for Hangzhou as a whole, and 27% for its Urban District; and

° 38% for Shaoxing as a whole, and 35% for its Urban District-l

Many municipal authorities argue strongly that they desperately need

increased revenues to meet their current and anticipated future

requirements. They find the present tax policy arrangements, with everything

of importance decided from above, to be confining. They therefore have begun

to seek other ways to increase their revenues. One way that is sometimes

cited is to promote local economic growth generally. Another is to start more

municipally owned collectives, as described above. This latter practice

appears to have been spreading rapidly in the last few year.

What thus seems to be happening is that the constraints imposed from

above on local tax options are forcing localities into other initiatives, the

full implications of which are not yet clear -- and need to be examined

thoroughly.

1/ These figures were estimated by the author from the data provided, and
need to be checked carefully. The estimates are based on taking the
municipality's total expenditure as an estimate of its retained revenue,
and comparing that figure to the reported total revenue. This approach
would need to be modified if the municipality has some retained revenue
that it doesn't spend.
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User Fees

Most municipal services have some kind of fee, but its level is very

low relative to the full cost of the service supplied. The main user fees

charged in Hangzhou city are listed and described in Table 2. Rents for

housing units owned and managed by the municipalities recover only a small

fraction of the total cost including depreciation and interest. One source

stated that on average nationwide, rents would have to be increased by fifteen

times their current level in order to cover the total cost. Understandably,

therefore, government deliberations about adjusting housing rents upward

assume that any such changes would need to be gradual and combined with wage

level reforms.

In addition to the municipally owned and managed housing, many

enterprises provide housing for employees and their dependents. Enterprises

work out their own arrangements about rents, which typically are as low or

lower than in munici~al housing. At least in this case, though, the

municipality does not have to provide continuing subsidies to cover the

maintenance and eventual replacement cost.

There is not yet any explicit fee for land use in Zhejiang. Rents do

not include a land-related factor. Experts in Beijing recognize that a land

use charge is needed, and legislation to implement one is now before the State

Council of the central government. The content of this legislation is being

held in close secrecy at the moment. Various experts acknowledged, however,

that certain proposals have been aired that would tie land use charges to the

type of use (residential, heavy or light industrial, etc.), the location, and

the size and quality of the improvements. Experimental application of land

use charges is going on now in four cities officially and many others less
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dispersion of umparibility makes data lletini on diem difficult.

7/ On official said die city also gets evmu fro selling nightoil, it his "a not coinfied.
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formally. A number of smaller towns, impatient to get the revenue, have

proceeded with charges of their own design. All proposals being considered

would be levied on enterprises, not households.

Existing fees for water, gas (for heating and cooking), and bus

transport were said to cover a substantial proportion of operating costs, but

the precise interpretation of operating costs needs to be checked. Beijing

researchers on urban issues said that options for raising fees on a wide range

of municipal services are being contemplated. But as with housing, the

subject gets enmeshed with wage policy.

In Hangzhou, there is a separate municipally owned service enterprise

for each of the following services: water, gas, bus transport, taxi transport,

garbage removal and road cleaning, sanitary waste water treatment, construc-

tion of municipal housing, construction of enterprise housing, construction of

streets and bridges, and construction of non-residential buildings. None are

fully self-sustaining financially, although water and bus transport supposedly

cover 95-100% of their operating costs in an average year.

Municipal government accounts (kept by the Financial and Tax Bureau)

treat as revenue only the portion of fee income that is remitted by the

service enterprise to the central bureaus. Thus, in the revenue statistics

reported here (in the text and in Table 3 especially), fees appear as a small

fraction of the total revenue. The only fees expressly broken out as such in

the statistics are for water effluent charges.

Revenue from Enterprises

This category includes remittances by the municipally owned

collectives of their net profit. It may also include remittances of profits

from other enterprises under the municipality's jurisdiction.
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The exact meaning of the figures in this category need to be checked

because the explanations given were far from clear. For example, it is not

obvious why some enterprises should be remitting revenues other than through

the tax system.

The amounts of revenue obtained by the cities of Hangzhou and

Shaoxing in 1985 from all sources are summarized in Table 3.

Transfers from the Provincial and Central Government

Municipal governments receive only modest transfers from higher level

authorities in China, unlike many other countries where transfers account for

large fractions of local expenditure. In the Urban District of Hangzhou in

1985, transfers earmarked for urban infrastructure and service improvements

and maintenance constituted only 3.5% of the total municipal budget. The city

receives other transfers for other purposes too. Although data on them were

not available this time, the total transfer revenue to the city was reported

to be small.

Transfers are for specific investments, presented as special project

proposals by the city authorities to the provincial government, which in turn

may ask for help from the central government's Ministry for Urban and Rural

Construction and Environmental Protection. There do not appear to be any

standard criteria for evaluating project proposals, or any procedure for

assessing and comparing the costs and benefits of alternative projects. Each

municipal entity has its own "wish list", ready to bring out for every

visiting dignitary. Some projects are purely functional -- for instance,

construction of new water treatment plants. Others are of a completely

different sort -- for example, restoration of historical sites in the West

Lake area of Hangzhou.
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Transfers can be either loans or grants. In principle, if the purpose

of the transfer is to support a "productive sector" project, the transfer is

supposed to be a loan. If it is for a "nonproductive sector", it is a

grant. Further details need to be obtained during the follow-up mission,

particularly on (i) the terms and conditions of loans, (ii) the frequency with

which loans in fact are made in lieu of grants, and (iii) the extent and

timeliness of repayment of loans.

EXPENDITURES

Expenditure data for municipalities in Zhejiang are recorded by broad

functional categories as shown in Table 4. There was not time in this visit

to delve into what is and is not included in each of these categories, or into

the composition of the large "administrative cost" item. Expenditure data by

object (wages, materials, etc.) were requested but never materialized. It

appears that Hangzhou and Shaoxing olficials do keep some data by object but

do not regard that information as imfortant enough to keep readily available

in summary form.

The data that get used most, as in Table 4, lump together both

recurrent and capital spending, with no differentiation between the two

types. The mission's requests for separate recurrent and capital account data

met with bewildered looks at first. Later, it seemed that such data does

exist but no one looks at things much that way.

Allocation of funds by function is done by simple extrapolations of

past levels, adjusted for new initiatives decided by consultations among the

top city officials. New initiatives are chosen without formal analysis of

alternatives.
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MICIFlL GOVERMtENT EXP011UE: HANGZIDOU CITY IN ZJUIANG HR0VIICE, 1985
(l@M millions)

Ibtal City Urban District Orly

Mdmnistrative Cs t 294.68 117.71

Urban (brstruction and Maintenance I/ N.A. 130.052/
lbads and bridges N.A. 4.15
Drainage N.A. 4.05
71ar port N.A. 1.90
Gs N.A. 0.48
Biromental Protection NA. 7.69
Hus irg N.A. 5.88
Parks and Garders N.A. 10.38
East Middle River Treatnent N.A. 45.66
Trarsfer to OCmtral (bverrnent

for Energy bsts N.A. 2.72
Other N.A. 9.79

Agr culture, Pbrestry, Fishing 46.21 7.92

Irri gation 12.34 1.50

Capi tal Qbrw truction 68.56 66.61

hnIology Inprovement 58.29 36.69

Environmental Protection 7.17 6.03

Other 21.19 14.75

%te: N.A. - data not available this visit.

1/ Tata for all item under this hading are from the budget for the Urban (brstruction and
Mintenance Bureau. All other item in table are fran the blget for the municipal
governent as a vhole.

2/ Ihere Is a discrepancy, never satisfactorily explained, between this figure and the
corres ponding total (117.71) from the buirget for the amicipal govermIt as a ihole.
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A major allocation issue exists within housing construction.

Municipal governments build some housing of their own and other housing that

they sell to enterprises (translated as "commercial housing"). Choices to do

one rather than the other have far-reaching implications, not the least of

which is that municipally maintained housing entails large, continuing

subsidies. Evidently the standard approach has been to build municipal

housing entirely, unless either (i) some enterprises that are expanding

succeed in convincing city officials to redevelop a tract for commercial

housing or (ii) the municipality has run out of funds that year and can only

afford to do commercial housing. [In the city of Shaoxing, it was reported

that over 50% of all housing units were "private". It is unlikely that this

many units are actually individually owned. The meaning of "private" needs to

be discussed further with City officials.]

Decisions on the mix of municipal housing and commercial housing

deserve more careful consideration by city leaders. The advantages of

commercial housing, as a way of lightening the subsidy burden on municipal

.government, warrant more attention. Against these advantages must be weighed

the need to assure that those families not associated with the better off

enterprises do not get inequitably treated.

BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The two cities visited have a budget process similar to that in many

other countries. All of the constituent parts of each municipal government

(the central bureaus and service enterprises) submit budget requests to the

Financial and Tax Bureau (FTB) each year. The final budget, once approved by
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the mayor, is then monitored through the year by the FTB, which also

reconciles the year-end accounts. Final records of actual expenditures are

available a few months after the yearly closing.

When a particular bureau or service enterprise runs up a deficit, it

can receive a supplement. This does happen from time to time, apparently

without a tangible penalty to the recipient. When the author asked if the

lack of some sort of hand slap would lessen incentives to improve efficiency,

the answer was "No problem; all managers want to be as efficient as

possible". Some probing on this point is clearly needed.

FTB also handles the details of tax collection. All entities subject

to tax are expected to make the necessary payments regularly without

prodding. However, once a year, staff from the Shaoxing FTB go around to

every enterprise, collective, and individually owned shop to check up. Those

in arrears are required to pay up on the spot and also are assessed a fine for

lateness.

PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES

Municipal and provincial officials are acutely aware that the

populations of cities and towns in Zhejiang will continue to grow

significantly in the next decade and beyond. For Hangzhou (whole city), the

natural rate of increase (births minus deaths) was reported to be about two

percent; inmigration, both legal and illegal, and continued expansion of the

"floating population" (people who work in the city but have their residence

registered elsewhere) raises the total growth rate above two percent. For

some towns in Zhejiang, the growth rate is probably much higher than in

Hangzhou. Local officials recognize all this. They also see China's long-
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standing controls on migration are becoming increasingly irrelevant now as

enforcement is relaxed and the importance of the grain ration diminishes as a

result of the rise in per capita incomes.

These authorities perceive too that the existing infrastructure of

most cities and towns in Zhejiang, particularly in housing, streets, water

supply, and wastewater treatment, is extremely inadequate even for the present

needs, and will be unable to cope with the additional demands generated by

future growth. In the view of some, a large backlog of unmet requirements for

infrastructure improvements has built up over years of relative neglect of

urban services. Massive investments will therefore be needed over the next

several years both to compensate for past insufficiencies and to accommodate

future expansion.

The financial requirements for this adjustment period are expected to

be very substantial. For Hangzhou as a whole, municipal authorities have

estimated a need for Y200 million. They anticipate that only about half of

that amount will be available from existing sources. This conclusion is based

on their assumption that local revenues will provide Y75 million, and

transfers (from the central and provincial governments and from other sources

within the municipal government [check]) will supply another Y25 million.

Neither the provincial nor the municipal officials appear to have

developed well articulated strategies for dealing with this problem of a

funding gap.

MISCELLANEOUS

A New Tax. On the author's last day in China, the China Daily

newspaper announced that a new tax has been approved by the State Council, the

proceeds of which are intended to aid education. The tax will be a one
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percent surtax on the product, value added, and operating taxes (the first

three itens in Table 1), and thus will be paid by all enterprises and

collectives.

Borrowing. Municipal governments do not engage now in floating bonds

or other forn of borrowing for urban infrastructure and services projects.

(Transfers that the central government makes in the form of loans, discussed

above, are the closest thing to general municipal borrowing that is done

now. But these arrangements are still far removed from open market

borrowing.) However, enterprises and collectives, including those owned and

managed by municipalities, are able to borrow -- for example, from the state

banks. The extent to which they actually do borrow, in the case of Zhejiang,

is not clear.

"Selling" of Houses. Housing units typically remain within a single

family indefinitely, passed on to younger generations. Although the

municipality (in the case of municipally owned housing) or the enterprise (in

the case of enterprise owned housing) technically can assign the uni.t to

someone else, this rarely happens. From time to time, though, the occupants

of a unit do give it up for one reason or another. In that event, the

household can find another household to take over the unit and accept a fee

from that household. The level of the fee can be negotiated between the two

parties; there is no control on the amount. The housing authority normally

agrees to the takeover. This practice was described informally in a large

meeting, and needs to be verified. Its extent and implications also need to

be explored.

Magnitude of Housing Investment Nationwide. Investment in housing

has increased dramatically in recent years, both in absolute term and as a

percent of the total capital construction budget. It was 5.5% of the capital
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construction budget in 1979, and is now 19%. The current figure is higher

than in the USSR, which is at 14%. Part of the reason for the presently high

rate is to compensate for the underinvestment in the past.

On average nationwide, the maintenance cost for housing is Y2.6 per

square meter. But the rent charged is only Y2.1. Rent payments now

constitute only 2-3% of personal income for an average household.
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ANNEX A

THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF ZHEJIANG PROVINCE

Zhejiang is subdivided into three prefectures and eight areas

designated as "cities at the provincial level". These eleven jurisdictions,

administratively independent of one another and non-overlapping, form the

highest tier of the province's governmental structure.

The prefectures are subdivided into counties, the counties into

townships (formerly called "communes"), and the townships into villages

(formerly "brigades"). Each county has at least one center big enough to be

designated a; a "county town". Three of the province's county towns had, by

1985, attained the status of "cities at the county level".

These three county level cities, plus the eight provincial level

cities, form the eleven cities that the provincial statistics refer to when

describing urban development. Steps are being taken now to upgrade two other

towns to cities, but the description here covers only the eleven.

The jurisdiction of the eight provincial level cities are

considerably larger than the urbanized portion at their core. Each of these

"cities" consists administratively of an "urban district" and a number of

surrounding counties (which are clearly affiliated with their city and are not

part of any prefecture). The urban district consists of a "built up area" and

"suburbs". Within the urban district, there are further subdivisions, the
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largest of which are translated as "districts" (unfortunately). Below these

districts are "stations" in the organizational arrangements used by municipal

housing bureaus. A station typically covers a single housing block.

There are a total of 66 counties, 508 county towns, and 2,729

townships in Zhejiang, as of 1985.

The provincial city of Hangzhou has, besides its-urban district,

seven counties. Shaoxing has five counties.

Cities, prefectures, counties, county towns, and townships all have

their own governments, with staff organized into departments roughly in the

same way as the higher level authority they are answerable to. At the top of

this hierarchical pyramid is the provincial government itself, which in turn

is answerable to the central government. Within each city, the urban

district, built up area, suburbs, districts, and stations are administered by

one combined municipal government.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

In pursuit of its mission to promote interchange on housing

finance development throughout the world, the International Union has

opened a special window to the People's Republic of China. The res-

ponse has been very positive, and considerable interchange has already

taken place. China's population of 1.046 billion is one-fourth of the

world's total. The government is engaged in a determined effort to

quadruple the Gross National Product by the year 2000 which would bring

it in the range of $US 800 to $1000 per capita. Housing has an im-

portant role in these efforts for modernization and growth in all

sectors. In 1985, more than 12.6 million dwelling units were con-

structed (3 million urban and 9.6 million rural), but key issues re-

main to be resolved if this sector is to contribute more effectively

to China's development

The urban housing programs in China require large capital

investments and growing subsidies which burden the State's budget.

Only in the past several years has homeownership been permitted, begin-

ning with a limited program in several cities. In contrast, in the

rural areas, homeownership is the predominant tenure form, and there

has been a huge surge of peasant investment in housing, drawn from

their increased earnings and savings as a result of the rural reforms.

Knowing that there could be no greater expression of the

role of the International Union and its objectives than helping to

bring private homeownership and a thrift and home financing system to

China, in 1984 1 authorized IUBSSA's Special Advisor Eric Carlson to

visit China for first contacts with the newly-organized Ministry of

Urban and Rural Construction and Environmental Protection (MURCEP).

MURCEP subsequently requested IUBSSA for a return visit, for lectures

and seminars on housing policy and finance in Beijing and Shanghai to

a wide .range of Chinese authorities concerned with housing and urban

development. In June 1986, President Osterbrauck also visited China

on official invitation, and was hospitably received for his lectures

in Beijing, Shanghai and Xiam. He met officials of key financial in-

stitutions, and encouraged their membership and participation in IUBSSA

activities. They are keenly interested in systems for savings and home-

ownership.

IUBSSA has provided a grant for a joint housing research

project and book on housing in China, being carried by the China

Academy of Urban Planning and Design in Beijing and the Institute of

Public Administration of New York. This present document by Eric

Carlson is a preview of some of the major topics and issues being

further developed in this project.

We will observe with great interest developments initiated

by the Chinese government as a result of the assistance provided by

the International Union. Hopefully, some time a few years hence, we

will see the active functioning of a program of savings for home-

--



ownership and systems for home financing which will bring the people
of this vast country to the realization of dreams that people over NOTE ON ERIC CARLSON

the world have had for centuries to own their own home.

We are proud of the work that Eric Carlson has been doing Eric Carlson has been Special Advisor to

in China and that a man of his background and experience has been as- the International Union of Building Societies and

sociated with the International Union. Savings Associations (IUBSSA) since his retirement,
from the United Nations Secretariat in April 1982.

We are particularly pleased that President Dr. Willi-Dieter In the UN, he was Deputy Director of the Habitat and

Osterbrauck was able to visit China during the last year of his pre- Human Settlements Foundation in Nairobi, Kenya for

sidency and add his unique type of salesmanship for homeownership to eight years, and formerly Chief of Housing at UN

this important effort. headquarters in New York for 10 years.

Currently, he holds several positions

mainly concerned with housing and finance develop-

NORMAN STRUNK ment. He is Special Advisor to the Caribbean Asso-

Secretary-General ciation of Building Societies and Housing Finance

International Union of Building Institutions in Kingston; Chairman of the United

Societies and Savings Associations Nations NGO Committee on Housing and the Interna-

tional Year for Shelter in New York; Secretary and
Trustee, Cooperative Housing Foundation and Vice

Chairman CHF International, Inc., Washington, D.C.;

Trustee, Community Cooperative Development Founda-

tion, Bridgeport, Conn.; President, International

August 1986 Foundation for Earth Construction, Washington, D.C.;
Member, Executive Council, World Society of Ekistics,

Athens; Representative, Habitat International Council

to United Nations, The Hague; Member, Board of Direc-

tors, International Rural Housing Assn., Caracas;
Member, International Committee, National Associa-

tion Housing Officials.

He is a Senior Associate of the Institute

of Public Administration, NYC, and currently serves

as Director, Joint Housing Research Project, People's

Republic of China, with China Academy of Urban Plan-

ning and Design. He is also advisor to Housing Policy

Project, National Economic and Social Council, Prime

Minister's Office, Dublin, Ireland.

He was a co-founder of the African Union of

Building Societies and Housing Finance Institutions

(Nairobi) in 1983. He has lived and worked in several

countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, including
Brazil, Costa Rica, Colombia, Venezuela and Barbados.

He is a former director of the Inter-American Housing

Center (CINVA) in Bogota, Colombia.

He is an active consultant in the field of

international housing finance, and is President of

Eric Carlson Associates, located at 25 Giletta Court,

Closter, N.J. 07624 (Tel. 201-768-7707). His office

in New York City is at the Institute of Public Ad-

ministration, 55 W. 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.

(Tel. 212-730-5480).
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HOUSING FINANCE DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA

An Overview of Issues and Prospects*

by

Eric Carlson

Special Advisor
IUBSSA

Background

Housing finance policy has become the subject of

special scrutiny and inquiry in China, a developing social-
ist country presently engaged in a vast process of growth
and transformation. Having successfully met and exceeded
the major targets in its Sixth Five-Year Plan, China is on-

target toward its goal of quadrupling the Gross National
Product by the year 2000. The per capita income for its
population of over 1.2 billion people will then range from
US$ 800 to US$ 1,000. Though seemingly modest, this awe-
some effort means providing for 150 million more people
than the total number at end 1985 of 1,046.39 billion.

In spite of the success of the one child per family

campaign, and a population growth rate of only 1.12% in 1985,
new housing pressures will arise from a surge of newly mar-
ried couples over the next decade, an increasing rate of
urbanization, movement of peasants away from their tradi-
tional agricultural pursuits, deterioration of existing
housing stock, much of which is of poor quality and stand-
ard, and severe overcrowding. Investment in housing is now
about 7 to 8% of Gross National Product, and 12.6 million
dwelling units were constructed in 1985, but the lack of
housing is still perceived as a major problem, and partic-
ularly so in the urban areas. It is considered that major
reforms are essential in matters of housing policy, finance
and management if investment efficiencies are to be achieved
and if there is to be substantial improvement in the hous-
ing stock.

Is Commercialization Possible?

The Seventh Five-Year Plan, ratified in April, 1986,
takes account of the present situation, and contains a di-
rective which states:

"We should commercialize housing in the cities and

towns and speed up the growth of residential con-
struction industry, making it a pillar of the na-
tional economy.

* The views expressed in this report are those of the author.



But how is the "commercialization of housing" to be achieved where supply and materials shortages were evident.
in a developing socialist country of such dimensions as Chi-
na, where low-rent, highly subsidized policies for housing The country's more than 200 million urban residents

have prevailed for more than 30 years? An active private had an average per capita income of 752 yuan, a 23.8% in-
sector in this field does not exist. Should housing be con- crease over prior years. The average urban wage rose by
sidered as a public service to which all are entitled? Is 17.2%, but because of the 8.8% inflation rate, low.paid
it a commodity to be acquired, bought and sold in the market- workers found it difficult to make ends meet. The country's

place? Or is it a unique blend of various economic and so- 800 million rural inhabitants had a per capita annual net

cial categories and considerations? income of 397 yuan, 42 yuan more than in 1984. Individual

other questions can be raised: What are the rela- bank savings in 1985 increased by 33.6%, to reach 162.3

Othe qustins an e rised Wht ae te rla-billion yuan.
tionships between housing policies and broader development
strategies? Should equity and equality be major goals of In 1985, 130 million square meters of new urban
China's housing policy? What role should land pricing or housing was constructed representing a total housing invest
rent and cost of money (interest) play in a socialist econ- ment in cities and towns approximating 25 billion yuan. In
omy? To what extent can a privatizing or commercialization the rural areas 770 million square meters of housing was
of housing serve as encouragement or stimulus for the mobi- built, for an estimated 9.6 million rural households, and
lization of personal savings, particularly for some form of the investment in new housing is expected to have greatly
home ownership? Will this help to relieve the pressures on exceeded the 1984 total of 30 billion yuan. For the urban

the State for more investment in housing? Should the pro- housing, the State and enterprises paid almost six billion
vision of housing be tied to the work place? yuan more in subsidies, representing estimated depreciation,

This report will not provide categoric replies 
to maintenance, repairs, management and interest (based on the

the questions posed, but it will highlight some of the avail- cost of construction) less rent paid.
able information regarding the key issues. It will also The overall housing improvement goal for China's

point to directions for further research and action and res- population by the end of the century is for every family to
olution of major problems. The International Year of Shel- have its own complete dwelling unit. The objective is to
ter for the Homeless (1987), declared by the United Nations achieve overall average living space for each person of

General Assembly, suggests that governments make a special some eight square meters. This represents a considerable
effort in keeping with the objectives of this year to re- upgrading from the present situation of prevalent over-

view and revise their housing policies so as to achieve crowding. In 1982 the estimated average living space was

improved housing and shelter for all by the end of the cen- 4.4 square meters per person, with wide differences noted

tury. This offers an opportunity for China to promote the between cities and regions. It has been rising by small
"urban reforms" required for the housing sector, including increments since that time, and the objective of eight

the "commercialization of housing.'' square meters is now viewed as achievable.

The period of the Sixth Five-Year Plan, from 1981 In terms of dwelling units to be constructed, this

to 1985, was one of considerable progress in the develop- would mean some 200 million over the last two decades of

ment of China's economy, and the average annual growth of this century. About one-fourth is to be built in urban ar-

Gross National Product was over 10%. In 1985 the Gross eas, totalling an area of 2.5 billion square meters. The

Social Product, representing the total output value of other three-fourths will be built in the countryside, with

agriculture, industry, the building trade, transport, tele- a total area of about 12 billion square meters. This scale

communications, and commerce, rose by 16.2% over 1984, to of building is unprecedented in world history. However,

total 1,624.2 billion yuan. However, the country's infla- there are also serious problems to be overcome. The Seventh

tion rate also reached 8.8% and especially affected people Five-Year Plan adopted in 1985 assumes an average construc-

of low income. This contributed to a determined slowdown tion of urban housing of 150 million square meters per year.
of capital expenditure and limiting of credit and financ- At 200 yuan per square meter, this investment then amounts

ing, in order to avoid overheating the economy, especially to 30 billion yuan per year, with another 10 billion re-

quired for subsidies. The State's capital investment in

FOOTNOTE: in the text which follows, it should be noted that the value housing, together with the continuing and growing subsi-
of the unit of Chinese currency, the Yuan, in July 1986 was dization, is a large one.

3.7 Yti~lu to ITS $1. Its former value in 1986 was 3.2 Yuan

US ; i t985 it was 2.8 Yuan to US $1. For the 15 years remaining to the year 2000, the

state may well expend, under present policies, together

with funds from local governments and funds pooled by state-



owned enterprises and institutions, several hundred billion lion yuan, 18.1 billion more than in 1984. Rural people
yuan. Yet its net economic return on the investment will are expected to invest up to 200 billion yuan in new hous-
be negative. The prime reason is that the present system ing between 1986 and 1990. Rural people are now spending
of rental payments does not cover costs, much less generate an average of 16% of their annual income on housing improve-
capital for the construction of new housing. Although some ments, compared to 5% in 1980. When peasant families be-
two-thirds of the urban inhabitants have benefitted from the come richer, surveys show that their percentage of expendi-
low rent housing policies, at least one-third more are in ture on housing rises sharply, and may even approach one-
need of new housing allocation, and there are questions of third of incomes.
housing inequality and other matters to be resolved. These
will be discussed later in this report. Much new rural housing construction tends to be of

Housing in Rural Areas high standard. In 1985, 60% of the new housing was of brick

HousinginRuralArea and tile, and 15% was in two or three story houses. Since

To provide a different perspective on the c1979, an estimated 50 million rural households have moved

cialization of housing" peshould onrt "commer- into new homes, out of the total of 180 million rural house-
whatizationof hppning" in China, we should first focus on holds. This represents a remarkable increase and improve-
what has been happening in the rural areas which contain ment of the country's housing stock.
some 80% of the people. The rural reforms, and extension
of the responsibility system, from 1979-80 have stimulated One example of "commercialization" of rural hous-
exceptionally rapid growth of agricultural production, and ing is the establishment in 1984 of the China Rural House
of rural incomes and food consumption, based on rapidly Building Materials Company and the China Rural House Corpo-
rising yields. During the next several decades, agriculture ration for supplying complete sets of building materials.
will remain one of the largest and most important sectors of The first sells building materials and houses in coopera-
China's economy. Even in the year 2000 food will account tion with more than 1,000 companies and industrial enter-
for about half of household consumption, and about half the prises across the country. It has provided 90,000 farm
labor force will be engaged in agricultural activities. It households with houses covering a floor space of 7.5 square
should be noted that considerable agricultural activity in meters. The second Corporation has established 35 companies
China is carried on within the boundaries of cities, which and 200 subcompanies all over the country. In 1985, it
often have the characteristics of self-contained regions. built more than one million square meters of houses, pro-
It is evident that the economic linkages betwean agriculture duced 1.4 million cubic meters of cement, structural mem-
and other sectors will become increasingly close. It is in bers, and sold six million square meters of complete sets
this context that we look at some aspects of the rural hous- of building materials.
ing scene.

That the pace of rural housing construction and im-

First we can note that "commercialization" of hous- provement will continue for some time is indicated by the es-

ing prevails in the rural areas. People can own their own timates that annually some 15% of the rural households are ii

homes, although not the underlying land which is retained need of building new homes or renovating old ones, e on
in ownership by the collective. The individual dwellings 5% of the households are able to improve their dwelling con-
become real property and can be handed down to descendants. ditions because of shortages of building materials and equip
Peasants have a long tradition of building houses for their ment, especially in such items as steel, cement and glass.
children, especially before marriage. A wide variety of
methods is used to build this housing, rnigfosefThere is no doubt that the rural reforms and the
helphd ismuedity asildst tousingranging from self rise of the responsibility system for agrarian production
help and community assistance to arrangements with individual have resulted in a substantial growth of income for the
contractors. The growth of income for the peasants in many peasants in many rural areas. The fact that they are
rural areas has brought with it a wave of investment by choosing to invest so much of this in housing of good stand-
rural people for housing construction and improvement of ard and high quality often i totyica ub d-
existing delns Inmnsiutosthpesnhosaradhghquality, often superior to typical urban dwell-exis dwellings. In many situations, the peasant house ing units, bodes well for the basic stability of the country
serves also as part of a workplace or production center, so side. At the same time, new productive forces are being
such investment has additional importance. The fact that created for promoting rural specialization, commuercializa-
people can own their own homes in the rural areas is un- tion and modernization.
doubtedly a tremendous incentive for their construction and
improvement. It has also served to open up large markets Although the changing agricultural scene may result
for building materials, products, accessories and technical in estimated surplus manpower in rural areas of up to 100
services for planning, design and construction. million or more by 2000, some of this will be absorbed by

Last year, rural bank deposits amounted to 72 bil- jobs in small industries or services, or in self-employment

in other than agricultural production. But there is also



another type of movement, of a growing number of peasants help provide training, technical assistance and development
from their farms to nearby towns and townships and market- of local materials and resources wherever possible.

ing centers. Peasants who relocate in this way generally
bring with them their own capital and food and are prepared Special incentives should be established to en-

to engage in new productive endeavors. Such moves tend to courage savings for housing in the rural context, through

alleviate the great pressures on the cities to receive rural banks, rural housing development corporations or credit co-

migrants, and is helping to create a more rational urbaniza- operatives. Such efforts will help to reduce the volume of

tion pattern. One example is that at the end of 1983 there credit required for home purchase or improvement, and help
were 2,600 towns of administrative status, but this number lessen inflationary impacts. By promoting capital invest-

had sharply increased to 6,200 by the end of 1984, more than ment for the nation's housing stock through such mobiliza-

3,600 in one year's time. tion of personal savings, there would be a "soaking up" of
excessive expenditure on unnecessary consumer products.

The importance of rural housing improvement and
construction in some provinces can be illustrated by what Several cities are already taking steps to help
has been taking place in Zhejiang Province since 1979. Farm- modernize the rural towns within their boundaries. Beijing,
ers have completed new housing with a total floor space of for example, has 253 rural- towns, and 13 of these have been

250 million square meters, and each rural resident is said selected as pilot towns in this modernization process, to

now to have a floor space of 20 square meters, up 32% from be implemented by the Beijing Rural Construction Develop-
1978. Average yearly earnings have substantially increased, ment Company. For this first New Town, to be located in

though are still low by Western standards. Local govern- Zhangxizhuang Township, some 25 kilometers East of Beijing,
ments and collectives help with funds and supplies of build- 2,500 two to three story apartments are planned, together

ing materials. Thirty percent of Zhejiang's 34 million with extensive community facilities. Families residing in

rural inhabitants now have piped water, following the com- the area will be offered payments for their old houses which

pletion of 15,000 waterworks since 1979. Electricity is can be applied to the estimated cost of 10,000 yuan for the

available in 88% of the 141,000 villages and 95% of rural new dwellings. Annual per capita income in the area is cur-

townships have roads. Rural development plans have been rently 7,275 yuan. This particular project should be the

drafted for 95% of the 1,500 towns and 97% of all villages. object of careful study and evaluation of the construction

and financing methods that are employed; their true costs,

The above provides the scenario for an extension and realistic appraisal of the cost-benefits of the project

of the owner-built and owner-occupied housing prevalent in as well as the investment recovery planning that should be
the rural areas and the country villages of China to similar an intrinsic part of this effort.

patterns for these towns and townships. The highly subsi-
dized and controlled low-rent policies of the cities could Urban Housing
then be avoided. It would be necessary to have new emphasis At the end of 1985, statistics showed that some
on the importance of planned development, the rationalizing 2. mli eo inhabitdithe s 333 cite
of infrastructure, and the provision of other services and 211.87 million people inhabited the country's 333 cities,

amenities, including commercial, industrial and cultural not including those living in suburban counties. If people

facilities. Fortunately, much is being achieved along these working in agriculture within cities are excluded, however,

lines, and reportedly there are now construction plans for the country's urban population then totals 118.26 million.

85% of the country's five million villages, and 84% of the This may seem small in relation to the total population,

54,000 rural towns. More than 500,000 newly-trained rural but in recent years urbanization is proceeding at a some-

planners and surveyors have worked on such planning with the what faster pace, and estimates indicate that there will be

help of urban experts. an increase of 110.1 million in the urban population by the

year 2000. It is possible, however, that the urban growth

The general outlines for commercialization of hous- process may be an accelerating one in light of the overall
ing in the rural areas, villages and townships are therefore reforms which are being implemented in both urban and rural

in place, for accommodating perhaps 800 to 900 million of sectors. China already has 20 cities with more than one

China's predominantly rural population by the year 2000. million populations. It seems likely that China's urban

Much is being achieved and the future looks bright. But population could reach more than 250 million by the end of
more help will be required to help increase the production the century, which taken alone would rank it as one of the
and distribution of building materials through local enter- three or four largest countries in the world. The Table on
prises trit ilding m tria r o ocaln the following page shows China's urban population at end

prssand private initiatives. Standardization of building195
components should be encouraged, as well as quality control. 1985.

Rural housing centers, training institutes or "wings" should



China's urban popolation
(based an 1985 figures)

freion icon famfits total pepulatio
1111e11 (mienn)

Natenal total 324 53.51 211.87
111i g 1 1. 51.86
TInha 1 152 5.38
Nobel 12 1.7 7.35Sanxi 10 1.51 6.38
WANf wood@l IS 1.30 5.35
LSnonAg 19 4.57 18.82
amn 1 2.12 7.2Statistics released by 1 2.32 10.62

Ministry of Public Security, n.g~i 1 1.97 6.28
as published in China Daily, Jiang 13 2.54 9.66Gulang 11 2.02 5.93
June 1986. Anuil 15 1.64 6.47

Fuji&m 10 1.02 4.30
Jiangxi 12 1.28 5.15
Shandxig 19 4.6 16.48
Henan 12 2.12 8.62
Nubol 14 2.62 11.64
Hunan 20 2.10 8.39
onging 17 2.84 11.90

Gumngi 11 1.17 5.35
Sichan 1o 3.83 15.18
Guhzhoi ' 1.06 4.
Yunnan 11 1.17 5.39
ibet 1 0.01 0.11

Shaanx S 1.31 5.40
Gansua 12 1,14 5.24
cinghal 2 0.15 0.66 Mixture of land uses and overcrowding in a typical urban landscape of
Ningia 4 0.25 1.13
Xinjiang is 0.98 4.18 China today.

China's official policy has been expressed as seek- A

ing to balance urban and rural development. China is ad-
hering to a policy of controlling the growth of big cities,
moderately developing medium-sized cities, and actively pro-
moting small cities. In general, without permission, people
are restricted in their movement of location of residence,
and it is difficult to obtain legal occupancy in the cities,
the more so when the provision or assignment of housing is
usually tied to the work unit or place of employment.

There is increasing evidence of slippage, or "slip-
through," however, and a recent estimate places at 3.21 mil-
lion the number of temporary residents in China's 10 larg-
est cities. Some of this is the result of bringing to the
cities contract labor from the provinces for construction
projects. A good part of the migrant population is not of-
ficially sanctioned, and there is clearly a problem of reg-
istering non-permanent urban residents. In Shanghai alone,
the temporary residents were estimated at 1.1 million by
the end of 1985, 2.5 times the number of 1983.

This is one reason among several why housing re-
mains in such short supply in spite of the very considerable

Typical courtyard view in terrace housing. Note busy scene.



investments for housing construction in the urban areas. governments and state enterprises have been granted consider-
Other symptoms are reported in the press. For example, the able economic authority resulting in the expansion of their
sale and rental prices of private houses in Beijing are now financial resources and increase of funds for investment.
sometimes ten times legal levels. Because young newly-mar- As stated by one observer, Chinese cities are not simply
ried couples find it virtually impossible to secure housing large concentrations of people and businesses who pay local
through their work units, several cities have constructed taxes and expect certain urban services in return. In Chi-
special buildings to house such couples, providing them na, where the allocation of labor and capital is the pre-
with minimum space and facilities, but strictly limiting the rogative of the state, a city's economy is directly managed
time they may remain in these accommodations. Many cities by its municipal government. The city runs factories and
now periodically sponsor housing exchange fairs for helping helps to operate suburban communes. An objective has been
in the sale or exchange of different types of apartments to transform cities from consumers to producers, and to en-
through photos, designs, models, and written notices and courage relative self-sufficiency in food, coupled with a
descriptions. Reports indicate that these events are dynamic industrial productivity that will eventually raise
thronged with people seeking more adequate or convenient living standards of city and hinterland alike. Through a
lodging, and that some do succeed in these efforts, though variety of mechanisms, the local governments and the state

at a cost. Clearly, the real estate industry has an in- enterprises have endeavoured to meet their responsibilities
teresting potential for development in China. for housing construction and maintenance and to assist the

work units in providing housing accommodation.
There have been five housing exchange fairs in

Beijing, and the movement has now spread to 33 cities under Basic Questions
the guidance of a National Urban Housing Exchange Centre.
Reportedly some 200,000 swaps have been negotiated. There Despite the vast increase in production of urban

is a computerized system based on registration cards, and housing units, several questions have arisen. For example,
formalities are provided for transferring the right of use are these government policies adequate and appropriate in

of properties. solving the urban housing problem? Can expanded government

capital investment eliminate the housing shortage? Will the
What are the origins of China's present urban hous- government's approval of the private sale of housing help

ing situation? This article is not designed as an histor- solve the housing shortage? Will the current policies ad-
ical review, but suffice it to say that the urban housing vance the concepts of equity for the urban housing sector?
sector was seriously neglected, as were the cities generally, These questions and others underlie the following review of
during the 10-year cultural revolution, ending in 1976. how urban housing investment and construction actually hap-
During 1977-78, the Chinese Premier, Deng Xiaoping, called pens in China, using Shanghai and Beijing as reference points
for China to embark vigorously on the Four Modernizations,
of agriculture, industry, national defense, and science and There are many pressures on the planners, in both
technology. In 1978, the Central Committee of the Chinese urban and rural areas alike, as the enormous forces for
Communist Party set forth a series of principles and policy change and privatization in China are engaged for the en-
decisions for guiding the development of the economy. The couragement of initiative and production throughout its
first national housing conference was also held in that year. economic and social system. Agriculture has top priority

in both urban and rural areas, and prime urban land for in-
Efforts were focussed on how to speed up housing tensive agriculture is carefully allocated and protected.

production and how to improve the living conditions of ur- Urban planning is making good progress in China, and 189
ban residents. It was necessary to mobilize the initiative cities had completed their general plans by 1983. The State
of the central and local authorities, as well as that of Council has approved the general plans for 18 cities with
state enterprises and individuals. Home building was to be population of over one million. The general plan of Beijing
given special importance as a demonstration of the objec- was approved in July 1983. A National Urban Planning Act is
tives of socialist production and "the people's government" in preparation. Special attention to city development is
concern for the people, and to achieve the "dialectic re- also provided through the Environmental Protection Law of
lationship between production and livelihood, and between 1979.
accumulation and consumption." Since that time, building
more homes for the people has been one of the major items In China, the land in urban areas belongs to the
in China's economic readjustment, and the proportion of state, whereas in rural areas it is collectively owned. The
capital investment devoted to housing has steadily increased. government has promulgated regulations on land requisition
In recent years, it has been as high as 25%. for the capital construction of the state. These lay down

the principles or urban land administration, the planning of
With the reform of the financial system, local land use, the procedures of land requisition, and the pro-



p)ritorship of land. The institution or enterprise which
bii1ds- hay only th right to use the land. No public body
or indiviail s allowed to seize, purchase, sell, lease or
f ransfer 1and.

The rapital for urban housing development comes
from several f;urce's in China, the most important being the
state's investment in capital construction. The funds for
residenti a l bu ildinqs can be divided into several categories: ii
funds included in the national budget (which have not been
substantially increased), funds from local governments, and
funds poolrd by state-owned enterprises and institutions.
In addition theire are funds raised by the collectively-owned
enterprises, arid portions from the funds intended for the
renewal of eqsipment and installations in state-owned enter-
prises and private funds. In a recent year, the funds raised
by state-ownerl and collectively-owned enterprises and insti-
tut-ions amountd to 71% of total housing investment.

Tn principle, all enterprises are expected to be
responsible for providing housing for their workers and staff.
The central and local governments are expected to allocate
funds for residential building in connection with investment
in new enterprises, such as factories or mines. Only re-
cently, his en-ouragement been given to the sale of housing, Beihuan villa in Changzhou, Jiangsu Province.
especially new housing. The government may allot land to
individuals for house-building, and certain public assistance
may also be made available for construction. However, the
typical pattern is that the government or enterprise may
build apartment houses and then sell the units to workers
or staff members. This is on a subsidized basis, with the
prospective owner paying one-third, and the balance provided
by the government and the enterprise.

Almost one-third of urban inhabitants are on wait-
ing lists for new homes or for an improvement of their pre-
sent buildings. For the publicly-owned residential build-
ings, there is an allotment system which takes account of
the size of ti- housing stock, the number of applications
and the degree of cach case. Generally, a family of one to
three membe'rs is allotted a one-room unit of about 30 to 40
square meotors; a family of two to four can have a two-room e
unit of about Fl0 square meters, and a family of more than L
four can have a three-room u'nit, of 60 to 70 square meters.
After the allotments are made, the families are given certif-
icates for tenrncy which ensure them the right to use the
dwellings, and they pay rent according to the standards set
by the locial (lovernments.

In provinces and autonomous regions, there are Ur-
ban DevelnmeniO Bureaus responsible for housing. In cities, Zho lia Zhang project has 76 buildings on 36.5 acres. View shows anott
there are Capja al Construction Commissions and Real Prop-ortv Manaoement Bureaus which deal with housing. In some housing project grouping in background.
cities, Uni fil Housing Development offices are set up to
strngthen the leadership in housing development activities.



T' sides functioninq as a governmental organization, the
''eal Property Management Bureau of a city is directly en-
aag'd in .the management of a part of the housing stock.
nd-r the Real Proprorty Management Bureau there are several
special ized cormanies: the Housing Maintenance Company,
•he HlousiZng Construction Company, the Real Property Company,
4he 3Building Mlaterials and Equipments Company.

At pr-sent, public housing under the direct ad-
ministrat-ion OF the real property management establishments
of different levels accounts for only 20% of the total hous-
ing stock; the rest being administered by different organi-
zations tt which it belongs. Enterprises and institutions
which have their own housing are obliged to accept the di- -
rection Of. the Municipal Real Property Management Bureaus
and must follow the policies and laws of the related govern-
mental bo dies at state, provincial or municipal levels..

The housing in cities and towns is mostly of the
apartment type. In big cities, the apartment buildings are
generally of five to six stories. But in larger cities,
such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenyang and Tianjing,
there is increasing frequency of 10 to 20 story buildings
to economize on land use.

Carlson with authorities of Jai-Ding County in Tao-Yuang, one of 12 new
H'ousingijn Shanghai towns in Shanghai region. Second from left is King Tong-he, innovative

S' h larchitect of Shanghai Municipal Institute of Civil Architectural Design
S hanghai has developed a multi-faceted approach to

its housing sit-uation, which will be briefly described.
Shanghai now has over 12 million people in its overall met-
ropolitan conglomeration. A vast amount of housing con-
struction has taken place under the direction of the Shang-
hai Municipal (7overnment, but equally vast are the dimensions
of the housing and environmental problems which still remain. -
Shanghai is one of the three major cities (Beijing, Tianjin
and Shanghai) with special classification, under the direct
control of the central government. It has a total area of
(,186 square kilometers, of which 230 belong to the city
proper (recently broadened by 109 square kilometers). In
the city proper, there are more than 103 million square me-
ters of all types of housing construction areas, with some
52 million square meters of dwelling unit floor space.

Much of the existing housing stock is old, and
badly in need of renovation and repair. Overcrowding is
-xtensive, living space standards are low. These average
4.72 meters per person in the two-story, old style terrace
housrs which acoun for 18 million square meters, 38% of
'he urban housing, and accommodate 52% of the total number
olf city residents.

Durino 1979 to 1983, new residential construction
"xceeded 1; mil lion square meters, and the average living Carlson with team members for Shanghai prototype rehabilitation project

!par" incr-ase! from 3.9 square meters when the People's for terrace buildings in which much of population lives.

Republic was founded to 4.9 square meters per person in



1983. Still the average floor space for each family 
in the

new construction is only about 42 square meters, which 
means

at most two rooms per family. During the Sixth Five-Year

Plan, some 330,000 people were provided new 
accommodation

in the 120,000 apartments that were built. 
In the Seventh

Five-Year Plan, beginning in 1986 annual housing construc-

tion is to be increased from four million to five million

square meters.

How has this volume of housing 
construction been

organized? The Shanghai Municipal Bureau of Housing 
Ad-

ministration is the instrument for supervising real estate

under the municipal government. 
Under the Municipal Bureau

there are four companies -- for house management, house re-

pair and construction, building materials and house 
equip-

ment manufacture. The SMBHk has over 60,000 staff members

and workers.

The city proper is divided into 12 districts. 
In

each one there is a branch company of housing 
management,

house repair and construction and architectural 
materials.

The business of every district company 
is under the guidance

of the city company. Under the district housing management

Typic il old-style terrace housing in Shanghai. company, there are many housing management offices in the

neighborhoods. In the whole city there are 114 such 
offices,

which are the basic units responsible for rental, management

and maintenance, each in charge on the average for 500,000

square meters of public housing. There is a rent-lease con-

tract between the housing management unit 
and the resident.

The resident pays rent every month and the 
house management

unit takes care of all aspects of house maintenance, 
in-

cluding major repairs and restoration where 
necessary. Cur-

rently, attention is being given to the reform of this

management system so that it will operate on a more realistic

economic basis.

Up to 1983, the municipal government has dismantled

more than two million square meters of slums in Shanghai 
to

make way for large scale new construction. Some 30 large

housing estates have been built in Shanghai since 1950, 
most

of them composed of look alike blocks of flats 
in monotonous

and stereotyped settings. More recently, high rise buildings

of up to 20 stories are forming part 
of the large urban re-

construction projects in Shanghai, and permitting a more

varied mixture of high rise and low rise construction 
in the

development of new neighborhoods. An innovative design

example is the Hutai Residential Quarter in Northwest 
Shang-

hai, which has broken the stereotypes by establishing 
a

scheme of neighborhoods, of 600 to 700 households, with each

neighborhood characterized by distinctive 
architecture and

color.

Raising the roof and adding one story, plus interior improvements, pro- One of Shanghai's major approaches to its tight

duces increased accommodation at better standards with more sunny and hne is thendevelomeof ate tows Some

usable space, at Lane 303, Peng-Lai Road, Shanghai, built in 1923. housing scene is the development of satellite towns. Some

12 of these have been created on farm land purchased 
for



urban use with the approval of the agricultural commission, projects are everywhere, most of them in 5 to 10 story

at distances of 30 lo 50 kilometers from the central city. buildings. The new Seventh National Plan calls for even

These 12 districts are planned for 131,000 apartment units more investment in hous , toreotal by 40 all uan

with a floor area of 6.5 million square meters. By the end over the five-year period. moreover, by 1990, all urban

of 1983, over 2.2 million square meters, or some 45,300 residents are to be supplied with cooking gas. There will

a-partments, had beent, finished, with the rest in construction. be telephones for 500,000 households, and the daily water
supply system will greatly increase in capacity. 

Over the

The sat-llite towns are planned to provide for in- 
five years also, nine greenbelts are to be added to the

dustry and employment, and substantial growth is proceeding, city, another 30 public parks, and seven new garbage dis-

In the science ;ind technology city Tao-Yuang in Jai Ding posal areas.

County, some 3f, kilometers out of Shanghai, 70,000 people There will be an upper limit of 10.2 million for
were in residence in 1985, out of the total of 150,000 tij
scheduled for the project within the next three years. De- the permanent urban population of Beijing. In Beijing,

sign innovations were also taking place. Within severe cost there are five major construction companies, and over the

and space limitations, a young architect had produced a proj- past two years they have contracted 26,000 workers from

ect designed to provide a better quality of life for the poor rural areas to work on building projects. These work-

people within the project, including more attractive, liv- ers are not considered to be permanent residents, and will

able and varied buildings, of four to 12 stories. A histor- return to their places of recruitment when their contracts

ic old town adjacent to the new site was also being preserved, terminate.

to add to a sense of- cultural heritage. The process for obtaining approvals for construc-

In tnew tion is slow and difficult and uncertain. Because there are

hai has also to construction of nwbuildings, Shang- few alternative channels for proceeding through the bureau-
hai as lsoembarked on projects for urban rehabilitation.criecoendtreedtobfuhrblkasad

In the South District, a team of dedicated architects has cracies concerned, there tend to be further blockages and

engaged in experimental and demonstration work involving problems. There also seems to be an in-built pattern of

traditional terrace houses of two stories in which much of discrimination against the smaller or less important work

Shanghai's population lives. Many of these houses are still units who seek housing for their members, and who do not

in relatively gonod condition, but their facilities are in- carry the "clout" necessary for adequate consideration or

adequate and outmoded. The effort is to demonstrate how speedy approvals. There is, of course, the increasingly

these can be economically remodeled. This involves the serious problem of those who are self-unemployed, or who

strengthening and reinforcing of the original construction, may not have attachment to specific work units.

raising the roof and adding another story, rearraning in-

terior space, and providing each family with a private kit- The Municipal Bureau of Urban Planning is a key

chen and toilet, with flush closet. The expenditure for player in this process, but is subject to being over-ruled,

such reconstruction amounts to about 50% of the cost of new especially in situations which involve the state authorities.

construction, while the whole process helps retain the sense The Bureau is responsible for the construction approvals

Of community and stability of the neighborhood. which permit the work unit in need of housing to contract

for a project design through a Design Institute. 
Such in-

As~ppcts of lioueinj in Beijing stitutes are public bodies. In the case of the Beijing

Design Institute, there may be a long wait before appropriate

A visit to Beijing (Peking), capital of the People's plans can be produced, of up to a year or more. In some

Republic of China, is no mean experience. The nation's po- cases in the past, old standardized plans have been used with

litical, economic, cultural and communications center has a few changes because of the system of payment or bonuses for

total area, including outskirts, of 16,900 square kilometers, these plans, which are tied to the amount of square meters

and a population of 9.23 million, of which 5.86 million are produced within a period of time.

urban. Perhaps the most striking first impressions are the
carefully planed trees lining all major thoroughfares, and First, the work unit must apply to the Ministry to

the vast number of bicycles which still provide basic trans- which it is attached. The Ministry then reports to the

pertation frTiIlions, in Chinese cities. Buses are every- State Council, which approves the amount of construction re-
portationdfer m lin i n ite Buss are every quired in square meters. All work units are in competition
where, and usua lly overloaded, but private cars are still Go nt flre pc n aiiis n sal eev

compa'ra1tivel1y fw in number. for units of larger space and facilities, and usually receive
reduced space allocations. The work unit receives a note

In Bewiinq, there is an on-going construction boom from the Ministry giving its final allocation of space. The

for which no therd is in sight during this decade. Housing Bureau checks the Ministry's approval, and ascertains whether

the work unit has access to land, and what type of building



is prop oed. If the Bureau finds a proposed site acceptable,
affer cherkin- on infrastructure requirements and other as-
pew'r!K it' will isro a construction permit. One copy of this
ihi-n Toes to a he construction company, which can then order
the building nlterials required, steel, cement, etc. from the
state enterpr.;s. There are now possibilities of securing
such mat(erial frow other sources, but usually at higher or

market pr ics

In mnanv caises, the work unit does not have its own
land. In suc ar*s the Beijing Construction Commission may
arrange for a ocation to the unit of dwellings in a larger
comrlex, together with others. Therefore, before construc-
tion, ther will probably have been provision for the sale
or financing of dw11ing units among a number of different
work uni s, s atc nterprises or collectives. More recently,
in Beiji-ng pe haps 7 to 10% of new dwelling units are al-
located for sale to individual workers. The units sold are
usually the mos;t deficient ones, as the intention is to ob-
tain the-most mnoney for the least desirable apartments. In
casos of ~sale, the buyer often finds it convenient to bor-
row the imoun' reqired, one-third of cost, from family or
relatives. port dly, there are long waiting lists for
these home buyinq opportunities.

'The -bl ic-tions on collective enterprises to pro- Beijing housing project, Zho Jia Zhang, built between 1979 and 1984

Thdhebiffticult or thlemtv eeterprs many have under direction of Housing Bureau of Beijing and Housing Development
vide housing are difficult for them to meet, as many hav Corporation. Project has 76 buildings on 36.5 hectares, containing
severe f-inancilal. constraints and need their resources for Pvr680deliguis
maximum *inves ment in plant and facilities. Alternative over 6,800 dwelling units.
channels for invest ment and production of housing and in-
frastructure roem to be required, and this should be the
subject of further study.

The government's main instrumentality for studying
and dealing with the housing sector is the Ministry of Urban
and Rural Construction and Environmental Protection (MURCEP),
which was established in 1982. MURCEP has broad powers,
and itsscope of work includes the formulation of policies,
laws, de-crees and requlations concerning urban housing de-
velopment and idministration; the working out of long-term
programs"and annual plans and inspection of their imple-
mentation; to promote the interchange of advanced experience
alnd techniques, ireluding through relationships with pro-
fessionals aind institutions in other countries; and to or-
ganize training courses for cadres responsible for the de-
velopment and administration of housing in different regions
and localitie. M'TRCEP's officers have been in the fore-
front of anal-zing information and the results of experience
regardino houing and urban development in China, and in
developing re arrM nroposals. But MURCEP's work has just
begun and it wsill need support and reinforcement.

Many Of the problems are of long standing and are
politically sensitive and difficult to resolve. A prime Carlson with representatives of MURCEP and Housing Bureau of Beijing

on top of high rise building in new Zho Jia Zhang project.
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example was the early decision by the new Chinese government

in the 1950s to implant and to maintain a policy of very low

rentals for the existing housing stock, as well as for new

housing. Apart from helping to establish legitimacy for the

newly-formed government, the reasoning was that housing in
a socialist state should be considered as basically a public

service. Since then, rents have been lowered over the years,

and are still maintained at very low levels. 
Yok-shiu F. Lee

has described a typical present-day situation regarding

rentals drawn from the city of Wuhan, where in the early
1950s the rent for an average family amounted to about 14%

g- of the household's income.

Subsequently, the percent of household income de-

voted to rent decreased to 8% in 1957, and to 5% in 1970.

In 1974, when the government began to subsidize one-third

of a household's rent, the rent was reduced to what was

virtually only a nominal fee. A 1980 survey of the Wuhan

City Realty Company reported that an average household

04 paid only 2.3% of its monthly income for its housing.

Officials of the Wuhan City Realty Company have

complained that the underpricing of urban housing units 
has

led to two serious consequences: poor housing conditions

and inadequate new housing.

For the urban housing sector to recover fully its

investment, the sale value of a residential housing unit

Excellent construction ality is none oshould include (1) construction cost; (2) land development
ExcBellent cost ionquaityis shown in of ten 16-story buildings costs; (3) interest; and (4) taxes. If the housing units

in Beij1-story buildings are rented, then monthly payments should include (1) depre-

ciation; (2) maintenance fees and repair costs; and (3) real

estate taxes. A recent survey in Wuhan of yearly maintenance

and repair costs for urban housing showed that this amounted

to 2.10 yuan per square meter. But the annual rent was only

1.09 per square meter, leaving a considerable shortfall for

this item alone, not to mention the unpaid depreciation costs

and real estate taxes. Because rental income is too low,

necessary repairs are deferred to the point where deterio-

ration occurs more rapidly. Indeed, this had occurred with

the housing stock in Wuhan, close to one-third of which was

in a state of dilapidation, and about one-tenth was classi-

fied as "dangerous" and "poor."

In another broader study by MURCEP of a large num-

ber of urban housing projects, the average monthly rent was

0.13 yuan per square meter of usable floor space. If proper

provision for maintenance, administration and depreciation

were included, the figure would be 0.63 yuan per square

meter. If interest and taxes were included, the figure

would be one yuan, and if payment for land use, insurance

and profit were included, the monthly rent would then be

two yuan per square meter.

Two-storied houses built for sale in Shenzhen special economic zone.
From any economic point of view, the need to reform



the present low rent policy is apparent. However, raising who live in housing types (1) and (2) receive monthly rental
rents is difficult political decision for any government, subsidies from the government. This subsidy is not distrib-
and even a gradualistic approach will require considerable uted according to financial need, but rather is given out
study and balancing of the factors involved in the present by the state on a per-square-meter basis, regardless of the
situation of the Chinese economy. Mr. Lin Zhiqun, Director size of a household's living area. The subsidy will tend to
of the Bureau of Urban Housing of MURCEP, has pointed to vary from city to city. For example, in Wuhan, it is one-
the anomaly that although housing is by far the most ex- third of the rent payments; in Jilin it is one-fourth of
pensive of durable consumer goods in most countries, in the rent payments. In Beijing, a family of four living in
China, under the present irrational system, housing has be- a 20 square meter apartment would receive a housing sub-
come an odd piece of merchandise with an unbelievably low sidy of 91.2 yuan per year, while another family of the same
exchange value. To illustrate his point, he uses the exam- size living in a 40 square meter apartment would receive
ple of the cost of a house versus that of a big color TV. 182.4 yuan per year. Not only does the second family live
In China, a typical dwelling of 50 square meters would be in a more spacious apartment, it is also enjoying a larger
costed at 150 yuan per square meter, or 7,500 yuan, which government subsidy precisely because it is occupying a more
would be about five times the cost of the TV. There would roomy apartment.
be much higher ratios in Hong Kong, or even New York, where
a typical small dwelling unit or apartment might cost Urban Housing Reconsidered
$100,000 compared to the cost of a TV at US$ 500, or about
two hundred to one. This illustrates the contention that The current debate and discussions regarding China'
housing is not properly valued under the existing system in housing policy argue that residential buildings should be
China. considered as commercial commodities in China's socialist

economy. To correct the housing shortages, anomalies, and
Inequalities in Urban Housing inequalities, the urban housing sector should be commer-

cialized, rents should be gradually readjusted upward from
Greater equality in housing was an early objective their present low levels, and the sale of housing to indi-

of the government in the 1950s and private ownership of viduals should be officially permitted, to foster a more
houses was gradually but not totally eliminated, thus facil- widespread tenure status of home ownership for urban resi-
itating the state's ability to redistribute the existing dents. In this process, the urban housing sector could be-
stock. But as China's economy has developed, so have new come financially more healthy and self-sustaining and less
inequalities developed in the allocation of resources for of a burden on the state's investment resources.
housing and in the distribution of rental subsidies.

The sale of urban housing received official bles-
There are three major types of housing ownership in sing in early 1980 when the State Council announced that

China's cities: (1) housing under the city bureau of realty urban residential units should gradually be commercialized.
management; (2) housing under the management of various pro- Between early 1980 and mid-1982 discussion on this subject
duction units, including (a) state-owned enterprises, and flourished, and certain limited experiments were authorized,
(b) collectively-owned enterprises; and (3) private housing. In 1982, a demonstration project for housing commercializa-
The bulk of the state's housing investment goes to type (2a) tion was initiated in four cities: Changzhou, Zhengzhou,
housing, which is under the management of state-owned enter- Siping and Sashi. Under this program, a small number of
prises. In 1982, per capita housing investment (197 yuan) new residential units are sold to individuals; the majority,
in state-owned enterprises was almost five times more than however, are still being kept for distribution through the
such investment (34 yuan) in collectively-owned enterprises. usual bureaucratic channels. From mid-1982 to end 1983, a
Moreover, whereas the state contributed 83% of the housing total number of 1,746 residential units were sold to in-
investment in state-owned enterprises, the collectively-owned dividuals in the four cities. These were sold at prices
enterprises must reapportion part of their welfare funds or lower than their costs.
profits into constructing housing for their workers. Urban
residents who work for the city or collectively-owned enter- Typically, an individual pays one-third of the
prises therefore receive substantially less support for hous- construction cost of a residential unit, with the govern-
ing from the state government than do their counterparts who ment and the buyer's work unit each paying an equal share
work in state-owned enterprises, who, moreover, are already of the outstanding balance. Thus, only one-third of the
privileged in terms of income, welfare facilities and job initial investment is being recovered through this subsi-
security. dized sale program, for reinvestment in more housing.

Another form of housing inequality results from the In October 1984, this scheme was offically extendec
way that rent subsidies are distributed in China. Workers to more than 80 cities. In 1985, 5% of Shanghai's new hous-
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ing stock and 20% of Beijing's were set aside for subsidized income of the home purchasers is quite low, in the range
sale to individuals. But while the government has proceeded of 40 to 60 yuan. In Siping, for example, 93.3% of the to-

carefull on a limited basis to permit the sale of housing tal number of new home buyers had monthly incomes of less

it has not yet attempted to adjust the rents or restructure than 45 yuan in 1984. This means that they require a large

the rento-1 subsidy program. So the problems persist and loan or credit in relation to their total income or must

grow more serious. find the resources for their one-third payments in other

ways.
The sale of a limited number of new housing units

benefits-a few households and really hurts none. But a rent Proposals for commercialization of housing must
increase or a restructuring of the rental subsidy program take into account several factors which differentiate urban

could mean a total rearrangement of the economic system, and ization patterns in China from that in many other countries

raises fears that the beneficiaries of the old system will There tends to be a checkerboard pattern of land use, with
be hurt.. Stable rents, like stable food and commodity prices industries, housing and farming still found side by side,

are considered ess-ntial to preserving the overall economic not just on city fringes but in the city core. As land is

well-being of the population. Still the state does need unpriced, factories or enterprises do not pay land rent,

some return on its substantial and growing investment for and there results a pronounced misallocation of the use of

urban housing because there are always pressures on it to land. A surprising amount of surplus land is now held by

relinquish such investment without return in favor of pro- factories and government agencies.

viding for more productive investment in such sectors as
industry,. agriculture or energy. Proper land pricing should result in a significant

reallocation of land to residents. As stated in the World

As the present rent subsidy system is clearly not Bank's report on China, Long-Term Development Issues and

rational nor advantageous for the development of China's Options, "For social as well as economic reasons enter-

economy, various proposals have been made for the intro- prises and planners should be made to feel the dramatically
duction of major reforms. One line of approach proposes varying economic usefulness (or opportunity cost) of dif-

that older state-owned housing should be sold to existing ferent sites -- higher in coastal cities than in morp remot

tenants at a discount, on favorable terms comparable to regions, higher in large than in small cities, higher near
their present rents, thus permitting them to assume home the center than in the outskirts (in a city the size of

ownership status and for the state then to eliminate its Shanghai, experience in other countries suggests that a

rental subsidy. Another proposal suggests that the existing central site is worth approximately 150 times as much as
rental system could be reformed by establishment of a two one in the suburbs) . A differentiated urban land tax re-

tier system of hidden and open subsidies. Rents would be flecting these variations could be introduced." There wou
raised to a closer approximation of the real value of the be significant start-up costs in the setting up of such a
housing space utilized. There would be a compensating sub- land tax system, but the process would result in more ra-
sidy for all urban dwellers on an open basis, but those oc- tional allocation of land, less wastage, and the creation

cupying larger units would not receive additional subsidy new municipal revenues for advancing investment in infra-
for such larger units. There could be differentials depend- structure, parks, environmental protection, etc.
ing on the income level of residents as well as the quality
standard of the housing, to be treated separately and cate- Much ofthe construction of housing in China has b

gorized for ren-tal rharges. But this would all perpetuate drab and unimaginative, with space standards minimal, and
and expand a complicated bureaucratic apparatus which would little allocation of outside space for community facilitie

still exert state control over management of the housing and amenities. Coupled with serious overcrowding, with
stock without adequate bottom-line return. several generations, or two families, often occupying one

small unit, such housing is not well maintained, and rents

As for the subsidized housing sale program, it is do not cover operating costs. Raising the rents would be

argued that such a strategy cannot be maintained for any helpful, but converting the units to condominiums and pro-
period of time because it still requires a large government viding residents with a sense of home ownership and incent
input of resources. Moreover, many enterprises are reluc- to maintain and improve their units would help even more.
tant for various reasons to contribute their share for house It will be evident that much of the housing stock will not
purchase for their employees. Others are financially con- meet the needs of the people, especially when incomes will
strained, and have more productive uses for their available rising and expectations for an improved quality of life wi
funds. Recent studies show another layer of constraint to be growing.
the home sellini process in cities such as Xining, Changszhou B the end of the century, even more o
and Siping. This is the fact that average per capita monthlyy the e a targetur eveme f this exis-

housing stock will be a target for replacement, for buildii
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and facilities and surroundings of higher standard and use- domestic savings from households in China (29% in 1981),
rilness, and with more imaginative design concepts. Although is considerably smaller than in neighboring countries such

rhaps 501 of -Irront housing construction in Beijing is in as Japan (54%); South Korea (38%) and India (65%). The
fhe high-riso mdc, it is clear that there is an important Bank's report states:
-- onomic ahd sodal role for low-rise, high density develop-monts in the urban areas. These would encourage more social "In the future, the greater part of China's invest-
interaction and offer greater opportunities for community ment in urban housing could be financed by personal
participation in project management and improvement. The saving (partly through housing cooperatives), with
oling traditional courtyard housing is often referred to far less provision of workers' housing by enterprises.

in this context. The government might provide housing directly only to
the minority of people unable to pay, but could assist

The current efforts in Shanghai and other cities others by selling off more existing urban housing, as
for urban rchabi litation of existing terrace housing, form- well as by 'sites and services' projects ---planning
ing a largl part of the housing stock, are also evidences and providing basic utilities for new individually
of the potential s for new forms of investment to help main- constructed housing -- coupled with technical as-
tain the sbcial fabric of urban areas in the housing improve- sistance and limited -subsidies or tax concessions to
ment efforts. The building of new towns in the metropolitan housing cooperatives. (These could partially replace
areas, as in Shanghai, which has 12 such projects, also of- the large existing housing subsidies, which would
fers unusual opportunities to demonstrate innovations in ur- need to be reduced or eliminated to provide an in-
ban design, archi tecture, management and financing. In some centive for tenants to become owners.) Experience
cases, such projocts are linked with the preservation of elsewhere suggests that such a system would be a
existing towns and villages, an important heritage of China's powerful stimulus to household saving, as well as
culture and civilization- to better construction standards and maintenance."

Today more and more cities in China are building The Bank's report also urges the establishment of
projects that represent considerable improvements in concept, alternative channels of investment flows, particularly hori-
urban design and architecture. In some cases, such projects zontal flows, to increasingly supplement the largely vertica]
are integrated developments of high-rise and low-rise struc- investment flows in the traditional socialist system. This
tures, offering a range of community facilities and amenities. means the establishment of a variety of new financial insti-
Some of these are part of broader efforts to improve the ur- tutions, which could mobilize investment funds from individ-
ban environment, and are related to the existing urban land- uals, collectives, state enterprises and local governments,
scape and its social and economic character. by accepting deposits and by issuing financial instruments

such as bonds (either by themselves or on behalf of the
With a target of 200 million dwelling units by the users of capital). They would have to offer an interest

year 2000, there should be ample scope for innovative ap- rate or other return that reflected the scarcity of invest-
proaches to urban housing, design initiatives, new organiza- ment funds in the economy.
tional forms, and the opening up of alternative channels for
housing construct ion, finance, investment and management. According to the Bank's report, funds raised by
Competitive mark-ting concepts might well be encouraged and these institutions would be made available to potential in-
established. On such possibility could be a system of open vestors, particularly enterprises of all kinds. The funds
housing cooperat ives with appropriate technical service or- could be provided as loans, with fixed rates of interest
ganizations in ,ach large city. These could be vehicles for and payment periods, but at least some financial institution
accepting new ai>1 icants for housing, initiating savings should be able to provide ownership capital. In such cases,
deposit systems _or such housing, developing new projects, the financial institution would be an investor itself, much
and organizing tle residents for management responsibility as local governments, bureaus, state enterprises and col-
and participation. Such a system of housing cooperatives lectives now participate in joint investment projects. As
could work in tandem with the municipal bodies responsible the World Bank report states, "These institutions would in
for housing, with the appropriate modus operandi to be de- effect create a socialist market for investment funds."
voloped in each citLy. 

China began to diversify its financial system in
Savings Mobilization for Housing 1979 and there are now many different forms of financial in-

stitutions -- banks, credit cooperatives, investment trusts,
The World Bank Report, China: Long-Term Development insurance and pension funds, and so on. In rural areas, som

Issues and Options, points out that the percentage of gross of the economic institutions of the former communes and bri-

gades, which still exist following the reorganization of



local governmrent administration, could be transformed into New banking control regulations were adopted by
financial ent ities. Such township banks or investment the State Council on January 7, 1986, which spell out how
companies could mobilize investment resources from col- the banking system is to operate. In general, there is to
lective enter;prisos to establish new enterprises, helping be close cooperation and a more clear-cut division of labo;
existin4 enterprises to expand and modernize, and to sup- between the People's Bank and the specialized banks and
port agricultural development- other financial institutions. But there is also to be con•

siderably more flexibility with respect to bankting opera-
of The degre of statennteutio interntoca the management tions generally. Foreign banks are also permitted to estal

of finaincial. institutions and in their allocation of funds lish and operate under prescribed conditions,
would obviously require careful study and definition.
Clearly, the government has to intervene in financial mar- State-owned enterprises can raise money by issuin
kets in order to regulate the overall supply of money and stocks and bonds. With permission of the People's Bank,
credit. But the broad case for the establishment of a sys- stocks offering dividends and voting rights may be sold by
tem of specialized institutions for housing finance in China enterprises to other businesses and individuals. The spe-
can readily be made. They would be an important factor in cialized banks may issue savings bonds to the public to
the mobilization of household savings, and they could help finance loans to enterprises. All can issue bonds and of-
provide financing for new housing to be undertaken by or- fer house-buying savings-accounts. The CIBC and the Agri-
ganized entities such as housing cooperatives. This would cultural Bank can open savings accounts in foreign currenc,
provide housing on an open basis to the broad spectrum of In general, it is expected that the specialized banks shou]
population which is not now being adequately served. develop into financially independent entities responsible

for their own operations.
The new housing finance entities could provide

bridging finance for new construction, but a main function Five cities have been selected for a program of
would be to provide a means for financing ownership of the implementation of banking reforms over the next five years
existing housing stock in China, including the development -- Changzhou, Chongquing, Guangzhou, Shenyan and Wuhan.
of a mortgage system to enable the free sale and purchase The bank branches in the five cities may lend and borrowof housino. The build-up of householder's equity and cap- from each other and perform a variety of financial trans-
ital through home ownership, as well as the fact that such actions. It is expected that they will offer check anda system would help provide a protective hedge against in- money order services, as well as personal and travelers
flation, would be two important underlying concepts. checks. Trust and investment companies for commercial

credit, leasing, insurance and consultancy services are
also being established. Although there has been a conside
able growth of savings deposits, the main message from the
People's Bank of China, through its President, Madame Chen

It is generally agreed that commercialization of Mu Hua, is that banks must still try to boost their savinghousing in China can only take place if there are adequate deposits, that more savings banks should be opened, andprovisions for credit and long-term financing capabilities more computers should be used.
to extend housing; loans or mortgages to potential home
buyers. Consi'lerable progress has been made in overall China's national banks can now also lend for fixefinancial ref-rms in China in recent years, and it is in assets. This has been the main function of the People's Conthis context that we briefly examine the present situation struction Bank of China (PCBC). But, in 1985, excessive
and potentials for development of an effective institutional lending and credit for capital projects, some of which wer
systnm for ho fi finance. not of priority, led to shortages of building materials an

an overheating of the economy. Instructions therefore wen
The People's Bank of China exercises overall super- down to tighten fixed asset investment in state-owned in-vision over the banking system in China, and serves as the dustries. Some projects were stopped or suspended in thecentral bank for the government. It was only on January 1, effort to reduce inflationary effects. The currency was1984, however, that the People's Bank transferred its busi- also devalued, from its level of 2.8 Yuan to US $1, to 3.2ness of industrial and commercial credit and savings deposits Yuan to US $1. In July 1986 it became 3.2 Yuan to US $1.to the newly-sreated China Industrial and Commercial Bank

(CICB). The other main specialized banks are the Agricul- The PCBC has been an active player in the housingtural Bank, the People's Construction Bank of China and the finance field. To date, in 1986, it has loaned 3.9 billioBank of China. The People's Bank sets the loan quotas for yuan for private housing projects and various enterprisethese specialised banks, which can raise money in various urban development projects. About 56 million square meter
or one million flats, have been built with loans from the
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hank, of which 18.5 million square meters have been sold. The extent of savings and building development
The Bank attracts savings from individuals and enterprises through housing cooperatives in China is not known. In
for lendinq for home ownership. In 1986, it was announced 1986,~it was reported that a housing cooperative, the first
that the Bank had one billion yuan available for land de- of its kind in Shanghai, was organized by the Shanghai Toyvelopment and privat e housing. Company. The funds for the cooperative come mainly from

three sources: the company's housing funds, shares bought
The CICB has an extensive branch and office net- by employees, and credit with low interest provided by the

work, some 14,000 savings offices, about 400,000 employees banks. The houses are owned by the cooperative, but the
and over 200 million individual savings accounts. By the members have priority in renting the houses and can leave
end of 1985, it had savings deposits totalling 89.5 billion them to family members, although not permitted to sell them
yuan, or about US$ 28 billion. The target for 1986 is to freely.
increase savines deposits by 25 billion yuan. A fast-
growing category of the Bank's lending activity is that of Housing Finance Development
loans for durable consumer goods and housing. The Bank
grants such loans linked to urban savings deposits. It Although the existing specialized banks are offer-
grants loans for housing, including building, buying and ing some funding for housing finance purposes, it is prob-
improvement. Loans typically are from five to eight years able that more could be done to create a financing system
and carry an interest rate which is established from time to permit longer range planning and programming of inte-
to time. In 19R3, it was 6.82%. Loans to individuals for grated housing projects. In addition to the rental reforms
new houses are made on the basis of linkage with savings home ownership and management improvement, certain proposal
deposits, which should amount to from 30 to 50% of such have been advanced for discussion for the establishment of
loans. The Bank has given some construction loans for a major new undertaking for housing finance and development
private development and made loans to companies or enter- This could have some of the characteristics of a specialize
prises for housing construction, bank, such as a new China Housing and Mortgage Bank. One

proposal is for the establishment of an Urban Housing De-
Although the CICB is attracting a considerable vol- velopment Foundation which would draw its capital from a

ume of savings, a recent study by the Bank showed that the percentage of the payrolls of all administrative, institu-
full potential is not being achieved. A survey of 11.618 tional and enterprise units. It would encourage various
million self-employed in nine major Chinese cities reported forms of home ownership, and there would be coexistence wit
that only 6% had opened deposit accounts in the bank or in the typical public rental housing, welfare housing, housing
local credit cooperatives. Among the reasons given were cooperatives, as well as self-onwed and occupied housing.
fear of sudden economic changes; a reluctance to disclose
their economic means; inadequate services of the Bank; and Singapore is looked upon as another model, where
interest rates on deposits were not keeping up with infla- provident funds for pensions and social security have pro-
tion. vided resources for lending for housing and acquisition of

housing. This fund is currently based on a percentage of
As for rural savings, these are growing at a fast payrolls, 25% from the employer and 25% from the employee,rate, and at the end of 1985 the balance of personal de- credited to individual accounts. This has similarity to tposits totalled some 6.5 billion yuan. About 80% of rural unemployment and social security fund established in Brazil

households helong !o the credit cooperatives which were es- in the 1960s, where 8% of payrolls is credited to individuatablished in th- 1950s, and are under the supervision of the accounts, and whose resources have provided for the invest-
Agricultural Bank ef China. To what extent the rural credit ment program of the Housing Bank of Brazil. It seems likel
cooperatives make finds available for home improvement loans that in China some new instrument of this kind will be re-
is not known. quired, and will rapidly find its proper role.

In April 1986, the Postal Savings System inaugurated The importance of a nationwide social security and
nation wide a system to attract savings deposits, in agree- pension system in China is increasingly being recognized.
ment between the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications Already there are an estimated 100 million people of retire
and the People's Bank of China. There are 50,000 service ment age (60 for males, 55 for females), but only 12 millic
centers throughout the country, and the system will offer had actually retired by the end of 1985. The circumstances
interest rates omparable to those of the banks. In Japan, vary between cities and enterprises. In Shanghai, for ex-
a predominant source of housing finance is the Postal Sav- ample, all sino-foreign joint ventures are now required to
ings system, for utilization by the Government Housing Loan contribute 30% of salaries to the Shanghai Branch of the
Corporation. Whether this type of situation will develop in People's Insurance Company of China, for the pension fund.
China remains to be determined. In state-run units in other places, the percentage of stafl
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payroll contributions for pension purposes may range from
12.5 to 25%. These funds are usually passed on to the local
governments for administration, to reach the retired indi-
vidual.

In view of the nature and the long-term character
of pension funds, housing in many countries offers a major
and appropriate investment opportunity for the resources in
such funds. This can be on a direct basis, for funding of
individual projects, or for investment in the secondary
markets of mortgage securities and bonds, to free up more
resources for direct and primary investment by others engaged
in housing and building projects.

As China develops the basis for a nationwide system
of social security and pension funding, it seems logical to
propose that investment for housing finance be one of the
leading permitted investment objectives of such funding.
This will add to the resources for building the nation's
capital stock, help in its modernization, and create employ- A residential district in Tianjin, Hebei Province.
ment on a sustainable basis, as well as providing for many
other economic, social and environmental benefits. pressrkow -,4 e`

The housing sector will continue to have a most im-
portant role in the development and transformation of China's
economy, as indicated in the construction targets established
in the Seventh National Plan (1986-1990). The estimate of
200 million dwelling units to be built in this decade and
the next represents a formidable challenge. Because of the
size and complexity of the problems to be dealt with, the
need for responsible mobilization of resources, and the need
for control, supervision and evaluation of the investments
required, consideration should be given to the establishment
of a new central financing entity to deal with this sector.
This could be a new specialized bank, comparable to those
already established, and with similar capacities for con-
ducting a wide range of operations. Such an entity, which
might properly be named the China Housing and Mortgage Bank
(CHMB), would draw upon the experience and research of MURCEP in
developing its investment programs. It would report to the
People's Bank of China, as with the other specialized banks,
and be subject to its supervision and directives.

The CHMB would tailor its operations to the specific
needs of China in a socialist capital market, where state-
owned financial institutions play a leading role; where the On top of new 20-stya high rise in Shanghai with respresentatives O
main providers of funds are farmers, workers, enterprises Shanghai Municipal Bureau of Housing Administration. On Carlon's
and institutions; and where there is control of foreign ex- right is Wu Zheng-Tong, Vice-Director, Shanghai Housing Managemnt
change. However, elements of experience from similar insti- Science and Technology Research Institute.
tutions in neighboring countries will undoubtedly prove use-
ful.

In some cases, the CHMB would compete with other
banks for business in the attraction of savings, interest
rates and home financing. It would obtain funding for its



investments from savings deposits, from central sources took place in 1983. In 1984 construction works increased bysuch as pension funds and insurance companies, and by the 20.7%. Mean completion of floor area per capita increasedissuance of housing and mortgage bonds and other debentures. 7.6%, and labor productivity per capita by 17.3%. The key xInitial capital could well come from government and could forms responsible for these increases were the establishmentinclude the assignment of state-owned housing stock. of a system of investment responsibility and a system of put
lic bidding. Highlights of the reforms include'the followisThe CHMB should be the vehicle to promote and fos- (1 h ocp fivsmetareet hc pcter a specialized housing finance system. It would, in ef- (1) The concept of investment agreements which spec-fect, be the supervisory center for such a system, whose ify the responsibility of the organization for

members might include cooperative building societies, savings which a project is to be built. The state then
institutions, housing finance development corporations, and allocates the total sum specified in the invest-
perhaps other entities associated with provincial or local ment rpiilty areement the onstruion
authorities. The CHMB would develop special services and bank, which in turn provides the funds as required
instruments, perhaps including discount facilities, deposit according to the progress of the project.
and mortgage guarantee insurance, and other financial pro- (ducts. It would promote advanced financial technology and (2) For all projects where repayment is possible,
serve as a central source of information and technical as- financial appropriations should be replaced bysistance in this field. bank loans in accordance with the principle of

compensation for the use of funds.
China's Building Industry 

(3) Working out policies that encourage a shorter
China's building sector has made great progress, construction period. Funds saved by early com-

and is in process of reform and modernization. During the pletion go to the organization which has con-33 years from 1952 to 1984, the construction and intll-tracted for the project after repaying all ad-33yasfo 95 o18,tecosrcinadinstalla- ditional loans for overdue construction.tion work completed amounted to 800 billion yuan. About
300,000 industrial projects and 590,000 projects for cul- (4) Under state guidance, the development organiza-tural and welfare purposes were built, with a completed to- tion selects the best design institute and con-
tal floor area of some 2.3 billion square meters. More than tion cts tdegn insti nd cn-
200 cities and about 1,000 county towns were reconstructed struction company through public bidding. Any
and expanded. Housing conditions were improved for 320 mil- qualified design and construction organization
lion people. may enter into bidding no matter what region or

de artment it is from.
At present, there are 12,360,000 workers and staff (5) The development organization may choose frommembers engaged in 11,400 building enterprises and institu- vaious forms of contracting. For exasple,

tions, of which 5,500,000 are working in 3,000 state-operated for housing development, contracts maybe
enterprises; 2,100,000 in collectively-owned enterprises in signed for a housing estate or for a specific
7,000 cities and towns; 300,000 in 1,400 survey, design and block of buildings. Contracts may also be
research institutions, and 4,000,000 in rural construction signed to fix the amount of wages for every
teams. 

100 yuan worth of finished work.
However, there have also been problems. The ratio (6) The system of ordering and supplying materialsof the earnings of the building industry to GNP was less and equipment is also reformed, with the pric-

than 5% in China, whereas it is considerably higher in other ing regulated by the market.
countries. The profit rate of the building industry was
only 2.5%, whereas in other developing countries it may be20% on the average. The-building sector also lacked the (7) The recruitment system is changed to give
independent management essential to its development. Build- greater emphasis to labor contracts to in-
ing products were not considered as commodities, which re- crease the number of temporary and seasonal
sulted in unrealistic pricing of materials from their real workers. Peasant building teams are allowed
value. For years, the building sector has been plagued by to take part in public bidding for contract-
other problems such as a long construction cycle, a high ing projects in cities.
rate of consumption, huge waste, and technological stagnation. (8) Design institutes, instead of being solely

Some of these problems are now dealt with as the re- state-operated, should serve more as consult-sult of major reforms of the management system which ing firms offering professional services,
with emphasis on modernizing codes, norms and



quotas, and bringing the initiative and crea- hand tools and equipment, well-motivated work force, and
tivity of designers into full play. more efficient management of the job site. The process
An example of the benefits of the new bidding and could begin with the 150 billion pieces of clay brick whic

contracting system is the experience of the city of Dalian, China produces annually, almost everywhere. Fortunately,
which has actively solicited bidding on contracts from units the continued use of this traditional all clay brick is
of municipal districts outside its province, as well as from recommended as still being the best building material for
the 90 construction units in the city proper and its sub- housing in China.
ordinate districts. The results of this active bidding
process have lowered construction costs by an average of The Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
8.8%. 

The Special Economic Zones are dramatic symbols 01
Construction periods were shortened for 381 projects a new open-door policy for foreign investment in China, an

which implemented the bidding and contracting system, aver- were conceived within the new economic policy announced in
aging 23% less than the nominal period designated by the December 1978. The goal was to promote socialist moderni-
state. There were also substantial improvements in construc- zation, and special status was thus granted to Guangdong
tion quality. All projects were prepared well in advance, and Fujian, the two coastal provinces, to experiment with
before bidding. The settling of accounts was also much an alternative form of economic development other than so-
simplified, as the successful bid price for a contract is the cialism. The main idea was to use capitalist enterprise
final payment for its completion. and foreign capital, subject to municipal planning and ap-

proval. Four SEZs, that is, Shenzhen, Zuhai and Shantou
Construction payments are now made in installments, in the province of Guandong and Xiamen in Fujian were then

in accordance with procedures adopted by the People's Con- established. These zones were to serve as bridges or win-
struction Bank of China. Fifty percent is paid on signing dows for introducing foreign capital, technology, knowledg
of contract, a further 35% on completion of basic or general and management know-how.
construction works, and the remaining 15% on final completion The SEZs have attracted large amounts of invest-
and acceptance of the project. ment, infrastructure construction, industrial plant and pr(

With the construction boom and involvement in more duction facilities, and urban population. The Achievement
complex projects, the technological capacity of the build- are rather startling and remarkable, especially in the cas4
ing industry has increased considerably. In association of Shenzhen, the largest of the zones, 327.5 square kilo-
with foreign investors, new technologies and materials have meters in area, stretching 49 miles along the border of
also been introduced, such as sheet glass production, aereated hong Kong's New Territories, incorporating fully one-third
concrete and cutting techniques, gypsum board, precast con- of the newly designated Shenzhen municipality. Though the
crete panels, straw board and chap board. Factories have achievements of each SEZ vary considerably, one fro the
been established for the manufacture of earth moving equip- other, all four represent unusual places for research and
ment, emulsion and alkyd resin materials, plywood, house- evaluation, of the translation of plans into realizations
hold furniture and elevators. While in the past foreign within an unusually short time period.
contracting firms have often been called upon for complex In a celebratory tour of the SEZs in early 1984,
and difficult projects, Chinese firms are now to be given Dang Xiaoping and the Party leadership proclaimed the five
first priority, and this will certainly be the case for Deg xpin a the Pat l ae pone the fiv
new high rise buildings. Shenzhen has one of 53 stories, year experiment a success, and called upon the nation "to
and there are three such tall ones in Shanghai and two in learn from Shenzhen." He authorized both the expansion in
Beijing. By the year 2000, it is expected that there will size of the smaller existing zones and the opening of 14
be 20 million square meters more of tall buildings in 40 additional coastal cities as preferred sites for foreign
cities in China. The urban future will beuloing up. investment. There has been no lack of boldness in these

looking up. approaches, and, as is to be expected, there remains a goo
At the same time, it will be important to concen- deal of political and intellectual controversy about their

trate on more mundane matters, such as improving the per- economic and social benefits. However, the Seventh Five-
formance of the housing construction industry. As pointed Year plan reinforces their position and expected developme
out by Vincent J. Abramo in a recent report, this will in- and suggests that the SEZs will be expected to lead in
volve: standardized construction designs; training of work- technological importation, to aim towards production for
ers according to standardized teaching materials appropriate exports and to create more foreign exchange earnings for
and effective for both construction designs and building the nation.
materials, and better quality building materials, sturdy This article does not provide the appropriate op-



portunity or space to review developments of the SEZs and ital construction investment. The other major sources of
some of the 14 coastal cities. But we can touch upon a few funding have included bank loans; local collective invest-
highlights, to be expanded in some future opportunity. Ac- ments; Guangdong provincial government investment; and in-
cording to an official report, by early 1985 a total of vestment by Chinese enterprises and state departments from
US $2 billion of investment had been pledged to the zones outside Shenzhen.
through some 4,700 economic cooperation agreements, an a-
mount constituting over 40% of the total pledged foreign Estimates indicate that in the early years at le.
direct investment in China. This figure must be compared 25% of the investment in Shenzhen was for real estate. Ho%
to the total infrastructural costs of close to six billion ever, no comprehensive data on this subject have been pub-
yuan up to that time. Actual investment over the past five lished by the city government or by the central or provined
years for the four economic zones totalled an estimated authorities. Whether there has been inadequate planning al
US $840 million. provision for housing and community facilities both for thi

permanent and temporary work force is not clear. The Shen
The most successful of the SEZs has been Shenzhen, hen SEZ Real Estate Company was formed by the city govern-

which accounted for 67.5% of total actual investment through ment in early 1980. In its first four years, it realized
1984 and over 75% of the total number of economic cooperation a substantial amount of capital construction using foreign
agreements. At the end of 1985, the permanent population of capital from Hong Kong. After 1982, it began to invest in
the Shenzhen SEZ was 191,400 plus another 140,000 temporary projects relying solely on its own financing, from the prol
residents, many of them construction workers. The zone's its retained.
population is expected to reach 450,000 by 1990 at which
point industrial output is to top 4.78 billion yuan. A By mid-1984, Slenzhen had sold almost equal amounti
majority of the labor force is expected to come from areas of commodity housing units to local and foreign buyers. D
outside of the SEZ, and a significant percentage is re- cal buyers include employees who purchase units from their
cruited from other provinces, and assigned employment under own enterprises and state departments at a discount and by
special contractual arrangements through the labor bureaus. installments; and also local state departments and enter-
The construction of Shenzhen has involved massive infra- prises, as well as their counterparts from outside Shenz-
structure costs. Actual capital construction expenditures hen. In Shenzhen, most of the local workers' housing is
virtually doubled each year, from 1979 through year-end 1984 built by the Housing Company, a division of the Shenzhen
totalling 3.64 billion yuan over the six-year period. The SEZ Construction Company. The units are distributed dired
revised plan covering 1985 to 1990 projected capital con- ly to the local population and different state departments
struction expenditures of 7.5 billion yuan. -- the former by rent, the latter by sales. The departmeni

then allocate the housing units to their employees accordia
In terms of area constructed in square meters to the number of persons per household and status. Worken

through 1984 for Shenzhen, the total was 6,013,022, of which are also allowed to buy houses through mortgage which, of
the residential dwelling area accounted for more than half, course, favors those workers who receive higher wages and
or 3,044,917 square meters. All of this development is can afford it.
meant to form part of a comprehensive, integrated zone, whose
prime focus is on industrial development, preferably tech- The foreign firms that establish in the SEZs are
nology-intensive in character, but simultaneously promoting not directly required to provide housing, health care, re-
agriculture, tourism and trade. Of the 98 square kilometers tirement or other welfare services which are normally pro-
available for urban development, 15 square kilometers were vided by Chinese units (state-owned or collectively-owned
designated for industrial use. The zone was divided into enterprises) for their employees. Consequently, the state,
18 districts to be developed serially on a self-financing specifically the Shenzhen municipality, has to provide thei
basis. The average per year projected growth rate for the services. The funds for such purposes are an integral pari
SEZ to the year 2000 was 31%. Industrial output would top of the labor contract negotiated between the SEZ Developae
12 billion yuan by the end of the century, at which time Corporation and the foreign investors. The 1981 provision-
the zone's population was expected to reach 800,000. It al regulations specify that of the total compensation pack
would then include some 1,500 new zone enterprises, creating per worker, 5% is to be paid to the labor bureau as fee; 71
over 200,000 jobs. is paid to the workers, and 25% is retained by the labor

bureau for mandatory labor insurance and "various state su]
Shenzhen is not financed by state budgetary allo- sidies." These arrangements may vary from zone to zone.

cations, and was supposed to be a model of the utilization the Zuhai SEZ one project provides for a distribution of 4!
of foreign capital in investment. In actuality, during to the individual workers and 50% retained by the enterpri
the entire period from 1979 to mid-1984 foreign investment to provide for the welfare service, housing and health can
has never constituted more than 30 to 33% of the total cap- for the worker. The most usual practice is that the enta
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on subsidies for the homeless and needy families, and on
prise hands over the welfare reserve funds and relies on major problems such as urban renewal, and the rehabilita-
the municipal government (or the state) to provide these tion of central city areas.
services and facilities.

In the socialist countries major changes are also
Thus one of the changes due to the establishment taking place, to a greater or lesser degree, but with the

of the SEZs is that the municipal government's responsi- effect of diminishing direct government investent and con-
bilities to provide for housing and welfare services have struction of housing to other modalities, particularly th
increased. This is hardly in line with the expectations the encouragement of cooperative housing programs, and in-
of those promoting commercialization of housing, especially creasingly through the promotion of home ownership, includi
as the SEZs were to demonstrate private sector investment the establishment of specialized savings systems for this p
in all sectors.poe

pose.

Appropriate judgments on the concepts and the real- The recent developments in the socialist countries
ities of the SEZs will require more information. All four of Eastern Europe illustrate the changes and trends in this
SEZs have considerably increased in urban population. At respect, and a few examples will be briefly overviewed. Bu
end 1985, Shantou had 489,000; Xiamen, 344,000; Shenzhen, for a rather startling and possibly adaptable example of ne
190,000, and Zhuhai, 90,000. housing policy in another developing socialist country, Cub

Government Housing Finance Policies new housing legislation of 1984, basically converting all
existing housing into home ownership tenure, offers a model

for thoughtful consideration, and its main elements will be
In the present decade, many governments have made briefly described.

basic changes in their housing finance policies. There is
a prevailing view that shelter should be viewed as a basic In the Eastern European socialist countries, there
need and an indispensable part of the infrastructure of a are a number of common characteristics underlying their hol
productive society. But increasingly, in both market and ing policies, goals and implementation. One is the main-
socialist economies, there is realization that direct con- tenance of low rents for the state housing constructed.
struction by governments is not necessarily the best way Typically, there is no amortization for these projects, and
for meeting the housing needs of the population. In many there may also be a subsidy for repairs, maintenance and
cases, public budgets are inadequate for the large capital other factors, to help maintain the low rents. Changes ar
investments and cotnigsubsidies consumed by directfatrohepmiantelwrns.Cngsainstmetson continuing subsiie consu by irc now taking place, however, in several countries. In both
construction of housing by state agencies. This is partic- Hungary and Poland rent reforms began in 1983, and rents
ularly true in many developing countries where there is were raised in a multi-step fashion. In Czechoslovakia in
growing recognition that rather than building houses direct- 1981 housing built by enterprises, about one-fifth of the
ly, governments instead should adopt a supporting and facil- total, was replaced by an expansion of cooperative housing
itating role in the provision of shelter. They should seek construction. In general, in recent years housing of the
to extend a wide range of viable shelter solutions through type realized through the population's own resources has
non-governmental, informal and private sectors. been increasing in importance. Besides state housing, more

and more families in these countries have been able to sat-
In the industrialized countries, a predominant isfy their own housing demand through their own incomes

source of fund s thsfrom household savings, aided by substantial state subsidies. Thus the state and
and in many cases these domestic savings are mobilized the population participate jointly in the financing of houi
through specialized housing finance systems and institu- ing investments.
tions. In the United Kingdom, for example, the building
societies dominate both the short-term personal savings In several countries, increasing efforts are beir
market and the housing finance market, accounting for 51% made to promote savings for housing. In Hungary, for exam-
of the liquid assets of personal savings in 1985, and for ple, there is a Youth Deposit System. People under 35 may
79% of house purchase loans in that year. In some countries, undertake to save a definite sum each month regularly for
there is an increasing range of housing finance instruments five years. If they meet their obligations, they receive I
going beyond the traditional mortgage, and with the growth premium in addition to the interest rate and an amount of
of secondary mortgage markets this is enabling long-term credit equal to their savings. The Housing Saving Deposit
finance to be provided more readily through pension and introduced several years ago, is available to all, providi
provident funds, insurance institutions and others. Direct an organized form of saving for housing together with a
government investment for housing tends to be more restricted preferential loan. In the socialist countries, the financ,
in most countries, and typically tends to be focussed more ing of housing (and purchase) is now for the most part ar-
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ranged by national savings banks. Their functions are be- are other aspects of the housing policies and programs in

coming increasingly diverse, the socialist countries of Eastern Europe which merit fur-
ther study and consideration. But the case of Cuba, an-
other developing socialist country, may have more relevance.In a number of socialist countries, the trend to- As reported by Jill Hamberg, a sweeping new housing law was

wards expansion of the owner-occupied housing sector, as enacted by the National Assembly in December 1984, followinr
well as cooperative housing construction is evident. The abundant open debate and discussion. This legislation was
share of state investment for housing is still highest in adopted during a period in which government housing outputthe U.S.S.R., where in the early 1980s it was 70%, with in- had nearly doubled, during the first half of the 1980s,dividuals accounting for 20%, and cooperatives and kolkhoz' reaching a level of over eight dwelling units per 1,00010%. But recently, cooperative housing is expanding as the population, comparing favorably with levels in Western
result of new state directives. Europe in recent decades. This spurt in production also

In Czechoslovakia, the share of state housing con- stimulated lively debate about future policy directions in

struction decreased from 36% in 1981 to about 20% in 1983, other areas, such as site planning, building scale and de-

while cooperatives increased from 35% to almost 50%, and sign, urban renewal, rehabilitation, conservation and resi-

the share of individual housing construction stabilized at dent participation.

about 30%. The new housing law creates a standard tenure form

In Poland, the share of rental dwellings built from for the whole country (home ownership) and converts lease-

1981 to 1983 declined to 13% in comparison with 15.1%. The holders in government-owned housing into homeowners. It

share of individual construction increased from 26 to 28%, fosters and regulates self-built housing construction by
and cooperative construction was maintained at about 55%. individuals and cooperatives. It permits limited short-tei

private rentals and provides more flexibility for a private
In Hungary, the share of nde- rental market. It updates existing legislation regulatingces tou18 w the share of newly-built dwellings housing management, maintenance and repair, evictions andcreased to 18%, while the share of completed family houses the buying and selling of land and housing. It encourages

increased to 37.1%. greater resident responsibility for maintenance and repairs
The law applies to all housing, not just that in urban area

In Bulgaria, in the period 1981 to 1983, compared Although the law will help channel available resources in a

with the period 1976 to 1980, the share of rental dwelling more effective manner, it cannot, of course, resolve the

construction decreased from 52.2% to 45.3%, while the share shortages of construction materials, tools and equipment,

of completed family housing and of other owner occupied etc. Some of its main provisions are briefly summarized, a
dwellings increased from 47.8% to 54.7%. below:

. . . ~~ ~~(1) Conversion to home ownershi.Cb'46,0
For the most part, the financing of individual ()Cnesotohmowrship. Cuba's 460,000
housinois red mot troghe lnncredivatlw i- rent-paying families, representing one-fifth of households,housing is carried out through long-term credits at low in- will become home owners and amortize the price of theirterest rates. But in individual countries loans at higher dwellings with their regular monthly rents. The total pur-

interetrendrrepayableo a sore period chase price is calculated by taking a household's rent as o
play an ever-increasing role, and in some countries sig- October 1984 and multiplying it over a 20-year period. Paynificant incentives are provided for early repayment. ments from past years are credited toward the total, but a

Special attention is being given to improved and minimum number of years must still be paid, ranging from
efficient management for the housing stock, and to systems five to 13 years, depending on the time of construction. A
for repair and reconstruction of housing. In Hungary, for family can choose to pay more rapidly, or, if household in-

example, tenants can modernize their dwellings themselves, come falls, the amortization period may be extended.
and a substantial part of their costs can be repaid by the As an alternative, households can opt to have the
state estate agencies or compensated by reduced rents on total price set based on the type of construction, usable
their dwellings. The state bank has also been able to give floor area, location, extra yard space and depreciation.
favorable loans for additional insulation of dwellings and This is called the "legal price" to differentiate it fromhouses against heat loss and for the use of energy saving prices on the unregulated free market or those derived froways of heating. income-based rents. Another third of Cuban households, man

Cuba Promotes Home Ownership including most residents of self-built housing and rural ne
towns, will acquire title to their homes without paying any

As China is a developing socialist country, there amortization. Thus, almost all households will acquire the
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same tenure status -- home ownership -- and will therefore flect differential land rent based on such things as dis-

have the same rights and responsibilities. tance from downtown, accessibility and infrastructure.

(2) Housing distributed by the government. New The two aspects of the new law that most resemble

government-built housing will be sold to high priority capitalism -- free market resales and short-term renting --
families, who will pay off the legal price of their dwel- do involve private unearned income, but are viewed as tran-

lings with low interest loans over a period of 20 years in sitional free market measures which have their own raison

high-rise structures, and 15 years in all others. Prices d'etre within the framework of Cuban experienc6 and the

for government-assigned existing housing will reflect de- position of the economy at the present time.

preciation. Families will receive credit for payments on
their prior residence or its legal price. Most state-built Whether this type of rationale or dialectical in-,

new housing will be distributed by local public agencies terpretation of Marxist socialism, as applied to the housin

rather than by workplaces. sector in today's world, will carry much weight among the

policy makers in the People's Republic of China remains to

(3) Sales, exchanges, and inheritance. The new be seen. But the challenge is there for debate and dis-

law permits free market sales of land and housing, and of cussion on this subject, leading to more definitive policy
the right to build on the roofs of single and multi-family formation and new legislation for housing policy and financ

housing. When households exchange dwellings, they will
normally take their mortgage debt with them, but the new Conclusion
law permits the parties to exchange their debts, or for one
party to assume the debt on both dwellings. The law allows This brief report has endeavored to provide an ovE

inheritance of a home left vacant after its owner's death. view of some of the main happenings and issues regarding
housing finance development in China today. More in-depth

(4) Self-built housing. The new law provides for ac- analysis is needed, and other issues could well be added.

tive public involvement in fostering various forms of self- It seems clear that major urban reforms are currently beinc

built construction, including building by individuals and studied which will have considerable impact on these issues

by cooperatives established on a temporary basis for the For example, as reported in the China Daily, one senior

purpose of building multi-family housing. Once completed, government official has pointed to the following prospects,

apartments are owned as condominiums. Trade unions and
other organizations are encouraged to promote such cooper- (1) Utilities and other essential facilities will
atives among their members. Land, or the right to build on be operated like businesses rather than as
roofs, can be purchased from private parties, as can perma- welfare agencies providing free or cheap
nent surface rights on state-owned land. First priority services.
for state aid will go to cooperatives formed by trade unions
planning to build near workplaces, then to other cooperatives, (2) Services now provided by units for their
and finally to individual builders who fulfill certain cri- members or employees will be socialized
teria. Low-interest loans are available to cover a wide (privatized) -- that is, provided by outside
range of building costs. agencies on a commercial basis.

(5) Management. Low-rise multi-family housing (3) The use of land in urban areas will be com-
will be self-managed by councils composed of all residents. mercialized, rather than allocated by govern-
Occupants will assume responsibility for paying a maintenance ments.
fee. High rise structures will still be managed by local
government agencies, but only a portion of the maintenance (4) Housing will be commercialized. Rents will
costs will be subsidized. be much higher, being based on actual costs.

Most new housing in Cuba will still be allocated by In this context, it seems essential that new na-

social criteria, such as need of maintaining a stable labor tional housing legislation be adopted, through which polio
force rather than being sold to the highest bidder. But dif- for housing and urban development will be made explicit.
ferential land prices and interest are also consistent with Such legislation could develop the concept and modus gper-
Cuba's current stage of transition to socialism. In Marxist andi for a new system of promoting savings for housing and
theory, neither is a form of value, but both have prices. housing finance generally. It could establish the institu
Under socialism, interest (the price of money) and land tional structure in which such a system would operate. Thi
prices are used to promote efficient use of resources under financing agency, by whatever name, would have close link-
conditions of scarcity. Official prices on urban land re-
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

In pursuit of its mission to promote interchang- on housing
fsianc deveopmnt throughout the world, the Interit ionl I union has

p '-pei al window to the People's Republic of Chj.i. TO res-
poni i ; been very posit ive, and considerabli iLterchange has alroady
tikon p China's population of 1.046 billion is one-fourtLh of the
world's total. [T government is engaged in a determined 'ffort to
qIldruple the Gross Nationail Product by the yoar 2000 which would bring
it in the rainge of SUS 800 to $1000 per capiLa. Housing hias In im-
portiit role in these efforts for modornizition and growth inl all
sctorsi . t 1985, more than 12.6 mill ion dwol ing units wore con-
struCt d ( i mill ion urban and 9.6 mill ion rural), but key' issues .e-
miiin to b- resolved if this sector is to coitrihute morn (ffectively
to C sdevelopment

Th urbain housing programs in China require I arge capital
invekStmn its ind growing subsidies which burden the Stat-'s budget.
OinIy ini the past several. years has IIomeowTIership bns perimit te0 d, begin-
ning with a limitd program in several cities. In contrist , in the
rortA lr ias, homeownlsrship is the predominnt tenure form, and ther-
has beL1i a huge surge of pisant investment in housing, drawn from
thlir increased earnings and savings as a resul t of the rural reforms

Knowing that there col Id he no greater express ion of the
rol of the Intern t ionail Union atnd its object ives tiiin hel ping to
hring private homeownership and I thri t t anid home f iinuicing systom to
Chins, in 1984 Iuthorized JiUSSA's Special Advisor Er ic Cairlsont to
visit Ch in for first contacts with the iwly-organized Ministry of
liUbn and Rural Construction aind Environimtail Protection (MURCIt).

MURCIt subsequtnt ly requested itUBSSA for a return visit, for lectures
ansd s-minars on housing pol icy aid fi niance in Beijing anid Shalnghii to
a widh- rinige of Chins tthoriti'S oncned with husi a1 nd urbni
dvlIoptnt . It Jun, 1986, Prosident Osterbrauck itso v is i ted China
on off t I ia invitat ion, and wis hospitablv received for his lecturis
in B i ji g, Shanghai ind Xiamut. He m t of fi oit s of key tinnci il i n-
t titt ions, and nitoiriged thoe irI m lmb rship and parti cip) io ii i UB 11SSA
cti vitLis They srn keenIv i ntL rst - d i if s i ot s i g is ind htmi-

mwt rsh Ip.

IUBSSA It is providOd a grant for t joint hosis g r ttrch
proji ' t iind book on housing in Chin , I ing carried it th1 China i

Aia demy of rthtn Planning and D signi in IB ijing and tn In sit tot if
PubIl i, Administ raition Of New York. This, prese nt doenment by IEric
Cit lsoin is a I viw of some of the iimjor topics anid issues being

(uthi r velItop d inl this project .

W- will observe with griit int erest d velopmen ts ititi i ited
by 1 iC t hi -se glovirnIment tis a resuIlt of the ass istaLine prov ided by

he Ii It I n tio l I Ui i on. Hopefu I y1 , some tim' a tew y ars hi tice, we
wi i he th W ti v jm- funct ioniig if I prograit of stvings Ior home-



ownership and systems for home financing which will bring the people NOTE ON ERIC CARLSON
of this vast country to the realization of dreams that people over
the world have had for centuries to own their own home.

We are proud of the work that Eric Carlson has been doing Eric Carlson has been Special Advisor to
in China and that a man of his background and experience has been as- the International Union of Building Societies and
sociated with the International Union. Savings Associations (IUBSSA) since his retirement

from the United Nations Secretariat in April 1982.
We are particularly pleased that President Dr. Willi-Dieter In the UN, he was Deputy Director of the Habitat and

Osterbrauck was able to visit China during the last year of his pre- Human Settlements Foundation in Nairobi, Kenya tor
sidency and add his unique type of salesmanship for homeownership to eight years, and formerly Chief of Housing at UN
this important effort. headquarters in New York for 10 years.

Currently, he holds several positions
mainly concerned with housing and finance develop-

NORMAN STRUNK ment. He is Special Advisor to the Caribbean Asso-

Secretary-General acition of Building Societies and Housing Finance
a .o . Institutions in Kingston; Chairman of the United

Intietiosn Unings o uiain Nations NGO Committee on Housing and the Interna-
tional Year for Shelter in New York; Secretary and
Trustee, Cooperative Housing Foundation and Vice
Chairman CHF International, Inc., Washington, D.C.;
Trustee, Community Cooperative Development Founda-
tion, Bridgeport, Conn.; President, International

August 1986 Foundation for Earth Construction, Washington, D.C.;
Member, Executive Council, World Society of Ekistics,
Athens; Representative, Habitat International Council
to United Nations, The Hague; Member, Board of Direc-
tors, International Rural Housing Assn., Caracas;
Nember, International Committee, National Associa-
tion Housing Officials.

He is a Senior Associate of the Institute
of Public Administration, NYC, and currently serves
as Director, Joint Housing Research Project, People's
Republic of China, with China Academy of Urban Plan-
ning and Design. He is also advisor to Housing Policy
Project, National Economic and Social Council, Prime
Minister's Office, Dublin, Ireland.

He was a co-founder of the African Union of
Building Societies and Housing Finance Institutions
(Nairobi) in 1983. He has lived and worked in several
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, including
Brazil, Costa Rica, Colombia, Venezuela and Barbados.
ie is a former director of the Inter-American Housing
Center (CINVA) in Bogota, Colombia.

He is an active consultant in the field of
international housing finance, and is President of
Eric Carlson Associates, located at 25 Giletta Court,
Closter, N.J. 07624 (Tel. 201-768-7707). His office
in Now York City is at the Institute of Public Ad-
ministration, 55 W. 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.
(T,-1. 212-730-5480).
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HOUSING FINANCE DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA

An Overview of Issues and Prospects*

by

Eric Carlson

Special Advisor
IUBSSA

Back round

Housing finance policy has become the subject of
special scrutiny and inquiry in China, a developing social-
ist country presently engaged in a vast process of growth
and transformation. Having successfully met and exceeded
the major targets in its Sixth Five-Year Plan, China is on-
target toward its goal of quadrupling the Gross National
Product by the year 2000. The per capita income for its
population of over 1.2 billion people will then range from
US$ 800 to US$ 1,000. Though seemingly modest, this awe-
some effort means providing for 150 million more people
than the total number at end 1985 of 1,046.39 billion.

In spite of the success of the one child per family
campaign, and a population growth rate of only 1.12% in 1985,
new housing pressures will arise from a surge of newly mar-
ried couples over the next decade, an increasing rate of
urbanization, movement of peasants away from their tradi-
tional agricultural pursuits, deterioration of existing
housing stock, much of which is of poor quality and stand-

ard, and severe overcrowding. Investment in housing is now
about 7 to 8% of Gross National Product, and 12.6 million
dwelling units were constructed in 1985, but the lack of
housing is still perceived as a major problem, and partic-
ularly so in the urban areas. It is considered that major
reforms are essential in matters of housing policy, finance
and management if investment efficiencies are to be achieved
and if there is to be substantial improvement in the hous-
ing stock.

Is Commercialization Possible?

The Seventh Five-Year Plan, ratified in April, 1986,
takes account of the present situation, and contains a di-
rective which states:

"We should commercialize housing in the cities aud
towns and speed up ti growth of residential (con-
struction industry, making it a pillar of the na-

tional eonomy. .

ill, Vievs "Xp il this report -ire those of t He .ulut r.



But how is the "commercialization of housing" to be achieved
in a developing socialist country of such dimensions as Chi where supply and materials shortages were evident.
na, where low-rent, highly subsidized policies for housinT
have prevailed for more than 30 years? An active private The country's more than 200 million urban residents
sector in this field does not exist. Should housing be con- had an average per capita income of 752 yuan, a 23.8% inl-
sidered as a public service to which all are entitled? is crease over prior years. The average urban wage rose by
it a commodity to be acquired, bought and sold in the market- 17.2%, but because of the 8.8% inflation rate, low paid
place? Or is it a unique blend of various economic and so)- workers found it difficult to make ends meet. The country's
cial categories and considerations? 800 million rural inhabitants had a per capita annual net

income of 397 yuan, 42 yuan more than in 1984. Individual

Other questions can be raised: What are the rela- bank savings in 1985 increased by 33.6%, to reach 162.3

tionships between housing policies and broader development billion yuan.
strategies? Should equity and equality be major goals of
China's housing policy? What role should land pricing or In 1985, 130 million square meters of new urban
rent and cost of money (interest) play in a socialist econ- housing was constructed representing a total housing in'sst-
omy? To what extent can a privatizing or commercialization ment in cities and towns approximating 25 billion yuan. In

of housing serve as encouragement or stimulus for the mobi- the rural areas 770 million square meters of housing was
lization of personal savings, particularly for some form of built, for an estimated 9.6 million rural households, and
home ownership? Will this help to relieve the pressures on the investment in new housing is expected to have greatly
the State for more investment in housing? Should the pro- exceeded the 1984 total of 30 billion yuan. For the urban

vision of housing be tied to the work place? housing, the State and enterprises paid almost six billion
yuan more in subsidies, representing estimated depreciation,

This report will not provide categoric replies to maintenance, repairs, management and interest (based on the
the questions posed, but it will highlight some of the avail- cost of construction) less rent paid.
able information regarding the key issues. It will also
point to directions for further research and action and res- The overall housing improvement goal for China's
olution of major problems. The International Year of Shel- pImlation by the end of the century is for every family to
ter for the Homeless (1987), declared by the United Nations have its own complete dwelling unit. The objective is to

General Assembly, suggests that governments make a special achieve overall average living space for each person of

effort in keeping with the objectives of this year to re- some eight square meters. This represents a considerable

view and revise their housing policies so as to achieve upgrading from the present situation of prevalent over-

improved housing and shelter for all by the end of the cen- crowding. In 1982 the estimated average living space was

tury. This offers an opportunity for China to promote the 4.4 square meters per person, with wide differences noted
"urban reforms" required for the housing sector, including between cities and regions. It has been rising by small

the "commercialization of housing." increments since that time, and the objective of eight
square meters is now viewed as achievable.

The period of the Sixth Five-Year Plan, from 1981
4, to 1985, was one of considerable progress in the develolp- In terms of dwelling units to be constructed, this

mt of Chias oneofconsideade pvrges annue drowt owould mean some 200 million over the last two decades ofmont of China's economy, and the average annual. growth 0I 'hi Century. About one-fourth is to be built in urban ar-
Gross National Product was over 10%. In 1985 the Gross
Social Product, representing the total output value o Is, totalling an area of 2.5 billion square meters. The
agriculture, industry, the building trade, transport, t Other three-fourths will be built in the countryside, withcommuiction, nd commereh e byilding 16.2%, orn1 , t a tal area of about 12 billion square meters. This scalecommunications, and commerce, rose by 16.2c over 984, 1 (If building is unprecedented in world history. However,total 1,624.2 brlion Yuan. However, the country's ieoplethere are also serious problems to be overcome. The Seventhtion rate also reached 8.8% and especially affected t01'1 Five-year Plan adopted in 1985 assumes an average construc-
of low income. This contributed to a determined slowd'w tion of urban housing of 150 millionsqan avers peruc-
of capital expenditure and limiting of credit and fi)anc- At 20> Yuan per square meter, this investment then amounts
ing, in order to avoid overheating the economy, especill

1  
to 30 billion Yuan per year, with another 10 billion re-
qUired for subsidies. The State's capital investment in

FOOTNOTE: In the Lext which follows, it should he noted tlhi th v housinI, together with the continuing and growing subsi-
of the unit of Chinese currency, the Yuan, in Ju l I 986at W-, is a large one.
3.7 Yuan to US $1. Its former value in 1986 was 3.2 YUIn

US $1; i1 1985 it was 2.8 Yuan to us $1. For the 15 years remaining to the year 2000, the
f;te may well expend, under present policies, together

with funds from local governments and funds pooled by state-
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owned enterprises and institutions, several hundred billion lion yuan, 18.1 billion more than in 1984. Rural people
yuan. Yet its net economic return on the investment will are expected to invest up to 200 billion yuan in new hous-
be negative. The prime reason is that the present system ing between 1986 and 1990. Rural people are now spending
of rental payments does not cover costs, much less generate an average of 16% of their annual income on housing improve-
capital for the construction of new housing. Although some ments, compared to 5% in 1980. When peasant families be-
two-thirds of the urban inhabitants have benefitted from the come richer, surveys show that their percentage of expendi-
low rent housing policies, at least one-third more are in ture on housing rises sharply, and may even approach one-
need of new housing allocation, and there are questions of third of incomes.
housing inequality and other matters to be resolved. These
will be discussed later in this report. Much new rural housing construction tends to be of

high standard. In 1985, 60% of the new housing was of brick
Housing in Rural Areas and tile, and 15% was in two or three story houses. Since

1979, an estimated 50 million rural households have moved
To provide a different perspective on the "commer- into new homes, out of the total of 180 million rural tpuse-

cialization of housing" in China, we should first focus on holds. This represents a remarkable increase and imprrve-
what has been happening in the rural areas which contain ment of the country's housing stock.
some 80% of the people. The rural reforms, and extension
of the responsibility system, from 1979-80 have stimulated One example of "commercialization" of rural hous-
exceptionally rapid growth of agricultural production, and ing is the establishment in 1984 of the China Rural House
of rural incomes and food consumption, based on rapidly Building Materials Company and the China Rural House Corpo-
rising yields. During the next several decades, agriculture ration for supplying complete sets of building materials.
will remain one of the largest and most important sectors of The first sells building materials and houses in coopera-
China's economy. Even in the year 2000 food will account tion with more than 1,000 companies and industrial enter-
for about half of household consumption, and about half the prises across the country. It has provided 90,000 farm
labor force will be engaged in agricultural activities. It households with houses covering a floor space of 7.5 square
should be noted that considerable agricultural activity in meters. The second Corporation has established 35 companies
China is carried on within the boundaries of cities, which and 200 subcompanies all over the country. In 1985, it
often have the characteristics of self-contained regions, built more than one million square meters of houses, pro-
It is evident that the economic linkages between agriculture duced 1.4 million cubic meters of cement, structural mem-
and other sectors will become increasingly close. It is in bers, and sold six million square meters of complete sets
this context that we look at some aspects of the rural hous- of building materials.
ing scene. That the pace of rural housing construction and im-

First we can note that "commercialization" of hous- provement will continue for some time is indicated by the es-

ing prevails in the rural areas. People can own their own timates that annually some 15% of the rural households are in

homes, although not the underlying land which is retained need of building new homes or renovating old ones, while only
in ownership by the collective. The individual dwellings 5% of the households are able to improve their dwelling con-
become real property and can be handed down to descendants. ditions because of shortages of building materials and equip-
Peasants have a long tradition of building houses for their ment, especially in such items as steel, cement and glass.

children, especially before marriage. A wide variety of There is no doubt that the rural reforms and the
methods is used to build this housing, ranging from self rise of the responsibility system for agrarian production
help and community assistance to arrangements with individual have resulted in a substantial growth of income for the
contractors. The growth of income for the peasants in many peasants in many rural areas. The fact that they are
rural areas has brought with it a wave of investment by choosing to invest so much of this in housing of good stand-
rural people for housing construction and improvement of ard and high quality, often superior to typical urban dwell-
existing dwellings. In many situations, the peasant house ing units, bodes well for the basic stability of the country-
serves also as part of a workplace or production center, so side. At the same time, new productive forces are being
such investment has additional importance. The fact that created for promoting rural specialization, commercializa-
people can own their own homes in the rural areas is un- tion and modernization.
doubtedly a tremendous incentive for their construction and
improvement. It has also served to open up large markets Although the changing agricultural scene may result
for building materials, products, accessories and technical in estimated surplus manpower in rural areas of up to 100services for planning, design and construction. million or more by 2000, some of this will be absorbed by

Last year, rural bank deposits amounted to 72 bil- jobs in small industries or services, or in self-employment
in other than agricultural production. But there is also
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another type of movement, of a growing number of peasants help provide training, technical assistance and development

from their farms to nearby towns and townships and market- of local materials and resources wherever possible.

ing centers. Peasants who relocate in this way generally Special incentives should be established to en-
bring with them their own capital and food and are prepared courage savings for housing in the rural context, throuh
to engage in new productive endeavors. Such moves tend to banks, rural housing development corporations or credit co-
alleviate the great pressures on the cities to receive rural operatives. Such efforts will help to reduce the volume of
migrants, and is helping to create a more rational urbaniza- creditivequirec fome purche o rementhe elp
tion pattern. One example is that at the end of 1983 there credit required for home purchase or improvement, and help
were 2,600 towns of administrative status, but this number lessen inflationary impacts. By promoting capital invest-

had sharply increased to 6,200 by the end of 1984, more than ment for the nation's housing stock through such mobiliza-

3,600 in one year's time. tion of personal savings, there would be a "soaking up" of
excessive expenditure on unnecessary consumer products.

The importance of rural housing improvement and
construction in some provinces can be illustrated by what Several cities are already taking steps to help
has been taking place in Zhejiang Province since 1979. Farm- modernize the rural towns within their boundaries. Beijing,
ers have completed new housing with a total floor space of for example, has 253 rural towns, and 13 of these have been

250 million square meters, and each rural resident is said selected as pilot towns in this modernization process, to

now to have a floor space of 20 square meters, up 32% from be implemented by the Beijing Rural Construction Develop-
1978. Average yearly earnings have substantially increased, ment Company. For this first New Town, to be located in

though are still low by Western standards. Local govern- Zhangxizhuang Township, some 25 kilometers East of Beijing,
ments and collectives help with funds and supplies of build- 2,500 two to three story apartments are planned, together

ing materials. Thirty percent of Zhejiang's 34 million with extensive community facilities. Families residing in
rural inhabitants now have piped water, following the com- the area will be offered payments for their old.houses which

pletion of 15,000 waterworks since 1979. Electricity is can be applied to the estimated cost of 10,000 yuan for the

available in 88% of the 141,000 villages and 95% of rural new dwellings. Annual per capita income in the area is cur-

townships have roads. Rural development plans have been rently 7,275 yuan. This particular project should be the

drafted for 95% of the 1,500 towns and 97% of all villages. object of careful study and evaluation of the construction
and financing methods that are employed; their true costs,

The above provides the scenario for an extension and realistic appraisal of the cost-benefits of the project

of the owner-built and owner-occupied housing prevalent in as well as the investment recovery planning that should be
the rural areas and the country villages of China to similar an intrinsic part of this effort.
patterns for these towns and townships. The highly subsi-
dized and controlled low-rent policies of the cities could Urban Housing
then be avoided. It would be necessary to have new emphasis At the end of 1985, statistics showed that some
on the importance of planned development, the rationalizing 211.87 million people inhabited the country's 333 cities,
of infrastructure, and the provision of other services and not including those living in suburban counties. If people
amenities, including commercial, industrial and cultural working in agriculture within cities are excluded, however,
facilities. Fortunately, much is being achieved along these the country's urban population then totals 118.26 million.lines, and reportedly there are now construction plans for This may seem small in relation to the total population,
85% of the country's five million villages, and 84% of the but in recent years urbanization is proceeding at a some-
54,000 rural towns. More than 500,000 newly-trained ruralwhtfsepaanetitsidctehtterwllb
planners and surveyors have worked on such planning with the at fase pc and milliom indican population te tt there u
help of urban experts h T

e syear 2000. it is possible, however, that the urban growth
The general outlines for commercialization of hous- process may be an accelerating one in light of the overall

ing in the rural areas, villages and townships are therefore reforms which are being implemented in both urban and rural
in place, for accommodating perhaps 800 to 900 million of sectors. China already has 20 cities with more than one
China's predominantly rural population by the year 2000. million populations. It seems likely that China's urban
Much is being achieved and the future looks bright. But population could reach more than 250 million by the end of
more help will be required to help increase the production the century, which taken alone would rank it as one of the
and distribution of building materials through local enter- three or four largest countries in the world. The Table on
prises and private initiatives, Standardization of building the following page shows China's urban population at end
components should be encouraged, as well as quality control. 1985.
Rural housing centers, training institutes or "wings" should
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China's urban population i
(based an 1985 figures) Mi,

region cloes famwl. total population
(milien) Imihn)

matIeal total 324 53.51 211 87
Beltg 1 1 68 5.8s
Tianjin 1 1 52 5.38
Kobel 12 1 97 7 35
Shanxi 10 1 51 6 38
Inner WM ngesi 16 1 30 5.35
U""ia 17 4 57 16.82
imin it 1.86 7 2?Statistics released by nHegang 16 27? 162

Ministry of Public Security, Shanghai 1 1.97 6.98
as published in China Daily, 11angsu 13 284 965

Jue 196o~ulaong 11 2 02 6 93JuneAnui 15 1 64 6 47
Fujian 10 1 02 4 30
JIangxI 12 128 5 75
Shandong 19 4 66 18 40
Henan 16 2.12 8 82
Hubei 14 2 82 11 54
Hunan 20 2.10 8.39
Guangdong 17 2 84 11 90
Guangxi 11 1.17 5.35
Sichuan 19 3 83 15.18
Guizhou 6 1.86 4 8
Yunnan 11 1 17 5 39
Pool7 1 8.81 8 11
Shaanox 8 1.31 5 40
Gansu 12 1 14 5.24

"lnghu 2 8.15 066 Mixture of land uses and overcrowding in a typical urban landscape ofNlingxia 4 8.25 1 13
Xinjiang 15 0o 4 1s China today.

China's official policy has been expressed as seek-
ing to balance urban and rural development. China is ad-
hering to a policy of controlling the growth of big cities,
moderately developing medium-sized cities, and actively pro-
moting small cities. In general, without permission, people
are restricted in their movement of location of residence,
and it is difficult to obtain legal occupancy in the cities,
the more so when the provision or assignment of housing is
usually tied to the work unit or place of employment.

There is increasing evidence of slippage, or "slip-
through," however, and a recent estimate places at 3.21 mil-
lion the number of temporary residents in China's 10 larg-
est cities. Some of this is the result of bringing to the
cities contract labor from the provinces for construction
projects. A good part of the migrant population is not of-
ficially sanctioned, and there is clearly a problem of reg-
istering non-permanent urban residents. In Shanghai alone,
the temporary residents were estimated at 1.1 million by
the end of 1985, 2.5 times the number of 1983.

This is one reason among several why housing re-
mains in such short supply in spite of the very considerable

Typical courtyard view in terrace housing. Note busy scene.
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investments for housing construction in the urban areas. governments and state enterprises have been granted consider-
Other symptoms are reported in the press. For example, the able economic authority resulting in the expansion of their
sale and rental prices of private houses in Beijing are now financial resources and increase of funds for investment.
sometimes ten times legal levels. Because young newly-mar- As stated by one observer, Chinese cities are not simply
ried couples find it virtually impossible to secure housing large concentrations of people and businesses who pay local
through their work units, several cities have constructed taxes and expect certain urban services in return. In Chi-
special buildings to house such couples, providing them na, where the allocation of labor and capital is the pre-
with minimum space and facilities, but strictly limiting the rogative of the state, a city's economy is directly managed
time they may remain in these accommodations. Many cities by its municipal government. The city runs factories and
now periodically sponsor housing exchange fairs for helping helps to operate suburban communes. An objective has been
in the sale or exchange of different types of apartments to transform cities from consumers to producers, and to en-
through photos, designs, models, and written notices and courage relative self-sufficiency in food, coupled with a
descriptions. Reports indicate that these events are dynamic industrial productivity that will eventually raise
thronged with people seeking more adequate or convenient living standards of city and hinterland alike. Through a
lodging, and that some do succeed in these efforts, though variety of mechanisms, the local governments and the stdte
at a cost. Clearly, the real estate industry has an in- enterprises have endeavoured to meet their responsibilities
teresting potential for development in China. for housing construction and maintenance and to assist the

work units in providing housing accommodation.
There have been five housing exchange fairs in

Beijing, and the movement has now spread to 33 cities under Basic Questions
the guidance of a National Urban Housing Exchange Centre.
Reportedly some 200,000 swaps have been negotiated. There Despite the vast increase in production of urban
is a computerized system based on registration cards, and housing units, several questions have arisen. For example,
formalities are provided for transferring the right of use are these government policies adequate and appropriate in
of properties. solving the urban housing problem? Can expanded government

capital investment eliminate the housing shortage? Will the
What are the origins of China's present urban hous- government's approval of the private sale of housing help

ing situation? This article is not designed as an histor- solve the housing shortage? Will the current policies ad-
ical review, but suffice it to say that the urban housing vance the concepts of equity for the urban housing sector?
sector was seriously neglected, as were the cities generally, These questions and others underlie the following review of
during the 10-year cultural revolution, ending in 1976. how urban housing investment and construction actually hap-
During 1977-78, the Chinese Premier, Deng Xiaoping, called pens in China, using Shanghai and Beijing as reference points.
for China to embark vigorously on the Four Modernizations,
of agriculture, industry, national defense, and science and There are many pressures on the planners, in both
technology. In 1978, the Central Committee of the Chinese urban and rural areas alike, as the enormous forces for
Communist Party set forth a series of principles and policy change and privatization in China are engaged for the en-
decisions for guiding the development of the economy. The couragement of initiative and production throughout its
first national.housing conference was also held in that year. economic and social system. Agriculture has top priority

in both urban and rural areas, and prime urban land for in-
Efforts were focussed on how to speed up housing tensive agriculture is carefully allocated and protected.

production and how to improve the living conditions of ur- Urban planning is making good progress in China, and 189
ban residents. It was necessary to mobilize the initiative cities had completed their general plans by 1983. The State
of the central and local authorities, as well as that of Council has approved the general plans for 18 cities with
state enterprises and individuals. Home building was to be population of over one million. The genera] plan of Beijing
given special importance as a demonstration of the objec- was approved in July 1983. A National Urban Planning Act is
tives of socialist production and "the people's government" in preparation. Special attention to city development is
concern for the people, and to achieve the "dialectic re- also provided through the Environmental Protection Law of
lationship between production and livelihood, and between 1979.
accumulation and consumption." Since that time, building
more homes for the people has been one of the major items In China, the land in urban areas belongs to the
in China's economic readjustment, and the proportion of state, whereas in rural areas it is collectively owned. The
capital investment devoted to housing has steadily increased, government has promulgated regulations on land requisition
In recent years, it has been as high as 25%. for the capital construction of the state. These lay down

the principles or urban land administration, the planning of
With the reform of the financial system, local land use, the procedures of land requisition, and the pro-
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prietorship of land. The institution or enterprise which
builds has only the right to use the land. No public body
or individual is allowed to seize, purchase, sell, lease or
transfer land.

The capital for urban housing development comes
from several sources in China, the most important being the
state's investment in capital construction. The funds for ' e
residential buildings can be divided into several categories:
funds included in the national budget (which have not been
substantially increased), funds from local governments, and n
funds pooled by state-owned enterprises and institutions.
In addition there are funds raised by the collectively-owned
enterprises, and portions from the funds intended for the
renewal of equipment and installations in state-owned enter-
prises and private funds. In a recent year, the funds raised
by state-owned and collectively-owned enterprises and insti-
tutions amounted to 71% of total housing investment.

In principle, all enterprises are expected to be
responsible for providing housing for their workers and staff.
The central and local governments are expected to allocate
funds for residential building in connection with investment
in new enterprises, such as factories or mines. Only re-
cently, has encouragement been given to the sale of housing, Beihuan Villa in Cbangzhou, Jiangsu Province.especially new housing. The government may allot land to
individuals for house-building, and certain public assistance
may also be made available for construction. However, the
typical pattern is that the government or enterprise may
build apartment houses and then sell the units to workers
or staff members. This is on a subsidized basis, with the
prospective owner paying one-third, and the balance provided
by the government and the enterprise. z

Almost one-third of urban inhabitants are on wait-
ing lists for new homes or for an improvement of their pre-
sent buildings. For the publicly-owned residential build-
ings, there is an allotment system which takes account of
the size of the-housing stock, the number of applications
and the degree of each case. Generally, a family of one to
three members is allotted a one-room unit of about 30 to 40
square meters; a family of two to four can have a two-room
unit of about 50 square meters, and a family of more thanfour can have a three-room ubit, of 60 to 70 square meters.
After the allotments are made, the families are given certif-
icates for tenancy which ensure them the right to use the
dwellings, and they pay rent according to the standards set
by the local governments.

In provinces and autonomous regions, there are Ur-
ban Development Bureaus responsible for housing. In cities,
there are Capital Construction Commissions and Real Prop- Zho Jia Zhang project has 76 buildings on 36.5 acres. View shows anothererty Management Bureaus which deal with housing. In some housing project grouping in background.
cities, Unified Housing Development offices are set up tostrengthen the leadership in housing development activities.
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Besides functioning as a governmental organization, the
Real Property Management Bureau of a city is directly en-
gaged in the management of a part of the housing stock.
Under the Real Property Management Bureau there are several
specialized companies: the Housing Maintenance Company,
the Housing Construction Company, the Real Property Company,
the Building Materials and Equipments Company.

At present, public housing under the direct ad-

ministration of the real property management establishments

of different levels accounts for only 20% of the total hous-
ing stock, the rest being administered by different organi-
zations to which it belongs. Enterprises and institutions

which have their own housing are obliged to accept the di-
rection of the Municipal Real Property Management Bureaus i
and must follow the policies and laws of the related govern-
mental bodies at state, provincial or municipal levels.

The housing in cities and towns is mostly of the

apartment type. In big cities, the apartment buildings are
generally of five to six stories. But in larger cities,

such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenyang and Tianjing,
there is increasing frequency of 10 to 20 story buildings 4
to economize on land use.

Housing in Shanghai Carlson with authorities of Jai-Ding County in Tao-Yuang, one of 12 new

towns in Shanghai region. Second from left is Xing Tong-he, innovative

Shanghai has developed a multi-faceted approach to architect of Shanghai Municipal Institute of Civil Architectural Design.

its housing situation, which will be briefly described.
Shanghai now has over 12 million people in its overall met-
ropolitan conglomeration. A vast amount of housing con-

struction has taken place under the direction of the Shang-

hai Municipal Government, but equally vast are the dimensions
of the housing and environmental problems which still remain.
Shanghai is one of the three major cities (Beijing, Tianjin
and Shanghai) with special classification, under the direct
control of the central government. It has a total area of

6,186 square kilometers, of which 230 belong to the city
proper (recently broadened by 109 square kilometers). In

the city proper, there are more than 103 million square me-

ters of all types of housing construction areas, with some

52 million square meters of dwelling unit floor space.

Much of the existing housing stock is old, and
badly in need of renovation and repair. Overcrowding is

extensive, living space standards are low. These average

4.72 meters per person in the two-story, old style terrace
houses which account for 18 million square meters, 38% of

the urban housing, and accommodate 52% of the total number

of city residents.

During 1979 to 1983, new residential construction
exceeded 15 million square meters, and the average living Carlson with team members for Shanghai prototype rehabilitation project

space increased from 3.9 square meters when the People's for terrace buildings in which much of population lives.

Republic was founded to 4.9 square meters per person in
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1983. Still the average floor space for each family in the
new construction is only about 42 square meters, which means
at most two rooms per family. During the Sixth Five-Year
Plan, some 330,000 people were provided new accommodatin
in the 120,000 apartments that were built. In the Seventh
Five-Year Plan, beginning in 1986 annual housing construc-
tion is to be increased from four million to five million
square meters.

How has this volume of housing construction been
organized? The Shanghai Municipal Bureau of Housing Ad-
ministration is the instrument for supervising real estate
under the municipal government. Under the Municipal Bureau
there are four companies -- for house management, housege-
pair and construction, building materials and house equip-
ment manufacture. The SMBHA has over 60,000 staff members
and workers.

The city proper is divided into 12 districts. In
each one there is a branch company of housing management,
house repair and construction and architectural materials.
The business of every district company is under the guidance
of the city company. Under the district housing management

Typical old-style terrace housing in Shanghai. company, there are many housing management offices in the
neighborhoods. In the whole city there are 114 such offices,
which are the basic units responsible for rental, management
and maintenance, each in charge on the average for 500,000
square meters of public housing. There is a rent-lease con-
tract between the housing management unit and the resident.
The resident pays rent every month and the house management
unit takes care of all aspects of house maintenance, in-
cluding major repairs and restoration where necessary. Cur-
rently, attention is being given to the reform of this
management system so that it will operate on a more realistic
economic basis.

Up to 1983, the municipal government has dismantled
more than two million square meters of slums in Shanghai to
make way for large scale new construction. Some 30 large
housing estates have been built in Shanghai since 1950, most
of them composed of look alike blocks of flats in monotonous
and stereotyped settings. More recently, high rise buildings
of up to 20 stories are forming part of the large urban re-
construction projects in Shanghai, and permitting a more
varied mixture of high rise and low rise construction in the
development of new neighborhoods. An innovative design
example is the Hutai Residential Quarter in Northwest Shang-
hai, which has broken the stereotypes by establishing a
scheme of neighborhoods, of 600 to 700 households, with each
neighborhood characterized by distinctive architecture and
color.

Raising the roof and adding one story, plus interior improvements, pro-
duces increased accommodation at better standards with more sunny and One of Shanghai's major approaches to its tight
usable space, at Lane 303, Peng-Lai Road, Shanghai, built in 1923. housing scene is the development of satellite towns. Some

12 of these have been created on farm land purchased for
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urban use with the approval of the agricultural commission, projects are everywhere, most of them in 5 to 10 storyat distances of 30 to 50 kilometers from the central city. ,uprojecs are eewhere, moto tein 5 t oryThese 12 districts are planned for 131,000 apartment units buildings. The new Seventh National Plan calls for evenwThs a2 floorirear f 6.5fmillo square0 metr.mnth ncs more investment in housing, to total about 40 billion yuanwith a floor area of 6.5 million square meters. By the end over the five-year period. Moreover, by 1990, all urbanof 1983, over 2.2 million square meters, or some 45,300 residents are to be supplied with cooking gas. There willapartments, had been finished, with the rest in construction, be telephones for 500,000 households, and the daily water
supply system will greatly increase in capacity. Over theThe satellite towns are planned to provide for in- five years also, nine greenbelts are to be added to the

dustry and employment, and substantial growth is proceeding, city, another 30 public parks, and seven new garbage dis-In the science and technology city Tao-Yuang in Jai Ding •osty anerkb
County, some 35 kilometers out of Shanghai, 70,000 people posal areas.
were in residence in 1985, out of the total of 150,000 There will be an upper limit of 10.2 million forscheduled for the project within the next three years. De- the permanent urban population of Beijing. In Beijing,sign innovations were also taking place. Within severe cost there are five major construction companies, and over t
and space limitations, a young architect had produced a proj- past two years they have contracted 26,000 workers fromect designed to provide a better quality of life for the poor rural areas to work on building projects. These work-people within the project, including more attractive, liv- ers are not considered to be permanent residents, and will
able and varied buildings, of four to 12 stories. A histor- return to their places of recruitment when their contracts
ic old town adjacent to the new site was also being preserved, terminate.
to add to a sense of cultural heritage.

The process for obtaining approvals for construc-In addition to construction of new buildings, Shang- tion is slow and difficult and uncertain. Because there arehai has also embarked on projects for urban rehabilitation, few alternative channels for proceeding through the bureau-In the South District, a team of dedicated architects has cracies concerned, there tend to be further blockages andengaged in experimental and demonstration work involving problems. There also seems to be an in-built pattern oftraditional terrace houses of two stories in which much of discrimination against the smaller or less important workShanghai's population lives. Many of these houses are still units who seek housing for their members, and who do notin relatively good condition, but their facilities are in- carry the "clout" necessary for adequate consideration oradequate and outmoded. The effort is to demonstrate how speedy approvals. There is, of course, the increasingly
these can be economically remodeled. This involves the serious problem of those who are self-unemployed, or whostrengthening and reinforcing of the original construction, may not have attachment to specific work units.
raising the roof and adding another story, rearraning in-
terior space, and providing each family with a private kit- The Municipal Bureau of Urban Planning is a keychen and toilet, with flush closet. The expenditure for player in this process, but is subject to being over-ruled,such reconstruction amounts to about 50% of the cost of new especially in situations which involve the state authorities.construction, while the whole process helps retain the sense The Bureau is responsible for the construction approvalsof community and stability of the neighborhood, which permit the work unit in need of housing to contract

for a project design through a Design Institute. Such in-Aspects of Housing in Beijing 
stitutes are public bodies. In the case of the Beijing
Design Institute, there may be a long wait before appropriateA visit to Beijing (Peking), capital of the People's plans can be produced, of up to a year or more. In someRepublic of China, is no mean experience. The nation's p - cases in the past, old standardized plans have been used withlitical, economic, cultural and communications center has a few changes because of the system of payment or bonuses fortotal area, includfng outskirts, of 16,900 square kilometers, these plans, which are tied to the amount of square meters

and a population of 9.23 million, of which 5.86 million are produced within a period of time.urban. Perhaps the most striking first impressions are the
carefully planted trees lining all major thoroughfares, and First, the work unit must apply to the Ministry tothe vast number of bicycles which still provide basic trans- which it is attached. The Ministry then reports to the
portation for millions in Chinese cities. Buses are every- State Council, which approves the amount of construction re-where, and usually overloaded, but private cars are still quired in square meters. All work units are in competitioncomparatively few in number. 

for units of larger space and facilities, and usually receivereduced space allocations. The work unit receives a noteIn Beijing, there is an on-going constructioin boom from the Ministry giving its final allocation of space. Thefor which no end is in sight during this decade. Housin9 Bureau checks the Ministry's approval, and ascertains whetherthe work unit has access to land, and what type of building
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is proposed. If the Bureau finds a proposed site acceptable,
after checking on infrastructure requirements and other as-
pects it will issue a construction permit. One copy of this
then goes to the construction company, which can then order
the building materials required, steel, cement, etc. from the
state enterprises. There are now possibilities of securing
such materials from other sources, but usually at higher or
market prices.

In many cases, the work unit does not have its own
land. In such cases the Beijing Construction Commission may
arrange for allocation to the unit of dwellings in a larger
complex, together with others. Therefore, before construc-
tion, there will probably have been provision for the sale
or financing of dwelling units among a number of different
work units, state enterprises or collectives. More recently,
in Beijing perhaps 7 to 10% of new dwelling units are al-
located for sale to individual workers. The units sold are
usually the most deficient ones, as the intention is to ob-
tain the most money for the least desirable apartments. In
cases of sale, the buyer often finds it convenient to bor-
row the amount required, one-third of cost, from family or
relatives. Reportedly, there are long waiting lists for
these home buying opportunities.

The obligations on collective enterprises to pro- Beijing housing project, Zho Jia Zhang, built between 1979 and 1984
vide housing are difficult for them to meet, as many have under direction of Housing Bureau of Beijing and Housing Development
severe financial constraints and need their resources for Corporation. Project has 76 buildings on 36.5 hectares, containing
maximum investment in plant and facilities. Alternative over 6,800 dwelling units.
channels for investment and production of housing and in-
frastructure seem to be required, and this should be the
subject of further study.

The government's main instrumentality for studying
and dealing with the housing sector is the Ministry of Urban
and Rural Construction and Environmental Protection (MURCEP),
which was established in 1982. MURCEP has broad powers,
and its scope of work includes the formulation of policies,
laws, decrees and regulations concerning urban housing de-
velopment and administration; the working out of long-term
programs and annual plans and inspection of their imple-
mentation; to promote the interchange of advanced experience
and techniques, including through relationships with pro-
fessionals and inscitutions in other countries; and to or-
ganize training courses for cadres responsible for the de-
velopment and administration of housing in different regions
and localities. MURCEP's officers have been in the for-
front of analyzing information and the results of experience
regarding housing and urban development in China, and in
developing reform proposals. But MURCEP's work has just
begun and it will need support and reinforcement.

Many of the problems are of long standing and are
politically sensitive and difficult to resolve. A prime Carlson with representatives of MURCEP and Housing Bureau of Beijing

on top of high rise building in new Zho Jia Zhang project.
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example was the early decision by the new Chinese government
in the 1950s to implant and to maintain a policy of very low
rentals for the existing housing stock, as well as for new
housing. Apart from helping to establish legitimacy for the
newly-formed government, the reasoning was that housin2 in
a socialist state should be considered as basically a public
service. Since then, rents have been lowered over the years,
and are still maintained at very low levels. Yok-shiu F. Lee
has described a typical present-day situation regarding
rentals drawn from the city of Wuhan, where in the early1950s the rent for an average family amounted to about 14%
of the household's income.

Subsequently, the percent of household income de-
voted to rent decreased to 8% in 1957, and to 5% in 19 .In 1974, when the government began to subsidize one-third
of a household's rent, the rent was reduced to what was
virtually only a nominal fee. A 1980 survey of the Wuhan

-' City Realty Company reported that an average household
paid only 2.3% of its monthly income for its housing.

Officials of the Wuhan City Realty Company have
complained that the underpricing of urban housing units has
led to two serious consequences: poor housing conditions
and inadequate new housing.

For the urban housing sector to recover fully its
investment, the sale value of a residential housing unit

Excellent construction quality is shown in one of ten 16-story buildings should include (1) construction cost; (2) land development
in Beijing project. There are six 12-story buildings with the majority costs; (3) interest; and (4) taxes. If the housing unitsin six-story buildings. are rented, then monthly payments should include (1) depre-

ciation; (2) maintenance fees and repair costs; and (3) real
estate taxes. A recent survey in Wuhan of yearly maintenance
and repair costs for urban housing showed that this amounted
to 2.10 yuan per square meter. But the annual rent was only
1.09 per square meter, leaving a considerable shortfall for
this item alone, not to mention the unpaid depreciation costs
and real estate taxes. Because rental income is too low,
necessary repairs are deferred to the point where deterio-
ration occurs more rapidly. Indeed, this had occurred with
the housing stock in Wuhan, close to one-third of which was
in a state of dilapidation, and about one-tenth was classi-
fied as "dangerous" and "poor."

In another broader study by MURCEP of a large num-
ber of urban housing projects, the average monthly rent was
0.13 yuan per square meter of usable floor space. If proper
provision for maintenance, administration and depreciationwere included, the figure would be 0.63 yuan per square
meter. If interest and taxes were included, the figure
would be one yuan, and if payment for land use, insurance
and profit were included, the monthly rent would then be
two yuan per square meter.Iwo-storied houses built for sale in Shenzhen special economic zone.

From any economic point of view, the need to reform
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tre present low rent policy is apparent. However, raising who live in housing types (1) and (2) receive monthly rentalrents is difficult political decision for any government, subsidies from the government. This subsidy is not distrib-ad even a gradualistic approach will require considerable uted according to financial need, but rather is given outstudy and balancing of the factors involved in the present by the state on a per-square-meter basis, regardless of thesituation of the Chinese economy. Mr. Lin Zhiqun, Director size of a household's living area. The subsidy will tend to
of the Bureau of Urban Housing of MURCEP, has pointed to vary from city to city. For example, in Wuhan, it is one-the anomaly that although housing is by far the most ex- third of the rent payments; in Jilin it is one-fourth ofpensive of durable consumer goods in most countries, in the rent payments. In Beijing, a family of four living inChina, under the present irrational system, housing has be- a 20 square meter apartment would receive a housing sub-come an odd piece of merchandise with an unbelievably low sidy of 91.2 yuan per year, while another family of the sameexchange value. To illustrate his point, he uses the exam- size living in a 40 square meter apartment would receiveple of the cost of a house versus that of a big color TV. 182.4 yuan per year. Not only does the second family liveIn China, a typical dwelling of 50 square meters would be in a more spacious apartment, it is also enjoying a largercosted at 150 yuan per square meter, or 7,500 yuan, which government subsidy precisely because it is occupying a morewould be about five times the cost of the TV. There would roomy apartment.
be much higher ratios in Hong Kong, or even New York, where
a typical small dwelling unit or apartment might cost Urban Housing Reconsidered
$100,000 compared to the cost of a TV at US$ 500, or about
two hundred to one. This illustrates the contention that The current debate and discussions regarding China'shousing is not properly valued under the existing system in housing policy argue that residential buildings should beChina, 

considered as commercial commodities in China's socialist
economy. To correct the housing shortages, anomalies, andInequalities in Urban Hosusing 
inequalities, the urban housing sector should be commer-
cialized, rents should be gradually readjusted upward fromGreater equality in housing was an early objective their present low levels, and the sale of housing to indi-of the government in the 1950s, and private ownership of viduals should be officially permitted, to foster a morehouses was gradually but not totally eliminated, thus facil- widespread tenure status of home ownership for urban resi-itating the state's ability to redistribute the existing dents. In this process, the urban housing sector could be-stock. But as China's economy has developed, so have new come financially more healthy and self-sustaining and less

inequalities developed in the allocation of resources for of a burden on the state's investment resources.housing and in the distribution of rental subsidies.

The sale of urban housing received official bles-There are three major types of housing ownership in sing in early 1980 when the State Council announced thatChina's cities: (1) housing under the city bureau of realty urban residential units should gradually be commercialized.management; (2) housing under the management of various pro- Between early 1980 and mid-1982 discussion on this subjectduction units, including (a) state-owned enterprises, and flourished, and certain limited experiments were authorized.(b) collectivelysowned enterprises; and (3) private housing. In 1982, a demonstration project for housing commercializa-The bulk of the state's housing investment goes to type (2a) tion was initiated in four cities: Changzhou, Zhengzhou,housing, which is under the management of state-owned enter- Siping and Sashi. Under this program, a small number ofprises. In 1982, per capita housing investment (197 yuan) new residential units are sold to individuals; the majority,in state-owned enterprises was almost five times more than however, are still being kept for distribution through thesuch investment (34 yuan) in collectively-owned enterprises. usual bureaucratic channels. From mid-1982 to end 1983, a
Moreover, whereas the state contributed 83% of the housing total. number of 1,746 residential units were sold to in-investment in state-owned enterprises, the collectively-owned dividuals in the four cities. These were sold at pricesenterprises must reapportion part of their welfare funds or lower than their costs.
profits into constructing housing for their workers. Urban
residents who work for the city or collectively-owned enter- Typically, an individual pays one-third of theprises therefore receive substantially less support for hous- construction cost of a residential unit, with the govern-ing from the state government than do their counterparts who ment and the buyer's work unit each paying an equal sharework in state-owned enterprises, who, moreover, are already of the outstanding balance. Thus, only one-third of theprivileged in terms of income, welfare facilities and job initial investment is being recovered through this subsi-
security. 

dized sale program, for reinvestment in more housing.
Another form of housing inequality results from the In October 1984, this scheme was offically extended

way that rent subsidies are distributed in China. Workers to more than 80 cities. In 1985, 5% of Shanghai's new hous-
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income of the home purchasers is quite low, in the range
ing stock and 20% of Beijing's were set aside for subsidized of 40 to 60 yuan. In Siping, for example, 93.3% of the to-
sale to individuals. But while the government has proceeded tal number of new home buyers had monthly incomes of less
carefully on a limited basis to permit the sale of housing than 45 yuan in 1984. This means that they require a large

it has not yet attempted to adjust the rents or restructure loan or credit in relation to their total income or mu'stthe rental subsidy program. So the problems persist and fon or reditrin rtir onthir aymencome othergrow more serious. find the resources for their one-third payments in other
ways.

The sale of a limited number of new housing unitsbenefits a few households and really hurts none. But a rent Proposals for commercialization of housing mustincrease or a restructuring of the rental subsidy program take into account several factors which differentiate urban-could mean a total rearrangement of the economic system, and ization patterns in China from that in many other countries.raises fears that the beneficiaries of the old system will There tends to be a checkerboard pattern of land use, with
be hurt. Stable rents, like stable food and commodity prices industries, housing and farming still found side by side,are considered essential to preserving the overall economic not just on city fringes but in the city core. As land iswell-being of the population. Still the state does need unpriced, factories or enterprises do not pay land ren ,some return on its substantial and growing investment for and there results a pronounced misallocation of the u ofurban housing because there are always pressures on it to A surprising amount of surplus land is now held byrelinquish such investment without return in favor of pro- factories and government agencies.
viding for more productive investment in such sectors asindustry, agriculture or energy. Proper land pricing should result in a significantreallocation of land to residents. As stated in the World

As the present rent subsidy system is clearly not Bank's report on China, Long-Term Development Issues and
rational nor advantageous for the development of China's Options, "For social as well as economic reasons enter-
economy, various proposals have been made for the intro- prises and planners should be made to feel the dramatically
duction of major reforms, One line of approach proposes varying economic usefulness (or opportunity cost) of dif-that older state-owned housing should be sold to existing ferent sites -- higher in coastal cities than in more remotetenants at a discount, on favorable terms comparable to regions h l than in small citie hige natheir present rents, thus permitting them to assume home the center than in the outskirts (in a city the size ofownership status and for the state then to eliminate its Shanghai, experience in other countries suggests that arental subsidy. Another proposal suggests that the existing central site is worth approximately 150 times as much asrental system could be reformed by establishment of a two one in the suburbs). A differentiated urban land tax re-tier system of hidden and open subsidies. Rents would be flecting these variations could be introduced." There wouldraised to a closer approximation of the real value of the be significant start-up costs in the setting up of such ahousing space utilized. There would be a compensating sub- land tax system, but the process would result in more ra-sidy for all urban dwellers on an open basis, but those oc- tional allocation of land, less wastage, and the creation ofcupying larger units would not receive additional subsidy new municipal revenues for advancing investment in infra-for such larger units. There could be differentials depend- structure, parks, environmental protection, etc.ing on the income level of residents as well as the quality Much of the construction of housing in China has beenstandard of the ,housing, to be treated separately and cate- Much of themconstruction of hosng inina asegorized for rental charges. But this would all perpetuate drab and unimaginative, with space standards minimal, and
and expand a complicated bureaucratic apparatus which would little allocation of outside space for community facilities
still exert state control over management of the housing and amenities. Coupled with serious overcrowding, withstock without adequate bottom-line return. several generations, or two families, often occupying one

small unit, such housing is not well maintained, and rents
As for the'subsidized housing sale program, it is do not cover operating costs. Raising the rents would be

argued that such a strategy cannot be maintained for any helpful, but converting the units to condominiums and pro-
period of time because it still requires a large government viding residents with a sense of home ownership and incentive
input of resources. Moreover, many enterprises are reluc- to maintain and improve their units would help even more.
tanthfor various reasons to contribute their share for house I ilb vdn htmc ftehuigsokwl o

inpu ofresurcs. orever man enerpise ar reuc-It will be evident that much of the housing stock will notpurc ase for their employees. Others are financially coun_ meet the needs of the people, especially when incomes will bestrained, and have more productive uses for their available rising and expectations for an improved quality of life willfunds. Recent studies show another layer of constraint to be growing.
the home selling process in cities such as Xining, Changszhou By the end of the century, even more of this existingand Siping. This is the fact that average per capita monthly housing stock will be a target for replacement, for buildings
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and facilities and surroundings of higher standard and use- domestic savings from households in China (29% in 1981)fulness, and with more imaginative design concepts. Although is considerably smaller than in neighboring countries suchperhaps 50% of current housing construction in Beijing is in as Japan (54%); South Korea (38%) and India (65%) . Thethe high-rise mode, it is clear that there is an important Bank's report states:economic and social role for low-rise, high density develop-
ments in the urban areas. These would encourage more social "In the future, the greater part of China's invest-interaction and offer greater opportunities for community ment in urban housing could be financed by personalparticipation in project management and improvement. The saving (partly through housing cooperatives), withBeijing traditional courtyard housing is often referred to far less provision of workers' housing by enterprises.in this context. tihe government might provide housing directly only to

the minority of people unable to pay, but could assistThe current efforts in Shanghai and other cities others by selling off more existing urban housing, asfor urban rehabilitation of existing terrace housing, form- well as by 'sites and services' projects -- planninging a large part of the housing stock, are also evidences and providing basic utilities for new individually $of the potentials for new forms of investment to help main- constructed housing -- coupled with technical as-tain the social fabric of urban areas in the housing improve- sistaice and limited subsidies or tax concessions toment efforts. The building of new towns in the metropolitan housing cooperatives. (These could partially replaceareas, as in Shanghai, which has 12 such projects, also of- the large existing housing subsidies, which wouldfers unusual opportunities to demonstrate innovations in ur- need to be reduced or eliminated to provide an in-ban design, architecture, management and financing. In some centive for tenants to become owners.) Experiencecases, such projects are linked with the preservation of elsewhere suggests that such a system would be aexisting towns and villages, an important heritage of China's powerful stimulus to household saving, as well asculture and civilization. to better construction standards and maintenance."

Today more and more cities in China are building The Bank's report also urges the establishment ofprojects that represent considerable improvements in concept, alternative channels of investment flows, particularly hori-urban design and architecture. In some cases, such projects zontal flows, to increasingly supplement the largely verticalare integrated developments of high-rise and low-rise struc- investment flows in the traditional socialist system. Thistures, offering a range of community facilities and amenities. means the establishment of a variety of new financial insti-Some of these are part of broader efforts to improve the ur- tutions, which could mobilize investment funds from individ--ban environment, and are related to the existing urban land- uals, collectives, state enterprises and local governments,scape and its social and economic character. by accepting deposits and by issuing financial instruments
such as bonds (either by themselves or on behalf of theWith a target of 200 million dwelling units by the users of capital). They would have to offer an interestyear 2000, there should be ample scope for innovative ap- rate or other return that reflected the scarcity of invest-proaches to urban housing, design initiatives, new organiza- ment funds in the economy.

tional forms, and the opening up of alternative channels for
housing construction, finance, investment and management. According to the Bank's report, funds raised byCompetitive marketing concepts might well be encouraged and these institutions would be made available to potential in-established. One such possibility could be a system of open vestors, particularly enterprises of all kinds. The fundshousing cooperatives with appropriate technical service or- could be provided as loans, with fixed rates of interestganizations in each large city. These could be vehicles for and payment periods, but at least some financial institutionsaccepting new applicants for housing, initiating savings should be able to provide ownership capital. In such cases,deposit systems for such housing, developing new projects, the financial institution would be an investor itself, muchand organizing the residents for management responsibility as local governments, bureaus, state enterprises and col-and participation. Such a system of housing cooperatives lectives now participate in joint investment projects. Ascould work in tandem with the municipal bodies responsible the World Bank report states, "These institutions would infor housing, with the appropriate modus operandi to be de- effect create a socialist market for investment funds."veloped in each city.

Svings iato China began to diversify its financial system inavings Mobilization for Housing 1979 and there are now many different forms of financial in-
stitutions -- banks, credit cooperatives, investment trusts,The World Bank Report, China: Long-Term Development insurance and pension funds, and so on. In rural areas, someIssues and Options, points out that the percentage of gross of the economic institutions of the former communes and bri-
gades, which still exist following the reorganization of
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local government administration, could be transformed into New banking control regulations were adopted by
financial entities. Such township banks or investment the State Council on January 7, 1986, which spell out how
companies could mobilize investment resources from col- the banking system is to operate. In general, there is to
lective enterprises to establish new enterprises, helping be close cooperation and a more clear-cut division of -labor
existing enterprises to expand and modernize, and to sup- between the People's Bank and the specialized banks and
port agricultural development. other financial institutions. But there is also to be con-

siderably more flexibility with respect to banking opera-
The degree of state intervention in the management tions generally. Foreign banks are also permitted to estab-

of financial institutions and in their allocation of funds lish and operate under prescribed copditions.
would obviously require careful study and definition.
Clearly, the government has to intervene in financial mar- State-owned enterprises can raise money by issuing
kets in order to regulate the overall supply of money and stocks and bonds. With permission of the People's Bank,
credit. But the broad case for the establishment of a sys- stocks offering dividends and voting rights may be sold by
tem of specialized institutions for housing finance in China enterprises to other businesses and individuals. The;pe-
can readily be made. They would be an important factor in cialized banks may issue savings bonds to the public o
the mobilization of household savings, and they could help finance loans to enterprises. All can issue bonds and of-
provide financing for new housing to be undertaken by or- fer house-buying savings accounts. The CIBC and the Agri-
ganized entities such as housing cooperatives. This would cultural Bank can open savings accounts in foreign currency.
provide housing on an open basis to the broad spectrum of In general, it is expected that the specialized banks should
population which is not now being adequately served. develop into financially independent entities responsible

for their own operations.
The new housing finance entities could provide

bridging finance for new construction, but a main function Five cities have been selected for a program of
would be to provide a means for financing ownership of the implementation of banking reforms over the next five years
existing housing stock in China, including the development -- Changzhou, Chongquing, Guangzhou, Shenyan and Wuhan.
of a mortgage system to enable the free sale and purchase The bank branches in the five cities may lend and borrow
of housing. The build-up of householder's equity and cap- from each other and perform a variety of financial trans-
ital through home ownership, as well as the fact that such actions. It is expected that they will offer check and
a system would help provide a protective hedge against in- money order services, as well as personal and travelers
flation, would be two important underlying concepts. checks. Trust and investment companies for commercial

credit, leasing, insurance and consultancy services are
also being established. Although there has been a consider-

Institutional Scene for Housing Finance able growth of savings deposits, the main message from the
People's Bank of China, through its President, Madame Chen

It is generally agreed that commercialization of Mu Hua, is that banks must still try to boost their savings
housing in China can only take place if there are adequate deposits, that more savings banks should be opened, and
provisions for credit and long-term financing capabilities more computers should be used.
to extend housing loans or mortgages to potential home
buyers. Considerable progress has been made in overall China's national banks can now also lend for fixed
financial reforms in China in recent years, and it is in assets. This has been the main function of the People's Con-
this context that we briefly examine the present situation struction Bank of China (PCBC). But, in 1985, excessive
and potentials for development of an effective institutional lending and credit for capital projects, some of which were
system for housing finance. not of priority, led to shortages of building materials and

an overheating of the economy. Instructions therefore went
The People's Bank of 'China exercises overall super- down to tighten fixed asset investment in state-owned in-

vision over the banking system in China, and serves as the dustries. Some projects were stopped or suspended in the
central bank for the government. It was only on January 1, effort to reduce inflationary effects. The currency was
1984, however, that the People's Bank transferred its busi- also devalued, from its level of 2.8 Yuan to US $1, to 3.2
ness of industrial and commercial credit and savings deposits Yuan to US $1. In July 1986 it became 3.2 Yuan to US $1.
to the newly-created China Industrial and Commercial Bank
(CICB). The other main specialized banks are the Agricul- The PCBC has been an active player in the housing
tural Bank, the People's Construction Bank of China and the finance field. To date, in 1986, it has loaned 3.9 billion
Bank of China. The People's Bank sets the loan quotas for yuan for private housing projects and various enterprise
these specialized banks, which can raise money in various urban development projects. About 56 million square meters,
independent ways. or one million flats, have been built with loans from the
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bank, of which 48.5 million square meters have been sold. The extent of savings and building development
The Bank attracts savings from individuals and enterprises through housing cooperatives in China is not known. In
for lending for home ownership. In 1986, it was announced 1986, it was reported that a housing cooperative, the first
that the Bank had one billion yuan available for land de- of its kind in Shanghai, was organized by the Shanghcti Toy
velopment and private housing. 

Company. The funds for the cooperative come mainly from
three sources: the company's housing funds, shares boughtThe CICB has an extensive branch and office net- by employees, and credit with low interest provided by thework, some 14,000 savings offices, about 400,000 employees banks. The houses are owned by the cooperative, but the

and over 200 million individual savings accounts. By the members have priority in renting the houses and can leave
end of 1985, it had savings deposits totalling 89.5 billion themr to family members, although not permitted to sell them
yuan, or about US$ 28 billion. The target for 1986 is to t lto tel
increase savings deposits by 25 billion yuan. A fast-
growing category of the Bank's lending activity is that of Housing Finance Development
loans for durable consumer goods and housing. The Bank
grants such loans linked to urban savings deposits. It Although the existing specialized banks aretffer-
grants loans for housing, including building, buying and ing some funding for housing finance purposes, it is prob-
improvement. Loans typically are from five to eight years able that more could be done to create a financing system
and carry an interest rate which is established from time to permit longer range planning and programming of inte-
to time. In 1983, it was 6.82%. Loans to individuals for grated housing projects. In addition to the rental reforms,
new houses are made on the basis of linkage with savings home ownership and management improvement, certain proposals
deposits, which should amount to from 30 to 50% of such have been advanced for discussion for the establishment of
loans. The Bank has given some construction loans for a major new undertaking for housing finance and development.
private development and made loans to companies or enter- This could have some of the characteristics of a specializedprises for housing construction. bank, such as a new China Housing and Mortgage Bank. One

proposal is for the establishment of an Urban Housing De-Although the CICB is attracting a considerable vol- velopment Foundation which would draw its capital from aume of savings, a recent study by the Bank showed that the percentage of the payrolls of all administrative, institu-full potential is not being achieved. A survey of 11.618 tional and enterprise units. It would encourage variousmillion self-employed in nine major Chinese cities reported forms of home ownership, and there would be coexistence withthat only 6% had opened deposit accounts in the bank or in the typical public rental housing, welfare housing, housing
local credit cooperatives. Among the reasons given were thertical pl ental housinwefare huing housing

.fear of sudden economic changes; a reluctance to disclose cooperatives, as well as self-onwed and occupied housing.
their economic means; inadequate services of the Bank; and Singapore is looked upon as another model, where
interest rates on deposits were not keeping up with infla- provident funds for pensions and social security have pro-tion. 

vided resources for lending for housing and acquisition of
housing. This fund is currently based on a percentage ofAs for rural savings, these are growing at a fast payrolls, 25% from the employer and 25% from the employee,rate, and at the end of 1985 the balance of personal dr- credited to individual accounts. This has similarity to theposits totalled some 56.5 billion yuan. About 80% of rural unemployment and social security fund established in Brazilhouseholds belong to the credit cooperatives which were es- in the 1960s, where 8% of payrolls is credited to individualtablished in the 1950s, and are under the supervision of the accounts, and whose resources have provided for the invest-Agricultural Bank of China. To what extent the rural credit ment program of the Housing Bank of Brazil . It seems likelycooperatives make funds available for home improvement loans that in China some new instrument of this kind will be re-is not known. quired, and will rapidly find its proper role.

In April 1986, the Postal Savings System inaugurated The importance of a nationwide social security andnation wide a system to attract savings deposits, in agree- pension system in China is increasingly being recognized.
ment between the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications Already there are an estimated 100 million people of retire-
and the People's Bank of China. There are 50,000 service ment age (60 for males, 55 for females), but only 12 million
centers throughout the country, and the system will offer had actually retired by the end of 1985. The circumstances
interest rates comparable to those of the banks. In Japan, vary between cities and enterprises. In Shanghai, for cx-a predominant source of housing finance is the Postal Say- ampl, all sine-foreign joint ventures are now required to
ings system, for utilization by the Government Housing Loan contribute 30% of salaries to the Shanghai Branch of theCorporation Whether this type of situation will develop in People s Insurance Company of China, for the pension fund.

In state-run units in other places, the percentage of staff
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payroll contributions for pension purposes may range from
12.5 to 25%. These funds are usually passed on to the local
governments for administration, to reach the retired indi-
vidual.

In view of the nature and the long-term character
of pension funds, housing in many countries offers a major
and appropriate investment opportunity for the resources insuch funds. This can be on a direct basis, for funding ofindividual projects, or for investment in the secondary
markets of mortgage securities and bonds, to free up more
resources for direct and primary investment by others engaged
in housing and building projects.

As China develops the basis for a nationwide system
of social security and pension funding, it seems logical to
propose that investment for housing finance be one of the
leading permitted investment objectives of such funding. -This will add to the resources for building the nation's
capital stock, help in its modernization, and create employ- A residential district in Tianjin Hebei Province.ment on a sustainable basis, as well as providing for manyother economic, social and environmental benefits.

The housing sector will continue to have a most im-
portant role in the development and transformation of China's
economy, as indicated in the construction targets established
in the Seventh National Plan (1986-1990). The estimate of200 million dwelling units to be built in this decade and
the next represents a formidable challenge. Because of the
size and complexity of the problems to be dealt with, the
need for responsible mobilization of resources, and the need
for control, supervision and evaluation of the investments
required, consideration should be given to the establishment
of a new central financing entity to deal with this sector.
This could be a new specialized bank, comparable to those
already established, and with similar capacities for con-
ducting a wide range of operations. Such an entity, which
might properly be named the China Housing and Mortgage Bank(CHMB) , would draw upon the experience and research of MURCEP in
developing its investment programs. It would report to the
People's Bank of China, as with the other specialized banks,
and be subject to its supervision and directives.

The CH1MB world tailor its operations to the specific
needs of China in a socialist capital market, where state-
owned financial institutions play a leading role; where the On top of new 20-story high rise in Shanghai with respresentatives ofmain providers of funds are farmers, workers, enterprises Shanghai Municipal Bureau of Housing Administration. On Carlson'sand institutions; and where there is control of foreign ex- right is Wu Zheng-Tong, Vice-Director, Shanghai Housing Managementchange. However, elements of experience from similar insti- Scienc and Technology Research Institute,
tutions in neighboring countries will undoubtedly prove use-ful.

In some cases, the CHMB would compete with other
banks for business in the attraction of savings, interest
rates and home financing. It would obtain funding for its
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investments from savings deposits, from central sources took place in 1983. In 1984 construction works increased by
such as pension funds and insurance companies, and by the 20.7%. Mean completion of floor area per capita increased
issuance of housing and mortgage bonds and other debentures. 7.6%, and labor productivity per capita by 17.3%. The key re-
Initial capital could well come from government and could forms responsible for these increases were the establishment
include the assignment of state-owned housing stock. of a system of investment responsibility and a system of pub-

lic bidding. Highlights of the reforms include the following:
The CHMB should be the vehicle to promote and fos- (1) The concept of investment agreements which spec-

ter a specialized housing finance system. It would, in ef- ify the responsibility of the organization for
fect, be the supervisory center for such a system, whose which a project is to be built. The state then
members might include cooperative building societies, savings allocates the total sum specified in the invest-
institutions, housing finance development corporations, and ment responsibility agreement to the construction
perhaps other entities associated with provincial or local bank, which in turn provides the funds as required
authorities. The CHMB would develop special services and ankrwich in tur provids the fnsareue
instruments, perhaps including discount facilities, deposit according to the progress of the project.
and mortgage guarantee insurance, and other financial pro- (2) For all projects where repayment is possible,
ducts. It would promote advanced financial technology and financial appropriations should be replaced by
serve as a central source of information and technical as- bank loans in accordance with the principle of
sistance in this field. 

compensation for the use of funds.

China's Building Industry
(3) Working out policies that encourage a shorter

construction period. Funds saved by early com-China's building sector has made great progress, pletion go to the organization which has con-
and is in process of reform and modernization. During the tracted for the project after repaying all ad-
33 years from 1952 to 1984, the construction and installa- ditional loans for overdue construction.
tion work completed amounted to 800 billion yuan. About
300,000 industrial projects and 590,000 projects for cul- (4) Under state guidance, the development organiza-
tural and welfare purposes were built, with a completed to- tion selects the best design institute and con-
tal floor area of some 2.3 billion square meters. More than struction company through public bidding. Any
200 cities and about 1,000 county towns were reconstructed struction rpuibd i n
and expanded. Housing conditions were improved for 320 mil- qualified design and construction organizationlion poplemay enter into bidding no matter what region orlion people. 

department it is from.

At present, there are 12,360,000 workers and staff (5) The development organization may choose from
members engaged in 11,400 building enterprises and institu- various forms of contracting. For example,
tions, of which 5,500,000 are working in 3,000 state-operated for housing development, contracts may be
enterprises; 2,100,000 in collectively-owned enterprises in signed for a housing estate or for a specific
7,000 cities and towns; 300,000 in 1,400 survey, design and block of buildings. Contracts may also be
research institutions, and 4,000,000 in rural construction signed to fix the amount of wages for every
teams. 

100 yuan worth of finished work.

However, there have also been problems. The ratio (6) The system of ordering and supplying materials
of the earnings of the building industry to GNP was less and equipment is also reformed, with the pric-
than 5% in China, whereas it is considerably higher in other ing regulated by the market.
countries. The protit rate of the building industry was
only 2.5%, whereas in other developing countries it may be (7) The recruitment system is changed to give
20% on the average. The-building sector also lacked the ( recruimentsste is chae to ive
independent management essential to its development. Build- greater emphasis to labor contracts to in-
ing products were not considered as commodities, which re- crease the number of temporary and seasonal
sulted in unrealistic pricing of materials from their real to take part in public bidding for contract-
value. For years, the building sector has been plagued by ing projects in cities.
other problems such as a long construction cycle, a high
rate of consumption, huge waste, and technological stagnation. (8) Design institutes, instead of being solely

Some of these problems are now dealt with as the re- state-operated, should serve more as consult-
sult of major reforms of the management system which ing firms offering professional services,

with emphasis on modernizing codes, norms and
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quotas, and bringing the initiative and crea-
tivity of designers into full play. hand tools and equipment, well-motivated work force, and

more efficient management of the job site. The process
An example of the benefits of the new bidding and could begin with the 150 billion pieces of clay brick which

contracting system is the experience of the city of Dalian, China produces annually, almost everywhere. Fortunately,
which has actively solicited bidding on contracts from units the continued use of this traditional all clay brick is
of municipal districts outside its province, as well as from recommended as still being the best building material for
the 90 construction units in the city proper and its sub- housing in China.
ordinate districts. The results of this active bidding
process have lowered construction costs by an average of The Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
8.8%.

The Special Economic Zones are dramatic symbols of
Construction periods were shortened for 381 projects a new open-door policy for foreign investment in China, and

which implemented the bidding and contracting system, aver- were conceived within the new economic policy announced in
aging 23% less than the nominal period designated by the December 1978. The goal was to promote socialist moderni-
state. There were also substantial improvements in construc- zation, and special status was thus granted to Guangdo#g
tion quality. All projects were prepared well in advance, and Fujian, the two coastal provinces, to experiment with
before bidding. The settling of accounts was also much an alternative form of economic development other than so-
simplified, as the successful bid price for a contract is the cialism. The main idea was to use capitalist enterprise
final payment for its completion. and foreign capital, subject to municipal planning and ap-

proval. Four SEZs, that is, Shenzhen, Zuhai and Shantou
Construction payments are now made in installments, in the province of Guandong and Xiamen in Fujian were then

in accordance with procedures adopted by the People's Con- established. These zones were to serve as bridges or win-
struction Bank of China. Fifty percent is paid on signing dows for introducing foreign capital, technology, knowledge,
of contract, a further 35% on completion of basic or general and management know-how.
construction works, and the remaining 15% on final completion
and acceptance of the project. The SEZs have attracted large amounts of invest-

ment, infrastructure construction, industrial plant and pro-
With the construction boom and involvement in more duction facilities, and urban population. The achievements

complex projects, the technological capacity of the build- are rather startling and remarkable, especially in the case
ing industry has increased considerably. In association of Shenzhen, the largest of the zones, 327.5 square kilo-
with foreign investors, new technologies and materials have meters in area, stretching 49 miles along the border of
also been introduced, such as sheet glass production, aereated Hong Kong's New Territories, incorporating fully one-third
concrete and cutting techniques, gypsum board, precast con- of the newly designated Shenzhen municipality. Though the
crete panels, straw board and chap board. Factories have achievements of each SEZ vary considerably, one from the
been established for the manufacture of earth moving equip- other, all four represent unusual places for research and
ment, emulsion and alkyd resin materials, plywood, house- evaluation, of the translation of plans into realizations
hold furniture and elevators. While in the past foreign within an unusually short time period.
contracting firms have often been called upon for complex
and difficult projects, Chinese firms are now to be given In a celebratory tour of the SEZs in early 1984,
first priority, and this will certainly be the case for Deng Xiaoping and the Party leadership proclaimed the five
new high rise buildings. Shenzhen has one of 53 stories, year experiment a success, and called upon the nation "to
and there are three such tall ones in Shanghai and two in learn from Shenzhen." He authorized both the expansion in
Beijing. By the year 2000, it is expected that there will size of the smaller existing zones and the opening of 14
be 20 million squard meters more of tall buildings in 40 additional coastal cities as preferred sites for foreign
cities in China. The urban future will be looking up. investment. There has been no lack of boldness in these

approaches, and, as is to be expected, there remains a good
At the same time, it will be important to concen- deal of political and intellectual controversy about their

trate on more mundane matters, such as improving the per- economic and social benefits. However, the Seventh Five-
formance of the housing construction industry. As pointed Year plan reinforces their position and expected development,
out by Vincent J. Abramo in a recent report, this will in- and suggests that the SEZs will be expected to lead in
volve: standardized construction designs; training of work- technological importation, to aim towards production for
ers according to standardized teaching materials appropriate exports and to create more foreign exchange earnings for
and effective for both construction designs and building the nation.
materials, and better quality building materials, sturdy This article does not provide the appropriate op-
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pertunity or space to review developments of the SEZs and ital construction investment. The other major sources ofsome of the 14 coastal cities. But we can touch upon a few funding have included bank loans; local collective invest-highlights, to be expanded in some future opportunity. Ac- ments; Guangdong provincial government investment; and in-
cording to an official report, by early 1985 a total of vestment by Chintse enterprises and state departments fromUS $2 billion of investment had been pledged to the zones outside Shenzhen.
through some 4,700 economic cooperation agreements, an a-
mount constituting over 40% of the total pledged foreign Estimates indicate that in the early years at leastdirect investment in China. This figure must be compared 25% of the investment in Shenzhen was for real estate. How-to the total infrastructural costs of close to six billion ever, no comprehensive data on this subject have been pub-yuan up to that time. Actual investment over the past five lished by the city government or by the central or provincialyears for the four economic zones totalled an estimated authorities. Whether there has been inadequate planning andUS $840 million. 

provision for housing and community facilities both for the
permanent and temporary work force is not clear. The#Shenz-The most successful of the SEZ has been Shenzhen, hen SEZ Real Estate Company was formed by the city govern-which accounted for 67.5% of total actual investment through ment in early 1980. In its first four years, it realized1984 and over 75% of the total number of economic cooperation a substantial amount of capital construction using foreignagreements. At the end of 1985, the permanent population of capital from Hong Kong. After 1982, it began to invest inthe Shenzhen SEZ was 191,400 plus another 140,000 temporary projects relying solely on its own financing, from the prof-residents, many of them construction workers. The zone's its retained.

population is expected to reach 450,000 by 1990 at which
point industrial output is to top 4.78 billion yuan. A By mid-1984, Shenzhen had sold almost equal amountsmajority of the labor force is expected to come from areas of commodity housing units to local and foreign buyers. Lo-outside of the SEZ, and a significant percentage is re- cal buyers include employees who purchase units from theircruited from other provinces, and assigned employment under own enterprises and state departments at a discount and byspecial contractual arrangements through the labor bureaus, installments; and also local state departments and enter-The construction of Shenzhen has involved massive infra- pises, as well as their counterparts from outside Shenz-structure costs. Actual capital construction expenditures hen. In Shenzhen, most of the local workers' housing isvirtually doubled each year, from 1979 through year-end 1984 built by the Housing Company, a division of the Shenzhentotalling 3.64 billion yuan over the six-year period. The SEZ Construction Company. The units are distributed direct-revised plan covering 1985 to 1990 projected capital con- ly to the local population and different state departmentsstruction expenditures of 7.5 billion yuan. -- the former by rent, the latter by sales. The departments

then allocate the housing units to their employees accordingIn terms of area constructed in square meters to the number of persons per household and status. Workersthrough 1984 for Shenzhe, the total was 6,013,022, of which are also allowed to buy houses through mortgage which, of
the residential dwelling area accounted for more than half, course, favors those workers who receive higher wages andor 3,044,917 square meters. All of this development is can afford it.
meant to form part of a comprehensive, integrated zone, whoseprime focus is on industrial development, preferably tech- The foreign firms that establish in the SEZs arenology-intensive in character, but simultaneously promoting not directly required to provide housing, health care, re-agriculture, tourism and trade. Of the 98 square kilometers tirement or other welfare services which are normally pro-available for urban development, 15 square kilometers were vided by Chinese units (state-owned or collectively-owneddesignated for industrial use. The zone was divided into enterprises) for their employees. Consequently, the state,18 districts to be eveloped serially on a self-financing specifically the Shenzhen municipality, has to provide thesebasis. The average per year projected growth rate for the services. The funds for such purposes are an integral partSEZ to the year 2000 was 31%. Industrial output would top of the labor contract negotiated between the SEZ Development12 billion yuan by the end of the century, at which time Corporation and the foreign investors. The 1981 provision-the zone's population was expected to reach 800,000. it al regulations specify that of the total compensation packagewould then include some 1,500 new zone enterprises, creating per worker, 5% is to be paid to the labor bureau as fee; 70%over 200,000 jobs. 

is paid to the workers, and 25% is retained by the labor
bureau for mandatory labor insurance and "various state sub-Shenzhen is not financed by state budgetary allo- sidios." These arrangements may vary from zone to zone. Inrations, and was supposed to be a model of the utilization the Zuhai SEZ one project provides for a distribution of 45%of foreign capital in investment. In actuality, during to the individual workers and 50% retained by the enterprisethe entire period from 1979 to mid-1984 foreign investment to provide for the welfare service, housing and health carehas never constituted more than 30 to 33% of the total cap- for the worker. The most usual practice is that the enter-
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on subsidies for the homeless and needy families, and onpri e hands over the welfare reserve funds and relies on major problems such as urban renewal, and the rehabilita-the municipal government (or the state) to provide these tion of central city areas.
services and facilities.

In the socialist countries major changes are.alsoThus one of the changes due to the establishment taking place, to a greater or lesser degree, but with theof the SEZ is that the municipal government's responsi- effect of diminishing direct government investment and con-bilities to provide for housing and welfare services have struction of housing to other modalities, particularly throughincreased. This is hardly in line with the expectations the encouragement of cooperative housing programs, and in-of those promoting commercialization of housing, especially creasingly through the promotion of home ownership, includingas the SEZ were to demonstrate private sector investment the establishment of specialized savings systems for this pur-in all sectors.pose.

Appropriate judgments on the concepts and the real- The recent developments in the socialist countriesities of the SEZa will require more information. All four of Eastern Europe illustrate the changes and trends in thisSEZS have considerably increased in urban population. At respect, and a few examples will be briefly overviewecf. Butend 1985, Shantou had 489,000; Xiamen, 344,000; Shenzhn, for a rather startling and possibly adaptable example of new190,000, and Zhuhai, 90,000. housing policy in another developing socialist country, Cuba's
new housing legislation of 1984, basically converting allGovernment Housing Finance Policies existing housing into home ownership tenure, offers a model
for thoughtful consideration, and its main elements will beIn the present decade, many governments have made briefly described.

basic changes in their housing finance policies. There is
a prevailing view that shelter should be viewed as a basic In the Eastern European socialist countries, there
need and an indispensable part of the infrastructure of a are a number of common characteristics underlying their hous-
productive society. But increasingly, in both market and ing policies, goals and implementation. One is the main-
socialist economies, there is realization that direct con- tenance of low rents for the state housing constructed.
struction by governments is not necessarily the best way Typically, there is no amortization for these projects, and
for meeting the housing needs of the population. In many there may also be a subsidy for repairs, maintenance and
cases, public budgets are inadequate for the large capital other factors, to help maintain the low rents. Changes are
investments and continuing subsidies consumed by direct now taking place, however, in several countries. In both
construction of housing by state agencies. This is partic- Hungary and Poland rent reforms began in 1983, and rentsularly true in many developing countries where there is were raised in a multi-step fashion. in Czechoslovakia in
growing recognition that rather than building houses direct- 1981 housing built by enterprises, about one-fifth of thely, governments instead should adopt a supporting and facil- total, was replaced by en expansion of cooperative housing
itating role in the provision of shelter. They should seek construction. In general, in recent years housing of the
to extend a wide range of viable shelter solutions through type realized through the population's own resources hasnon-governmental, informal and private sectors. been increasing in importance. Besides state housing, more

and more families in these countries have been able to sat-source of funds for housing comes from household savings, isfy their own housing demand through their own incomesandrce in man s cas housingcomes these domestic savinegs, aided by substantial state subsidies. Thus the state and
and in many cases these domestic savings are mobilized the population participate jointly in the financing of hous-through specialized housing finance systems and institu- ing investments.
tions. In the United Kingdom, for example, the building
societies dominate both the short-term personal savings In several countries, increasing efforts are being
market and the housing finance market, accounting for 51% made to promote savings for housing. In Hungary, for exam-of the liquid assets of personal savings in 1985, and for ple, there is a Youth Deposit System. People under 35 may79% of house purchase loans in that year. In some countries, undertake to save a definite sum each month regularly forthere is an increasing range of housing finance instruments five years. If they meet their obligations, they receive agoing beyond the traditional mortgage, and with the growth premium in addition to the interest rate and an amount ofof secondary mortgage markets this is enabling long-term credit equal to their savings. The Housing Saving Deposit,finance to be provided more readily through pension and introduced several years ago, is available to all, providingprovident funds, insurance institutions and others. Direct an organized form of saving for housing together with agovernment investment for housing tends to be more restricted preferential loan. In the socialist countries, the financ-in most countries, and typically tends to be focussed mare ing of housing (and purchase) is now for the most part ar-
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ranged by national savings banks. Their functions are be- are other aspects of the housing policies and programs inconing increasingly diverse. the socialist countries of Eastern Europe which merit fur-
ther study and consideration. But the case of Cuba, an-wa p a numberhof socialist countries, the trend to- other developing socialist country, may have more rele'vance.

wellrs ex ati ofm he owner-occupied housing sector, as As reported by Jill Hamberg, a sweeping new housing law wasweares opratei ve housing construction is evident. The enacted by the National Assembly in December 1984, following
hae U o s er investment for housing is still highest in abundant open debate and discussion. This legislation wasthe U.S.S.R., where in the early 1980s it was 70%, with in- adopted during a period in which government housing outputdividuals accounting for 20%, and cooperatives and kolkhoz, had nearly doubled, during the first half of the 1980s10%. But recently, cooperative housing is expanding as the reaching a level of over eight dwelling units per 1,000result of new state directives. population, comparing favorably with levels in Western

Europe in recent decades. This spurt in production also
In Czechoslovakia, the share of state housing con- stimulated lively debate about future policy directions in

whi n decreased from 36% in 1981 to about 20% in 1983, other areas, such as site planning, building scale andade-whe shcooperatives increased from 35% to almost 50%, and sign, urban renewal, rehabilitation, conservation and resi-the share of individual housing construction stabilized at dent participation.
about 30%. 

The new housing law creates a standard tenure formIn Poland, the share of rental dwellings built from for the whole country (home ownership) and converts lease-1981 to 1983 declined to 13% in comparison with 15.1%. The holders in government-owned housing into homeowners. Itshare of individual construction increased from 26 to 28%, fosters and regulates self-built housing construction bycooperative construction was maintained at about 55%. individuals and cooperatives. It permits limited short-term
private rentals and provides more flexibility for a private

creased nga8 the share of newly--built dwellings de_ rental market. It updates existing legislation regulating
resed to 49%, w e the share of completed family houses housing management, maintenance and repair, evictions and
creased to 7%, ad the share of owner-occupied dwellings the buying and selling of land and housing. It encouragesgreater resident responsibility for maintenance and repairs.

e to 3The law applies to all housing, not just that in urban areas.withnthe Bulga , tint period 1981 to 1983, compared Although the law will help channel available resources in a
wit in the perid do 1 , the share of rental dwelling more effective manner, it cannot, of course, resolve theontc tedecreased from 52.2% to 45.3%, while the share shortages of construction materials, tools and equipment,of completed family housing and of other owner occupied etc. Some of its main provisions are bri s zdwellings increased from 47.8% to 54.7%. below:

For the most part, the financing of individual (1) Conversion to home ownership. Cuba's 460,000housing is carried out through long-term credits at low in- rent-paying families, representing one-fifth of households,
t tes. But in individual countries loans at higher will become home owners and amortize the price of their

interest rates and repayable over a shorter time period dwellings with their regular monthly rents. The total pur-
play an eve-inresngrle and i some tie sig_ chase price is calculated by taking a household's rent as of

paanever-increasing role, and in some countries sig- OIctober 1984 and multiplying it over a 20-year period. Pay-
nificant incentives are provided for early repayment.Ocoe194admliyngtovra2-arpid.P-

ments from past years are credited toward the total, but a
Special attention is being given to improved and minimum number of years must still be paid, ranging from

fricient management for the housing stock, and to systems five to 13 years, depending on the time of construction. Aexamrcir mandareoetfrctioeo housing. Ick nd Hungaytfor family can choose to pay more rapidly, or, if household in-

'for repair and recorstruction of housing. In Hungary, for come falls, the amortization period may be extended.example, tenants can modernize their dwellings themselves, falls, che a mor e pid or, if extehldand a substantial part of their costs can be repaid by thestate estate agencies or compensated by reduced rents on As an alternative, households can opt to have thetheir dwellings. The state bank has also been able to give total price set based on the type of construction, usablefavoerable loans for additional insulation of dwellings and fleor area, location, extra yard space and depreciation.houses against heat loss and for the use of energy saving This is called the "legal price" to differentiate it fromways of heating. 
prices on the unregulated free market or those derived from
income-based rents. Another third of Cuban households, manyCubaPromotesHome _nersip including most residents of self-built housing and rural newA ChP towns, will acquire title to their homes without paying anyAs China is a developing socialist country, there amortization. Thus, almost all households will acquire the
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same tenure status -- home ownership -- and will therefore flect differential land rent based on such things as dis-have the sane rights and responsibilities. tance from downtown, accessibility and infrastructure.

(2) Housing distributed by the government. New The two aspects of the new law that moat re~emble
government-built housing will be sold to high priority capitalism -- free market resales and short-term renting --families, who will pay off the legal price of their dwel- do involve private unearned income, but are viewed as tran-lings with low interest loans over a period of 20 years in sitional free market measures which have their own raisonhigh-rise structures, and 15 years in all others. Prices d'dtre within the framework of Cuban experience and the
for government-assigned existing housing will reflect de- position of the economy at the present time.
preciation. Families will receive credit for payments on
their prior residence or its legal price. Most state-built Whether this type of rationale or dialectical in-
new housing will he distributed by local public agencies terpretation of Marxist socialism, as applied to the housingrather than by workplaces. sector in today's world, will carry much weight among the

policy makers in the People's Republic of China remains to(3) Sales, exchanges, and inheritance. The new be seen. But the challenge is there for debate and cs-law permits free market sales of land and housing, and of cussion on this subject, leading to more definitive policy
the right to build on the roofs of single and multi-family formation and new legislation for housing policy and finance.
housing. When households exchange dwellings, they will
normally take their mortgage debt with them, but the new Conclusionlaw permits the parties to exchange their debts, or for one
party to assume the debt on both dwellings. The law allows This brief report has endeavored to provide an over-
inheritance of a home left vacant after its owner's death, view of some of the main happenings and issues regarding

housing finance development in China today. More in-depth(4) Self-built housing. The new law provides for ac- analysis is needed, and other issues could well be added.tive publics tinvolvement in fostering various forms of self- It seems clear that major urban reforms are currently beingbuilt construction, including building by individuals and studied which will have considerable impact on these issues.by cooperatives established on a temporary basis for the For example, as reported in the China Daily, one senior
purpose of building multi-family housing. Once completed, government official has pointed tothe following prospects:
apartments are owned as condominiums. Trade unions and
other organizations are encouraged to promote such cooper- (1) Utilities and other essential facilities will
atives among their members. Land, or the right to build on be operated like businesses rather than as
roofs, can be purchased from private parties, as can perma- welfare agencies providing free or cheap
nent surface rights on state-owned land. First priority services.
for state aid will go to cooperatives formed by trade unions
planning to build near workplaces, then to other cooperatives, (2) Services now provided by units for theirand finally to individual builders who fulfill certain cri- members or employees will be socialized
teria. Low-interest loans are available to cover a wide (privatized) -- that is, provided by outside
range of building costs. (rvtzd -ta s rvddb usd

agencies on a commercial basis.

(5) Management. Low-rise multi-family housing (3) The use of land in urban areas will be com-will be self-managed by councils composed of all residents. mercialized, rather than allocated by govern-
Occupants will assume responsibility for paying a maintenance meats.
fee. High rise structures will still be managed by local
government agencies, but only a portion of the maintenance (4) Housing will be commercialized. Rents willcosts will be subsidized, 

be much higher, being based on actual costs.

Most new housing in Cuba will still be allocated by In this context, it seems essential that mew na-social criteria, such as need of maintaining a stable labor tional housing legislation be adopted, through which policy
force rather than being sold to the highest bidder. But dif- for housing and urban development will be made explicit.
ferential and prices and interest are also consistent with Such legislation could develop the concept and modus oper-Cuba's current stage of transition to socialism. In Marxist andi for a new system of promoting savings for housing andtheory, neither is a form of value, but both have prices, housing finance generally. It could establish the institu-Under socialism, interest (the price of money) and land tional structure in which such a system would operate. Theprices are used to promote efficient use of resources under financing agency, by whatever name, would have close link-conditions of scarcity. Official prices on urban land re-
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ANNEX 2

CHINA

ZHEJIANG: URBAN SERVICES SECTOR SURVEY

Staffing Requirements /a
(in staff weeks)

Con- FY86 pre- Main mission White Cover Yellow Cover Green Cover Grey cover Total Total
Dept. firmed paration lb Sept. 1986 Dec. 1987 Jan. 1987 April 1987 June 1987 FY87 FY86/87

Cukok AEPUW Yes 4.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 14.0 18.0
Hamer AEPUW Yes 4.0 4.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 14.0
Huang AEPUW Yes 1.0 - - - - - - 1.0
Bertaud CON Yes 2.0 4.0 4.0 - - - 8.0 10.0
Bahl /c WU1D Yes - 4.0 4.0 1.0 - - 9.0 9.0
Oddie CON Yes - 4.0 3.0 - - - 7.0 7.0
Kneebone CON Yes - 4.0 3.0 - - - 7.0 7.0
Zhang Id CON Yes 4.0 4.0 4.0 - - - 8.0 12.0
Sae-Hau AEACH Yes - 4.0 3.0 - - - 7.0 7.0

15.0 32.0 29.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 70.0 85.0

Summary:

Preparation FY86 15.0

Main Mission plus
report preparation FY87 85.0

/a In addition, Mr. de Ferranti, who joined the preparation mission, and Mr. Fruestle will join the main mission. Mr. Huang will also
visit Zhejiang enroute to some other work in China.

lb Mission in April/May 1986, comprised Messrs. Cu Kok, Hamer, de Ferranti and Bertaud.

Ic Mr. de Ferranti handled preparatory work for Mr. Bahl, and will he joining the mission in Zheijiang and in the discussions in Beijing on
account of increasing WUD involvement in China.

/d Zhang Jun has been hired as researcher and will be working in the Division in part for the Zheijiang Sector work.

AEPUW

August 8, 1986
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CHINA

ZHEJIANG URBAN SERVICES SECTOR SURVEY

INITIATING MEMORANDUM

A. Background

1. With an urban population of about 330 million at the end of 1984,

China's urbanization level was estimated at about 32% - , up from 18% in 1978

and 20% as late as the Census year of 1982. China's urbanization level is now

close to the average of about 35% for countries at a similar stage of

development. Some of the increase in urbanization level has been due to

definitional changes. In the past, China's definition of what constituted

urban places understated its urbanization level. In 1984, the definition of

what constituted a town changed, and many more centers were designated as

urban. Many urban areas also expanded their boundaries. As a result, China's

urban population increased by about 90 million that year. But even before the

definitional changes, China's urban population had been growing at the rate of

about 7% p.a., a rate comparable to roughly 8% p.a. during the period of

1949-58 prior to the Great Leap Forward experiment. From available evidence,

it appears that in China, as in other countries, there has been a direct

relationship between economic growth rates and rates of growth in

urbanization.

2. Rapid urbanization is expected to continue. The widespread adoption

of the production responsibility system in rural areas is expected to generate

surplus agricultural labor as peasants consolidate farms and become more

efficient. Rural industrialization has also developed rapidly but enterprises

in small and medium-sized cities are expected to compete for many of the

1/ Refers to population living in districts under the administration of

cities and towns. Statistical Year of China 1985 (Hong Kong and

Beijing: Economic Information and Agency and China Statistical

Information and Consultancy Service Center), December 1985, p. 185. One

encounters the usual problems of definition of what areas are considered

"urban." Since 1963, areas in China which had a population of 3,000 with

70% of the population classified as nonagricultural or areas which had

population of 2,500 with 85% classified as nonagricultural, were

considered "towns," and hence urban. Such a definition understated

China's urban population in the past. There was, however, a change in

criteria in 1984. Towns have been redefined as including areas inhabited

by no more than 20,000 residents, of whom 2,000 or more are nonagricul-

tural population living in the site of the township government, or areas

inhabited by at least 20,000 residents of whom 10% or more are nonagri-

cultural population living in the site of the township government. If

the pre-1984 definitions had been used, China's urban population would

probably be in the range of 250-270 million, implying an urbanization

rate of about 25-26%.
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industrial activities currently undertaken in the rural areas. Large cities

will also have to play an important role in developing specialized services,

high technology sectors and highly productive industries. This will increase

urban employment opportunities for rural-urban migrants. The development of a

market economy will weaken or render ineffective the administrative controls

on migration which China has imposed on its population to prevent massive

migration to the cities. There appears to be an emerging consensus, based on

latest available information about urbanization trends and patterns, that

China will reach an urbanization level of 50% by the year 2000. Only a

moderate growth rate of 4% p.a. (lower than recent experience) is required to

reach such a level, starting from the 1984 base. And the likelihood is that

the growth will occur in cities and towns of all sizes.

3. Rationale for Urban Sector Work. The anticipated rapid rate of

urbanization raises a number of key issues that need serious consideration:

(a) spatial aspects of urbanization and the issue of city size; (b) massive

investment requirements to meet current unmet demands and increases in demand

for urban infrastructure and services due to rapid urbanization; (c) financing

mechanisms and intergovernmental relationships to cope with financing the

investment requirements; (d) urban planning implications of rapid urbaniza-

tion, especially in land use and housing provision; and (e) institutional

issues related to urban management. How these issues are resolved will affect

the efficiency with which cities are managed in China, and affect China's

prospects for future growth and development. These issues were identified in

the chapter on spatial aspects of development in the most recent Bank basic

economic report, "China: Long-Term Development Issues and Options," and in

two background papers for the economic report, "The Asian Experience in Rural

Nonagricultural Development and its Relevance for China" and "International

Experience in Urbanization and its Relevance for China".

4. The Government is currently implementing reforms in the cities in

the context of overall system reform, and there is considerable discussion

among Chinese policymakers and scholars regarding the future course of China's

long-term urban development strategy. The Bank proposed in September 1985,

with subsequent State Council approval, to conduct urban sector work in China

to help in further clarifying some of the issues raised by rapid urbanization.

Because of China's large size and the Bank's limited resources, it was

considered impractical to conduct urban sector work for the whole country.

Instead, the Bank decided to concentrate on a representative province in

anticipation that the results of the study would shed light on urbanization

issues on a national level. The province selected was Zhejiang.

5. Choice of Zhejiang as Province for Study. Agricultural reforms and

economic liberalization have been highly successful in Zhejiang, and it has

been experiencing very high growth rates in agricultural and industrial output

in recent years (21.6% p.a. since 1981). Many of the factors mentioned in

para. 2 have contributed to rapid urbanization in Zhejiang. There, workers

who assume responsibility for their own food requirements have been allowed to

migrate into towns and small cities. Zhejiang's permanent urban population in

1985 totalled 15.3 million, out of a population of 40.3 million. Its urban

population grew 55% from 9.9 million in 1981 and the number of towns has grown

rapidly from 255 in 1983 to 508 in 1985. Zhejiang is thus likely to face.many
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of the issues of rapid urbanization mentioned in para. 3. As China's fiscal

system is a unitary one, the intergovernmental relationships in Zheijiang are

likely to hold true in other provinces as well. Finally, Zhejiang was chosen

because it was one of the five project provinces included in the First Rural

Water Supply Project, and Bank staff were already acquainted with the area.

6. In Zhejiang, the Bank has selected, with advice from the Provincial

Government, a large city (Hangzhou) and a medium-sized, expanding city

(Shaoxing), and selected small towns in the city regions of these cities, for

intensive study. To check whether there are significant differences among

these cities and other coastal and interior cities in Zhejiang, the Bank's

sector mission will also visit the cities of Ningbo, Wenzhou, and Quzhou, and

the small towns in their respective city regions.

B. Objectives

7. The objectives of the proposed sector work are two-fold: Firstly,

the sector work would help both the Bank and the Government understand better

the key issues involved in rapid urbanization and their implications: spatial

aspects of urban development, urban finance, urban land and housing, and

specific selected priority urban infrastructure and services (water supply,

sewerage, urban transport) and the institutional arrangements for their

management. Secondly, the proposed sector work would help the Bank update its

information regarding the sector as a basis for formulating a longer term

lending strategy in the sector.

C. Topics to be Covered

8. The main topics to be covered would correspond to the main issues

likely to arise in the process of rapid urbanization:

(a) Study the Urbanization Trends and Patterns in Zhejiang. As

mentioned in para. 5, Zhejiang's 1985 urban population level

equalled 38% of total population, exceeding the national level of

32%. Its urban growth rate has also been very high.

Though China and Zhejiang have focused much attention recently

on the possibilities of town-led economic development, Zhejiang's

nine cities are critical to the economic modernization drive. They

account for half of the gross value of industrial output and

absorbed three-fifths of the province's investments in capital con-

struction. In addition, Ningbo and Wenzhou are among the fourteen

coastal cities which have received authorization to enter into

direct economic relationships with foreign parties and are expected

to be "incubators" of businesses oriented toward international

trade. By offical standards, seven cities (including Hangzhou,

Huzhou, Jinhua, Quzhou, Ningbo, and Wenzhou) are "large" or "extra-

large", i.e. exceeding a threshold of 500,000 inhabitants. An

eighth city (Shaoxing) is "medium-sized" (200,000-500,000), while a

final center (Jiaojiang) is small.
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Issues. The following have emerged as areas of concern regarding

spatial aspects of urban development. The central government has

committed itself to several goals which appear to work at cross-

purposes with one another. If past performance is any guide

(especially during the decade 1949-1958), the government's goal to

quadruple national output between 1980 and 2000 will require rapid

urban growth of cities and towns of all sizes. Yet the central

authorities appear determined to adhere to a policy, first endorsed

in 1958 and then restated in 1980, of "strictly controlling" the

population of large cities, "rationally increasing" the size of

medium-sized cities, and "vigorously promoting" small cities and

towns. As actually implemented, the policy appears even more

restrictive. Urban population growth through migration is, in fact,

to be confined largely to rural townships and urban towns.

This control policy, however, is being undermined by another

major central initiative, namely, one of relying much more heavily

on market mechanisms to guide economic development. Such a strategy

is weakening the administrative controls on migration into cities

(through the household registration system), which were enforced in

the past by denying all but the favored few access to jobs, food

rations, and housing in the cities. The reforms in the rural and

urban economy have dramatically increased the supply of "commodity"

food sold outside state-owned stores. In addition, most urban

employment today is being created outside the state-owned sector.

Finally, rental of living quarters in private homes and in hostels

has introduced new options for would-be migrants.

The government has responded to these conflicting forces in two

ways. It has allowed cities to accept migrants with "temporary"

residence cards which entitle the bearer to none of the privileges

traditionally associated with permanent residence in cities (includ-

ing food rations and housing). Today some 10-15% of the de facto

population in the cities is made up of "temporary" residents. In

addition, the state has sanctioned an unknown number of illegal

migrants, even though the existing system of neighborhood surveil-

lance could, in theory, identify and expel them.

For a number of reasons, retention of an urban development

strategy based primarily on city size controls appears

inappropriate. First, the strategy to promote highly dispersed

urbanization would require massive investments in intercity road

construction and telecommunications. If these could not be

undertaken, then the strategy would only result in extensive

suburbanization just outside city limits, with the concomitant shift

in very high value land from agriculture. Second, the success of

such an unprecedented town-based approach assumes that local

infrastructure can be improved rapidly, and at a much lower cost

than if the modernization drive were city-oriented. This assumption

will be closely investigated during the mission. Finally, the

strategy assumes that town-based enterprises can easily complement

city industrial and service functions, so that the division of labor
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allows city enterprises to increase output rapidly without

increasing employment. We plan to consult on this with those

colleagues in the Bank who have studied Chinese industrial

development. Based on international experience, however, such a

dispersal strategy is unlikely to succeed and cities will need to

add substantially to their labor force. Since natural population

growth in cities is now well below 1% per annum, substantial migra-

tion is inevitable to maintain growth objectives.

The sector study will: (a) analyze the past urbanization

patterns and trends in China, and in Zhejiang in particular,

focussing on the recent past and examining the effects on recent

economic liberalization; (b) project probable urbanization levels

for Zhejiang, by making different assumptions regarding migration,

employment, and demographics; (c) examine the feasibility of

continuing the Government's official and actual urbanization

policies (based on concern with city size) in the face of growth

objectives that rely more on market than on administrative means;

and (d) demonstrate that a better way of approaching the problem of

rapid urbanization would be to plan and manage urban growth through

alternative policies described in (b), (c), and (d) below.

(b) Municipal Finance and Intergovernmental Fiscal Relationships. In

Zhejiang, as in other parts of China, each city and town has its own

semi-autonomous government, supervised by the next higher level

authority in the hierarchy. The functions of these municipal
governments are considerably broader than in many other countries.

Besides the usual functions of providing basic services and infra-

structure, municipal governments are responsible for overseeing the

state-owned enterprises in their locality, other than those specifi-

cally designated as provincial or central government enterprises.

They also regulate many aspects of the non-state-owned enterprises

within their boundaries, including both the collectives and the

individually owned retail shops and street vendors; often they own

and staff numerous collectives. In addition, municipal governments

are in charge of controlling land use, land development, and trans-

fers of land use rights from one occupant to another. All land is

still owned by the state in China, and in cities, the municipal

governments serve as "the state" in controlling land. They also are

the principal entity in housing construction, rehabilitation, and

maintenance. Finally, municipal governments serve as tax collector

for the provincial and central governments, funneling tax revenues

from the enterprises upward; concomitantly they channel grants and

loans downward from above, directing investment funds to priority

development projects.

The list of functions and the ways that municipal authorities

carry them out have been undergoing rapid transition recently,

spurred in part by the recent reform that introduced a tax system to

replace previous requirements under which enterprises submitted

their entire net revenue to the government. Although municipal

authorities still are active in planning and monitoring local ,
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commercial and industrial development generally, they appear to be

headed toward reduced involvement in the operations of enterprises

individually as China begins to implement the policy of separating
enterprises from administrative authorities.

Zhejiang's municipal governments get their revenue from four

types of sources: taxes, user fees, remittances by certain

enterprises of their net profits, and transfers from the two higher

levels of government, provincial and central. Some taxes are

reserved exclusively for the municipality. In the case of others, a

proportion is sent on to the provincial government, which in turn

sends on a part to the central government. About two-thirds of the

total tax revenue collected at the municipal level is passed up to

the higher levels, reflecting the local officials' role as tax

collector for provincial and central authorities. The only entities

that municipal governments do not collect the taxes from are the

state-owned enterprises assigned to the provincial or central

government.

Every enterprise must pay a gross output tax and, with minor

exceptions, a profits tax. These taxes account for about two-thirds

of local revenue from all sources. The remainder of local revenue

is largely provided for by an urban construction and maintenance

tax, which is reserved for the municipality and earmarked expressly

for development and upkeep of urban infrastructure and services.

There is no explicit land use or property tax in Zhejiang's

cities and towns, though discussion is taking place about

introducing non-residential land use charges tied to use, location,

and the size and quality of any improvements.

Most municipal services have an associated user fee, but the

levels collected are low relative to that required for operations

and maintenance, let alone full cost recovery. This problem is made

worse by the fact that these governments own and manage a

substantial share of the housing stock, for which they receive only

token rents.

There are two other sets of resources potentially available to

urban areas. Localities often seek to increase their revenues by

creating municipally-owned collectives. Net profits from these

enterprises thus becomes available to local governments for disposi-

tion as they see fit. It is unclear whether, as a byproduct of this

process, there is a proliferation of inefficient enterprises. In

addition, municipalities receive modest transfers from provincial

and central governments for the financing of special projects.

These transfers can be either loans (for "productive sector"

projects) or grants (for all other projects).
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Issues. The following issues have been identified in the area of

municipal finance. All terms and particulars of all taxes,

including who pays and what the rates are, are determined by higher

level authorities, leaving the municipalities with little autonomy

for selecting and fine-tuning tax polices and instruments. Many

municipal authorities argue strongly that they desperately need

increased revenues to meet their current and anticipated future

requirements. The mission will seek to explore several alternative

ways of dealing with this resource constraint. One method would be

to introduce property taxes or land use fees. International

experience provides many examples of property tax levels equal to

roughly 1% of local property values. This type of taxation provides

the most important source of local revenue for many cities,

worldwide. Property taxes are also desirable because they can help

finance property value-enhancing expenditures.

At present, user charges appear to cover only small portions of

operating and maintenance expenses of various public services. A

case can be made that these services are like other commodities, and

can be sold at closer to full market value. In the case of housing,

there is a serious question of whether the government should be in

the business of owning and maintaining residential properties.

Unlike other public services, the housing bundle is viewed by the

workforce as a significant form of supplementary compensation.

There is a movement toward selling "commodity housing", albeit, with

still very large subsidies. Resolution of this issue will only be

possible when the whole issue of wage reform is reviewed by the

central government.

The formation of municipal for-profit enterprises to derive

additional revenues raises serious questions, as noted above, and

would not seem to be a recommended option for revenue enhancement.

The sector study will: (a) analyze the present system of

municipal finance and intergovernmental relationships in Zhejiang,

and attempt to clarify these relationships; (b) describe and analyze

the sources of revenues, their magnitudes, and the appropriateness

of each source; (c) analyze past and current expenditures for urban

infrastructure and services, focussing on issues meet both unmet and

projected demands for urban infrastructure and services, drawing out

the impliations of rapid urbanization on urban explore alternative

means of resource mobilization and examine the feasibility of such

means in the Chinese context.

(c) The current status of selected key urban infrastructure and services

and institutions for their management will be reviewed. The

provincial and city governments of Zhejiang have identified water

supply, sewerage, and urban transport as the priority areas in

Hangzhou, and land development as an additional priority area in

Shaoxing due to need for rapid expansion planned for the latter

city. As mentioned in (b) above, the provision of infrastructure
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and services is considered woefully inadequate by the cities
concerned to meet even their present requirements, much less to
address future requirements engendered by rapid urbanization. This
has generally resulted from a past lack of investments in urban
infrastructure in cities. For example, in Hangzhou, although there
are four water plants, these work at full capacity and the quality
of treatment has been relaxed in order to supply adequate water to
both domestic and industrial users in the city. Many of the rivers
and streams are polluted because of inadequate sewerage treatment
and direct discharge of domestic and industrial effluents into the
city water ways. Although there has been some work done in
installing interceptors and primary treatment plants in Hangzhou,
authorities both there and in Shaoxing consider water pollution one
of their most serious problems. In both cities, public urban
transportation is primarily by buses and trolley; they share the
streets with large numbers of bicyles. In both cities, there are
complaints that the road capacity is insufficient, that during rush
hours travel times by public transportation have increased
unacceptably, and that there are an unacceptably high number of
traffic accidents. As mentioned earlier, urban services have been
provided at highly subsidized rates. As a result these low user
charges have had adverse effects on the maintenance and operations
of urban infrastructure, and on new investments.

The issues to be pursued and questions to be asked during the
mission for each of the key urban services, water supply, sewerage,
and urban transport are: What is the current status in each of
these services and how adequate are they in addressing the present
needs of the current urban population? What are the key problems in

each of these services? How are they currently planned, construc-
ted, and managed? What, and how adequate, are the institutions

responsible for managing them? How good is the level of coordi-
nation among the different agencies? What kind of autonomy do local

agencies have in determining the types and quantity of investment in

priority infrastructure investments? Given projected urbanization
levels, what are the broad ballpark investment requirements? What

are the likely changes needed in the institutions to be responsive
to the projected needs?

The study would: (a) describe and analyze the status
of each of the key urban infrastructure (water supply, sewerage,
and urban transport) and the level of services and assess
their adequacy in serving current needs; (b) review the policies
and institutions related to the provision of these key urban services,
including funding for capital investments and operations and
management, tariff policies, organization and management, key
legislation, and regulations; (c) estimate order of magnitude of
investments (based on per capita capital and operating costs) to
satisfy the demands of rapid urbanization; (d) analyze on a
preliminary basis project proposals prepared by the Government to
ascertain their feasibility and outline requirements for further
project preparation, including information required by the Bank; and

(e) provide recommendations for short and medium term to improve the
coordination among different agencies and their effectiveness in the
provision of key urban services and the management of urban growth.
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(d) Urban Land and Housing. The growth of the cities and their changing

economic base (towards light manufacturing and service industries)

have major implications for land and housing. Additional land needs

to be brought into urban use to cope with the increasing need for

housing, industry, and services. Existing land use patterns need to

change to respond to the needs of different types of economic

activity. Currently, land use planning in China largely emphasize

physical planning. Since land is not assigned any value in

planning, except for a one-time transfer fee when agricultural land

is assigned to urban uses, land uses are often inefficient and

unresponsive to the rapidly changing economic situation.

Most cities in China also face acute shortages of housing. The

majority of housing is provided by the cities or enterprises with

very little cost recovery. Housing construction is based on

arbitrary physical standards (minimum floor space per person) with

little consideration for affordability or the trade-off between

floor space and location. These issues will become increasingly

important as efforts are made to treat housing as a "commodity".

A large part of the existing stock in many cities is old and

lacks basic infrastructure services. The Government's efforts at

urban renewal have been largely concentrated on tearing down old

houses, without regard to possibilities of renovation, and often

with little concern about how the resulting changes in densities

would increase the burden on supporting infrastructure (water

supply, sanitation and urban transport), and operations and

maintenance.

The study will: (a) examine and discuss the present practices

in land use planning and point out, through specific illustrations,

the resulting inefficiencies; (b) project tentatively the need for

urban land in the future and see how it can be accommodated both

through more efficient use of existing land and through the

development of new areas; (c) discuss how land pricing would affect

land use planning. For housing, the study will: (a) analyze the

existing approach and quantify its implications in terms of costs,

affordability and overall resource requirements to meet the

Government's targets (8 sq m per person by the year 2000); and
(b) using specific examples, develop a strategy which emphasizes a

combination of more affordable standards, preservation and upgrading

of existing stock, and better cost recovery. The implications of

the current Chinese thinking on liberalizing housing ownership will
be brought into the discussion. The analysis will also show the

trade-offs between location, housing standards, and infrastructure

costs.
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(e) Strategy for Urban Development. Based on the findings of the above

sections, a strategy for urban development based on greater use of

market forces (which would be consistent with the overall spirit and

direction of ongoing urban reforms) will be recommended, with

suggested solutions to the key issues identified in each of the

topics above.

The mission will suggest that cities be viewed as high produc-

tivity centers, and to realize that substantial urban growth at all

city size levels be accepted as inevitable. Once this is done,

there is much that can be done to manage the process. World Bank

experience in other countries suggests that great potential exists

for combining increased local resource mobilization with appropriate

planning tools, which stress careful attention to affordability

standards and to more coordinated infrastructure provision. For

that reason, a substantial portion of the section report will be

devoted to those issues.

D. Program

9. The sector work proposed will be carried out jointly by World Bank

staff and Chinese officials, both at the central and provincial levels. Bank

staff will be working closely with the Ministry of Urban and Rural Construc-

tion and Environmental Protection (chief counterpart agency), the Zhejiang

Province Construction Bureau (provincial counterpart agency, and the State

Planning Commission (counterpart agency). The Zhejiang Provincial Government

considers this sector work very important and has created a Leading Group to

coordinate the sector work on the part of the Chinese Government. The Leading

Group is headed by First Vice Governor of Zhejiang, Shen Zulun, and the

concerned bureaus and departments are members of this Leading Group: Economic

and Planning Commission, Finance Bureau, Construction Bureau, and the

Statistical Bureau. Other principal agencies expected to be involved include

the System Reform Commission, and the Development Research Center at the

central government level, and the Zhejiang Province Patriotic Health Campaign

Committee. A preparatory mission visited Zhejiang visited Zhejiang and

Beijing in April/May 1986 and discussed agreed with the Chinese the scope and

objectives of the sector work, and the Zhejiang government has set up

counterpart teams and have been involved in data collection. The Government

has also confirmed the sector mission, which would be working in China end

August to the end of September. The mission will include Cu Kok, Hamer

(AEPUW), Bahl, Bertaud, Oddie, Kneebone (consultants respectively for

municipal finance, urban planning and housing, water and waste water, urban

transport). Messrs. Zhang (researcher) and Sae-Hau (AEACH) will provide

research assistance and Chinese language capability to the mission. In

addition, Mr. Arthur Bruestle (UNDP RAS/81) will also join the mission for

about 10 ays in order to provide guidance to the engineering consultants and

to ensure coordination between thlis study and the study in Liaoning done

under his guidance. Due to anticipated heavy involvement of WUD in China

program, Mr. de Ferranti will also visit China during the wrap-up meetings of

the mission with Zhejiang provincial authorities and in Beijing.
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10. The task assignments would be as follows: Mr. Cu Kok will be
mission leader and will coordinate the work of the following four teams:
Messrs. Hamer and Sae-Hau will be responsible for examining urbanization
patterns and the factors affecting urbanization, including macroeconomic and
demographic projections for the Province. Messrs. de Ferranti, Bahl, and
Zhang will be responsible for issues related to municipal finance and inter-
governmental relationships among the local, provincial, and central govern-
ments. Mr. Bertaud will be responsible for examining issues related to urban
land and housing. Messrs. Oddie and Kneebone will be responsible for issues
related with water and waste water and urban transport, respectively.
Mr. Zhang will also assist the mission through his work with translation, data
management and analysis, and projections. Mr. Sae-Hau will be responsible for
macroeconomic and demographic projections. International comparisons would be

made whenever such comparisons are relevant and useful in demonstrating to the

Chinese how various strategies have worked in other developed and developing
countries. The main mission would visit the central ministries in Beijing and
provincial authorities in Hangzhou. It would do detailed work in Hangzhou and

Shaoxing, and visit towns in the vicinity of these two cities. The mission
would also visit the cities of Ningbo, Wenzhou, and possibly Quzhou, and a
town in the vicinity of each of these cities. During the wrap-up with the
provincial authorities, the Bank would ask central government representatives

to be present in Hangzhou. The mission will also brief relevant central
ministries at the end of the field work. Bank staff will be responsible for

drafting the report in English, and a draft report will be sent to the

counterparts for comments. The final version will take these comments into

account. A suggested outline of the report is attached as Annex 1. The
number of staff weeks is shown in detail in Annex 2. It is expected that

about 70 staffweeks would be needed in FY87.

E. Timetable

11. The following timetable is proposed:

Main mission August 31-September 27, 1986
White cover December 15, 1986
Yellow cover January 15, 1987
Green cover April 15, 1987
Discussion with Government May 15, 1987
Grey report June 1987
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PROPOSED OUTLINE FOR THE SECTOR REPORT

I. Introduction and Background

Rationale for doing urban services sector work in China

Objectives of the study
Choice of Zhejiang as province to study
Choice of cities
Choice of specific urban infrastructure and services

II. Urbanization: Past and Future

Urbanization trends: China in general, Zhejiang in particular

China's official urbanization policy: concerned with city size, use of

administrative means to control population movements

Actual investments and employment, heavy subsidies in the provision of

urban services, lack of market signals for appropriate location of

industries and households

Economic liberalization and recent urbanization patterns

Rapid urbanization inevitable; costs of an urban development policy
policy based on city size and implications on growth; costs of

dispersed urbanization vs development of cities.

Suggestions for alternative urban policies based on greater reliance on

market mechanisms to avoid "blind" urbanization

III. Municipal Finance

Present system of municipal finance and intergovernmental fiscal

relationships in Zhejiang, role of municipal governments

Sources of revenues of municipalities, magnitudes and appropriateness

of source

Past and current expenditures for urban infrastructure and services

Issues related to municipal finance
cost recovery
resource constraints
local government autonomy

Investment requirements for urban infrastructure and services, to meet

current unmet demands and projected demand

Implications of rapid urbanization on urban finances, both from revenue

and expenditure points of view

Exploration of alternative means of revenue mobilization
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IV. Present State of Urban Infrastructure and Services and Their Provision

Institutional Arrangements

Present status of water supply, sewerage and urban transport.

Institutions and Management

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Issues
Adequacy of services

Cost recovery

Planning and standards and investment and operational costs

Suggestions for improvement of provision and management

of urban infrastructure and services.

V. Urban Land and Housing

Current status of urban planning as related to land development and

housing

land development and land use planning in response of rapid

urbanization

new housing provision
housing renewal

implications/linkages of urban land use and housing on transport,

water, sanitation, and urban finance

Issues
degree of autonomy (vertical relationships)

degree of horizontal coordination

relating standards to costs and affordability

multi-year planning and appraisal criteria

Suggestions for improvements in planning

VI. The Road Ahead

Conclusion and recommendations

urban development policy

urban finance

urban infrastructure and service

urban planning

Bank's potential role

ANNEXES

1. Zhejiang: Macroeconomic and Demongraphic Projections

2. Urban Water Supply and Sewerage in Zhejiang

3. Urban Transport in Zhejiang.
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Statistical Annexes

1. Urbanization in China and Zhejiang
2. Municipal Finances in Zhejiang

3. Urban Infrastructure and Services in Zhejiang
- Water supply

- Sewerage
- Transport

- Housing



ANNEX 2

CHINA

ZHEJIANG: URBAN SERVICES SECTOR SURVEY

Staffing Requirements /a
(in staff weeks)

Con- FY86 pre- Main misston White Cover Yellow Cover Green Cover Grey cover Total Total
Dept. firmed paration /b Sept. 1986 Dec. 1987 Jan. 1987 April 1987 June 1987 FY87 FY86/87

Cukok AEPUW Yes 4.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 14.0 18.0
Hamer AEPUW Yes 4.0 4.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 14.0
Huang AEPUW Yes 1.0 - - - - - - 1.0
Bertaud CON Yes 2.0 4.0 4.0 - - - 8.0 10.0
Bahl /c WUD Yes - 4.0 4.0 1.0 - - 9.0 9.0
Oddie CON Yes - 4.0 3.0 - - - 7.0 7.0
Kneebone CON Yes - 4.0 3.0 - - - 7.0 7.0
Zhang /d CON Yes 4.0 4.0 4.0 - - - 8.0 12.0
Sae-Hau AEACH Yes - 4.0 3.0 - - - 7.0 7.0

15.0 32.0 29.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 70.0 85.0

Summary:

Preparation FY86 15.0

Main Mission plus

report preparation FY87 85.0

/a In addition, Mr. de Ferranti, who joined the preparation mission, and Mr. Bruestle will join the main mission. Mr. Huang will also
visit Zhejiang enroute to some other work in China.

/b Mission in April/May 1986, comprised Messrs. Cu Kok, Hamer, de Ferranti and Bertaud.

/c Mr. de Ferranti handled preparatory work for Mr. Bahl, and will be joining the mission in Zheijiang and in the discussions in Beijing on
account of increasing WUD involvement in China.

/d Zhang Jun has been hired as researcher and will he working in the Division in part for the Zheijiang Sector work.

AEPIUW
August 8, 1986



( M ORANDUM

DATE: October 24, 1986

TO: Mr. David de Ferranti, Chief, WUDOD
Mr. Benjamin Cu Kok, AEPUW

FROM: Roy Bahl, Consultant, WUDOD f Y3
EXTN: 61428

SUBJECT: China Urban Sector Mission - Back to Office Report

In connection with the urban sector mission, I arrived in
China September 3 and departed September 24. The visited and held
meetings in Beijing, Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Ningbo, Wenzhou and several
smaller places in Zhejiang Province.

I understood my assignment to be one of gaining a full
understanding of how the local finance system works, evaluating the
system by identifying current and emerging problems, and considering
reform options. The attached in a rough summary of my first views, but
I still have a good bit of reading, analysis and data work to get
through.

A Back-to-Office Report for the mission as a whole has already
been circulated, to which I contributed input on my area of
responsibility -- municipal finance. In the attachment I present a
somewhat more extended summary, prepared while I was still in China.

cc: Messrs. Kopp, PPDDR
Loh, Costa,Jones, Armstrong-Wright, Renaud, Satin,
Ms. Jackson, WUDDR, Arlosoroff, Potashnik, Rietveld,
Ms.Saunders, Kaji,Merghoub, Sud, Bertaud, Hamer
Al-Jabri (LEG)

RBahl:ss

P 186



DESCRIPTION: HOW THE LOCAL FINANCING SYSTEM WORKS

GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE

It might be useful to think of local governments in the
province as divided into an urban system and a rural system. The center
of the urban system is the city or municipality. Each city we visited
was divided into a "built-up area", a suburban area, and something akin
to a greater metropolitan area. The first two of these comprise the
city government for budgetary purposes and it is referred to as the
"city proper." The third includes the surrounding counties which are
labeled as "belonging" to the city. In fact these counties are
financially independent from the city. Counties are divided
administratively into townships, and many contain towns--usually small
urban places--which may have some financial independence from
counties. The reporting hierachy is this: Towns report to counties who
in turn report to the province. Urban counties also report their
budgets to the city, but do not need budget approval from the city.
Cities report directly to the province. County towns, which are in
transition between county and provincial city status, are on the same
level as counties and report directly to the Province.

Within the city proper, the structure of government is quite
fragmented. The dominant local unit is the municipal government, but
many of the major urban service functions are carried out by public
service companies--the water company, bus company, and gas company are
typically the largest. These are municipally owned and may receive
financial subsidies from the municipality, but they appear to have
considerable autonomy in their management. Cities have other companies
that provide services, such as construction, but these appear to be
smaller and less independent in terms of their management and
finances. Finally, there are municipally owned business enterprises
(SOEs) which are quite independent of the city administration on day-to-
day matters, the principal relationship being the taxes paid and to the
city and the subsidies received.

An interesting decentralizing feature in the system is the
sub-urban unit, an operating government within the city. For example,
Hangzhou has 5 such units. They carry a full range of operating
functions including capital maintenance responsibilities (though they do
not carry out major capital construction projects), can operate
collectives, collect taxes, and have an independent budget. In Hangzhou
and Shaoxing their expenditures were equivalent to more than 10% of the
city budget and in Wenzhou they collect revenues of amount about
equivalent to 25% of municipal government revenue collections.

LOCAL AUTONOMY AND BUDGETS

There is apparently no local government autonomy on the
financing side. All tax rates and bases, and user charge rates are set
at a higher government (usually central) level. With a few exceptions,
the tax systems are identical from one city to the next. Grants are
given on an ad hoc basis, borrowing is rare and there is little use of
self-financing (beneficiary financing) schemes.
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The cities claim they must only seek approval of their budget
from the municipal People's Congress and "report" the result to the
Province. But since revenues are strictly circumscribed and budget
deficits are prohibited ("never happen", we were told), it looks as
though the Provincial expenditure "targets" set for municipalities rule
the day. Municipalities do have some discretion in the distribution of
these expenditures among functions, but remember that all are governed
by Central wage policies, the number of municipal employees is not
controllable by the local government, etc. Even some service levels
appear to be mandated by higher level governments. This seems to leave
local governments little more than the choices as to which capital
construction projects will be carried out and what maintenance will be
done. In short, municipal governments have little financial autonomy.
The same is apparently true for the public utility enterprises, since
their total expenditures are constrained to equal the sum of user
charges and transfers from the municipality (and both are outside the
control of the utility).

The budget structure does not appear to be exactly uniform
across all cities in the Province though Central Go ernment officials
indicated that the regulations require uniformity.1 This makes it very
difficult to identify and compare the total amount of spending for
capital construction and maintenance. Most capital expenditures appear
to be included: under (a) "enterprise construction", (b) "urban
construction and maintenance", (c) "technological improvement", and (d)
the capital expenditure account of the public utilities. Another
comparability problem is that transfers to public utilities and
enterprises are part of each year's budget but are not always shown
explicitly.

The local government budget does not appear to be an effective
part of the local economic planning process. One notable shortcoming is
the absence of a comprehensive statement of the total amount of local
spending and revenues. The municipalities do not prepare consolidated
budgets including all expenditures of the public enterprises, etc. I
have been trying to build consolidated financial statements from the
data they provided, but so far have had little success. Moreover, there
is no multi-year capital budget that includes a financing plan.

EXPENDITURE STRUCTURE

We requested data that allow us to estimate the growth and
structure of municipal expenditures. The authorities provided some
information but not enough to allow a good estimate of expenditure
growth and structure. We are now processing what we have been given.

1/ I use the word "appear" because I was never able to actually see a
budget.
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TAXATION

Urban local governments receive revenues from three major
sources: Profits tax, Sales tax, and user charges. The profit and
sales taxes are described here in general terms. Two features of the
system are very important: First, all taxes are assessed and collected
by local government; second, municipalities share in the tax on
municipal enterprises, but profits tax on Provincial or Central
enterprises accrues directly to the Province or Central Government,
respectively. Neither the Province nor the Central Governmegt is
involved in the administration of the domestic tax system. 2' Revenues
are collected locally and "shared-up".

Profit Tax All municipal enterprises, as well as collectives
and private businesses, pay a municipal tax on profits. In terms of
what is retained, this is the major municipal government revenue
source. Large companies pay a 55% rate while smaller companies and
collectives pay according to a graduated rate that rises from 10 to 55
percent. Private businesses pay according to a graduated rate schedule
that increases from 5 to 60 percent, with the possibility of a further
surcharge. Joint ventures are taxed at 30 percent, and sometimes less,
but the rates are centrally determined. There is also a preferential
rate of 15 percent applied to Public Utilities and to services (e.g.,
Barbers, Caterers, most retailers, etc.). The Central Government tells
us that the preferential rate for public utilities has been established
at the option of the Province, and is not a centrally authorized special
exemption.

In addition to the standard profit tax, a kind of excess
profits tax--called the "adjustment tax"--is also levied. Those who
benefit "excessively" from high fixed prices or from past heavy capital
investments by government are the target of this tax. The tax rate is
set for every firm by a formula that holds the rate of after tax profits
at its approximate 1983 level.

Revenues from the Profits tax and the Adjustment Tax (and a
few smaller levies) are shared between the Province and the
Municipality. Roughly, the city receives an amount equivalent to what
it received under the remittance system in 1983 plus 70 percent of the
increase over the 1983 amount. The Province gets the remainder.

Although the above are the profit taxes that principally
effect municipal revenues, they are by no means the only taxes on
profits. The central government levies a 15 percent tax on retained
earnings, the Province taxes capital construction from retained earnings
at 10 percent, and "excessive" wage bonuses paid from retained earnings
are taxed according to a graduated schedule.

2/ The single major exception is customs duties and other taxes on
imports which are administered by the Central Government.
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Sales Tax. All enterprises pay one of three sales taxes. The
first is a gross receipts (turnover) tax levied on a wide range of
commodities at a great number of rates (ranging from 3 to 70 percent).
The second is a value added tax on selected sectors of the economy, at
rates from 6 to 25 percent. The third is a gross sales tax on services,
with rates between 3-5 percent. Most firms pay only one of these,
though it is possible to be liable for more than one.

In fact, municipal governments receive little revenue from the
sales tax. Between 90 and 95 percent of the increase in collections
over the previous year goes to the Province, as does a base amount
equivalent to the previous year's collections.

A tax equivalent to 7 percent of total sales tax liability
accrues entirely to the municipality. This is known as the "Urban
Maintenance and Construction Tax" and it is earmarked for urban
maintenance and construction purposes.

PROVINCIAL-CENTRAL TAX SHARING

Nearly all of the Province's revenues are received from shares
of the profits, sales, and agricultural taxes, including 100 percent of
the taxes due from Provincial enterprises. These revenues, however,
must be shared with the Central Government. This is done as follows:
(a) The total expenditure of the Province and all local governments in
the province may not exceed 55 percent of the total revenue collected in
the province; (b) The remaining 45 percent is turned over to the
Center. The 55/45 sharing arrangement varies by Province and is
determined by a Central Government formula. Because Zhejiang is a
relatively high income Province, the share that it must pay to the
Center is above the national average.

PROBLEMS

It is hard to make a good assessment of municipal finance
problems. We had no open discussion of fiscal problems at the
Provincial or municipal level, adequate (requested) financial data were
not submitted, and others have not studied and written on the issues in
any great detil. However, based on what we learned about the operation
of the system and what we gained from discussions in Beijing, the
following might be a reasonable set of candidates for further discussion
and study.

REVENUE ADEQUACY

Of course, inadequate revenues to upgrade public services to
desired levels is not an uncommon problem--there is never enough
revenue. But we cannot assess the expenditure needs of Zhejiang
Province based on the data we have available. We can only say that it
is a relatively high income Province hence we might expect a higher
level of expenditures than in most other Provinces. Moreover, if the,
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level of economic activity within the Province is unevenly distributed,
we might expect municipalities to spend differing amounts. Estimates
from the Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction and Environmental
Protection (MURCEP) bear out these hypothesis. Per capita urban
construction expenditure are:

National Average: Y42
Hangzhou: Y-70
Shaoxing: X155
Ningbo: Y-60
Wenzhou Y25
Quzhou: Y38

The MURCEP also estimated that the financing gap for planned urban
construction expenditures in Zhejiang Province over the next 5 years is
0.6 billion yuan (70% of the amount for which financing could be
verified).

These data make the case for some level of unmet needs in
local areas. If this can be traced to a problem of inadequate resources
accruing to the municipalities, then two issues of revenue adequacy
might be pursued. The first is whether the vertical balance in the
intergovernmental fiscal system is correct, i.e., have municipal
governments been given too much expenditure responsibility or too small
a share of revenues by comparison with Central and Provincial
Governments?

The second issue is whether local government revenue growth
has been "adequate". Urbanization places pressures on public
expenditure growth and capital investments require maintenance
expenditures, hence it is important than municipal revenues grow to keep
pace with these demands.

Of course there are problems with defining an "adequate"
growth, but one might begin by determining whether there has been any
real per capita revenue growth and/or whether the revenue-income
elasticity exceeds unity. Data that would allow such an analysis have
been requested but were only partially supplied. If these data are
supplied and if they show the growth in revenues to be lagging the
growth in the local economy, we would be led to explaining the lag in
terms of the problems with the tax structure or the tax administration.

LOCAL FISCAL AUTONOMY

The Chinese system presently gives local governments no
authority to either levy taxes independently, change user charge rates,
borrow or undertake self-financing schemes. If a local government wants
to call on local area resources to finance a project with local area
benefits, there is no mechanism. This means that a willingness to pay
more tax may go untapped, local government initiative to develop new
projects might be thwarted, and that the Central and Provincial
governments have only the stick (never the carrot) to stimulate local
government to increase development spending. The lack of autonomy also
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has implications for local government efficiency. If local officials do
not make taxing decisions and if they have little control over their
expenditure budgets, then they cannot be held fully accountable if the
level of public services does not meet the expectations of local
residents.

TAX ADMINISTRATION

The Provincial Government officials were reluctant to discuss
tax administration, and totally unwilling to admit to any problem. The
mission was not able to get a first hand observation of how the system
actually works. The nature of the tax system and administrative
structure which they described to us, however, suggests potential
problems with obtaining accurate and timely payment. Consider the

following:

1. It is a very complicated system, hence it must be
difficult to administer.

2. No taxpayer ID number is used and the procedures described
for maintaining the tax roll seem more judgemental than
systematic.

3. The system is (apparently) entirely self-assessed, by
officials of enterprises and collectives who are
unaccustomed to the idea of profits taxation.

4. An increasing number of firms are now collectives and
private businesses, and many are small. This suggests
inadequate books of account to properly record profit,
value added or gross sales.

5. Administration of the present system requires inspectors
trained in the tax law and in accounting.

6. The tax rates are high enough to make the rewards to
evasion appealling, either in terms of personal gain or
retention of more money to finance plant expansion.

7. Is it in the interest of a municipality to push full
payment of tax by a municipal enterprise, when the
proceeds of the tax will be shared by the
Province/Center? In fact, the MOF in Beijing reported
that some Provinces who had to turn a high share of taxes
over to the Central Government were "holding back".

The Provincial and municipal government representatives

thought our thinking on this subject to be wrong on virtually every
count. First, there is no evasion. "99 percent of those liable for tax
pay the correct amount, on time." There are no statistics on evasion
because there is no evasion. They give the following reasons:
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1. The sense of duty makes people pay.

2. There is little potential for personal gain.

3. The administration is too good.

4. The enterprise books of account are very good and
enterprise accountants have a strong sense of duty to the
state.

5. The penalties are too great.

6. The assessment and collection staff is experienced, well
trained and quite adequate in size.

We pursued this topic in Beijing in the Ministry of Finance
and in the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and were given the
conclusion that tax administration was indeed a nationwide problem. The
view was that the tax rolls were not well organized, the staff was
inadequate in number and poorly trained, books of account were not
suitably kept, and taxpayers did not yet fully understand the idea of a
profits tax. The result is that there is a revenue loss due to
administrative problems. The Ministry was unwilling to estimate the
size of the loss or to speculate on the extent to which their comments
applied to Zhejiang Province. They did say that they thought the
revenue loss might be "not significant" because the tax administration
system was most sound for SOEs where the bulk of revenues are
collected. This, of course, raises the issue that little may be
collected from collectives and private firms precisely because the
administration is weak. This issue probably needs further study -- it
is very difficult to speculate accurately about the amount of taxes that
is not paid. One could use audit reports and perhaps some sample survey
data to make an estimate.

INCENTIVES AND ALLOCATIVE EFFECTS

The tax structure and the tax sharing systems would seem to
provide some disincentives to mobilizing more resources for capital
construction purposes. A full analysis of the economic effects of the
profits tax is well beyond the scope of this work, but since the tax
structure may somewhat compromise the overall mobilization of local
resources, a brief comment would seem in order. Then, quite apart from
problems with the profit tax structure, there are incentives and
disincentives inherent in the sharing formulae that divide revenues
among the Central, provincial, and municipal governments.

The profits tax looks quite cumbersome for one that was so
recently designed and introduced. Moreover, it is difficult to see what
macroeconomic goals lie beneath the structure of this tax. The tax on
profits and retained earnings has several elements:
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1. A basic 55 percent rate (or a graduated rate schedule for
smaller firms).

2. An adjustment (excess profits) rate of 0-30 percent.

3. A 15 percent central government tax on retained earnings.

4. A 10 percent tax on any capital construction from retained
earnings.

5. A graduated rate of tax applied to "excess" wage bonuses
paid from retained earnings.

The structure of this tax would not appear consistent with the
government's goals of encouraging efficiency in operations and expansion
in output. A substantial share of any increased profit due to
efficiency in operations will be taxed away. It also seems clear that
the tax is meant to dampen the mobilization of resources for capital
investment by enterprises.

What the tax would appear to be good at is redirecting
resources away from the "productive" (business) sector and toward the
"nonproductive" (government) sector. However, this may not give the
municipal government the incentive to improve collections that one might
have expected. It is important to remember that a portion of the
resources from items 1, 2, and 5 and all of revenues from 3 and 4 are
channeled away from the municipal level. Likewise, the municipality may
have little incentive to vigorously pursue the collection of sales
taxes: They may retain only 5 to 10 percent of the increment over last
years collections plus 7 percent of total collections for the urban
maintenance and construction tax.

POLICY OPTIONS

It isn't exactly clear what the government is trying to
accomplish with it's system of local public financing. Among the
possibilities suggested by various aspects of the present local
government finance system are:

1. To increase the overall level of resource mobilization for
general government purposes.

2. To increase the flow of resources to urban construction
and maintenance expenditure.

3. To create a more decentralized local financing system.

If these are in fact the objectives, we might consider the policy
options open, and under discussion, in China.
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NEW LOCAL TAXES

The authorization of new local taxes is one reform possibility
that would fit the objectives outlined above: It could raise more

revenue, it could be earmarked for capital purposes and if imposed at

local option it could lead to a more decentralized local fiscal system.

But what kind of new local tax? The Central Government is
considering the imposition of a land use tax. The proper structure of
the tax is now under debate: few details and no background studies were
made available to us. We can piece together the following

possibilities. The base of the tax rate will be the size of the
property (probably only the land) and the rate will vary by location.

Hence it will be a form of land value taxation. It has not been decided
whether local governments will be given some freedom in choosing their
own rate, though this is being considered. Various government officials

saw the advantages of the land use tax to include the raising of

significant revenue, the earmarking of a new tax for capital

construction, and the encouragement of a more efficient use of urban
land.

In fact, there are many important issues to consider in

evaluating the pros and cons of a land use tax: How high a revenue

yield would be necessary to justify the substantial cost of

administering this tax? Are land maps in a reasonable enough state to

allow preparation of a tax roll? How should residential property be
treated? What external effects, e.g., on housing location, public
service requirements, and public transportation, are implied?

SURCHARGES AND NEW SHARING ARRANGEMENTS

As an alternative to designing a new local tax, municipalities
could be given the option of taxing the present system at a prescribed
higher (local) rate. For example an additional x percent on the sales

tax or profits tax base could be imposed at the discretion of the local
government. This approach has obvious advantages of administrative ease
(vs the creation of a new tax) and it does create some local government

autonomy. On the other hand, governments with stronger economic bases
will be given an extra advantage over poorer local governments (They can
collect more revenue at the same rate).

Another way to mobilize more resources for municipalities is

simply to change the sharing formulae, i.e., allow the local governments

to retain a greater percentage of collections. These formulae are fixed
at the Provincial (not Central) level and presumably could be changed by
the Province. At least one of the cities we visited had a different

sharing arrangement with the Province. What we do not know here is how
much room the Province has to make special arrangements, since total
local government expenditure in the Province may not exceed 55 percent

(in case of Zhejiang) of total revenues raised.
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A third possibility, and one that we hear is under
consideration, is to reassign taxes to either the Provincial, municipal
of Central government level, e.g., the entire amount of tax A would
accrue to the municipality, etc. This approach also raises questions.
Would local governments be able to choose the tax rate or would all
policy discretion continue to rest at the Central Government level? Who
would assess and collect the tax and what incentive would there be, for
example, for a municipal government to vigorously collect a tax in whose
proceeds it would not share.

BORROWING

Local governments in China make relatively little use of
borrowing to finance capital projects. I found no revolving fund or
specialized local government loans authority. There is some potential
for such an approach, however. There may be a quite adequate repayment
potential for certain long-lived municipal projects. Repayment might be
made directly from project beneficiaries, e.g., public enterprises who
would benefit from the development of a gas company or a road. We found
some evidence of self-financing of this type but it was being carried
out in an ad hoc manner and it was not commonly looked to as a method of
financing capital projects.

ADMINISTRATION

Provincial and local officials see no significant problem with
tax administration. If they are wrong, however, they are missing the
opportunity to mobilize a substantial amount of resources. There are
indications that they are wrong (see above), though we should be clear
that it is intuition, and not evidence, that causes us to think that tax
administration might be a problem. Simply put, China's tax structure
has very recently been modernized (a profits tax and a value-added tax
in the last couple of years) but its tax administration may not have
kept pace. Moreover, if there is an administrative problem, it may get
worse. The growing number of small individual firms, and collectives--
which may be the hard-to-tax sectors in China--suggests an increased
opportunity and incentive for evasion.

Without a survey of administrative problems, it is difficult
to even suggest the elements of a reform program. Among the possible
needs are the introduction of taxpayer identification numbers and a
master file, audit training, simplification of the tax structure itself,
improved collections and assessment, and computerization. Even more
important underlying questions are whether the tax administration system
should be more centralized and whether the administrative problems are
as much related to the structure of the tax system as to its operation.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Jack R. Stokvis, General Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Community Planning and Development

FROM: Andrew F. Eustonesi 'pro ficer, CPD

SUBJECT: Foreign Infor tion Exchange(s) on Urban Development Decision-
Making

The following is the briefing paper you have requested to prepare for
exchanges with the Chinese. Its focus is the field of participatory
planning and design as practiced here in the United States with special
emphasis upon urban design assistance teams.

I. DISCUSSION

Considered below are preparations which are called for from a foreign host

nation in helping HUD to stage some form of presentation on or actual
demonstration of our society's widespread and highly effective use of

participatory planning and design. Logic would suggest that a reciprocal

and somewhat related presentation be invited of the other country - whether
for visitors or for export as the case may be. In any case, certain
commitments from the host nation would be required to allow the presenters
to tailor their demonstration in appropriate measure to their audience.
Such commitments are essential. They need to be established enough in
advance so as to establish whether or not the projected demonstration is to
be presented:

(a) as applied to a specific host nation situation (via use of an
urban design assistance team),

(b) as a form of role-play exercise or
(c) as a pre-rehearsed simulation.

Concerning the three types of exercises cited above, once the type to pursue
has been established preparations can be mobilized. All three require
detailed pre-arrangements by the presenting nation by fully experienced
specialists selected for the purpose. The most critical aspect becomes
control of factors required of the cooperating host nation. Recognizing
this basic need for cooperation, therefore, a brief treatment is provided
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in item II. HOST NATION PREPARATIONS. In item III. PREPARING FOR URBAN

DESIGN ASSIS detail is offered specific to alternative (a)

which involves the application of methods in the host country. 
For

background please see the overview entitled PARTICIPATORY 
DECISION-MAKING

WITHIN U. S. DEPARTMENT OF URBAN DEVELOPMEN- ATCMETA. opcs for

preliminary exploration with the Chinese are 
noted in ATTACHMENT B, INITIAL

QUESTIONS FOR STAGING AD HOC INFORMATION EXCHANGE(S).

Anticipated now is the need for conversations abroad for inviting an

exchange of a kind listed above and focused 
upon participatory planning and

design. Also assumed would be the need to field in advance a select working

group to gather information overseas at an agreed upon target location and

to set the stage for the information exchange. This would be especially

true for approach "a" above. Following this, one (or more) exercises would

take place, conducted under HUD auspices by a team of 
American specialists

and, if appropriate to the option selected, their host nation counterparts.

A basic consideration for such ad hoc exchanges becomes the rationale for

presenting our methods abroad in addition to inviting foreigners 
to come see

such things first hand. More people, and possibly more influential people,

can be reached by demonstrations given abroad. Also, transfer of methods

through a local application in the host country 
becomes a possibility. In

taking any such demonstrations abroad, detailed local commitments to assist

with staging, logistics, communications, culture and reception become

involved. Aspects of these matters are therefore reviewed 
below as

essential background for any related discussions 
with the Chinese (or

others) about such exchanges.

II. HOST NATION PREPARATIONS

From the DISCUSSION the three alternative 
exchange exercises are discussed

below in terms of what the host nation might be asked to bring 
to the

occasion:

(a) The Demonstration as Applied to a Specific Host Nation Situation-

to apply pricIptr plnning and design as it is practidsedin the Unitd
States one would require a real location with actual client/user/cItIzen

spokespeople - genuine stakeholders in the projected outcome. The outcome
of such an exercise could conceivably be hypothetical in itself, but the

place and people should embody a real place. Most likely such an effort

would be led by a visiting urban design assistance team.

In addition the involvement in the exercise of people that control actual

decisions at block, neighborhood, district, city, regional and national

levels would be desireable. Again this can be compromised without gutting

the intended informational intent. What should be provided is the

sanctioning of the exercise in itself at such levels. This point is

especially true, if the outcome may be taken seriously as a possible 
option

for future local action.
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Finally a whole range of informational resources would be needed" - maps,
statistics, photographs, organizational charts, budgetary data, regulatory
background, plans, etc. These depend on the specific target. If that
subject is modest, then details are simplified. If the subject is large,
then gathering and management of the information required becomes more
elaborate.

(b) The Demonstration as a Form of Role-Play - this mode could be done
by visitors as a "dramatic performance" of a sort, requiring only an
audience and interpreters, or it could be interactive with the host nation.
If the latter, the focus of the exercise will dictate which roles are
likely, who can fill these roles (citizen, professional, official, etc.) and
what sorts of information base is called for. Role-play can be performed
with minimal information detail; it can be entirely hypothetical and it can
be very effective no matter who plays which role in the physical development
process. Role-play, however, does not imply production of a specific end
result other than the learning of new outlooks about customary problems.

(c) The Demonstration as a Pre-rehearsed Simulation - this asks little
of the hosts. They need only to be an audience. There should, of course,
be help from the hosts in selecting a meaningful case for the visitors to

demonstrate. Two options exist here - either to demonstrate something that
happened at home or to hypothesize about what could take place in the host
nation. Either mode could be instructive.

III. PREPARING FOR URBAN DESIGN ASSISTANCE TEAMS

Urban design assistance teams, as further described in ATTACHMENT A, (and
cited in I-a and II-a above), are varied in purpose and composition. Some

emphasize design, some planning and others both of these. Invariably these
are multidisciplinary teams tailored to each situation in terms of their
size, scope, range of disciplines and the direct involvement of others

assigned to represent citizens, merchants, managers and officials. Often
each team member is selected for qualifications which may represent several
factors at once. Ideally these teams stay below twelve in number as the
core working group.

HUD is informally advised at this time by Weiming Lu, AICP regarding its
possible HUD-proposed demonstration in mainland China. Lu is well qualified

for such a role. As Executive Director of Saint Paul's Lowertown
Redevelopment Corporation he has had numerous substantive contacts with
mayors, top planning officials and others in China. In this country Lu has
taken part in a range of local and national advisory team exercises.
Recently he also did this for Singapore. He points out the following:

o for advisory team demonstrations about forty percent of the effort
is in preparation.

o our Chinese colleagues in urban development are eager to explore
new modes of cooperation with the United States.
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o building mutual trust through a preliminary visit and gther

appropriate measures is important, if an advisory team mode is

decided upon by both nations.

o such an effort needs to be creative. It should not be typical of

prior exercises here or abroad, but tailored to actual
circumstances

One source for description of such teams is given in the American Institute

of Architect's The R/UDAT Handbook, a copy of which accompanies this

memorandum. It is intimidating in its detail. By no stretch of the

imagination would an American-run R/UDAT or Regional/Urban Design Assistance

Team be applicable as such on an ad hoc basis abroad. A recent effort to

transpose this approach directly to Great Britain presented ample complexity
even without the language barrier. The document itself, however, offers an

authoritative source of attitudes, facts, logistical and information

requirements and other background that might apply to any of the types of

exchanges under discussion. If our nation were to offer these ideas where

they may become adopted in other nations, The R/UDAT 
Handbook is a possible

starting place for all parties.

Attachments



ATTACHMENT A

PARTICIPATORY DECISION-MAKING WITHIN U. S. URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Origins in the 1960's: Historically public participation became central to
urban development during the 1960's. People were encouraged to take part in
decisions that were both administrative and political. Urban highway
planning, development of neighborhoods and other physical aspects of
communities became the focus of new methods of communications to help
ordinary citizens become more involved in development activities that
affected their lives. Included in the response were Federal and local
government legal and financial provisions for this active involvement of
both citizens and citizen groups within the processes by which urban
development decisions were being made.

Among the many positive results of that era were these kinds of outcomes:

o people, the news media, leaders became articulate about their
community's development - particularly in urban core areas.

o new careers opened up for professional and para-professional
competencies needed in cities so as to improve the sensitivity of
development decisions.

o nationally and locally new institutions, non-profits, quasi-public

agencies and other groups evolved to share power with the

prevailing public and profit sectors of urban development.

o dynamic and creative working arrangements grew between the public,

profit and non-profit sectors that greatly benefitted our American
cities. Many of these arrangements still maintain, having adapted
to shifts in the times, the economy, need, etc.

o urban design and environmental planning became an integral part of
the development process used by local government, resulting in a
rebirth of inner city investment as livability increased among
other benefits.

Forms Participatory Decision-making Has Taken: The ways American cities
have to assure public input and acceptance for local physical development
are numerous. These range from publically financed neighborhood development
corporations to simple newsletters and posters that explain specific

proposals. Modes adopted for participatory planning and design in active
use include:

o urban design assistance teams - these teams are quite varied in
purpose and structure. Examples include community design
charrettes - compressed urban planning and design exercises with
citizens and interdisciplinary specialists, officials and often
the potential development investors. These efforts are often used

to reach wide public consensus on complex public and private
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investment decisions or to set things in motion towards such
decisions; the "R/UDAT" or Regional/Urban Design Assistance Team
fielded since 1967 inover 100 cities by the American Institute of
Architects; "squatter teams" used by some design firms to occupy
a client's current facility or project site for a week or more so
as to learn how the client's business actually operates, etc.;
"educational design charrettes" used by the Federal government to
aid a local government and community in shaping together proposed
new public school and community facilities in an intense series of
design exercises involving parents, students and teachers alike;
"Main Street Projects" - offered through the National Trust for
Historic Preservation to towns and now through twenty states as a
process for preserving older commercial architecture in small
towns through engaging building owners, merchants and citizens in
economic revitalization activities that promote conservation.

o urban development non-profit corporations - staffs created by city
governments to carry out programs for specific sectors of town for
industrial development, for commercial marketing purposes, etc. -
staffs usually directed by citizen appointees, committees and
such.

o independent public advisory councils - citizens appointed and
supported by local governments to oversee public decisions in
various topical areas such as historic preservation, urban design
review and guidance, the arts, downtown public space management,
neighborhood development, tourism, etc.

o community assistance services - activities performed usually
without charge by city staff, outside consultant professionals or
volunteers. The activities might offer free-of-charge or nominal-
fee services for the design of store-front facades, to lay out
streetscape improvements, to work up preliminary solutions for
building reuse or to plan longer range improvements for whole
areas of cities.

o community design centers - offices, usually store-fronts in low-
income neighborhoods, where volunteer design professionals,
student apprentices and citizen advisory groups combine their
efforts to shape and implement physical improvements.



ATTACHMENT B

INITIAL QUESTIONS FOR STAGING AD HOC INFORMATION EXCHANGE(S)

Framed as questions for Chinese officials concerned with urban development
decision-making:

1. Is there interest in receiving U. S. specialists to demonstrate in some
way our use of participatory planning and design?

2. Might there be sufficient interest in our approach to this topic to
merit an applied urban design assistance team demonstration in China?

3. Can a specific cite (city) be proposed to the U. S. for further
cooperative development of a team demonstration?

4. During a several day visit could the U. S. advance group expect to have
the active collegial cooperation of the city's leaders and
administrators?

5. If the U. S. sent an advance group to pave the way for one of our
design teams; (a) would it be able to meet with officials and
colleagues so as to decide upon a specific demonstration subject - its
geographic area, the nature of changes now being considered, the nature
of the purposes and populations to be served and other such
information? (b) would it be actively assisted in assembling maps,
plans, and related data?

6. If there are to be local costs in performing an exercise (of several
days), can the U. S. expect these to be assumed locally or by other
levels of the host nation's government?

7. Is it fair to assume that a demonstration subject can be found for
which local people are seeking some kind of appropriate urban
development ideas for possible future action and for which an outside
source of ideas would be very welcome?

8. Would it be more appropriate to employ a hypothetical case for future
development while still using an actual site and indigenous
population?

9. Alternative to the above questions, would it be preferrable instead to
limit potential information exchanges on participatory planning and
design to a form of demonstration (by the U. S. visitors) that does not
place the demands upon local people, translators and others which a
locally applied design team exercise would impose?

10. Is a more limited demonstration of interest (a) instead of or (b) in
addition to the locally applied approach?
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OFHCE MEMORANDUM
DATE: November 25, 1986

TO: Mr. David de Ferranti, Chief, WUDOD

FROM: Roy Bahl

EXTN: 61528

SUBJECT: Research on Urban Development in China.

The purpose of this note is to start the ball rolling on the
China study by giving you my first thoughts on substance, approach,
research assistance, and timing. I have a rough proposal, a few
questions and some decisions for you to make or delegate.

Project Objectives: Alternatives

The Aide-Memoire gives us a wide berth for the China work.
My inclination would be to focus on the municipal finance, land use, and
infrastructure issues, with an emphasis on the financing. The goal is
"to develop improved information on and understanding of illustrative
examples of innovative new approaches being tried in China on issues
relating to urban land use and development, housing, and municipal
finance." Moreover, there are already a few issues that we have
identified for study and "improved understanding":

° The system of local finance outside the one province we
have studied.

0 The land use fee that is now being considered.

These interests fall short of a scope for a research
project. We might consider two possibilities. First, we could propose
a straightforward study of municipal finance in China. Our concern
would be the equity, efficiency and administrative dimensions in a
socialist setting and we could deliver an interesting piece of research
that would meet the goal stated above.

As an alternative, we could pursue an understanding of how the
distribution of urban economic activity (firm location, commutation
patterns, etc.) has been shaped by the municipal tax-expenditure
system. The "system" studied would include taxes, user charges,
infrastructure spending, subsidies for housing, transport, utilities,
etc. We could then turn to the question of how the current fiscal
reforms in general, and the land use fee in particular, are likely to
change things.

P 1867
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The first is the more feasible proposal, and it is something

we can deliver on with the limited time and resources available to us.

The second is very interesting but requires a depth of understanding of

how the system works and an empirical analysis for which we do not have

time. We will do what we can with the issue of the allocative effects

of local taxes and charges (particularly the land use tax) but I

recommend that the focus of the work be on local and provincial

finances.

Scope and Objectives

The primary objectives of this research are (a) to gain an

understanding of China's system of financing and delivering urban

services and infrastructure, (b) to study and analyze the allocative,

distributive, and administrative consequences of the system, and (c) to

consider the impact of changes in Central Government fiscal policies on

the effectiveness of the Provincial-local system as well as the

implications for governmental decentralization.

The research approach is to be comparative case studies. The

cases will include five municipalities and the Provincial government in

Zhejiang (where we are completing some work on this subject) and other

cities and Provinces agreed upon with the Government. Each case study

should include a municipality, its public utility companies and its

Province. Shanghai and Yantai would be acceptable for the first case

study sites. Diversity in size, prosperity, region and economic

structure are important considerations in choosing the other sites. The

first visit will largely be fact-finding. In each case, we will try and

develop a complete qualitative and empirical description of the local

finance system. We would propose to organize this description around

the following:

° Local government structure
° budgeting structure and local management
0 tax structure and administration, user charges
° expenditure policy and expenditure patterns
° infrastructure financing

In addition, we would like to carry out a detailed analysis of the land

use fee as experimented with in Shanghai (and elsewhere).

This descriptive analysis should be continued at the

Provincial level with a detailed study of Provincial-local relations and

Central-Provincial relations. In the early stages of this work, our

focus will be on how the institutions work, what have been the perceived

successes and shortcomings, and what reform options are being

considered.
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The focus in later visits will turn more to analytic
questions, which could include -

° An evaluation of the land use tax

o An analysis of the impact of the intergovernmental fiscal

system on local and provincial expenditure decisions and

revenue raising effort

o An estimation of the responsiveness of the yield of the

revenue system to inflation and real economic growth

o An analysis of the impacts of the present system of user

charges

o Impacts of the tax/charge system and infrastructure

placement on the location of housing and jobs in the urban

area

Study Approach

The first visit will be more fact-finding and descriptive. It

should lead to a set of papers on how the system works in each place

visited (Zhejiang, Shanghai, etc.). Each report would cover the

Provincial government and the case study municipality with its

overlapping jurisdiction. Some data would be gathered, or "begun,"

during this visit if we can fully identify our more analytic research

topics.

The second visit will move more to analytics, discussion of

our first round results, and extension of the study to two or three more

cases. This will lead to a single paper that will be more of a

comparative analysis. A final visit will be necessary to tie up loose

ends and discuss results in the field. The end result should be a book

on Provincial and local finances in China.

The work might be helped a great deal by the right timing of

the CASS visitors to the World Bank. They could be much help in

reviewing the manuscripts before the second trip.

A rough timetable might be the following:

February Field visit to Zhejiang, Shanghai, Yantai

March - May Report preparation and review in China

May 2 CASS visitors in Washington to assist in review

June Second trip

July-September Report preparation and review in China

Fall Third trip, final discussions
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The Zhejiang Issue

The Zhejiang study is very important to us in that it lets us

"get it right" before we do the new case studies. However, we need the

leverage of Projects to set this up. I propose the following:

1. We need 3-4 days in Hangzhou with officials from the

Province and the five cities. Data requests have already

been sent. Cukok needs to arrange.

2. This should be the first stop in February.

3. CASS needs to DK

4. My report needs to be sent to China for review?

Research Assistants

Jun Zhang is all set, and a thesis on the land use fee seems

acceptable to Karen Polenske. Jun understands that his first

responsibility is to me and the project, but the land use fee fits

nicely.

I met with Yong Lim* in Cambridge. She seems able and is

offering fields in urban economics and international trade. She is at

the thesis stage, will work with John Kain, has been to China, and would

like to be involved in this. She is going to Singapore over Christmas,
could join the February trip, and could work in the user charge area.

She needs a call from you (I promised her). Lets discuss.

*1626 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge, Mass. 02138
(617) 354-4014

Next Steps

We should talk, today if your schedule permits. We should

organize a response to CASS and and should describe our research
approach and requirements. We should prod Cukok on Zhejiang. We should

decide about Ms. Lim and contact her ASAP, before she goes to

Singapore. If our decision on her is positive, we should talk with John

Kain right away about the thesis.

I will be away Monday and Tuesday of next week.



THE WR)LD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAT ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: November 3, 1986

To: Mr. Ping-Cheung Loh, Director, WUD

From: David de Ferranti, Chief, Operations Policy and Research bivision, WUD

Ext.: 61465

Subject: Comments on Yellow Cover Draft of
"China: Finance and Investment Report"

1. Attached are my division's comments on the draft paper
"China: Finance and Investment Report," a product of economic sector
work by the China Programs Division, done independently of the recent
urban sector work in China.

2. Roy has chosen his words with diplomacy. In fact, he and I
feel that some of the questions his memo raises are serious problems.
We plan to meet with the report's authors.

3. The cover sheet on the copy of the paper sent to me says I am
the lead advisor. I assume this will be changed soon under the new
arrangements for lead advisor assignments.

cc: Messrs. Costa, Cook, Jones, Dillinger (WUD)

DdeFerrant i /nah

P 1867
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: October 30, 1986

TO: Mr. David de Ferranti, Chief, WUDOD

FROM: Roy Bahl, Consultant, WUDOD

EXTN: 61428

SUBJECT: China: Finance and Investment

1. My time was limited on this review, so I read only Chapters VI
and VII in Part Two: Government Revenues and Intergovernmental Fiscal
Relations. This is good work done by very good economists and I learned
from this material. Both the Bank and the Chinese will benefit from
this work. Still, we can raise a few questions in a spirit of trying to
make some good policy research even better.

2. We (WUDOD) do not know China like these authors do, but we
have invested some time on local government finance in Zhejiang
Province. Some of our impressions based on that work might be useful to
these authors, though we do understand that the Finance and Investment
study is nationwide in scope. (Also, we must confess to being somewhat
uneasy with the data and information given us in Zhejiang). We also
have a few comments about general matters of tax policy.

3. The most important point to make, we think, is that there are
not two but three levels of Government in China: Central, Provincial
and Local. Each has a different set of responsibilities, acts with some
degree of independence, and in its own sphere each can "make policy."
The Central Government makes all tax policy and decides on the revenue
split between Center and Subnational Governments (55 percent of what is
collected in the Province in the case of Zhejiang). The Provincial
government can decide on the division of all retained revenues among all
local governments in the Province. It apparently has complete
discretion in deciding on these allocations. Local governments
(municipalities and counties) assess and collect all taxes, with what
appears to be a minimum level of supervision. Depending on how they
choose to implement the tax system -- a very important point which this
report recognizes -- local governments also "make policy." The moral of
the story is that China's governmental system may well be unitary but we
must recognize the three tiers of government. The concept of local
government used in this study (Central and Local) might be amended (See
e.g., 6.03, 7.03).

4. There are other reasons why, analytically, we should separate
Provincial from local governments to get the story right.

P-186
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(a) There are two distinctly different Revenue Sharing
systems: The Central Provincial system described here
and a complicated Provincial-Local system. The latter is
very important to fully understanding horizontal and
vertical equity in the system.

(b) The collection and evasion incentives to collect more or
less tax lies with the local governments, and they may
react to a change in the tax sharing ratio imposed by the
Province. The Provincial Government cannot directly
improve tax administration but it can give tax
preferences and change the local governments tax share.
An understanding of all of this is essential to proposing
any use of tax effort "levers" as is discussed in the
paper.

5. We are preparing an Annex on local finance in Zhejiang that
will tell what we learned there, but a few points might be raised
concerning the Finance and Investment St-udy. These are little points,
but the authors may find them worth considering.

(a) There is continued reference to tax collection being
"mostly county" (6.62, 6.72, 7.03). At least in Zhejiang
it is mostly municipal.

(b) The study refers to a retained local revenue share of 10
to 11 percent. In Zhejiang, the Province retains 55
percent of all that is collected. Municipalities in
Zhejiang retain about one-third of what they collect and
turn the remainder over to the Province (though one
municipality retained 50 percent). (Reference 7.14,
7.25)

(c) The tax sharing formula gives municipalities much more
incentive to collect profit tax than sales tax.

(d) The UCMT is not so major a source of revenue for local
government (6.46).

6. The horizontal equity discussion (7.53) centers on inter-
provincial disparities, and does a good job. Intra-provincial
disparities may be as great, and Provinces apparently design their own
equalization program. These take the form of altering the share of
taxes which a local government may retain, or distributions through a
grants program. Transfering money to or from the Province, then, is
only half the story.

7. The discussion on the need for local government borrowing (p.
237-238) is right on. In most low income countries, China
included I think, the problem is the absence of a mechanism --
some kind of institution -- that specializes in loans to local
authorities. Why does China not have such a government bank,
and would it not be a reasonable proposition? Also, it might
be worth emphasizing the need for developing programs of self-
financing through benefit charges, to support loans.
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8. The discussion on the buoyancy of the tax system is very
interesting (6.54). I would make a few observations on the
presentation. First, on the norm of a unitary elasticity of the tax
system. Is it possible to support this by, say, estimating the past
expenditure elasticity or projected elasticity in The Plan. Second on
the determinants of buoyancy. An improved tax administration could lift
the response. The growth in smaller firms taxable income could exceed
CDP (hence increasing the elasticity) but these firms could be in lower
rate brackets, not reached by the administrative system, or
preferentially treated (hence dampening the elasticity).

9. I am not exactly sure where the authors are on indirect
taxes. Are they profits taxes or are they shifted to consumers (6.42,
6.76, 6.84)? Also, I would not go along with the retail sales tax
proposal, on administration grounds. I cannot imagine that the Chinese
are even close to being able to pull that off.

10. Tax administration seems to be a major problem in China,
though we do not get much empirical evidence of this. Still, the tax
structure is complicated, the taxes are new, the records and accounts
may not be good, the staff may be unqualified, and there are strong
built-in incentives for local governments and their enterprises to
underpay. But is the best solution a centralization of the tax
administration as is proposed here? Maybe, but there are great virtues
in decentralized administration -- note that the coverage of most
central sales, excise and income taxes is very thin in LDCs. How about
a joint effort, with procedures, monitoring, and training a central
government function?

11. I have some questions about the recommendations for a clear
demarcation of functions as between local and central taxes (7.44,
7.45). First, two tax administrations seem wasteful and unnecessary.
Second, why not advise against proliferation of "little taxes" and push
the very good suggestion of local option piggybacks on the sales and
profits taxes. Also, tax sharing can be a powerful lever to improve
local administrative efficiency. To create a separate tax system for
local and central government would create a substantial transition cost,
possibly weaken administration, and promote centralization of
government. The big problems with local government finance in most low
income countries is their limited access to the "good" tax bases and
their poor administration of what taxes they do have. In China, these
problems might be avoided if some proper intergovernmental partnership
is developed. Lets not give up this possibility too quickly.

12. None of these comments are meant to be damning of this
excellent work. We are early in the process of our own analysis of
Chinese public finance and wanted to take this opportunity to share some
preliminary views with you.

RBahl:ss
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TIDEAR MR. TE FERRAN iA I

WE'VF RECETIVE THE' L ETTERS AND PROPOSALS REFERRED TO THE COL-
ALABOR H- TIVE STUDIES ON CHINA'S URBAN DEVELOPMENT ISSUES, WHICH

WILL BE CONDUCTED JOINTLY BY THE INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND TRfA-
DE ECONOMICS, CHINESE ACADEMY OF O CIAL SCIENCES (CASS) AND
THE WORL. rT RANK. WE ARE VERY INTERESTED IN THE PROJECT. NOW

I'M PLEASED TO SAY THAT WE AGREE WITH ALL YOUR PROPOSALS IN
GENERAL, BUT FRANKL Y SPEAKING, WE'D LIKE TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING

AMENDMENTS OR MAKE ISOME PO INTS CLEARER:

1. FOR THE CASS SIDEI THE INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND! TRADE ECONO-
M ICS WIL L DIRECTLY CARRY OUT THE COLLABORATIVE STUDIES WITH

THE WORLD BANK7 AND THE AGREEMENT WILL BE SIGNED IN THE NAME
OF: 

T
HE INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND TRADE ECONOMICS. MR.ZHANG ZHUO-

YUAN, DIRECTOR OF TH E INSTITUTE (RESEARCH FELLOW) WILL BE THE
CHIEF IN CHARGE OF THIS P ROJECT FOR THE CHINESE TE AND MR.
YANG CHONGGUANG (ASSOCIATE FEL L OW) DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF URBAN ECONOMICS IN THIS INSTITUTE AND THE SECRETARY GENERAL
OF THE CHINESE SOCIE TY OF URBAN ECONO MIC S WILL BE THE EXECUTIVE.

2. IN THE C OURSE OF THE PROJECT, THREE PERSONS FROM THE INSTITU-
TE OF FINAN AND TRADE ECONOMICS ARE TO MAKE SOME STUDY T OURS

Tn TWTO TYP ICAL COUNTRIES I 4I WEEKS) IN JUNE 1987 IN ORDER TO
MAKE COMPARATIVE STUDIES. ALL EXPENSES FOR THE STUDY TOURS WILL

FE BORNE By THE WORLD BANK.

T. STATED IN THE TH ITEM N THE AIDE-MEMOIRE, THE CASS TEAM
L EtADR 

I 

T TH R BANIFO 
1K ER 

E'LILEADERI ARE TO VISIT THE WORLD RANK FOR~ WEEKS. HERE !WE'D LIKE
TO MAKE IT CLEAR THAT THE NUMBER OF THE VISITO R WILL BE 5 - .

4. PLEASE ADD MR. L IU ZENG LU AFTER YANG CHONGGUANG AND L IU WEI-
1IN IN THE LAST PARAG RAPH O THE AIDE-MEMO

WE INT N t! TAKE SHANGHAI AND YANTAI AS OUR FIRST CASE STUDY
SITES, AND THEN FUSHUN AND BENGFU FOR FURTHER STUDIES.

WE SU O GE ST THAT THE FIR ST CHINA VISIT BY THE WORLD BANK SID
BE IN THE FIRS T TWO OR THREE WEEKS OF FEBRUARY, 198 71 .E. ONE

OR TW WEEKS AFT.ER THE TRADITIONAL CHINESE SPRING FE S TIVAL.
PLEASE INFORM US THE PERSONS WHO ARE COMING TO CHINA TH REE MONTHS
IN ADVANCE1 SO THAT WE SHAL L HAVE ENOU GH TIME TO GO THROUGH

THE NE :ES5SARY FORM ALITIES. HEREAFTER, ANY ARRANG EMENTS RELATED
TO THE VIITS BY THE WORL D BANK PEOPLE TH CHINA'S CITIES Fr OR

STUIY AND THAT BY THE CHINESE SCHOLARS TO SLME OTHFR COUNTRIES
FOR THE SAME P- URPOSE FOR THE PROJECT7 SH OU LD BE INFORMED TO

THE OP P OSITE SIDE A If L EAST T HREE MONTHS AHEAD.

I'I M L.OKING FORWARD TO YOUR KINDJ REPLY.

WITH BEST WISHES,

S INCERELY YOURS

LIU WEIXIN
20070 CPPM ON
20070 CPPH CNKKKKK
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INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND TRADE ECONOMICS
CHINESE ACADEMY OF SOCIAl SCIENCES

2 Yuetan Beixiaojie St., Beijing, China

Mr-David de Ferranti
Operation Policy & Research Division
Water Supply & Urban Development Dept.
The World Bank

Nov. 12,1986

Dear Mr. De Ferranti,

We've received the letters and proposals referred to the col-

laborative studies on China's urban development issues ,which

will be conducted jointly by the Institute of Finance and Tra-

de EconomicsChinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and the

World Bank.We are very interested in the project.Now I'm plea-

sed to say that we agree with all your proposals in general ,

but frankly speaking,we'd like to make the following amendments

or make some points clearer:

1. For the CASS side, the Institute of Finance & Trade Econom-

ics will directly carry ' out the collaborative studies with

the World Bank ,and the agreement will be signed in the name

of the Institute of Finance & Trade Economics. Mr.Zhang Zhuo-

yuan,Director of the Institute (Research Fellow) will be the

chief in charge of this project for the Chinese team,and Mr.

Yang Chongguang (Associate Fellow),Director of the Department

of Urban Economics in this institute and the Secretary Ge-

neral of the Chinese Society of Urban Economics will be the

executive.

2.In the course of the project,three persons from the Institu-

te of Finance & Trade Economics are to make some study tours

to two typical countries (4 weeks) in June 1987 in order to



INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND TRADE ECONOMICS
CHINESE ACADEMY OF SOCIAI SCIENCES

2Yuetan Beixiaojie St., Beijing, China

make oomparative studies.All expenses for the study tours will

be borne by the World Bank.

3. Stated in the 6th Item in the Aide-Memoire, the CASS team

leaders are to visit the World Bank for 5 weeks.Here we'd like

to make it clear that the number of the visitors will be 5 - 6.

4. Please add Mr. Liu Zenglu after Yang Chongguang and Liu Wei-

xin in the last paragraph of the Aide-Memoire.

We intend to take Shanghai and Yantai as our first case study

sites,and then Fushun and Bengfu for further studies.

We suggest that the first China visit by the World Bank side

be in the first two or three weeks of February,1987,i.e. one

or two weeks after the traditional Chinese Spring Festival.Ple-

ase inform us the persons who are coming to China three months

in advanceso that we shall have enough time to go through

the necessary formalities. Hereafter,any arrangements related

to the visi ts. by the World Bank people to China's cities for

study and that by the Chinese scholars to some other countries

for the same purpose for the project,should be informed to the

opposite side at least three months ahead.

I'm looking forward to your kind reply.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours

(Li Wei in

Di ector,
Dept. of Scientific Research & Management

Institute of Finance & Trade Economics,CASS

-2-



INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND TRADE ECONOMICS
CHINESE ACADEMY OF SOCIAI SCIENCES

2Yuetan Beixiaojie St., Beijing, China

P.S; Our telex number is CASS 20070 CPPH CN

c.c Mr Jun Zhang,Consultant,Water Supply & Urban Development
Division,East Asia & Pacific Project Dept.,
the World Bank

Mr. Zhang Zhuoyuan, Director of the Institute of Finance

& Trade Economics,CASS

Mr. Yang Chongguang, Secretory General of the Chinese

Society of Urban Economics

Department director,Institute of Finance &

Trade Economics,CASS

Mr. Liu Guoguang,Vice President,CASS

Foreign Affairs Bureau,CASS
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The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W (202) 477-1234
:N -F RNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U S .A. October 30 Ca? 9dress: INDEVAS

Mr. Liu Weixin, Chief
Department of Scientific Research

& Management
Institute of Finance & Trade Economics
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
2 Yuetan Beixiao Jie St.
Beijing

People's Republic of China

Dear Mr. Liu:

I am writing on behalf of Mr. de Ferranti to remind you that the Aide-
Memoir of our Xiyuan meetings and your first letter to the World Bank to
indicate the participation of your side in the collaborative studies were
sent to you on October 9. Our proposals concerning the details on case
study sites, research focuses, methodologies, and others are under
preparation and will be ready for you soon. But before we can proceed our
work further, we need you to send us the letter to confirm that your side
will be able to participate in the joint research. It will also be very
helpful if you can inform us the progress you have made since our Xiyuan
meetings.

Please let us know your telex number and/or cable address. When your
letter is ready to go, please send it to:

Mr. David de Ferranti, Chief
Operation Policy and Research Division
Water Supply and Urban Development Department
The World Bank
1818 H St., NW
Washington, DC 20433
U.S.A.

Sincerely,

Jun 7,h/ng, Consulta
Water Supply &{-Urban Developm t Division
East Asia & Pacific Project Department

The World Bank

cc: Mr. David de Ferranti, Chief, Operation Policy and Research Division,
Water Supply and Urban Development Department, the World Bank

Mr. Yang Chongguang, Director, Research Department of Urban Economics,
Institute of Finance and Trade Economics, the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WU 64145 Y-7040
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Mr. David de Ferranti, Chief
Operation Policy and Research Division
Water Supply and Urban Development Department
The World Bank
1818 H St., NW
Washington, DC 20433

U.S.A.

Mr.DaiddeFerat, Cief

Mr. de Ferranti, Chief, Operation Policy and Research Division,
Water Supply and Urban Development Department, the World Bank

t D440098 RCA248423 WUL64145 Y7040



THE WORLD BANK /INTE RNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE December 17, 1986

TO Mr. David de Ferranti, Chief, WUDOD

FROM Roy Bahl, Consultant, WUDOD 1

EXTENSION 61528

SUBJECT Local Finances in China

This is a draft on local government finances inZhejiang,
based on my three week trip in September. We still have a
number of data requests outstanding and so there are big data

holes. Moreover, I'm sure there are some parts of the study
I do not yet have right. Any comments, suggestions, marginal

notes, etc. would be most welcome.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. J. Linn, Y.K. Wen, W. Byrd, B. Cu Kok
D. Jones, Ms. C. Wallich.

RBahl:ss
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MUNICIPAL FINANCE IN ZHEJIANG PROVINCE

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This report is about municipal finances' in Zhejiang Province. The

ultimate objective of this research is to help an understanding of how the

present system works, where it succeeds and fails, and how it may change or

need to be adjusted as the Chinese economy changes. In the next section, the

local and provincial financing system is described using data and information

supplied by the provincial government and by the five municipalities

visited. We turn then to an analysis of the problems with financing urban

government services in this province and to a discussion and evaluation of

alternative reform possibilities.

2. Three important underlying considerations will help a proper under-

standing of this report. First, even though China's fiscal system is unitary

rather than federal (the constitution does not explicitly define the responsi-

bilities and powers of local government), there are three distinct levels of

government which play important and different roles in financing and deliver-

ing services. It is misleading and a mistake to view the provincial govern-

ment and the local governments (municipalities, counties, public utility

companies) as "the local government sector".- Second, the structure and

workings of China's fiscal system may vary from province to province, and it

would be a mistake to infer too broadly from this study of Zhejiang's local

governments. Third, the local finance system and indeed the whole tax system

1/ Throughout this paper we will distinguish between local government and

the subnational government sector.
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in China is still in a state of transition, and this "newness" may explain

some of the problems observed.

3. There are caveats to consider. This work is based on one, short

visit and local officials have not yet had an opportunity to review this

manuscript. There almost certainly are mistakes in our understanding of how

the system works. A second shortcoming is that only five municipalities were

directly studied--counties, towns and public utilities were not subjected to

the same level of analysis. There is much more to the story of local finance

in China than is told here. Finally, there are many gaps in the information

gathered here and the analysis presented below suffers accordingly.

II. THE SYSTEM OF LOCAL FINANCE

A. The Structure of Urban Governance

4. Urban government in China consists of a core municipal government

and a surrounding set of counties that "belong" to that municipality. In

fact, these urban counties are financially and operationally independent from

the city government.1 The remaining counties are part of the rural local

government system and have no direct relationships with the municipalities.

2/ The tie between municipalities and counties has to do with regulatory and

planning functions. The municipality sets the regional economic planning

targets and allocates activity between the city and county. There are

also some fiscal controls, e.g.,.urban county personnel appointments
approved by the city government. The city of Hangzhou consolidated the

urban county accounts and brought them under the city budget for two,
years, but eventually returned to a separate budgetary system.
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All counties are divided and subdivided into administrative districts, but

also may contain towns which are central places of urban areas of 20,000 or

more and which may have an independent budget. Most towns are financially

subordinate to counties which are financially s'ubordinate to the provincial

government. Municipalities report directly to the provincial government. In

Zhejiang, there are seven municipalities, 68 counties, 3 county-level cities,

and 508 towns.

5. Within the city or municipal area, the area upon which this report

is focused, there is considerable decentralization in the responsibility for

delivering government services. Municipalities, counties, public utilities

and public service enterprises all have separate accounts and some measure of

fiscal autonomy. To better understand and think about the divisions of

responsibility and financing, one might think of the municipal government as

having three sectors. The first, the general municipal government services

sector, includes the delivery and financing of goods and services that have

general benefits and cannot be easily "priced". These more public goods--such

as education, health, cultural activities and general administration--are more

amenable to financing by taxation than by user charges or prices. These

services and their financing are included in the general budget of the

municipal government.

6. The second sector is the public service companies. These

municipally owned enterprises produce services which can be priced, but which

are public in that substantial external benefits may be produced for the

community at large. The most important of these are the public utilities,

chiefly water supply, gas (LPG) and public transportation. Though municipally

owned and regulated, the public utility companies have independent budgets and
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separate management. They are financed by a combination of user charges and

transfers from the general municipal budget and they pay taxes to the

municipal government. Most municipalities have set up a number of other

public service companies, often to provide construction services (e.g.,

construction companies, engineering services, the sale of building

materials). These companies support the capital expenditure activities of the

municipal government, but they may also sell their services to other municipal

or county areas on a contract basis. A substantial amount of their financing

is through transfers from the general municipal budget. The municipal organ-

ization chart for Hangzhou in Appendix A shows the range of functions for

these public service companies.

7. The third sector is municipally owned business enterprises. These

companies produce products that can be priced and can make a profit or a

loss. They have independent budgets and management but are linked to the

general municipal budget in two ways. They pay sales and income taxes to the

city if they earn a profit and they pay sales taxes and may receive a subsidy

if they incur a loss. In addition, the city may transfer certain amounts from

its budget (in grant or loan form) to stimulate technical improvements in the

productive process of enterprises. The situation of enterprises relative to

local governments changed after the 1983 mandates that governmental subsidies

would be provided to cover only planned losses and that enterprises should

finance their capital improvements via borrowing rather with subsidies.

3/ We use the term "municipally owned" to refer to state enterprises that
are controlled and to some extent regulated by the municipal government,
and to draw a distinction with those that are under the control of the
central or provincial government.
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8. In summary, municipal budget expenditures consist of expenditures

for general municipal services A and transfers to public utility and business

enterprises. Revenues consist of shares of, the sales and profits taxes on all

municipally owned enterprises, collectives, and' private businesses; the urban

construction and maintenance tax; and a number of smaller local tax levies.

Three other significant tax/expenditure activities within the urban area are

outside the local government budget: (a) The Central and provincial govern-

ments directly operate the electricity and telephone utilities; (b) All

customs duties and advanced sales taxes on imports as well as all taxes on

banks, railways, aviation and some large industrial complexes (such as steel

and petrochemicals) are assessed and collected by the Central Government;

(c) There are extrabudgetary revenues and expenditures of the local

governments, i.e., amounts that do not show up in the municipal or public

utility budgets.

9. Another important dimension to the decentralization of urban govern-

ance in China is that municipalities may contain one or more suburban

districts--subcity governments which have independent budgets, defined expen-

diture responsibility and specified revenue sources. These district govern-

ments do not carry out large capital construction projects but do have a wide

range of maintenance and general service activities. They may own and operate

enterprises and share in the taxes collected from these enterprises, and in

some cities they are given authority to collect all taxes from private

businesses. The districts, subordinate to the municipality, can have a

noticeable fiscal importance, as is described in Table 1.

4/ Including some prices subsidies.
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Table 1: SUBURBAN DISTRICTS IN FIVE MUNICIPALITIES, 1985

Number of
Municipality districts Fiscal importance

(percent of municipal
budget expenditures)

Hangzhou 6 13
Ningbo 5 20
Wenzhou 2 20
Quzhou 1 /a
Shaoxing 6

/a The districts in Quzhou and Shaoxing do not have an independent budget.

Source: Data provided by provincial and municipal government officials.

10. In some ways, the Chinese fiscal system is also decentralized.

Municipal and county governments do most of the tax assessment and collec-

tion: it is estimated that local governments collect about two thirds of all

taxes. Expenditure responsibility is less decentralized in that provincial

and local governments make about 53% of total expenditures. (In Zhejiang

Province, 55% of all revenues collected is kept for local and provincial

government spending). Few countries in the world could claim so great a

degree of expenditure or revenue decentralization and none could claim this

degree of decentralization in tax administration. The comparable ratios for

the US--which is a decentralized fiscal system by world standards-- are 43% of

taxes collected by state and local governments and 42% of expenditures made by

state and local governments.
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B. Local Autonomy

11. By comparison with most countries in the world, local governments in

China have little independence in matters of structuring their tax system or

deciding on the level and composition of expenditures. All tax rates and

bases are set centrally and there are no truly local taxes at either the

municipal or provincial level. Provincial and local taxes in China are

central government taxes whose revenues are allocated wholly or partially to

provinces, municipalities and counties.

12. This does not mean that subnational governments have no impact on

the level of taxing and spending in urban areas. In fact, provincial govern-

ments have been given responsibility to design and implement the system of

intergovernmental relations between province and local government, and local

governments have been given the responsibility for tax administration. Both

levels use the powers given them and have an important effect on public

finance policy in Zhejiang.

13. Provincial governments have discretionary control over the fiscal

system in that they can alter the tax sharing arrangement for each municipa-

lity within the province, give grants to local governments in any way they

choose, and are responsible for approving the budgets and financial plans of

municipal and county governments. This means that they can to a substantial

degree control the spatial distribution of expenditures within the province.

Moreover, because they can set the tax sharing rates for each municipal

government, they may also effect the rate of tax collection by the municipa-

lities. Municipal governments have little autonomy on the revenue side when

it comes to fixing tax rates or taxing new bases; nor can they borrow or set

up self-financing schemes. The municipal government Price Commission can,
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approve rate changes for the public utilities, without provincial or central

approval, but these rates rarely change in Zhejiang. Most important, however,

is the fact that local governments control tax collection and assessment with

what appears to be a minimum of supervision. This ability to effect the

implementation of the tax system is a very powerful policy instrument in the

hands of local government. There is some indication that they use it.

14. With this division of powers one can see how all three levels of

government play a part in determining tax policy. Suppose one were interested

in the determinants of the level of tax effort (the extent to which the city

uses its taxable capacity) in Hangzhou city. A major influence would be the

tax bases and rates as defined by the Central Government. Another important

factor is the degree to which the city implements this system through its tax

administration efforts, and finally, the province has a say by setting a tax

sharing arrangement with the city that may stimulate more or less

administrative effort.

15. Autonomy on the expenditure side of the budget is in several

respects limited. Consider the process by which of the level of spending by

the province and the local governments is determined. This process has two

steps. First, the provincial government is subject to a centrally specified

tax sharing ratio..5/ In Zhejiang for example, the provincial government and

all local governments combined may spend 55% of the total amount of taxes

collected in the Province. The remainder is to be turned over to the Central

Government.

5/ This is described in more detail below, in the section on tax sharing.
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16. The second step in the process is that the provincial government

gives each municipal and county government a "target" level of revenues to be

raised. This target amount, after local sharing with the provincial

government, will define the level of budgetary expenditures. For local

governments whose entitlements of shared taxes exceed the target level--as we

are told is the case for all larger municipalities in Zhejiang--the process

ends. If a municipal or county government cannot meet the revenue target,

then either a Provincial subsidy is provided or the local government is

ordered to increase its revenue mobilization or reduce its expenditures.

Increased revenue mobilization, the mission was told, can be done in one of

three ways: (a) the efficiency of tax collections can be improved; (b) new

municipal collectives can be formed; and (c) the production quotas for state-

owned enterprises (SOEs) can be increased.

17. Once a municipal government satisfies the provincial government that

it has met the target level of revenues, its budgetary choices are still quite

limited. All of the following conditions are imposed on these choices:

(a) There cannot be a deficit.

(b) Capital maintenance expenditures take priority over all else.

(c) Employment levels and compensation rates are fixed by the Central

and provincial governments.

(d) Certain expenditure levels are mandated, e.g., in one city we were

told that education expenditures were required to increase by 10%

over the level of the previous year.
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(e) All revenues from the urban construction and maintenance tax must be

spent for capital construction and maintenance.

C. Budgeting

18. Local governments prepare annual budgets and year-end financial

statements.- Apparently, these documents are designed less for fiscal plan-

ning purposes than to provide an accounting of amounts raised and amounts

spent. As a planning document, the budget would need to include the full

range of local fiscal activity within the urban area. This would require

consolidation of the general municipal budget, the public utility budgets, and

the extrabudgetary accounts. However, no municipality we met with had

constructed a consolidated budget showing total revenues and expenditures of

all local governments in the urban area. Moreover, and as we demonstrate

below, such consolidation would be difficult. Most troublesome is that the

transfers between the municipal government and the SOEs and public utilities

are not easily followed. If an SOE plans for a deficit, then a transfer to

cover the deficit is shown as an expenditure in the general municipal

budget. If the deficit is not planned, profits-tax revenues in the budget may

be reduced by the amount of the transfer..- Transfers from the general

municipal budget to public utilities are likewise difficult to identify.

Apparently, some expenditures made on behalf of the public utilities are shown

as direct expenditure items in the urban construction and maintenance account

6/ We did not examine a budget document.

7/ Or in one municipality, the transfer is shown separately as a negatiye
revenue.
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of the general municipal budget. We were unable to match these amounts with

receipts shown in the public utility accounts.

19. While consolidation of the municipal and public service company

budgets into an aggregate net revenue and net expenditure figure is not done,

the municipal, county, and suburban district budgets are consolidated. These

data were supplied and are reported below.

20. Capital expenditures are not easily separated out in the local

government financial accounts. Public utilities do report a "capital

expenditure" item in the accounts, but it was often blank in the data supplied

to the mission. There are three capital items in the expenditure budget of

the municipality: "capital construction," "technical transformation and

modernization" investments in SOEs, and "urban construction and

maintenance." Most of the latter are admittedly maintenance expenditures. In

addition, there are some capital expenditures made from extrabudgetary

revenues, i.e., revenues raised outside the municipal budget or profits

retained by the enterprises. No municipality we met with had constructed a

consolidated statement of total capital expenditures.

21. Finally, the revenue side as reported in the municipal accounts

could not be easily manipulated for analytic purposes. Most cities found it

quite easy to supply information on total tax collected (presharing) but it

was not as easy to supply data on tax revenues after sharing.

22. What these problems with budget format mean is that local and

provincial officials in Zhejiang do not use the budget as a tool for local

area financial planning. They do not regularly calculate the total amount of

8/ Capital expenditures refer to outlays for the purchase or constructiqn of
long-lived assets.
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spending and net revenues for all local governments and they do not prepare a

multiyear forecast of total local spending and revenues. More important,

there is no capital budget. All municipalities we held discussions with had a

capital construction plan, but not a single one had matched their construction

priorities with a financing program.

23. To better understand the pattern of expenditures in urban areas in

Zhejiang, we must somehow combine the budgets of all overlapping local govern-

ments, e.g., municipalities public utilities and some public service

companies.-

D. The Level and Growth of Expenditures

24. It would be inappropriate to measure local government expenditure

level and growth purely in terms of municipal government fiscal activity.

This would leave out a sizeable fraction of total spending in the local

area. We will focus instead on measuring both the amount spent for general

government and the amount spent by the public utilities and some public

service companies. We will not consider the expenditures of government

businesses--SOEs and collectives--but will consider transfers between these

businesses and the municipalbudget. The intent here is to measure the total

amount of spending, hence we include both current and capital expenditures.

9/ The US Census periodically compiles a statement of the finances of all
overlapping local governments in metropolitan areas. These statistics
are used by the federal and state governments as information necessary to
design grant allocations, and for research to identify comparative fiscal
condition. Some cities regularly construct their own budget
consolidations, but others do not.
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25. The scheme we propose for measuring the size of the local public

sector in these five municipalities may be roughly summarized by the follow-

ing:

(a) Municipal Government Expenditures,i0/ plus

(b) Public Utility Expenditures, less

(c) Transfers to/from Public Utilities, plus

(d) Extrabudgetary Expenditures, equals

(e) Total local government expenditures in the city, plus

(f) County Government Expenditures, equals

(g) Total local government expenditures in the metropolitan area.

Even if we could get all the data necessary to complete this analysis through

row (g) (we could not), it would still give an imperfect measure of the local

public sector because (a) it excludes the expenditures of the Provincial

government in the urban area (hence understating total spending by all sub-

national governments); (b) it includes expenditures made from accumulated cash

balances (hence overstating the size of local government for any one particu-

lar year); and (c) it excludes the expenditures of public service companies

such as municipal construction companies. Even so, it may be a reasonable

10/ Includes all current and capital expenditures, net of transfers, and also
includes net transfers to SOEs.
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approximation of total local government spending, especially if cash balances

are small and if the service companies' revenues are largely provided through

municipal government transfers.

26. The results of using this approach td measure the size of the local

public sector for five municipalities in Zhejiang are shown in Table 2. Note

that this calculation is incomplete, because complete data were not provided

by the five municipalities. In no case could we get an accurate measure of

transfers from the municipal budget to the public utility budget, and we

approximated extrabudgetary expenditures as the differences between total

urban construction revenues and revenues from the urban maintenance and con-

struction tax.!!' Because of these data problems we cannot even guess as to

whether we have overestimated or underestimated the amount of local government

expenditures. The inability to net out transfers suggests an upward bias. On

the other hand, only partial data for public utilities were reported, hence

there also is a source of downward bias.

11/ UCMT is subtracted because it is already included in the municipal

budget. Neither Ningbo nor Quzhou reported enough data to allow this
approximation.
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Table 2: LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES /a

Hangzhou Shaoxing Ningbo Wenzhou Quzhou

1985 1984 1985 1984 1985 1985 1985

Total expenditures (Y 10,000)
Municipal government 37,183.0 3,930.3 5,356.1 12,148.0 17,449.0 8,220.0 3,413.0
Public utilities 1,180.2 125.0 194.1 917.2 1,166.4 1,076.0 91.2
Less: net transfers 0.0 0.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Extrabudgetary 10,238.0 913.3 554.2 0.0 0.0 1,580.0 0.0

Subtotal (city proper) 48,601.2 4,968.6 6,104.4 13,065.2 18,615.4 10,876.0 3,504 2
County government 5,899.0 16,232.9 16,222.8 23,987.0
Total (city region) 54,500.2 21,201.5 22,327.2 34,863.0

Per capita expenditures
(in yuan)

City proper 389.8 203.5 244.2 212.2 182.3 205.0 169.0
County area 14.1 44.0 43.9 41.6
City region 100.4 53.9 56.5 55.4

/a Detail on the inclusions in each category is given in Appendix B.

Source: Computed from data provided by provincial and municipal government officials.

27. Data problems and incompleteness notwithstanding, the statistical

results reported in Table 2 are suggestive of a number of interesting conclu-

sions. First, the municipal government dominates the spending within the city

proper (e.g., 76% of the total amount spent in Wenzhou). Second, extrabudge-

tary funds vary from an extremely important source of financing (21% of total

city proper expenditures in Hangzhou and 15% in Wenzhou) to a less significant

source (below 10% in Shaoxing). Third, per capita spending by local govern-

ments inside the city proper is many times greater than that by local govern-

ments in the county areas. For example, per capita local government expendi-

tures in Shaoxin'g city proper are Y 244 vs. Y 44 in the outlying urban coun-

ties. The disparity is even greater in the Hangzhou area. Finally, we may

note that there is considerable variation in per capita spending across these
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five cities, from about Y 390 in the Hangzhou city proper area to less than

Y 250 in Shaoxing and Wenzhou.12/

28. What has been the growth in expensitures by these local governments

in the 1980s? Unfortunately, few of the municipalities provided a consistent

time series of data. We have been able to put together a very limited

analysis of average annual growth rates in expenditures for the five munici- -

palities, but for different combinations of years and not always for the same

class of expenditures. These results show a pattern of expenditure growth

that exceeds the increase in the price level by a good margin (Table 3).

Where data are available, we can reach this conclusion for both the

municipality and the county areas. Since the annual population growth rate in

these municipalities has been in the range of one to 2.5% per year, we might

conclude that real per capita local government expenditures has increased

rather significantly in some of these municipalities.13/ This does not

necessarily mean that the growth in local government expenditures has been

adequate. For example, it is often argued that public expenditures should

grow in proportion to personal income. The only income data available to us

show that per capita urban incomes in the province increased by 36% between

1984 and 1985. It is doubtful, therefore, that the growth in expenditures

kept pace with the growth in income in these municipalities in this year.

12/ Because we have no data on extrabudgetary outlays in Ningbo and Quzhou,
we cannot get a good, comparative estimate of per capita expenditures in
the city proper area.

13/ "Temporary" population is not included in these estimates.
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Table 3: GROWTH IN LOCAL EXPENDITURE AND POPULATION
(Average annual percent increase)

Hangzhou Shaoxing Ningbo Wenzhou Quzhou
1980-85 1984-85 1980-85 1984-85 1980-85 1984-85 1980-85 1984-85 1983-85

evenue increase
Municipal govern-

ment 7.0 0.9 33.8 6.2 -20.0 53.5 23c9
County area 17.3 0.1 41.5 18.5 45.7 38.7
City region 9.5 7.8 6.9 39.3 11.6 4.2 18.1 44.2

opulation increase
City proper 2.0 1.9 2.3 2.4 2.1 1.3 2.1 5.0 5c0
County area 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.3 1.5 0.3
City region 1.0 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.9 0.1 1.6 0.1

rice index /a 4.2 14.0 4.2 14.0 4.2 14.0 4.2 14.0 8.6

ote: /a Provincial General Retail Price Index.

ource: Computed from data provided by provincial and municipal government officials.

29. These expenditure data also may be used to examine the distribution

of expenditures by type. The main question about the structure of local

government expenditures is the share of the total that is allocated to capital

investment.- For our broad definition of the local government sector in urban

areas, capital expenditures may be estimated as a sum from four accounts:

capital construction, technical modernization of enterprises,4/ urban

construction and maintenance expenditures, and the capital expenditures of the

public utilities. The total amounts reported for these categories are

described in Table 4. According to these data, the capital expenditure share

14/ While "technical modernization and transformation of SOEs" was shown as

an expenditure in the local government accounts, some of these outlays
may in fact take the form of a loan.
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30. We might turn to provincewide statistics to see if these general

patterns hold up. The data presented in Table 5 are for all local governments

in Zhejiang Province, and the provincial government but do not include the

public utilities. Using the same definitions as above, we can determine that

per capita capital expenditures in the province were about Y 93 in 1985, an

amount well below the levels estimated for these municipalities. On a

provincewide basis, the capital expenditure share in 1985 was 30%, lower than

the level reported for these municipalities.16/ A major difference is that

capital expenditures are growing more slowly than current expenditures for all

local governments in the province whereas the opposite is true for the five

municipalities under study here. This suggests a much greater emphasis on

infrastructure development in the urban areas.

16/ We say it is lower because the municipality data included public utility
capital expenditures in the numerator (and there was very little ,
reported) and all public utility expenditures in the denominator.
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Table 5: ZHEJIANG PROVINCE EXPENDITURE: 1983-1985

Annual growth
rate (%)

Expenditure 1983 1984 1985 1983-1985

Total: In 10,000 yuan 219,418 287,958 374,016 30.56
A. Capital construction 35,611 43,815 47,665 15.69
B. Technical reform 23,102 31,336 35,231 23.49
C. Agricultural support 27,131 36,111 33,690 11.43
D. C.E.S.S. /a 68,004 85,610 105,822 24.74

Of which: education 38,485 47,220 60,471 25.35
E. I & C Administration /b 4,673 7,476 8,762 36.93
F. Administration 27,617 40,519 41,939 23.23
G. Pension & social relief 5,005 6,657 8,521 30.48
H. Other expenditure 15,735 18,572 27,737 32.77

I. Price subsidy 33,342
J. Urban maintenance and

construction 12,540 17,862 31,307 58.01

EXHIBIT: yuan/person
Per capita total expenditure 55.4 72.1 92.8 29.48

.Per capita (real) total expenditure 55 4 69.7 85.5 19.2
Per capita capital expenditure 18.0 23.3 28.3 25.55
Per capita (real) capital expendi-

ture 18.0 22.5 26.1 15.6

/a Culture, education, science and sanitation.
7- Industry and Commerce. -
Source: Computed from data provided by provincial government officials.

31. Another issue to be considered is the extent to which these reported

capital expenditures are for construction or maintenance. Data provided by

MURCEP suggest that one fourth to one third of all urban capital spending is

for maintenance, both in the nation and in Zhejiang (see Table 6). For"

example, 23.9% of urban capital expenditures in China in 1985 went for

maintenance (23.2% in Zhejiang). These shares are down considerably from

those reported in the early 1980s. It appears that about one half of all

capital outlays is for construction, and that this proportion has been on the

increase. Zhejiang, according to these data, differs from the rest of the,
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nation in allocating more of its urban capital investment to general

infrastructure and less to technical reform.

Table 6: THE COMPOSITION OF URBAN CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES /a: ZHEJIANC AND THE NATION

China Zhejiang
Total Percent of total - Total Percent of total

(100 million Mainten- Technical Capital (100 million Mainten- Technical Capital
yuan) ance reform construction yuan ) ance reform constructior

79 28.40 50.2 - 49.8 0.64 63.8 - 36.2
30 29.69 51.5 48.5 0.57 55.0 - 45.0
31 38.07 47.5 14.2 38.3 0.72 49.6 31.4 19.1
32 44.45 38.9 15.6 45.5 0.85 44.4 33.5 22.4
33 49.64 43.2 19.2 37.6 1.42 48.4 23.8 27.8
34 63.58 34.5 23.0 42.5 1.63 35.3 18.5 46.1
35 84.12 23.9 26.4 49.7 2.40 23.2 16.3 60.4
aual growth
rate/b 19.8 5.9 42.4 /c 19.8 24.6 5.2 14.9 /c 35.6
iual real
growth
rate /b 15.7 2.2 37.4 15.6 /c 19.2 0.7 10.0 /c 29.8

MURCEP definition.
Compound rate between 1979 and 1985.
Compound rate between 1981 and 1985.

irce: Computed from data supplied by MURCEP.

32. For reasons discussed above, it is difficult to get a true picture

of the total financing of capital expenditures. We can say that public

utility capital expenditures are financed from some combination of user

charges, grants and transfers from the municipal budget. Municipal budgetary

capital expenditures are financed by grants, general revenues and the urban

maintenance and construction tax (UCMT). As may be seen from Table 4,

however, the urban construction and maintenance tax is not the primary source

of capital expenditure financing. It accounted for less than one fifth of
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capital financing in the three cities that reported.- It would appear that

general municipal revenues are the primary financing source.

33. The MURCEP data suggest that a much greater percentage of financing

is from the UCMT, i.e., 70% of the total urban capital financing in the nation

in 1985 (see Table 7). However, these data do not include capital

expenditures for technical reform of enterprises and do not include all urban

construction expenditures (compare Tables 6 and 7). When these adjustments

are made, the UCMT would appear to contribute about one third of total

financing.

Table 7: SOURCES OF FINANCE FOR SELECTED /d URBAN CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES: ZHEJIANG AND THE NATION

China Zhejiang
Total Percent of financing from Total Percent of financing from

(100 million Extrabudge- 5% (100 million Extrabudge- 5%

yuan) tary funds/e tax UCMT yuan) tary fundsle tax UCMT

1979 28.36 70.7 29.3 - 0.60 68.4 31.6 -
1980 27.62 70.8 29.2 - 0.71 71.2 28.8 -
1981 34.56 56.1 43.9 - 0.85 68.5 31.5 -
1982 42.60 58.2 41.8 - 1.11 67.4 32.6 -
1983 40.85 54.5 45.5 - 1.30 70.1 29.9 -
1984 46.88 55.6 44.4 - 1.02 59.3 41.7 -
1985 46.10 29.5 - 70.5 /c 1.68
Annual growth

rate 8.4 /a 5.4 /a 20.2 /b - 18.5 /a 7.9 17.4
Annual real

growth
rate 4.7/a 1.7/a 16.0 lb - 13.4 /a 3.3 12.3 /b

/a Compound growth rate between 1979 and 1985.
7E Compound growth rate between 1979 and 1984.
7c Excludes Shanghai UCMT of 4.749 (in 100 million yuan).
7d MURCEP definition, excluding technical reform expenditures and their financing, and

excluding central energy and transportation funds.
/e Public utility surcharge, IC tax surcharge and state grants.

Source: Computed from data supplied by MURCEP.

17/ During the interviews, municipal and provincial officials repeatedly
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34. Per capita current expenditure, broken out by current and capital

amount, are shown in Table 8. This disaggregation shows, as might be

expected, that Hangzhou spends considerably, more per capita than do the other

cities. This is primarily due to the much grea'ter amount they spend for

capital purposes. We may compare the pattern of expenditures in these

municipalities- with the total amount spent by all local governments (and the

provincial government) in Zhejiang Province. Per capita spending by all local

governments in Zhejiang and the provincial government was Y 93 in 1985, a

level well below that spent in any of the five municipalities. All local

governments in the province spent about 30% of their total budgets for capital

construction and maintenance and about 15% on price subsidies and transfer to

enterprises.

stressed that the UCMT rarely covers all maintenance expenditure
requirements.
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Table 8: PER CAPITA LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE: ZHEJIANG PROVINCE
(in yuan)

City Total Current Capital
1985 expenditure expenditure expenditure

Hangzhou:
1985 389.8 116.7 273.1

Shaoxing:
1984 203.5 109.3 94.3
1985 244.2 129.9 114.3

Ningbo:
1984 212.2 141.5 70.8
1985 182.3 103.7 78.6

Wenzhou:
1985 205.0 123.0 82.0

Quzhou:
1985 169.0 153.6 15.4

Province:
1984 72.1 43.8 28.3
1985 92.8 67.3 25.5

Source: Computed from data provided by provincial and municipal officials.

E. Taxation and Tax Sharing

35. China's revenue sharing system is primarily a sharing of central

government taxes among the central, provincial, and local governments.

Whereas in most countries the taxes are collected by the central government

and then allocated to the subnational governments, in China the taxes are

collected by the local governments and "shared-up" to the higher levels. The

amount of revenue finally coming to the local government, then, depends on

(a) the tax base and the tax rate, and (b) the effectiveness of the tax

administration, and (c) the sharing formulae. To understand the revenue-

sharing system, one must understand all three of these dimensions.
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36. The responsibility for the three dimensions of revenue sharing is-

divided among the three levels of government. Near all tax structure and tax

policy decisions are taken at the central government level. The exception to

this rule seems to be tax exemptions and tax preferences which may be given,

under some circumstances, by the provincial government. Tax-sharing

arrangements between the center and province are decided by the central

government, and tax-sharing arrangements between the provincial and local

governments are decided by the province. Local governments have no autonomy

at all in setting the tax rate level, defining the legal tax base, or

determining the local tax shares. However, because the local governments are

responsible for tax assessment and collection, they can have an important

effect on the amount of revenues available for sharing.

37. It is clear that in order to understand how the revenue sharing

system works, one needs to understand the structure of the taxes, and their

administration and the vertical sharing arrangements among the local,

provincial and central governments.

38. All taxes in China are central government taxes. However, they can

be divided into several categories according to the disposition of their

yield: those that belong exclusively to the central government, those that

are shared between the provincial and municipal governments 18 and those that

are assigned exclusively to the municipal or district levels of govern-

ment.Lq/ As may be seen from Table 9, most municipal government collections

are in the shared tax category, and the sales and profits taxes together

18/ Or between the suburban districts and municipal governments.

19/ Some taxes are assigned to the provincial government, but since all
provincial taxes go into a pool that is shared with the central govern-
ment, there would seem to be, strictly speaking, no taxes that are exclu-
sively provincial.
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Table 9: BUDGETARY AND EXTRABUDGETARY REVENUES OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS: CITY PROPER IN 1985

(in % of total amount)

Hangzhou Shaoxing Ningbo Wenzhou Quzhou

Budgetary Budgetary Budgetary Budgetary

& extra- & extra- & extra- & extra- Budget-

Budgetary budgetary Budgetary audgetary budgetary Budgetary budgetary ary

udgetary
Shared Taxes

Sales taxes 49.06 45.52 53.96 52.09 49.49 68.76 62.32 38.12

Wage bonus tax 0.75 0.70 0.64 0.62 0.68 0.00 0.00 0.08

Construction tax 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.15 0.00 0.00 0.00

Central E&T funds 0.19 0.18 0.00 0.00 4.72 0.00 0.00 0.00

Profit taxes /a 44.29 41.10 40.25 38.86 41.61 22.12 20.05 55.30

SOEs 27.32 25.35 27.41 26.46 17.97 8.79 7.97 50.52

Collectives 16.97 15.75 12.84 12.40 23.63 13.33 12.09 4.78

Local Revenue:
UMCT 4.70 4.37 3.47 3.35 0.00 4.89 4.44 0.00

Agriculture tax 0.19 0.17 0.51 0.49 1.21 0.71 0.64 3.57

Salt tax 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.81 0.24 0.22 0.20

Other tax revenues 0.55 0.51 0.32 0.31 0.42 0.83 0.75 2.85

Other Local Revenues
Enterprise remittance -0.06 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24

or loss
Effluent fee 0.45 0.42 0.61 0.59 0.00 0.88 0.79 0.00

Price subsidy -0.41 -0.38 0.00 0.00 -1.02 0.00 0.00 -0.69

Other revenues 0.29 0.26 0.21 0.21 0.93 1.57 1.43 0,34

xtra Budgetary Revenues
IC surcharge - 0.16 - 0.12 - - 0.12 -

PU surcharge - 1.08 - 0.96 - - 1.15 -

User charges/institutional - 0.00 - 2.14 - - 2.66 -

income

Central and provincial - 3.74 - 0.00 - - 5.10 -

grants

Self-generated - 0.83 - 0.00 - - 0.00 -

Other - 1.40 - 0.24 - - 0.33 -

Total Amount 131,923.0 142,161.0 15,458.5 16,012.7 46,449.0 15,306.0 16,886.0 10,142.0

(Y 10,000)

kmount retained (Y 10,000) 38,803.0/b 5,356.1/c 17,4 4 9.0/c 8,220.0/c 3,413.0/

?ercent retained 29.41 34.65 37.57 53.70 32.65

egend: E&T Funds e Energy & Transport Funds; ad. tax - adjustment tax; IC = Industrial & Commercial; SOE = State-owned

Enterprises; UMCT Urban Maintenance & Construction Tax; PU - Public Utility.

/a Including the adjustment tax.

/b Actual amount retained. Data were supplied by Hangzhou municipal officials. Our approximation would be Y 371.8 milion or

96% of the actual amount retained.

/c Approximated. See text.

source: Computed from data provided by Provincial and Municipal officials.
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account for 80% or more of budgetary revenues. This picture does not change

significantly when extrabudgetary revenues are considered (see Table 9). Two

other interesting patterns may be observed from the data in this table. One

is that in two of the five municipalities--Ningbo and Wenzhou--more profits

tax was raised from collectives than from SOEs. The other is that provincial

and central grants account for a very small share of revenues in these

municipalities.

39. When we examine revenue data for all local governments in the

Province, a similar picture emerges (Table 10). The sales tax and profits tax

shares are about the same for all local governments as for these five

municipalities, though collectives are more important revenue generators in

the entire province than in these municipalities.

Central Government Taxes

40. All taxes in China are central government taxes. Some are actually

collected by the Central Government, some are collected by the local

government and all collections are assigned to the center, and some are

collected locally and shared among the local, provincial and central

governments. The question we might address here is which revenue sources does

the central government deny to provincial and local governments.

41. All customs duties are collected by the Central Government, and the

revenues are assigned exclusively to the Central Government. The same is true

for sales taxes collected on imported goods and taxes on banks, railways and

civil aviation. The Central Government also has an exclusive claim on the

revenues collected from centrally owned enterprises, even though the

collections may be done by the local government. All remaining taxes are

collected by the municipal government and shared with the provincial and

central governments.
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Table 10: ZHEJIANC PROVINCE REVENUE: 1983-1985

Annual growth
rate (%)

Expenditure 1983 1984 1985 1983-1985

Total: In 10,000 yuan 406,822 460,698 609,145 22.37
A. Tax revenue /a 310,580 368,509 666,581 46.50

Sales tax (3 taxes) 234,539 273,606 376,548 26.71
Profits tax from SOEs 125,330
Adjustment tax from SOEs 17,376
Profits tax from collectives 51,558 70,597 107,785 44.59
Wage bonus tax 2,482
Other tax 1,742 1,489 1,979 6.59
Salt tax 5,188 4,711 6,313 10.31
Construction tax 6,116
Agricultural tax 17,553 18,106 22,652 13.60

B. Income from enterprise 117,136 114,908 (37,645)

C. Price subsidy (22,313) (23,681) (22,368)

D. Other revenue 1,419 962 2,577 34.76

EXHIBIT: yuan/person
Per capita total revenues 102.7 115.4 151.2 21.35
Per capita (real) total revenues 102.7 111.6 139.2 11.7

/a Estimates on UCMT collections were not supplied.

Source: Data provided by provincial government officials.

Shared Taxes

42. Most taxes are shared between the local government and the

Province. The most important of these are sales taxes and taxes on profits.

The other locally collected and shared taxes that are of some importance in

Zhejiang Province are the construction tax, energy and transportation tax, and

the wage bonus tax. Each of these is discussed below in terms of the

structure of the tax and the sharing arrangement which determines the amounts

of revenue that will become available to the municipality.

A
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43. Taxes on Profits and Retained Earnings. The most important revenue

source for local governments in China is the profits tax. It is levied on the

gross profits of SOEs, collectives, and private businesses according to three

different rate schedules.2' A flat rate of 55% is applied to large and

medium sized SOEs, and a graduated rate schedule which rises from 7% for firms

with profits less than Y 300 to 55% for firms whose profit is greater than

Y 80,000 is applied to smaller SOEs. Private businesses are also taxed

according to a graduated rate schedule.

44. In addition to the general profits tax, there is an excess profits

tax, known as the "adjustment tax." At the first stage of the switch from a

remittance to a tax system in 1983, the adoption of a 55% rate would have

created some inequities. Enterprises selling products with relatively high

fixed prices and those which have benefitted heavily from past government

investment (e.g., those with well developed and modern plant and facilities)

could be argued to earn "excess" profits. The government attempts to tax most

of these excess profits away, according to a complicated rate determination

which must be carried out for every liable enterprise. The process for

determining the amount of tax is described below with the help of a

hypothetical example.

45. Suppose that in 1983 a firm earned Y 100 in revenues and made gross

profits of Y 60 (rows 1-3 of Table 11). If required remittances were Y 50,

the profit retention rate would be 10% of gross revenues. Now suppose that

the firm's revenue and cost position increased by tenfold between 1983 and

1986 (rows 1-3). With the introduction of the 55% profits tax, the retention

rate would increase to 27% of gross revenues. The adjustment tax is set at a

20/ The tax rate and base is described in some detail in World Bank, China's

Fiscal System: Recent Trends and Issues, April 30, 1986.
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rate to wipe out this advantage--in this hypothetical example, a 63% tax on

1986 retained earnings (about 20% on gross profits) would drive the retention

rate back to its 1983 level of 10%. However, this rate is only'applied to 70%

of net profits, hence the retention rate would 'fall only to 15.1% in this

example. In practice, the adjustment tax is reported to have an average rate

in the 15-30% range. It also was suggested that there is an element of

negotiation in the determination of the adjustment tax for each firm.

Table 11: PROFITS TAX AND ADJUSTMENT TAX FOR A HYPOTHETICAL FIRM

1983 1986

1. Gross revenues 100 1,000

2. Allowable costs 40 400

3. Gross profits 60 600
4. Remittance 50 -
5. Profits tax - 330
6. Retained earnings 10 270

7. Retention a rate 10% 27%
8. Earnings subject to adjustment tax - 189
9. Adjustment tax (rate = 63%) - 119

10. Retained earnings - 151
11. Retention rate - 15.1%

46. A third component of the profits tax is a 15% tax rate on retained

earnings. This tax is earmarked for central government energy and transporta-

tion projects and only a small amount of the revenue is retained by the muni-

cipal government. It is, however, assessed and collected by the municipal

government.

47. To summarize in terms of the example, shown in Table 11, the 1986

situation is as follows:

Gross profits 600
Profits tax 330
Adjustment tax 119
Central E & T fund 23
After tax profits 128
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The tax rate on profits from these taxes alone is nearly 80%.

48. Tax assessment and collection is the responsibility of the municipa-

lity, and to a lesser extent its districts. The bulk of the administrative

responsibility belongs to the municipality and they collect most of the

revenues.21/ Districts collect from their own enterprises and collectives,

and in some cities they have been given responsibility for assessing and

collecting the tax from all private sector businesses. As is suggested by the

rough estimates in Table 1, districts generally collect less than 20% of all

tax revenues.

49. The municipalities, districts, province and Central Government all

share in the revenues collected from the profits tax. Local-provincial

sharing is determined by the provincial government in the form of a set of

allocation formulae, and provincial-central sharing is determined by the

central government. A summary of the arrangement is presented in Table 12,

but some elaboration about a few important points are necessary.

(a) The government may not share in the profits tax revenues of a
business owned by a higher level government. For example, the
municipality has responsibility for collecting the tax from
provincial and central enterprises, but it may not share in
these revenues. The province, however, shares in the revenues
collected from municipal enterprises, etc.

(b) The sharing formula first attempts to protect the level of
local government expenditures in 1983 and the level of
remittances made to the province as of 1983. It then2 &lows a
70/30 municipal/provincial sharing on any increments.-
Since suburban districts have recently been given taxing
authority, they do not participate in the 1983 rule but share
with the municipality on a 50/50 basis.

21/ The county assumes this responsibility outside the city proper area. ,

22/ The 70/30 split is the most common among the municipalities we visited in
the Province.
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(c) The base of the profits tax is reduced by preferential tax
treatment for certain enterprises, and these tax preferences
may be granted by the provincial government. For example, the
tax rate on public utilities and on services is held to a
maximum of 15%.

(d) The general terms of sharing arrangement between provinces and
counties is the same as that between provinces and cities.
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Table 12: TAX AND TAX SHARING ARRANGEMENTS FOR PROFIT AND ADJUSTMENT TAX

District Municipal Provincial Central
government government government Government

TAX BASE:
PROFITS OF Suburban Municipal and Provincial Central

district owned suburban district owned enterprises owned
enterprises owned enterprises and collectives; enterprises
collectives and and collectives and all taxes and all

all private collected or profits
businesses profits received taxes

by the municipal collected
government in the

Province

DISCRETIONARY Public utilities and services are taxed at a maximum rate of 15%
REDUCTIONS
IN BASE

SHARING 1. Shares 50% of 1. Receives 50% 1. Receives
FORMULAE collections of suburban 45% of

with the district all pro-
municipality collections fits

taxes
collected
in the
Province

2. The difference 2. Receives the
between 1983 difference
revenues col- between 1983
lected and revenues and
"adjusted" 1983 adjusted ex-
expenditures is penditures
remitted to the from every
Province. The local govern-
base amount is ment, except
retained by the for those
municipality given special

treatment

3. Keeps 70% of 3. Receives 30% of
the increment the increment
in revenues in revenues over
over 1983 1983, from all

local governments

except those given

special treatment

Source: Data provided by provincial and municipal government officials.
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(e) Local governments in Zhejiang Province receive little revenue from

either the salt tax or the natural resource tax. If they did,

however, the sharing arrangement would be the same as in the case of

the Profits tax.

(f) Suburban districts have been given authority to collect all taxes

from private businesses in the municipalities studied. This is

shared with the municipality on a 50/50 basis.

50. It should be noted that these general sharing rules do not hold for

every local government in the province, e.g., at the option of the province, a

muncipality or a county could be allowed to keep all profits tax collected.

This points up an important feature of Chinese intergovernmental fiscal

relations: that the provincial government can freely alter the sharing

formula. Indeed, it was pointed out by provincial officials that the sharing

percentages do vary among local governments depending on their level of

economic development.

51. Wage Bonus Tax and Construction Tax. These are two separate taxes

on specified uses of retained earnings by enterprises. Neither are

particularly strong revenue producers, .and both seem designed to achieve

allocative goals. The wage bonus tax is meant to discourage the use of after-

tax profits to pay excessive wage bonuses and the construction tax to penalize

certain types of (extrabudgetary) construction investment by enterprises.
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52. The potential bases against which these taxes might be levied are

strictly defined by central government regulations. This might best be

illustrated by returning to the above hypothetical example. The situation in

this example was an after-tax retained earnings of 138, i.e.,

Gross profit 600
Profit and adjustment tax 449
Net profit -151
Energy and transportation tax 23
Retained earnings 138
Allocation of retained earnings:

Capital investment 82.8
Employee welfare 27.6
Wage bonus 27.6

Now, we may note that the state requires these retained earnings to be allo-

cated 60% for capital investment purposes, 20% to improved employee welfare,

and 20% to wage bonuses.

53. Wage bonuses are not taxed unless the bonus exceeds four months

pay. The tax rate is 30% of the bonus for a bonus equivalent to 4 to 5 months

pay, 100% for 5 to 6 months equivalent, and 300% for more than 6 months

equivalent. There are, however, many exemptions and a special set of rules

applies to nonproductive enterprises.L/ The wage bonus tax is assessed and

collected by the municipality. The district makes collections from its

enterprises but passes the full amount on to the municipality. The sharing of

wage bonus tax is 52% of total collections retained by the municipality and

48% passed on to the province.

23/ The national accounts defines "productive" activities in terms of
activities in certain sectors (agriculture, commerce, transportation,
construction and industry). All other activities--e.g., education,
health, etc.--are classified as "nonproductive."
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54. The construction tax is part of the Central Government's program to

control certain types of extrabudgetary capital construction. Planned con-

struction, financed by grants, or "nonproductive" capital construction is

exempt from tax. Otherwise, a tax rate of 10% is applied to all capital con-

struction expenditures made from retained earnings--including any .expenditures

on housing made from the employee welfare allocation from retained earnings.

The construction tax is administered by the municipal government but all

revenues are turned over to the province.

55. Sales Tax. China has a uniform national sales tax, administered by

municipal and county governments.- This is the most productive tax in the

system but its revenues accrue primarily to the provincial and central

governments.

56. In its present form, the sales tax is relatively new and still

25/evolving from the extended excise system that it had been. It has three

components. The first, the product tax, is a gross receipts tax on

commodities produced or imported. About 360 rates are applied to 22 cate-

gories and 213 subcategories of goods, though most of the rates are in the

5-10% range. The product tax alone yields about one third of all national

revenues. The second component of the sales tax, the operations tax, yields

about 15% of natioval revenues. This is essentially a sales tax on services

and on retailers, is charged on a gross receipts basis for most activities (a

value-added base for wholesaling) and is levied at rates ranging from 3% to

15%. The third component, the value added tax, accounts for only 9% of total

24/ An advanced sales tax on imported goods is assessed, collected and kept
by the central government.

25/ A more complete description is in China's Fiscal System.
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revenues and is presently levied on 12 sectors of the economy.-6/ An

enterprise will pay only one of these three taxes.

57. The sales tax is primarily assessed and collected by the municipal

government. The suburban districts assess and collect the sales tax on their

own enterprises and on private businesses, and pass the shared amount of

revenue on to the municipality. For the most part, the tax is applied in the

ad valorem form, but for small businesses with inadequate books of account,

flat charges and even stall rentals are used.

58. The sharing of sales tax revenues does not favor municipalities and

counties. From total revenues collected in any year, an amount equivalent to

the previous year's collection will be turned over to the provincial

government. Of any increment over the previous year's collections, 5% may be

retained by the municipality in the case of Hangzhou and Ningbo, and 10% in

the case of Shaoxing, Wenzhou and Quzhou. The remainder of the increment is

turned over to the province. The sales tax is revenue productive but local

governments would appear to share very little in this revenue productivity.

Local Taxes

59. Revenues collected from a few taxes are assigned totally to the

local government doing the collecting. Rates and base definition, however,

are not under local control. The local taxes account for a 4ery minor share

of total local revenues, as may be seen from Table 9.

26/ Industrial machinery, agricultural machinery, trucks, steel, fans, bikes,
sewing machines, medical pills, textiles, electronics, thermos bottles
and pottery.
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60. The Urban Construction and Maintenance Tax (UCMT). The UCMT is set

at 7% of total sales tax liability for municipalities (5% for towns and 1%

everywhere else). The tax accrues entirely, to the municipal government, is

earmarked for the urban construction and maintenance account, and is collected

from all enterprises (municipal, provincial and central). It is not a big

revenue earner in any of the municipalities under study here in that it

accounts for less than 5% of total revenues in the four cities reporting

(Table 9).

61. If we narrow our concern to the financing of urban construction and

maintenance expenditures--as defined by MURCEP--the UCMT assumes a role of

much greater importance. Moreover, MURCEP reports than Zhejiang's

municipalities have done relatively well with this tax. Of over 300 cities

collecting UCMT in 1985, only 18 have surpassed a collection rate of 70 yuan

per person. These include Hangzhou at Y 78.20, which was 12th highest in the

country. To give an idea of Zhejiang's success with this tax, the following

are per capita collections and rankings among the cities which levy UCMT:

Ningbo, Y 64.80 (24th); Shaoxing, Y 54.60 (42nd); Quzhou, Y 38.40 (95th); and

Wenzhou, Y 24.60 (160th).

62. The Bed Tax. The City of Hangzhou receives all revenues from a bed

tax equivalent to 10% of the.value of the hotel room charge. The city of

Ningbo also made application to levy this tax, but was turned down.

63. The Property Tax. Local governments in Zhejiang may levy a property

tax, equivalent to 18% of the annual rental value of residential and certain

nonresidential properties. Most business enterprises are exempted from the

tax, but nonproductive enterprises are liable. The tax assessment is

notional, and carried out jointly by the municipal and suburban governments.
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In fact, few of those liable pay this tax and a negligible amount of revenue

is collected.

64. Extrabudgetary Revenues. Another source of revenue for local

governments, earmarked for capital purposes, ar'e extrabudgetary funds. There

are presently four such revenue sources whose amounts are not reported in the

municipal budget. In Hangzhou, these account for 7.2% of total municipal

(budgetary plus extrabudgetary) expenditures and in Shaoxing and Wenzhou they

account for 3.4% and 10%, respectively.

65. Two sources of extrabudgetary funds, self-financing and external

grants, are discussed below. The other two important sources are the public

utility surcharge and the industrial and commercial tax. The former is a 10%

tax on the utility bills on consumers. The revenues go directly to the

collecting utility, and are earmarked for capital expenditure purposes. The

industrial and commercial tax, a 5% surcharge on industrial and commercial

profits, was replaced by the UCMT in 1985.

F. User Charges 27/

66. The public utilities attempt to recoup a substantial portion of

costs through user charges. Unfortunately, we do not have the data to make a

good estimate of the percent of total coits recouped by user charges. We can

but speculate about the possibilities for recoupment under the system as it

presently exists in China. The most important question is whether user prices

can be quickly and easily changed to better reflect the marginal cost of

operating the enterprise? The answer is both yes and no. Within limits set

27/ The financing and charging structures of water supply and transportation

services are taken up in other annexes to the Sector Report.
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by the Central Government, the municipal government can increase rates.

Approval from neither the center nor the province is required. Despite this

ease in procedure, however, user charges have not changed frequently. For

example, the rates for residential water use in' Shaoxing and Hangzhou have not

been increased for more than a decade.

G. Borrowing, Grants, and Self-Financing

67. Capital projects in urban areas around the world are commonly

financed with some combination of capital grants, loans and beneficiary

charges (self-financing). Many types of current expenditures, especially

those with substantial external benefits are also commonly supported with

grant financing from the central or provincial government. China is quite

different in that it has no regular grant program to support capital projects

or current expenditures (all grants are on an ad hoc basis); there is no

mechanism or formal program for lending to local governments; and there is

neither central government authorization nor leadership in helping local

governments to develop beneficiary financing schemes.

68. The absence of central or provincial government direction in this

area, however, does not mean that variants of these financing methods are

never used. In fact, there are grant programs at the central and provincial

government levels but they are ad hoc, i.e., they are related to particular

projects or objectives and cannot be counted on as a regular flow by the local

governments. As may be seen from Table 9 above, grants are a minor source of

revenues for the municipalities under study here.

69. None of the five municipalities had any loans outstanding for

general government purposes. Moreover, officials in most municipalities
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stated that local governments were not permitted to borrow. Yet among these

cities and some smaller towns, we did find evidence of some use of borrowing

and self-financing schemes. The following are illustrative of the kinds of

capital financing programs that have developed.

- Ningbo reports that the water company has bank loans outstanding but

the gas and bus companies do not because they would not have the

capacity to repay the loan. Essentially the same story was reported

in Quzhou.

- Shaoxing has a loan outstanding from the Construction Bank (0.4

million Yuan) with a two year maturity.

- Wenzhou acknowledged that the municipal government can borrow for

nonproductive activities such as schools, but this is done only for

small projects. There seems to have been some history of borrowing

from the banks where the bank helped prepare the project and the

local government was responsible for repaying the loan.

- Hangzhou officals also stated that local governments have no general

borrowing powers but noted that it was possible to mix loan finance

and beneficiary financing for special projects. They illustrated

the possibilities with three examples in the Hangzhou area. The

first is a township "scenery spot." The project, carried out by a

district, was to build a road to make this area accessible. The

funds for building the road were supplied in the form of loans from
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enterprises and from some individuals. A charge was then imposed on

parking and road use, on the use of the grounds near the scenic

spots for restaurants, etc. Thisrevenue was used for maintenance

of the road and to repay the loans from the individuals. No

statistics were available on the repayment rate or the overall

success of the project. A second project is a municipally financed

scheme to build and operate a ferry below a crowded bridge near the

city. Financing is from a combination of a grant and loan to the

municipal engineering company for construction of the ferry, and

from user fees. A third project is a municipal gas plant. The

financing involves the municipality borrowing the monies from the

enterprises in return for promising a reliable supply of natural

gas.

70. There was scattered evidence of the use of benefit charges in

several of the local authorities visited. For example, Wenzhou supports

bridge construction with tolls, the town of Baixiang is able to charge a per

unit fee for housing construction completed, and there are some turnkey

projects wherein enterprises construct a public facility and turn it over to

the local government for operation. These are interesting and apparently

workable innovations, and have not been carried out under a well-defined

central government program. They might be viewed as the beginnings of an

experiment to devise alternative methods of local government financing.
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H. Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations

71. There are three important dimensions to the system of intergovern-

mental fiscal relations in China. The first is provincial-central government

relations, and includes both tax sharing and the flow of grants and subsi-

dies. The second is the system of provincial-municipal tax sharing which was

outlined above. The third is the system of horizontal fiscal relations within

the province, the method by which the provincial government allocates fiscal

resources among its counties and municipalities. As will be seen below, these

three dimensions are closely interrelated.

Central-Provincial Relations

72. The Central Government determines that a specified share of all

taxes collected in each province is to be passed to the Central Govern-

ment.L" The share is determined by a central formula which has two

elements: (a) the difference between total taxes collected in the province

and total provincial and local government expenditures as of the 1983 base

year should be turned over to the Central Government, and (b) 30% of the

increase in taxes since 1983 should be turned over to the Central Govern-

ment. The application of this formula to Zhejiang Province leads to a sharing

arrangement under which 45% of revenues collected in-the province are turned

over to the Central Government and 55% is retained. As may be seen from

Table 13, the sharing ratios vary widely across provinces and Zhejiang

28/ Excluding, of course, central government taxes which are passed directly

to the Central Government in their entirety. Also it should be noted

that some provinces are not covered under this formula system. For a

description of the alternative methods, see World Bank, "Local Government

Finance, Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations and Revenue Sharing in China"

May 29, 1986.
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Table 13: CHINA: THE CENTRAL-PROVINCIAL SYSTEM OF REVENUE SHARING, 1985/a

Province retains Province retains
Fixed percentage all own revenue all own revenue
of total revenue and receives and pays

retained by fixed amount fixed amount
Provinces province from the center to the center
and regions (7.) 1986 -------- (in Y million) ---------

North China
Beijing 49.6 -
Tianjin 39.5 -
Hebei 69.0 72.0
Shanxi 97.5 -
Inner Mongolia - - 1,783/b

Northeast China
Liaoning 32.7 -
Jilin - - 397
Heilongjiang 91.0 -

East China
Shanghai -
Jiangsu 40.0 41.0
Zhejiang 55.0 -
An Hui 80.1 - -
Fujian - - 235
Jiangxi - - 239
Shandong 59.0 - -

Central/South China
Henan 81.0 -
Hubei 66.5 - -
Hunan 88.0 - 778
Guangdong - - 716/b

Guangxi - -

Southwest China
Sichuan 89.0 -

Guizhou - - 743/b
Yunnan - - 637~b -
Tibet - - 7507 -

Northwest China
Shaanxi - - 270
Gansu - - 246
Qinghai - - 611/b
Ningxia - - 4947b~
Xinjiang - - 1,4507 -

/a These arrangements govern revenue sharing between the central government
and the Provinces for five years beginning in 1985.

/b Minority areas receiving larger transfers from the Central Government.

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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Province retains a relatively small share. (Only Beijing, Tianjin, Liaoning

and Shanghai retain smaller shares.)

73. The sharing ratio serves another important function in that it gives

the province a target for total expenditures of all its local governments.

From thisallocation of 55% of locally raised revenues, Zhejiang Province must

decide on its own budget, as well as the level of expenditures for each local

government in the province. One of the decisions the provincial government

must make the amount of funds it wants available for ad hoc distribution among

all local governments in the Province.

Vertical Tax Sharing: Provincial-Local

74. The province has set general rules which define the sharing of

revenues among the provincial, county and municipal governments. The basics

of this sharing arrangement are described above and summarized in Table 12.

75. It was not possible to obtain information from each municipality on

the exact amount of revenue retained and the amount passed forward to the

province. We can, however, get some idea of these amounts from data supplied

by Hangzhou municipality. As may be seen from Table 9, Hangzhou collected

Y 1,319 million in taxes and retained Y 388 million in 1985, i.e., 29.4%

retained and 70.6% remitted. This likely is toward the high end of the rate

of tax remitted by local governments in Zhejiang , but only Hangzhou submitted

data that enabled us to make this computation. The retention rates for the

other four municipalities can be roughly approximated by substituting

budgetary expenditures net of grants for taxes retained. Ningbo has the same

sharing formulae as Hangzhou, hence we would expect about the same

retention/remittance rate. In fact, the estimated retention rate is 37.6% in
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Ningbo, perhaps higher than might be expected. 3/ We can estimate the

expected lower retention rate in Shaoxing and Quzhou (vs Hangzhou) where 10%

of incremental sales taxes may be retained. Both cities retain about one

third of what they collect (see Table 9). The 'city of Wenzhou is also allowed

to retain 10% of incremental sales taxes and receives a favored treatment on

its profit tax collections. As a result, we estimate that Wenzhou remits less

than half of the tax that it collects (See Table 9).

76. These data are for only five municipalities out of a total of 78

local governments in the province: In total, there are 7 municipalities, 68

counties, and 3 county-level cities in Zhejiang. These 5 municipalities

together account for 17% of expenditures made in the Province and 59% of

revenues collected.301

Horizontal Sharing: Provincial-Local

77. Another important dimension of intergovernmental relations is the

degree to which the provincial government redistributes taxable capacity,

e.g., from rich to poor counties or from urban to rural areas. This feature

of the intergovernmental system might be referred to as horizontal sharing.

78. The Province has two fiscal tools which it can use to redistribute

fiscal resources. The most powerful is that it may vary the tax sharing

ratios for each local government, apparently without central government

approval. For example, the municipality of Wenzhou was permitted, by

Provincial order, to retain a greater share of its profits tax collections

29 Part of Ningbo's higher tax retention rate is due to its lesser degree of

reliance on the sales tax, which is remitted to the province at a much

higher rate than the profits tax.

30/ The amounts for municipalities in the computation exclude public

utilities and extrabudgetary accounts.
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than were other municipalities. As a result, Wenzhou retained 53% of all

taxes it collected in 1985, by comparison with about a one-third retention

rate for the other municipalities. The explanation given for this arrangement

was that Wenzhou is relatively poor, has very few state-owned enterprises and

therefore must rely heavily on smaller collectives and private firms to

generate revenues. Wenzhou is only one example. Provincial officials also

acknowledged that the profits tax sharing rate differs among the counties, as

does the sales tax sharing rate. The sales tax sharing rate varied only

slightly among the cities under study here but provincial officials noted that

the rate actually varies "from higher income areas turning it nearly all over

to lower income areas keeping it all." The decisions about tax sharing rates

are made on an ad hoc rather than a formula basis.

79. The second tool. available to redistribute fiscal resources within

the Province is grants and subsidies. There are two dimensions to any grant

program: the method used to determine the size of the total grant fund, i.e.,

how much is available for distribution; and the method used to distribute the

grant amongst eligible local governments. Central and state or provincial

governments in industrialized and low income countries use several different

formal and informal methods to decide on these two components of the grant

system. Zhejiang Province in China does not use a formal method to make

either decision. The grant program for local governments is purely an ad hoc

affair and is changeable from year to year.

80. How large is the grant pool which the provincial government has

available to distribute each year? We might make a rough estimate. If all

municipal and county governments shared taxes at the same rate as the munici-

palities under study here, the provincial government would have discretionary
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funds equivalent to roughly Y 1,300 billion.3!/ It could use these funds to

finance its own activities and to redistribute resources to local govern-

ments. Of course this results is somewhat hypothetical because all local

governments do not remit taxes to the provincia'l government at the same rate,

because some local government are given subsidies in the form of a

preferential sharing rate. We could obtain no firm estimate of actual total

remittances to the Province but can guess that discretionary funds are likely

in the neighborhood of 20% of all revenues collected in the Province.

81. - Whatever amount is available, the principle for distributing it

within the Province is equalization, i.e., "to stimulate economic development

in the poorer areas". Three considerations are important in determining the

actual distribution. The first is location in a backward area. Of Zhejiang's

68 counties, 16 are defined as showing relative "backwardness".2/ The second

is special expenditure needs, e.g., due to remoteness or unfavorable ter-

rain. The third is the economic development trend in the past few years. The

Province claims that they do have per capita income estimates for each munici-

pality and county, but they do not use these in making the grant alloca-

tions. They rely instead on "expert judgment" to guide their equalization

efforts.

31/ Calculate this as follows. A total of Y 6,071 billion in revenue was

collected in the province. Assume that the local governments keep one
third (Y 2,003 billion) and the province gets the remainder (Y 4,067 bil-

lion). Now the province must pay over 45% of total collections to the

Central Government (Y 2,731 billion), leaving Y 1,335 billion for

provincial purposes.

32/ The Central Government has a poverty criteria, but none of Zhejiang's

counties fall below this line. The Province used its own approach to

identify the 16 backward counties.
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III. PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN ZHEJIANG'S MUNICIPAL FINANCES

82. Like any system of local finance and intergovernmental fiscal rela-

tions, the Chinese system has great strengths and weaknesses. If reform is

necessary, then one wants to identify the problems to be remedied and design

changes that will not compromise the strengths of the system. This analysis,

some earlier studies, and interviews with local and national officials in

China have pointed up four areas of concern:

(a) The adequacy of revenues and revenue growth,

(b) Undesirable effects on resource allocation created by biases in the

tax structure and tax sharing system,

(c) Tax adminis-tration weaknesses, and

(d) Inadequate monitoring and planning of local government finances.

A. Revenue Adequacy

83. Revenue adequacy is not so easily defined. It is always true that

there is too little tax money to satisfy public service desires. On the basis

of information gathered during this field visit we can say little about

whether the present rate of current expenditures is generating a "proper"

level of public (general government) services. To answer that there is

underspending for general government services is to argue that taxes are too

low or there is not enough debt or too much is being spent on subsidies to

people or for industrial development. These are normative issues and can be

only addressed in terms of government policy. This paper will ask two, more
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modest, positive questions. Is the level of general government infrastructure

expenditures seen by authorities to be too low, and has the growth in general

revenues kept pace with the growth in population, prices and income?

Infrastructure Needs

84. The provincial government takes the position that there is a large

backlog of unmet infrastructure needs, and points out the substantial diver-

sity in per capita spending across municipalities in the province. It would

appear from this evidence that there is a need to mobilize more resources for

general government infrastructure services and that the need is greater in

some areas of the province than in others.33/

85. We can say more about the adequacy of the present rate of capital

expenditures by Zhejiang's municipalities, based on estimates made by

MURCEP. It is important to note that these estimates relate only to MURCEP

activities which include expenditures in cities for public utilities, urban

planning and all activities under the urban construction bureau (parks,

sanitation, environmental protection, etc.). 4 Nevertheless, they do

indicate a substantial shortfall in revenues available to meet capital

infrastructure needs.

33/ The problem of urban infrastructure shortage is discussed in Jun Zhang,
Urban Construction Reconsidered. China's Cities: Issues and
Solutions. The World Bank, June 1986. The problem in Zhejiang Province
is discussed in "Communique on Fulfillment of Zhejiang's 1985 National
Economic and Social Development Plan" issued on March 15, 1986 by the
Zhejiang Provincial Statistical Bureau.

34/ MURCEP estimates do not include towns (only cities) and cover about
120 million in urban- population.
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86. MURCEP has worked with the province to develop a projection of the

capital outlay needs of urban areas in the Zhejiang. They project that over

the next 5 years, urban area capital needs tre Y 1.6 billion. Of this amount,

financing of Y 1.0 billion has been identified, hence a financing gap of

Y 0.6 billion (38%) remains. By comparison, MURCEP estimates the financing

gap for the entire nation at only 25%. Even with this larger gap, however,

Zhejiang's municipalities spend more in average per capita terms for capital

purposes than do those in the rest of the nation. The MURCEP estimates

presented in Table 14 show that three of the five municipalities under study

here are spending at a rate above the national average.

Table 14: ESTIMATED PER CAPITA URBAN CAPITAL EXPENDITURES /a
IN 1985: SELECTED CITIES IN ZHEJIANG AND THE NATIONAL AVERAGE

Per capita
City amount

(in yuan)

Hangzhou 70
Ningbo 60
Shaoxing 55
Wenzhou 25
Quzhou 38

National average 42

/a MURCEP definition.

Source: Data supplied by MURCEP.

87. A related issue is the possibility of inadequate expenditure for

maintenance of the capital stock. No data were readily available to estimate

Zhejiang's maintenance expenditure needs, but MURCEP did supply some idea of

the national problem. Their estimate is that annual maintenance expenditures
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are 1% of the needed amount for housing, 25% for roads, and 32% for drainage

pipes. For these three items alone, the gap amounts to 1.88 billion

yuan.5 Even allowing for the possibility, that standards have been

overestimated, the indication is that maintenarice expenditure needs may be

substantial.

88. Finally, there is a substantial list of anecdotal, impressionistic

and indirect evidence about capital expenditure needs.

(a) Every city visited had prepared a statement of more or less urgent

capital construction needs;

(b) There are, in fact, very few sources of capital finance;

(c) There seemed to be a consensus at the central level that urban

construction finance was a major issue and steps were being

considered to earmark a new tax source;

(d) Extrabudgetary financing is permitted, but apparently only if

designated for capital financing.

89. This evidence leads to the general conclusion that there is need to

somehow mobilize more resources to deal with unmet public servicing needs.

35/ Information supplied by MURCEP, September 1986.
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Revenue Growth

90. There also is the question of satisfying the growth in expenditure

needs, i.e., the second part of the adequacy question is whether revenue

growth is responsive enough to income growth and inflation to keep pace with

the growth in demand for public services. In short, have local governments in

Zhejiang been keeping up with expenditure needs or are they falling further

behind needs? The answer to this question depends on how fast expenditures

should grow. This is another normative question that we cannot answer. What

we can do, however, is offer two benchmarks against which to compare the

actual growth in revenues and expenditures. One is population and prices,

i.e., to argue that at a minimum, public expenditure growth (and therefore

public revenue growth) should remain constant in real per capita terms. The

other is income, i.e., to argue that the demand for public services responds

about in proportion to income growth and therefore that expenditures should

grow at least in proportion to income. The question we now raise, then, is

whether revenue growth in these five municipalities has matched the growth in

population, prices and income.

91. This question cannot be easily addressed in a statistical analysis

because the trend of tax revenue growth in China in recent years reflects

discretionary changes as much as automatic growth. A new profits tax, a

revised sales tax system, and a change in the local tax sharing formulae all

have occurred in the past few years. In short, one cannot tell how much of

the past revenue growth reflects the adequacy (built-in growth) of the revenue

system and how much is due to legal changes in the tax system. These

measurement problems notwithstanding, there are indications that revenue

growth is inadequate. The World Bank estimates the buoyancy L6 of the
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profits tax--the major local government tax--at less than 0.5, a rate that

would not support an expenditure growth that kept up with income growth. They

estimate a higher bouyancy for the entire tax system (0.87), but still the

indication is that taxes are growing more slowl'y than income. Even though

this evidence is drawn from a national analysis, it does cause some concern

about the viability of the profits tax as the major source of revenue support

for local governments.

92. Another approach to studying the adequacy of revenue growth is to

use the very limited data available for Zhejiang Province to estimate the

amount of expenditure growth that was actually supported by the tax and trans-

fer system in recent years. We can estimate an expenditure-income elasticity

of unity for all local governments in the province between 1983 and 1985,

i.e.,. expenditures grew almost exactly in proportion to the increase in income

earned. It is not likely that this conclusion holds for the urban sector

where income growth was probably much higher. The limited data available

indicate that these five municipalities actually did increase expenditures in

real per capita terms, but probably did not keep pace with personal income

growth.-

93. To the extent that one can reach any conclusion from so limited a

data set, it would have to-be that revenue growth does not keep pace with

local income growth. There is a reform need, then, to increase the

36/ The buoyancy is the percent increase in observed tax revenue divided by

the percent increase in incomes. The elasticity is this same ratio,

calculated after the revenue impacts of discretionary changes have been

netted out.

37/ We must say "probably" because we do not have a time series of personal-

income estimates for each municipality.
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responsiveness of the profits tax to income growth, to find other more income

elastic local financing sources or to plan a more modest growth in local

government expenditures. The first step toward a reform that would lead to a

more elastic tax structure is to search for an explanation for the inadequate

growth in revenues from the present profits and the sales tax structure. We

can compute an elasticity of 0.9 on the sales tax in Zhejiang between 1983 and

1985.38/ That is, for every 10% increase in income there was a'9% increase in

sales tax revenues. One explanation for the inelasticity is that the tax base

itself is not buoyant, i.e., that taxable sales are not growing in proportion

38/ The World Bank estimates the buoyancy of China's indirect tax system at
1.18 for the 1980-1985 period.
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-to income.3-/ This seems improbable in the case of sales taxes because the

tax base is essentially total consumption and production, and should grow as

fast as income. However, inelasticity could result from a growing amount of

legal exemptions of taxable sales from the base or from administrative

difficulties in taxing all sales. The problem may also lie with the

38/ It is useful to think in terms of a rate and base elasticity of tax
revenue growth. We can define these in terms of a simple set of tax
functions. If we specify

T = a + bY (1)

where T is tax revenue and Y is income, we may define the revenue-income
elasticity (E) as

E = d (2)
dY T

or, the percent change in tax revenue divided by the percent change in
income. We may also specify

B = e + dY (3)

T = e + fB (4)

where B is the tax base. By substitution,

B = e + fc + fdY (5)

which reduces to

dT Y [(dT) (B)] [dB Y]
E= dY T [(dB) (T)] [dY B (6)

Now we see that the income elasticity is the product of a "rate" and "base"
elasticity. The first term, the rate elasticity, is the percent increase in
taxes that results from a one percent increase in the tax base. The rate
elasticity will be unity for flat rate taxes, greater than unity for
progressive rate taxes (because of bracket creep), etc. The second term is
the base elasticty, i.e., the percent increase in the tax base that is
associated with a 1% increase in income.
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complicated rate structure and the possibility that faster-growing components

of total sales are taxed at lower rates. The revenue growth of the profits

tax is more difficult to analyze because it has only recently been introduced

in place of a remittance system. In terms of revenue growth, there has been a

substantial increase since the introduction of the tax in 1983, but it does

not follow that the "automatic" percentage increase in revenues is greater

than that in income. In fact, there are some features of national economic

growth that cause some concern about the growth prospects of the profits tax

base. The mainstay of the tax base is the state-owned enterprise sector,

whose share in the national economy has decreased. The collective and private

sectors will be much harder to tax in an administrative sense. Other

potential compromises to the tax base are that price reforms may have reduced

the average rate of profits, and wage increases have been greater than labor

productivity increases.

94. Another potential problem is the difference between the elasticity

of the profits tax base and the local government profits tax base. We can say

that these elasticities will be different, but we cannot say by how much or in

which direction. We can, however, acknowledge some forces which potentially

cause this difference. If the base of the profits tax is growing slowly

because heavy industry profits are growing slowly, then the municipal tax base

will not be hurt as much in cities where a substantial number of heavy

industry SOEs are centrally or provincially owned as in cities where the

municipal tax base is dependent on heavy industry. In our sample, for

example, Hangzhou and Quzhou are heavily revenue dependent in SOEs, whereas

Wenzhou is not. If there is a shift in the profits tax base toward

collectives and the private sector and away from heavy industry, local
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governments would experience a stronger growth in their base than would the

Central Government. An opposing effect is that since smaller firms and the

private sector are taxed at a lower rate, hence the shift away from the heavy

industry sector could compromise the elasticity of the local profits tax.

95. In fact, gross industrial output in the SOE sector nationally grew

by 7.2% per year between 1980 and 1984, whereas the collective sector grew by

12.9% annually. By 1984, collectives produced Y 0.34 of output for every one

yuan produced in the SOE sector.40/

96. Yet another compromise to the local profits tax revenue growth is

that the provincial government may offer preferential tax treatment to certain

firms or sectors, e.g., Zhejiang province taxes utilities and service firms at

preferential 15% rate.

97. Another explanation of the inelastic performance of revenue yield is

that.while the legal tax-structure should generate an adequate revenue growth,

the tax administration is weak and this growth is not captured. One potential

advantage of the local profits tax is that its base includes the more rapidly

growing collectives and private (household) sector, but this is also a

potential disadvantage since these firms are probably harder to tax. If this

is true, and if enforcement of the profits tax is not adequate, then the

growth in collections will be dampened. Similarly, sales that take place

among smaller collectives and private firms are the most difficult to police

and may fall out of the tax net. The broader issue of tax evasion is taken up

below.

40/ State Statistical Bureau Statistical Yearbook of China, 1985.
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B. Tax Prices and Resource Allocation

98. The Chinese system of taxation and tax sharing includes a number of

penalties and incentives that might draw out actions from businesses and local

governments that would be undesirable. We refer to these incentives and

penalties as "prices" because they change the cost of one activity or decision

relative to all others. We cannot document the extent to which responses to

these price effects are actually taking place, other than with impressionistic

or hearsay evidence, but guided by theory we can point out the direction of

the possible impact of these "tax-price" distortions in the fiscal system.

The distortions we consider here are those which may effect the incentive to

efficiently collect taxes, to undertake capital construction, and to earn

profits. There also are questions about whether the present system introduces

penalties that retard decentralization of government decision-making and

whether it provides incentives that promote economic and population

decentralization within the metropolitan area.

Incentives to Collect Taxes

99. The tax sharing system in China presents provincial and municipal

governments with a set of implicit prices that may effect their tax admini-

stration efforts. The provincial government must pass 45% of the revenues

collected in the province to the Central Government. Municipalities normally

keep about one third of what they collect, but a greater share is possible

depending on what has been.negotiated between the local government and the

province. Even more important in the case of municipalities is the fact that

they may keep 70 fen of each "marginal" yuan of profits tax collected, but

only 5 to 10 fen of each "marginal" yuan of sales tax revenue collected.

Finally, it should be noted that the municipal government does not share at
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all in the tax revenues collected from provincial and Central government

enterprises or in the construction taxes, and it shares very little in the

energy and transportation tax.41/

100. Would it not be reasonable to presume that local governments will

try harder at collection when they receive a greater share of the amount col-

lected? Is a one-third share a great-enough incentive for municipal govern-

ments to make an aggressive effort at assessment and collection?, Certainly

one would expect cities to try less on the sales tax than on the profits

tax,L and to be more relaxed about assessment and collection of any tax from

provincial and central government enterprises. As we will discuss below, the

municipal and provincial governments in Zhejiang argue that there is no tax

administration response to these price effects. World Bank and central

government officials seem to disagree with this position, or at least they

argue that tax evasion and a weak tax administration are a significant

problem.

101. One would like to test the hypothesis that these tax shares do

matter, and try to estimate the revenue impact, by comparing the ratios of

taxes due to taxes collected for profits and sales taxes, and for different

types of enterprises. Unfortunately, data could not be made available that

would enable us to do this, though such data almost surely exist in some

form. There are two other possibilities to indirectly study the implications

of this price effect for tax administration efforts. The first would make use

41/ The local government may keep 21% of whatever it collects above the
target amount set by the provincial government.

42/ Though it should be remembered that municipal governments may keep all of

the UCMT, which is set at 7% of sales tax liability.
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of the fact that local governments retain a much smaller share of the sales

tax than the profits tax--their "prices" are different-- and would look for

the response of a differential rate of growth in collections. In fact, over

the 1979-1985 period, sales tax collections increased at a much greater rate

than profits tax collections in both Ningbo and Hangzhou (Table 15). But

these changes reflect tax law adjustments and economic changes as well as

changes in administrative effort. During the more recent 1983-85 period,

which is more free of such changes, the gap in revenue growth rate narrowed

markedly, especially in Hangzhou. These comparisons, of course, fall short of

telling us how revenue collections should have grown under the best of

administration efforts, hence we cannot even guess at the separate impact

which price effects may have had.

102. A second approach is to compare the growth in municipal taxes

(Table 15) with that of all local governments in the Province (Table 10).

Since the latter are reported to have more favorable sharing ratios, one would

expect, cet. par., a greater growth in revenue collections. A raw comparison

of these numbers supports this conclusion, but of course many other things

effects the growth in revenues and we have controlled for none of these.
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Table 15: GROWTH RATE IN COLLECTION FROM SELECTED
TAXES AND NONTAX REVENUE (%)

Hangzhou Shaoxing Ningbo Quzhou
1979-85 1983-85 1984-85 1979-85 1983-85 1983-85

Total budgetary revenues 8.86 6.49 33.75 15.41 25.83 22.73

Tax revenue 8.82 8.20 34.14 15.40 25.88 22.40
Sales taxes 10.66 7.78 18.00 30.59 -3.17
Profits taxes 4.98 - 10.84 19.73 59.59

Local nontax revenues -26.97 -71.33 -0.55 -28.00

Source: Data provided by provincial and municipal officials.

103. Since we cannot get an empirical answer,we might turn to a more a

priori approach. If local or Provincial governments see the share of taxes

they must turn over to a higher level of government as 'too great," one would

expect that they might use some sort of evasion or avoidance technique to

remit a smaller share. Zhejiang's 45% remittance rate may be high enough to

bring forth this form of response. A fair question is whether provincial and

local governments in China are able to adjust their administrative efforts in

response to tax price effects.

104. In fact, central officials stated a suspicion that many of the

provinces were "holding back" on the proper level of remittance. It was

believed that many had authorized the tax exemption and preferential tax

treatment of certain firms, thereby lowering the total taxable base. In this

way the after-tax profits of municipally owned firms may be increased and more

resources may be "kept at home" in the province. We have no data to make even

a rough estimate of the extent to which this is happening, though we can note

that public utilities and the service sector in Zhejiang have been given a
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preferential 15% profits tax rate. The World Bank has also noted this as a

national issue, "... there is some suggestion that local cadres provide tax

exemptions and preference for "their" enterprises and local undertakings, -

which are not in accordance with strict interpretation of central policy".

One independent study of tax compliance in China reports a stream of evidence

that local officials have evaded or avoided payment of taxes in order to use

44/funds for local purposes.--

105. Another piece of evidence that incentives matter relates to the

suburban districts. Provincial and municipal officials in Zhejiang Province

explained that suburban districts were given a share of profit and sales tax

collections in order to increase their incentive to collect taxes. They also

noted that they faced an incentive problem on the wage bonus tax where

district governments do not retain a share. Since the districts have assess-

ment, and collection responsibility for the hard-to-tax sectors--small

collectives and private business--it is imperative that they have a sufficient

incentive to maximize the revenue take.

Incentives for Capital Construction

106. A deficient urban infrastructure is a major problem facing the

cities in Zhejiang Province--MURCEP projects urban needs for the next five

years at Y 1.6 billion and a financing shortfall of Y 0.6 billion. Does the

fiscal system in China work to reduce or to accentuate this gap? More speci-

fically, the question is whether the system encourages municipal governments

to spend a greater share of their budgets for capital purposes, such as roads,

43/ World Bank, China's Fiscal System, pg. 42.

44/ David Bachman "Implementing Chinese Tax Policy" unpublished paper,
Department of Political Science, Stanford University, June 1983, p. 42.
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water supply, bus service, etc. The answer to this question is not as clear

as government planners would hope.

107. The urban construction and maintenance tax and the public utility

surcharge are earmarked for capital construction and maintenance. While these

presumably encourage spending to improve the capital stock, they do not

account for a large share of capital construction expenditures in these

municipalities (see Tables 4 and 9). The greater share of capital financing

must be supported by the general revenues of the municipal government.

108. There are some features of the fiscal system that provide

disincentives to increased capital investment by local governments. One issue

is the construction tax, a 10% provincial government levy on any capital

construction expenditure made from the retained earnings of enterprises.

Central and Provincial government officials stated that the construction tax

no longer applied to "nonproductive" investments made from extrabudgetary

resources by public utilities and public service companies, but this could not

be verified. It is clear, however, that if an enterprise makes an extrabudge-

tary investment in its public utility system or in housing, the construction

tax applies. Two other potential incentive effects relate to the public

utility surcharge on consumer utility bills and the preferential 15% profits

tax on utilities. The former is earmarked for capital purposes and the latter

presumably frees up utility resources for capital investment. But profits tax

relief might not be the best way to stimulate capital spending by public

utilities. Rather, the relief may only help to hold user charges down,

whereas a tax transfer to the municipal government would more likely have been

spent for capital purposes.
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109. More problematic as constraints to increasing the rate of capital

investment by local governments are those methods of financing that are not

available to municipalities. The most important is borrowing, which is rarely

done by local governments and even then on an ad hoc basis for special proj-

ects. There is no formal mechanism whereby a local government can apply for

and secure a capital construction loan, even if repayment potential is not in

question. Long-lived and expensive projects, then, must be financed from a

combination of current revenues, ad hoc grants and accumulated savings from

current revenues. This is another important "price" effect in that it shifts

the burden of financing projects with future benefits onto current taxpayers

and current beneficiaries. This enhances the relative attractiveness of

consumption-type expenditures.

110. Finally, there is no formal program of benefit charge financing

which local governments may follow. Even if there is a strong willingness to

pay on the part of those who might derive primary benefits from a project,

there is no mechanism to tap this willingness. The central or provincial

governments do not offer technical assistance to set up such programs, though

there are isolated examples of the application of benefit or user charges to

finance capital projects. The result is that some desired projects may go

unfinanced, and others may be underpriced to beneficiaries and overpriced to

the general public.

Incentives for Governmental Decentralization

111. Does the system of intergovernmental relations in China give incen-

tives for more decentralization in government? Decentralization as a strategy

is meant to move government decisions closer to people who will be most

effected by those decisions, to allow tax rates and expenditure composition to
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vary with local preferences and to make local officials more accountable to

their constituencies. The fruits of decentralization ought to be a more

efficient system of local government, and one whose makeup varies from place

to place depending in part on what residents want and what they are willing to

pay for. But in order to get the benefits of decentralization, one has to

permit local residents to make some fiscal choices. In other words,

decentralization requires that it be possible for the price of public

services--tax rates--to vary from one local area to another depending on the

public service demands of local residents.

112. In China, there appears to be a marked degree of administrative

decentralization in the system of governance and financing within urban

areas. The public utility companies (water, gas, buses) are more or less

autonomous in their management and day to day operations. The "suburban,"

outlying portions of the metropolitan area are. governed by several counties

that are financially independent from the city. The city area itself (in four

of the five cases studied) is divided into districts that have independent

budgets and identified expenditure responsibilities and sources of finance.

113. But this decentralized structure does not extend to a freeedom to

make tax rate choices. Uniformity in tax rates and bases is imposed on all

local governments and they are given little room for choice. Municipal

government budgets have to operate within limits prescribed by the provincial

government, employee compensation is strictly controlled by the central

government, and there are mandated expenditure requirements. The suburban

districts are faced with the same kinds of restrictions. A decentralized

administrative structure is in place, but there is little if any fiscal

decentralization.
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114. It is not easily seen why the administrative structure for service

delivery is so decentralized in China. The advantages which prompt

decentralization are not there in the Chinese setting. In many countries

decentralization takes place purely for management reasons--some urban areas

grow too large to be easily controlled from the city manager's office or the

menu of services they must provide gets too large and too diverse and some

necessary specialization is lost. This leads to various forms of

decentralization. For example, public service companies are created to allow

technical specialization, to avoid civil service salary schedules and work

rules, and perhaps to protect any financial surplus that might be generated.

But these advantages are not important in the system in China where work rules

and salary schedules are centrally determined, and where transfers between the

enterprise and municipal budgets are strictly mandated.

Incentives for Spatial Decentralization

115. Though local finance policy is centrally determined, there are some

built-in tendencies for the system to bias location choices of residents and

enterprises. We might think of the metropolitan area as being roughly divided

into an inner city, a city area and the outlying urban counties (though much

of the latter area is in fact rural). The question is whether the tax and

expenditure system is neutral in its treatment of these areas or whether it

promotes development of one at the expense of the others.

116. The system in China is not neutral. The following are examples of

the nonneutrality:

(a) Public service levels are clearly higher in the city proper, highest

in the built-up area of the city and lowest in the outlying areas of
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the city and in the counties. The rates of sales tax, profits tax,

utility surcharge and the user charge rates, however, are uniform

within the area. Since there is no differential charge for better

services, a subsidy to central locations is implied.

(b) There is no annual tax on land, yet land has a substantial

location value in these cities. Since land has value and is owned

by the state, its use imposes a cost which is paid by someone. If

location value is highest in the built-up area, then a greater

subsidy is implied for those parcels than for those located in the

suburban and county areas.

(c) There may be some cases that run in the opposite direction. The

UCMT rate is only 5% in towns (vs 7% in municipalities) and the

percentage of profit and sales taxes retained by counties surround-

ing these five cities may be higher than that retained by cities

(though we were unable to verify this for the urban counties).

Profit-Making Incentives

117. It is beyond the scope of the paper to consider the economic effects

of the Chinese tax structure, for example, whether the current structure of

the profit tax biases business decisions in a way that unnecessarily slows the

growth in profits. Yet for urban local governments in China, the growth in

profits defines much of the growth in their tax base. If central policy slows

45/ As noted above, some land is subject to a nominal property tax but it is
not- collected to any significant degree.
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this growth, it compromises the municipal government's ability to deliver and

finance services. It is important, therefore, to determine whether there are

price effects inherent in the structure of the profits tax that slow the rate

of increase in profits.

118. The profits tax, rules for the distribution of retained earnings and

the ancillary taxes on profits and retained earnings are complicated (which

makes administration difficult and perhaps uneven across enterprises) and are

restrictive and burdensome in a way that may cause both a dampening of

enthusiasm for profit making and a search for ways around the tax. A telltale

sign of such a deficiency in the tax structure is when the government itself

begins making special provisions to offset the undesirable features of the

system, e.g., the giving of tax incentives.

119. The profits tax rules and exceptions are roughly summarized in the

hypothetical example above and repeated here as shown in Table 16. This firm

begins with gross profits of Y 600 and pays taxes of Y 480 (excluding sales

taxes). Every firm will not end up paying an 80% average rate as does this

hypothetical firm, but this example does suggest how onerous the tax may

46 /become.-

46/ An effective marginal tax rate of 80% or higher, may not be an

unreasonable example under the present company tax system in China. See
Audrey Donnithorne "Center-Provincial Economic Relations in China"

Contemporary Economic Papers #16, Australian National University, 1986.
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Table 16: TAXES ON PROFITS AND USES OF RETAINED EARNINGS

BY A HYPOTHETICAL FIRM

Item Amount Comments

(yuan)

Total revenues 1,000
Total cost 400

Gross profits 600
Profits tax 330 There are many exceptions. Joint

ventures with foreign firms pay a

maximum of 30%.

Net profits 270

Adjustment tax 119

Retained earnings 151
Energy and transportation tax 23 Paid fully to the Central Government

Disposition of retained
earnings of 128:

Plant expansion 77
Construction tax 7.7 Paid fully to the provincial government

Employee welfare 26

Wage Bonus 26

Wage Bonus tax -

Exhibit: Distribution of Gross Profits of Y 600 Amount %
Capital expansion and new product development 77 11.5

Employee welfare and wage bonuses 52 8.7

Taxes 480 80.0

120. We might sum up the potential problems with the profits tax in three

points. First, it severely restricts the choices which managers may make to

improve the efficiency of operations. The use of retained earnings, for

example, is strictly prescribed (60% for plant expansion, 20% for employee

welfare and 20% for wage bonus). Second, and more important, a high rate of

tax is imposed on the firm, leaving a relatively small amount for invest-

ment. This is not conducive to stimulating profit making through reinvest-

ment, it does not provide an incentive for managerial risk-taking, and it may

leave the firm with insufficient resources for expansion.
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121. A third problem is that the high tax rate gives a greater incentive

for evasion to the firm and perhaps to the local government who owns the

enterprise. A local government may be more prone to evade the tax if it

recognizes that a significant portion of any amount of tax collected will

escape the municipal area and even the Province. Though we have no official

government estimates of evasion, and have made none of our own, we can report

the results of earlier work of the issue. Based on newspaper reports and some

data, Bachman is able to reach the following conclusions.

"By mid 1982, a total of 2.5 billion yuan of financial violations

had been recovered by the state and this did not include the

1.3 billion yuan in tax evasions uncovered. By the end of 1982,
3.8 billion yuan of taxes were in arrears, an increase of 11.3% over

1981. In Inner Mongolia, "the total amount of money involved in

financial violations amounted to about one-fourth of the region's

annual financial revenue". It .was estimated that about 40% of
Shanghai's state-owned and collective enterprises evaded taxes. In

Qinghai, 57% of all enterprises were guilty of tax evasion or

fraud. In Liaoning a survey of 2,617 enterprises revealed that

1,311 had evaded tax payments. In ten provinces, 47% of all

enterprises and 63% of all supply and marketing coops inspected
violated financial discipline. Most of this was attributed to a

lack of understanding of the law and negligence, but fraud and

deliberate evasion were present also. It appeared that the harder

Chinese officials looked for violations, the more they found. And

from late 1980, the State Council and the CCP have authorized
multiple financial nvestigations as the best way of cracking down

on these abuses."4

C. Tax Administration

122. Is the Chinese tax system administered efficiently? Is the "proper"

share of profits and sales captured by the tax system and are different types

of enterprises somehow given equal treatment? We cannot answer these

questions directly based on this field work, because very little data and.

47/ Bachman, page 43.
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information were made available. Certainly the provincial and local govern-

ment officials did not think there was a tax administration problem. However,

based on the evidence we did collect, and some a priori reasoning, we might

infer that tax administration is a problem which the Government of China is

now facing and must continue to reckon with. Whether the problem extends to

Zhejiang is unclear. In this paper we explain the position of the Zhejiang

officials on this matter and then suggest why tax administration could pose a

problem in some Provinces in China.

123. There are a number of reasons why one might think there are

weaknesses in the Chinese tax administration system. First, the system is

complicated and not easily administered. There are three different sales

taxes levied on different types of sales--including a value-added tax on 11

sectors--at more than 60 different rates. The profits tax has three different

rate- schedules, includes six different taxes on profits and the use of

profits, and it provides special treatment for incentive firms. The

adjustment tax must be computed separately for every firm. The Chinese tax

system is not substantially more complex than those which exist in many

countries--and there is no personal income tax to administer--but it is no

simple matter to efficiently administer this system. It requires a well-

developed assessment, collection and recordkeeping system and a highly quali-

fied staff to do the work.

124. It appears that the system is self-assessed. Each firm declares its

liability in a monthly form submitted to the Municipal Tax Bureau and remits

payment through the People's Bank. It could not be determined whether the Tax

Bureau itself sent out assessment notices or whether it had a formal audit

program. Collections are handled through the Bank who receives the tax
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payment and makes deposit to the appropriate account. The mission could not

determine whether the Municipal government had its own collection program

involving notices and/or visitations. In short, we were able to learn very

little about the operation of the assessment and collection process.

125. Recordkeeping is a source of difficulty in tax administration in

most low income countries. One side of the problem is inadequacies in the

books of account kept by the firms liable for tax. One would expect this to

be a problem in China. It is virtually certain that small firms do not keep

books of account that would allow assessment of modern sales and income

taxes. We could not determine the nature of the accounts for larger firms.

Some would take the view that there are staffing inadequacies within the

enterprises. It is reported that from a national survey of the financial and

accounting personnel of 1,200 enterprises, only 22% had graduated from middle

school or above and 48% had not even received short term training in finance

and accounting.48/

126. The other side of the recordkeeping problem is the master file kept

by the Covernment. The purpose of this file is to identify all potential

taxpayers, record their payment history, and provide information necessary to

assess their tax liability. Common practice is to identify firms by a unique

taxpayer identification number. The Zhejiang system is a manual one which

consists of a ledger book (none of the five municipalities was computerized)

and there is no unique taxpayer identification number.

48/ Reported by Bachman, p. 15, based on Lu Peijian "Vigorously Raise the
Professional Level of Financial and Accounting Personnel," Caiwu Yu

Kuaiji, 1979, No. 2, September 1979.
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127. This system of taxation requires an adequate sized, qualified

staff. In this case, "qualified" means an understanding of the tax laws and

the capability of doing an examination of books of account. Both the profits

tax and the sales tax (particularly the VAT) require analysis of the income

statements of firms and therefore some level of training in accountancy. Most

low income countries have great difficulties in recruiting a tax administra-

tion staff with such training. One would guess that China might face this

same problem. In fact, a recent study of the Chinese tax administration

system underlines that staffing may be an important problem.L. This study--

relying on field interviews, government reports and newspaper reports--comes

to the conclusion that the quantity and quality of personnel is a major

issue. It reports that of 2,215 tax cadres in 47 tax bureaus in Liaoning,

1,137 cadres were "unfamiliar" with their work.

128.. It is worth considering the possiblity that tax administration could

be a major problem in China's future. The growing private sector and

especially the increasing number of small firms almost certainly suggest more

difficulty in assessment and collection. The smaller firms are likely to have

the least complete books of account and to be the hardest to monitor in terms

of gross receipts or profits. Moreover, increased reliance on the profit

motive together with a high tax rate heightens the rewards to tax evasion and

tax avoidance increases the premium for effective tax administration. This

problem may be exaccerbated by the fact that responsibility for assessing and

collecting from private firms seems to lie with the suburban district

governments, which are possibly less well equipped than the Municipal

49/ Bachman, p. 17.
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government to pursue the hardest-to-tax sectors.

129. These suspicions about the- tax administration problem in China are

shared by some central government officials. Bachman's paper also cites a

large number of reports and newspaper articles -that further call attention to

the problem as a serious one.

130. Municipal and provincial government officials in Zhejiang do not see

tax administration as a problem or a major concern. They were quite emphatic

in arguing that the present administrative system was very efficient and that

there was, effectively, no evasion. The following points were made:

(a) The profits and sales taxes are not new taxes at all. They have

evolved over a long period and there is great familiarity with them.

(b) Many of the personnel of the tax bureau have 30 years experience.

(c) Those who keep the enterprise accounts are not only experienced

accountants, but can act independently of the enterprise or the

municipality as representatives of the state.

(d) The tax structure is not very complicated.

(e) There is great specialization in tax administration within the

department, for example, certain officers look after only

collectives of certain sizes, etc.
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(f) It is true that some of the tax administration task are complicated,

but the tax bureau personnel are very well trained.

(g) There are some problems with collectisons from private businesses,

but the sub-urban districts have the promise of a retained tax share

as an incentive to be active in pursuing evaders.

(h) The severe penalties for evasion are an effective deterrent.

(i) It is absolutely impossible to eliminate all evasion, but the goal

has been to reduce and control it and this has been successfully

done.

(j) -The administration job is made easier because taxpayers see it as

their duty to comply with the law.

131. On the issue of whether the local tax administration staffs were

qualified in sufficient numbers to administer this sytem, some doubt was

expressed at the central government level. Local and provincial officials

disagreed and pointed out that there was a great deal of appropriate training

for tax administration officers in Zhejiang Province. New officers in tax

administration may have two or three years in a career school after high

school, may be a university graduate, or may be a high school graduate. In

all cases, they receive on-the-job training in the tax bureau for three

months, and then undergo a three-month apprentice training program. There are

formal schools for tax administration training that are administered by the
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province: (a) a four-year finance and economics -institute; (b) a professional

school of finance (two years); (c) a professional school of taxation (two

years); and (d) two schools for retraining existing employees.

D. Financial Planning and Monitoring

132. The mission could not gather detailed evidence on the adequacy of

the system of local government financial management. The meetings with local

officials and a working of the data supplied, however, indicate problems in

two general areas. The first is that the budget is not used as an instrument

of fiscal planning, indeed, there appears to be little fiscal planning done by

local governments. The second problem is that there appears to be no system

of tracking and monitoring revenue and expenditure activities.

Budget Consolidation

133. Effective local financial management begins with adequate

information. One would like to know, for example, how much is spent by all

local governments operating in the urban area, for what purpose these funds

are spent, and what are the revenue sources that support this expenditure. To

obtain such information, the following is necessary:

(a) A method to net out transfers and prepare a consolidated budget or

financial statement for all local governments in the urban area.

(b) A uniform set of budget classifications that would allow clear

identification of capital expenditures, current expenditures by

type, etc.
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(c) A clear demarcation between various types of taxes, charges, fees

and financing from external sources.

134. None of these conditions would seem to be met by the present system

of local financial administration. There is no consolidated budget prepared

by local or provinical officials. As described above, we attempted to

construct a consolidated budget but were unable to net out all interaccount

tranfers or to identify all extrabudgetary expenditures and revenues. Because

we cannot net out all transfers (for example, between a public utility and the

municipal budget) we cannot know the extent to which each enterprise is

financially self-sufficient or is dependent on general revenue financing.

More important, we cannot trace the flow of subsidy among the public utility-

type enterprises, the state owned enterprises and the general municipal

government sectors.

135. A second important need is to track the level and rate of growth in

capital expenditures, as well as the source of financing these outlays. Under

the present budgetary system this is not easily done. "Capital" expenditures

are reported in the municipal budget under "capital construction," "technical

modernization" and "urban maintenance and construction," but the latter

includes a great deal of maintenance expenditures. There is a category

"capital expenditures" included in the public utility accounts for some

cities, but it is not clear that this includes only (or all) capital

spending. We were unable to get an accounting of capital expenditures made by

municipal public service enterprises, such as for road- construction, but

presume that the financing of these companies is at least partially supported
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by general fund transfers. The short of it is that we are unable to make a

good estimate of the share of local resources allocated to capital investment.

136. The same classification problem arises on the current expenditure

side where financial planning requires good estimates of at least the amount

being spent on maintenance of the capital stock and the degree of subsidy

provided to enterprises. With respect to the latter, the subsidy is sometimes

shown as a negative tax, sometimes as an expenditure, sometimes as both and is

sometimes subsumed in "net" tax collections.

137. It would be very difficult to establish and monitor targets for

capital spending and revenue mobilization in a. setting where neither can be

tracked. Moreover, how can the provincial government base its allocation of

grants and shared taxes on expenditure needs when it cannot even know (much

less compare) the amount or object of expenditures or the actual amount of

revenues raised? Finally, there is the question of whether proper audits can

be based on such incomplete information?

Forecasting

138. Financial planning means multiyear planning. This year's capital

expenditures imply future commitments to maintenance, loans must be repaid,

industrial sectors may have temporarily high sales and profits, etc. It is

essential that local governments make their financial decisions in light of

what the future may hold. This implies the need for a multiyear forecast of

revenues and expenditures. No local government we visited had done any such

multiyear fiscal planning.

139. It is important to point out that a budget forecast is not meant to

predict the future. Rather, it is meant to help us understand how alternative

future events might impact on the local budget. Consider a few examples:
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(a) What are the implications for the municipal budget of an increase in

user charges for public transport?

(b) What maintenance commitments are implied by any particular pattern

of capital investment?

(c) What are the revenue implications of a downturn in a particular

industrial sector, or of rapid growth in the number of private

sector firms?

(d) How long should special-case subsidies for municipal governments be

kept in place by the Province?

140. Especially in a planned economy, where local revenues may be

significantly influenced by central government economic policies, it is

surprising that such questions are not systematically addressed with a

forecasting model.

Capital Budgeting

141. A capital budget has two components. One is a multiyear capital

expenditure plan with priorities clearly established and timing clearly set

out. The other is a multiyear financing plan which clearly lays out the

sources of revenue support for each year. The capital budget should also

acknowledge the maintenance requirements implied by any given level of capital

spending activity. Without such a budget, capital facility planning has to be

year by year.
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142. No local government we visited had such a plan. Most had some form

of "wishlist" for capital projects, but none had a financing plan. The

revenue component is important in that it brings more realism to the wishlist

and it stimulates local governments to search for ways to cover their capital

costs. Again the story seems to be that local governments in China do not use

their budgets for planning purposes.
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IV. OBJECTIVES AND REFORM OPTIONS

143. If this list of problems and issues is reasonably accurate, then one

might turn to a consideration of reforms to address these issues. The Central

government is considering a number of important changes that could make the

local fiscal system stronger, and still others might be suggested. In this

section of the report we review and evaluate these fiscal reform options. We

should emphasize that this discussion goes well beyond local government reform

options. A true reform of China's system of financing local services will

cover tax and expenditure policy, the tax sharing formulae, tax administration

and it will search out new methods of resource mobilization. Such a reform

program would have to be initiated at the center and would have important

effects ,on all three levels of government.

144. The place to begin a reform discussion is with a statement of the

objectives for subnational public finance in the Chinese economic system.

What is it intended that the local the local and provincial fiscal systems

should accomplish? Most countries in the world have not sorted out the proper

role of local government in their economic system. The traditional thinking

is to give local governments responsibility for allocation decisions, e.g.,

decisions about how available revenues should be divided up among local public

expenditure programs, whether local services should be financed through taxes

or user charges, etc. This role would seem to match the comparative advantage

of local governments which stems from their closeness to the people and hence

their potentially greater ability to translate local needs and preferences

into local budgets. The objectives of equalization of incomes through
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progressive taxes and transfer payments to individuals, and stabilization

policy, are best achieved by central governments.-

145. In practice, the role of subnational governments in lower income

countries departs from this norm. Allocation is the major function of local

governments in most countries, but local taxing powers and the flexibility to

adjust user charges are usually not sufficient to complete the job. The gap

between local public service demands and available local government revenues

is typically filled by.some form of intergovernmental transfer. Moreover,

horizontal equity--the equalization of fiscal capacities among local

governments--is also achieved by grant systems. The design and administration

of these grant systems is a central government function in most unitary

systems and a shared central and provincial government function in federal

countries. Most countries. leave stabilization policy and income

redistribution programs to the center, though local governments can have an

important impact on the living conditions of the poor. Still, the financial

status of subnational governments in most countries--whether they have access

to enough revenue to do the expenditure job assigned to them--is a question

mark and research and reform programs to redefine the powers and functions of

subnational governments seem always to be underway.

146. China is no exception in that the role of subnational governments in

the changing economic system has not been sorted out. We did not get an

official statement of what the government is trying to accomplish with it's

system of local public financing. We may, however, try and deduce the

50/ The classic statement of the allocation, distribution and stabilization
roles of government is made in Richard Musgrave, The Theory of Public

Finance (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959) Chapter two.
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objectives based on government rhetoric and on the way the local finance

system has been designed. This would lead us to the following possibilities:

(a) To increase the overall level of resource mobilization for general

government purposes.

(b) To increase the flow of resources to urban construction and

maintenance expenditure.

(c) To increase the efficiency of local government tax and expenditure

operations by creating a more decentralized local financing system.

If these are in fact the objectives of government policy, we might cQnsider

the policy options open, as well as those presently under discussion in China.

A. Increased Local Taxing Powers

147. The authorization of local taxes is one reform possibility that

would fit the objectives outlined above: it could raise more revenue, it

could be earmarked for capital purposes and if imposed at local option it

could lead to a more decentralized local fiscal system. But what kind of new

local tax? Most prominently mentioned by government officials in this

connection is a land-use tax or a land-use fee. While this seems the best

possibility for a new tax to be levied at the option of a local government, a

local surcharge on the profits or sales tax and increased user charges might

also be considered. Another, more far reaching option, is a separation of

central-provincial-local taxing powers with designated taxes assigned to each

level.
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The Land-Use Charge

148. There are now proposals at the Central government level to enact a

new type of property tax--a land-use charge. On June 25, 1986, the People's

Congress passed an authorizing Land Law under which there would be a charge

for the use of urban land. However, there is not yet an authorization to

impose the charge or a prescribed procedure for setting the rate,

implementation, etc. The matter is now under study in the Ministry of

Finance, under the direct supervision of the State Council.

149. No details about the likely form of the tax are available, and firm

decisions have not yet been made. However, government officials were willing

to describe some of the possibilities being considered. The base of the tax,

by all of these accounts, will have to do with the physical characteristics of

the land: its use, location and area. Some thought has been given to

including the area of buildings, but most officials interviewed felt that only

land would be in the base. For purposes of taxation, this base will have to

be transformed to value terms. A surrogate for land (or property) value would

have to be developed and imputed to each property, a kind of index number that

would establish the relative value of properties on a square foot basis. An

alternative to imputing characteristics to each property would be to identify

value zones in the urban areas, i.e.,, assign a value per square foot to each

area of the city and subject each property in the area to the same charge.

This would greatly simplify the administrative job but could be arbitrary in

applying estimated average values or rents to all properties within a broad

area.

150. The rate of tax or charge will not necessarily be uniform--there

could be different rates applied to commercial, industrial and residential
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property,' with the latter probably receiving a tax preference and with

enterprises paying the bulk of the tax (or perhaps all of the tax). In other

words, it could be a such as that imposed in most of the US.Li/ of classified

property tax. While classified property taxes -may fit some notions of ability

to pay--large commercial shops have a greater capacity than warehouses--but

they also send some other signals to those choosing a business location.

Lowered taxed activities will receive a subsidy in prime locations relative to

more heavily taxed (presumably more profitable) activities.

151. How will the tax rate be determined and will the funds be earmarked

for any particular purpose? On the first question, there apparently has been

a good deal of discussion on these points and much interest in using this tax

to provide some local autonomy. To allow local governments to set the tax

rate would be a major departure from present practice where local governments

have no rate-setting autonomy. MURCEP officials felt that local governments

should be permitted to make the decision on the tax rate but that the upper

and lower limits should be prescribed by the central government. In any case

the determination of the tax base--keeping the cadastre, identifying the value

zones, updating land value or rent estimates--will certainly be left to the

local governments. Since the land-use fee will be locally administered, the

local governments will play a major role in determining the allocative effects

of the tax and its revenue success, whether or not it sets the tax rate.

152. As to how the new revenues will be spent, the logical candidates

would seem to be general purposes or earmarked for infrastructure. Most of

51/ Under a classified property tax, the effective rate of taxation varies

according to the use of the property. In the US, this usually means a

lower rate for residential and agricultural uses and a higher rate for

commercial and industrial uses.
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those interviewed seemed to agree that the urban construction bureau of the

municipal government should collect the land use fee. The implication of

placing administration of the tax within the urban construction bureau is that

the tax would be earmarked for capital purposes. Hence it would supplement

the UCMT as a source of capital finance. In some ways this is appropriate

since the location value of land is significantly influenced by the

availability of public infrastructure services.

153. The land use charge is expected to achieve two very important

objectives. The first is to raise a significant amount of revenue and the

second is to effect a better distribution of land use. Whether it can do

either depends in part on how the tax is designed, as will be discussed below.

The land use fee also could have major shortcomings. The most important is

that it could be very expensive to administer. Certainly it implies

preparation of tax maps which identify, measure and somehow "value" every

property. If buildings also must be measured, and their general condition

determined, the administrative costs multiply. How will a tax base, a kind of

land value, be imputed to each parcel? This seems a formidable problem in a

country where there is no formal land market, no staff trained in property tax

administration, and probably no up-to-date cadastral maps. Most students of

land taxation agree that the property tax assessment process is subjective in

its best forms and without a strong administrative structure can become very

arbitrary and unfair.

154. These administrative problems are real enough, but are not

insurmountable. Chinese officials felt that land records are already in

reasonable shape and that the Central Government could provide important

technical assistance in establishing the assessment system. MURCEP expected
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that a special state land management bureau might be created to assist in the

recordkeeping and to lay the groundwork for administration. They also felt

that a cadastre may already exist in many if not most cities. The Chinese

Academy of Sciences (CASS) was even more sanguine about the possibilities for

effective valuation. CASS argued that area and location are presently taken

into account in estimating new housing construction cost, and that the munici-

pal urban construction bureau already sets a kind of notional land price.

They seemed to be arguing that there was a market for some land uses and that

prices were certainly established when land was transferred from farm to urban

use. Both groups felt that administration of a land use tax was feasible and

could be accomplished at reasonable cost.

155. Experience in other countries has shown that even in the best of

circumstances, good property tax administration can be an expensive proposi-

tion. If this were the case in China, one might argue that a high administra-

tive cost would mean that the land use tax can be justified only if it is

levied at a high enough rate to be a substantial revenue producer. MURCEP

took issue with this point and argued that the tax cannot be large in

amount. The reason they gave is that land prices are low and that enterprises

could not absorb a very high rate without price consequences. Consequently,

they expected it to be a "small" tax, probably yielding less than the urban

construction and maintenance tax. This raises a key question. Why set up a

costly new administrative mechanism to collect a relatively small amount of

revenue?

156. One discussion emphasized the justification of the land use tax in

terms of allocative effects, i.e., that a price for the use of state-owned

land would force land use into a more optimal pattern. A tax on land, if it
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could not be passed forward to consumers, would force users to choose more

optimal locations and a "better" distribution of land use would result.

Whether such land use effects would actually result depends on three

considerations. The first is whether there is .some mechanism for enterprises

to sell or trade property rights and choose alternative locations. Land use

effects require that firms be mobile and that they be able to choose among

alternative locations. At present this would not seem to be the case.

Certainly enterprises do not own land, and the allocation of land to

enterprises is made by the municipal governments. Enterprises may not buy or

sell land freely but transfers of land between enterprises is possible with

municipal government approval. Though the process of transfers is cumbersome,

it is required that some form of compensation be paid to disposssessed

enterprises and workers. This means that there are property rights and that

there is a kind of price of property.

157. The second consideration is whether enterprises would be able to

avoid the tax by passing it forward in the form of an increase in product

price. If so, there would be no real incentive for a firm to move from a high

cost to a low cost location. The third consideration is the level of the tax

rate itself. At a low rate, the land use tax could not have important alloca-

tive consequences, i.e., even if enterprises were free to move, and even if

the tax could not be passed on, the penalties for a 'bad' land use choice

would be small.

158. Without a good understanding of how land use choices are made,

whether there are some property rights that might be traded, and how prices

will vary with the tax, it is difficult to even guess at the potential effects

of a land use tax at high rates. There are scenarios, however, under which
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one would expect a more intensive use of higher valued land, e.g., larger

buildings and less residential land use in central areas. A high-rate land-

use tax would probably also promote employment decentralization within the

urban area as it forced every enterprise to pay the higher cost of more

centrally located and better serviced sites. There could also be undesireable

allocative consequences. If the land-use fee effected plant and housing

location choices, it could effect the demand for public transit and possibly

increase congestion. Moreover, there is the question about whether society

gains from charging the right price for land when services such as transport

and housing are improperly priced.

159. The land use tax presents an important quandary to local

officials. The central issue is what is to be accomplished with this tax. If

the idea is to raise money, improve the allocation of land among various uses,

and give local governments some revenue autonomy, then one can justify the

high administrative cost by levying the tax at a high enough rate to make it a

substantial revenue producer. To allow enterprises to pass the tax on in the

form of higher prices or to give preferential tax treatment to certain uses

(housing) would defeat the revenue raising and allocative objectives of the

tax. It also seems clear that the allocative objectives of a land use tax can

only be served properly if the government moves to get other prices "right,"

e.g., public utilities, housing, transportation, etc. Underlying any thought

of using a land use fee to raise revenue is the need to establish some form of

land market or at least a mechanism for the trading of property location

rights among enterprises. A tax on immobile firms could raise significant

revenue but it would not cause any improvement in the distribution of land

uses, and it would be partially paid out of reduced profits taxes.
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160. If the tax is levied at a low rate to avoid undesirable price

effects, as some have argued it should, then it may be a much less interesting

proposition. It would raise less revenue, have little effect on allocative

decisions, and would require the government to ,put in place an expensive

administrative machinery. A surcharge on the profits tax or a higher UMCT

rate would be a better way to go.

A Local-option Surcharge

161. As an alternative to designing a new local tax, municipalities could

be given the option of taxing the present system at a prescribed higher

(local) rate. For example, an additional percent on the sales tax or profits

tax base could be imposed at the discretion of the local government. This

approach has obvious advantages of administrative ease (when compared with the

creation of a new tax) and it would grant some local government autonomy.

162. The urban maintenance and construction tax is such a surcharge,

except that it is not presently levied at local government option. We did

find some precedence for a local option surcharge in Zhejiang. The provincial

town of Baixiang imposes an "administrative fee" equivalent to 1.5% of the

sales value of all goods sold in the city. This tax produced 60% of total

local revenue, and was self-authorized (not approved by a higher level

government) by the local People's Congress. None of the larger municipalities

levied such a tax.

163. There are disadvantages to a local option tax. One is that

governments with stronger economic bases will be given an extra advantage over

poorer local governments. They can collect more revenue at the same rate, for

example, note the difference among muncipalities, shown in Table 17, in per

capita profits and urban construction taxes. Hangzhou, because it has a
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stronger economy and higher level of income can collect 2.5 times as much

profits tax per person than Ningbo, even though profits are taxed at the same

rate in the two municipalities. It follows that if the government allowed (at

local option) an add-on to the profits tax, Hangzhou could levy half as high a

rate and raise the same amount of revenue as Ningbo. A similar story can be

told for the UCMT, as shown in Table 17. Hangzhou's advantage under both

taxes would be further compounded if it were able to "export" a greater share

to foreigners or to purchasers of Hangzhou products who reside elsewhere in

the Province or the country.

Table 17: PER CAPITA PROFITS TAX AND UCMT: FOR 1985
(in yuan)

City proper Profit tax UCMT

Hangzhou 468.7 49.7
Shaoxing 248.9 21.5
Ningho 191.4
Wenzhou 64.3 14.2
Quzhou 258.6

Source: .Computed from data provided by provincial and
municipal officials.

164. On the other hand, the surcharge has great advantages over the

alternative of designing and implementing a new tax. The administrative

structure to assess and collect the tax is in place and it can be a substan-

tial revenue producer. Moreover, it could be a way to give local governments

some revenue autonomy, if the surrate were to be levied--within prescribed

limits--at the option of the local government. Compared to a low yield land

use tax, a profits tax surcharge or an increased UMCT are clearly superior as

revenue raising measures.
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165. The surrate on profits is not a good substitute for a land use

charge because it does not effect the allocation of land use, i.e., profits

are taxed the same regardless of where they are earned. This may lead some to

try and combine the advantages of the profit tax and land use fee by proposing

a surcharge on the profits tax that varies by location within the urban

area. For example, one might think of imposing an additional 3% profits tax

in the high rent zone, 2% in the next zone, etc. If this surrate were imposed

on each firm, it would penalize those who are more profitable but it would

weigh less heavily on those who are inefficient and/or unprofitable. If land

uses are mobile, this tax would have the effect, at the margin, of driving

more profitable activities away from preferred areas. If land uses are not

mobile, it acts as another excess profits tax. A second version of this

approach is to establish urban "profitability zones"--based on actual

performance of firms operating within the zones--and charge every firm in the

zone a fee based on average profitability. This approach has merit in that it

would tax a firm's location and not its profitability, but it is not without

some important drawbacks. It would require a substantial administrative

effort to keep a current record of enterprise profit rates, the decision about

the profitability zone boundaries well necessarily be arbitrary and subject to

periodic changes, it would not reach residential or institutional land users,

a few large. firms could substantially bias the average profitability in an

area, and there would be pressure to lower and to change the surrate as

profits varied.

166. Regardless of the form of a surcharge (or a land-use fee), a local-

option surcharge would have to be coordinated with a revision in provincial-

local fiscal relations. It would make little sense to give a municipal
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government the option to levy a higher local tax and then have the provincial

government allocate resources away from the municipality by adjusting the

sharing rate on other taxes. The municipal revenue raising objective would be

defeated. A better strategy would be to redefine the intergovernmental grants

and shared tax system to maintain neutrality if not to reward those local

governments who choose to levy the local option tax.

Increased User Charges

167. A third option for generating more local resources is increased user

charges. This could make the public utilities more self-sufficient and

generate more resources to be applied to capital financing. Where subsidies

to the utilities have been necessary or where municipalities have made direct

expenditures on behalf of the utilities, increased user charges also could

relieve some pressure on the general municipal budget.

168. The key policy question is whether user charges are presently too

low. Little information could be gathered on the extent to which the public

utilities are financially self-sufficient in these five municipalities. We do

have some statistics and some indirect evidence, but it does not help this

discussion markedly. Provincial authorities provided some statistics on the

operations of public utilities and other public service companies, as is shown

in Table 18. These data would seem to indicate that most of the water supply,

transportation and gas undertakings make a profit, are able to pay a full 15%

tax on this profit and retain earnings for capital investment and wage

bonus. Wenzhou's bus company is the lone exception to this pattern. This

information suggests a surprisingly high degree of fiscal self-sufficiency.
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Table 18: FINANCIAL POSITION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
(10,000 yuan)

Water Public transit Gas

Hangzhou
Operating revenue 1,505
Operating expenditure 1,135
After-tax profits 295/a

Shaoxing
Operating revenue NR 104
Operating expenditure NR 77
After-tax profits 85 21

Ningbo
Operating revenue 653 544 194
Operating expenditure 426 500 175
After-tax profits 205 20 23

Wenzhou
Operating revenue
Operating expenditure
After-tax profits (16)/b

Quzhou
Operating revenue 63 50
Operating expenditure 46 43
After-tax profits 17 4.1

/a Estimated by reducing gross profits by 15% income
tax.

/b Cross, before tax loss.

Source: Computed from data provided by provincial and
municipal officials.

169. Other information provided to the mission and some questions about

these statistics might lead us to reach a different conclusion. First, the

expenditures reported here do not include any capital expenditures and may not

include capital maintenance. Second, operating revenues may include some

subsidy from the general municipal budget and some public utility current

expenditures may be made directly by the municipal government from budgetary

or extrabudgetary funds. Certainly it is hard to imagine that a water company

such as that in Shaoxing could accomodate urban growth and run a surplus yhile
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not raising residential rates for 23 years! In short, the mission does not

have adequate information to evaluate the financial position of the public

utilities or to assess the adequacy of the present level of user charges.

170. This leads us to raise the hypothetical question about what actions

could be taken if user charges are too low. It would appear that municipal

governments do have the authority to adjust user charges without seeking

approval at a higher government level. Responsibility for setting the user

charge rests with a municipal price commission. Despite this autonomy,

however, there have been few adjustments to these rates in recent years.

Tax Assignment

171. Another possibility for increasing municipal revenues, said to be

under consideration, is to assign taxes to either phe Provincial, municipal of

central government level, i.e., the entire amount of tax A would accrue to the

municipality, etc. There are advantages to this approach, which is followed

in many countries. Local governments could be given control over the rate of

tax, within limits, and would finally have some autonomy. Local residents

could clearly identify with "their" tax and could more easily hold local

officials accountable for the level of the tax rate and for the efficiency

with which the revenues are spent.

172. There are also disadvantages. The most obvious is tax administra-

tion. This proposal would call for a separate administration of central and

local taxes. Otherwise one would have to find some way to face up to the

incentive problem, i.e., what incentive would there be for a municipal

government to vigorously collect a central or provincial government tax in

whose proceeds it would not share? Another big issue is what tax will the

local governments be given? It is not likely that the Central Government
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would relinquish control over either of the two major taxes. Moreover, even

the assignment to local governments of the profits tax from local enterprises

would raise some problems because of the potentially erratic behavior of

profits, the sensitivity of the tax base to changes in central government

policy, and the disadvantaged position of those local governments with

relatively few profitable enterprises.

173. In most low income countries, municipal fiscal problems can be

traced to two root causes. First, local governments are typically assigned

tax bases that are not revenue productive and not elastic in their response to

growth in income and prices. Central governments, faced with stabilization

and savings mobilization needs, are loath to give up the more productive

income, consumption, production and foreign tax bases. Second, local

governments usually do a poor job of administering the taxes they do have

available. The best hope for local governments in China would seem to be. to

continue to share (with some modifications) in the growth of the profit and

sales tax bases. Administrative improvements are important, as discussed

below, but the creation of two separate tax administrations would seem

counterproductive. For example, assessment of the profits and sales tax on a

firm can be carried out by the same inspector or team of inspectors Moreover,

there are great economics of scale in recordkeeping, training,

computerization, etc.

B. Increased Local Tax Shares

174. Another way to increase municipal revenues is simply to change the

sharing formulae, i.e., to allow the local governments to retain a greater

percentage of what they collect. This reform presumably could be accomplished
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without central government approval, because the formulae are fixed at the

provincial government level. Moreover, there are presently variations. At

least one of the cities we visited had a preferential sharing arrangement with

the province, and it was reported that the sharing rate varies across

countries.

175. There are some advantages to this approach to generating more

revenues for local government purposes. Most important, it would keep a

substantial amount of revenue at the municipal level and therefore increase

the amount available for allocation to capital projects. This approach could

also stimulate municipal governments to increase their rate of collection on

the shared tax. At present, Hangzhou retains for its own purposes only about

30 yuan of every hundred it collects; the corresponding number for Shaoxing

and Ningbo is roughly the same. A greater local tax share might also create

more of a sense of local autonomy as local residents identified the profits

and sales taxes more as local levies and less as intergovernmental trans-

fers. A variant on this reform possibility would be to fix the municipal

share as a single percent of total taxes rather than as a different share of

each tax. This would eliminate the municipal government's present incentive

to do a better job of collecting the profits tax than the sales tax.

176. The proposal for a greater local tax share also has serious

drawbacks. The biggest disadvantage is that it would reduce the Provincial

government's "distributable pool" and hence its ability to reallocate revenues

among local governments in the Province. Such a change would generally reduce

the importance of the fiscal role played by Provincial governments in the

Chinese system of public financing. In other words, this proposal would

involve a tradeoff between encouraging more revenue mobilization by local
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governments and redistributing more funds from richer to poorer areas of the

province. Such a change would generally reduce the importance of the fisal

role played by provincial governments in the Chinese system of public

financing. Would the more vigorous tax administration efforts at the

municipal level yield enough increased revenues to offset the possible losses

in fiscal equalization? Would an increased local tax share really give a

sense of more local autonomy, even though the local government has no control

over the tax rate? These are important questions to be answered in evaluating

the alternative of increasing the municipal tax share.

C. Borrowing and Self-Financing

177. Local governments in China make relatively little use of borrowing

to finance capital projects. The mission found no evidence of a formal

program for lending to local governments, e.g., a revolving fund or a

specialized local government loans authority. Both low and high income

countries make some use of debt to finance infrastructure development in urban

areas. These projects are long-lived and it is appropriate to pay for their

use over a period of time, providing of course that the borrower has a

sufficient capacity to repay the loan. Typically, local governments must

borrow in a prescribed way from a central government loan fund. These funds

are usually capitalized by the central government, distributions are

controlled by central government regulations, and in some cases technical

assistance is provided for project preparation. There are many such schemes

but their common feature is that the Central Government sets the terms and

uses of debt and controls the flow of loan funds. There is quite a different

situation in the US where local governments are given a great deal of autonomy

in deciding how much to borrow, under what terms and from whom.
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178. There is clearly some potential for debt finance by local

governments in China. For one thing, local governments may have a quite

adequate repayment potential for certain long-lived municipal projects, with

repayment made directly from general revenues o~r from project beneficiaries.

We did-find some evidence of self-financing of this type, but it was being

carried out in an ad hoc manner and it was not looked to as a general method

for financing capital projects.

179. To move forward with borrowing and self-financing as methods to

stimulate local resource mobilization and local capital investment, the

Central Government will have to take the lead. Some form of national or

regional loans authority will have to be set up and funded, and rules for the

distribution of funds established. Such an agency would require a capable

staff that could assist municipalities in preparing project application and

financing schemes and that would be skilled enough to evaluate repayment

potential. Clearly the creation and maintenance of such a scheme would not be

costless.

180. A key question is whether local governments have a capacity to repay

the debt they incur. The answer to this question is that it depends on the

local government and on the priority they can give to capital outlays. In

general we can say that there are two sources from which loans may be

repaid: general revenues and beneficiary charges. For the municipalities in

Zhejiang which have been studied, we may say that revenues have increased in

real per capita terms, but not in proportion to the increase in personal

income. This does inidcate a repayment capacity but also suggests that the

capacity to repay debt could be substantially enhanced by a reformed system of

municipal financing that was more responsive to income growth.
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181. The other capital financing possibility is self-financing i.e.,

municipal loans can be repaid in part by beneficiary charges. In many

countries, the government captures a share of any increase in land values that

results from a public investment. For example, when a new road causes

adjacent land values to increase, a special tax may be levied on the

increase. In China, there is no mechanism for land value increment taxation,

recoupment might be from tolls, user charges, or perhaps from an increase in

enterprise profits. While there are no formal benefit charge programs, there

is plenty of evidence of innovative self-financing schemes in Zhejiang. What

is needed now is central government guidance in setting such programs up and

encouraging their use.

D. Budgeting and Planning

182. Based on information supplied to the mission, it can be concluded

that fiscal planning at the provincial and local government level is not as

well developed as it might be in Zhejiang Province. A first step to

modernizing the fiscal planning process would be to alter the structure of the

local budget to make it a tool that could be more effectively used for

planning and control. Some immediate steps in this direction would be to:

(a) Clearly delineate current from'.capital expenditures, and capital

construction from capital maintenance expenditures;

(b) Show price subsidies and transfers to enterprises as separate

expenditure items rather than as reductions in total taxes

collected;
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(c) Prepare a consolidated budget that includes public utilities,

extrabudgetary funds and the general municipal budget, where all

transfers have been netted out.

183. These data may be used to plan the finances of the local government

over a multiyear period. Municipalities should prepare five-year revenue and

expenditure forecasts that can be used to study the potential impact of future

changes in the local economy or in government policy, and five year capital

budgets that include both capital expenditure priorities and a financing plan.

E. Tax Administration

184.. Provincial and local officials in Zhejiang see no significant

problem with the present system of tax administration. If they are wrong,

however, they are missing the opportunity to mobilize a substantial amount of

resources. There are indications that they are wrong, though we should be

clear that it is intuition, and not evidence, that causes us to think that tax

administration might be a problem. Simply put, China's tax structure has very

recently been modernized (a profits tax and a value-added tax have been

installed in the last couple of years) but its tax administration may not have

kept pace. At least there does not appear to have been a recent program to

update the administrative procedures and the training. The new system appears

to be operating with much the same type of staff and under much the same

procedures as when the major revenue instruments were profits remitances and

an extended excise system.
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185. If there is a tax administration problem in China, it may get

worse. The growing number of small private firms, and collectives--which may

be the hard-to-tax sectors in China--suggests an increased opportunity for

evasion and a much more difficult administrative task.

186. Without a survey of administrative problems, it is difficult to even

suggest the elements of a reform program. One might, however, think of four

areas where some investigation might be made. The first is whether the

government's personnel policies and training programs have led to an adequate

number of qualified tax administrators. The second has to do with whether the

administrative system has been adapted to accommodate the changing economic

system. For example, a growing private and collective sector implies a

greater need to identify enterprises and track their activities, hence the

need for a taxpaying numbering system, more information on transactions, more

gove-rnment-attention to assessment and audit, and computerization. Third,

there is the question of whether the structure of the tax system is so

complicated that it blocks effective administration. This problem would

suggest that the first step toward a better administration is a simplification

of the tax structure.

187. The fourth area is the most difficult to address. Should there be

separate central and local taxes and separate tax administrations? Should

there be a centralized tax administration similar to that which exists in most

countries? The arguments in favor of this are strong. Under the present

system where the local governments must surrender a majority of the tax they

collect, there are disincentives to aggressive assessment and collection

efforts. A centralized system would eliminate this incentive by taking local

governments out of the business of collecting central government taxes.
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Another advantage of a central tax administration is that procedures can be

standardized across the country and the processes of manual preparation,

monitoring and gathering and reporting statistics can all realize economies of

scale. The Central Government is also more able to bring specialized

technical assistance to the whole system of tax assessment and collection, and

is in the best position to modernize the tax administration to keep it in step

with the modernization of the tax structure. It is important that China's new

tax structure be implemented so that it achieves the intended economic

impacts, and that it be implemented in a uniform way across the country.

Finally, there are a number of advantages to centralization that relate to the

staffing of an efficient tax administration service. Among these are the

advantages of central organization of the training programs, the ease of

transferability of personnel within a centralized system, and the greater

possibility of promotion and advancement within a central revenue service.

188. There are also disadvantages to the proposal to create a central tax

administration service in China. Coupled with increased local fiscal

autonomy, this proposal would mean that there would also have to be a local

tax administration. A central and local system would involve duplication of

effort and inevitably a weaker, "second-class" local administration. A

central revenue system in China would be an enormous bureaucracy and in any

case would have to decentralize to accommodate the great diver'sity in tax

administration needs within the country. The biggest disadvantage to

centralization, though, is that intimate familiarity with the local economy

and its taxpaying base can be lost. Most central sales- and income-tax

systems in low-income countries do not have a very broad coverage of firms,

whereas locally administered systems seem more able to identify and assess

smaller firms.
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189. Perhaps a better way to go would be to reform the tax administration

to capture some of the best features of centralization and decentralization.

A few principles that might be considered in thinking about such a reform are

as follows:

(a) General procedures for taxpayer identification, recordkeeping, and

assessment should be centralized, and all related manuals should be

centrally prepared and updated;

(b) A major staff training program should be centrally designed, and

implemented soon;

(c) A "statistics of taxation" series should be organized centrally and

regularly collected to help in monitoring the performance of the tax

system and the administrative efforts of each decentralized local

unit.

(d) Assessment, collection and audit responsibilities should remain at

the local level, but procedures should be' established by the Central

Government and regulated through the provincial level.

(e) Tax sharing is a good scheme to stimulate local tax effort but the

local shares should be the same for all taxes so as not to encourage

different levels of effort for different taxes.
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These are but some preliminary thoughts. The tax administration issue in

China calls for serious study.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

190. In considering these conclusions about municipal finance problems and

possibilities in Zhejiang province, three important considerations should be

re-emphasized. First, the municipal and county governments have almost no

autonomy in revenue raising and very little in determining the level and com-

position of expenditures. Second-, there are three definite tiers of

governance in China--central, provincial and local--and each has a different

sphere of responsibility. The Central Government formulates tax policy and

decides how much revenue will be given-to each province; each provincial

government decides on how resources will be divided among its local govern-

ments; and the local governments- are responsible for tax assessment and

collection. Each level, then, can have an independent and important effect on

the workings of the Chinese fiscal system. The third point is that the taxa-

tion system and the tax sharing arrangements are new, hence municipal

financing in China is in a period of transition. It is important to try and

distinguish inherent flaws in the system from short term adjustment problems.

A. Municipal Fisc'al Performance

191. We have very little information on which to base a summary statement,

of revenue and expenditure patterns of local governments in the province. The

limited data available to us, however, suggest the following about Zhejiang

municipalities:
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(a) municipal expenditures have grown in real per capita terms in recent

years, but have not grown as fast as personal income;

(b) there is considerable variation in the per capita spending level

across the 5 municipalities under study here, from Y 390 in Hangzhou

to less than Y 250 in Shaoxing and Wenzhou;

(c) the share of expenditures allocated to capital construction and

maintenance is reported to be around 70% in Hangzhou and is

somewhere between one third and one half in the other munici-

palities. Capital financing is mostly from general municipal

revenues and only a small proportion is from the urban construction

and maintenance tax (20%) and from grants. A reasonable proposition

is that the capital expenditures reported in municipal budgets are

more maintenance than construction;

(d) Profits and sales taxes combined account for about 80% of total

taxes collected by the municipalities. After tax sharing, it

appears that municipalities retain about one third of what they

collect (e.g., Hangzhou 29.4%, Shaoxing 34.6%, Ningbo 37.6% and

Quzhou 34.1%). Wenzhou has a preferential arrangement and retains

53.7%; and

(e) borrowing, self-financing and grants account for an insignificant

share of total revenues for the five municipalities under study

here.
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192. There are some significant strengths in the local financing system

in Zhejiang. The system has generated a growth in revenues which is faster

than the growth in population and prices--the real position of local budgets

has not slipped. There are also some examples of ad hoc but very innovative

uses of benefit financing of capital projects, an indication that there is

some willingness to finance higher levels of local public services. Despite

these strengths, however, there are some problems with the structure and the

implementation of the local financing system. It is to these problems that we

now turn.

B. Problems to be Faced

193. The mission did not engage the Zhejiang authorities in any direct

discussion of public financing problems. Based on discussions in Beijing and

on what we have discovered about the local financing system, however, a number

of problem areas can be identified.

194. The first problem is that the present fiscal structure may not give

local governments an adequate revenue flow to meet their expenditure

requirements. In recent years, the growth in municipal expenditures has not

kept pace with the growth in personal income and there is reported to be a

.*

substantial backlog of infrastructure needs. The future will hold the need to

eliminate this backlog and to deal with the budgetary pressures of urbaniza-

tion. The major source of financing for municipal governments--the profits

tax--does not have an income-elastic base, is cyclically unstable in yield,

and is sensitive to central government decisions about pricing policy, etc.

Moreover, the continuing shift of the economic structure towards collectives
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and household firms expands the profits tax base to include activities that

are taxable at a lower rate and are harder to identify and assess. The sales

tax may be more income elastic in the long run but only a small proportion of

its revenues accrue to the municipal governments.

195. A second set of problems has to do with the structure of the local

financing system, and with the price incentives it may provide for inefficient

behavior.

(a) An important potential problem area, where local governments may not

be stimulated to maximum efficiency, is tax administration. Tax

rates are high, municipal tax shares are low (especially for the

sales tax), and the principal tax base is municipally owned enter-

prises, hence the returns for avoiding full tax payment may be

substantial;

(b) the "price" of capital construction is high in that it must be

financed from current revendes rather than from loans, i.e., by

current rather than future beneficiaries; and by the general public

rather than by beneficiaries because self-financing schemes are not

available;

(c) the governance system is decentralized in terms of the administra-

tion of public services, but local fiscal autonomy is limited and

tax rates/expenditure structures do not vary significantly among

communities. Without the diversity in tax prices, there can be no

significant fiscal decentralization and the goal of making local
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officials more accountable for their actions and thereby improving

the efficiency of the delivery of local public services cannot be

achieved;

(e) the tax/subsidy system probably promotes a concentration of economic

activity in the city proper versus the outlying areas; and

(f) the profits tax structure is complicated, restricts enterprise

decision-making, and the rates are high enough to have an effect on

the rate of increase in profits. This potentially compromises the

growth in the local profits tax base.

196. The third concern is tax administration. Local officials in

Zhejiang Province see no problem and claim that there is full collection of

the amounts due. Previous analyses, the views of some central government

officials, and our own a priori reasoning, however, suggests that there are at

least potential problems with tax administration. Certainly there are

incentives and opportunities for provincial and local governments to alter the

system (e.g., through preferential treatment of their own enterprises) in

order to retain a greater share of revenues collected. Moreover, the system

is complicated and difficult to administer, it requires a highly qualified

staff for efficient administration, and books of account for smaller firms may

be inadequate to the task of determining sales and profit tax activity.

197. Finally, there are problems with the way in which municipal

governments marshall financial information to plan and control their fiscal

activities. It was not possible to construct a consolidated budget of local
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government finances or of total capital expenditures in the urban areas, and

we were unable to net out interfund transfers. There is no multiyear

budgetary forecasting and no capital budget. In general, the budget is not

used for planning purposes.

C. Reform Possibilities

198. The first step in a reform program is for the Government to decide

on the role it wants to assign the provincial- and local-government sector.

In particular, the question as to whether municipal and county governments

will be given some revenue-rasing autonomy must be decided. If that route is

chosen, and it would be consistent with the general economic reforms underway,

then a number of fiscal changes might be considered.

199. Several possibilities are open to increase the revenues of municipal

governments. If local taxation is to be permitted, a land use tax at a high

rate could be an attractive option. It could raise significant revenue and

have desirable effects on the distribution of land use, though it could have

undesirable product price effects, may generate significant external costs,

and would be costly to administer. At a low rate the land use tax would lose

its advantages and have little to recommend it. A local option surrate on the

profits and sales taxes, in that case, would be much better.

200. If autonomy in local taxes is not to be allowed, an alternative to

increase municipal revenues is to increase the municipal tax-sharing percent-

age. If the retention rate were increased above its present level of about

30% and if the same rate were applied to combined sales- and profit-tax

collections, an incentive to improve administration could also be provided.

However, under the present system this would be a provincial government
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decision and would come at a cost of less opportunity for fiscal equalization

within the province.

201. There are other good possibilities for mobilizing more resources. A

formal mechanism for borrowing and benefit financing could permit local

governments to finance capital projects in a more efficient way and tap the

willingness to pay by project beneficiaries. Likewise, a more formal and

appropriately designed program of provincial government grants to stimulate

local fiscal activity in desired areas should replace the present ad hoc

system.

202. Municipal budgets in Zhejiang Province can be recast as more

effective planning tools. The objective should be to regularly produce a con-

solidated local area budget, fully identify capital construction and

maintenance spending and financing, and trace out all interaccount trans-

fers. Multiyear budgetary forecasting and capital budgeting should also be

considered.

203. Potential improvements in tax administration are an important con-

sideration. Without a survey of administrative problems, it is difficult to

even suggest the elements of a reform program. Among the possible needs are

the introduction of taxpayer identification numbers and a master file, more

staff training, simplification of the tax structure itself, improved collec-

tions and assessment, and computerization. An even more important underlying

question is whether the tax administration system should be more centralized

and whether the administrative problems are as much related to the structure

of the tax system as to its operation. It would seem ill advised to consider

the creation of a separate central- and local-government tax administration.
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